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Last-Minute Changes

•

Read these notes before operating your Video Toaster Flyer! The following items explain a variety of changes that
have occurred throughout the System 4.0 software release.
• The most important change comes in the form of two additional installation steps that were not included in the manual:
autohueing your Toaster and calibrating your Flyer. Make sure that you perform these two steps after follOwing all of the
other installation steps and before you start the new software.
• Other changes affect various Toaster video graphic applications, as listed on the following pages.

InstallaUIll Step J: How to AutoHue and Calibrate Your Toast./flyer InstaIlaUOD
Before you start System 4.0, you'll need to AutoHue your Video Toaster (to match the digital framebuffers) and calibrate the Flyer (to match the playback channels). After these steps, you'll be able to run System 4.0! (If you skip these
steps, your Flyer will not record and play back video with correct color.)
Here's how to do it.

1: AutoHue the Toaster
• Astable video source on input 1.
• If you have the original Toaster card, a video cable
connecting the main out to input 2. (Note: In previous
versions of software this was input 4.)
• If you have the Toaster 4000 card, you need no
additional cabling.

1

Double-click on the drawer where you installed
the Toaster 4.0 software.

2

Double-click on the Programs drawer.

3

Double-click on the AutoHue icon.

Follow the on-screen messages, if any.
You will see a great deal of screen flashing. When the
is complete, your system has been fine tuned.

Part 2: Calibrate the Ryer
Requirements:
• Astable video source on input 1.

1
2

Double-click on the drawer where you installed
the Toaster 4.0 software.

3

Double-click on the FlyerCalibrate icon.

Double-click on the Programs drawer.

Follow the on-screen messages, if any. The PjOCess will take
several minutes (it may even appear to have stopped while
internal adjustment are made). Do not attempt to use the
computer during calibration, as this may cause incorrect
adjustment of the Flyer. As with AutoHue, you will see a
deal of screen flashing. When the process is complete, your
system will have been calibrated.

4

When you see the message "Press Return to exit,"
do so. You are now ready to run System 4.0.

Note:
the system repeatedly requests that you perform AutoHue,
a different video source on input 1.

Note:
If your Flyer fails to calibrate correctly, the ribbon cable
(from the Flyer to the Toaster) may be damaged. If you can,
test this at your dealer. Otherwise, contact Technical
for a replacement.

your system has been autohued, you should not need
re-run the AutoHue program again unless you notice a
difference between the color match of the digital
channels.

Note:
Once your system has been calibrated, you should not need
to re-run the FlyerCalibrate program again unless you notice
a distinct difference in the color match of the two channeb
used for Flyer playback (inputs 3 and 4).

About
System 4.0

Errata:
NewTek and Technical Support Information
The information in the 4.0 Manual was inadvertantly taken from an earlier manual and has the incorrect phone numbers
address for NewTek and Technical Support. Make note of these changes so that you do not use the old information.

Executive Offices

ande

9-5 Central Standard Time

1200 SW Executive Dtive
Topeka, KS 66615
Voice
FAX
Customer Service
Dealer Sales
Dealer FAX

(913)
(913)
(800)
(800)
(913)

228-8000
228-8001
847-6111
368-5441
228-8099

Technical Support

9am-1pm, 2pm-5:30pm Central Standard Time

Voice (913) 228-8282
FAX (913) 228-8222
BBS (913) 271-9299
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Errata:
.ntroduction/lnSlallallOn

Errata: Sequencer/Switcher
AIbnII8 VIew fir lies WlIDIws, Page 5

InsIaIIatIII ChIIga

The keyboard command to change views is the Right
Arniga key..

The option to Update Toaster software is no longer part of
the installation.

SIICII: _ ., IIIbn 01 Page 10

Also, a new step has been added. The install porgram will
ask you "Do you want to install the Flyer software?" Answer
Yes or No, as appropriate. (Do not answer Yes if you do not
have a Flyer. Doing sOlwill only cause additional files to be
copied to your system that you cannot use. Don't waste the
space.)

New .-to-T.... KayIad COImaId
On page 11, the 4.0 manual incorrectly identifies the keyboard shortcut for jumping from the Toaster software to the
Amiga Workbench. The command is different than it was in
previous releases of Toaster software.
The correct way to go from any of the Toaster editor screens
to the Amiga Workbench is to hold the Left Arniga key and
press the letter m on your keyboard. To return to the
Toaster software, use the same keystroke.

Installation CIII'I

e

1\vO of the entries for installation have incorrect procedures

·sted.
• Under the Amiga 3000 listing, the option Install both
Video Toaster and Flyer should show procedures D, B, E
• Under the Arniga 2000 listing, the option Install both
Video Toaster and Flyer should show procedures D, A, E.

Errata: Tutorials
ToasterPaIlII T..mI #1
Skip Step 4 (where you adjust the aduio playback level).
There is no such control in ToasterPaint. We don't know
what we were thinking.

MIDIer TUIoPIaI #1

The keyboard command to change views is the Right
Arniga key..

Errata: Appendices
-..x 13: SMPTE-..

1. Currently the Flyer does not output time code during playback.
2. When recording to the Flyer, use serial cable Afor time
code input
3. The Flyer does not support IJc. Rather, it supports serial
time code. (For this reason, an IJC-to-serial time code
translator is recommended, such as the Horita model mentioned in the appendices.)
4. If your equipment uses VITC only, you can use a combination of two devices to input time code to the Flyer: a VITC-toIJC converter connected to an ITC-to-serial translator.
Again, Horita manufactures such equipment. Or, see your
dealer.

New

--=

AIIIJ ..... fir ProfessIonals

The audio level~ on the Flyer (Le., consumer style which
uses RCA connectors, and is a -1 OdBv unbalanced signa!)
are different from the audio levels used by BetaCam VCRs
(professional style which uses XLR connectors and is a
+4dBu, balanced signal).
Abalanced to unbalanced converter is necessary to convert
from one standard to the other. Y/C Plus manufactures such
a device. Contact them at the phone and address below.
Y/C Plus, Inc.

310 SW 6th Avenue
Topeka,KS 66603-3109

Skip Step 4 (where you adjust the aduio playback level).
Voice

MIDIer Tutorial #4

FAX

9131235-5014
9131235-3485

Skip this tutorial. It in another version of Thtorial 3.

•
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Sequencer/Switcher Noles

•

Video Clip Lang1h

How TransWons WOrk

How Long Can a Video Clip Be?
Any length is fine. However, a bug causes a problem when
you drag the slider through a clip that is longer than 9 minutes (the audio playback is lost). You can always use the
numeric time code gadgets to jump to other locations in a
clip if the slider becomes inoperable.

Special effects, also called tranSitions, overlap the ends of
two video clips (the two clips which sandwich the effect on
the project storyboard) equally. This means that approximately one-half of the effect occurs over the end of the previous clip, and one-half occurs over the beginning of the
next clip.

How Short Can a Video Clip Be?
Currently, video clips cannot be edited so that they are less
than 10 frames (or 00:00:00: 10), or 113 of a second.

For this reason, clips need lead-in time (if you're familiar
with video, you might think of this as pre-roll time) in
order to allow for the transition. We recommend about 3-5
seconds of excess time on all clips (this excess can always
be trimmed later if if you don't use many transitions and
drive space becomes critical). Just in case, always try out
the newly trimmed clip in the project sequence first, before
removing the original file to make more space.

ExIlIng (Shumng Down) Toastar Pro..To shut down ChromaFX, ToasterPaint, ToasterCG, or
lightWave 3D, hold the Shift key on the keyboard and select
that program from the pop-up Programs button on any
main editor screen.

Flyer StIlls

Spin Audio Requlre_
In order to use split audio edits, you must have an audio
drive connected to SCSI chain Cof the Flyer.

System 4.0 introduces a new concept called the "Flyer still."
In previous versions of Toaster system software, when you
saved a still frame to the Amiga drive you were saving a file
in a special format called aframestore. All Toaster applications had this option.

With the Flyer software, you have the option of saving a still
frame as either a framestore (on the Amiga drive) or a
Flyer stiU (on a Flyer video drive). You can make Flyer stills
from the Process panel of any clip, by dragging the in and
out sliders so that they are side by side. When they are in
contact, they define a single four-field clip, a Flyer still. You
can also make Flyer stills from ToasterPaint, using the Arexx
script MakeStill.
When you select one format or the other, keep this in mind:
The major difference between the two kinds of files is
directly related to sequencing a video project. Flyer stills
can be loaded more quickly than framestore images. An
additional benefit of this is that not only do Flyer stills load
more quickly when sequencing, they also take up less hard
drive space. AFramestore image that is 686K in size
becomes a Flyer still around 362K in size.

AudIo Clip Langth
How Long Can an Audio Clip Be?
Audio clips do not have a limit on length (other than the
amount of audio a hard drive can hold).
Last-Minute Changes
SequencerlSwitcher
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How Short Can an Audio Clip Be?
Currently, audio clips cannot be shorter than about 10
frames (or 00:00:00:10), or 113 of a second.

MaIntaining UnItY Gain when Recording and

Playing Back Auillo

In order to maintain unity gain (or near-unity gain) levels •
for audio, you should:
(a) Record audio into the Flyer at the optimum record
level. This is the default setting for the audio sliders.
However, very high or very low level audio may
require adjustment to achieve better levels.
(b) Set clip playback levels to 95%.

Operating CG Key Pages M_ally
Arecent change in the SequencerlSwitcher now allows you
to operate the fade-in and fade-out rate of a ToasterCG key
page manually, using the T-bar.
In the ProjectJSwitcher display, when you select a key page,

it will autoload into the Superimpose bus, ready to be displayed. If you wish to dissolve it on screen manually, simply
drag the T-bar down. To dissolve it off screen manually,
drag the T-bar once again.
See the SequencerlSwitcher manual for further information
on how to display key pages.

•

Seq./Swilcher Noles (cont.)

.exx

The following sCripts were added to the editor. They work
like any crouton, and can be dragged into a project (note
that not all were designed for sequencing, so they may not
work in this manner). Double-click to run.
FlyerStopFrame.rexx
Requires GPI trigger hookup. Records 1 frame each time
it is triggered. Between grabs, will half-dissolve live and
frozen images (for reference). Each frame is added to a
Flyer clip (whose name you provide). (Note that you
cannot quit the script early, it must complete.)
FlyLaps.rexx
Sample script. Makes a time lapse clip recording.
Haiku.rexx

•

Just for fun.
IFF2Clip.rexx
Creates a Flyer clip out of a sequence of IFF images (in
the format filename.###). This is faster than using
Toasterpaint.
Import.rexx
Loads and displays any graphic to framebufIer DVl. Less
than full-screen graphics will be stretched to fill the
screen while maintaining the correct aspect ratio.
RePlay.rexx
Causes a project to begin playing from the beginning.
Useful for repeating kiosk applications. There will be a
delay between repeats.
StopFrame.rexx
Requires GPI trigger hookup. Records 1 frame each time
it is triggered. Between grabs, will half-dissolve live and
frozen images (for reference). Images are saved as IFF
24-bit images with the filename format filename.###.
(Note that you cannot quit the script early, it must complete.)
TuneLapse.rexx (does not require Flyer)
Will grab frames at user-specified time interval (in minutes only). Images are saved as IFF 24-bit images with
the filename format filename.###.

Ilow to Run ARexx Scripts frOID the Editor
To run the ARexx scripts that are a part of the
SequencerJSwitcher, navigate to the Editor directory
(Toaster:ARexxlEditor) and double-click it.
Most of the scripts will bring up a control panel for you to
utilize.

•

Note: These scripts are not meant to be included in
sequences, as they require direct feedback and will probably interrupt playback.

How to RelDOve Jitter froID aRyer StUI
1. Drag the still into the project window.
2. Go to the SwitcherlFiles view.
3. Double-click on the still to display it.
4. Click the Freeze button.
S. Drag the pointer over the Stabilize button and select one
fornl of image stabilization.
6. Press the key beside the number 1 on top of the keyboard (it has a tilde symbol on it, like this: -) to bring
up the New Clip panel.
7. Select Main Out as the input source.
8. Record a few seconds of the still image.
9. Go to Make Clips, and continue with the process of defining this clip. If you wish, you can then go into the clip
and create a Flyer still from it.

General Noles
FlyerFormat TroubleShooting
If, when you run FlyerFormat, the program appears to
"hang" while looking for drives, usually there is one of two
possible problems present. Either a non-standard CD-ROM
is connected to the system, or your SCSI cabling or termination is the culprit. Most of the time, this will occur after you
have disconnected and reconnected your drives, or added a
new drive to the system.

First, while the system is still on and FlyerFormat is looking
for drives, try turning off the power to your CD-ROM drive
(if it is an external drive). If FlyerFormat does not show the
remaining drives after a momen~ reboot the system and try
FlyerFormat again (tllis time without the CD-ROM turned
on). If tllis works, then your CD-ROM may be unsupported
somehow, or its SCSI cabling or termination may be wrong.
You will have to check each of these things to see which is
causing the problem.
Second, if your CD-ROM appears to be fine, it's most likely
that your SCSI cables are improperly terminated, or a cable
is loose, or a cable is bad. SCSI termination is critical for
the Flyer. You may wish to disconnect all drives from the
Flyer and reconnect them, one at a time, each tinle running
FlyerFormat to make sure that this drive can be found. If
you just added or changed the drive configuration, check
the items you've changed. They're the most likely cause.

FlyerFormat Up
Did you know that you can use FlyerFormat to find out what
hard drives are connected to a system, and what their SCSI
ID numbers are (without having to format them)? Just run
FlyerFormat and read the drive display that comes up. It
will tell you the SCSI ID number, drive make, drive model,
Flyer format type, and drive name for each drive connected
to the Flyer.

Last-Minute Changes
General

ToasterPaint Notes
The following buttons and their functions are not included
in ToasterPaint 4.0 (although they appear in the manual):
Save 4-bit Alpha
Save S-bit Alpha
Straight line Tool (use the Polygon Tool instead. A
left-click starts drawing a line. Aright-click will complete the line.)
The Smoothing button on the TranslWarp panel was
renamed to Antialiasing.

Last-Minute Changes
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The following ARexx scripts are included with ToasterPaint
BlurVignette.rexx (works on clips and images)
Blurs the outer edges of the screen in an oval shape.
BronzeClip.rexx (works on clips and images)
Makes the screen appear bronzed in color.
BWBorderVign.rexx (works on clips and images)
Makes a black-and-white border edge of the image with
the full-color version framed within.
Clip21FF30.rexx (works on clips)
Converts the selected clip to a sequence of IFF 24-bit
frames.
Clip2IFF60.rexx (works on clips)
Converts the selected clip to a sequence of IFF 24-bit
fields.
Clip2IFFfrn.rexx
Converts the selected clip to a sequence of IFF 24-bit
framestores.
Colorize.rexx (works on clips and images)
will tint the screen using the current color.
ColorVignette.rexx (works on clips and images)
will make an oval shaped black-and-white vignette (the
center of the screen remains in color).
CopyClip.rexx (works on clips)
Makes a copy of the selected clip.
DSpeed.rexx (works on clips)
2x-speed. Makes a new clip that is one-half as long as
the original (twice as fast).
DSpeed4.rexx (works on clips)
4x-speed. Makes a new clip that is one-fourth as long as
the original (four times as fast).
DSpeed8.rexx (works on clips)
8x-speed. Makes a new clip that is one-eighth as long as
the original (eight times as fast).
Exportrexx (works on images)
Exports current screen to another file format (file
requester allows you to choose).
~peed.rexx (works on clips)
Makes a new clip that is twice as long as the original, so
that it plays back more slowly.
IFFlClip.rexx (works on images)
Converts a sequence of numbered IFF files to a Flyer clip.
Filename format must be menarne.###.
Irnportrexx
Imports files of most any format OPG, PICf, etc.).

MakeStill.rexx (works on images, but must be selected.
and processed from the clip processing buttons)
Makes a Flyer still from the current image.
Negative.rexx (works on clips and images)
Makes a negative image of entire screen.
NegVignette.rexx (works on clips and images)
Will make an oval shaped negative vignette (the center of
the screen remains in color).
ReRead.rexx (works on clips and images)
Will update the reXX pop-up menu (rereads the directory
in case you have added new scripts while paint was running).

Sepiarexx (works on clips and images)
Converts screen to sepia toned image.
SepiaVignette.rexx (works on clips and images)
Will make an oval shaped sepia-tone vignette (the center
of the screen remains in color).
Skeleton.rexx
Does nothing. Askeleton clip process script that you can
edit to make use your own processes.
TPBalls.rexx (works on clips and images)
Sample script. Makes a series of small balls on screen.
TPEpsLoadrexx (works on clips and images)
Similar to the EPS load script found in ToasterCG.
However, it will ask for the height of the brush you want
created. Aspect ratio is always preserved. Note: not all
EPS artwork may be supported.
•
TPLenses.rexx (works on clips and images)
Sample script. Makes a series of lens-like squares on the
screen.
TPMirrorL-R.rexx (works on clips and images)
Takes the left half of the screen and reverses it over the
right half.
TPMirrorR-L.rexx (works on clips and images)
Takes the right half of the screen and reverses it over the
left half.
TPPads.rexx (works on clips and images)
Sample script. Uses current gradient colors to make padlike tile shapes on screen.
Write2.rexx (works on clips and images)
Writes current image to two fields of a Flyer clip.
Write4.rexx (works on clips and images)
Writes current image to four fields of a Flyer clip.
WriteS.rexx (works on clips and images)
Writes current image to eight fields of a Flyer clip.
Note:
When ToasterPaint writes to Flyer clips (either through the
Save Clip button or through an ARexx script), it always generates a complete clip (Le., it opens the clip file, writes in
the new data, and closes the file). You do not need to
"close" or "quit" writing to a Flyer clip, since ToasterPaint •
handles this automatically after each access.

ToasterPaint Notes (cont.)
.eybOard Co_. Changes
The following keyboard commands have been added or
altered in System 4.0.
Shift+a

Shift+i
Shift+u
FI

Transporter Draw Mode (requires air brush)
Write current screen to Flyer clip (adds 1 field to
the clip. Note that 4 fields are required to add a
full frame.)
Generates crouton with image matching current
screen for Flyer clip.
Toggle global fill mode
Toggle Tools and Trans/Warp panels

ToastereS Notes

e

New Arexx script: EPS load

New Arexx script: Import

This new Arexx script, EPSload, allows you to load
Encapsulated PostScript files into ToasterCG.

This new Arexx script, Import, allows you to load a wide
variety of image files into ToasterCG (including Targa, TIFF,
PCX, BMP, PICT, and more).

First, you drag out a box graphic on screen. Then you run
the EPSload script (either press the correct Alt+Fkey combinatiOn if you have it assigned to an function key, or press
Alt+F1 and select the script from the ARexx launch
requester) .
Import will ask if you wish to maintain the aspect ratio of
the original image. If you want the image in ToasterCG to
look as closely as possible to the original, select Yes. If
you'd rather squeeze the image to fit the box exactly, select
No.
After a moment of processing, the image will be fitted to the
box. It will also be saved to the Brushes directory of your
Toaster software, so that you can reuse it in other gmphics,
or reload it if you return to edit this page further.
Important!
If you select a box graphic from the screen to load an EPS

graphic, make sure that you have selected the box correctly! To be safe, click on the box twice. The first click places a
text cursor for CG entry (the box changes color and looks
like it is selected, but it is not). The second click actually
activates the box (and removes the text cursor). Also, if you
look at the font pop-up, you'll see the word Box when the
box is selected.

e

It works in similar fashion to the EPSload script. First, you
drag out a box graphic on screen. Then you run the Import
sCript (either press the correct Alt+Fkey combination if you
have it assigned to an function key, or press Alt+FI and
select the script from the ARexx launch requester).

Import will ask if you wish to maintain the aspect ratio of
the original image. If you want the image in ToasterCG to
look as closely as possible to the original, select Yes. If
you'd rather squeeze the image to fit the box exactly, select
No.
After a moment of processing, the image will be fitted to tlle
box. It will also be saved to the Brushes directory of your
Toaster software, so that you can reuse it in other graphics,
or reload it if you return to edit this page further.
Important!
If you select a box graphic from the screen to load an EPS

graphic, make sure that you have selected the box correctly! To be safe, click on the box twice. The first click places a
text cursor for CG entry (the box changes color and looks
like it is selected, but it is not). The second click actually
activates the box (and removes the text cursor). Also, if you
look at the font pop-up, you'll see the word Box when the
box is selected.

Last-Minute Changes
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lightWave 3D Notes
Scene panel
Show, Hide pop-ups
These two buttons globally show or hide items in Layout.
There are three options: All Objects, All Bones, All Light~.
After selecting one of these you will notice the item's visibility state will change accordingly.

Objects pMlel
Bones
(This should fit into the Limited Influence text as it is currently.) ... Limit this region of influence by activating Limited
Range and entering a minimum and maximum range for
the bone. The influence of the bone will be at full strength
anywhere inside the minimum distance from the bone. TIle
range of the bone will fall-off gradually until it is equal to 0
at the maximum distance.
Unseen by Rays
This option utilizes LiglllWave's ability to selectively ray
trace. When an object is unseen by rays, it will not be ray
traced during rendering. This saves time during rendering
by telling ligi1tWave to ignore non-essential objects when
calculating reflections, refractions, and shadows.
Reflection Options
The reflection options panel allows greater control of
lightWave's calculation of reflections. These options reflect:
Backdrop Only, Ray Tracing +BackDrop, Spherical
Reflection Map, and Ray Tracing+Reflection Map.
Backdrop Only
This surface reflects only the colors in the backdrop.
Ray Tracing + Backdrop
This surface reflect~ any objects in the scene as well as
the backdrop colors.
Spherical Reflection Map
This surface reflects the selected inlage as a spherical
reflection. (Note: With spherical reflection mapping, use
the Image Seam angle field to rotate the inlage in order
to hide edges of a non-repeating image) .
Ray Tracing + Spherical Map
TIlis surface reflects both an image (tilat you select to be
spherically mapped) and any objects in tile scene. This is
useful for scenes that use a background image, or for
creating complex realistic-looking reflections without a
lot of object detail in the scene.

Last-Minute Changes
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Shadow Alpha
l!seful for compositing animation elements with live action.
By activating Shadow Alpha and Save alpha, tile alpha chan-

nel will contain information for the shadow only.
Let's look at an example.
To make an animated character blend into a live-action •
scene, it needs to cast shadows on its live-action "surround
ings." To accomplish this you create some objects that
rougl1ly mimic the live action background. These objects
will be surfaced with black (no diffuseness) and have
Shadow Alpha turned on. Surface the animated character as
you normally would. The end result?
• In the alpha channel is a black image with white areas
representing the 3D character and its shadow.
• In the RGB image is a black image except for the 3D
character which would be its normal colors.
When you composite tile RGB, the alpha, and the live-action
footage, you end up seeing an animated character with
shadows that conform appropriately to the background
inlage.
Glow Effect
Activating the Glow button will cause that surface to glow
according to the Glow Settings on the effects panel. See
Glow Settings in the Effects section for a more complete
description.

I_ges panel
Load Image pop-up
You can now load Flyer clips from Flyer video drives .

•

Flyer Clip Parameters
This section of tile image panel makes it possible for you to
tell lightWave which portion of a Flyer clip to use. Drag the
mini-sliders to set the first and last frame values. Ligi1tWave
will tilen treat tile clip like an image sequence. For example
if you set the first frame value to 2 seconds 15 frames
(00:00:02:15), ligi1tWave would use that franle for its first
rendered frame (frame one), then llgiltWave would move
on to 2 seconds 16 frames for frame 2 and so on until it
reached the last frame.
There is a window directly beneath the tile First FrameJLast
Frame fields that contains information about the clip you
have selected. The window will tell you the name of the clip
as well as the clip's duration in standard SMPTE format.

Lights p_1
Global Flare Intensity
Global Flare Intensity provides a simultaneolls envelope
control over aI/lens flares in a scene.
The default value is 100%. At this setting all flares will have
their normal intensity. This control functions as a percentage for all flare intensities. In other words, if you have a •
flare set to 30% intensity, and the global flare intensity is s
to 50%, the actual flare intensity would be 15%.

•

This is a useful feature when creating scenes such as explosions, where many flares of different intensities need to
ramp up or down together It could also be used for a city
lackout where building and street lights shut off simultaneusly.

Lens Flare Options
Anamorphic Distort
This button was previously named Anamorphic Squeeze. It
functions in the same manner, but now has a Distortion
Factor option.
Distortion Factor
The DF value works as an aspect ratio for the flare. The
fault value, 1.77, causes LightWave to calculate the flare's
width to be 1.77 times greater than its height. (Note that
1. 77 is the def!ult value for the original Anamorphic
Squeeze, which did not have a DF option.)
If the value of the distort were set to 3, the flare's width
would be 3 times greater than its height. If you want to distort the flare vertically, Simply use a fraction less than 1. For
example, a distortion factor of .3 would cause the flare's
width to be one third that of its height.

Note:
Distortion factor is always based on the height of the flare,
so when a distortion factor greater than one is used the
Anarcs tolal volume will get larger, but when a value less than
•
one is used the flare's volume will decrease.

Image Compositing
This button displays a screen specifically for compositing
images and image sequences. There are three image
requesters: one for Background Image, one for Foreground
Image, and one for Alpha Image. There are also
Foreground Dissolve and Foreground Key controls, with
high and low key color fields. See manual for descriptions
of each.
Gradient Backdrop
When on, this button switches on the gradient background
color buttons (and rendered images show gradient background colors). When off, this button tells lightWave to use
a solid backdrop color (chosen from the backdrop color
requester) .
Fog Type
This pop-up gives you the choice of three fog types: linear,
Nonlinear! and Nonlinear 2. Nonlinear 2 offers a slight
variation on the fog falloff curve so that the fog amount
increases more qUickly closer to the camera.

Glow Options
Enable Glow Effect
Glow can be assigned on a "per surface" basis, however
glow's parameters (intensity and radius) are global. Glow is
a post-process operation. Therefore you cannot have varying levels of intensity and radius on a single image.

Streak Intensity
This value is a percentage the brightness set by Central
Glow. It affects the intensity of the lens flare's streaks. (If
Central Glow is 100% and this is 50%, the streak intensity
will be 50%.)

Glow Intensity
This field allows you to enter a number between 0 and
100% that will adjust the amount of glow around an object.
Note that 100% means the first pixel around an object will
have a glow equal to the edge of the object, the remaining
glowing pixels will fall off from there.

Streak Density
This number is multiplied by a fraclal value that will result
in an approximate number of streaks (Le., a value of 50
will result in a number of streaks arOlmd 50).

Glow Radius
Enter a number in this field to tell LightWave how far you
want the glow to extend (in pixels) outward from objects in
the scene.

Streak Sharpness
This relates to the falloff of each streak. Ahigher value
makes for very sharp-edged streaks (to the point of appearing jaggy if too sharp). Alower value makes for very wide,
soft-edged streaks. Avalue of 0 makes for infinitely wide
streaks, probably not a useful number.

For example, a value of 8 results in a glow extending 8 pixels from the object. Asetting of 24 increases the spread to
24 pixels.

Camera Panel
•

EHects Panel

Pixel Aspect
This is a custom pixel aspect setting that allows you to set
the aspect ratio (height to width) to match other footage or
display devices.

Note that different resolutions will cause drastically different
results with the glow effect. 8 Low Resolution pixels are
much larger on screen than 8 High Resolution pixels. Keep
this in mind when doing render test~ at lower resolutions.
OutPut FileName Fonnat
This pop-up lets you choose among several different filename output formats. This allows you to manipulate
imagery on a variety of platforms. The options are
Name001, NameOOO1, NameOO1.xxx, and NameOOO1.xxx
(xxx represents a 3 character extension such as TGA, BMP,
PCT, etc.).
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NameOOl and NameOOOl are standard naming conventions
for Amiga programs and should be used as such.
NameOO1.xxx and NameOOO1.xxx are the standard "eightdot-three" naming convention that Wmdows programs
require (eight characters for the name, a period, then three
characters for the file type). The three-character extension
tells other programs what kind of file it is without having to
open it to find out.
Important!
Many Windows NT machines have their hard disks partitioned as NTFS. If if this is the case, you are not limited to
the eight-dot-three filenames. For regular Wmdows users
there are also third-party add-on programs that will break
the eight-dot-three barrier.

Silicon Graphics computers also like to have file extensions
although they are not limited to 8-character filenames.

Sn•• AnImationS. Flyer ClIps
With the initial release of System 4.0 software, you have
received version 3.5 of lightWave 3D. This version of
lightWave does not fully support the Flyer yet.
You will receive a free update to lightWave 4.0 when it is
released (soon after the Flyer release). That version will
support the Flyer for both reading and writing video clips.

•

However, a "back door" has been added to lightWave 3.5
that allows you to save lightWave animations as Flyer clips.
Here's how to use it.

1

Set up your animation as usual.

2

When you are ready to render the animation, go
to the Record panel.

3

Set the ANIM Type pop-up to Medium
Resolution Preview (Vf4000).

4

Select Save ANIM File. Choose the Flyer video
drive where you want to save the animation.

Important!
Do not select the Flyer drive using its device name!
(Le., FAO:, or FBO:, etc.) You must select the drive by
its volume name (Le., FlyerA, FlyerB, whatever).
Otherwise, the animation will not be saved properly. •

5
6

Enter a name for the animation. Press Return.

Start automatic rendering as usual.

Rendering and saving will proceed as usual, with the animation being written to the Flyer video drive you selected.
When rendering is complete, you may go to the Flyer and
play the animation.
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8GB Color Value Chart and Index of 8efraeDil
Use the RGB Color Values listed here as a guideline for your RGB color selections in lightWave 3D (these colors are also
useful in ToasterPaint and ToasterCG). Use the Index of Refraction values listed below as a guideline for refraction values
(entered via the Refractive Index button found under the Surlace button in lightWave Renderer). Remember: the higher the
index the longer the rendering time.

•

Reds
brick
cadmium red
coral
firebrick
indian red
maroon
pink
raspberry
red255
salmon
tomato
Oranges
cadmium orange
carrot
orange
orange red
Browns
beige
brown
•

burnt sienna
burnt umber
chocolate
flesh
khaki
rosy brown
raw sienna
raw umber
sepia
sienna
saddle brown
sandy brown
tan 210
Yellows
banana
cadmium yellow
gold
goldenrod
melon
yellow

•

R

156
227
255
178
176
176
255
135
0
250
255
R

255
237
255
255
R

163
128
138
138
210
255
240
188
199
115
94
160
139
244
180
R

227
255
255
218
227
255

G
102
23
127
34
23
48
192
38
0
128
99

B
31
13
80
34
31
%
203
87

G
97
145
128
69

B
3
33
0
0

114
71

G
148
42
54
51
105
125
230
143
97
74
38
82
69
164
140

128
42
15
36
30
64
140
143
20
18
18
45
19
%

G
207
153
215
165
168
255

B
87
18
0
32
105
0

8

Whites
antique white
azure
bisque
blanch almond
comsilk
eggshell
floral white
gainsboro
ghost white
honeydew
ivory
linen
navajo white
old lace
seashell
snow
wheat
white
white smoke
Greys
cold grey
grey
slate grey
warm grey
Blacks
black
ivory black

R

250
240
255
255
255
252
255
220
248
240
255
250
255
253
255
255
245
255
245
R

128
192
112
128
R

0
41

G
235
255
228
235
248
230
250
220
248
255
255
240
222
245
245
250
222
255
245

B
215
255
1%
205
220
201
240
220
255
240
240
230
173
230
238
250
179
255
245

G
138
192
128
128

8

135
192
144
105

G B
0 0
36 33

Blues
blue
cobalt
dodger blue
indigo
manganese blue
midnight blue
navy
peacock
powder blue
royal blue
slate blue
sky blue
steel blue
turquoise blue
ultramarine

0
61
30
8
3
25
0
51
176
65
106
135
70
0
18

Cyans

R

aquamarine
cyan
turquoise
Greens
chartreuse
cobalt green
emerald green
forest green
green
lawn green
lime green
mint
oUvedrab
sap green
sea green
spring green
terre verte
Magentas
blue violet
magenta
orchid
plum
purple
violet

R

G
0
89
144
46
168
25
0
161
224
105
90
206
130
199
10

B
255
171
255
84
158
112
128
201
230
225
205
235
180
140
143

G B
127 255 212
0 255 255
64 224 208

R

127
61
0
34
0
124
50
189
107
48
46
0
56
R

138
255
218
221
160
143

G
255
145
201
139
255
252
205
252
142
128
139
255
94

0
64
87
34
0
0
50
201
35
20
87
127
15

G
43
0
112
160
32
94

B
226
255
214
221
240
153

8
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lightWave Modeler Notes
Variable undo levels

Numeric entry Oelds, Part 1

Location: Under Objects/Options. This number detennines
the number of undo levels available. Redo will always store
the same number as Undo, Le. 5 levels of Undo results in 5
levels of Redo. This number is saved with the Mod-Config

Numeric entry fields can now accept math functions. I.E.,
you could enter this is the numeric panel for Move:
x[5m12m+15mm] and Modeler will do the math for you!
Moving the selected item the correct distance.

me.

New Metalorm OpUon
Location: Subdivide panel. The new option is called
Smoothing Angle Field. This allows "hard-edged"
metafonning, wherein objects that have severe angles or
creases can retain their hard edge(s) based on the smoothing angle used for the operation. Reduce the smoothing
angle to allow for more hard edges to remain unconverted.

New Amlua View Modes
Location: Display Options panel. On the Amiga there are
now three Moving display modes: Wireframe, Solid, and
Frontface.
Wireframe shows the object in a see-through wireframe
form. Frontface shows the object in a wireframe form
where only the polygon whose normals are facing you are
visible. (You can still see "through" some polygons, since
there may be polygons behind them whose normals also
face you.) Solid shows only the polygons that you would
actually see if the object were truly solid (Le., you cannot
see "through" any polygons) .
All platforms share the same three views in Static display
mode (Wire, Frontface, Solid).

New Bevel Setllnus
Location: Multiply menu, Bevel panel. The new bevel
options are called Outer and Custom Surface.
Outer pushes the points outwardly allowing objects with
thin areas to be beveled with out flipping polygons. This is
especially useful for beveling text with serifed edges.
Custom Surface allows the user to choose whether the new
polygons created by the bevel will retain the surface name
of the original polygons or have a new surface name
assigned to them. This is useful for text, as you can bevel
the text and Simultaneously rename the edges to something
more meaningful like edges.

Last-Minute Changes
LightWave Modeler
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Numeric Oelds, Part II
Now these fields can do measurement standards
conversion. All requesters are set to default to either feet or
meters, depending on the setting under Display Options.
When Modeler is set to use the metric system, all requesters
will assume that any number entered without a specific
measurement designation will refer to meters. For example,
enter 3 and modeler assumes you mean 3 meters. Enter .3
and modeler returns with 3mm. The same is true of the
English system.
If you want to mix and match measurement systems, it's no
problem. Suppose you want to use an English measurement, such as feet, when Modeler is set for the metric
mode. Just type 4 ft (or 4') and Modeler will automatically
translate that number into meters. (Put this together with
the ability to calculate functions and you could do the fol- •
lowing in the numeric panel for Move:
xl4ft*3m+Zrnm/16in-3"J.)

User Definable View Presets
The numbers on the numeric keypad (on the right hand
side of your keyboard) can be assigned to jump among 10
different screen views.
For example, drag the view out so that the Face view fills the
screen. Hold the Shift key and press numeric 1. You have
just assigned the numeric 1 key to this view. Any time you
press numeric 1, the view will jump to the configuration
you just set up.
You can do the same for any other views you like to use
often.
Modeler will remember the display orientation (logo, map,
side, or vehicle), the screen positions, and the zoom size
for each of the 10 numeric keys. You can assign them
freely, and recall them just by pressing the number key
itself.

•

Modeler ARexx Macros
Here are concise descriptions of the macros included with
Modeler. Read the files themselves for more info, or try
. e m out on various objects.
AddMacro
Used by Modeler to add macros to its pop-up macro list.

BBox
Generates a bounding box the size of the current object.
Cage
Creates a spline box.
Calculate
Calculates numeric strings.
Center
Centers current item(s) on all three axes.
CenterlD
Centers current item (s) on one axis.
CommandSeqProc
Processes a sequence of shell commands.
CoordSys
Polar coordinate systems conversion utility.
CurveText
Generates PS text on a curve.
CutFaces
CUts all faces from the current layer.
Dinner
Afun haiku-like poem generator.
Explode
Shifts points in an object as if exploding or imploding it.

e

ractalize

Subdivides and jitters an object.
FrenchTIckler
ARexx test program.
Haiku
Afun poem generator.
Halve
Scales an object by .5 around its center.
Julienne
Slices an object along an axis.
LightSwarm
Makes a cloud of lights.
LoadFonts
Preload.~ a group of fonts with Modeler.
Logotron
Generates beveled text.
LWenvelope
Generates an envelope file for Layout.
M2in
Converts between English and metric.
Make Motion
Create a motion path file.
MartianPlumber
Creates an object with strange tubes and connectors.
MetricScale
~~..: an object with wrong units to metric.

~v~lot

For MathVision contour plots.
NearBG

Puts all nearby non-empty layers into background state.

NextEmpty
Jumps to next empty layer.
ParametricCurve
Create a curve object using parametric functions.
PathToMotion
Converts path in layer to motion path for Layout.
Pclone
Clones layer data at offset using points in bg layers.
plot
plots a line function as a set of connected segments.
PloaD
2D function surface maker.
PointCenter
Fmd average center point position (center of mass).
PointPlane
Generates plane of points.
Points
Make points at X, Y, Z, coordinates.
POints2Polys
Convert selected points to single-point polygons.
PointSep
Displays point separation.
PointSpread
Distributes points in Modeler.
PointXfonn
Transform points algorithmically.
Prick

Generates randomly distributed points on a surlace.
Prims

Platonic solid generator (tetra, octahedron, and others) .
ProCalc
Uses spreadsheet data from "Professional Calc" program.
Router
Bevels polygons with mutli-Ievel bevels.
SaveMe
Auto-save every 10 minutes.
ShapeText
ExtrudeJBevel text and other objects.
Shell
Make a seashell from an outline shape.
Spherize
Make a sphere of the current object.
Symmetrize
Make layer n-fold symmetric.
Text
Makes several lines of text in one operation.
Toroid
Generates a donut shape.
TrajMotion
Make a ballistic trajectory motion path.
Wedge
Makes a wedge or ring.
WrapToSphere
Wrap data onto a sphere.
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How the Flyer Uses and Stores Resources
It's impOrtant to understand the big picture where the Flyer is concerned.
this includes the organization of all of the materials that go into the making of a Flyer project, i.e., a television p~ogram.
When the Flyer plays a program, it pulls resources from all of the locations listed below. If you back up, or archive, this
project, all of the resources necessary to recreate the project are copied to the backup medium.
The simple chart below should give you an idea of what the Flyer uses when editing and sequencing video. We refer to all of
these materials as content. Items that have an asterisk beside them are used during sequencing, Le., playback. The other
items are simply support files for the Toaster and the Flyer.
Important!

Do not mix these files on different drives. Video clips and stills should be placed on video-formatted drives only. Audio clips
should be placed on audio-formatted drives only. Framestores should be kept on an Amiga drive. Any attempt to mix these
items on other drive types will likely result in problems during project playback (stuttering, jitter, etc).

Fi¥""ER

Flyer Video Drives
(SCSI Chains A and 8)

Amiga
(Main Hard Drive)

. -' Video clipS*
LightWave 5D ariltnatioo clips;!'

Switcher Effects*
Fraritestores*
CGPages*
Projects*

Flyef$lilis'

*Items that have an asterisk
beside them are used during sequencing, i.e., playback.
Other items are Simply
support files for the
Toaster and the Flyer.

(support materials)
lightWave HAM8 Animations
nv3D scenes, objects, etc.
ARexx scripts
RGBImages
Programs
Plug-Ins
Brushes
PSFonts

(additionalArniga
···· ·· ~ysternfilesi~tfjese

directories)
AsimCDFS

Last-Minute Changes
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Installation
This section contains detailed instructions on installing the Video Toaster 4000 card, the Video Toaster Flyer card, or both.
Do not follow every one of these install procedures! Certain steps pertain to specific systems such as the Amiga 2000,
3000, or 4000. See the Installation Chilli on pages 16-17 to learn which procedures you need to follow.
Before you install hardware or software, please read through the introductory material to familiarize yourself with all that the
Toaster and Flyer install procedures require.

Software Warranty.............................................................................................................................................................. .2-3
Hardware Warranty ................................................................................................................................................................4
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How to Reach NewTek (Main Office and Technical Support) ........................................................................................8
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Procedure D: Configuring the Video Toaster 4000 card for use with the Flyer................................................................ 26
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Software License and Limited Warranty
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE INSTALLING TIllS SOFfWARE. BY INSTALLING TIllS SOFfWARE, YOU
AGREE TO BECOME BOUND BY TIlE TERMS OF TIllS LICENSE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO TIlE TERMS OF TIllS
LICENSE, RETURN TIllS PACKAGE TO TIlE PlACE WHERE YOU OBTAINED IT WlTIIIN 15 DAYS OF PURCHASE
FOR A FULL REFUND.
1. Grant ofLicense

•

The enclosed computer program(s) (the "Software") is licensed, not sold, to you by NewTek, Inc. ("NewTek") for use only
under the terms of this License, and NewTek reserves any rights not expressly granted to you. You own the disk(s) on which
the Software is recorded or fixed, but the Software is owned by NewTek or its suppliers and is protected by United States
copyright laws and international treaty provisions.
This License allows you to use one copy of the Software on a single computer at a time. To "use" the Software means that the
Software is either loaded in the temporary memory (Le., RAM) of a computer, or installed on the pemlanent memory of a
computer (Le., hard disk, CD ROM, etc).
You may use at one time as many copies of the Software as you have licenses for. You may install the Software on a common
storage device shared by multiple computers, prOvided that if you have more computers having access to the common storage
device than the number of licensed copies of the Software, that only one computer at a time uses the Software, and that you
must have some software mechanism which locks out any concurrent user in excess of the number of licensed copies of the
Software.
You may make one copy of the Software in machine readable form solely for backup purposes. The Software is protected by
COpyrigllt law. As an express condition of this license, you must reproduce on the backup copy the NewTek copyright notice
in the follOwing format "© 1994 NewTek, Inc."
You may permanently transfer all your riglll~ under this license to another party by providing such party all copies of the
Software licensed under this License together with a copy of this license and all written materials accompanying the Software, •
prOvided tllat the other party reads and agrees to accept the terms and conditions of this license.
2. Other Restrictions
YOU MAY NOT REVERSE ENGINEER, DECOMPILE, DISASSEMBLE OR OTIlERWISE REDUCE TIlE SOFfWARE TO
ANY HUMAN PERCEIVABLE FORM. YOU MAY NOT MODIFY, ADAPT, TRANSlATE, RENT, LEASE, LOAN, RESELL
FOR PROFIT, OR CREATE DERIVATIVE WORKS BASED UPON TIlE SOFfWARE OR ANY PART TIlEREOF.

3. Termination
This License is effective until terminated. This License will terminate immediately without notice from NewTek upon any
unauthorized use if you fail to comply with any prOvisions of this license in any manner. Upon such termination you must
destroy the Software, all accompanying written materials and all copies thereof. You may also terminate this license at any
time by destroying the Software, all accompanying written materials and all copies thereof.

4. Export Law Assurances
You agree that neither the Software nor any direct product thereof is being or will be shipped, transferred or re-exported,
directly or indirectly, into any country prohibited by the United States Export Administration Act and the regulations
thereunder or will be used for any purpose prohibited by the Act.

•

•

5. Limited Warranty and Disclaimer, Limitation of Remedies and Damages.
NEWfEK WARRANTS ONLY TIlE DlSKETI'ES ON WHICH TIlE SOFIWARE IS RECORDED TO BE FREE FROM
DEFECTS IN MATERIAlS AND WORKMANSHIP UNDER NORMAL USE FOR 90 DAYS FROM PURCHASE, BUT TIlE
SOFIWARE AND ACCOMPANYING WRI1TEN MATERIAlS ARE LICENSED "AS IS." AU IMPLIED WARRANTIES
AND CONDmONS (INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE) ARE DISCLAIMED AS TO TIlE SOFIWARE AND ACCOMPANYING WRI1TEN MATERIALS
AND LIMITED TO 90 DAYS AS TO TIlE DlSKETI'ES. YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR BREACH OF WARRANTY
WILL BE TIlE REPLACEMENT OF TIlE DlSKETI'ES OR REFUND OF TIlE PURCHASE PRICE. IN NO EVENT WILL
NEWTEK OR ITS DEVELOPERS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR AFFILIATES BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES (INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS
PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, AND TIlE LIKE), WHETIlER
FORESEEABLE OR UNFORESEEABLE, ARISING OUT OF TIlE USE OR INABILITY TO USE TIlE SOFIWARE OR
ACCOMPANYING WRI1TEN MATERIAlS, REGARDLESS OF THE BASIS OF TIlE CLAIM AND EVEN IF NEWTEK OR
AN AUTHORIZED NEWTEK REPRESENTATIVE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF TIlE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

The above limitations will not apply in case of personal injury only where and to the extent that applicable law requires such
liability. Because some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or liability for
consequential or incidental damages, the above limitations may not apply to you.
6. General
TIlls License will be construed under the laws of the State of Kansas. If any provision of this License shall be held by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, that provision will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and the
remaining provisions of this License will remain in full force and effect.

•

7. U.S. Govenmlent Restricted Provision
If you are a U.S. Government end-user, this License of the Software conveys only "RESTRICTED
RIGHTS," and its use, disclosure and duplication are subject to Federal Acquisition Regulations,
and the follOwing provision applies. Tl1is Software:
(a) Was developed at private expense, and no part of it was developed \Vith government funds,
(b) Is a trade secret of NewTek for all purposes of the Freedom of Information Act,
(c) Is "commercial computer software" subject to limited utilization as provided in the contract between the vendor and
the government entity, and
(d) In all respects is proprietary data belonging solely to NewTek, Inc., 1200 Executive Summit Drive, Topeka, Kansas
66615

If tills Software was acquired under a GSA Schedule, the U.S. Government has agreed to refrain from changing or removing
any insignia or lettering from the Software or the accompanying written materials that are provided or from producing copies
of manuals or disks (except one copy for backup purposes) and:
(e) Title to and O\\TIership of this Software and documentation and any reproductions thereof shall remain with NewTek,
(f) Use of tillS Software and documentation shall be limited to the facility for which it is required, and
(g) If use of the Software is discontinued to the installation specified in the purchase/delivery order and the U.S.
Government desires to use it at another location, it may do so by giving prior ,vritten notice to NewTek, specifying the
type of computer and new location site. U.S. Governmental personnel using this Software, other than under a DoD
contract or GSA Schedule, are hereby on notice that use of tillS Software is subject to restrictions which are the same as
or similar to those specified.

•
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NewTek Limited Hardware Warranty
NewTek, Inc. Limited Hardware Warranty

This warranty covers only the hardware portions of the Product and extends to the original purchaser only. Software is
licensed to you under a separate license agreement above, that has its own warranty terms.

•

NewTek warrants that for a period of 1 year from the date of your original purchase of our computerlvideo product
(hardware), it shall be free from defects in material and workmanship. If a defect is determined to be covered by this
warranty as determined by NewTek, NewTek will correct it, and may do so using new or remanufactured components.
NewTek's Liability And Limitations:
NewTek's obligations are only as expressly stated herein. NewTek is not liable for loss or damage for inconvenience or
interruption of service, loss of business, data or anticipatory profit'i, or consequential, incidental or punitive damages resulting
from the use (or operation) of any of the products purchased by you. NewTek's liability is limited solely to the repair or
replacement of the defective product. NewTek is under no obligation or responsibility to enhance or update the product.
This warranty does not cover damage or malfunctions resulting from improper handling, accident, misuse, abuse, neglect,
electrical surges, failure of electrical power, use with other product<; not manufactured or approved by New'fek, installation or
removal charges or damages, danlage while in transit for repair, repair attempted by any unauthorized person, or any other
reason not due to defects in materials and workmanship. l11is warranty is also void if any applicable serial number has been
altered, defaced, or removed. In no event does this warranty ell.1end to in anyway to other peripheral equipment purchased
elsewhere, including hard drives, used with or in connection with hardware purchased from NewTek.

The hardware and software in this product are designed to work in conjunction with each other. Any tennination of the
Software license, including use of the software or any portion of the software not in conjunction with the hardware provided,
in the same computer, will void all warranties and any technical support service othernise available.
To Obtain Warranty Service:
To obtain free repair under this warranty, contact NewTek Technical Support for confinnation, receive a Returned Materials •
Authorization (RMA), and deliver the product along with proof of ownership (such as the original invoice, or a photocopy) to
NewTek. You will be responsible for any costs associated with the delivery to and from our service center.
Other Legal Disclaimers:
The above warranty is exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied (other than those warranties implied by
state law). All applicable state statutory implied warranties, including, but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose, shall be limited to a period of 1 year from the date of your original purchase. No
warranties, either express or implied, will apply after this period.

Because there are so many states with diflerent laws that are everchanging, and because we have no desire to conllict with
these laws, then any term of this wammty that is prohibited by applicable law shall not apply. Some states do not allow
limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion of warranties or of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rigllts, and you may also have
other riglIts which vary from state to state.
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NewTek, Inc., wishes to express its appreciation to the
following organizations and individuals for their
participation in the release of the Video Toaster software.
Many offer catalogs of their work, or will custom-design
items for you. Feel free to contact them at the addresses
provided.

Richard Payne
1965 Ascot Drive #7
Moraga, CA 94556
Phone
510/631-7898

Ron Thornton (3D scene)
Visual Effects Designer Ron Thornton is the creative
genius behind the special effects for Babylon 5, which he
designed and rendered using the Video Toaster. Ron's
credits include the Dr. ~110 television show, Terminator
2, and The Addams Family films. Ron provided
SpaceFighters, an excellent example of texture mapping,
motion paths, and hierarchical motion. lightWave
enthusiasts would do well to study Ron's work.

Brett Hester
13052 Copenhill Road
Dallas, TX 75240
2141255-5495

SpaceFighters is an animation that includes two space
ships, a planet, stars, and several texture maps. If you
wish to render only one image from this animation, set
the First Frame value to 130 and render that frame for
the greatest effect. If you render the entire animation,
note that the first frames are quite dark. This is by
deSign, as the action and illumination intensify over the
course of the scene.

Scott Wheeler
Joseph J. Dox
Galaxy Video and Animations
(508) 555-8787

ViewPoint, Inc. (3D objects)
Orem, Utah 84058
Phone
8011224-2222
phone
800/748-4170
FA,'\.
il01l224-2272

H. Wrobel
The post.library used by ToasterCG and ToasterPaint was
provided by H. Wrobel for Joan Thuesen.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Beethoyen
Cow
Foot Bones
Low-top (Tennis Shoe)
1964 Thunderbird
Galleon
Triceratops

Virtual Image Labs (3D objects)
4925 Edgewood Road
College Park, MD
20740
Phone
301/220-0072
FAX
3011220-0081

•
•
•
•

•

•

Camcorder object

• [nited States objects
C. William Henderson
Color effects filters for ChromaFX.

•
•
•

Delorean scene/objects for LW5D
HoverCraft scene/objects for LW5D
Flags of the World scene/objects for LW3D

Images rendered for LightWave 3D.
This manual includes texture imagery from the following
collections.
Textiles, Volumes 1-4
Mannikin Sceptre Graphics
Suite 25i1
3208-C.E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL :12S05
'107/64'1-9547
Texture City Image Library
:120:\ Overland Avenue #6157
Los Angeles, CA 900:\4
310/836-9224

747
Smallplane
SmallplaneProp
DC-1O
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© Copyright 1990-1995 NewTek Incorporated
This manual © Copyright 1990-1995 NewTek Incorporated. All rights reserved. This document may not, in whole or in part,
be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, or reduced to any electronic medium or machine readable form without
prior consent, in writing, from tIle editor.

Video Toaster™, Toaster™, Toaster Preferences™, ChromaFX™, ToasterPaint™, LightWave 3DTM, LightWave Modeler™,
Screan1erNet™, are all trademarks of NewTek Incorporated. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga
Incorporated. Any and all other products mentioned are trademarks of their respective companies.

•

Video Toaster 4000 FCC Notes - FCC ID# 1873773669007 Class 8
16 - Device requires shielded cable for compliance with FCC regulations. Properly shielded cables are required for full compliance
with FCC Class B emissions speCifications
37 - Complies with new rules of docket 87-389.

Warning: This equipment has been certified to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device, pursuant to Part 15 of
the FCC Rules. Only peripherals (computer input/output devices, terminals, printers, etc.) certified to comply witIl the Class B
limil~ may be attached to this computer when this computer is operated in a residential environment. Operation with nOl1certified peripherals is likely to result in interference to radio and TV reception.
Instructions to User: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for Class Bdigital device, pursuant to
part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a
residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used
in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to
radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to
correct the interference by one or more of the follOwing mea~ures:
•
•
•
•

Reorient or relocate the receiving antennae.
Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver.
Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that which the receiver is connected.
Consult the dealer or an experienced radio-TV technician for help.

Note: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's right to
operate this equipment.

•

Peripherals used in conjunction with tlns equipment must be connected via shielded interface cables. Use of unshielded
interface cables may result in interference to radio and TV reception, and may void the user's right to operate this equipment.

Intro/lnstall
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•

Using this Book

•

This manual contains the infonnation you'll need to create professional, broadcast-quality video with the Video Toaster™ and
Video Toaster FlyerTM. There are separate reference manuals for each of the Video Toaster's applications, so you can tum
directly to the section that interests you most.
The ambition of the Video Toaster Manual is to be both instructional and infonnational- without getting technical. Often, in
order to understand a function, you only need to understand the concept behind its operation, and not the elaborate inner
workings that go into making that function occur. You need to understand what synchronization means, for example, not how
a sync generator works.
Each section of the Toaster manual begins with its own, more detailed Table of Contents, followed by a handy Screen Guide,
then the Reference Section. In the back of each section, where you can tum to it immediately, you'll find a list of Keyboard
Shortcuts and the Index. At the beginning of every section marked by a tab, there is a Table of Contents to that section. Each
section contains its own index for fast access to the information you need.
In the next pages you'll find step-by-step tutorials that cover the Toaster thoroughly, from program to program. These have
been designed based on real applications, the kinds of purposes Toaster owners are undertaking. You'll find they introduce
you to the Toaster effidentlyand expertly. With a little time and effort, you'll be creating graphics you've only dreamed of.
As the world's first computer designed for video production, the Toaster borrows some terms and ideas from both the

television and computer worlds. Throughout the manual you'll find these tenns explained where necessary. But don't worry,
this is not a technical reference. Agreat deal of care has gone into creating a user-friendly design.

How to albe TUIoriais

•

The tutorials will provide with you an operating knowledge of the Video Toaster. The first tutorial instructs you on how to step
through the Video Toaster and its screens, so that you are familiar with getting around in general. Instructions are numbered
in steps, indicating each action for you to take. Additional material between steps contains general background infonnation
that explains the procedure in greater detail.

Mail in Your Registration Card!
NewTek is already at work designing the next generation of the Video Toaster. Unfortunately, if you don't send in your
registration card, you may never know about it! Send in your registration card now. We'll notify you of updates and add-ons as
soon as they are available.

Manual Revision List

•

Intro/InstalJ
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How To Reach NewTek
Main Business Office

9:00am - 6:00pm Central Time
By Voice
In [S & Canada:
US & Canada:

1-800-847-6111
1-913-231-0100

By Fax (24 hours)
In US & Canada:
Out~ide US &Canada:

1-800-854-7111
1-913-231-0101

Out~ide

By Mail

•

NewTek Incorporated
215 E. 8th Street
Topeka, KS 66603

How to reach Technical Support
9:00am - 8:00pm Central Time
Steps for calling Technical Support:
• Double-check that the problem exists. Is it repeatable? Power down and tIyagain.
• Check to see if the manual addresses the problem.
• Jot down some notes about the problem so you can explain it clearly.
• Call from a telephone near the system, in case the Support Specialist asks you to repeat your steps.
• Have the Toaster software running, and the manual nearby.
• Be prepared to provide your name, company, and serial number to the Support Specialist.
• Please have patience. Technical support wants to help everyone, and other customers may have questions that take time.
By Telephone
In US & Canada:
Outside US & Canada:

1-800-527-3334
1-913-231-0150

By Fax (24 hours)
In US & Canada:
Outside US & Canada:

1-800-525-5311
1-800-231-0151

•

ByMaii
Video Toaster Technical Support
NewTek Incorporated
215 E. 8th Street
Topeka, KS 66603

Repair/Replacement Guidelines
Ha Support Specialist detennines that a problem may exist in your Toaster and/or Flyer, they may ask that you return it to
Nevlfek for immediate repair or replacement. They will give you an RMA (Returned Materials Authorization) number, which
informs the shipping department to expect your shipment and route it quickly to a technician. This number must appear in
the first line of the address to NewTek, as follows: New1'ek, Inc. RMA# 123456.

intro/lnstall
How to reach us
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NewTek cannot ship a replacement unit until the defective unit has been returned. ~ewTek understands that you rely on your
equipment, and we will make every effort to repair or replace your unit as soon as possible. Make certain you send only the
items that the Support Specialist instructs you to return. These terms are subject to change WitllOut notice.

•

Information You Should Know

•

Rather than repeat in every section of the Toaster Manual, "click means for you to press the mouse button ... " we have opted to
place this important information here, at the beginning of the manual. This section contains basic defiJlitions of terms the
manual may use, explanations of common screen controls you will need to understand, and other information that is
pertinent throughout the Toaster.

About the Keyboard and Mouse
The applications within the Video Toaster may use either the mouse, the keyboard, or both as input devices. Even if you are
new to operating a computer-based system like the Toaster, the keyboard is probably a familiar sight. Similarly, the mouse,
used as a pointing and selecting device, is common to most computers sold today.

Keyboard

•

Numeric Keypad

The important distinction that the Toaster makes about the keyboard is that is has two portions-the main keyboard and the
numeric keypad. The main keyboard is the large set of adjoining keys, while tlle numeric keypad is a small number set to the
right. Certain functions require you to use specific keys, so a key on the keyboard may not have the same function as a key on
the keypad. Read carefuUy.
The mouse is the tool you use to move the onscreen pointer. The buttons on the mouse allow you to activate or select the
things you can point to. Press once to select something on screen. Press t\vice to activate it. Some operations use the right
mouse button, while others use the left.
If you've never used a mouse before, it's going to feel clumsy at first, especially when you need to press the right or left button
and your fulgers aren't cooperating. The left mouse button and the right mouse button perlorm different activities. In the
beginning stages, be sure you click the correct button. Mouse related functions include the follo\ving: clicking, doubleclicking, dragging, shift-clicking, and pulling down a menu. These functions are explained below in Understanding Toaster
Terminology

Understanding Toaster Terminology
Click and Select
Click means to press and then quickly release the mouse
button. Buttons and icons may change shape or color
when clicked on in this manner. The word select may also
be used for click (as in, "select the Load Frame button,"
which means for you to click on it).

•

Double-click
Double-click means to press and then quickly release the
left mouse button t\vice. In the Video Toaster, you doubleclick some buttons to activate their functions (as in,
"double-click the Load Frame button to load a still
frame") .

Shift-click
Shift-click means to hold the IShift J key on the keyboard,
then quickly press and release the left mouse button.
Drag (also Dragging)
Dragging is holding down the left mouse button and
moving the mouse. Certain tools may also make use of
dragging with the right mouse button held down.

Return and Enter
These two keys are used for two distinct functions in the
Video Toaster. Be aware that they will not perlorm the
same actions. Generally, you use [Return J after typing text
in order to restore the mouse pointer, while YOll use
[EnterJ to activate a function (as in, saving a Frame).

InlrolInstaIl
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Understanding Toaster ScreenControls
Each of the Toaster's programs has a main screen made up of distinct parts: panels, buttons, windows, and menus. There are
slight vatiations on these elements, as you will see below.
I~---

~--~-

-

~-

--

,-I

I

Apanel looks like a raised surface that contains a number
of buttons and windows.

•

Abox or a field is a special kind of window you can enter
texi into.

~

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

A button looks like an actual button. When selected, or
clicked on, it will highlight as if it lit up. Some buttons may

be clicked once to select a function, and clicked twice to
engage that function .

Amenu is a list of related conunands that you may select

from. For exatnple, the Polygon Menu in lightWave
Modeler displays conunands related to polygon operations.
In LightWave 3D, these are often refen-ed to as control
panels rather than menus.

Apop-up menu or pop-up button is a button with an

up/down arrow on it. Drag the pointer over it to display a
list of items. Highlight one to select it.

•

A window is a small gauge with numbers or text inside.

Often, you can click in these and drag with the mouse to
scroll through different settings or liSt:iJlgS. In essence, you
are looking through a window to read the entries within.

Introllnstall
Screen Controls
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•

How the Toaster Responds to You

•

In General
Generally, the Toaster will display a change on screen to
show you that the button you have selected, or the function
you have invoked, is in effect. Buttons will either depress or
higlilight, to indicate that you have selected them. Amenu
may display a new operating mode. If the Toaster cannot
perlonn tlle requested operation, it may display an error
message, a response indicating why. At other times, the
screen may flash once, which is another form of indicating
thal it cannot perlonn the desired function .

Error Messages
Occasionally, depending on various conditions, the Video
Toaster will be unable to perlorm a requested operation.
In these cases, either the Amiga computer or tlle Toaster
will present you with an "error message" describing the
problem. If you cannot detennine a course of action to
correct the problem, write down a note about what
occurred (along with the message you received) and call
Technical Support for assistance.

Screen Flash
One of the first things you will notice about the Toaster
(when it starts, and during certain operations) is thal the
screens sometimes flashes. Don't worry. This is entirely
normal for the Video Toaster, and won't harm any of the
equipment hooked up.

About the Amiga's Operating System

•

The Workbenc:h
The underlying operating system thal supports the Video
Toaster is known as the Workbench. The Workbench is a
graphic interlace, which is an industl)' term for "using a
mouse to tell the computer what to do by pointing and
cticking on items displayed on a screen." Macintosh
computer users call this the Desktop. PC users call it
Windows. It's vel)' popular and vel)' convenient. The Video
Toaster is a highly graphical device.

The Workbench on your system must be version 2.1 or
3.0. The operating system software offers a variety of
screen display options thal can cause display difficulties
when operating (or immediately after operating) the Video
Toaster. We recommend against using the following with
the Video Toaster:
• Mouse Acceleralors/Screen Blankers - These are
commonly known as "Commodities" under
Workbench 2.0 and laler. They can cause drawing
problems in ToasterPain~ and display problems
elsewhere. Even older Workbench 1.3 screen blankers
and mouse accelerators can affect the Toaster
adversely. Your best bet is to experinlent carefully and,
if the Toaster is not responding as you ex'Pect, try
disabling these programs before using the Toaster.

•

• Overscan Display -Any program (including the
Workbench software) thal can change the main
computer display to an overscan mode (for example, a
paint progranJ) can cause difficulty with the Toaster's
sync. This can result in the Toaster's output becoming
distorted. The reason for this is thal the overscan mode
of such progranJs uses display infonnation al the top

and left edges of the screen that is also used by the
Video Toaster. There are two possible solutions:
Avoid using oversc:an displays where possible.
Acceptable display modes include 320x200, 640x200,
32Ox400, 640x400. Display modes thal go beyond
these dinlensions may cause problems. Such problems
are unlikely to harm anything in the Toaster or your
hard drive, but they can cause unwanted display
glitches.
Activate the Video Toaster Genlock Utility prior to
running another program in an overscan mode. The
Genlock Utility causes most programs to shift their
display downward by several pixels. This has the effect
of maintaining the integrity of the uppennost display
lines on screen, thus maintaining more stable sync.
Further Overscan Note:

If you exit the Toaster using the ~I@I@D
key combination, the Exit button in Preferences, or the
ARexx command TOWB, you should be able to use
overscan program settings without a great deal of
interlerence (especially if you use the Genlock Utility).
However, if you exit using the operating system command
Amiga-Nfrom certain Toaster screens, you are more likely
to experience difficulty, since this command bypasses the
more standard Toaster operations. It is not recommended.

IntroIT nstall
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Input and Output Connections
Below is a set of diagrams showing the input and output connections for the Video Toaster and the Video Toaster Flyer cards.

Amiga 2000 Installations

Amiga 3000/4000 Installations

Below left - The Video Toaster card as seen from the
back when installed in the Amiga 2000.

Below - The Flyer card as seen from the back when
installed in the Amiga 3000 or 4000.

•

Below right - The Flyer card as seen fro m tbe back
when installed in the Amiga 2000.

Above - The Flyer card as seen from the back whrm
installed in the Amiga 3000 or 4000.

•

•
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Sample Hookup Diagrams lor Video Toaster Systems

•

The following diagrams demonstrate a variety of basic I~deo system hookups. These are included to give you an idea of
how you might \\~sh to connect your Video Toaster system. If you're relatively new to video, you might Msh to try each
hookup in order to gain experience and understanding of video signals. With the vast array of 11deo equipment and
feallJfes available to consumers, NewTek cannot adequately troubleshoot any given installation. For more in-depth
discussion of video equipment and connections, we refer you to the Recommended Reading appendix:, specifically the
television production books bylett!, Wurtzel/Acker, or Smith.
The Toaster accepts its master sync from input #1. Therefore, as you will see in the diagrams below, whenever you
connect video to the Toaster you must always start Mth input #1. (If you plan on using the Toaster as a graphics
generator only, such as for LightWave animations, and you do not need to run a video source to it, you are not
required to connect a video source to input #1. It is only necessary when you intend to send video both into and
out (lithe Toaster)

ASingle Source: a Video Camera

ASingle Source: a VCR

Avideo camera sends out an electrOnically stable signal.
TIus kind of video source may be connected directly to
the Video Toaster's #1 input. If the screen exllibits
excessive tearing or breakup, you may need to adjust the
Toaster's centprfrequency. Contact Technical Support
for details on tlus simple procedure. (Note: most laser
disc players also output a stable video signal, one that
the Toaster is capable of accepting.)

The nature of 11deo recording is such that no VCR can
generate a stable video signal when playing a tape.
Therefore, a del1ce known as a time-base corrector, or
TBC, mllst be employed to insert stable timing signals
into the video. The TBC is connected in-line, between the
VCR and tile Toaster, as shown.

•
--

The VCR in this example could just as easily be a
camcorder that is playing back a tape. At that time, it is
functioning exactly as a VCR.
Note that this sample diagram, and all diagrams that
follow, are based on using an infinite window TBe.
Infinite window TEC's are pretty much the standard today.
If you plan on using a TBC that does not have this feature,
you may need to ask your 11deo dealer to assist you in
hooking up your system , as more expel1ise is required.

This hookup aUows you to use special effects to add
char'acter generator titles, freeze frames, still frames (or
LightWave animations from an Amiga 4000) to your
single video source.

-This hookup allows you to use special effects to add
character generator titles, freeze frames, and still frames
(or LightWave animations from an Amiga 4000) to your
single video source .

•
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Two Sources
AVideo Camera and a VCR

Two Sources
Using Two or more VCRs

This configuration demonstrates a special situation,
using a stable video source a both as video source and a
sync source. The video camera sends its video signal to
two places: Toaster input #1 and the TBe's genlock
input. First, this allows the Toaster to receive a stable
signal. Second, it enables the TBC to "lock on" to the
same Signal and cause the video that is being received
from the VCR to scan at the same rate. This genlocks the
two signals together so that the Toaster can generate
special effects between the two without a glitch.

Earlier diagrams showed that a VCR required a TBC in
order to connect to the Toaster. How many TBCs do you
think you need for two VCRs? The answer is two. In fact,
here's a simple rule of thumb: for every VCR that you
connect to the Toaster Simultaneously, each needs its
own TBC. The diagram for a two-VCR hookup can easily
be expanded for three or four VCRs, simply by adding
another TBC and extending the genlock signal to it in a
daisy-chain fashion.

This configuration takes advantage of the fact that the
genlock signal doubles as the main video source.
Therefore, it runs from the camera to the TBC (where it
provides a sync reference for the VCR's video) and then
on to the Toaster (where it provides the \~deo image).

•

In this case, VCR 1 sends video to TBC 1. TBC 1 sends the
stabilized video on to Toaster input #1. (So far, this is just

like connecting a single VCR.) VCR 2 sends video to TBC
2, and TBC 2 sends the stabilized video on to Toaster
input #2. Finally, the genlock output of TBCI connects to
the genlock input of TBC 2. The TBCs insert stable sync
into each signal, making the signals acceptable to the
Toaster, while at the same time causing these two signals
to be genlocked at the same scan rate, so they arrive at
the Toaster in sync \vith one another.
To add another VCR to this hookup: VCR 3 sends video to
TBC 3, which sends the corrected signal on to Toaster input
#3. The genlock output ofTBC 2 is connected to the genlock
input ofTBC 3, thus genlocking the video. The same types of
connections hold for adding a fourth VCR as well.

This hookup allows you to perform special effects
between a live source (the camera) and a taped source
(the VCR), as well as use titles and still frames (or
lightWave animations from an Amiga 4000).

You may need to time and phase the TBCs in order to
match up the \~deo sources in terms of picture line-up
and color. These are relatively simple procedures with
today's TBCs. You'll find that the instructions are
included \vith yours. If not, their technical support staff
will provide you with the information you need.

•

--

This hookup allows you to perform special effects
between two VCRs (or more, with additional TBCs), add
titles, still frames, or lightwave animations from an
Amiga 4000.

•
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Belore You Install
Important Notes lor All Installations!
General Note
The installation procedure is not as difficult as it may appear, but since there are two models of Video Toaster card, and five
modeL~ of Amiga it can be installed to, a great deal of thought and detail has to be devoted to covering all the bases.

•

Beware Static Electricity
Prior to opening the computer and installing any add-on cards, open the Disposable Wrist Strap packet and put on the strap
per the instructions on the envelope. The Video Toaster card, the Flyer card, and many other computer components are
sensitive electronic devices that can be damaged by relatively minor static electrical charges. The Disposable WList Strap
reduces the lisk of static electrici~' damaging any of the components you handle.
Do not operate your system without the cover.
The Video Toaster card and the Flyer card require proper ventilation for operation and can be damaged by heat. Do not
operate them in any Antiga with its cover removed. This reduces the flow of air current across the circuit boards. Excessive
heat may damage the cards.

Parts List (What You'll Need to Install the Toaster and/or Flyer)
Note:

Because of the variety of SCSI and serial cables available, the cables listed in the parts list are
general in nature. You and your dealer will need to determine your specific cabling needs based on
your system configuration. The illustrations and instructions provided are for the NewTek SCSI
accessory cable. Use them as a guide for connecting the drives in your particular configuration.

Tools
• #2 Phillips Screwdriver
• #5-6 or #6-8 Slotted Screwdriver
Hardware
• An Amiga computer (model A2000, A3000, A3000T, A4000, or A4000T \\~th Workbench 2.1 or 3.0, see note below)
• AVideo Toaster card (either the original card for the A2000, or the Video Toaster 4000 card for any model Amiga)
• Video Toaster Flyer
• 2 SCSI II Hard Drives (that have passed the DriveTest program for video usage)
• I SCSI I or SCSI II Hard Drive (for audio use)
• I CD-ROM drive
• either 1 NewTek SCSI accessory cable (this is a combination SCSI/serial cable assembly)
or 4 SCSI cables and 2 serial cables (serial cabling is needed for SMPTE time code only)

•

Software
• 1 InstaUation Diskette
• 1 CD-ROM (Video Toaster 4.0/Flyer software)
• 1 Video ToasterlFlyer/4.0 Manual

About Workbench Support
At this time the Video Toaster 4.01F1yer software supports two releases of the Workbench system software: 2.1 and 3.0.
Although version 3.1 has been released, it has not been officially released by Commodore Business Machines, therefore
progranuner and developer information has not been made available. At this time the Video ToasterlFlyer does not support
Workbench 3.1
Introduction/Installation
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•

The Basic Flyer Conliguration

•

Because of the variety of Ami gas, Toasters, and SCSI Hard Drives in use, these installation instl1lctions (and the Flyer
installation program) assume that you are installing a basic Flyer system. The definition of a basic Flyer system is: an Amiga
computer, a Video Toaster, a Flyer, two video hard drives, one audio hard drive, and one CD-ROM drive.
Warning!
If you are not installing the basic system configuration described above, you may need to take
additional steps after the standard installation to ensure that your system will function properly. See
Appendix 2: Non-Standard Installations, for further information .

•

•
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Installation:
Determining What to Install •
WARNING!
Do not perfonn every one of these installation procedures! Find out which installation steps you need to foUow:

Use the chart below to (1) select your Toaster card, (2) the computer you plan to use with it, and (3) the action you wish to
take. By matching these items, you'll find out the installation procedure(s) you should follow (4) , listed on the facing page.

1. Select the Toaster
card you have.

I Original Toaster

Video Toaster 4000 card

I
I

,
2. Select the Amiga
you wish to use with
this Toaster.

Amiga 4000

3. Select the action
you wish to take with
these items.

,
I
I

I

Amiga 3000

,
B

,
I
I

I

............ ....

I

Amiga 2000

,

I

Amiga 2000

,
I
I
I
I

•

D,F

D, B,G
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Installation, continued
- 11Ie Installation Procedures

-

Installation Procedures
4. Where to turn

A page20
Configurellnstall the VIdeo Toaster 4000 card for the AmJga 2000

B, page22
Conflgura.'InIfaJI the VIdeo Toaster 4000 card for the AmIga 3000

VIdeo Toaster 4000 card for the Amtga 4000
deo Toaster 4000 card for the Flyer
and the flyer n the AmIga 2000

-

page 40
JnstaIling the software from the CD-ROM disc

introduclion/lnstallalion

I page46
Formatting Your HaJd Driv8s for thIt flyer
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Procedure A
Configuration/Installation of the Toaster card for the Amiga 2000
Follow these procedures whether you are

(a) installing the Toaster card only, or
(b) the Toaster card and then the Flyer card.

Tools needed: #2 Phillips screwdriver
#6-8 Slotted screwdriver

•

Overview: The Toaster 4000 hardware is configured at the factory for the Amiga 4000. You will need to reconfigure it for the
Amiga 2000 (this involves changing jumper settings) , move the BNCconnector card to the "2000" position, and exchange

Procedure

1

Unplug the system from AC power.

2

Remove the cover. Refer to your owner's manual or to your dealer for specific information on removing the cover
from your system.

3

LOCale and identify the video expansion slot. On the Amiga 2000, it is on the far edge of the motherboard, beside
the power supply. You will need to remove the power supply first in order to install the Video Toaster 4000 Card.
There are three screws in the front of tile chassis, and four in the back.

4

Attach the enclosed rubber spacers (feet) to the end of the card so that the card cannot move to the left or the right
and come into contact with the power chassiSor outer cover. The feet should be attached to the smaller end of the
Video Toaster card (the end opposite the BNC connections) .

IMPORTANT: The Toaster 4000 card is a static-sensitive electronic device. Before you remove it from its sleeve, stand beside
the Arniga and touch the metal casing on the power supply. This will drain any static charge you may retain so that you can
handle the card safely.

5

•

CarefuJJy remove the Toaster 4000 card from its sleeve, and configure the card for your system as desclibed in the
steps that follow.

2000

Jumpers (up)

InlroouclionlInstallabon
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For reference, the front of the Video Toaster 4000 card is the side with the printing "Video Toaster 4000." The largest of the
cards that make up the Toaster is the Digital card, the next largest is the Analog card, the third largest is the RAM card, and the •
smallest is the BNC connector card.

Sa
Sb

• Sc

Remove the (L-shaped) Arniga 3000/4000 mounting bracket. You will not need it for Amiga 2000 installation.

Unscrew tile 2 screws on the back of the small BNCcard, and place the card aside. Notice it was cOllilected to the
Analog card beside the tiny label "3000/4000." When you reattach the BNe card, you wlU COlli1ect it to the other
position, beside the "2000" label.
Unscrew the 2 screws on the front of the Analog card, and carefuUy separate it from the Digital card.

Sd

By the edge COlli1ector yOll will see 8 jumpers (they look like gold pins, with small black connectors across
them). Remove these, then replace them in the upper position (they are sh.ipped in the lower position for the
Amiga 4000).

Se

Replace the Analog card and screw it into place.

STOP.
If you are also installing a Video Toaster Flyer, tum now to
Procedure D: Configuring the Toaster 4000 Card for use with the Flyer.
If you are not installing a Flyer, continue with Step 5f (below).

•

Sf

(Skip this step if you a.re installing the Flyer \\~th the Toaster.) Replace the original BNC COlli1ector card. Attach
the original BNCCOlli1ector card to the upper cOlli1ectof, marked "2000," and screw it into place.

Sg

Screw the Amiga 2000 mounting bracket into place. This is the flat bracket.

6

Insert tile card into the system. The card stands
upright, \\~th the words Video Toaster facing away
from the power supply.

7

Secure the card in place. There are two screws, one
at the top of the card and one at the bottom, that
hold it to the back of the AZOOO.

8

Replace the power supply and secure it with its
screws. Make certain that all cables are secure
before you close up the system.

9

Lf you removed any other cards or peripherals, reinstall them now before closing up the system. Close the cover.
Replace the case and secure it \\~th its screws.

This completes this procedure.

•

Retum to the Installation Chart to select your next action .
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Procedure B
Conligurationllnstallation 01 the Toaster card lor the Amiga 3000
FoUow these procedures whether you are

(a) instaUing the Toaster card only, or
(b) the Toaster card and then the Flyer card.

Tools needed: #2 Phillips screwdriver
#6-8 Slotted screwdriver

•

Overview: The Toaster 4000 hardware is configured at the factory for the Amiga 4000. You will need to reconfigure it for the
Amiga 3000 (this involves changing jumper settings), move the BNC connector card to the "2000" position, and exchange
mounting brackets to secure it to the Amiga computer.

Procedure

1

Unplug the system from AC power.

2

Remove the cover. Refer to your owner's manual or to your dealer for specific information on removing the cover
from your system.

3

AtL1ch the included plastic sltield to the inside of the 3000's cover. Tltis sltield protects the Toaster card from
coming into contact with the cover and shorting the system. Make certain you align this shield correctly so that no
part of the vr 4000 hardware can touch the inside cover of the Amiga 3000.

4

Locate and identify the video expansion slot. On the Amiga 3000, it is the topmost slot of the expansion board in the
center. Remove the mounting bracket that covers the video slot expansion hole in the back of the Amiga.

IMPORTANT: The Toaster 4000 card is a static-sensitive electronic device. Before you remove it from its sleeve, stand beside
the Amiga and touch the metal casing on the power supply. Tltis will drain any static charge you may retain so that you can
handle the card safely.

5

•

Remove the Toaster 4000 card from its sleeve and configure the card for your system follmving the steps below.

3000

lntroductionllnstallation
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For reference, the front of the Video Toaster 4000 card is the side \vith the printing "Video Toaster 4000." The largest of the
cards that make up the Toaster is the Digital card, the next largest is the Analog card, the third largest is the RAM card, and the •
smallest is the BNC connector card.

•

5a
5b
5c
5d
5e

Remove the (L-shaped) Amiga 3000/4000 mounting bracket.

Unscrew the 2 screws on the back of the small BNC connector card. Remove the card and place it aside .

Unscrew the 2 screws on the front of the Analog card, and carefully separate the Analog card from the Digital
card.
Near the edge connector you will see 8 jumpers (they look Uke 2 rows of gold pins \\~th small black cormectors
across them) . These need to be moved to the upper position for the Amiga 3000 (they are shipped in the lower
position for the Anliga 4000) .
Replace the Analog card and secure it with 2 screws.

STOP.
If you are also Instal6ng a Video Toaster Flyer, tum now to
Procedure 0: Configuring the Toaster 4000 card for use with the Flyer.

If you are not instaJling a Flyer, continue with Step Sf (below).

5f
5g

(Skip this step if you are installing the Flyer with the Toaster.) Replace the original BNCconnector card and
secure it with 2 screws.
Secure the Amiga 3000/4000 mounting bracket into place with 2 screws. This is the L-shaped bracket.

•

Ahardware difference
between the Toaster4000
and the 3000 is at fault.

6
7
8

•

Important Notice
When you restart your
computer after a Video
Toaster 4000 card has been
installed in the 3000 or
3000T model Amigas, you
may notice that the screen
colors have changed.

Insel1 the card into the system. The card lies on its side with the words Video Toaster facing up.

Secure the card in place with 1 screw.

To correct this, after the
entire installation is
complete, go into the
Toaster software drawer
and double-click the icon
Patch3000. This will
restore the correct color
scheme. If you would like
Patch3000 to be run
automatically every time you
start the Amiga, drag the
icon into the WBStartup
drawer instead.

If you removed any other cards or peripherals, reinstall them before closing up the system. Close the cover.
Replace the case screws.

This completes this procedure.
IntroductionlInstaUation
Retum to the Installation Chart to select your next action.
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Procedure C
Configuration/Installation of the Toaster card for the Amiga 4000
Follow these procedures whether you are

(a) installing the Toaster card only, or
(b) the Toaster card and then the Flyer card.

Tools needed: #2 Phillips screwdriver
#5-6 or 6-8 Slotted screwdriver

•

Overview: The Toaster 4000 hardware is configured at the factory for the Amiga 4000. If you have just purchased a new
Video Toaster 4000, see the gray box below for an important notice. If you are removing a Video Toaster 4000 card from an
Amiga 2000 or 3000 \\~th the intention of installing it in the Amiga 4000 then follow these steps.

STOP.
The Video Toaster 4000 card is shipped preconfigured for use in the Amiga 4000.
(A) If this card is newly purchased and you are not installing the Flyer with it,
it is ready to install. Skip Step 1 and begin with Step 2 (opposite page).
(B) If this card is newly purchased and you are installing the Flyer with it, tum now to
Procedure D: Configuring the Video Toaster4000 Card for the Ayer,
then retum here and continue with Step 2 (opposite page).
(C) If this card was previously installed in an Amiga 2000 or Amiga 3000,
it must be conflQured for the Amiga 4000 first. Begin with Step 1 (below).

Procedure
IMPORTANT: The Toaster 4000 card is a static-sensitive electronic device. Before you remove it from its sleeve, stand beside
the Amiga and touch the metal casing on the power supply. This will drain any static charge you may retain so that you can
handle the card safely.

1

•

Remove the Toaster 4000 card from its sleeve (or from the previous computer in which it was installed) and
configure the card for the Amiga 4000 following the steps below.

4000

Jumpers (down)

In troouctioniI nSlallation
For reference, the front of the Video Toaster 4000 card is the side with the printing "Video Toaster 4000." The largest of the
cards that make up the Toaster is the Digital card, the next largest is the Analog card, the third largest is the RAM card, and the
smallest is the BNC connector card.
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•

•

la

Remove the (L-shaped) Amiga 3000/4000 mounting bracket. There are 2 screws to remove,

Ib
Ie
Id
Ie

Unscrew the 2 screws on the back of the small BNCconnector card, Remove the card and place it aside,

Unscrew the 2 screws on the front of the Analog card, and carefully separate the Analog card from the Digital
card,
Near the edge connedor you will see 8 jumpers (they look like 2 rows of gold pins with small black connectors
across them) . These need to be moved to the lower position for the Amiga 4000.
Replace the Analog card and secure it with 2 screws,

STOP.
If you are also installing a Video Toaster Flyer, tum now to
Procedure D: Configuring the Toaster 4000 card for use with the Flyer.
If you are not installing a Flyer, continue with Step 1f (below).

If

(Skip this step if you are the Flyer with the Toaster.) Replace the original BNC connector card and secure it \\~th
2 screws.

2

Remove the cover from the Amiga 4000 and locate the \~deo slot (this is the topmost slot on the upright
expansion card).

3
4
5

Insert the card into the system. The card lies on its side mth the words Video Toaster facing up.

•
Secure the card in place Mth 1 screw,

If you removed any other cards or peripherals, reinstall them before dosing up the system. Close the cover.
Replace the case screws.
This completes this procedure.

•

Return to the Installation Chart to select your next action.
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Procedure 0
Configuring the Video Toaster 4000 card for use with the Flyer

Procedure

1

Lay the Flyer BNC connector flat on a static-free surface. See Figure 1.

2

Folder the ribbon cable so that it crosses over itself and lies on top of the multi-pin connector beside it.
Press the ribbon cable flat at the point where it bends. See Figure 2.

Figure 2

Figure 1

Figure 3

Introductioniinstalialion
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3

Fold the ribbon cable in half lengthwise so that it folds on top of itself for a distance of about 6 inches.
Press it flat along the fold. See Figure 3.

4

Remove the spacer posts from the original BNC board that came \vith the Toaster card. Re-attach them
to the Flyer BNC board instead. See Figure 4.

•

•

Figure 4

•

5

Attach the Flyer BNC connector board to back of the Video Toaster 4000. The ribbon cable will stick
out the top of the Toaster, between the back of the Toaster card and the mounting bracket. Secure the
BNC card in place with its 2 screws. See Figu res 5 and 6.

•
Figure 5

Figure 6

STOP.
At this point. return to the previous installation procedure that diverted you here.
and continue installing the Video Toaster 4000 card in your Amiga.

•

•

Introduction/Installation
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Procedure E
Installing Cables, the Flyer, and Drives in the Amiga 2000
IMPORTANT.
jrhe SCSI cabling you use to install the Flyer may not match the cable shown in these photos. The cable
here is an optional Flyer accessory that you may purchase from your dealer. Any quality standard
~CSI cable should work with the Flyer (it will need an internal connector at one end and an external
Centronics-type connector at the other end). Ask your dealer if you have questions.

•

~hown

NewTek's custom-designed cable features 3 SCSI channels, 2 serial channels, and a built-in mounting
~racket for maximum cable integrity and stability. See your dealer for more information.

1

Detenrune the best choice of expansion slots for the
SCSI/serial cable nm and the Flyer in your
computer. See Figure 1 for your options.
The Toaster slot is on the far end of the
motherboard, beside the power supply. Count the
Toaster slot as slot 1. Near the middle of the Amiga
motherboard is slot 2, the CPU/accelerator slot.
install tlIe Flyer in slots 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7. Whichever
you choose, the ne>..1 higher slot number should be
used for the cable assembly.

Rear

1111

Power

Supply

II

7 6 5 4 3

2

I

Front

See Figure 1.

Figure !.
TheAmiga 2000 motherboard and its expansion slots as
viewed fi·om above.

2

Thread the internal connectors of three SCSI
cables and the two serial cables through the
Amiga expansion cover slot that is nearest to ilie
Video Toaster card. (Note: serial cables are only
required for SMPTE time code support, and
external control. They are not required for basic
Flyer operation.)
If you are using NewTek·s SCSI accessory cable,
make sure you hold the cable correctly before
inserting the connectors (the metal tab sticking out
of the molded plastic block should ainl toward the
motherboard expansions slots) . It helps to fold the
strain relief tabs over the exposed wiring as you
tuck each connector tlIrougb ilie Amiga slot. See
Figure I.
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•

Figure 2.

•

3

•

(Skip this step if you are not using ewTek s SCSI
accessory cable.)
Thread the SCSI accessOlY cable fully into the Amiga
until the squarish, molded plastic block touches the
back of the computer. Insert the metal tab at the
base of the plastic block into the slot in the Amiga.
See figure 4..

FigureJ

4

(Skip this step if you are not using NewTek's SCSI
accessory cable.)
Now attach the small angled bracket to the molded
plastic block (the screw for this is built in to the
block) . The lip of the bracket should overlap the
back ledge of the Amiga (and its hole should line
up with a hole there). See Figure 5.
When the bracket is secure, use the Phillips
screwdliver and install the screw. This secures the
entire cable assembly to the Amiga.
Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Hold the flyer's mounting bracket over its
connectors and insert the Flyer card into the
Amiga. Secure the mounting bracket with one of
the screws from the slot covers removed earlier.
Make sure you have access to the 5 internal
cables from the cable assembly so you can hook
them up. See Figure 6.

Figure 6

6

The 2 serial cables on NewTek's SCSI cable
assembly are labeled Aand B. The Flyer card has
two serial connections labeled Serial Aand Serial
B.

If you have serial cables, attach them as follows:
• Cable Ato Serial A, and
• Cable B to Serial B.

•

The connectors are "keyed," or notched, so they
can be attached the correct way only. Also, they
have a few extra inches of flexible exposed wiring
so that th ey can attach to the edge connectors
without stressing the cable.

InlroductionJ] nstallation
Figure 7.
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7

The 3 SCSI cables on NewTek's cable are of
different lengths so that they can reach different
connections. They are labeled (from longest to
shortest) A, B, or C, at both ends. The Flyer card
has three SCSI connections labeled SCSIO,
SCSIl , SCSI2 .

•
•
•

•

Attach cable Ato SCSIO.
Attach cable B to SCSIl.
Attach cable Cto SCSI2.

The connectors are keyed so they can be attached
the correct way only.

Figure 8.

8

Attach the Toaster-to-Flyer internal ribbon cable
to the top edge of the rear of the Video Toaster
card.
There is a 16-pin header at the top rear of the
Toaster card with the label JP2 beside it. The red
stripe on the cable should line up with the pin
marked 1 (so that the stripe should lie toward the
back of the Arniga).

Note to VIC Plus owners
Contact YIC Plus, Inc.Jor a modi/wd cable in order to
use the Video Toaster 2000, the Fryer, and the YIC Plus.

Figure 9.

9

Attach the other end of the Toaster-to-Flyer cable
to the top rear connector on the Flyer card.
See Figure 10.

•

There is a 20-pin header at the top rear of the Flyer
card with the label Toaster 110 beside it. Attach the
cable so that the red stripe should lie toward the
front of the Arniga. The cable will have to twist or
fold in order to achieve this.
Tuck any excess cable out of way.

Figure 10.
Place your video hard drives near the Arniga,

10 within reach of the SCSI cables. Make sure that it
is not plugged in to an AC power outlet yet, and
that your drives are set to SCSI ill O.
The Flyer installation program sets up for a system
\\~th three drives: FAO:, FBO:, and FCO:. The first
letter refers to the Flyer, the second to the SCSI
chain, and the number refers to the SCSI ill
number.
Introductionllnstallation
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Attach cable Ato the first drive.
Attach cable B to the second drive.
Do not attach cable Cto any drive yet.

Figure 11.

•

11

•

Place your CD-ROMdrive near the hard drive
enclosure, \\~thin reach of the SCSI cables. Make
sure that it is not plugged in to an AC power
outlet yet. Set its SCSI lD to 6.
Attach the CD-ROM and your third drive to SCSI
channel Cusing one of the following methods:
(a) Run Flyer SCSI cable Cfrom the Amiga to the
CD-ROM, and then connect a SCSI pass-through
cable from the CD-ROM to the drive. (Tllis option
requires that your CD-ROM has a pass-through
connection, like the lower connection shown in
Figure 12.)

Figure 12.

or
(b) Run Flyer SCSI cable Cfrom the Anliga to the
drive, and tllen connect a SCSI pass-through cable
from the drive to the (J)-ROM. (This option
requires that your drive, or its enclosure, has the
abili~1 to continue tile daisy-chain from tile external
drive.)

1bI8 encIa this procedure.

•

•

Aetum to the ~ Chart to select your next action.
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Procedure F
Installing Cables, the Ayer, and Drives in the Amiga 3000
IMPORTANT.
m,e SCSI cabling you use to install the Flyer may not match the cable shown in these photos. The cable

•

~own here is an optional Flyer accessory that you may purchase from your dealer. Any quality standard

SCSI cable should work with the Flyer (it will need an intemal connector at one end and an external
Centronics-type connector at the other end). Ask your dealer if you have questions.
NewTek's custom-designed cable features 3 built-in SCSI channels, 2 built-in serial channels, and a built-in
bracket for maximum integrity and stability. See your dealer for more information.

Procedure

1

Determine the best chOice of expansion slots for the
SCSI/serial cables and the Flyer in your computer.
For recommendations, see Figure 1 if you're using
the Amiga 3000, or Figure 2 if you're using the
Amiga 3000T.
Important Note:
It is easiest if you remove your Video Toaster card

from the Amiga 3000 (not the 3000T) in order to
install the Flyer and its cables. Later, the
instructions will inform you when to reinstall the
Toaster card and connect it to tl1e Flyer.

Figure 1.
The Amiga 3000 daughterboard and its expansion slots as
viewedfrom the side.

Note:

Slot 1, the topmost slot, isfor the Toaster. You may use
either slots 2 and 3for the Flyer card and its cabling, or
slots 3 and 4.

The steps shown reflect the Amiga 3000 installation
only, not the Amiga 3000T

•

Top
Power
Supply

§§~
Bot om
Figure 2.
The Amiga 3000T motherboard and its expansion slots as
viewedfrom the side.
Introduction/Installation
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The Toaster slot is slot 1, nearest the center ofthe
motherboard Use any two remaining adjacent slots for
the Flyer and its cabling.

•

2

•

Thread the internal connectors of three SCSI
cables and the two serial cables through the
Aroiga expansion cover slot nearest to the Video
Toaster card. (Note: serial cables are only
required for SMPTE time code support, and
external control. They are not required for basic
Flyer operation.)
If you are using NewTek's SCSI accessory cable,

make sure you hold the cable correctly before
inserti.ng the connectors (the metal tab sticking out
of the molded plastic block should aim toward the
expansion slots). It helps to fold the strain relief
tabs over the exposed wiling as you tuck each
connector tlu'ough the Amiga slot. See Figure 3.

3

Figure J

(Skip this step if you are not using NewTek's SCSI
accessory cable.) Thread the SCSI accessory
cable fully into the Amiga until the squarish,
molded plastic block touches the back of the
computer. Insert the metal tab at the base of the
plastic block into the slot in the Amiga.
See Figure 4.

Figure 4.

(Skip this step if you are not using Ne\\lfek's SCSI
accessory cable.) Now attach the small angled
bracket to the molded plastic block (the screw for
this is built in to the block) . The lip of the bracket
should overlap the back ledge of the Amiga (and its
hole should line up \\~th a hole there). When the
bracket is secure, use the Phillips screwdriver and
install the screw. This secures the entire cable
assembly to the Amiga.
See Figu re 5.

Figure 5.

5

•

Hold the Flyer's mounting bracket over its
connectors and insert the Flyer card into the
Amiga. Secure the mounting bracket with one of
the screws from the slot covers removed earlier.
Make sure you have access to the 5 internal
cables from tile cable assembly so you can hook
them up. See Figure 6.

Introductionll nstallation
Figure 6
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6

The 2 serial cables on NewTek's SCSI cable
assembly are labeled Aand B. The Flyer card has
two serial connections labeled Serial Aand Serial
B.

•

If you have serial cables:
• Attach serial cable Ato Serial A, and
• Attach serial cable B to Serial B.

The connectors are "keyed," or notched, so they
can be attached the correct way only. Also, they
have a few extra inches of flexible exposed wiring
so that they can attach to the edge connectors
withoul stressing Ihe cable.

7

Figure 7.

The 3 SCSI cables on the cable assembly are of
different lengths so that they can reach different
connections. They are labeled (from longest to
shortest) A, B, or C, at bOlh ends. The Flyer card
has three SCSI connections labeled SCSIO, SCSIl ,
SCSI2.

•
•
•

Attach cable Ato SCSIO.
Attach cable B to SCSI I.
Attach cable C10 SCSI2.

The connectors are keyed so they can be attached
the correct way only.
Figure 8.

8

This step refers to the Amiga 3000 only. Skip Ihis
step if you are installing the Flyer in an A3000T.
If you removed the Video Toaster from the Amiga
3000 in order to make installation easier, go ahead
and reinsert the Toaster card now.

•

Figure 9.

9

Connect the other end of Ihe Toaster-Io-Flyer
inlernal ribbon cable 10 the Flyer card (one end
is already connected to the Toaster). It connects
10 a 20-pin header on the edge of the card at the
back of Ihe computer, labeled Toaster 110.
1\lck any excess ribbon cable between the two
cards, OUI of the way.

Introduction/lnstallation
Figure 10.
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•

10

•

Place the enclosure containing your video hard
drives withln reach of the SCSI cables. Make sure
that it is not plugged in to an AC power outlet yet.
The flyer installation program sets up for a system
\\~th three drives: fAO:, fBO :, and fCO:. The first
letter refers to the flyer, the second letter to the
SCSI chain, and the number refers to the SCSI ID
number. Make sure your drives are set to SCSI ID

o.

•
•

Attach cable A to the first drive .
Attach cable B to the second drive .
Figure 11.

Do not attach cable Cto the third drive yet.

11

Place your CD-ROM drive near the hard drive
enclosure, Mthin reach of the SCSI cables. Make
sure that it is not plugged in to an AC power
outlet yet. Set its SCSI ID to 6.
Attach the CD-ROM and your third drive to SCSI
channel Cusing one of the following methods:

•

(a) Run Eyer SCSI cable Cfrom the Amiga to the
CD-ROM, and then connect a SCSI pass-through
cable from the CD-ROM to the drive. (This option
requires that your CD-ROM has a pass-through
connection, like the one shown in figu re 12.)
Figure 12.

or
(b) Run flyer SCSI cable Cfrom the Amiga to the
drive, and then connect a SCSI pass-through cable
from the drive to the CD-ROM. (This option
requires that you have the ability to continue the
daisy-chain [rom the external drive.)
When you are finished, your system should look
something like the one shown in figure 13
(although the third drive is not shown, note that the
CD-ROM drive is used in daisy-chain fashion; the
flyer connects to it, and it continues the connection
on to the third dlive).

Figure f3.

this ends this procedure.
Return to the Installation Chart to select your next action.

•
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Procedure G
Installing Cables, the Flyer, and Drives in the Amiga 4000
IMPORTANT.
iThe SCSI cabling you use to install the Flyer may not match the cable shown in these photos. The cable
shown here is an optional Flyer accessory that you may purchase from your dealer. Any quality standard
SCSI cable should work with the Flyer (it will need an internal connector at one end and an extemal
Centronics-type connector at the other end). Ask your dealer if you have questions.

•

NewiTek's custom-designed cable features 3 built-in SCSI channels. 2 built-in serial channels, and a built-in
pracket for maximum integrity and stability. See your dealer for more information.

1

Determine the best possible expansion slot for
the cable run in your Amiga 4000, see the notes
below.

Top

Power
Supply

- :§

-

•

Bottom

Figure 1.
The Amiga 4000 motherboard and its expansion slots as
viewedfrom the side.

Figure 2.
The Amiga 4000T motherboard and its expansion slots as
seen from the side,

The Toastm'slot is the expansion slot on the bottom, slot
4. The next slot above it, slot 3, should be etnpty (since
the Toaster partially blocks it); use it for the cable
assetnbly. Use slot 2 for the Flyer card

There are two video slots in the center ofthe
motherboard on the 4000T Because ofthe expansion slot
1r(}'Ottt, the Toaster works best in slot 2"'"'. We
recommend you place the Toaster in slot 2, then use slots
3 and 4 (or 4 and 5) for the FOler and its cables.
OptionaU.y, you could utilize the unused port hole ofslot
1 to run the cable assembly. It might make for a messy
cable appearance comingfrom this direction, but it does
keep one expansion slot free.
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"'~IfJou use slot I the Toaster overlaps a mmnory
expansion slot, so you can't have the full amount ofRAlvI.
Ifyou use slot 2 the Toaster overlaps the first video slot,
so you can't use another video slot card In most cases,
JOtt'll probably want as much RAM as possible since most
users don 't use two video card devices in theA4000T

•

2

•

Thread the internal connectors of three SCSI cables
and the two serial cables through the Amiga
expansion cover slot that is nearest to the Video
Toaster card. (Note: serial cables are only
required for SMPTE time code support, and
external control. They are not reqLUred for basic
Flyer operation.)
If you are using NewTek's SCSI accessory cable,

make sure you hoJd the cable correctly before
inserting the connectors (the metal tab sticking
out of the molded plastic block should aim
toward the motherboard expansions slots) . It
helps to fold the strain relief tabs over the
exposed \\~ring as you tllck each connector
through tbe Amiga slot. See Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3-
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Figure 4.

(Skip this step if you are not using NewTek's SCSI
accessory cable.) Push the entire SCSI accessory
cable fuUy into the Amiga llntil the squarish,
molded plastic block touches the back of the
computer. Insert the metal tab at the base of the
plastic block into the slot in the Arniga. See Figure

Insert tab

5.

Figure 5.

4

•

(Skip this step if you are not using NewTek's SCSI
accessory cable.) Now attach the smaU angled
bracket to the molded plastic block (the screw for
this is built in to tile block). The lip of the bracket
should overlap the back ledge of the Amiga (and its
hole should line up with a hole there) . When the
bracket is secure, use the Phillips screwdriver and
install the screw. This secures the entire cable
assembly to the Amiga. See Fi&rure 6.

Angle bracket
(attached) being
secured to the
A4000

IntroductionlInstallation
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5

Hold the Flyer's mounting bracket over its
connectors and insert the Flyer card into the
Amiga. Secure the mounting bracket with one of
the screws from the slot covers removed earlier.
Make sure you have access to the 5 intemal
cables from the cable assembly so you can hook
them up. See Figure 7.

•
Figure 7.

6

The 2 serial cables on NewTek's SCSI cable
assembly are labeled Aand B. The Flyer card has
two serial connections labeled Serial Aand Serial
B.
If you have serial cables:
Attach serial cable Ato Serial A, and
Attach serial cable B to Serial B.

•
•

See figure 8.
The connectors are "keyed," or notched, so they can be
attached the correct way only.
Figure 8.

7

The 3 SCSI cables on the cable assembly are of
different lengths so that they can reach different
connections. They are labeled (from longest to
shortest) A, B, or C, at both ends. The Flyer card
has three SCSI connections labeled SCSIO,
SCSIl, SCSI2. See figure 9.

•
•
•

•

Attach cable Ato SCSIO.
Attach cable Bto SCSI 1.
Attach cable C to SCSI2.

Connectors are keyed. They can be attached the
correct way only.
Figure 9.

8

Connect the other end of the Toaster-to-Flyer
internal ribbon cable to the Flyer card (one end
is already connected to the Toaster). It connects
to a 20-pin header on the edge of the card at the
back of the computer, labeled Toaster 110.
See Figure !O.
Tuck any excess ribbon cable between the two
cards, out of the way.
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9

•

Place the enclosure containing video hard drives
near the Am.iga. Make sure that it is not plugged
into an ACpower outlet yet.
• Attach cable Ato the first drive .
• Attach cable B to the second drive.
Do not attach cable Cto the third drive yet.

The Flyer installation program sets up for a system with three
drives: FAO:, FBO:, and FCO:. The first letter refers to the
Flyer, the second letter to the SCSI chain, and the number
refers to the SCSI ID number. Make sure your drives are set
to SCSI ID O.
Figure 11.

Place your CD-ROM drive near the hard drive

10 enclosure, within reach of the SCSI cables. Make
sure that it is not plugged in to an AC power
outlet yet. Set its SCSI ID to 6.
Attach the CD-ROM and your third drive to SCSI
channel ClIsing one of the following methods:
(a) Run Flyer SCSI cable Cfrom the Am.iga to the
CD-ROM, and then connect a SCSI pass-through
cable from the CD-ROM to the drive. (This option
requires that your CD-ROM has a pass-through
connection, like the one shown in Figure 12.)

•

Figure 12.

or
(b) Run Flyer SCSI cable Cfrom the Am.iga to the
drive, and then connect a SCSI pass-through cable
from the drive to the CD-ROM. (This option
requires that the drive, or its enclosure, has the
ability to continue the daisy-chain from the external
drive.)
When you are finished, your system should look something
like the one shown in Figure 13 (although the third drive is
not shown, note that the CD-ROM drive is used in daisychain fashion; the Flyer connects to it, and it continues the
connection on to the third drive).
Figure 1].

This ends this procedure.
Retum to the Installation Chart to select your next action .

•
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Procedure H
Installing the Software .rom the CD-ROM Disl:

•

What you need lor this step
CD-ROM disc of ToasterlFlyer software
Flyer software installation diskettes

1

Plug in all AC power cables (Amiga, drive case, CD-ROM, and anything else that is part of your system).

2

Turn on all of your system equipment, the Amiga last.

3

Insert the installation diskette in your main Goppy drive. Insert the CD-ROM in your CD-ROM drive.

4

Double-click on the icon for the Goppy disk, then double-click on the icon labeled Install_Flyer. You
should see a \\~ndow something like the one shown below.
ol~Ofto to the
1 .0 oastor
uttllty. Please indl~ate hou the inst.II.ti on .hou l~
pro~eed (b.sed upon your knouled •• of tho IRI •• ) .

Pro~.e

t

fi

out .. .

ns a

ort

•

fts. ll

•

The vast majority of Toaster users wilJ find the default values for each step are appropriate for their system.
Set Installation Mode refers to the manner in which the installation should take place. Most users should go with the default
setting, Intemlediate User, unJess you \\~sh to know more about each step of the installation before it happens.
• Novice User is not available.
• Intermediate User "
• Rxpert User
Select the next action for the installer to take. Most users should select Proceed with Install at this point.
• Proceed With Install continues with the next step of the installation.
• Abort Install cancels the install program.
• About .. displays infomlation about tllis version of the install.
• Help ... displays basic help infonnation if you are unsure of what action to take.
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5

Here you must choose among t\,,0 different installation options before proceeding.

,'.

----------------------------

•
r.

a.1 .. .

Installation Options
• Install for Real will take you to the next step of installation.
• Pretend to Install will continue as if the installation were actually occurring, but it willoot install any files to your
system. TIus option is useful if you want to find out if your hard disk has enough space (a later step allows you to choose
which software to install if you do not have room for a fuJl installation) .
Log all actions to:
• Printer will send a copy of all the installer's actions to the parallel port. Your printer must be turned on already, and your
system's printer settings correct for this to work.
• Log File will start a te>..1 file of all the installer's actions. If you select Log File, a requester will ask where you wish to have
the file saved.
• None will not create a log file of any kind.

6

Here you will select the location on your computer system where you want the Toaster software
installed .

•
This step is asking you for t\\'o pieces of information: the hard disk where you want the software installed, and (optionally)
the drawer in which you would like it installed. If you select a hard disk (for example, VII: from the list shown above), then
click Proceed, the software will be installed on that drive. If you further select a drawer (directory) on that drive, the software
will be installed within Ulat directory.

Important!
In the next stage of installation, the install program will ask if you \\~sh to install all of the Flyer software in a drawer named
"NewTek" (which will be placed on the drive, optionally in the directory, you choose here). If you wish to replace all of your
previous Toaster software, select the drive and the Toaster drawer before continuing. If you wish to leave your original
Toaster software untouched and place the new software in the separate NewTek drawer, select just the drive where you want
the software installed.

•

Proceed \ViJl accept your drive/directory current selection and continue with the next step of the installation.
Parent Drawer will take you back up one step (or one level) if you have entered too many sub-directories.
Show Drives will display all of the disk dlives currently available.
Make New Drawer... \ViJl create a new drawer (directory) at the selected location .
[ntroductionlTnstall atian
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7

Choose whether you would like the Flyer software installed in a drawer named NewTek. Choose Yes or
No.

..
10r ••

•
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The original Toaster software was installed in a drawer named Toaster. In an attempt to incorporate the Flyer with the
Toaster, we have opted to install all new software in a drawer named NewTek.
W'herever you choose to install the new software, aU of the graphics you have ever created with the previous Toaster software
will remain unchanged. The install program will only install the new software, it will not remove any previous software.
There is one caveat to this: certain system files (certain fonts in the fonts: directory and library files in the libs: directory)
used by your pre\~ous Toaster software will be overwritten with new font and library files. You will not be able to run the old
Toaster software once these have been changed unless you copy the fonts: and libs: directories to a separate location prior to
running the installation in order to keep these older files aside for safekeeping.

8

Here you can select whether to simply update your existing Flyer software or go with the entire
installation. Select an option then click on Proceed.
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Install Flyer Software will install the full set of Flyer software. If you receive update disks from your dealer or from NewTek,
you would select this option.
Update Existing Flyer Software will install only the basic Flyer operating system (Le. , about 10 MB worth of data required
for the Flyer to run, but none of the supporting graphics files, PS fonts, or UghtWave objects and scenes, for example). If you
have just received an all-new set of Flyer, or this is your first-time installation, select this option.

9

Select wh.ich items are to be installed (the basic software is always installed, here you are selecting the
additional/optional items), then click on Proceed.

Effects 11686.
IIR_ . ..
Bru ..... 21621(
Fr_•• to .. H 1211.
.na. a 261261(

C•• orr.nt. 33381K
LM ObJ.tts .StaK
LM Icen. . t2:11(
LM Pr • .,l_. tM44IC

C8 ••oIts 19K

LM "otlons/Envelop•• IK

PI r.nts
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LN Surfac ••

31(

~St9K

Here you can choose which items are installed. By default, all items will be installed. Click on a checkbox to deselect an item. •
Note that if you choose to install Effects, you will have another step, that of selecting which types of effects should be installed.
Most users will probablv choose to install everything for the first-time installation.

10 Select which effects are to be installed, then click Proceed.

•

Pe.ple '21151(
PushPull/Shapes 127K
10ftE",_ 718'"

Space 783.
Spec al 1821.
Ipo ..t. 4'5fiK
TraJect.ry 71'fiK
I.e. 182441(

11

You mayor may not see this window. If your system does not have enough space to accept the
selected software, the install program will informyou. Otherwise, the install program will ask you the
question shown in Step 12. Skip to step 12.
~----------------------------------------------
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Proceed will return you to Step 9 where you may deselect additional items in order to install the Flyer software .

•

12

Here you can choose whether you would like the ToasterlFlyer to start up immediately, as soon as you
start the computer. Choose Yes to install the Flyer software. Choose No otherwise .
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If you choose Yes, an icon will be placed in the Amiga's WBStarnlP drawer that interrupts the final stage of the nOlmal
computer startup and, instead of starting the Workbench, starts up the ToasterlFlyer. You will still be able to get to the
Workbench, but only after you quit the ToasterlFlyer program. The Amiga WorkBench will not be available until then.
If you choose Yes, but later change your mind, YOll can remove an icon called StartToaster from the WBStartup drawer to
keep the ToasterlFlyer from starting automatically. Place the icon anywhere that's handy (leave it out on the Workbench, or
return it to the NewTek drawer.

•

If you choose No, but later change your mind, Simply drag an icon called StartToaster from the NewTek drawer into the
WBStartup drawer. The presence of this icon in the WBStartup drawer will cause the ToasterlFlyer software to automatically
start when the system is turned on .
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12

You mayor may not see this window. If YOLI are installing to an AMiga 4000 or 4000T, skip tttis
step. You will not see this window. If you are installing the software to an Amiga 2000, 3000, or
3000T, the install program will ask you to specify which model of Video Toaster card you have (either
the original card for the Amiga 2000, or the newer card that fits all Amigas which we refer to as the
Video Toaster 4000 card). Select the appropriate card and click Proceed.

•

Vld• • T••• ter
Vid•• T••ster 4 ...

13

The installation will now proceed from the install diskette and the CD-ROM with no further input
required from you. When the install is complete, remember to remove the install disk and CD-ROM
disc.

STOP.
Do not attempt to start the ToasterIFlyer software at this timel
Tum to Procedure I: Fonnattlng Your Hard DrIves for Flyer Use.

•
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Procedure I
Formatting Your Hard Drives lor Flyer Use

OVerview

•

The FlyerForrnat program is used for the following purposes
• To fonnat hard drives that have been added to the system
• To refonnat a corrupted hard drive (rare, but it can happen)
• To update hard dlive cache seUings (which can affect drive video performance).
The format process is a simple one. Start FlyerFormat, select the drive, select the format type, and let the program do the rest.

1

Locate the icon for FlyerFonnat in the instaUed software drawer and double-click it to start. After a
moment's delay while it reads the SCSI drive chains, it will look something like this.

All of the drives connected to the Flyer will appear in the list window. (If a drive does not appear, double check that it has in
fact powered up and that the SCSI cable is properly connected.) Follow the steps below to fonnat a new drive .
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2

From the list of available drives you should see your newly added drive with the comment "Not FlyerFS" on its status line. Select this drive by clicking on it. The entire line will highlight (shown above).

3

Click on the button labeled Fonnat Drive. You should see a message similar to the one below:

•

•

4

Click Cancel if for any reason you do not want to format this drive.
the next step. You should see a message similar to the one below:

•

Othef\\~se,

click OK to proceed to

Omse how)lOU wWd ae YoUle
"fIyerC6'" to be fDrnItted. At lead
one ctWe at a flyer system IMt

be formatted as AUIIo ~

Click on the appropriate button for the type of data you will put on selected drive:
• Audio Only is intended for standard SCSI hard dlives on SCSI channel C that will be used for additional audio tracks
(see note below).
• AudiolVideo is intended for hard drives on SCSI channels Aand B that will be used to record video clips along \\~th
their accompanying audio.
After a few moments the process will be completed. The dlive will be formatted and its cache settings updated. The list
lvindow will be cleared and updated with new status information. (For example, formatting a 2 gigabyte video hard drive
takes about 20 seconds.) You can be certain the process was successfully completed by looking at the status line for the
newly-formatted drive. It should indicate either "Video/Audio" or "Audio" now rather than "Not Flyer FS.")
This drive is now ready to use.

WARNING.

•

Do not mix Audio-Only and A~ hard ddVea On the Flyei's SCSI cfIair\I. ~UH
AudloNideo drfvas on SCSI ohaJnB Aor 13. AIWilys use AudIo-onfy dr1ves oh SCSI cttaln C.

5

Uyou have additional drives to format for Flyer use, repeat steps 2 through 4 as necessary until aU
drives have been formatted. Remember to select the correct data type (Audio only or AudiolVideo) for
each drive.

6

When you are finished , click the close box in the upper left-hand comer of the FlyerFormat I\~ndow to
exit the program.

Congratulations, you are now ready to run the VIdeo Toaster Flyer softwarel
When all formatting is complete, you may we recommend that you power off your system before
attempting to start the software. This ensures that the computer starts from a clean boot.

Tum to the tutorial titled "Starting Up for the Arst Time" to get a short Introduction to the ToasterlFlyer
software.

•
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Tutorials
'me tutorials in this section include step-by-step instructions detailing many of the new functions within System 4.0.
Due to space (and time) considerations, the tutorials in this section are primarily concerned with the newer features of
System 4.0, and are not necessarily intended for first-time users. The majority of the tutorials assume that you have a basic
understanding of operating the videographic applications that are included with tbe Toaster.

Sequencer Tutorials

•

How to Record a Video Clip .................................................................... ........ ..... ........ ...................... ... ... ........ ............ ........2
How to Record an Audio Clip ................ ....................... ............ ............................ .................... .......... .... ... ......... ..................6
How to Edit a Video Clip using the Quick Tune Panel ............................................. .. ........................................................ .1 0
How to Edit a Video Clip using the Fine Tune Panel ......... ............................................ .................................................... 12
How to Edit an Audio Clip using the Quick Tune Panel ........ ,............................ ............... .......... ....... ................................ .14
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How to Restore a Project (Unarchiving) .. ................ ...................... .. ...... .................. ....... .................. ................................ .36
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•

LightWave Layout Tutorials
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How to Record aVideo Clip
Recording \~deo to the Flyer is a simple process, a lot like making a copy of a ~deo tape. After you connect the ~deo and
audio outputs of the playback machine to the ~deo and audio inputs on the Flyer, you're ready to go. If you haven't yet
hooked up the Flyer, see the Installation section for instructions.
Foliow the numbered steps below to record ~deo footage into the Flyer.

•

•
1

Select the Flyer drive that will store this clip.

This pop-up contains the name of alU of the active Flyer drives that can record ~deo or audio clips. When you select a
drive from this pop-up, the Approximate Time Available and Reorganized Time Available displays will be updated to give
you a rough idea of how much footage you can record to this drive.
Note that these figures are also affected by the next step, where you select the recording level quality you want.

2

Select the \~deo quality level which you would like for this clip.

There are two settings for the recording quality of ~deo clips (Standard Play and Extended Play) and one setting for an
audio clip (Audio Only). Standard Play and Extended Play are similar to the controls you'd find on a consumer VCR,
where the standard speed gives you the best image qUality but less overalU recording time while Extended Play pro~des
slightly lesser quality with longer recording time. (Audio quality remains at 16-bit CD quality for either reocrding mode.)
\~deo modes (record the same ~deo segment twice, each time \\~th the alternate setting, then play them
back) to see if you notice a discernable difference. If you do see one, you may prefer to use Standard Play for all your
work. If you don't see a difference, use Extended Play for maximum record time.

Try out both
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For audio only clips, select Audio Only. This activates the audio input connections on the back of the Flyer and ignores all
video inputs. (Note that if you are recording an audio clip from a \~deo tape, you \vill not be able to see the video while you
record the audio only. The Toaster's output \\~ll be black while you record audio cUps.)

Decide whether you \vish to reorganize the files on this Flyer drive. If so, select the Reorganize
Dri\e button. If not, skip this step.

Reorganization can free up additional space on the selected drive so that you may be able to record longer clips. Since Flyer
video clips are just "files" to the computer, sometimes they can be better organized on the hard disk, which can increase
your usable recording space on the drive. However, the process can take up quite a bit of time. If you do not need to
reorganize the drive, don't take the time to do so.

4

Select the input source. Once you choose a source, you will see it on the Toaster's main output
(and hear ilS audio, if any, on the Flyer's audio outpulS).

The Flyer can record video from several different connections. For video clips, you can select from Toaster inputs 1-4, the
Flyer's composite input, the Flyer's Y/C input, or the Toaster's main output. (Why the main output? See the note at the end of
this tutorial.)
Important!
Remember that the Flyer, like the Toaster, requires a clean video source in order to record rocksolid video. VCRs or camcorders in playback mode will need their video signal time-base
corrected first. Othern~se, generally a live camera or a laserdiSC player is acceptable .

• 5

Check that your audio levels are correct for recording.

While you view the video passing through the Flyer, listen to the audio and look at the audio lamps below each of the Audio
Gain sliders. If everything is set correctly, you 'll be able to hear clear audio through your speaker setup and you'll be able to
see that both of these lamps are not lit. Ideally neither lamp will ever light.

How the lamps work
TIle lamp on the left lights whenever the audio input level is too high to record a clear signal (this is referred to as clipping).
It will light momentarily each time the signal cUps, then dim after the peak has passed. The lamp on the right will also light
up when the audio level clips, but it will remain solidly lit. It \vill reset when you adjust the its audio slider. This lamps stays
on to let you know the clipping has occurred just in case you were not paying attention when it happened. You may lvish to
adjust your audio sliders until you see a tiny bit of clipping, then bring them down slightly until the lamps no longer light.
This will set the optimum level for audio recording.

6

Click on the Record button to begin recording \~deo to the Flyer. Select Pause if you \vish to
pause recording for a moment and cue up another segment of video, or select Stop when you
are done recording.

You can use the Pause button to halt recording while you ready another video clip. This allows you to
record a number of different segmenlS in one recording session, because your next duty will be to splice
them into separate clips at the Make Clips panel.
As a shortcut, you can use the Spacebar on the keyboard to Start and Stop recording.

Select Make Clips to continue to the clip spliCing control panel.
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8

Enter a name for this video clip. Press Return to accept the name and jump the tex1 cursor
to the next field.

CUp names may be any reasonable length. However, since the editor's display icons are not very lvide, we recommend that you •
use short names wherever possible. This will make it easier to identify clips when editing.

9

(Optional) Enter a description that can serve as a reminder for this clip. Press Return to
accept this comment.

Future versions of the Flyer software (or third-party editing packages) may take advantage of the commenVdescription field,
allowing you to "search" for clips based on the commentary. You may find it useful to get in the habit of adding comments to
clips.

10

Drag the In and Out sliders to determine the start and end points for the current clip.

•
As you drag the sliders, you will shorten the yeUow bar across the center of the panel (Amiga 2000 or 3000 owners will see a

white bar). This bar indicates the entire length of the raw footage that you just recorded to the Flyer drive. Once you define
one clip, you can click inside tile non-highlighted portion to start defining a second clip. Anew bar wiU appear where you
click, and the sliders will jump to new in and out positions at either end of it.
The image above shows two clips that have been defined out of raw footage. You can click on either highlight bar and adjust
the in and out points as much as you lvish before actuaUy creating clips. Don't forget to enter a separate name for each clip at
the top of each panel!
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11

(Optional) lfyou recorded more footage than you wish to include in a single clip, click
elsewhere on the bar to create a new clip (whose in and out points you can de6ne) .

'flle video bar represents all of the recorded video from this recording session. When you first enter this panel, the entire bar
is selected as a single clip. You can drag the sliders to de6ne a shorter clip, then click in the wlUsed section of the bar to
higliligl1t and de6ne a second. third, and more clips, each of which has its own in and out point. (Note that clips can have
overlapping in and out pOints, allowing you to leave a little excess lead-in and trail-out time at each end of a clip for transitions
when sequencing.)

12

(Optional) For each clip, drag the Icon slider to select the icon image that will appear on
a video clip's crouton. As you drag the slider, you can see the recorded video on the main
output.

This allows you to choose an image that best represents the clip, and will remind you most of its content when you are
editingJt's best to set the icon for each clip as you de6ne the clip, so that you don't forget to do so (and end up with an image
you don't want).

13

Select the approptiate items that should be saved for all of the clips created in this session.

Most of the time, the boxes for both Include Video and Include Audio should be checked, since you are probably working
imagery. For audio only clips, just check the Audio box.

\\~th \~deo

•

Important!
The settings for Include Video and Include Audio will affect all clips that are created. Unlike the other
controls on this panel, such as Clip Name which refers to only the currently higliligl1ted clip, these
two checkboxes refer to aU clips made from this raw footage. They do not indicate which items to
save on a clip-by-clip basiS.

14

When you are finished and all clips are marked to your liking, exit the panel via the
Continue button. The clips you just defined will be created, the excess unused footage will
be deleted, and you \\~ll be retumed to the editor.

If you decide to continue recording footage, select the Record Panel button to return to the previous panel. The clips you just

recorded and marked will be created, the excess unused footage will be deleted, and you \~~ be ready to record again.
If for any reason you do not \\1sh to keep anything that you have just recorded or marked, exit the panel \~ a the Cancel button.
All footage wiU be deleted from the hard drive and you will be returned to the editor.

•
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How to Record an Audio Clip
Recording audio to the Flyer is a lot like making a copy of a favorite song. After you connect the audio outputs of the playback
machine to the audio inputs on tae Flyer, you 're ready to go. If you haven't yet hooked up ule Flyer, see the Installation section
for instructions.
Follow the numbered steps below to record audio clips into the Flyer. These steps must be followed for every clip you record
to the Flyer.

•

•
1

Select the Flyer dlive that will store this audio clip.

This pop-up contains the name of all of the active Flyer drives that can record video or audio clips. Audio drives show up
with a tiny speaker icon next to their name. When you select a drive from this pop-up, the Approximate Time Available
and Reorganized Time Available displays \VilJ be updated to give you a rough idea of how much audio you can record to
this drive.

2

Make sure this pop-up shows Audio Only (the other two settings are for video
recording). This activates the audio input connections on the back of the Flyer and
ignores all \~deo inputs.
Note 1:
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If you are recording audio [rom a video tape, you will not need a time-base corrector hooked up
between Ule VCR and the Flyer. Simply make sure that only the audio connectors are hooked up
to the FLyer, and you'll be able to record audio. (If you leave the video hooked up, you'll need to
make sure the video signal is clean in order for the Flyer to record a proper clip.)

•

Note 2:
If you are recording an audio clip from a video tape, you will not be able to see the \~deo while
you record the audio. The Toaster's output will be black while you record audio clips. To help
you locate a portion of audio that you wish to record from a video tape, leave tltis set to one of
the Video modes wltiole you cue up the tape, then set it to Audio Only for the recording process.

3

Decide whether you wish to reorganize the files on this Flyer drive. If so, select the
Reorganize Drive button. If not, skip this step.

Reorganization can free up additional space on the selected drive so that you may be ab le to record longer clips. Since
Flyer cUps are just "files" to the computer, sometimes they can be better organized on the hard disk, wllich can increase
your usable recording space on the drive. However, the process can take up quite a bit of time. If you do not need to
reorganize the drive , don't take the time to do so.

4

Check thai your audio levels are correct for recording ..

Listen to the audio and look at the audio lamps below each of the Audio Gain sUders. If everytlling is set correctly, you'll
be able to hear clear audio through your speaker setup and you'll be able to see that both of these lamps are not lit.
Ideally neither lamp will ever light.
How the lamps work

The lamp on the left lights whenever the audio input level is too high to record a clear signal (this is referred to as
clipping). It \vililight momentarily each time the signal clips, then dim after the peak has passed. The lamp on the right
will also light up when the audio level clips, but it will remain soUdly Ut. It will reset when you adjust the its audio sUder.
This lamps stays on to let you know the clipping has occurred just in case you were not paying attention when it
happened. You may \vish to adjust your audio sliders until you see a tiny bit of clipping, then bring them down sUghtly
until the lamps no longer Ught. This \\ill set the optimum level fo r audio recording.

•5

Click on the Record button to begin recording audio to the Flyer. Select Pause if you wish to
pause recording for a moment and cue up another audio segment, or select Stop when you
are done recording.

You can use the Pause button to halt recording while you ready another audio clip. This allows you to
record a number of different segments in one recording session, because your next duty will be to splice
them into separate clips at the Make Clips panel.
As a shortcut, you can use the Spacebar on the keyboard to Start and Stop recording.

6

•

Select Make CUps to continue to the clip splicing control pane (and tum to the next page)!.
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7

Enter a name for this audio clip. Press Return to accept the name. TIle text cursor will jump
to the next field.

Clip names may be any reasonable length. However, since the editor's display icons are not very wide, we recommend that you
use short names wherever possible. This will make it easier to identify clips when editing.

8

•

(Optional) Enter a description that can serve as a reminder for this clip. Press Return to
accept this comment.

Future versions of the Flyer software (or third-party editing packages) may take advantage of the comment/description field,
allowing you to "search" for clips based on the commentary. You may find it useful to get in the habit of adding comments to
clips.

•
9

Drag the In and Out sliders to detennine the start and end points for the current clip. You
will hear the audio play as you drag the sliders.

When you drag the sliders, you will shorten the yellow bar across the center of the panel (Amiga 2000 or 3000 owners will
see a white bar). This bar indicates the entire length of the raw footage that you just recorded to the Flyer drive. Once you
define one clip, you can click inside the non-highlighted portion to start defining a second clip. Anew bar will appear where
you click, and the sliders will jump to new in and out positions at either end of it.
TIle image above shows two clips that have been defined out of raw footage. You can click on either highlight bar and adjust
the in and out points as much as you wish before actually creating clips. Don't forget to enter a separate name for each clip at
ti1e top of each panel!
Tutorials
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•

•

10

(Optional) If you recorded more footage than you wish to include in a single cUp, cUck
elsewhere on the bar to create a new clip (whose in and out points you can define).

The bar across the center of the screen represents all of the recorded audio from this recording session. When you first enter
this panel, the entire bar is selected as a single clip. You can drag the sliders to define a shorter clip, then cUck in the unused
section of the bar to highlight and define a second. third, and more clips, each of which has its own in and out point. (Note
that cUps can have overlapping in and out pOints, allowing you to leave a little excess lead-in and trail-out time at each end of a
clip for transitions when sequencing.)

11

The Icon slider appears whether you record a video clip or an audio clip. However, it has
no effect for audio clips since the Flyer creates a generic audio clip crouton image for you.
Leave this slider as is.

12

Doublecheck that the Include Audio box is the only box checked.

It makes no sense creating an audio only cUp and selecting the Include Video checkbox, since only black is recorded using

the Audio Only setting. Besides, an audio only clip takes lip less space on your hard drive than a video clip that shows black
and has an audio track with it. The audio quality is the same, except that the file with black video is mllch larger.

Important!
The settings for Include Video and Include Audio will affect all clips that are created. Unlike the other
controls on this panel, such as Clip Name which refers to only the currently highlighted clip, these
two checkboxes refer to all clips made from this raw footage. They do not indicate which items to
save on a cUp-by-clip basis.

• 13

When you are finished and all clips are marked to your liking, exit the panel \~a the
Continue button. The clips you just defined will be created, the excess unused footage will
be deleted, and you \>v'il! be returned to the editor.

If you decide to continue recording footage, select the Record Panel button to return to the previous panel. The cUps you just
recorded and marked will be created, the excess unused footage will be deleted, and you will be ready to record again.
If for any reason you do not wish to keep anything that you have just recorded or marked, exit the panel via the Cancel button.
All footage will be deleted from the hard dlive and you will be returned to the editor.

•
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How to Edit aVideo Clip using the Quick Tune Panel
Editing a clip, whether audio or video, is easy \vith the Flyer. Each clip represenlS a video (or audio) segment of a given
length. Using the control panel, you mark the start and end points for each individual clip with an easy-to-use slider (these are •
typically known as the in point and the out point). These allow you to determine just how much of the clip to use when it is
shown. Whenever you play this clip the Flyer will only "roll video" from the in point to out point.
The Flyer normally displays the Quick Tune version of a control panel when you open it up. For most video editing, you
should find that tlle controls here are sufficient for your needs. However, when you need finer control, or if you wish to create
a split edit, you'll need to click on the Fine Tune button to access the expanded control panel. To use the advanced control
panel, see the How to Edit a Video Clip (Fine Tune panel).
Follow the numbered steps below to learn how to edit a Flyer clip from the Quick Tune panel.

•
1

Use the Play and Stop buttons at any tinle to view the clip (from in point to out point) in
case you wish to check your editing.

If you wish to view the entire clip, you will have to move the in and out sliders to their outermost positions. The Play button
will only play the video segment from the in point to the out point. Excess footage is ignored.

2

Set the in point (the starting point) for this clip, and the out point (the ending point).

You can drag the slider, click or drag over the double-arrow gadget, or enter a time code value in the numeric window.
Remember, the in point marks the beginning of the footage you \vish to use when the Flyer plays this clip. The in point
may fall anywhere in the clip.

3
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DeCide whether you want to hear the audio portion of this clip.

If you are performing a split edit, you mayor may not want to hear the audio from the cutaway shots. When this box is
checked, the audio for this clip will be heard at the default (70%) volume level.

•

4

•

Exit the panel.

Click Continue to accept your edit point settings and close the panel. Click Cancel to exit the panel and ignore any changes
made while it was open. Click Fine Tune to expand the panel and gain access to additional editing controls (see following
pages) .
Audio Note:

If you record audio \',~th the Audio Gain slider at the default position on the recording panel, and

you wish to have the audio play back at that exact level (often referred to as unity gain), you will
achieve a very close match in playback by setting the audio playback level to 95%.
The Flyer defaults to 70% volume level on playback, leaving you a degree of "headroom" for
mixig multiple audio tracks during sequencing. In other words, if you have two video clips and
two stereo audio clips playing back at one time and you want to make one slightly louder than the
rest, it's much simpler to enter one of those four panels and raise its volume level a bit than it is
to enter three panels and lower three volume levels a bit.

•

•
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How to Edit aVideo Clip using the Fine Tune Panel
Follow the numbered steps below to learn how to edit a Flyer clip. ("Fine Tune Panel" refers to Fine Tune button, which
accesses the advanced version of the control panel that contains additional controls for timing and audio. If you don't need
these additional controls, use the sinlple version of a clip's control panel, shown on the facing page.)

•

•
1

Use the Play and Stop buttons at any time to view the clip (trom in point to out point) in
case you wish to check your editing.

If you wish to view the entire clip, you will have to move the in and out sliders to their outermost positions. The Play button
will only play the video segment trom the in point to the out point. Excess footage is ignored.

2

Set the in point (the starting point) for this clip, and the out point (the ending point),

You can drag the slider, click or drag over the double-arrow gadget, or enter a time code value in the numeric \vindo\\',
Remember, the in point marks the beginning of the footage you wish to use when the Flyer plays this clip. The in point
may fall anywhere in the clip. You'll see the video and hear the audio as you drag the slider,
Tutorials
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3

Set the in point (the starting point) for the audio portion of this clip. Default is 1 second
from the actual beginning of the clip. Also, set the out point (the ending point) .

•

You can drag the slider, or drag the double-arrow gadget, or enter a time code value from the keyboard. You'Usee the
video and hear the audio as you drag the slider .

• 4

Set the volume level for this clip. Default is about -':0%.

The Flyer defaults to 70% volume level on playback, leaving you a degree of "headroom" for mixig
multiple audio tracks during sequencing. In other words, if you have two video clips and two stereo
audio clips playing back at one time and you want to make one slightly louder than the rest, it's
much Simpler to enter one of those fou r panels and raise its volume level a bit than it is to enter
three panels and lower three volume levels a bit.
Note:
If you record audio with the Audio Gain slider at the default posi tion on the recording panel,
and you wish to have the audio play back at that exact level (often referred to as unity gain),
you will achieve a very close match in playback by setting the audio playback level to 95%.
Tip:
Set the volume level low for background sound, such as 10-30%. Natural sound is sometimes
recorded on location and added to the program back at the studio to enhance the atmosphere or
mood of the program rather than compete fo r attention. You wouldn 't want to mLx the sounds of
a waterfall in the distance louder than the dialog of the actors standing in front of it!

5

Set the Fade In and Fade Out values. Default is 00:00, (no fade).

The fade controls allow you to fade the audio portion of the clip at the front of the clip (Fade In), the back of the clip
(Fade Out), or both ends of the clip. The display shows values of seconds and frames (ss:ff) only. (For example, if you
want the audio to fade in over the course of 5 seconds, set Fade In to 05:00. If , you want it to fade out over 3 and onehalf seconds, set Fade Out to 03 :15)

•6

Determine the balance of the audio output. Default is center.

You can shift the audio that plays with this clip aU the way to the left or the right, or set it somewhere in between to shift
its "center". To center the audio exactly, or to reset the audio to center, click on the triangle button above the slider.

7

Select the audio channel to use for playback. Defaul t is stereo.

If you want a specific voice, sound, or music track to come from one channel or another, select it here.

•

8

(Optional) If you wish to make a copy of this clip, or of some portion of this clip, or
make an audioOonly track from its audio, select the Process button. See the Process
panel for details.

9

Exit the panel.

Click Continue to accept your edit point settings and close the panel. Click Cancel to exit the panel and ignore any
changes made willie it was open. Click Quick Tune to reset the panel to the Simplified display (Quick Tune).
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How toEdit an Audio Clip using the Quick Tune Panel
Editing an audio clip is easy with the Flyer. Simply select the icon that represents the clip, then click on the Controls button to
access its control panel. Use the control panel the starting and end points for the clip, typically referred to as the in point and
the out point. These allow you to determine just how much of the clip to use when it is played. Whenever you use this clip the
Flyer will only play audio from the defined points.
Follow the numbered steps below to learn how to edit a Flyer clip. ("Quick Tune Panel" refers to the simple version of a clip's
control panel, its default appearance. To use the advanced control panel, see the Fine Tune button and the next page.)

1

Click the audio clip icon at any time to hear the clip (from in point to out point) in case you
wish to check your editing. This button is a Play/Stop toggle.

•

•

If you wish to hear the entire clip, you will have to move the in and out sliders to their outennost positions. The Play/Stop

button will only play the audio segment from the in point to the out point. Excess audio is ignored.

2

Set the in point (the starting point) for this clip, and the out point (the ending point).

You can drag either slider, click or drag over a double-arrow gadget, or enter a time code value in the numeric window.
Remember, the in point marks the beginning of the footage you wish to use when the Flyer plays this clip. The in point
may fall anywhere in the clip. You 'll see the heal' the audio as you drag the slider.

3

Set the Lock To event to either Clip or In Point.

About the Lock To pop-up
In a project sequence, an audio clip begins playing at the same moment as the video clip that

precedes it. The Lock To event is a way for you to detennine which moment the audio should be tied
to-the in point that has been set for the pre\~ous crouton, or the previous clip's actual starting point
(including the excess footage prior to the in point) .
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• For most audio tracks, you will probably use the In Point setting for Lock To. This synchronizes
the starting of this audio clip to the in point of the video event that precedes it.
• For special use like syncronizing sound efIects, it's easier to use the Clip setting for Lock To. See
the use of Start Time (below) for more infolmation.

•

•

4

Set the Start Time.

About Start Time
Start Time allows you to delay the playback of Ule audio track for a period of time foUowing the Lock
To event.
You'U find examples of using Lock To and Start Time in later tutorials.

5

Exit the panel.

Click Continue to accept your edit point settings and close the panel. Click Cancel to exit the panel and ignore any
changes made while it was open. Click Fine Tune to expand the panel and gain access to additional editing controls (see
foUowing pages).

General Information About Lock To and Start Time
Think of Lock To and Start Time as setting a countdown timer: you want the countdown to last for a set period of time (Start
Time), and you want the countdown to begin counting at a certain point (Lock To). You use these two gadgets to control
when the Flyer begins counting down to the playback of the audio clip, and for how long that countdown lasts before playback
begins. Ln all cases, these two things relate to the previous video event (a video clip, or a still inlage).
Example 1:
To have the audio clip start at the same moment as the previous video event starts ...
Set Lock To to Ln Point and Start Tinle to 00:00:00:00.

•

Example 2:
To have the audio clip start 5 seconds after the previous video event has started ...
Set Lock To to In Point and Start Tinle to 00:00:05:00.
Example 3:
To have a sound effect start at a specific moment during a video clip ...
Set Lock To to Clip, and set Start Tinle to that time code value where the sound effect should be
heard. (Otherwise, if Lock To were tied to Ln POint, you would have to figure out the actual time code
value that you might have to set for Start Time. This method is simpler.)
Suppose you have a video clip of someone swinging a golf clip and an audio clip sound effect of rushing air. You
watch the video clip and notice that the golfer begins to s\ving his club at 3 seconds, 11 frames. You place the
audio clip after the video clip in the storyboard sequence, set its Lock To event to Clip, and its StaJ.1 Time to
00:00:03: 11. When you play the project, the sound effect will occur exactly as the golfer swings his club.
Note:
When Lock To is set to Clip, the Start Time relates to the entire length of the video clip that precedes it (in other words, it
ignores the in and out points, looking instead at the entire clip). This way you can be sure that the Start Time value you
choose for the audio clip relates directly to the same value you saw in the tinle code display for the video clip. Ln other
words, a Start Time value of 04: 12 (4 seconds, 12 frames) means that the audio begins 04: 12 into the clip, counting from
the beginning of the clip itself, not counting from the in point of the clip. (Otherwise, you'd have to calculate the time
difference ben.veen the clip's in point and your desired audio start point, which would be not only confusing but also
difficult!)

•
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How to Edit an Audio Clip using the Fine Tune panel
Follow the numbered steps below to learn how to edit a Flyer audio clip. ("Fine Tune panel" refers to Fine Tune button,
which accesses the advanced version of the control panel that contains additional controls for timing and audio. Uyou don't
need these additional controls, usc the simple version of a clip's control panel, shown on the facing page.)

•

•
1-4

5

Steps 1 through 4 for the Fme Tune Audio Panel are exactly the same as steps 1
through 4 for the Quick Tune audio panel. Follow the steps below to learn
about the additional controls on the expanded panel.

Set the volume level for this clip. Default is about 70%.

The flyer defaults to 70% volume level on playback, leaving you a degree of "headroom" for mixing multiple audio tracks
during sequencing. In other words, if you have two video clips and two stereo audio clips pla)~ng back at one time and
you want to make one slightly louder than the rest, it's much simpler to enter one of those four panels and raise its
volume level a bit than it is to enter three panels and lower three volume levels a bit.
Note:

Uyou record audio with the Audio Gain slider at the default pOSition on the recording panel,
and you wish to have tile audio play back at that exact level (often referred to as unity gain),
you \\~U achieve a very close match in playback by setting the audio playback level to 95%.
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•

•6

Tip:
Set the volume level low for background sound, such as 10-30%. Natural sound is sometimes
recorded on location and added to the program back at the studio to enhance the atmosphere or
mood of the program rather than compete for attention. You wouldn't want to mix the sounds of
a waterfall in the distance louder than the dialog of the actors standing in front of it!

Set the Fade In and Fade Out values. Default is 00:00, (no fade).

The fade controls aUow you to fade the audio portion of the clip at the front of the clip (Fade In), the back of the clip
(Fade Out), or both ends of the clip. The display shows values of seconds and frames (ss:£!) only. (For example, if you
want the audio to fade in over the course of 5 seconds, set Fade In to 05:00. If , you want it to fade out over 3 and onehalf seconds, set Fade Out to 03:15).

7

Determine the balance of the audio output. Default is center.

You can shift the audio that plays with tills clip aU the way to the left or the right, or set it somewhere in between to shift
its "center." To center the audio exactly, or to reset the audio to center, click on the triangle button above the slider.

8

Select the audio channel to use for playback. Default is stereo.

If you want a specific voice, sound, or music track to come from one channel or another, select it here.
Important:
Note that setting the playback channel to left only or right only does not free up the unused audio
channel. With two or more video drives and a dedicated audio drive, the Flyer can handle 8 pairs
of audio whether you use them as pairs or individual channels. At any moment in time, each
video clip that is playing counts as one stereo pair. The same is true for each audio clip.
Therefore, you cannot have eight clips playing at once, with each clip using only one channel.

•
9

(Optional) If you \\~sh to make a copy of tills clip, or of some portion of tills clip, or
make an audio-only track from its audio, select the Process button. See the Process
panel for details.

10

Exit the panel.

Click Continue to accept your edit point settings and close the panel. Click Cancel to exit the panel
and ignore any changes made while it was open. Click Quick Tune to reset the panel to the
simplified display (Quick Tune) .

•
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How to Set up aCut (or Take) Between Clips
The cu~ or take, is the basic transition in television and film.
W'henever you place a pair of video croutons side by side, the automatic transition between them is a cut. Therefore, setting up
a cut (or a series of cuts) is simple. There really is nothing more you need do than place clips in the project window.

1

Drag a video crouton (a clip or a still image) into the project window.

2

Drag another video crouton (a clip or a still image) into the project window and drop it
beside the first.

•

The project window will look something like this, at this stage.

3

Click on the Play button, the first clip will run, then cut to the second clip.

You may want to practice placing clips and still images in the project window. Here are some tips to keep in mind:
• Drop a crouton in the "open space" of the project window and it will take its place at the end of the current project
automatically.
• Drop a crouton between any other two croutons to insert it there. You'll see a "hole" open up as you hold a crouton
between two others. All of the croutons after the inserted one will move one space over to accommodate it.
• Hold the Shift key when you want to select more than one crouton. With each click of the mouse, you can select additional
croutons aU in one operation, and then drag them into the project at once.
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•

•

How to Set up an Effect Between Clips
•

Whenever you inselt a special effect crouton between a pair of video croutons, you have set up a transition bet\'Jeen the two.
That's all there is to it.

1

Drag a video crouton (a clip or a still image) into the project window. Check its control
panel and make sure that the clip lasts for at least 3 seconds, with about I second of
unused footage at each end.

2

Do the same with another ,~deo crouton.

3

Go to the Effects folder, locate the Smooth Fade effect, and drop it in between the two clips.

The project window will look something like this, at this stage.

4

•

Click on the Play button, the first clip will run, then dissolve to the second clip.

The majority of video progranuning consists of cuts, some dissolves,and a few effects. With the steps you 've just learned
(setting up cuts and effects between video), you've learned a great deal of what you need to know in order to use the Flyer and
edit video.
You may want to practice using a variety of effects. Here are some tips to keep in mind:
• Don't put two effects side-by-side. An effect must sit between a pair of video events, because you can't use an effect to
transition to an effect! The Flyer will warn you if you do this by accident.
• Transitions offer a way to "stitch together" two video segments so that they overlap for a period of time (as the transition
brings one video source on screen over the other) . Therefore, make sure that there's some "extra" footage at the
beginning and the ending of each clip to allow for this.
• Over 95% of the time, using transitions does not increase the length of your program. The transition itself Simply causes
the croutons to overlap for a brief period of time \vithout increasing their duration.
• Get creative. Open up the control panel for the effects you use and try different speeds. Use effects that enhance the action
in your video clips, such as the Page Peel when someone on screen is opening a book.
Note:

10 most cases, transitions will automatically "work" when going from one clip to the next. Sometimes, however, you may need

to adjust the in point or the out point of one of the clips in order to allow enough spare footage for the transition to take place.

•
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How to Set up Audio Soundtracks and Ellects
Often you need a background music track to accompany the program content. It's pretty easy setting up a music track in this
manner. Here are three variations, The first version has the music start at the same moment as the first video clip. The second
version has the music start while the screen is still black, just before the first video clip appears. The third version has the
music kick in a few seconds after the first video clip appears.

•

Vnion 1: SinIIIIaneotJs AIIdio SIM'I

1

For this example, the video croutons have already been placed in the proper order. They
are:
(a) Video black crouton (set for 10 seconds via its control panel)
(b) Video clip crouton (set for 20 seconds via its control panel)
(c) Audio soundtrack crouton (lasts for 2 minutes)
(d) Other video croutons follow, but they're not important to show for this example.

Here's what the top row if the project looks like.

Audio clips always begin simultaneous to the video event that is in front of them. Therefore, for this example, your work is
done once you arrange the croutons!

Uyou played this program, the soundtrack would begin at the same moment as tlle video clip in front of it, which is exactly
what we want. Of course, you may want to fine tune the manner in which the audio plays. For ideas, see the tips below.
Fine Tuning Points

This is merely an example of how start an audio clip at the same moment as a separate video clip. Other points you might
consider if you use this technique include:
• Keep the audio track's volume level low, say around 15-25%, so that it will not compete \vith any audio that is part of the
opening video clip.
• Fade the audio in over a period of several seconds at the begiruting so that it does not suddenly surprise the viewer. or
course, if this is what you want, leave it as-is!
• Fade the audio track out toward its end in order to make its exit less noticeable to the viewer. You may need to fade it out
gradually, or sometimes you can Simply let it cut out when a major transition or change in the action occurs.
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•

•

Vel'sion 2: leading Audio Slal'l
For this example, the video croutons have already been placed in the proper order. They
are:
(a) Video black crouton (set for 10 seconds via its control panel)
(b) Audio soundtrack crouton (lasts for 2 minutes)
(c) Video clip crouton (set for 20 seconds via its control panel)
(d) Other video croutons follow , but they're not important to show for this example.
Here's what the project looks like so far.

Audio clips always begin Simultaneously \\1th the video event that is in front of them. At this pOint, if you played the program,
the soundtrack would begin at the same moment that the video black started. This is not what we want.

2

The audio soundtrack should begin 5 seconds into the black. Open the control panel
for the audio clip and set its Start Time to 00:00:05 :00 (5 seconds). Doublecheck that
the Lock To event setting shows In Point.

Lock To defaults to In Point, and Start Time defaults to 00:00:00:00. This means that the audio clip begins at the same
moment that the video event in front of it begins. Any other value that entered for Start Time will cause Ule staJ1 of the audio
track to be delayed for that period of time into the previous clip.
We also want the audio to fade in gradually over that 5 second lead-in. So, set the Fade In
value to 05:00.

Play the project. If things were set correctly, you saw 10 seconds of black with the
soundtrack gradually fading up for the last 5 seconds. Then the \1deo clip started (with its
own a.udio) and the soundtrack continued.

Fine Tuning Points
This is merely an example of how to have audio start before your program material begins. Other points you might consider if
you use this technique include:
• Keep the audio track's volume level low, say around 15-25%, so that it \vill not compete \vith any audio that is part of the
opening video clip.
• If the audio track begins on or near a beat of mUSiC, it's often less jarring to the viewer if you set Fade In value of 1-4
frames. This fades in the attack of the audio very slightly, but results in a noticeable difference you might prefer.
• Fade tlle audio track out toward its end in order to make its exit less noticeable to the \1ewer. You may need to fade it out
gradually, or sometimes you can simply let it cut out when a major transition or change in the action occurs .

•
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Vet'sion 3: Delayed Audio StaPl

1

For this example, the video croutons have already been placed in the proper order. They
are:
(a) Video black crouton (set for 10 seconds via its control panel)
(b) Smooth Fade crouton (speed set to Medium via its control panel)
(c) Video clip crouton (set for 30 seconds via its control panel)
(d) Audio soundtrack crouton (lasts for 2 minutes, so it will continue into the next clips)
(e) Other video croutons follow, but they're not important to show for this example.

•

Here's what the project looks like so far.

Once again, audio clips begin simultaneous to the video event that is in front of them, so we need to adjust the timing of the
audio clip. If you played the program at this point, the soundtrack would begin at the same moment that the video footage
started fading up. This is not what we want.

2

The audio soundtrack should begin 10 seconds after the video footage has started.
Open the control panel for the audio clip and set iLS Start Time to 00:00:10:00 (10
seconds). Make sure the Lock To event is set to In Point.

3

Play the project. If things were set coo'ec!ly, you saw 10 seconds of black, then the video
faded in, and 10 seconds later the audio clip began playing.

Other factors come into play that you might want to adjust for "the penect edit." You might want to set
the volume level of the audio clip to a lower level so that it does not compete with the audio that is part
of the video clip. You might also use fade settings to bling the audio up over time or fade it out near the
end.

•

This example has been pretty simple, but you should begin to understand the concept of using the Lock
To and Start Time gadgets to adjust audio and video timing. '[be next tutorial (How to Synchronize
Sound Effects) will give you an example of when to use the Clip setting for the Lock To event.

Fine Tuning Points
This is merely an example of how to have audio start a little ways into the beginning of a program. Other points you might
consider if you use !Ius technique include:
• Keep the audio track's Volume level low, say around 15-25%, so that it .."ill not compete with any audio that is part of the
opening video clip,
• Fade the audio in over a period of several seconds at the beginning so that it does not suddenly surprise the viewer. Of
course, if this is what you want, leave it as-is!
• Fade the audio track out toward the end in order to make its exit less noticeable to the viewer. You may need to fade it out
gradually, or sometimes you can simply let it cut out when a major transition or change in the action occurs.
• If the audio track begins on or near a beat of mUSiC, it's often less jatTing to the viewer if you set Fade In value of 1-4
frames. This fades in the attack of the audio very slightly, but results in a noticeable difference you might prefer.
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•

How 10 SYl1chronize Sound Effecls

•

At first glance it may seem hard to synchronize sound effects with video or special effects, but in fact it's pretty simple to do.
Here are some examples sho\\wg you how to use sound effects.

Example 1: Synchl'oniling aSound Effect to a Video Clip
Let's assume you have a couple of clips of people teeing off at an 18-hole golf course. Each clip was shot from a distance, so
you did not pick up the "swoosh" of the club S\\wging through the air. However. you have a sound effect that fits perlectly.
You want to sync it to the video.

1

We've placed the video croutons in this order. They are:
(a) Video clip crouton (panning from clubhouse to golfer. we used about 8 seconds. from
00:00:13: 16 to 00:00:21:23 on the time code gadgets)
(b) Smooth Fade crouton (speed set to Fast via its control panel)
(c) Video clip crouton (announcer commentary. about 5 seconds)
(d) Video clip crouton (a golfer at another hole teeing off; the clip is set for about 8
seconds. from 00:01:15: 12 to 00:01:23:28. The swing occurs at 00:01:18:27.)
(e) Audio soundtrack crouton (rushing air "swoosh" sound effect)

Here's what the project looks like at this point.

Since audio clips begin with Ule video event that is in front of them. we need to fix this situation! If you played the program at
this point, the S\voosh sound effect would begin at the start of the golfer's tee-off clip. which is several seconds before he
S\vings his club. This is a case where the audio clip (the sound effect) being tied to the in point of the previous clip just
doesn't work. TIle sound effect will occur right away whereas his swing occurs 3 seconds, 15 frames later. What we want to
do is to delay it so that it starts when the golfer tees off.

•2

Open the audio clip's control panel and set the Lock To pop-up to Clip. Exit the panel.

This means that fue Start Time number must now be a frame number that falls within the time code range of the previous clip.
The value you now enter for Start Time will be synchronized to fuat frame. and the audio clip will play at that moment during
the previous clip.

3

Open the video clip \vith the tee-off. clip d. Click and hold the mouse over the double-arrow
gadget beside In Point. The video will plJ1y at normal speed. Let go when the golfer begins
his S\ving. If necessary, use the slider or the double-arrow gadget to move forward or
backward until you find the exact frame you want.

We could have you try to memorize this number (or maybe make you Wlite it down), then go to the audio clip and enter it as
the Start Time. But here's a nifty Sh0I1cut instead.

4

•

Click in the box that contains the numeric time code display for In Point. Now press fue
lener c on the keyboard. You have just copied this time code number into the time code
clipboard. Make sure you use the Cancel bunon to exit this panel (so the in point remains
asilwas).

TIle ability to scan through a marked clip. find and copy a specific frame number, then exit the panel without changing fue in
or out point in a useful tip.
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5

Open the audio clip's control panel, click inside the time code gadget for Start Time, and
press v on the keyboard. You have just copied this time code number from the time code
clipboard into the StaJi Time gadget.

6

Play the sequence. At the moment the golfer swings is club, you should hear the sound
effect of rushing air. You've done it.

•

In most cases, you'U find that the audio effect will match the video effect quite weU. In some cases, you may hear the audio
effect occur slightly before or slightly after the moment you wanted. To correct this, re-enter the audio panel and adjust the
Start Time value a frame sooner or a frame later, then play the sequence again . Usually, a one or two frame adjustment is all
you 'Il need to synchronize the playback.

Example 2: Synchponizing aSound Effect to a ToastBl' Effect
Synchronizing a sound effect lvith a Toaster effect is similar to the process described above. You should be able to synchronize
a sound effect to a Toaster effect with minimal adjustment.
Toaster effects occur over a span of time that encompasses the tail end of one video clip and the head end of the next, so you
can time your audio effect clip to one of the two video clips. With the proper timing, it will occur just as the transition does.
Keep in mind that a Toaster effect is not a video clip, so you cannot place an audio clip after an effect with the idea that it will
occur just as the effect occurs. Rather, it will occur as the video clip occurs (remember, audio clips are tied to the previous
I~deo event, either a video clip or video still).

1

2

We have four clips. The first three are arranged in this order (from left to right):
(a) Crouton a is a video clip that is 35 seconds long. We set its in point to 5 seconds and its
out point to 20 seconds.
(b) Crouton b is a Toaster effect. The Page Peel, set to its Fast speed, which takes 1 second.
(c) Crouton c is a I~deo clip that is 27 seconds long, and we're using 20 seconds of it.

•

We also have:
(d) Crouton d, an audio clip that sounds like paper tearing in half.
Place crouton d after crouton a in the sequence, as shown below.

3

Open the control panel for the audio crouton (d). Set the Lock To event to Clip. Set the
StaJi Time to 19 seconds, 15 frames (notice that this is almost the out point of crouton a).

Why Lock To/Clip, and why 19 seconds, 15 frames? Uyou have recently read through the previous example on synchronizing
an audio effect to a moment in a video clip, you should recall that the easiest way to match these two items is to relate them to
a single common reference point. Lock To/Clip ensures that the timing of the two croutons matches (it locks the audio clip to
the time code range of the I~deo clip). Once the timing is locked, all you need do is set the time value for the moment you
want to hear the effect.
Tutorials
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•

•

We arrived at the number 19 seconds, 15 frames for the Start Time by considering the following information:
• The first clip's out point is set at 00:00:20:00, or 20 seconds.
• The page peel effect lasts for 1 second.
• Transitions add no time to the project (they knit together the end of one clip to the beginning of the next clip by
overlapping them slightly). This 1 second transition will be split equally over the end of clip a and the beginning of clip b.
• Therefore, the Page Peel effect will begin 112 second before the end of clip a-at around 19 seconds, 15 frames.
This means that we should use this number as the Start Time for the audio effect.

6

Play the sequence. At the moment the page peel occurs,you should hear the sound effect of
paper tearing.

In most cases, you'll find that the audio effect will match the video effect quite well. In some cases, you may hear the audio

effect occur slightly before or slightly after the moment you wanted. To correct this, re-enter the audio panel and adjust the
Start Time value a frame sooner or a frame later, then play the sequence again. Usually, a one or two frame adjustment is all
you'll need to synchronize the playback.
Note 1: Using Lock TolIn Point instead of Lock To/Clip
You could use Lock To/ln Point, and set the Start Time value to (the number of seconds that the clip lasts) minus (one-half of
the effect time) . In this example, that value would be (I5 seconds) minus (I5 frames), giving you a Start Time of 00:00: 14: 15,
or 14 and one-half seconds. Both methods will work to synchronize the sound effect with the special effect.

Note 2: Proper Sequence Order
You could argue that the page peel technically occurs over two different clips, and that you should be able to place the sound
effect after the second clip (crouton C) and set the appropriate timing to make it work. However, experience with the Flyer
shows that only the method described above will work reliably.

•

•
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How 10 Sel up aSplil Edil
FiI'SI, whal is aSplil-Edil?
Asplit edit is a simple concept that is difficult to explain! The tenn split edit refers to a very effective method of storytelling
where the viewer sees a sequence of video imagery while listening to a constant soundtrack. There are several kinds of split
edit. We'U show you how to set up each one.

•

You often see split edits on the news. At the beginning of most field stories, the repol1er on the scene introduces the piece. As
the reporter desclibes the incident, the picture cuts away to other video clips related to the story. (In Flyer tenns, at the
moment you are watching one video clip and listening to its audio.) TIlen, the picture cuts away to show different video clips,
while you continue to listen to the audio from the opening clip. The audio remained while the video split off. This is a splitedit. (Again, in Flyer tenns, you would have started watching and listening to one clip, then cut away to see other clips while
still listening to the first clip's audio.)
Note that there are three ways to split an edit: either the audio may precede its matching video footage, or the audio may
continue after its matched video has ended, or both may occur using the sound from a single clip \vith different footage before
and after its matched video segment.
Here's how to set up the three kinds of split edits with the Flyer.

Split Edit, Vel'Sion 1: Audio Pl'ecedes Video
Let's use a phoney news story as an example. Here are the clips we'Ube working \vith. We dragged them into the project
window and ruranged them in this order.

Black
This is a still
frame ofvideo
black. It's useful
as a short leadin.

SmootbPade
This is the
dissolve
transition.

Clip 2
Clip 1
A wide shot ofa A close-up ofa

Topeka
hamburger
stand.

hamburger
being cooked.

Clip 3
A medium shot

ofthe reporter
telling tbe stm),.

•

The game plan here is to use the audio from clip 3 througllOut the entire story while viewing clips 1 and 2, and then finally
clip 3 at the end. The reporter tells the entire piece in one take, clip 3. The story is a news filler about a new restaurant
opening in Topeka, KS. (It may not seem like big news, but if you've ever eaten in Topeka, KS, a new restaurant is big news.)

1
2
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3
4

In the control prulel for the video black crouton, set Duration to 10 seconds.

In the control panel for the Smooth Fade effect, set Speed to Medium.

In the control panel for clip 1:
• Adjust the in and out points so that you have 4 seconds of usable video.
• Turn the audio playback off.
In the control panel for clip 2:
• Adjust the in and out point so that you have 3 seconds of usable video.
• Turn the audio playback off.

•

•

5

In the control panel for ctip 3:
• Adjust the video in point to about one-half second before the reporter begins
telling the story (you will need to play the clip in order to determine this location).
It's okay if you're not exact.
• Adjust the video out point so that you leave about 2 seconds after the rep0l1er
finishes teWng the story.
• Don't exit the panel yet.

(In the Quick Tune display, dragging the video sliders sets both the audio as well as the video to Ole point you set. In effect,
the audio is locked to the \~deo sliders when you are in this view.)

You've just set up the duration for both the \~deo and audio portions of this clip to the same length of time. However, we want
to hear audio for a longer duration, before we see the video. So:

6

•

•

Select Fine Tune to expand the panel and to separate audio and video slider
controls. (Now when you adjust either audio or video, in or out, the slider moves
separately from its counterpart.)
Adjust the video in point so tllat the video in pOint starts 7 seconds after the
audio in point. This allows for the 7 seconds made up by the first two video clips.
(In our example, the audio in point is at 5 seconds, so the video in point is set to
12 seconds.)

This sets up Ole 7 seconds of audio that will play while we see 7 seconds from me other video ctips. Since this is a news story,
we've left a few extra seconds at the end, so the reporter can finish her story and remain on camera for a moment before the
station's technical director cuts back to the studio talent.

•

Your control panel should look something like the one below (the actual positions of some controls may differ, but the
settings should appear similar).

Notice how the in and out
points for the video sliders
and the audio sliders are
offset.
Even in a quick glance,
you can see that the audio
for this clip starts before
its video does.

•
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7

Click Play to play this project and see how well it performs.

Congratulations, yOll 've jllst made a split edit where the audio precedes the video. Continue reading for tips on setting up the
other two kinds of split edits.
Fine Tuning Points
• The audio from the two "cutaway" clips is not used in this example, but you could have used it if you wanted to. Simply
leave the audio turned on in Steps 3 and 4, and adjust the Volume level to a sening tha! doesn't overpower the reporter's
voice.
• You could also have used effects between any of the three clips, such as a dissolve from clip 1 to clip 2.

•

Split Edit, VePsion 2: Audio Extends Past Video
Let's continue to use our phoney news story (as used in the first example of a split edit). We've rearranged the order of the
clips in the project window for this example, as shown below.

SnwothFade
This is a stitt
This is the
frame ofvideo dissolve
blnck. It's useful transition.
as a short leadin.
Black

Clip 3
A medium shot

Clip I
Clip 2
A wide shot ofa A close-up ofa

oftbe reporter Topeka
telling the story. hamburger
stand.

hamburger
being cooked.

The game plan here is to use the audio from clip 3 throughout the entire stOty. We'll actually view the clips in this order: clip
3, clip 1, clip 2, while listening to the audio from clip 3 the entire time.

1
2

In the control panel for the video black crouton, set Duration to 10 seconds.

3

In the control panel for clip 3:
• Make sure you are in the Quick Tune display.
• Adjust the video in point to about one-half second befote the reporter begins
telling the story (you will need to play the clip in order to determine this location).
It's okay if you 're not exact.
• Adjust the video out point so that you leave about 2 seconds after the repol1er
finishes telling the story.
• Don't exit the panel yet.

•

In the control panel for the Smooth Fade effect, set Speed to Medium.

This sets up the duration of the entire story. It lasts for as long as the reporter relates the piece (in our control panel example,
it runs for 15 seconds) . Now let's shorten the amount of time during which we'll actually see the video.

4
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• Select Fine Tune to expand the panel and to separate audio and video slider
controls. (Now when you adjust audio or video, either in point or out pOint,
the slider moves separately from its counterpal1.)
• Adjust the video out point so that the video ends about 7 seconds before the audio
out point. (Example: Our audio out point ends at 20 seconds, so we set the video out
point to 13 seconds)

•

This sets up the last 7 seconds of audio that will play while we see 7 seconds from the other video clips.

•

Your control panel should look something like the one below (the actual positions of some controls may differ, but the
settings should appear similar) .

Notice how the in and out
points for the video sliders
and the audio sliders are
offset.
Even in a quick glance,
you can see that the audio

for this clip continues
after its video ends.

In the control panel for clip 1:

• Adjust the in and out point so that you have 4 seconds of usable video

6
7

In the control panel for clip 2:
• Adjust the in and out point so that you have 3 seconds of usable video

Click Play to play this project and see how well it performs.

Congratulations, you've just made a split edit where the audio continues after the video.
Fine Tuning Points
• The audio from the two "cutaway" clips is not used in this example, but you could have used it if you wanted to. Simply
leave the audio turned on in Steps 3 and 4, and adjust the Volume level to a setting that doesn't overpower the reporter's
voice.
• You could also have used effects between any of the three clips, such as a dissolve from clip 1 to clip 2.

•
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Split Edit, Ve{'sion 3: Audio both P{'ecedes and EXtends Past Video
We'll use our mythical news story one more time. For this example, arrange the clips in the project window as shown below .

•
Black
Tbis is a stitt
frame ofvideo
black. It's useful
as a sbort leadin.

SmootbFade
Tbis is tbe
dissolve
transition.

Clip 2
Clip 1
Clip 3
A wide sbot ofa A medium sbot A close-up ofa
of tbe reporter bamburger
Topeka
tetting tbe story. being cooked
bamburger
stand

Once again the idea is to use the audio from clip 3 throughout the entire story. We'll vie,,; the clips in this order: clip 1, clip 3,
clip 2, while listening to the audio from clip 3 the entire time.

1
2

In the control panel for the video black crouton, set Duration to 10 seconds.

3
4

In the control panel for clip 1:

In the control panel for the Smooth Fade effect, set Speed to Medium.

• Adjust the in and out point so that you have 4 seconds of usable video

In the control panel for clip 3:

• Make sure you are in the Quick Tune display.
• Adjust the video in point to about one-half second before the reporter begins
telling the story (you will need to play the clip in order to determine this location).
It's okay if you're not exact.
• Adjust the video out point so that you leave about 2 seconds after the reporter
finishes telling the story.
• Don't exit the panel yet.

•

This sets up the duration of the entire story. It lasts for as long as the reporter relates the piece (in our control panel example,
it runs for 15 seconds). Now let's shorten the amount of time during which we'll actually see the video.

5

6
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• Select Fine Tune to expand the panel and to separate audio and \1deo slider
controls. (Now when you adjust audio or video, either in point or out point,
the slider moves separately from its counterpart.)
• Adjust the video in point so that the video starts about 4 seconds after the audio in
point. (Example: Our audio in point is at 5 seconds, so our video in point is laced at
9 seconds.)
• Adjust the video out point so that the video ends about 3 seconds before the audio
out point. (Example: Our audio out point is at 20 seconds, so our video out point is
set at 17 seconds.)
In the control panel for clip 2:
• Adjust the in and out point so that you have 3 seconds of usable video

Your control panel should look something like tile one at the top of the next page (the actual positions of some controls may
differ, but the settings should appear sinJilar).

•

•

Notice how the in and out
points for the video sliders
and the audio sliders are
offset.
Even in a quick glance,
you can see that the audio

for this dip both starts
before and ends after its
video.

7

•

•

Click Play to play this project and see how well it perfolms.

Congratulations, you've just made a split edit where the audio both precedes the video and continues after it.
Fine Tuning Points
• The audio from the two "cutaway" clips is not used in this example, but you could have used it if you wanted to. Simply
leave the audio turned on in Steps 3 and 4, and adjust the Volume level to a setting that doesn't overpower the reporter's
voice.
• You could also have used effects between any of the three clips, such as a dissolve from clip 1 to clip 2.
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Special Split Edit Situations
How to RetuI'R to aSplit Edit?
There is a situation where you might want to use a split edit in a manner that requires some UlOUght.
Using the news story scenario, consider this: suppose you wanted to create a segment that opens with the reporter introducing
the story, Ulen cuts away to several other shots of supporting material, then returns to the reporter wrapping up the story, with
the original audio track continuing throughout the entire piece? How would you achieve it?

•

Pretty easily, it turns out.
Firs~ this kind of split edit was demonstrated earlier in the section called Split Edit, Version 2: Audio Extends Past
Video. If you need a refresher, take a look at this section from a previous page. It's only about two pages long, and it shows
how such an edit is set up.

In this variation on that form of split edit, (a) the audio and video begin simultaneously, (b) the video cuts away while the

audio continues, and (c) the video returns later, still synchronized to the audio. The trick is how to achieve (c). Here's a short
description of the technique, followed by a step-by-step walk-through.
In a Nutshell
You would set up the split edit so that the opening clip (wiUl the reporter's entire narration) starts off the project. After the
story has been introduced, the video ends. However, the narration continues while we view other segments that help tell the
story visually. This follows the exact steps from the earlier tutorial on a split edit where the audio continues after the video has
ended.
Now play the project (or, if it is part of a larger progranl, just play this segment using the Play From button) . Listen closely to
the audio track and make note of the word or phrase that the reporter is saying at the moment that the video should return for
the wrap-up.
Next, duplicate the opening clip. Move the copy to the location in Ule storyboard sequence where the video should return to
the reporter. Open up its control panel: tum off its audio (you don't need it) , and set its video in point to that moment where
the reporter said the word or phrase you noted earlier. Play the project and see how closely you timed it. You may need to
shift Ule in point a few frames sooner or later in order to match it up perfecuy.

•

Essentially, this is a split edit with audio and video starting togeuler, ule video stopping while the audio continues, followed by
some number of video clips playing to the original soundtrack. The final video clip is simply a duplicate of the original, set up
so that it appears to be a "return" to the original clip.
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•

How to Load and Save aProject
•

How to load aPmjeet

1

From any files window, navigate to the Projects directory. Locate the project you want to
load and double-click its icon. (If you have a directory tab set up for the Projects directory,
just select it instead.)

In case a file cannot be found, the Flyer will notify you, then ask if you wish to continue loading the rest of project. Asnwer Yes
or No. If you an5wer Yes, the project will finish loading. However, if any additional croutons cannot be fOWld, you will not be
notified.
Note 1:

At this time, there is no proviSion for notifying you what croutons are missing, or where in the project they are missing from. If
you choose to work with the project in this manner, you may wish to save it under a new name in case the missing items can
be restored to the original project at a later time.
Note 2:

Projects contain not only the croutons usd to make up the storyboard, they also contain the knowledge of the status of the
Toaster application programs. Therefore, if you save a project while ToasterCG is active, when you later go to load this project
ToasterCG will be active.

How to Save aPl'ojeet
From any editor window, click on the Save button on the main button bar.

The screen will split into two halves: the upper half contains a control panel and the lower half contains a files window.

2

Use the files window to go to the Projects directory. (If you have a directory tab set up for
the Projects directory, just select it instead.)

3

(a) If this is a new project (never before saved) enter a new name for it in the text field
at the top of the screen.
(b) If this is a new version of an older project that you wish to save over, simply select its
name from those that appear in the files window. The name will appear in the panel
atop the screen.

4

Click on the Continue button to save the project and return to the editor.

Of the other two button options, Backup and Cancel, the Backup button will take you to the tape backup program, and the
Cancel button will exit the panel \\~thout saving a project.

•
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How to Back Up aProject (Archiving)
Why Back Up?
Once you've completed a project and created the master tape, there is probably no longer any reason to keep the master
footage on your hard drives. The space they take up is likely to be needed for your next project However, no one argue that
you should simply erase this original material, it's too valuable. You need to be able to archive it, to back it up to another
device or medium for storage so that you can retrieve later if need be.

•

Amajor benefit of digital recording \\~th the Flyer is that you can back up video and audio clips (as well as the other croutons
used in a project) mth pristine quality. When a computer copies a file, it generates an exact duplicate. This is different from
copying a video tape from one VCR to another, where the original is decoded from tape and recoded onto another tape. In the
Flyer, clips are digital data which can be duplicated hundreds of times mth no loss in quality. The liles you archive today will
look exactly the same when they are unarchived 5, 10 or more years from now.

What You Nud in Dl'dlJl' 10 APchive
• Any SCSI II tape drive, cO!U1ected to one of the Flyer's SCSI II chains. For example, a OAT tape drive (lGB-2GB capacity
or rugher) or Exab}1e tape drive (7GB-9GB capacity or rugher). Unlike other Flyer devices, this drive does not need a
DosDliver placed in the sys:devsIDosDrivers directory of the Amiga.
Important!

Unless you create clips that are conSistently short in nature, you may find that a 2GB DAT drive cannot back up all of the
material in your projects. The Flyer's built-in back up program will not brealk larger liles into smaller ones for the purpose
of backing up, therefore even a single file that is larger than the size of your DAT tape (say, 3GB) can not be archived since
there is no mechanism for handling its large size. For this reason, based on your editing habits, you may wish to consider a
large DAT drive, or an Exabyte type drive.

How 10 IIPchive aPl'ojecl
Follow the steps below to save and arcruve a project in a few easy steps.

1

When you want to archive a project, insert a new blank tape into your backup drive.

•

The Flyer backup utility always archives one project per tape (or more tapes as necessary). Therefore, you should ahvays have
the first blank tape ready to go in the tape drive before you begin the archiving process.

2

Click the Save button on any editor screen (it's on the main button bar) .

'The screen will change to a control panel on top and a files window on the bottom.

3

4
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Use the files window to go to the Projects directory.
(a) Jf this is a new project (never before saved) enter a new name for it in the text field
at the top of the screen.
(b) Jf this is a new version of an older project, simply select its name from those that
appear in the files window. The name \\~ appear in the panel atop the screen.

Click on the Backup button.

The Flyer will perform several actions at this point. First, the project will be saved to your Projects directory. Second, it will
scan the Flyer SCSI chains for a presence of a tape drive. If a drive is found, it \\~ begin the third step, that of backing up aaII
of the files necessary to recreate the project.

•

If the Flyer backup program fills the tape and needs another, it will instnlct the tape drive to
eject the current tape and request that you insert a new tape. After you do so, click on the
Continue button to continue archiving. Make sure to label and number each tape you use!

Once all of the items that make up the project have been archived, the Flyer will display a
"Backup Complete!" message. At this pOint, you can quit the archive program.

VBf'Y ImpOl'lallI Noles
• The backup program will automatically "span" the items in the project across as many tapes as are necessary in order to
make a complete backup.
• If you use an automatic tape feeder (autoloader), you must still be present to confirm that a tape has been changed in
order for the backup program to continue with each new tape. This is a limitation of tape drive communications.
• There is no compression option for backup. The backup program uses the drive's current compression settings.
However, Flyer clips generally do not compress well so a "no compression" option is usually best.

What GelS Backed Up?
Every crouton that is part of the project, that may be needed in order to reload and run this project in the future, is copied to
the backup tape. This includes \~deo clips, audio clips, tranSitions, frarnestores, effects, and more.
The main reason is that you may use your Flyer system to create and archive the project, then travel to another facility and
need to restore the project to their Flyer system. There is the chance that another facility's Flyer system has been configured
differently, or incompletely installed, that they may be missing certain effects or other items that existed on your system. The
Flyer backup progranl ensures that nothing is overlooked, and every item archived, so that you can restore this project to any
other Flyer installation and have it run.

•

Whal do the Bunons do?
There are four buttons on the backup program panel: Quit, Pause, Continue, and Save Log. The first three of these buttons are
self-explanatory. They do exactly what their label indicates (note that Quit and Pause are not "immediate" commands, if the
Flyer is backing up a huge file when you select Quit, it will finish the file before it will actually quit).
The Save Log button, upon being selected, automatically saves a file to the t: directory of the Arniga. This log file contains all of
the steps performed by the backup program and all of the files that it utilized to make the backup. If yOll are not familiar with
the Arniga, you should know iliat the l directory is in RAM:, and that if you wish to keep a copy of this file for future reference
(or to make a printout to store \\~th the backup tapes) you \\@ need to copy it from RAM: to a safe location-either onto your
hard drive or on to a floppy disk.
You may wish to create a directory folder within the NewTeklroaster drawer called BackUpLogs and store all of your backups
there. If you do so, rename the generic backup log name that the backup program uses to something more decriptive. For
example, if you backup a project named MyVacation, rename the log as MyVacation.log for ease of use in finding it and
knowing what it is at a glance .

•
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How toRestoreaProject (UnArchiving)
How to RestopeaPpoject
Restoling an archived project is a simple process, but unless you understand some inportant aspects of what's going to
happen you may be in for a surprise. Make certain you read through this material once before restoring a project so that you
fully understand how the restore process works.

•

lmportant!

If your Flyer system is part of a networked group of computers, log out from the net before you attempt

to restore a project! Network software can cause the Flyer restore program to restore to the incorrect
drives. Make sure that you are logged out from any network before you run the restore program.

1

When you are ready to restore a project, insert the first backup tape from a previously
backed up project into your tape drive.

2

In the Flyer, go to any files window, click on the Volumes button. Locate and doubleclick on the icon for the FLY_TAPE device.

The top half of the screen will change to show a new control panel. In this panel, you'Il see a report on what the Flyer is doing
to prepare for restoration. First, the Flyer scans for a tape drive. Once it finds the dlive, it rewinds the tape that is in the drive.
I! then reads the backed up project header information and begins compruing the files that were backed up from this project
to files on your hard drives.
• Any files in the backup that match those on your system \ViU not be restored (because tile file has not changed, therefore it
does not need to be restored). The Flyer will Ust these as "Will not be restored because it hasn't changed."
• Any files that have been changed (if they have a different creation date, for example), the Flyer will Ust as "Will be
restored."
After listing all files, the Flyer \ViU pause and request that you select an action from the control panel.

3

•

Valid choices are listed below. Select one.
(a) Quit
-Use this option if you just wanted to see what was on the backup
tape, but you did not want top perform an acrual restore.
(b) Continue -Use this option to continue \vith the restore process.

Although you could select Save Log, it would not be complete since it does not yet include the complete information on the
restore process. At this stage, the Pause button has no effect.

4

Oick on the Backup button.

The Flyer \ViU run down the list of files, restoring those necessruy and skipping those that are unnecessruy.

5

If the Flyer backup program finishes tilis tape and needs the next, it will instruct the tape
drive to eject the current tape and request that you insert a new tape. After you do so, click
on the Continue button to continue archiving.

You do not need to insert tapes in the same order that they were backed up, the Flyer will continue asking for them until all
files have been restored, no matter what the order.
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6

Once all of the items that make up the project have been restored, the Flyer will display a
"Restore Complete l" message. At this point, you can quit the archive program.

•

Vet'yImpol'18nt Notes
• The restore program will tell you if there is not enough room on your dlives, so you can make sure that your system has
enough room for the restored project. This includes your video drives, your audio drives, and your Amiga drives. If your
drives are full, you will need to either (a) delete some uJlJ1eeded cUps to make room, or (b) archive the excess footage,
and then delete the cUps to make room.
The restore program \vill attempt to restore all items to their original drives and directories. However, if you are restoring
to a completely different Flyer system, the restore program \ViU need to make adjustments since the original drive names
and directOlies are no longer present.
1) All files of the same type will be restored to the correct type of drive (i.e., video cUps will be restored to video drives,
audio cUps to audio drives, and system files to a system drive) . Note: the system must have an audio drive in order for
audio clips to be restored.
2) If a directory that existed for the backup does not exist for the restore, it \\~Il be created with the follo\ving name:
ProjectName.d (the d stands for directory), and the appropriate files will be copied into this directory. For example, if
your video clips came from a drive called ByerA in a project called MyVacation, and you restore to a different system,
the restore program \ViU make a directory called MyVacation.d on tlle new system's video drive and place the restored
video clips there.
3) The original project itself, upon restoration to this new system, \ViU be rewlitten so mat it now knows where to look for
all of the files that had to have been placed in new drive/directory locations. 10 other words, once the restore is
complete, you can go ahead and load the project and the Byer will know where evelything is already!
• If you use an automatic tape feeder (autoloader), you must still be present to confirm that a tape has been changed in
order for the restore program to continue with each new tape. This is a limitation of tape drive communications.

e·

What Gets Restoped?
Everything. Every crouton mat is part of the project, that is needed in order to load and run the project, is copied from the
backup tape. This includes video clips, audio clips, tranSitions, framestores, effects, and more.

e

The main reason is that you may use your ByeI' system to create and archive the project, men travel to anotller facility and
need to restore the project to their Flyer system. There is the chance that another facility's Byer system has been configured
differently, or incompletely installed, that they may be missing certain effects or other items that existed on your system. The
Flyer backup program ensures that nothing is overlooked, and every item archived, so that you can restore this project to any
other Flyer installation and have it run.

What do the BuDons do?
There are four buttons on the backup program panel: Qui~ Pause, Continue, and Save Log. The first three of these buttons are
self-explanatory. They do exactly what their label indicates (note that Quit and Pause are not "immediate" commands, if the
Flyer is backing up a huge file when you select Quit, it will firtish the file before it will actually quit).
The Save Log button, upon being selected, automatically saves a file to the t: directory of the Amiga. This log file contains all of
the steps performed by the backup program and all of the files that it utilized to make the backup. If you are not familiar \vith
the Amiga, you should know that the 1: directory is in RAM:, and that if you wish to keep a copy of this file for future reference
(or to make a printout to store \\~th the backup tapes) you \,ill need to copy it from RAM: to a safe location--either onto your
hard drive or onto a floppy disk.

e
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How to Remove Excess Footage from aClip
You may find sometimes that you do not need the entire length of a clip in a video project. Perhaps you recorded more than
•
you needed, or you just changed your mind about the footage and used less. This excess footage takes up space on the hard
drive, and depending on your drive's capacity this space may be precious. In such a case it would be beneficial to be able to
reduce the length of the clip, keeping the footage you want and rmving the footage you don't want, thus freeing up more space
on the drive for a few more clips. Here's how.

1

Open up the control panel for the video clip in question.

2

Select the Fine Tune view (depending on what you've done in this panel before, it may
open in the Fine Tune view already).

3
4

Click on the Process button. This takes you to the Process panel.

5

Drag the in and out sliders to adjust the new beginning and ending for the clip.

Enter a new name for the new clip (you cannot trim this clip and save it over the
original) . Optionally, enter a description for the clip.

Warning I
If you are planning on trimming the excess footage from this clip, make certain that you leave
enough "transition" footage at the beginning and end of the clip for effects (3-5 seconds). If you
trim a Clip too short, you may not be able to sequence with it in place of the original.

6
7
8
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•

Drag the Icon slider to select the frame on which to base the crouton image.

Select which items should be saved in this new clip with the Include gadgets (Include
Video, Include Audio, or include both).

Click Continue to exit the panel and generate the new clip.

•

How to Extract aStill Frame from aClip

•

•

If you find that you need to create a still frame or a graphic from an image within a video clip, you can use ToasterPaint to
load a copy of any frame (or any number of frames) from inside the clip. This process does not remove any frames from the
original clip. Actually, it loads a copy of the selected frame into ToasterPaint. From there, you can save the image as an RGB
image, a framestore image, or even use it to start making a new clip.

1
2

At the editor, open up the control panel of the video clip.

3
4

Enter ToasterPaint and go to the Process panel.

5

Now enter the time code number for the frame you want into the Frame # gadget below
the Source Clip button. Once the number is entered, click on the Load Frame button.

Drag the in slider to locate the frame that you want to import into paint. Make note of
its time code number. (Either memorize it for a moment, or write it down. Sorry, but
there's no provision for cutting and pasting it from one application into another.) fudt
the panel.

Click on the Source Clip pop-up button and use the file requester to locate and select
the video clip that contains the imagery you want.

After a moment, the image will load into ToasterPaint.
Note:

If the image has a great deal of motion jitter in i~ it may not look good when imported to ToasterPaint. If so, try the Load
Field button to obtain a better image.

That's it! From this point, you can modify the image at will, then save it as you need for your work.

•
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How to Extract an Audio Only Clip from aVideo Clip
Sometimes you have a terrific soundtrack of audio that accompanies some terrible (or otherwise unusable) video. If you
decide that the video portion of a clip is not worth keeping, but the audio is, you might wish to make a copy of the clip's audio
and save it as an audio-only clip. As always, the audio clip takes up much less space on the hard drive, so it's a smart decision.
Here's how you do it.

1

Open up the control panel for the video clip.

2

Select the Fine Tune view (depending on what you've done in this panel before, it may
open in the Fine Tune view already).

3
4
5
6

Click on the Process button. This takes you to the Process panel.

7

Click Continue to exit the panel and generate the new audio clip.

•

Enter a new name for the new audio clip. Optionally, enter a description for it.

Drag the in and out sliders and listen to the audio to determine just where the audio
clip's beginning and end should be.

Make sure the Include Audio checkbox is turned on. (The Include Video checkbox
should be turned off.)

•

The clip lvill be generated and saved to the same drive as the original video clip. You lvillneed to move it over to one of your
audio drives ne>.1, if you \\ish to use it in a project.

8

Go to the Files/Files display view. In the top window, select one of your audio drives.
In the bottom window, select the video drive where the new audio clip was placed.

9

Drag the audio clip from the video drive to the audio drive. The Flyer will copy the file to
the other drive.

10

If you no longer need the original clip, or the audio clip that was saved on the video
drive, you can select either (or both) and use the Delete button to remove them.

That's all there is to it. You 've just created an audio clip out of the soundtrack of a video clip.
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Note:
The original video clip lvill remain unchanged, it's audio still in place. The Process panel, when accessed via a clip, never
alters the original file.

•

How to Capture Freeze Frames
•

There are numerous situations in which you want to capture a frame. The two most prevalent would be (a) during postproduction when you are creating graphics from the master footage, and (b) during a live production, when you want to
capture something for whatever purpose you have in mind.
There is a different way to capture a freeze frame with the Toaster for each of these situations, depending whether you want to
capture the image directly from the main output (so that the image you see is the image you grab, and the main output
displays this frozen image once captured), or whether you wish to caprure it on the preview bus, without interrupting the
current program output. This is an important point to remember when using the Toaster for live production. If you wish to
capture video "offline" so to speak, in a manner that does not interrupt program outpu~ you'll want to use one of the "Live
Production" methods.
Following are the ways to capture Toaster freeze frames .

Post I'Poduclion and live Pl'Oduction Method 1: C8ptul'ing Easy ff'eele Fl'ames
How to Capture a Still Frame on the Main Bus
This method for freezing a frame will interrupt the main output. The benefit of this method is that the moment you click
Freeze, the freeze is instantly displayed by the frame buffers on main out, so that you immediately see the frozen image

1

The Freeze button should not be selected. If it is, click on it to tum it off.

2

Select the source you wish to grab on the main bus.

Still on the main bus, select either DV1 or DV2 (both will highlight).

Click on the Freeze button when you see the video you want to grab.

Instantly, DV 1 and DV2 will each grab four fields of video, freezing the scene that was passing through them. Click on DV1 and
DV2 alternately to see the frozen frame that each captured (they will be slightly different). If the image is jittery from motion
that occurred between video fields when the image was frozen, see "How to Remove Jittery Motion from a Freeze Frame." To
save this frame, see "How to Save a Still Frame."
bnportant!

When you use one of the 1, 2, 3,4, buttons to capture a freeze frame, it is always frozen on the main bus and displayed
immediately from there.

Post Pl'odllCUon Method 2: CaplUl'/ng afI'eeze Fl'8me fl'om Toastel'Paint
How to Capture a Still Frame from within ToasterPaint

This method for freezing a frame will also interrupt the main output. The benefit of this method is that the moment you click
Freeze, the freeze is instantly displayed by the framebuffers on main out, so that you immediately see the frozen image.

1

Enter ToasterPaint.

Select the the Disk menu.
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This will be one of the four input buttons (I, 2, 3, 4). Note that you canot see the input video until the moment you click on
the grab button. If you wish to view the incoming video before you grab, or while you grab, you must connect your input
source to a monitor than can pass the signal back out and over to the Toaster input. (A video distribution amplifier would also
do the job.)
The input you select will be frozen in the framebuffer. If this is the image you want, continue \vith the next step. If no~ re-grab
as often as you wish until you freeze the image you desire.

4

Now select either Import Frame or Import Field to load the image from the framebuffer into ToasterPaint.

•

If the image has much motion or jitter in it, you will likely get a better image in ToasterPiant by seelcting the Import Field
option. If the image is pretty stable already, use Import Frame. Whichever method you select, if the resulting image looks poor

when loaded in ToasterPaint, simply select the other option and load the other fonnat.

live Ppoductlon Method 3: C_lng aFl'Beze Fp. on the Ppeview Output
How to Capture a Still Frame on the Preview Bus

This method is useful for grabbing a freeze frame without affecting the main output. You may see a shot on one of your
cameras that you \vish to freeze, but that you don't want frozen and displayed right away. In these cases, capture it on the
preview bus using the steps below.

1

The Freeze button should not be selected. If it is, click on it to turn it off.

2

Select the source you wish to grab on the Preview bus.

3
4

Still on the Preview bus, select either DVI or DV2 (both will highlight).

Click on the Freeze button when you see the video you want to grab.

•

Instantly, DVI and DV2 will grab four fields of video, freezing the scene that was passing through them, and one of them will
highlight on the preview bus. This indicates that the image was grabbed, and the buffer is ready to be "taken" or displayed on
the main bus, if you wish.
Click on preview bus DVI and DV2 alternately to see the frozen frame on your preview monitor. They will be slightly differen~
since each buffer has captured a four-field image, and one may be more to your liking than the other.
Note:

At this time, there is no way to save this image without interrupting the program output. This is the nature of the
processing/conversion that needs to take place in order to save a freeze frame.

S/mapyNote
The technique presented in Uve Production Method 3 will work on the main bus as well as the preview bus. All you would
need to do is select the source and framebuffers on the main bus rather than on the preview bus, and then click the Freez
button to capture that image on the main bus. However, since the shortcut buttons (1 , 2, 3,4) exist to do this automatically,
it's not really necessary to do so.
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•

•

Image Stabilization:
How To Remove Jittery Motion from aFreeze Frame
Because the Toaster grabs a color frame of video consisting of four fields when it freezes the television signal, there may be
motion jitter in the frozen image. This is the nature of the TV signal and the way that the Toaster works with it.
There are two methods of image stabiliJ..ation available that you can employ to strip out the unwanted motion. They are 1
Field and 2 Fields, explained below.
When tlle Toaster caprures a freeze frame, it grabs four successive moments in time from the incoming signal calledfieldl'.
Two fields is generallyconSidered a frame, and produces a sharp-looking image caprure. Sometimes, if the video image were
moving quickly at the moment of caprure, you might see a sUght shake or jitter to the two-field capture. Four fields is
considered a full color frame, and produces an equallysharp picrure that appears to contain motion-i.e., it must be
processed down to a two field image to remain sharp and reduce undesirable motion.
The Toaster can process the four-field grab in two ways to give you a pleasing image. It can either reduce the image to a twofield frame, or reduce it to a single-field frame. There are drawbacks and benefits to both methods, so one may not always be
better than the otller. WIth both, at least you can experiment to find the best possible image.
About 1 Field Stabilization
This option is best for processing images containing a medium to large amount of motion in the original caprure. The process
basically takes one of the four caprured fields and dupUcates it over the other three fields. The result is a four-field image
based on a single field of picrure information. Since as field contains only half of the resolution of the video image, nearlyhorizontal Unes will appear more jagged-edged.

•

About 2 Field Stabilization
This option is best for processing images containing a small to medium amount of motion in the original capture. The process
takes two of the four captured fields and duplicates them into two other fields. The result is a four-field inlage based on two
successive fields of picture information. This image will appear slightly sharper than a Single-field-based inlage, but it retains
the chance of showing unwanted motion jitter. If you process an inlage and it displays too much shake, re-process it with the
Single-field option.
Here's how to use either method.

1
2
3

First, capture an image. See the tutorial on capturing an image for details. Once you've got it, proceed to step 2.

Compare DV 1 and DV2 on the main output. One frame buffer will usually display a slightly sharper, clearer grab.
Select that buffer on the Main bus (when the Toaster processes, it will use this one, the better inlage).
Select the other buffer on the Preview bus. This is the framebuffer into which the Toaster will place the processed
inlage. (In case the process you run results in a poor inlage, you won't have overwritten the original inlage and you
can try again with the other type of stabilization.)

Now choose one method or the other from the next step. Step 4A is for frame-based, or 2-field stabiIziation. Step 4B is for
single-field, or 1-field stabilization.

4a

•

(Option A: 2-Field Processing) Press Alt + f for frame stabilize, or select the 2 Fields option from the Stabilize popup.

For most images, use frame removal first, which reduces the four field inlage to a two field inlage. If there is minimal jitter in
the grab, the results will be excellent. Very jittery inlages process differently, depending on the type of motion. If frame
stabilize does not work to your liking, try field stabilize.
Tutorials
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4a

(Option B: I-Field Processing) Press Alt + d for field stabilize, or select the 1 Field option from the Stabilize pop-up.

TIus is best for eA1remely jittery images, such as sports footage, which is reduced from a four-field image to a single-field
image. Be forewarned, however, that a single field has Jess resolution, and the image may need to be touched up in
ToasterPaint before you use it.
After the frame has been processed, take a look at the framebuffer that contains the processed image. Compare it with the
original image from which it was derived.

•

If it is not what YOll would like, try the other method of stabilization. When the image is right, save the resulting image using
the steps in the next tutorial.

•
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•

How To Save aFrozen SUII Franle

•

To save a frame of frozen video, the Toaster must interrupt the main output. For this reason, saving frames is considered an
oHline (or post-production) procedure. (If you attempt to save a frame during a live production, your main output will be
interrupted by 10-20 seconds of screen flashing.)
Important!

When you save a freeze frame, the frame displayed on the main bus is always the one saved. lf neither buffer is selected on the
main bus, the Toaster will end up saving a blank, black image. Therefore, make certain that you are vie\ving the Main output
of the Toaster, and that the image is correct, before you save the frame.
This tutorial assumes you have just frozen a frame of video and you are ready to save the image.

1

Make sure the framebuffer containing the image to be saved is selected on the main bus.

2

Drag the pointer over the Save pop-up and select one option or the other for saving. Your options are 1 Field and 4
Fields, described below.

1 Field
This option is a shortcut that combines two steps into one. It will both process the grabbed image with I-Field processing, and
then save the image to disk. lf you are capturing a number of images, all of which need the same kind processing, this is a
good choice to use. (For more information on i-Field motion stabilization, see the tutorial entitled "Image Stabi.liJ~on: How
to Remove Jittery Motion from a Freeze Frame.")

•

4 Fields
This option saves the grabbed image exactly as you see it displayed from the framebuffer. No image processing/stabilization
will occur.
Note:

There is no option that combines 2-Field image processing and image saving in one step.

3

The next screen you see is pictured below. Use the lower \vindow to navigate to the directory of your choice for htis
frame. Enter a name for tlus framestore and click COntinue. The image \vill be saved.

Important!

Do not save framestore
images to a Flyer video
drive!
The Flyer drives on each
SCSi chain should be of
one type, and should
contain only one type of
file.
Video drives should hold
only video clips. Audio
drives should hold only
audio clips.
All other kinds of files
used by the Flyer should
be stored on your Amiga's
normal system hard
drives.

•
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Additional Tutorials
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ToasterPaint Tutorial #1: The Air Brush Tool
ToasterPaint's new airbrush tool brings one more powerful new feature to this already strong broadcast graphics program.
The tool works similarly to all the other draw mode, and should be instantly usable for anyone who already uses
ToasterPaint.

1

Start on a cleared palette, by pressing shift+k on the keyboard. Select any color, click on
the Tools panel, and click on airbrush. Click the Left Mouse button, and start painting.

2

Adjust the brush size using the Brush Size slider. This takes a little getting used to, but pretty soon you'll get a feel for what your result will be, when moving this slider. Experiment
with this until you figure it out.

3

Click on the TranSIWarp button, and adjust the transparency to 50%. This is how you
adjust the density of the airbrush. Once again, you'll want to experiment with this adjustment until you get a good feel for how this reacts. You'll also want to try using brush size,
and transparency together to create the types of results you are after.

4

•

Set the volume level for this clip. Default is about 70%.

Try airbrushing in different painting modes. You can paint pretty realistic shadows around objects using the airbrush and
Darken Mode, and of course And, Or, and Xor modes create unusual results.

5
6

Jump to the Spare Screen ("j" on the keyboard), tum off the airbrush, and create three,
or four filled white boxes, approximately 114 to 118 the size of the screen. Jump back to
the first screen, and press "K" to clear the screen. Thm the Airbrush on again.
Click on the Stencil button, and move the pop-up selector to Positive. Spray the Airbrush in
the vaccinate of one of the boxes on the spare page. With the Stencil active, and in Positive
mode, you can only paint in areas that are white on the spare page.

•

This feature in particularly useful for creating masks. You can paint over an area to be masked, undo the painting, jump to
the spare page, and re-do the painting, and you've created a perfect mask for airbrushing.

7

Click on the Stencil pop-up, and select Negative. Select a different paint color, and paint
over the area you just painted. Now you can only paint in the areas not covered by the
mask. You can create an interesting look using text as the stencil. Paint over the stencil in
one color with the stencil set to positive, and then a different color with the stencil set to
negative. This creates an interesting floating painterly effect.

Don't forget that this tool should be used to emulate an actual airbrush. You want to use a pretty light hand when painting
with il. If you paint too heavily with it, the effect is lost. If you want to paint a solid color you should just use Normal mode,
and not the airbrush. Don't concern yourself with making your airbrushed graphics look too perfect. Once again, you want
to use this tool when you want to achieve a hand painted look, which, by ii's nature, is imperfect.
As I said in the beginning of this tutorial, all the functions of the airbrush should be pretty obvious to those of you familiar
with the other dra\ving tools in ToasterPaint. It will take some fooling around \vith the tool to get a handle on it's feel, but you
should be able to master this powerful tool in no time.

Thtorials
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ToasterPaint Tutorial #2: PostScript Text
•

In Ulis Thtorial we will cover the new features added into ToasterPaint, concerning text. With the addition of PostScript font support, ToasterPaint becomes a very sexy titling program. Text can be rotated, stretched, sized and sheared within the program.
Add these features to ToasterPaint's powerful video image manipulation features, and tllis becomes the perfect tool for creating
title pages and other graphics pages.
The procedure for handling text is pretty much the same as it's ever been within ToasterPaint. But since paint only supported
Amiga fonts in the past, most people used ToasterCG for text instead. Therefore tllis tutorial will start from the very beginning,
covering all the steps required 10 creale text brushes in ToasterPaint.

1

Click on the Text button at the bottom of the screen, or press F3 on the keyboard. This brings
you to the Text conlrol panel.

2

Click on the Load Font button. This opens a requester to load a font. ToaslerPaint will load any
Posl~cript 'JYpe 1 font. You've gOI several in your system, or you nlighl have a font on a floppy
disk that you'd like to load. The requester will default into your PSFonts directory, but you can
redirect where ToaslerPaint will look for the font, by clicking on the drive buttons at the top of
the requester. Click on DFO: 10 view the conlents of your floppy, elc.

3
4

Set the Size requester to the fonl size you'd like. For tllis example, set it to 120 poinl~.

•5
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Click in the text window, and type your first name. Press the arrow button to the left of the te~1
entry window. Your pointer will "go to sleep" for a few seconds, and then return with a Te~1
brush attached to your pointer. Click the Left Monse button to stamp tllis brush down on your
screen. You can stamp the brush using any of the paint modes, like lighten and darken, or
colorize. Experiment using different fonts, and different sizes.
Repeat steps one through three. Adjust the slider for Rotate to 45. This rotates the text brush
45 degrees clockwise, or so the first letter is raised, and the last letter is lowered. Press the
Arrow Button to create the brush.
The Shear and Stretch functions work Similarly, and reqUire a little e~'Perimentation.
Remember that the numeric sliders will go negative. Anegative value in the Rotate requester
rotates the brush cOlUlter-clockwise. In Shear it kicks the letters off to the left, and for Stretch
it condenses tlle lettering.

Cool Tips with Text:
You can create easy drop shadows on text by stamping down your text in Darken mode, and Ulen going 10 Normal mode :md
moving the brush slightly up and to the left, and stamp Ule text . Acool variation on tllis creates an embossed look. Stamp down
in darken mode, as before, but then go 10 Lighten mode rat/ler than Normal. Stamp ule Text down. In tlle area~ where tlle
Lighten, and Darken overlap, they cancel each other out, leaving a highlight on one side, and a shadow on the other. Airbnlsh a
littJe blur over tJle area, and the final look appears like embossed te.\1, or transparent beveled glass text. 1ry it, I ulink vou'lllike
it.

You can load a busy texture into the spare screen, and use text brushes in Rub-Thru mode to create interestingly te:..1ured text.
This can look particularly good when used with tr.!I1sparency You can create a cool look by painting a box \vitll a color gmdient
running from top to bottom, witJl similar colors, like light blue at ule top, and dark blue at tJ1C bottom. After U1C box is dra\\~l
onto the screen, jump to the spare screen, and reverse ule grJdient, with dark on top, ,Ulel light on bottom. lise RubThru mode
with a text brush to create tllis interesting look. Don't forget tlle technique described in nltoriaJ one; lIsing bOUl positive ,md negative stencils to create an interesting airbrushed text look.
•
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Witll a UnJe practice, you'llfind that the Text functions , combined with ToasterPaint's video image manipulation functions. makes
this a powerful, and dynamiC graphics autlloring program.
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ToasterPaint Tutorial #3: Flood Fill and Global Fill
In this tutorial we will learn about the new Flood Fill, and Global Fill functions in ToasterPaint 4.0. The revised and new func-

tionality of these tools makes these extremely powerful.

1

Press Shift+k to clear the screen. Draw several shapes of varying size and shape on the
screen, aU in one color. Make them separate objects, surrounded on aU sides by the black
background.

2

Select a different color, and click on Flood fill on the Tools panel.

3
4
5

Click inside one of the shapes you drew. The shape will fill in with the new color. Press u to
undo the last step, and return aU the item to the same color.

6
7

•

Click to the Options panel, and click on the Global Fill button.

With the second color still selected, once again click inside one of the shapes. This time, aU of
the shapes will change to the new color. With Global Fill selected, ToasterPaint not only looks
for contiguous areas of the same color, but seeks out every pixel of a particular color, and
changes them aU.
Load the Video Toaster logo framestore. Go to the Options panel, and tum off Global Fill. Pick
a bright green color. Move the pointer to the yellow ball. Click, and hold the left mouse button
on th~ yellow area, and move the mouse around, staying in the yellow area but dragging over
most of the various shades of yellow. The mouse pointer is hard to see in this mode, because it
is a single pixel in size. Release the mouse button. ToasterPaint will fill a contiguous area of aU
the colors you dragged over. It actuaUy keeps a list of aU the colors you drag over, and then
performs the fill.
Press u to undo the last step. Reactivate the Global Fill function on the Options panel. Try
dragging over on f the black lines in the logo. With a little practice you can "perform image
miracles!"

•

Many of the functions you can perform using these features were totally unavailable in other 24-bit paint programs. Before the
introduction of Global Fill, the flood fill gadget was useful only on images created within the paint program. If you attempted to
use this tool on a framestore, you usuaUy ended up with a splotch. With these new features, Flood Fill and Global fill become
powerful tools.
Cool TIp:

Global Fill tool can clean up poorly shot "blue screen" footage. The footage was of a person wearing white and standing in front
of the blue screen. The subject's clothes were tinted quite blue. As a result of the poor lighting, it was difficult separating the
foreground from the background.
In this case, we selected white as the current color. Flood Fill and Global Fill were turned on. Move the mouse pointer exactly to
the edge of the subject, and drag a line off to the edge of the screen to select all of the background colors, but not the subject.
The Background fi.lls in with white.

To touch up the frame, move to the trouble area and select a few more shades of blue to be masked. Once the mask is complete, click once again on the white area, press j to jump to the spare screen, and then redo the last function. This re-does the
fill function, which in this case draws a white matte and leaves a black area where the subject was. This is perfect for use in
LightWave as a clip map. You can repeat this procedure for all of the frames in the sequence, which may be easier than trying to
- - - - - - - - - g e t the footage re-shot.
Thtorials
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ToaslerPaint Tutorial #4: Painting with Flyer Clips
•

rhaps the most exciting new feature in ToasterPaint 4.0 is its interconnectivity with the Video Toaster Flyer. Now the tools required
r 20 animation, rotoscoping, and hand painting on live video sequences are at your fingertips.
It should be pointed out that the techniques described in this rutorial are all pretty simple, but acrually creating a hand drawn effect is
a very time consuming process. To produce only a few second of any of these effects can take several hours. This is pretty intense
stuff, and if you are in a heavy production schedule, you might want to hang on until you've got a little time available before trying the
animation techniques for yourself. The methods described here can be performed on single frames, of on entire video clips.

1

Click on the Process button at the bottom of the screen. This brings you to the Process panel. The
screen is divided into two halves, the top looking rather similar to the bottom. The upper portion is
used to perform a particular ARexx sCript on an entire clip of video. The lower half of the screen is
used to access (and maybe process) individual frames loaded out of a clip.

2

Click on the Select Clip button, and a requester will open. Locate a video clip on one of your Flyer
drives. You can double click on the name, or single click, and then press 0.1<. This will rerum you
to the Process panel, and you'll see the name in the Select Clip panel. You'll also see that the start
and end frame numbers of the clip have been entered into the time code windows. If you were
going to run an Arexx script on an image sequence, these \vindows would indicate the range of
frames to be processed.

3

In the lower portion of the screen, enter a time code value about in the middJe of the clip. Click on
Load Frame, and in a few seconds, you'll see the frame load into the paint screen. At this point you
can paint on this screen, and then save it out as a separate framestore by saving the image as you
would any image. You'll see that there are also options to load in field one or field two. These load
in as full screen images, but have 112 the vertical resolution of a frame. If you are going to save the
image out as a framestore, you'll be better off loading a frame. The advantage of loading a field is
that it doesn't have the frame motion that we associate \vith frame captured video.

If you want to bring in a series of frames , and then save them out as a new Flyer clip, you've got to
define both the source, and destination clips. Pick the source clip as desCribed above, then go to
the Disk menu. Click on Save Clip, and enter a name for the new clip. Now when you tell
ToasterPaint to save an image to a clip, it will save to this clip.

5

6

We will still be working in the lower half of the Process panel. Pick the frame where you want to
start working within the clip. Load field one of the frame. (You will find it easier to paint on fields as
opposed to frames because fields don't jitter the way frames do.) Paint whatever you want onto the
image. When you have finished, press i. This is the command to write the current image as a field
to whatever clip you defined under Save Clip earlier. Load the next field, and repeat the process.
After you have created several frames, you can press Shift +i to save the current image as the icon
for the clip you are working on.

Important! You must save out a minimum of 10 frames before you can slip out to the Switcher to view your work in motion, as the
Flyer doesn't like to pilly clips shorter than 10 frames . As long as you don't quit ToasterPaint, and don't save any new clips onto the
same Flyer drive you are saving this sequence onto, you can work at your leisure.
This is the basic procedure for loading flyer clips into ToasterPaint, and saving out clips. Of course, you can enter a new clip name
under save clip, skip the whole clip loading part, and draw a series of pictures, to create traditional 2 0 animation.

•

Rotoscoping tip. Follow the procedure outlined above, for loading images into the program. Paint outlines around the subjects in the
video clip. Copy these outline over to the spare page, so you have the outline over a solid color. This creates a cool hand drawn aniation effec~ and all you have to do in trace the video footage. Press the i key up to 8 times to write 8 fields (or 4 frames) of this
Th tori aJs
age to the clip. Then set the time Frame # time code gadget ahead 4 frames and load another field . This results in a slightly strobed
effect, which accentuates the animation effect. You could also save 8 fields, and then load only 2 fields ahead to create a slow motion - - - - - - - ToasterPaint
effect. Rotoscoping is one of those time consuming processes, but the results are sturuting.

ToasterPaint Tutorial #5: ToasterPaint, the Flyer, and ARexx
filA.

Now that ToasterPaint can load Flyer video clips, we have included many useful ARexx scripts which apply interesting post process
ters to your video. Effects as simple as color stripping, negative image, and mirroring, or as complex as texture mapped image mOIl- •
tages can be created by simply choosing a script Effects such as time lapse, slow motion, fast motion, and strobing are also possible.
The most mundane procedure in ToasterPaint suddenly becomes pretty exciting when you think of applying it to an entire video segment. Something as simply as llipping video upside down, or creating a mirror image, or mirroring the image down the center... You
get the idea

1

Go to the Process Menu, and select the clip you'd like to process. This will automatically enter the
start and stop times in the time code windows. Uyou don 't want to run the tilter on the entire clip,
you may enter the desired start and stop times in these \vindows.

2

You can test a script on an individual Ifame, by working in the lower half of the panel. Set the time
code of the frame you'd like to test the script on, in the time code \vindow. On the right side of the
menu, you'll see a process window which reads "None." Click on the button and a window will
pop up. With the left mouse button held down, move the mouse to the bottom of the pop up
requester, and more options will scroU by Try out some of the scripts on the image, to get a feel for
what they do. Try TPLens to see some examples of how you can apply painting teclmiques over the
entire image, \vith an ARexx macro. Any of the sCripts that start with TP are good as examples.
Scripts such as slow motion don't look like much on a single frame ... We'll have to load an entire
sequence before you can see their effect, and they take time to process.

3

Select a clip that would look good in slow motion. Choose start, and stop times for the process.
(You might want to jump out to the Switcher, and pop open the control panel for the cup to get
good start and stop times.) in the top half of the screen, select the process to perfonn on the entire
clip. Choose the HalfSpeed script, and press the Process button. ToasterPaint will ask you to pick
the destination drive. Be sure to select a Flyer drive, and not one of your system drives. Each Ifame
will take about 20 seconds to process, and when the processing is done, you'll find a new icon on
the selected destination drive. The icon will not have a picture on it, but you can assign one in the
Process panel of the clip's control panel.

For those of you \vith a little programming experience, or those \vith and adventurous spirit... Look at some of the included sCripts,
and modify them to suit your need. The nice thing about ARexx programming is that most of the commands are in English, as
opposed to "computerese". With a little patience, most people can figure out how to program their own macros. ToasterPaint has a
fairly thorough ARexx interface, and you should be able to create a macro to do most anything.

Thtorials
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ToasterCG Tutorial #1: Using the SpeliChecker
•

The purpose of this tutorial is to familiarize you with the new spell checker. In doing this you will also gain a better understanding of
CG's new Arexx port, arguably the most powerful addition to Toaster CG 4.0.

1
2

3

Enter the Character Generator.

Load the font B&P Graphics/Caigary-DemiBold at 60 points.

Enter the text as you see below. (Make sure you spell the words incorrectly or you'll ruin the whole
tutorial!)
Viddeo Toaster
Charakter Jenerator

4
5
6
.7

Hold down the Alt key and press Fl. This will bring up the Run ARexx Program window.

Choose the SpellCheckrexx macro and click OK.

You will see a requester that asks you to press OK to check the page. Do so now.

The correction field will appear. At this point you can correct the misspelled word and press OK.

8

The SpellChecker will move to the next misspelled word. Correct it and press OK.

9

You will now see the following message. Click continue to go on.
All done!
3 misspelled words
4 words total

Note 1:
If any of the misspelled words are new to Toastert:G's dictionary, the macro will ask if you wish to add the word to the dictionary as
well.
Note 2:
If the CG comes to a word that is spelled correctly but doesn't recognize it , just press continue. SpellChecker will then bring up a
requester that allows you to add that word to the word pool. The word pool comes from a file called "woods" located in the
Arexx/CG/SpellCheck_Support drawer.

•
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ToasterCG Tutorial #2: Inlporting Bruslles 01 Any Size
The purpose of this tutorial is to acquaint you with the new image fonnat loaders and image scaling capabilities of the Character
Generator. (These capabilities are a direct result of New'J'ek's licensing Elastic Realities' Host Independent Image Protocol, aka HIT?)

1

Enter the Character Generator.

2

Select Box from the font pop-up.

3
4
5

Drag out the box to any size and aspect.

6
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Hold down the Alt key and press F1

Choose the Import.rexx macro.

Another requester will appear asking for an image. Choose any image within this directory and
click OK.

7

The macro will ask if you wish to presel>'e the aspect ratio. Choose your preference. Uyou answer
yes, the box may be resized slightly in order to maintain the correct aspect ratio of height to width.
Uyou answer no, the image will be squeezed either in height or width in order to make it fit the
box exactly.

8

The CG will now load the image, convert the image and scale it to fit the box. Watch the top left of
the CG window for updates on the progress of the macro. The image will also be saved to the
Brushes directory within the Toaster, so that you can use it elsewhere (and on this page) in the
future.

9

When the conversion is finished render the screen to see the final scaled image.

•

•

ToasterCG Tutorial #3: Rotaling and Shearing Text

e

e purpose of this tutorial is to teach you how to use the new "stretchy text" feature. You will learn how to rotate and shear text as
II as how to create scalable "text brushes."

1

Enter the Character Generator. If you are already in the CG, you may want to save the current book,
the clear it for this tutorial.

2

Go to the Ctds Menu.

3

Load the PostScript font B&PGraphics/Calgary-DemiBold at 80 points.

4
5
6
7

~

Click +PS Brush button. The Graphic Text Control panel will pop up.

In the text field type WOW!!

In the rotate field type 45.

Click OK.

Now go to the pop-up font menu. You will see WOW!! listed at the bottom of the list. Select it.
WOW!! will appear on the CG screen with a box around it. This is the scaling box.
To scale the new brush, click and drag the bottom right-hand corner of the box. Feel free to drag
the brush out to any size or aspect.

10
11

Click on the +PS Brush again.

12

Change rotate to O. In the shear field enter 50.

13
14

In the text field type ZOOM.

Click OK.

Choose ZOOM in the current font menu. You will see the ZOOM brush on screen with a nice shearing effect on the text. Try scaling the text to your liking as well.

Note:

The Shear and Rotate controls can be combined to create very dynamic looking text. It is important to remember that these are
brushes and can not therefore be edited. If you make a mistake in your text, delete the brush and recreate it with the correct spelling
or phrasing.

•
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lightWave Tutorial #1: Beginning Keylraming
This tutorial will introduce you to making things move in ughtWave. You will learn the basics of

keyframe animation, the XYZ coordinate system for movement, and the Heading Pitch Bank method of
object rotation.
Preparing for Take-Off
We'll need something to fly around for our tutorial.

1

2

3

4

•

Select the Objects menu in uyout.

Select Load Object and find either "MyShip3.1wo" if you are using your own creation, or
"ShipTex.lwo" if you want to work with our QUick-Start version.

Select Continue to return to uyout.

In the uyout View sub-menu, select Camera as our view.

The view of our spaceship, from behind, as our virtual camera sees it should look something like
Figure A.
Setting out Starting Position

5

In the uyout Edit sub-menu select Object as our current Edit mode.

In the Selected Item pop-up menu at the bottom of the uyout screen, it should read the name of the object you jUst loaded (since

this is the only object currently loaded) .

6

In the uyout Mouse sub-menu, select Move as our current Mouse control mode.

7
8

While clicking and holding down the left mouse button anywhere in the main uyout view screen,
drag your spaceship far ahead and to the left of center, X -2.0 Z 10.

9

In the uyout Mouse sub-menu, select Rotate as our current Mouse control mode.

10

While clicking and holding down the left mouse button anywhere in the main uyout view screen,
spin your spaceship around so that it now faces towards us, instead of away from us, H 180.0 P 0.0
BO.O.

11

Select Create Key at the bottom of the uyout screen to bring up the Create Key requester.

While clicking and holding down the right mouse button anywhere in the main uyout view screen,
drag your spaceship down towards the bottom of the screen, Y- 1.5.

Thtorials
The Frame number should still be at 0 by default and Create Key for Selected Item should be the
- - - - - - - - c u r rent keyframe creation selection mode.
LightWave uyout
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12
•

Select OK to save the current settings for our spaceship at Frame O.

your first keyframe position should look something like Figure B.

Setting our Ending Position

Currently, the Current Frame window is set to 0, the beginning of our animation. Let's create a key frame at the end of our animation,
say 2 seconds (or 60 frames) later.

13
14

Click anywhere within the Current Frame text window at the bottom of the Layout screen.

Change the number 0 to 60 and press Return.

We are now at frame 60 of our animation, 2 seconds later. Everything looks the same as before because our ship is sitting still until
we tell it othelWise.

15
16
17
.18

19
20
21

In the Layout Mouse sub-menu, select Move as our current Mouse control mode.

While clicking and holding down the left mouse button anywhere in the main Layout view screen,
drag your spaceship close to us and to the far right of center, almost completely off the screen, X
0.5 Z - 2.0.
While clicking and holding down the right mouse button anywhere in the main Layout view screen,
drag your spaceship up towards the top of the screen, Y0.5.
In the Layout Mouse sub-menu, select Rotate as our current Mouse control mode.

While clicking and holding down the left mouse button anywhere in the main Layout view screen,
spin your spaceship towards the right and tilt it up slightly, roughly in the direction it is travelling, H
150.0 P -20.0.
While clicking and holding down the right mouse button anywhere in the main Layout view screen,
bank your spaceship clockwise away from us, again roughly in the direction it seems to be travelling, B 40.0.
Select Create Key at the bottom of the Layout screen to bring up the Create Key requester.

The Frame number should still be at 60 and Create Key for Selected Item should still be the current keyframe creation selection
mode.

22

Select OK to save the current settings for our spaceship at Frame 60.

Your last keyframe position should look something like Figure C.
Putting Everything in Motion

If there isn't a Motion Path (i.e. a line with dots) connecting your previous keyframe with your current keyframe (as shown in Figure
C), then you need to tum on the Show Motion Path option in the Options Menu .

• 23
24

Select the Options menu.
Thtorials
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25

Select Continue to return to the main Layout screen.

We need to teU lightWave that our animation lasts for 2 seconds, or 60 frames.

26

Select the Scene menu.

27

Click in the Last Frame te)..1 window.

28

Change the Last Frame from 30 to 60.

29

•

Select Continue to return to the main Layout screen.

let's generate a real-time preview of our animation.

30
31

32
33

Select Make Preview in the Preview pop-up menu in the lower left of the Layout screen.

Make sure the first frame is set to 1, the last frame is set to 60, and the frame step is set to 1.

Select Wireframe as our Preview Type.

Select OK to begin generating a wireframe animation preview.

After watching lightWave generate each frame, you'll see the Preview Playback controls, which look at lot like those on a VCR.

34

•

Press the Play Forward button, which looks like a single triangle pointing to the right (the second
button from the right).

You should have an animation wherein the spaceship starts far away, down and to the left of the camera (you!) and then flies across
the screen, up and to the right. Meanwhile, it is slowly pitching up and banking away 'i11at's all there is to it. You're animating \vith
lightWave!
Saving Everything for Later
let's save our work for later.

35

36
37
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Select the Scene menu.

Select Save Scene,

Enter a scene name of "MyFlybyl.lws" and press RETIJRN to save your scene to your hard disk.

•

lightWave Tutorial #2: Intermediate Keyframing
~s tutorial will go further into UghtWave's keyframe-based animation system. You wilIleam the differences between linear and
.pline interpolated motion paths and weU as how to control such subtleties of motion like velocity, bounce, and anticipation using
lightWave's spline settings for Tension, Continuity, and Bias, respectively Motion short-cuts like Align to Path and Look Ahead Frames
will be demonstrated.

Loading a Previous Scene File
This tutorial builds directly on the Beginning Keyframing tutorial, so you can load your own scene.

1

Select the Scene menu.

2

Select Load Scene.

3
4
5
6
-7
8

Select the scene you saved from the first LightWave tutorial.

Select OK to load the scene.

Select Continue to return to the main Layout screen.

In the Layout View sub-menu, select Camera as our current View mode.

In the Layout Edit sub-menu, select Object as our current Edit item mode.

In the Layout Mouse sub-menu, select Move as our current Mouse control mode.

Your Layout Screen should look something like Figure A.
Modifying an Existing Motion Path

Your spaceship should be in its starting, or Key Frame 0, position. Notice that the motion path of our ship points straight up towards
the right of our screen. Let's add some variety to it.

9

Click and hold down the left mouse on the slider bar to the right of the Current Frame window at
the bottom of the Uiyout screen.

10
11

While still holding down, slide the slider to the right until the Current Frame window reads frame
30, and release.

12

Select Create Key at the bottom of the Layout screen to bring up the Create Key requester

While clicking and holding down the right mouse button anywhere in the main Layout view screen,
drag your spaceship straight down towards the bottom of the screen, Y-1.5.

The Current Frame number should still be at 30 and Create Key for Selected Item should be the current keyframe creation selection
_ode.

13
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Select OK to save the current settings for our spaceship at Frame 30.
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Your new spaceship motion path should look something tike Figure B.
Adjusting Spline Controls in the Motion Graph
Notice that our once straight tine is now curved. ughtWave automatically smooths through, or interpolates, keyframed motion paths.
Create a wireframe pre\1ew of your animation and watch the difference.

14

15
16
17

Select Make Pre\1ew in the Pre\1ew pop-up menu in the lower left of the Layout screen.

•

Make sure the first frame is set to 1, the last frame is set to 60, and the frame step is set to I.

Select Wireframe as our Pre\1ew Type.

Select OK to begin generating a wireframe animation pre\1ew.

After you are finished watching your new pre\1ew and have reUJrned to the main Layout screen, we're ready to finesse our motion.

18

Select the Motion Graph for the currently selected Edit item (Le. your spaceship), located in the
lower left of the Layout Screen.

19

Change the Current Channel pop-up menu from X (the default) to Velocity (one step above).

Notice that our spaceship's velocity is relatively constant. leI's say we'd rather have the spaceship speed up towards the end of the
animation, as it flies past the camera.

20
21

•

With the left mouse button, select the sptine knot that represents Key Frame 60 (furthest to the
right).
Press and hold down the 'I' key.

The words "Tension: 0.00" appear in the upper left of the motion graph, indicating we are in interactive Tension mode. What does
that mean? TI)' the following.

22

While still holding down the 't' key, click the left mouse button down anywhere in the motion graph
and drag it to the left and right until the keyframe knot stops at its highest velocity, T -1.0.

you slide the Tension from 1.0 (right-most) to -1.0 (left-most), the velocity at this keyframe ramps down and up, respectively.
Leaving it at -1.0 cause our spaceship to speed up at the end of our animation. Your motion graph should look something like Figure
C.

As

Smoothing Velocity with Tension
The velocity from frame 0 to frame 30 remains constant, then dips sharply and then rises quickly towards frame 60. If we created a
wireframe pre\1ew of this animation (as we did in steps 13-16), we could probably see some jerkiness to the motion. To smooth this
velOCity out a bit, we can use Tension (as we did in steps 19-21) to alter the velocity curve through each keyframe until the velocity is
one smooth sptine.

23
--24

With the left mouse button, select the spline knot that represents key frame 30 (the knot in the
middle).
While still holding down the 'I' key, ctick the left mouse button down anywhere in the motion graph
and drag it to the right until the velocity curve passes smoothly through this key frame, T 0.27.

Thtorials
- - - - - - - - N o w , we've created a hump between frames 0 and 30. Our spaceship shouldn't speed up and then slow down as it is preparing to
LightWave Layout
climb. Let's make the spaceship's initial velocity even, and then it can slow down a tittle as it prepares to climb.

14

•

25
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With the left mouse button, select the spline knot that represents key frame 0 (the knot on the left) .

While still holding down the 'I' key, click the left mouse button down an}Where in the motion graph
and drag it to the right until the velocity curve passes smoothly through this key frame, T -0.12.

If your velocity graph looks like Figure 0, you've just tweaked your first velocity graph.

Exploring Bounce with Continuity

27

28

Select Use Motion in the Motion Graph to keep the current Spline settings.

Generate a wireframe preview by repeating steps 13-16 and watch it a few times.

Our spaceship fly-by is getting much more interesting. While adjusting Tension in the Motion Graph may be the best way to manipulate velOCity, the Spline Control settings of Continuity (or bounce) and Bias (or anticipation) are best adjusted interactively in the
Layout screen. We should still be on key frame 30.

29

Press and hold down the 'c' key.

The Spline Control settings will appear in the lower right hand corner of the Layout screen. We are now interactively editing the
Continuity Spline Control setting.

30
-

While still holding down the 'c' key, click the left mouse button down anywhere in the Layout view
window and drag it to the left and right until the motion path becomes a sharp V-shape, C -1.0.

you slide the Continuity from 1.0 (right-most) to -1.0 (left-most), the manner in which our spaceship approaches and leaves this

~yframe alters, as evidenced by the changing motion path. Leaving it at -1.0 causes our spaceship to bounce hard upon reaching
frame 30.

31

Generate a wireframe preview by repeating steps 13-16 and watch it a few times.

Continuity usually ranges from 0 to -1.0. A Continuity of 1.0 creates a hop-skip effect which is rarely useful. Since we do not want our
spaceshJp to bounce at the bottom of it's motion path, we'll change it back to O.

32
33

Press and hold down the 'c' key.

While still holding down the 'c' key, click the left mouse button down an}Where in the Layout view
window and drag it to the right until the motion path returns to normal, C 0.0.

Exploring Anticipation with Bias
The Bias Spline Control can create the sense of anticipation (or delay) in your animations. Let's use it to our advantage in our fly-by.
Since Bias controls the behavior of an object around a given keyframe, it is most useful to us on frame 30. We should still be on
frame 30 from our last examples.

34

•

Press and hold down the 'b' key.

The Spline Control settings will again appear in the lower right hand corner of the Layout screen .
e are now interactively editing the Bias Spline Control setting.
Thtorials
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While still holding down the 'b' key, click the left mouse button down an}Where in the Layout view
window and drag it to the left until the curve in the motion path shifts before frame 30, B -1.0.

LightWave Layout
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As you slide the Bias from 1.0 (right-most) to -1.0 (left-most), the curve through which our spaceship passes through this keyframe

alters, as evidenced by the changing motion path. Leaving it at -1.0 causes our spaceship to bank up a little before frame 30, slightly
anticipating the tum. Avalue of 1.0 would shift the curve after the keyframe, adding a sense of delayed reaction to the motion.

36

Generate a \vireframe preview by repeating steps 13-16 and watch it a few times.

•

Do you like the animation more or less \vith Bias? We'll keep it for now. While subtle, the Spline Control settings help give your motions a
sense of unpredictability and human realism. Your motion path should look like Figure E.
An Animation Short-Cut using Align to Path
You may have noticed by now that the center of our spaceship does not always remain aligned
\vith the path it is following. While it is certainly possible to manually adjust your Heading and Pitch
angles after creating your motion, lightWave's Motion Graph editor has a built-in feature for aligning your
objects to their motion paths, called Align to Path.

37
38
39
40

Select the Motion Graph.

Select Align to Path at the top of the menu. The Frame Offset setting should be at 1 by default.

Select Use Motion to keep the current settings and return to Layout.

Generate a \vireframe preview by repeating steps 13-16 and watch it a few times.

Nice, huh? The only problem you may notice is how predictable and unnatural the motion is, especially around tight turns. This is
because the heading and pitch are directly controlled by the spaceship's position in space. Normally, they would be independent of the
position. We can offset this predictability and accentuate our sense of anticipation created by using a Bias of -1.0 on frame 30 just by •
changing the Look Ahead Frames value.

41

42
43
44

Select the Motion Graph.

Change the Frame Offset setting from 1 frame to 15 frames.

Select Use Motion to keep the current settings and return to Layout.

Generate a \vireframe preview by repeating steps 13-16 and watch it a few times.

Our default setting for Look Ahead Frames tells Align to Path to look one frame ahead for its position information. By changing Look
Ahead Frames to 15 frames, the Heading and Pitch of our spaceship actually changes a half second before it would normally, giving us
the more realistic impression that the spaceship is turning first, \vith the motion follo\ving afterwards. An automobile swerving around a
sharp corner is another example of an effective use of Align to Path and Look Ahead Frames.

45

Save your scene as "MyFlyBy2.scn" for later use.

bi.

Advanced Studies
Try adding additional keyframes in different positions and see if you can smooth out the velocity. Use Tension, Continuity, and Bias to
control how your spaceship behaves in flight. Can you give it a sense of being piloted? Try these experiments on an automobile or a
'IUtorials
cleo What problems do you encounter? While the tools of animating in lightWave are simple and straightforward, there is a lot of subtl
- - - - - - - t o the way things move in the real world, and it is an art form in il~elf to capture that in the computer.
lightWave Layout
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Modeler Tutorial #1: An Introduction
This tutorial is designed to give you a quick overview of the menus you will be using to create models, for rendering in LightWave 3D. •
It sure looks like are a lot of buttons here, but before we begin here's a little secret You are not going to use all of these buttons all
of the time. Many buttons you will use seldom. There are even some buttons that you will use once in a blue moon. The fact is that
you will end up using 10% of the buttons 90% of the time.
Now that you know this fact, you can probably figure out that if you learn a comparatively small number of these buttons, you will
quickly master ninety percent of what you are ever going to have to know to master this program. This is not to say that you won'
have to work at figuring out all of the intricacies of lightWave 3D, but anyone can learn to be proficient with the program in a relatively short period of time.

1

Click on the Modeler button. You will find this button in the upper right corner of the LightWave
Layout screen. Clicking this button will bring you into the Modeler program.

Modeler is setup so that there are main menus across the top of the screen, and submenus down the left side. The submenus change
according to which menu has been selected at the top.
The main area of the screen is divided into four rectangular windows, each of these provides a different view of anything loaded into
Modeler. You can see that three of these windows are labeled top, front and side. The window in the upper right corner is not
labeled. This window can be used for a moving perspective preview of the object, but we'll get to that later:
One of the more difficult concepts about modeling a 3D object is understanding how the three views work Since we are working on
a 2D computer screen, our objects must be view from various directions, in order to define it's geometry in three dimensions. You
can picture the three views as a box that has been unfolded.
Viewing in the front view will show you the front of the object. If you imagine the unfolded box, the top view shows you the object
from the top, and if we folded the top view down, you can see how this works. The same holds true for the side view. If we fold this
window over, you can see how this view works with the front and top views, to show you your object in three dimensions .

2

•

Be sure that the Objects button is selected at the top of the screen, and click on the Load button
on the left This opens a requester on top of the Modeler screen, where you can select objects to
be loaded into the program. The default path for his requester is Newtekiprogramsl3D. Select the
Thtorials directory, and then click on the XXXXX object. You'll see the object name appear in the
File window. Hit OX and the object will load into the Modeler screens. (You can also double click
on any object file name, and the object will load.)

You should now be able to see how the top view works with the front and side views to provide a 3 dimensional picture of the object
XXXXXXXX

Notice the rows of small buttons in the upper right portion of the Modeler screen. These are the layer buttons. Each of these buttons
is divided into an upper, and lower portion. You'll see a small dot in the first set of these buttons. This indicates that the first layer is
occupied.

3
4
5

Thtorials
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6

Click on the upper portion of the second row of layer buttons. This activates Layer 2. You'll notice
that your object has disappeared. You can also see that the occupied layer indicator is still in Layer
1. There is currently nothing loaded into Layer 2, so no occupied indicator appears in this layer.
Using the procedure outlined in step 2, load the XXXXX object from the Thtorials directory. Now
you can see the small dot in Layer 2. Both of the layers are occupied, although you can't currently
see the object in layer one.
Click on the upper portion of the Layer 1 button. Now you can see the original object, and the
XXXXX has disappeared. Layer 1 is now said to be in the Foreground, or Active.
Click on the bottom portion of the Layer 2 button. Now you will see the XXXXX object in white, and
the XXXXX object appears in black Layer one in said to be in the Foreground, or Active Layer, while
Layer 2 is in the Background, or Inactive Layer.

•

Important Concept
While working in the Modeler program, you CUI only move, size, stretch, or otheIWise alter objects that are in the Foreground Layer.
Objects in the Background CUI be seen, but CUI not be modified. This is very useful when fitting pieces of an object together, or modifying one object in reference to another.

~

Click on the upper portion of the Layer 2 button. Doing so will turn the XXXX object white, and
bring Layer 2 to the foreground. You'll also notice that Layer 1 is no longer active. Clicking on any
layer to the foreground de-activates all other layers, foreground, or background. If you want to see
Layer 1 in the background, click on the lower portion of the Layer 1 button.

8

Click on the upper portion of the Layer 4 button. This will de-activate both Layer 1, and 2. You CUI
see that these layers are occupied by the small indicator dots in their layers.

9

Load the XXXXX object from the Thtorials directory. You CUI see that this object has loaded into the
currently selected foreground layer, Layer 4. You can Load any object into any layer by Simply
selecting that layer as your current foreground layer, and loading.

10
11

With Layer 4 as our Foreground Layer, select Layer 1 as our Background. Now select Layer 2 as our
Background. By clicking on these two buttons, you CUI alternate between background layers.

12

Once again holding the Shift key down, click on the upper portion of the Layer 2 button. Now you
will see Both the XXXXX and XXXXX objects in white, as your Foreground Layers, and the XXXXX in
black as your Background. This allows you to modify more than one layer at a time, while viewing
multiple layers in the background.

With Layer 4 as our Foreground Layer, select Layer 1 as our Background. Now hold down your
keyboard's Shift key, and select Layer 2 as your Background. You should now see, the XXXXX object
in white, in the foreground, and both the XXXXX, and the XXXXX in black, and in the Background.
By holding down the Shift key you CUI select more than one Layer as your Background.

Click on the upper portion of the Layer 1 button, and load the XXXXX object from your Thtorials
directory. You now have both the XXXXX and XXXXX objects loaded into the same Layer. You CUI
see that it could potentially be difficult to work on only one of these objects at a time, and this
should illustrate the advantages of working in multiply layers.
Take some time to experiment with loading objects into different layers, and using the Foreground and Background buttons to view
these objects. You CUI use the New button at any time to empty all of the layers. A warning message will appear about loosing all of
your unsaved work, but this is only important once we start creating, and modifying objects.
Congratulations on the completion of your first Modeler Thtorial. You have taken your first step toward understanding one of the
most powerful 3D Modeling programs ever written .

•
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Modeler Tutorial #2: The 3DUniverse
Now that you know the lay of the land, let's get to work by creating some simple shapes, and then we'll see how each of the options •
for simple shape creation work. Before we start modeling, let's talk a little bit about how the 3D universe is defined within Modeler.
Important Concept:
This relates to all that high school geometry you figured you'd never have to use. We can define the geometry of a 3 dimensional
object, by plotting it's shape on 3 different axis. These axis are called the X, Y, and Z axis. You can think of these as X going across, or
horizontally, Y, going up and down, or vertically, and Z going toward, or away from you. Every point of a 3 dimensional model occupies a particular location within 3D space. If you apply a numeric value to each of these axis, you can define a point's location.

For instance, if we create a point at location 0 (Zero) for X, 0 for Y, and ) for Z, we have defined a point at what is called the center
of the universe. If we change the X value, our point moves along the X axis or to the right of the center. We have added value away
from the center. We can also use negative numbers. a X value of -2 defines the point to the left of the center, tv.1ce as far from the
center as the original point. Using this same logic, a value of 2 on the Yaxis defines a point 2 increments above the centeI; and a -4
defines one 4 increments below center. The Z axis works the same way. a value of 5 moves the point 5 increments from the center. When you are modeling you usually create point in location where each point has different values for X, Y, and Z. For instance, a
point with a location of X 3, Y-2, and Z I, would have a location 3 increments to the right of center, 2 increments below center, and
1 increment away from center. ( O.K., by now you are probably wondering what 1 mean by Increments. Well, in Modeler, by default
you work in millimeters, although that can be customized to use inches, or whatever. At this point, it doesn't really matter. We could
be defining miles ... It's the concept that is important)
While working with the axis, the only one that people have any trouble with is the Z axis. An easy way to conceptualize this is to picture a line rnrming away from you . In the middle of this line is your imaginary center of the universe. Picture a Xaxis running
through that point horizontally, and a Y axis rnrming through the same point vertically. That point is defined as X0, Y0, Z O. If you
move away down the Z axis, away from the center point, and away from your point of view, you are adding distance on the Z axis. You
are moving in the positive Z direction. By the same token, if you move from that center point toward your point of view, you are mov.ing in the negative Z direction. Therefore, a point defined with a Z value of -3 would be located 3 increments closer to you, along th
Z axis, while a point located at Z 2 would be 2 increments further away from your viewpoint. (Positive Z :: away from )'Qu, negative
:: toward you.)
If you look closely at each of the views, you'll notice that there are darker lines rnrming hOrizontally and vertically in each window.
This darker line represents the center of the universe.

In the lower left window, or Face view, we are looking along the Z axis at the X (across) and Y (up and down) axis. You can see the
these darker lines are labeled. In the upper left window, or Top view, we are looking down the Yaxis, and can see the X (across) and
Z (toward you, and away from you) axis. In the lower right window, you are looking along the X (across) axis at the Y (up and
down) and Z (toward and away from you) axis.
OX, now let's make something.

1Ulorials
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1

Select Object at the top of the Modeler screen, and Box on the [eft Working in the Front View, (The
lower left window) move your mouse pointer above, and to the left of the center of the universe.
Press and hold the Left Mouse button. While holding this button, drag the mouse to the right,
across the center line, and down below the center. Release the mouse button. You will now see a
square in this window. We have defined the width and height of our box, but if)'Qu look in the top
view, you can see that we haven't yet given our box any depth. While working in only one window,
you can only modify objects in 2 dimensions. In order to give this box depth we must work in the
top view.

2

Move the mouse into the top view window, and click and hold your Left Mouse button on the edge
of your box. Holding the mouse button, drag the mouse toward the top of the screen. While you
are doing this you ",ill see )'Qur box opening up, and gaining depth. Open the box up about as far
as you can. While working with any of the object tools, you can click on an edge of the shape and
drag it larger or smaller.

•

your mouse pointer to the lower left comer of the Top View window. Click the left mouse button.
The box will pop open to a new shape. While working with the object tools, you can click in any
window, and the nearest edge of the object will pop to that location.
Using the steps described in the previous two steps, adjust the size of your box so that it is approximately 112 the size of the window in each view.
Click on the Make Button on the left side of the screen. You'll see that the appearance of our
square has changed. Prior to hitting the Make key, we were actually looking at a sort of template.
You must define the shape, and then use the Make function to create the actual shape. You can also
use the keyboard equivalent <Return> to make your object.
You are actually looking at your shape, as well as the object template on top of each other. At this point, you could switch to another
layer and create another copy of this object.

6

Click and drag any edge of your object. You can see that you are modifying the template, but not
your object.

7

This is an important procedure that relates to every tool in Modeler. On the left side of the screen,
below the Options button, is a large area with no buttons on it. This is called the Blank Area. Click
in the blank area with the left mouse button. You'll see that the Box tool template has disappeared.
Clicking in this area causes you to drop whatever tool you are currently using. Now you can see
your object clearly.

8

Click into Layer 2. Select the Ball tool on the left side of the screen.

,;

Using the procedure described in Step 1, click and drag out a template in the Face view window.
You'll notice that you are dragging out a box, with a circle inside it. Modeler uses a box shaped
template to create all of it's basic shapes.

10
11

Using the same procedure as with the box, move up to the top view, and give this template some
depth. Work in all views and make the template approximately square.

12

Go into an empty layer, and select the Disk tool. This tool works similarly to the previous two, with
one exception. you must decide on the orientation of the disk, before you create it. If you want the
disk to stand on it's end like a soda can, you must start working in the Top view. If you want the
disk to be oriented like a pencil rolling around on your desk, you must start in the Face, or Left
view window. For this example, let's orient our disk like a soda can.

13

Hit the Return key on your keyboard. Now you'll see the spherical shape, defined in all three \vindows.

Select Disk from the left side menu. Move your mouse pointer into the Top view and as before,
drag out a template. You'll see that this template looks identical to the Ball tool's. Now move into
the Face view, and give your shape some height. Notice how, in this view, the template looks like a
box. Hit the Return key on your keyboard to make this shape.

From the top, you can see that this object appears round, but from the front, and side it appears square. By now you should be able
to understand how you must view your objects from more than one direction to understand it's shape in 3 dimensions.
Experiment with these simple shapes (known as primitives) until you understand how each of them works. In our next tutorial you'll
learn how to modify these shapes, and make much more complex objects from these simple shapes .

•
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Modeler Tutorial #3: The Basic Building Blocks

infi-.

There are two basic building blocks from which most objects are created in Modeler. These are Points and Polygons. Points are
rtitely small coordinates within the Modeler universe. Unless you instruct the LightWave renderer otherwise, they are invisible. We
usually use points to define the larger Modeler building block, polygons. ( Snow, rain, stars, and sparks are examples of points that
are visi ble. These are usually referred to as particles.)
In the example of a Oat, two dimensional box, each of the four corners are created by a point. The edges of the box are called ver-

tices. The flat plane which makes up the actual face of the box is a polygon. If that box was three dimensional, in other words if the
box had depth, the box would have a total of eight points, four on the front, and four on the back There would be six polygons; top,
bottom, left, right, front, and back Many of these polygons would share points, and vertices. The top polygon would share two points
with the front, and they would have one vertex in common. The relationship between the top and the back would be similar; two
points and one vertex in common.

1

Create a three dimensional box, approximately square, and about 112 the size of each of the
Modeler's views.

2

Locate the buttons at the bottom of the Modeler screen labeled POint, Polygon, and Volume, and
select the Point button. We are now ready to select points in our object. In the Face View, move
your mouse pointer directly on top of the point in the upper left corner of your box. Click the left
mouse button on the point and it will highlight. If you look in the Top or Left views, you'U notice
that there are actually two points selected. When you selected the one point in the upper left corner, you actually clicked on the point in the upper lefi comer of both the front, and back of the
box, because they are stacked exactly on top of one another when you view the object in the Face
view. There is a numeric indicator at the bottom of the Modeler screen, to the right of the Volume
selector. Looking there, you can see that this also indicates that you have indeed selected two
points.

3

Move the mouse pointer into the side view, and over the highlighted point on the right side. Click
the left mouse button, and the point willdeselect. Check your numeric indicator at the bottom of
your screen, and you'U see that you now have only one point selected.

•

When selecting points or polygons, your mouse "vill operate in one of four different modes. When there are no points, or polygons
selected, you can click on, or drag your pointer over them to select them. Once anything is selected, the mouse automatically
changes intodeselect mode. You can select a large group of points by holding down the button, and driving the pointer over all of the
points. If you accidentally let go of the mouse button, you can suddenly find yourselfdeselecting items.
You can use the Shifi key on your keyboard to select more. Once you have let go of the mouse button, you can hold the shift key
down, and continue driving over, and selecting points, or polygons. If you let go of the Shifi key, you are back intodeselect mode.

4

5
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The Fourth method for selecting points and polygons is the hardest to master, but once you get the
hang of it, you'll use it most of the time. It is called the Lasso. '(be logic of this mode is the same as
with the mouse. If nothing is selected, the Lasso is in select mode. Once any item is selected, it is
indeselect mode, and you can hold the shift key on the keyboard to Lasso more. Move your mouse
pointer back to the Face view, and hold down the Right Mouse button. Draw a circle around the
selected point in the upper left comer of your box. This willdeselect the point, and now your
numeric readout will read zero.
Still in the Face view, press the Right Mouse button, and draw a line around both sets of point on
both the top left, and top right of your box. This line will run over the top of your box, and then
through the rrtiddle, between the top and bottom points, and across the vertices that define the
sides of the box. Look in the Top view, and you'll see that you have selected four points. In the side
view it appears as if only two point are selected, because in that view, the point on the left, and right
side are stacked on top of each other.

•

6

Press and hold the Shift key on your keyboard. Press and hold your Right Mouse bulton, and draw
a Lasso in the Face view, around the bottom two sets of points, just like the last Lasso, but on the
bottom points. You'll see that the numeric requester now reads 8 points.
Click in the Blank Space on the left side of the screen, under the column of buttons. This will drop
all of these points.
In the Face view, draw a Lasso starting to the left, and above the box. Draw out to the right, slill
above the box, and past the right points. Slill holding the Right Mouse button, draw down to below
the lower right corner, and then across to the left, past the lower left point. ( This should look like
a reversed "C" shape, around the outside of your box. Now let go of the Right Mouse button. The
Lasso tool automatically finishes off the shape you drew, by creating a straight line from the start
point, to the end point. This is a handy feature, and can really speed up the process of selecting
points, or polygons. You now have all of the point selected, and the numeric readout reads eighl

You now have a basic understanding of how to select point in an object. Next we will move on to selecting polygons. The rule here
are the same as with points. When nothing is selected, the mouse is in Polygon Select mode. Once a polygon is selected, you are
indeselect mode, and holding down the shift key puts you in select more mode. When selecting polygons, there is a problem similar
to that of points stacked on top of each other.

•

•

9

Click on the Polygon button at the bottom of the Modeler screen. This changes your visibility from
seeing selected points, to seeing selected polygons. The eight points you had selected are slill
selected. Click on the Points button at the bottom of the screen, and you'll see them selected.
Switch back into Polygon select mode.

10

You can select polygons by clicking on their vertices, or holding down the Right Mouse button, and
dragging over the vertices. In the Face view, move the mouse pointer above the box. Click and hold
the Right Mouse button, and drag over the top edge of the box. You'll see a dotted line pop out of
the polygon. This line is called a Surface Normal, and is used to show that the polygon is selected,
and which direction the polygon is facing. ( We'll get into issues about polygon direction later.)

Look in the Left and Top view and you'll see that there are several of these surfat:e normals sticking out of your box. Your numeric
readout should indicate that there are three polygons selected. When you clicked on the top edge vertex, you were also cUcking on
the front polygon, because the share that vertex, and just like those stacked up points, you also ran over the edge of the back polygon, because it also shares a vertex you dragged over. The side of the box weren't selected because you didn't click on a vertex that
they share with the top. The top, front and back of the box were selected, because you dragged the mouse over one of their vertices.

11

Working in the side view, click and drag the mouse pointer from left to right, anddeselect the front
and back polygons, withoutdeselecting the top. This method of selecting, where you select more
than you really want, and thendeselect polygons is very common, especially in very complex
objects. Using the point and drag method, there is no way to select only one polygon from this box.
You can re select those polygons by moving back to the Face view, holding the Shift key and dragging over the top of the box again. Using the select more mode doesn't turn off selections, while
selecting unselected polygons. In other words, even though the top of the box is selected, using
select more and dragging over this preselected polygon does notdeselect it, while selecting the
front and back.

12

Click in the blank space to drop all selected polygons. Working in the Left view, move your mouse
pointer to the left of the box. Starting above and to the left of the box, hold down the Right Mouse
button, and draw a Lasso to the right, and then down, all the way through the middle of the box,
out the bottom and then to the left, all the way around the polygon. (Remember that this is actually
the front of your box, because we are looking at the left view. You are seeing you box from the
side.) Release the Right Mouse button, and you'll see that only the front of your box is selected. If
you look in the Top of Left view, you'll see the surface normal sticking out, and the numeric readout will indicate one polygon selected .
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You may be wondering why the top and bottom of your box weren't selected. You did draw the mouse over vertices of these polygons
as well. The Lasso only selects polygons that were surrounded in their entirety. Working in the side view, you surrounded only the
front of the box, and therefore it was the only polygon selected. You can use the select more mode here as well. Hold the shift key,
while lassoing around any polygon, and it will select as well. You can even circle the entire box.
You now know the ground rule for selecting and deselecting points and polygons. This is an important step toward learning how to
modify existing objects, and for creating your own models. Because points and polygons are the building block that all UghtWave
objects are made from, getting a firm grasp on how to work \vith them is vital. Practice selecting anddeselecting points and polygons
on this box object. Before long you should be able to select any combination of points, or polygons in this object using a combination of clicking, dragging, selecting,deselecting, and lassoing.

•

Try selecting just the top and bottom of the box. (lasso one, and then hold shift and lasso the other) or just the front and left side. 'fry
everything but the top. (Lasso the whole thing to select all of the polygons, and then lasso just the top todeselect it.) You should get
the idea.... Try challenging yourself to select every combination of points and polygons. This is a very important skill, and once you
have mastered it, working with any object, no matter how complex, is much easier.

•
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•

Modeler Tutorial #4: The Art of Selection
•

ere are two basic building blocks from which most objects are created in Modeler. These are Points and Polygons. Points are infitely small coordinates within the Modeler universe. Unless you instruct the LightWave renderer otherwise, they are invisible. We
usually use points to define the larger Modeler building block, polygons. (Snow, rain, stars, and sparks are examples of points that
are visible. These are usually referred to as particles.)
In the example of a flat, two dimensional box, each of the four comers are created by a point. The edges of the box are called ver-

tices. The flat plane which makes up the actual face of the box is a pol}gon. If that box was three dimensional, in other words if the
box had depth, the box would have a total of eight points, four on the front, and four on the back. There would be six pol}gons; top,
bottom, left, right, front, and back. Many of these polygons would share pOints, and vertices. The top polygon would share two points
witll tlle front , and they would have one vertex in common. The relationship between the top and the back would be similar; two
points and one vertex in common.

1

Create a three dinlensional box, approximately square, and about 112 the size of each of the
Modeler's views.

2

Locate the buttons at the bottom of the Modeler screen labeled Point, Polygon, and Volume, and
select the Point button. We are now ready to select points in our object. In the Face View, move
your mouse pointer directly on top of the point in the upper left comer of your box. Click the left
mouse button on the point and it will highlight If you look in the Top or Left views, you'll notice
that there are actually two points selected. When you selected the one point in the upper left corner, you actually clicked on the point in the upper left comer of both the front, and back of the
box, because they are stacked exactly on top of one another when you view the object in the Face
view. There is a numeric indicator at the bottom of the Modeler screen, to the right of the Volume
selector. Looking there, you can see that this also indicates that you have indeed selected two
points.
Move the mouse pointer into the side view, and over the highlighted point on the right side. Click
the left mouse button, and the point willdeselect. Check your numeric indicator at the bottom of
your screen, and you 'll see that you now have only one point selected.

When selecting points or polygons, your mouse will operate in one of four different modes. When there are no points, or polygons
selected, you can click on, or drag your pointer over them to select them. Once anything is selected, the mouse automatically
changes intodeselect mode. You can select a large group of points by holding down the button, and driving the pointer over ali of the
points. If you aCCidentally let go of the mouse button, you can suddenly find yourselfdeselecting items.
You can use the Shift key on your keyboard to select more. Once you have let go of the mouse button, you can hold the shift key
down, and continue driving over, and selecting points, or polygons. If you let go of the Shift key, you are back intodeselect mode.

4

5

•

The Fourth method for selecting points and polygons is the hardest to master, but once you get the
hang of it, you'll use it most of the Iinle. It is called the Lasso. The logic of this mode is the same as
with the mouse. If nothing is selected, the Lasso is in select mode. Once any item is selected, it is
indeselect mode, and you can hold the shift key on the keyboard to Lasso more. Move your mouse
pointer back to the Face view, and hold dov,fJ') the Right Mouse button. Draw a Circle around the
selected point in the upper left comer of your box. This willdeselect the point, and now your
numeric readout will read zero.
Still in the Face view, press the Right Mouse button, and draw a line around both sets of point on
both the top left, and top right of your box. This line will run over the top of your box, and then
through the middle, between the top and bottom pOints, and across the vertices that define the
sides of the box. Look in the Top view, and you'll see that you have selected four pOints. In the side
view it appears as if only two point are selected, because in that view, the point on the left, and right
side are stacked on top of each other.
Th tori als
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Press and hold the Shift key on your keyboard. Press and hold your Right Mouse button, and draw
a Lasso in the Face view, around the bottom two sets of points, just like the last Lasso, but on the
bottom pOints. You'll see that the numeric requester now reads 8 pOints.

7

Click in the Blank Space on the left side of the screen, under the column of buttons. This will drop
all of these points.

8

In the Face view, draw a Lasso starting to the left, and above the box. Draw out to the right, still
above the box, and past the right points. Still holding the Right Mouse button, draw down to below
the lower right comer, and then across to the left, past the lower left point. ( This should look like
a reversed "C" shape, around the outside of your box. Now let go of the Right Mouse button. The
Lasso tool automatically finishes off the shape you drew, by creating a straight line from the start
pOint, to the end point. This is a handy feature, and can really speed up the process of selecting
points, or polygons. You now have all of the point selected, and the numeric readout reads eight.

•

You now have a basic understanding of how to select point in an object. Next we will move on to selecting polygons. The rule here
are the same as with points. When nothing is selected, the mouse is in Polygon Select mode. Once a polygon is selected, you are
indeselect mode, and holding down the shift key puts you in select more mode. When selecting polygons, there is a problem similar
to that of points stacked on top of each other.

9

Click on the Polygon button at the bottom of the Modeler screen. This changes your visibility from
seeing selected pOints, to seeing selected polygons. The eight points you had selected are still
selected. Click on the Points button at the bottom of the screen, and you'll see them selected.
Switch back into Polygon select mode.

10

You can select polygons by clicking on their vertices, or holding down the Right Mouse button, and
dragging over the vertices. In the Face view, move the mouse pOinter above the box. Click and hold
the Right Mouse button, and drag over the top edge of the box. You 'll see a dotted line pop out of
the polygon. This line is called a Surface Nonnal, and is used to show that the polygon is selected,
and which direction the polygon is facing. (We'll get into issues about polygon direction later.)

•

Look in the Left and Top view and you'll see that there are several of these surface nonnals sticking out of your box. Your numeric
readout should indicate that there are three polygons selected. When you clicked on the top edge vertex, you were also clicking on
the front polygon, because the share that vertex, and just like those stacked up points, you also ran over the edge of the back polygon, because it also shares a vertex you dragged over. The side of the box weren't selected because you didn't click on a vertex that
they share with the top. The top, front and back of the box were selected, because you dragged the mouse over one of their vertices.
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11

Working in the side view, click and drag the mouse pointer from left to right, anddeselect the front
and back polygons, withoutdeselecting the top. TItis method of selecting, where you select more
than you really want, and thendeselect polygons is very conunon, especially in very complex
objects. Using the point and drag method, there is no way to select only one polygon from this box.
You can re select those polygons by moving back to the Face view, holding the Shift key and dragging over the top of the box again. Using the select more mode doesn't tum off selections, while
selecting unselected polygons. In other words, even though the top of the box is selected, using
select more and dragging over this preselected polygon does notdeselect it, while selecting the
front and back.

12

Click in the blank space to drop all selected polygons. Working in the Left view, move your mouse
pointer to the left of the box. Starting above and to the left of the box, hold down the Right Mouse
button, and draw a Lasso to the right, and then down, all the way through the ntiddle of the box,
out the bottom and then to the left, all the way around the polygon. (Remember that this is actually
the front of your box, because we are looking at the left \1ew. You are seeing you box from the
side.) Release the Right Mouse button, and you'll see that only the front of your box is selected. If
you look in the Top of Left view, you'll see the surface nonnal sticking out, and the numeric readout will indicate one polygon selected.

•

You may be wondering why the top and bottom of your box weren't selected. You did draw the mouse over vertices of these polygons
as well. The Lasso only selects polygons that were surrounded in their entirety Working in the side view, you surrounded only the
front of the box, and therefore it was the only polygon selected. You can use the select more mode here as well. Hold the shift key,
while lassoing around any polygon, and it will select as well. You can even circle the entire box .
•

ou now know the ground rule for selecting and deselecting points and polygons. This is an important step toward learning how to
modify existing objects, and for creating your own models. Because points and polygons are the building block that all lightWave
objects are made from, getting a finn grasp on how to work with them is vilal. Practice selecting anddeselecting points and polygons
on this box object. Before long you should be able to select any combination of pOints, or polygons in this object using a combination of clicking, dragging, selecting, deselecting, and lassoing.

Try selecting just the top and bottom of the box. (I'd lasso one, and then shiMasso the other) or just the front and left side. Try
evel)'lhing but the top. ( Lasso the whole thing to select all of the polygons, and then lasso just the top todeselect it.) You should get
the idea .. Try challenging yourself to select every combination of points and polygons. This is a very important skill, and once you
have mastered it, working with any object, no matter how complex, is much easier.

•

•
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Modeler Tulorial #5: The Modify Tools
Now that you have a good understanding of how to select point and polygons, let's see how you can modify object using these elements.

1

Create a box, approximately 112 the size of each of the views.

2

Select Modify at the top of the Modeler screen. Select Move under Position on the left side of the
screen. Your pointer will change into the Move pointer.(Selecting any of the tools in Modeler
changes your pointer. This is a quick way to keep aware of what mode you are currently using.)
Working in the Face view, click and hold the Left Mouse button. Move the mouse around, and you
will see your object moving as well. Releasing tile mouse places your object in it's new location. Hit
"u" on your keyboard to undo the last change, and your object will return to it's original position.

•

The entire box is moving to a new location because there is nothing selected. If you select any point. or polygon, only thal item will
move. This is an important concept: If nothing is selected, it is the equivalent of everything being selected.

3
4
5
6

Click on the Point select button at the bottom of the screen.

Working in the Face view, select the point in the upper left comer of your box. This will highlight
the point, as well as the point behind it, as the numeric readout will indicate.
Hit the "t" key on your keyboard. This is tile keyboard shortcut for Move.

Working in tile Face view, click and hold tile Left Mouse button, and drag tile mOllse arOlmd. You
\vill see only tilese pOinl~ moving. Release tile mouse button to place tile point in tileir new location. To modify the position of a point, select the point, go to Move, and move the selected point.

While working in the Face window, you can move poinl~ along tile X (across) and Y(up and dml'11) axis, but not on the Z (toward
and away from you) axis. In order to move poinl~ on tile axis, you'll have to work in tile Top, or Left views. While working in to top
view, you can move poinl~ on the X, and Z axis but not tile Y, and while working in tile Left view, you em move poinl~ on tile y, and Z,
but not the X. TIlis is important to understanding how you \vill work in all tilree views to modify an object in tiu'ee dimensions.

7
8

lIit tile "u" key to undo tilese modifications, ,Uld renInI to your original box.

9

Lasso the top polygon of the box.

10

lIit "t" on tile keyboard to enter Move mode. Click ,Ult! hold tile l.eft Mouse hutton. Move the
mouse around and you will see just the top of your box mO\~ng. 11le bottom remains sl;ltionary,

Hit the Polygon button at the bottom of tile Modeler screen.

and the sides of tile box flex to aCCOI111T10(UUe tile new position of the top, 11le sides of the box
share vertices \vitll the top, so ,L~ you move the top, the sides follow, Be'Cause tile bottom of tile ho\,
,U1d the vertices it shares \vitil the sides arc not selected, tileY remain sl;ltionary

Now you should understand tile difference hetween modifying ,Ul ohject by moving poinl~ around, verses moving entire polygons.
Each of thc.~e metilOds arc importmll, ,U1d you \Yill prohably use both in most of yOll\' modeling jobs.
'1\ltorials
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Once again, hit "u" on the keyboard to undo your last modifications. Enter point select mode at the
bottom of the screen, working in the Face view, select the point in the upper left comer of your
box. Go to the Left view, anddeselect the selected point at the rear of the box. (the one on the
right.) We only want to have one point selected. Select Rotate on the left side of the screen. Your
pointer will tum into two little arrows pointing in a circle.
Move back to the Face view. Press and hold the Left Mouse button. Move the mouse to the left and
right. You will see no result When you rotate a point in an object, it has no effect, because the
points serve as pivot point for the vertices. We saw in step 10 that the points allow the vertices to
rotate freely.
Hit "u" on the keyboard. Choose Polygon at the bottom of the screen, and select the top polygon of
your box.
Hit "Y" on your keyboard. This is the key equivalent for Rotate mode. Working in the Face view,
move your pointer to about the middle of the top edge of the box. Press and hold the Left Mouse
button, and move your mouse to the left and right. Now you will see the top of the box rotating. Hit
"u" on the keyboard.
Now move the mouse pointer into the Top view. Place the pointer in the center of the box. Press
and hold the Left Mouse button, and move the mouse to the left and right. You will see the top of
your box rotating on a different axis. The Rotate tool causes objects to rotate around the axis you
are looking down. Just like with the Move tool, where you could only move objects on the X, and Y
axis, with Rotate, you can only rotate objects around the Z axis from the Front view, around the Y
axis from the Top, and around the Xwhile working in the Left view.
Hit "u" on the keyboard. The top polygon of the box should still be selected. Working in the Top
view, move the mouse pointer over the point in the upper left comer. (The top, left, rear point of
the box) Press and hold the Left Mouse button, and move your mouse to the left and right. Now
you will see the top of the box rotating but around a different rotational point. The Rotate tool
rotates objects around the center point of where you have the mouse pointer placed when you
press the Left Mouse button.

This tutorial should give you enough information to get you started with all of the modify tools. Refer to the technical reference section of the manual to learn how each tool works. Experiment with various pointer placements, and see how working in different windows effects how the tools modify your object.

•
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Modeler Tutorial #B: Changing Your View of the 3D Universe
In the tutorial we will discuss how you can modify the way you view objects in the 3D universe. There are a number of way that you •
can alter your view of an object such as zooming in and out, moving the view, and using the preview window to view the object in 3D.
It is important that you center objects to the X, Y, Z center of the universe. Objects load into lightWave in relation to where they were
created in the Modeler. Uyou save your objects centered in the Modeler universe, your objects will load into the center of the
lightWave universe. Uyour objects are created out in left field, they wiJJ load that way, as well. Although there are instances where you
will want to create and save an object off-center, in most cases you will want to work right around the center of the universe. Another
reason for creating objects around this center point is that, by default, UghtWave uses the Modeler's center point as the center point
of each object. Uyou save an object centered perfectly in Modeler, this center point will act as the center point of the object once
you've loaded it into lightwave. When you animate this object, all of it's movements will be calculated from that center point. Where
this becomes extremely important is if the object rotates. Uyou create a box, and it's center is way of to the box's right, the box will
rotate around that point, creating an orbit rather than an end over end style rotation. (Once again, this might be what you want.)

1

Select Object at the top of the Modeler screen. Select Text on the left. This opens up a requester to
load a font. Select any PostScript Type 1 font. 1YPe your name, first and last, in the box at the top of
this requester, and hit OX Unless you have a 2 letter name, the text hat was created will run off the
visible edge of your screen.

2

There are boarders around the edge of each of the view windows. Click, with the Left Mouse button, on the center of these borders, where they all meet at the center of the screen, and hold down
the. Uyou do this correctly, the borders will highlight. Hold down the mouse button, and move the
mouse around. You will see the views changing.

What you are actually doing is changing the size and shape of the opening into the different views. The objects are not moving, but
your view is. You can see that the objects are stationary in reference to dark center of the universe lines. Text objects are created
starting at the center of the universe, and continue off to the right. Text objects usually run off the screen like this.

3

4
5

Press Fl on your keyboard. This key is assigned with the macro called Center. This macro automatically centers objects on all axes \\1thin the Modeler universe.

Press the comma key on your keyboard. This causes the view to zoom out. Continue hitting the
comma key until you see your entire object.

Move your mouse pointer into the Face window. Locate the Arrow keys, located between the letter
portion of the keyboard, and the numeric keypad. Hit the Left Arrow key. This causes the view to
shift to the left, and the object appears to be moving to the right. Remember that it is the view, and
not the object that is moving. Now hit the Right Arrow key, and you'll see the view move in the
opposite direction. Hit the Up Arrow key to move the view up, ( the object appears to move down)
and the Down Arrow key to move the view down.

like many of the Modify tools the location of your pointer effects how the screen is modified. Since we have the pointer in the Face
window, pressing the left arrow key moves the view to the left. Uthe mouse pointer is moved to the Top View, and you press the up
arrow the view will move toward the top of the Modeler screen. In the 3D universe, we are actually moving the view away from us,
down the Z axis. In the Left view, if we hit the right arrow key the view appears to move to the right, but, since we are actually viewing
- - - - - - - - f r o m the side, this movement is also in the +Z direction, or away from us.
Thtorials
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Hit the "an key on the keyboard. This causes the object to be AutoFit into all three of the Modeler's
views. You should lind the object to be centered in each of the views. The AutoFit command always
zooms the view until the object is as big as it can be, in all three windows. This can sometimes
yield an unexpected result. If you have reset the center of the windows, so that one view is much
larger that the others, the view will only zoom as far in as the smallest window will allOw. It is usually a good idea to center the windows, before using the AutoFit function.
Press and hold the Right Alt. key on the keyboard. Place the mouse pointer in the Face view. Oick
and hold the left Mouse button. Move the mouse around. This mode allows you to interactively
adjust the location of your view. This method works similarly to the others, where the axis of movement is relative to the window you are working in.

You should practice modifying the views in Modeler, until it becomes comfortable. Practice loading in different objects and zoom in
and out on various parts. You can zoom in until you can only see one point in a super complex object, or zoom out until you can
even see the object an longer. You must have a good understanding of the axis, and the views before you can really start creating
good looking models in the Modeler.

•

•
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Modeler Tutorial #7: Creating Polygons using POints
In this tutorial we will cover all the steps required to create polygons by plotting points. You can create most shape by using the
itives under Modeler's Object menu, but this method of creating polygons is important in creating irregular shapes.

1
2

Select the Polygon menu at the top of the Modeler screen.

3
4
5

Pull the Face window as large as it will go. Click anywhere in this window. You will see a large
crosshair appear on the screen. You can drag this crosshair around on the screen, or click elsewhere on the screen and the crosshair will jwnp to the new pOSition.

6

prinlA,

~

Select Points under the Create menu on the left side of the screen.

When you have the point where you want it, click the Make bunon on the left side of the screen.
Now move the pointer to a new position. When the crosshairs are where you want them, hit the
Return key on the keyboard. This is the keyboard equivalent for Make.
Create one more pOint, anywhere on the screen. Click on the Polygon selecl bunon at the bonom of
the Modeler screen. Click on the Make on the Left side of the screen. This "makes" a polygon out
of the points you laid out on the screen. You can see the sUI1ace nonnal sticking out of the object.
Hit the "u" key on your keyboard, which un-does the last function. You wilJ be back to your three
points. Now hit Ule "p" key on the keyboard. This is the keyboard equivalent for Make Polygon.
This is a very useful keyboard shortcut, because it eliminates the need to swilch 10 the Polygon
Select mode, and click on the Make bunon. As soon as you are finished laving out your poinL~, YOU
can simply hit the "p" key to make the polygon.

•

Move into a new layer, and practice laying oul points, and making those into polygons. TItis is the procedure you will use to create
most of the objecL~ you will be working on. Practice creating polygons wiUI 1. 2, ), or more poinL~ . You shouJd note that YOU want to
work around the outside of a polygon shape, laying each point do\VT1 in order. If YOU place the poinL~ down in a random order, the
resulting polygon will have vertices crossing all over the place. Avoid this problem bv laying out ule poinL~ eiuler clockwise, or
counter-clockwise, but consistently all tile way arOlUld the shape of tile final polygon.

You may notice that the sUI1ace nonnal of your polygon sometimes poinL~ in tile +Z direction, and other times in -Z. U you lay the
point do\VTI in the clockwise order, the nonnal faces -Z, or toward YOll, and cOlUlter-clockwise layollt causes +Z nonnals. The.~e surface nonnals are used to indicate several things. You already know that they indicate when a polygon is selected, but the also indicate
the direction the polygon face.~ .
In order for UghtWave to render as fast as possible, it onJy renders polygons Ulat are facing toward tile ~irtua! camera. ntis prevenl~

the program from wasting time rendering the backs of objecL\ that aren't visible to the cUller:!. Because UghtWave is looking to see
which polygons are faCing tile camera il is important Ulat you create objecL~ \\itll uleir polygons facing outward. TIle sUI1ace nomlals
indicate u1.is direction. SUI1ace nonnals serve the additional purpose of indicating the relatiYe size of a pol~1\on. TIle nonna! of a large
polygon is larger ulan ulat of a small polygon.

7
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Move to an empty layer, and create ulree poinL\ and ltit "p" to make the pol\1\on. Now create
anotller point, near, but not on top of one of tile vertices of your polygon. Make sure ulat ulis new
point is the only highlighted point on ule screen. Select Pol~1\on select mode at the bonom of ule
screen, and 11.ighlight the polygon. Click on ule Add Point bunon on Ule left side of ule screen. You
pointer \ViJJ nlm into the word "to" with a little arrow. Move your mouse pointer so that Ute little
arrow in pointing on top of ule vertices closest to ule point that is not a part of Ule pol~1\on. Click
on the vertice.~. 'nle point \ViJJ now become part of your polv1\on. Go back to Point select mode at
ule bonom of tile screen. deselect ule point that is currently highlighted, ;Uld select anv otller point
in your polygon.

•
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•

Hit the Rem Point button on the left side of the screen. That point is now removed from your polygon. You can now use the Add Point function to re-cormect this point to your polygon. Try adding
this point back into the polygon, but attached to a different vertices. You can create strange crisscrossed patterns using this function.

The thing to remember when using either the Add Point, or Rem Point functions is that it requires a point., or several pOints, AND a
polygon to be highlighted. [f either the point, or polygon isn't highlighted, these functions will not work.

Now you have an understanding of how to create polygons from plotted pOints. This is important, unless you intend to model everything from the box, ball, disk, and cone shapes available in the Modeler. You should practice these techniques until creating complex
polygons is easy, Next we will move from simple flat polygon into the third diminution, and give out objects depth .

•

•
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Modeler Tutorial #8: Applying Surface Names
One of the modeling steps that people often have trouble with is applying surfaces to objects in the Modeler. People often have diffi- •
cully undcrstanding the stcps rcquircd to apply more tllan one surface to a single object. In this tutorial we will cover all the steps
required to apply one or more surfaces to an object.
It is important tat you understand that naming surfaces in Modelcr is different than surfaCing an object in UglltWave. While working
in the Modeler, you create tlle nanlCS of all tlle surfaces for a particular model, and you apply these names to the individual polygons
of thc model. You do not acnlally describe what any surface looks like, from witllin the Modeler. For instance, you can apply the
name Red to one side of a box, name the top Blue and al the other sides Green. When you load this object into UglltWave, each of
tllese surface names show up, but you could apply the color Orange to the side, apply a texture map of wood to the top, and stretch a
picnlre of your ace around the rest of the box. What you do in Modeler is simply create the names of the surfaces, and what the surface name of cach polygon is.

1

Create a tlmc dimensional box, about 112 the size of each of tllCviews.

2

Click on the Surface button on the top of the screen, and select Surface under Transfonn on tlle
Left sidc. This opens a requester abled Change Surface.

Up till now, all objects we have worked with in these tutorial have had a surface called default. This is a flat white surface that isn't too
exciting. ln the requester is the name Default., and you 'll notice that the name is highligllted

3
4
5

'lype in the nanle Blue, and click the Apply button. ntis applies the name Blue. Since there were no
polygons selected, this name is applied to all the polygons of this obj ect.

Go

to

Polygon Select mode at the bottom of the screen, and select the top polygon of your box.

•

Click on the Surface button on left side of the screen, enter the name Red, and click apply. Since
only this one polygon was selected, the surface name Red is applied only to the top polygon.

You can continue selecting polygons, and applying new surface names. nus is the basic method for applying surfaces, and multiple
surfaces. Hemember the nothing selected + everything selected rule, and use it to your advantage. Any time you build an object that is
predominantly one color, be sure to apply that surface first. It \\oill make your work much easier, if you don't have to select aU but a
few polygons to apply the predominant color

Thloriais
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Modeler Tutorial #9: Keyboard SHortcuts
~OSSibly the most important piece of advice ever given to anyone concerning the Modeler is the importance of learning the keyboard
Wl'equivalents. Almost every function in Modeler has a keyboard shortcu!. k; you become more and more familiar \vith tlle program,
you'll find that you are often hindered by trying to remember where aU the buttons are. Using the keyboard shortcuts, you have every
function, from every menu, right at your fingertips.

1

Press the Help key on the keyboard. This opens up a list of aU of the Modeler keyboard equivalents. (When in UghtWave, the Help key brings up different help menus depending on which control panel is currently displayed.)

Even if you pick one shortcut per day, you will find this information unbelievably helpful. You may find yourself no longer having to
click your way into some of the menus since you'll use some of the commands on the menu all the time, and the keyboard shortcuts
will speed your work incredibly

•

•
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SequencerlSwHcher
The Video Toaster Switcher provides never-before-available integration of the sophisticated and powelful tools traditionally
found only in high-level production snldios. The Toaster Flyer complements the Toaster by adding an incredibly simple means
for recording and editing both video and audio, thus making a Toaster system a complete editing workstation.
The Flyer's unique drag-and-drop design makes the task of editing video fast and easy. Ali of the confUSing aspects of editing
(such as match-framing, video timing, auido mixing, submastering, etc.) are handled automatically and invisibly by the Flyer.
You Simply organize the video clips in the order that you want to see them. The Flyer handles the rest.
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System 4.0-The Main Screens

Project/SWilcher VIeW
This is the nonnal StaLtup screen. It's primary use is for live video production. The upper window displays the current project,
containing effects, graphics, framestores, video clips, and more. The lower window displays the Toaster Switcher, whose
controls are explained on page 30

•

AbDUl Ute ElInor Screens
The Flyer's main screen serves a variety of purposes. To
reflect this, it has several different configurations or
appearances, each intended to make a particular job easy to
perfonn. One is shown above, and the others are shown on
the next few pages.
Why have multiple views? To provide you ~vitJl greater control
over your environment, and to make the task of working with
video and graphics tools easier. At any time while you work
on a project you have the option changing the screen display
to fit your needs.
You might start out using a ProjectIFiles view as you drag
items into the current project, then shift to a Project only
view as you organize the sequence. You might go back to the
ProjectIFiles view to retrieve a file you forgot, or to delete a
file you no longer wish to have around.

Sequencer/Switcher
The Main Screen
2

Although the first screen you see is the Project/Switcher
screen (above), it is no more or less inlpOrtaLlt than any of
the other screens. It is sinlply convenient for the Toaster to
go directly to this screen first and to allow you to go to the
\~ew you wish after the system has started up.

Unless you use the Toaster for much live production, you
probably \vill not use this screen view often.
The main screen always consists of a one or two of the
following \\~ndows : a Project window (where you build the
video program sequence), a Files window (which you use to
locate video clips, and a S\vitcher \\~dow. Each window has
its own function , which is described below.
The remaining \~ews, shown on the next page, are the
ProjectIFiles screen, the FilesJFiles screen, the Project only
screen, and the Project-to-Project editor screen. You can
change views by selecting a one from the Views pop-up menu
button on the far right end of the main toolbar. Additional
\~ews may be added to this pop-up by NeWTek, or by thirdparty add-on software.
Each time you change the view, the \~dows and their
contents that are no longer visible are "remembered" by the
Flyer so that, if you should return to them, they wiU retain the •
contents that they last displayed. In otlJer words, each
\\~dow and its contents wi.U remain as you left it.

Project/Files View
Use the Project/Files displayany time you need to locate an
element to be added to the cumnt proj ect.

•

For a close-up of this screen with explanations of the various
controls, see page 4.

The ProjectiFiles view
FiJeslFiles Views
Use the FilesIFiles display when you need to perlonn routine
Iile maintenance (create folders , copy or delete unwanted
items, archive projects, etc.).

For a close-up of this screen with explanations of the vatious
controls, see page 5.

The Files/Fi/es dew

•

Project Only View
Use the Project display when you want to view as much of
the project as you can while you edit it.

For a close-up of tllis screen with explanations of the various
controls, see page 6.

The Project,fitll view
ProjectlProject View
Use the ProjectlProject display when you need to copy
portions of a pre\~ous ly-created project into the current
project. TIlis is more convenient Ulan recreating complex
sequences that you have used before.

For a close-up of this screen with expl~mations of the various
controls, see page 7.

•

Sequencer/S\~ tcher

The Project to Project editor view

The Main Screen
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ProjectIFiles View

•

What Does This View Show?

The upper window displays the current project. The lower window displays a file navigator which you can use to locate the
items you wish to use in the project.
When to Use This View

This view is useful during the early part of the editing process, when you are just locating and dragging VaJ;Ous elements such
as video ctips, audio ctips, graphics, animations and more, into the project window lvithout the intention of editing or
sequencing them yet.

•

Use the ProjecllFiles display any tinle you need to locate an element to be added to the current project.

Sequencer/Switcher
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•

FileslFiles View

•

•

What Does This View Show?

Think of this view as serving the function of a simple directory utility program. Both the upper and lower windows display file
na\~gato rs. You can drag and drop items between the t\vo windows freely, copying files from one direve (or directory) to
another.
When to Use This View

This display is designed for file na~gation (so that you can locate clips, graphics, etc.) and file management (allOwing you to
create folders, copy or delete unwanted items, archive projects, etc.) . Use it whenever you need to duplicate files from one
location to another.

Alternate View
for Files Windows
Here's another ~ew of the
same files listed in the
windows above.
Every files \wdow has an
alternate display which you
can use to ~ew longer
filenames.

•

To toggle this display, press
the left-A key any time when
a files \w dow is ~sible .
Press it again to retu rn to
the crouton ~ew.
Sequence r/S\~tcher

FilesIFiles Display
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Project Only View

•

What Does This View Show?

In a single full-screen window, the view displays the current project.
When to Use This View

This view is designed for project editing. Use this view when you want to see as much of the project as possible at one time .

Sequencer/Switcher
Project Display
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•

ProjectJProject View
part 1

•
ProjectJProject View
part 2

•
When to Use This View

This display is designed for copying sequences from a previously-created project into the current project. This is often more
convenient than recreating complex sequences that you have used before.
What Does The First View Show?

To edit a sequence from one project to another, seLect the ProjecVProject view. The first screen you see has isntructions on
the top and a file navigator on the bottom. Use the file navigator to select the source project (this project contains the footage
that you will copy into the current project). Once you do so, you will see the second screen.

The second screen shows your current project on top, \vith the source prect on the bottom. From the source project, YOll can
drag croutons and crouton sequences into the current project. You cannot edit or change the source project in the lower
\vindow; you are only copying portions of it into the current project.

•

Use the New Project button if you wish to select a different source project. Othenvise, use tlle Views pop-up menu to reUlIll to
the view of your choice and continue editing.
Sequencer/Switcher
Project-toProject Display
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Elements01the MainScreens
The following pages contain a breakdown of the the buttons, controls, and displays that make up the main screen displays of
the Flyer.

Elements of
the ButtonBar

The button bar contains a selection of the most commonly used functions you will need when working with the Flyer. It
appears on every Flyer screen display. Its buttons affect the highlighted item or items in Ihe currently-active window, whether
that window is a Project window or a Files window.

•

The Flyer will cany out button bar commands immediately when the selected item is in a project window. For example, if you
select a crouton then select Delete, it will be deleted immediately. Since you are not actually deleting Ihe file represented by
that crouton, this is a safe operation. However, Ihe Flyer will ask you to confirm any button bar command that will genuinely
affect a crouton. If you select a crouton within a Files window, then select Delete, the Flyer will ask you if you are sure of this
step. This is a built in protection to keep you in from unintentionally deleting a file from disk
If one of these buttons appears dimmed or grayed, it is unavailable.

Delete button
Select Delete to remove the
selected crouton from its
window.

Duplicate button
Select DupUcate to make a
copy of the selected
crouton.

Delete will instanliy remove
croutons from Project
windows, but it will ask you
to confirm before deleting
any files from disk.

Duplicate will make a copy
of just the crouton in a
Project window. In Files
windows, Duplicate will
make a copy of both the
crouton and the actual file
on hard disk. •

•

Play and "Play From ... "
buttons
Select Play to play the entire
project-from the first crouton
to the last.

Select Play From to begin
playback from the currently
selected crouton. This is useful
when you want to check a
specific sequence IVithout
watching the entire program .

•
I

r - - '- --,
I

•

Select All button
Choose Select All to
highlight every crouton in
lile active window. This is
useful for clearing out a
project window or
removing unwanted files
from a hard disk,

SequencerlSwi tcher
TIle Bulton bar
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Controls button
Choose Controls to display
the control panel for the
selected crouton in the
Projed.

The functions on a control
panel will differ for each
type of crouton. Also, if you
select Controls for a
crouton that is in a Files
window, you'll have access
to file-related controls for
that item.

I

•

Views (pop-up)
This pop-up button displays
the list of Flyer Editor
display screens . •

Save button
Select Save to save the
current project and all
infotmation relating to it
(clips, effects, graphics,
timing, etc.).

•

Stop button
Select the stop button to
halt playback of the
Cllrrenliy playing crouton.

•

•

Programs (pop-up)
This pop-up button displays
a list of third-party
programs that are available
to you. This allows you to go
back and forth between the
editor and other progranls,
such as image processing
or audio editing software,
easily.

•

The Project Window
The project window serves as the storyboard where you sequence and edit video programs. In addition, you can create
special-purpose projects such as one that contains only special effects for live production. The Project window can share the
screen with another window, or it can fill the entire screen .

•

TIle Project window can be displayed in one of two sizes: one-half screen size (where it shares the other half
\\wdow or the S\\~tcher \\wdow) , or full-screen size.

Elements of
the Project Window

\\~th the Files

General Usage
Anew project window is always empty. You use a Files \lIi.ndow to locate the video , audio, and graphics clips that you \vish to
use to create a complete program. As you find the elements you need, you drag each item from the Files \vi.ndow into the
current Project \\wdow.

The next step is to arrange and rearrange tile croutons into the proper sequence. You play some of them to see if the order is
correct or if the pacing is right. You may call up a control panel for any crouton to change these settings, which vary
depending on the type of crouton you are working \\~th .

Parent button
Use this button to step back one level from within a nested
project (project-within-a-project).

•

Selected Item/Program Time Display
This area across the top of the screen displays the name of
the currentiy selected item, as well as the length of the
cunent project.
•

I
I

I
I

Scroll the Project Wmdow
when you are dragging a
crouton by holding it near
the top or bottom edge of
the window (the top area is
indicated here).

•
,
Slider and Arrows
Use the slider gadgel to drag the viewable area of the project
up or down so that you can get to otiler portions of the
program sequence quickly.

Use the alTOWS to scroll the view on row at a tinle.

•

,
Project Window
Drop a crouton here and it
will take its place at the end
of the current project as you
build a video program
sequence.

,

If there are additional rows
of croutons in the project in
this direction , the \\wdow
will scroll for as long as you
hold the crouton near the
border.

Insert a Crouton Between Two Others
... by holding it in the open space lhat divides them. When
you hold a crouton there, you'll see a "hole" open up
beMeen the Mo croutons (as illustrated above). Let go of
the mouse button to drop the crouton and insert it there.

Specific Usage
• Click on a crouton to select it.
• Dou ble-click on a crouton to play (or display) it.
• Drag a crouton to move it to a new pOSition.
• Drop a crouton in the open space at the bottom of the project \vi.ndow to add it to the end of the sequence.
• Drop a crouton directly atop another to replace the one beneath.
• Drop a crouton beMeen two others to insert it between them.
• Select the Controls button to display the control panel for the highlighted croulon. If more than one crouton is selected,
then each panel will open after the one before it is closed.

Sequencer/Switcher
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Elements of
theFiles Window

The Files Window
The files window serves as a navigation tool that allows you to move around among the drives connected to your system. It
displays the drives on your system, the folders on each dlives, and the contents of each folder. When you locate items that you
\\~sh to use in a project (video clips, still frames, whatever) , simply drag them from the files window into the Project \\'indow.
File \\'indows always share the screen \\~th another window, either a project window or another files \\~TJ(low . They can be
displayed in one size only: one-half of the screen.
General Usage
When you double-click on any drive or folder, the files display changes to reflect the contents of the double-clicked item.
Within it, you mayfind icons that represent files and even additional folde rs. For example, you may have a Video folder that
contains Sports clips and Wedding clips; probably you would keep these disparate items in separate folders inside the Video
folder.

•

In trus way you might have a number of layers to the organization of your hard dtive. As you go from one folder to the next,
you might tttink of it as descending a staircase, going down into this folder and that one. Conversely, you climb up and out of
each folder by clicking on the arrow in the upper left-hand comer wruch returns you to the previous folder level \vith each
click. This, along \vith the directory tabs feature, allows you to move among folders quickly and easily.

Parent button
Steps back up one level on
the current path name.

Device display area
Here you can see the devices (dlives) connected to the system. There are icons for hard
drives, CD-Rom drives, floppy drives, and more.

•
Directory Tabs .. - - - - - Tabs allow you to jump
directly to another folder
(the one shown on the tab)
and view its contents. Atab
acts as a shortcut device, so
that you do not have to
repeatedly enter and exit
folders by clicking through
icons.
When a row of tabs is full,
click the cycle arrow button
to display a new bank of
tabs.
Use the Set Tab button to
assign your own tabs.

Sequencer/Switcher
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•

Path Name display
Tttis field displays the path
name for the currently
selected item.

•

Devices (POp-up)
This button and its pop-up
gadget display Devices,
Volumes, or Assigned
devices.

New Clip
Click here to go to the
Record New Clip panel and
record video footage onto
the Flyer.

•

New Folder
Click here to create a new
folder on the current drive.
You will be asked to name
the folder as well.

Specific Usage
• TO view lengthy filenames , press the left-A (left Amiga) key. Press it again to toggle back to crouton view.
• Select one of the options from the Devices!AssignsIVolumes popup to display those items in the window.
• Double-click on a hard disk icon (system disk or Flyer disk) to display its contents.
• Double-click on a folder crouton to display its contents.
• Click on the arrow button in the upper left-hand corner of the files window to close the current folder and go back up one
level in the display
• Select New Clip to go to the control panel for recording new audio and/or video material onto the Flyer.
• Select New Folder to create a new folder in the current location. The Flyer will ask you to provide a name for the folder.
• Select the Controls button to display file information for the selected crouton. You can also lise this panel to rename any
crouton.
• If you're familiar with disk path names, you may click in the pathname field at the bottom of the files window and type in
the location where you would like to go.

•

•

The Switcher Window
The Switcher perfonns the job of a live video production s\\1tcher and framegrabber/franlestore. Its modow always appears
on the bottom half of the screen, below the Project Mndow. Most imPOI1antly, when the Switcher lvi.ndow is sholvi.ng, the
functions of the mouse (single- and double-click) are changed, so don't be surplised if things suddenly seem "different."
You'll find more details on the SMtcher's operation on page 30.

Elements of
the Swncher Window

General Usage
The Switcher contains all of the functions needed for live video production. With the SMtcher you can sMtch among four
11deo sources, play Flyer dips (provided you have a Flyer) , load and display still images or CG pages, capture images from
live sources, use special effects, key graphics and video, and more.
True to this fOIm of 11deo making, you must prepare all of the special effects, graphics, clips, etc. , that you may need access
to during the production. These items should be arranged in a Project, which MIl be on the top half of the screen, so that you
can get to them quickly and easily. (You migl1t arrange the Project to contain four rows of clips, four rOws offramestores,
four rows of effects, etc. Since the Project \\fudow can display four rows of croutons at a time, this fonn of organization
migl1t be useful for you .)

Preview bus
This row of buttons selects
the preview source.

Main bus
This row of buttons selects
the main video output
source .

•

•

T-bar
The T-bar allows you to
engage transition effects
manually.

r - - - - - - - - - •
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

Framestore Controls
This panel contains controls
for grabbing, processing,
and salfug freeze frames ...
• The FreezelLive buttons
indicate the status of the
framebuffers. They can also
be used to toggle that status.
• The 1, 2, 3, 4 buttons will
instantly freeze the video on
the selected input on the
Main bus.

•

• The Stabilize pop-up I\ill
perfonn motion removal on
jittery freeze frames.

•
I

Take button
This button instantly
Slvitches the Main and
Preview bus sources.

•
I

Auto, S-M-F
The Auto button triggers the
curren 1 effect to run at a
constant speed. S-M-F select
the speed.

•
I

BKG color selector
Use this pop-up menu 10
select the color for the
BKGlMatte color input.

•
I

Superimpose Controls
This panel controls the
Toaster's luminanace keyer.

• The Save pop-up allows
you to save images frozen
on the Main bus.

Specific Usage
• Click once on a crouton to make it active. Ahigliliglll bracket shows you the next-to-be-loaded crouton.
• Double-click on a crouton to load it to the preview bus and make it ready for display. A higliligl1t box shows that it has
been loaded.
• Select a source on the Main bus to take it directly to the main output.
• Select a source on the Preview bus to make it next-in-line to go to the main output.
• Use a special effect crouton to bring the preview source to the main output via a tranSition.

•

Notes
Using this display requires some preparation on your part. All of the production elements you intend to use must be inserted
into a project for use on-tile-air, since the time spent searching for something while on-air is too long. This means that you
should place all of the graphics, animations, and Slvitcher effects into the project ahead of time so that tlley are ready for use
during production.

Sequencer/Switcher
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Control Panel Relerence

•

On the pages that follow you'll find a variety of control panels displayed and explained. Below is short overview of what a
control panel is, and some items you may notice when using them.
Every crouton has its own control panel, and each control panel contains a set of gadgets and buttons that allow you to
modify the manner in which the crouton is used. Therefore, from one type of crouton to the nex1, you may see a variety of
control panels wjth different layouts. For example, the control panel for a ToasterCG key page contains controls that govern
the fade in and fade out rates of the key, and the number of seconds that you \\~sh the key to be displayed over video; however,
the control panel for a video clips contains controls to set the in point and the out point, the volume level of the audio, the
audio channels, and more. Eacb contains only those controls that it needs.
In most cases, the gadgets you find on a panel are self-explanatory. The in point slider and the out point slider clearly refer to

the starting and ending moments of the CUlTent clip, while the volume control clearly refers to the volume level of the audio
playback.
However, on a few control panels some gadgets that have the same name act differently depending on their function for that
crouton. For example, consider the Fade In control. For an audio clip, fade in means to bring the volume level up from 0
gradually so that it rises over a period of time. For a graphic overlay slich as a ToasterCG key page, fade in means the gradual
appearance of the overlay, dissolving in from nothingness, as it were.
As you can see, in practice this should cause no confusion since the type of crouton you are modifying actually determines the
operation of the gadget in question. However, if you happen to notice that a specific gadget on tbis panel serves a different
purpose than a gadget of the same name does on that panel, you're right. It does. Within the contraints of the English

language, words sometimes have different meanings depending on their context. This is one sllch case .

•

•
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New Clip control panel, Part 1 (Record Raw Footage)
When you want to record footage into the Flyer, select the New Clip button that appears at the bottom of any files window. After
a moment the Record Raw Footage panel \,~ll appear. Here you can record as much footage as you want (and as a single drive
can handle) before cutting it into indh~dua1 clips.
You can record either video clips or audio clips at one time. Once you begin recording one type of clip, you will need to
complete the recording process and re-enter the recording panel in order to begin recording the other type.

•

After you complete adding footage to a drive, select the Make Clip(s) button at the bottom of the panel. You will be taken to
the Mark Clips panel, where you can specify the exact clips you would like to create out of this raw footage. Excess or unused
footage will be deleted, and the remaining footage will be converted into clips.

Approx. Time Available
Reorg'd Time Available
Reorganize Drive button
These gadgets show you
approximately how much
time you have available on
the selected drive, and at
the selected quality level.

Drive pop-up
Use this pop-up menu to
select which drive will
receive the newly recorded
footage. ..
I

Quality pop-up
Use this pop-up menu to select the recording level:
• Standard (for best video quality)
• Extended (for good \ideo quality)
• Audio only (note that when you select Audio Only, you will
see black on the Toaster's main output)

Since drives can become
fragmented (where files are
not stored as effiCiently as
possible), and this can
affect recording time, you
have the option of
reorganizing the drive to ~
gain more usable time. Note
that this process can take a
great deal of time, and is
best done during breaks or
overnight.

•

Audio Gain Land R ~ - -These two sliders control
the audio input levels of the
Flyer.
These levels are set by the
Flyer for proper recording.
The two lamps beneath
each slider indicate
clipping. The left lamp
flashes whenever the
volume peaks and clips the
meter. The right lamp is a
"peak hold" indicator, it
remains lit until you adjust
the slider lower.

Sequencer/Switcher
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Ideally, you want to see no
clipping at all , or (very
rarely) see the left lamp
highlight.

, ,
Length
While you are recording,
this gadget displays a
running total. of the
amount of time you have
put on the drive.

Record Controls
These three controls mimic
your VCR. The controls are
Pause, Record, and Stop.

,
Source
This pop-up menu allows
you to select the input
source from which the Flyer
should record video.
Sources include:
Flyer In (Flyer TBC input)
Flyer Y/C (Flyer TBC input)
Input I (Toaster input)
Input 2 (Toaster input)
Input 3 (Toaster input)
Input 4 (Toaster input)
Main Out (Toaster Output)

•

New Clip control panel, Part 2(Mark Clips)
•

The control panel for a video cUp contains several devices for editing its content. Each gadget adjusts the timing of the clip in a
slightly different way, providing you \\~th both coarse and fine control. When anyone of these is in use, the current video is
shown on the Flyer's main output. You can also expand the panel and make changes to the audio portion of the clip.
• Use the pointer to drag the sliders through the I~deo clip, and set up tlle in and out points visually.
• Click and/or drag the pointer over the double-arrow gadget. Clicking is the equivalent of jogging a frame at a time, while
dragging is the equivalent of shuttling. Drag further for faster shuttle speeds.
• Type the time code value you wish to use into the time code gadgets by enteling numbers from the numelic keypad.

Clip Name
For every clip you define,
enter a name here. The
Flyer will name and number
each clip generically in case
you forget. •

Length
For each clip, the length
from end to end is shown
here.

Comment
If you wish to enter a
description for any clip, do
so here.

•
I
I
I
I

.In and Out Sliders

Use these sliders to define
the beginning and ending of
any clip.
Tip: Leave about 3 seconds
of excess at the end of any
clip, to allow the Flyer to
sequence with effects more
easily.

•

• Raw Footage Indicator/
Clip Selector
Tlus gadget represents the
entire length of raw footage
just recorded to the Flyer.
Use the In and Out sliders to
define individual cUps.

,

Video and Audio Checkboxes
These two boxes detennine what kind of clips will be created
out of the raw footage just recorded: Video only, Audio only,
or Video with Audio. Make sure that the correct boxes are
checked before you exit the panel.

•

bnportant!
The state of these two boxes alfects every clip that you
mark. You cannot mix the three types of cUps in a single
recording session. When you exit the panel, the clips that are
generated will all be of the same type, based on the
checkboxes.

,

Icon Select Slider
Use this slider to select the
image that you would like to
use for the clip.

Drag the slider through the
entire clip from in point to
out point until you see an
image that helps you
recognize the contents of
the footage. lX'hen you exit
tlle panel and the clip is
created, this image will
appear in miniature on the
crouton.

Click anywhere on the bar
outside of the higlilighted
bar to create a new clip.
The in and out sliders lvill
jump to new pOSitions, and
you can define its start and
end.
CUps can be reselected and
readjusted just by clicking
on one to make it active. In
this example, two clips have
been defined. Only one is
available for editing its in
and out points at a time.
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Video Clip control panel (Quick Tune view)
The control panel for a \~deo clip contains several devices for editing its content. Each gadget adjusts the timing of the clip in
a slightly different way, prO\~ding you \vith both coarse and fine control. \'\'hen anyone of these is in use, the current video is
sho\\'11 on the Flyer's main output. You can also expand the panel and make changes to the audio portion of the clip.

What is avideo clip?
The word clip is used to
describe a segment of
material that has been
recorded to the hard drive.
Avideo clip may be a single
camera shot, or a series of
related camera shots that
make up a scene.
An edited video production
is a series of different clips
that, when shown in the
proper order, tell a story.

• Use the pointer to drag tile sliders through the video clip, and set lip the in and out points visually.
• Click and/or drag tile pointer over the double-arrow gadget. Clicking is the equivalent of jogging a frame at a time, while
dragging is the equivalent of shuttling. Drag further for faster shuttle speeds.
• Type the time code value you wish to use into the time code gadgets by entering numbers from the numeric keypad.

Crouton Image/Crouton TypeIFiJe Name/Description
These four items show you:
• the crouton whose control panel you have opened,
• the type of crouton it is,
• the name of the We it represents,
• an optional description of the clip.
In this case, this croutoD is for a video clip called Carnival.

•

Length
This readout displays the length of time set up for this
crouton (based on the positions of the in and out sliders).
For this particular panel, this \~deo clip is set to play for I
minute, 1 second, and 10 frames.

•

- - . . Time Code Readout
and Jog/Shuttle Gadget
This is a combination of two
deviCes, a time code
readout and jog/shuttle
control, which you can use
to set the in and out point of •
a clip.

Play/Stop buttons • - - - When inside a control
panel, use Play to view the
clip (or Stop to interrupt
playback).

Sliders . - - - -- - - - -- -The two sliders represent
the start and end points of
the video clip (in and out).
Drag either one to set the
location of an edit point.
Their positions determine
Continue
how much of the clip's full
Select Continue to accept
length will be used.
the changes you may have
made to the panel settings,
Here's a shortcut when
and to exit the panel.
using the slider controls:
• To jump to any point in
the clip, click on any part
of the empty slider track.
Play Audio • - - - - - The slider (and video)
This checkbox allows you to
will jump there.
tum on or off the audio
playback of the sound that
accompanies a video clip.
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•

\'\'hen the box is checked,
this crouton's audio will
play when the project is
mn.

•

Fine Tune
Select Fine Tune to expand
the panel and gain access to
additional editing controls.
(See the next page for the
expanded view of this
panel.)

•

Cancel
Select Cancel to exit the
panel and ignore any
changes that you may have
made while it was open.

• Enter time code values
directly into the time
display in order to set the
in and/or out point for
the current clip. Press (
on the numeric keypad to
enter the in pOint, or ) to
enter the out point.
• To step through the clip a
single frame at a time
(jog), click repeatedly on
the arrow in the direction
you want to go.
• Shuttle through the clip by
clicking and dragging to
the left or right, off of
either arrow. The ful1her
you move off the arrow,
the faster you'il move
through the clip.

•

Video Clip control panel (Fine Tune view)

•

The control panel for a video clip can be expanded so that you can access additional controls for editing the audio portion of
the clip (controls that are not usually necessary, but sometimes useful). To expand the panel, click on the Fine Tune button at
the bottom of the normal view panel, shown on the facing page.
Why have separate audio editing controls? Primarily for the flexibility of creating split edits, a sequence where you may show
one video clip ,vith its own audio, Ulen cut to a series of different video clips while continuing to use the audio from the first
clip. Thls technique is corrunonly used on television news programs.

Crouton Image . . -------

The crouton inlage is just
like the Play and Stop
buttons: click on it to play
the clip; click it again to
stop.

Balance

Drag the slider to the left or
right to shift the balance of
the audio playback toward
one channel or the other.

Audio control section . . -

•

The gadgets fur controlling
audio are the same as those
for editing the video:
sliders, tinle code displays,
and jog/shuttle arrows.
They work exactly as their
video counterparts do.

To reset the balance to
center, click on the center
.. button (the triangle gadget
above the slider).

. . Fade InlFade Out
In the expanded view, you

These controls allow you to
fade the audio up at the
beginning of the clip (fade
in) and down at the end of
the clip (fade out).

can set the audio portion of
a video clip to play for a
different duration than the
,~deo portion.

•
I

Volwne

..

I

------ - ------ - --------~

The Volume control allows you to set thepeak volume level
for the audio in this clip.
Peak volume refers to the loudest part of the audio in the
clip. Set the Volume level for as high as you wish to hear the
loudest sound in the clip, and the rest of the clip lvill remain
at Ulat level or lower.

•

•
1

Channels

Process button

This pop-up allows you to
select which channels
should be used for
playback: Left, Right, or
Both (stereo) .

If you ,vish to edit this clip,
or make a trimmed copy
of it, or copy the audio
track to an audio only clip,
click this button. See the
Process panel for info.

Usehll Keyboard Shortcuts

Nmneric KeypadShortcuts

AI any time:
Play clip (from in point to out point)
Return, Enter
Esc
Expanded view mode on (for all panels)
Toggle panel Quick TuneJFine Tune

Activate In point for numeric
Activate Out point for numeric entry
Activate Length gadget for duration entry
Activate Stat1 Time gadget for entry

Tab
Continue
Cancel
Caps Lock
Help

When numeric entry gadgets are active:
Copy active time code value to memory
Paste tinle code value from memory
Jump to next tinle code pair (HH:M!\1:SS:FF)

Since fades are usually short
in duration, these tinle code
displays show tinle values in
seconds and frames.
The value ranges from 0100%. Note that 100% is
equal to the maximum level
set by the Volume control
(whlch acts as the master
volume control).

(
)
/

*
c
v
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Audio Clip control panel (Quick Tune view)
The control panel for an audio clip contains a several de\~ces for editing its content. Each gadget adjusts the tinling of the clip
in a slightly different way, pro\~ding you \vith both coarse and fine control. When anyone of these is in use, the audio is
played on the Flyer's audio output. You can also expand the panel and make further changes to the audio portion of the clip.

What is an audioclip?

• Use the pointer to drag the sliders through the audio clip, and set up the in and out points aurally.
• Click andlor drag the pointer over the double-arrow gadget. Clicking is the equivalent of jogging a frame at a time, while
dragging is the equivalent of shuttling. Drag further for faster shuttle speeds.
• Set the time code value you wish to use in the time code gadgets by entering numbers from the numeric keypad.

The word clip is used to
describe a segment of
material that has been
recorded to the hard drive.

Crouton Image/Crouton Type/FiJe NameIDescription
These four items show you:
• the crouton whose control panel you have opened,
• the type of crouton it is,
• the name of the file it represents,
• an optional description of the clip.
In this case, this crouton is for an audio clip called Music.2.

An audio clip may be a
single sound effect, a
lengthy narration, or an
entire musical
arrangement.

•

An edited video production
is just a series of different
clips that, when played in
the proper order, tell a
story.

Lock To and Start Time
Audio clips, by nature, start
at the same moment as the
\~deo crouton tilat preceds
them in the storyboard.
Lock To allows you to
choose one of two events
(the beginning of the pliOI'
clip, or the adjusted in point
for the prior clip) where the
audio clip should begin
playing.
Start Time allows you to
delay the audio playback for
a period of time following
the Lock To event.
See the tutorials for tips on
how to use these two
controls.
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•

Length
This readout displays the length of time set up for this
crouton (based on the positions of the in and out sliders).
For this particular panel, this audio clip is set to playfor 33
seconds and 24 frames.

•
I
I

Time Code Readout and
Jog/Shuttle Gadget
ntis is a combination of two
deviCes, a time code
readout and jOg/shuttle
~ control, which you can use
to set the in and out point of •
a clip.
~

,
Continue
Select Continue to accept
the changes you may have
made to the panel settings,
and to exit the panel.

,
Fine Tune
Select Fine Tune to expand
the panel and gain access to
additional editing controls.
(See the next page for the
expanded \~ew of this
panel.)

Sliders ~ - - - - - - - -The two sliders represent the start and end points of the
video clip (in and out). Drag either one to set the location
of an edit point. Their pOSitions determine how much of the
clip's full length will be used.
Here's a shortcut when using the slider controls:
• To jump to any point in the clip, click on any part of the
empty slider track. The slider (and \~deo) will jump there.

,
Cancel
Select Cancel to exit tile
panel and ignore any
changes that you may have
made while it was open.

• Enter time code values
directly into the time
display in order to set the
in andlor out point for
the current clip. Press (
on the numelic keypad to
enter the in pOint, or ) to
enter the out point.
• To step through the clip a
single frame at a time
(jog), click repeatedly on
the arrow in the direction
you want to go.
• Shuttle through the clip by
clicking and dragging to
the left or right, off of
either arrow. The further
you move off the arrow,
the faster you'U move
through the clip.

•

Audio Clip control panel (FineTune view)

•

The control panel for a \~deo clip can be expanded so that you can access additional controls for editing the audio portion of
the clip (controls that are not usually necessary, but sometimes useful). To expand the panel, click on the Fine Tune button at
the bottom of the normal ~ew panel, shown on the facing page.
Why have separate audio editing controls? Primarily for the flexibility of creating a split edit, a sequence where you may show
one ~deo clip ~th its own audio, then cut to a series of different \~deo clips while continuing to use the audio from tile first
clip. This technique is commonJy used on tele\~sion news programs.

Crouton Image. - - - - --The crouton inlage is just
like the Play and Stop
buttons: click on it to play
the clip; click it again to
stop.

•

Volume • - - - - - - - - - - -The Volume control allows
you to set the peak volume
level for the audio in tilis
clip.
Peak volume refers to the
loudest part of the audio in
the clip. Set the Volume
level for as high as you wish
to hear the loudest sOlUld in
the clip, and the rest of the
clip will remain at fuat level
or lower.

~ Fade

InlFade Out
These controls allow you to
fade the audio up at the
beginning of the clip (fade
in) and down at the end of
fue clip (fade out).

•
I

Channels
This pop-up allows you to
select which channels
should be used for
playback: Left, Right, or
Both (stereo)

•

Balance
Drag the slider to the left or
right to shift tile balance of
the audio playback toward
one charmel or the other.
To reset the balance to
center, click on the center
button (the triangle gadget
above the slider) .

•

Esc
Expanded view mode on (for all panels)
Toggle panel Quick TuneJFine Tune

Process button
II you \~sh to edit this clip,
or make a trimmed copy
of it, or copy the audio
track to an audio onJy clip,
click this button. See the
Process panel for info.

Since fades are usually short
in duration, these time code
displays show time values in
seconds and frames.
TIle value ranges from 0100%. Note that 100% is
equal to the maximum level
set by the Volume control
(which acts as the master
volume control).

NumericKeypadShortcuts

Useful Keyboard Shortcuts
At any time:
Play clip (from in point to out point)
Return, Enter

•
I

Tab
Continue
Cancel
Caps Lock
Help

Activate In point for numeric
Activate Out point for numeric entry
Activate Length gadget for duration enlly
Activate Start Tinle gadget for entry

(
)
/

When numeric entl] gadgets are active:
Copy active time code value to memory
Paste time code value from memory
Jump to nex1 time code pair (HH:l\1M:SS:FF)

c
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Stililmage/Framestore/CGFramestore Page control panel
The term still image, or simply still, defines a particular type of image. Usually, it's a full screen graphic that remains on
screen for a period of time. The defuting characteristic of a still image is that it is not an animation or a video clip, rather it is a
single static graphic. It may be a freeze frame of \~deo, a ToasterCG framestore page, an RGB image saved from ToasterPaint
or UghtWave 3D , or a framestore generated by any of the Toaster's video graphics programs.
When you open the control panel for a still image, you'll find gadgets for displaying iy, entering a comment or description
about i~ and setting the length of time for which it should be displayed in a project sequence.

Crouton Image/Crouton
TypeJFile Name/
Description

..

These four items show you:
• the crouton whose
control panel you have
opened,
• the type of crouton it is,
• the name of the file it
represents,
• an optional descliption
of the clip.

----

,

Continue

Cancel

Useful Keyboard Shortcuts
At any time:
Return, Enter
Esc
Toggle panel Quick TuneiFine Tune

,
I
I
I

I
I
I

Click Continue to accept the
current settings and close
this panel.

- - - - .. Length
This is the same as
duration, (i.e., for how long
would you like this image
displayed?). The value
shown here determines how
long the image is on screen.

Click Cancel to reset the
current settings to their
original values (the values
they displyed when the
panel was first opened) and
close the panel.

You can click inside the box
and enter a value (the
numeric keypad shortcut
for activating numeric entry
is the / key), or use the
double-arrow gadget to
change the value.

Still Image Control Panel
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•

Numeric Keypad Sllortcuts
Continue
Cancel
Help

Activate Length gadget for entry

/

When numeric entry gadgets are active:
Copy active time code value to memory
Paste time code value from memory
Jump to next time code pair (HH:MM:SS:FF)

v
Tab

c

Note:
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•

If you are interested in extracting a still frame (framestore image) from a Flyer clip, you must do that through ToasterPaint
(you cannot extract still images from \vithin the Process panel). To do so, see the tutorial on extracting stills.

•

CG Key Page control panel

•

ToasterCG generates the four kind of pages that are used in television and \~deo production. The key page is commonly used
for talk shows, sports events, and the evening news. Typically, it is used to identify someone or something shown on screen,
usually in the form of some text (and maybe a graphic element) in the lower one-third of the picture.
The name key page is a literal description of the process used to display the graphic over the picture. Using the page that
contains the te)"1 as a reference, the Toaster electronically cuts a hole in the video signal (a "keyhole") that fits the elements
on the page, then inserts the graphics themselves. The result is a complete image sho\\wg the video along with the text.

Length
The value shown here
determines how long the
image is on screen. . . - - - -Lock To and Start Time ..
Keyed graphics start at the
same moment as the video
crouton that precedes them
in the storyboard.

•

Crouton Image/Crouton
.. TypeJFUe Name/
Description

These four items show you:
• the crouton whose
control panel you have
opened,
• the type of crouton it is,
• the name of the file it
represents,
• an optional deSCription
of the clip.

Lock To allows you to
choose one of two events
(the beginning of the prior
clip, or the adjusted in point
for the prior clip) where the
audio clip should begin
playing.
Start Time allows you to
deJay the appearance of the
key for a period of time
foUo\ving the Lock To event.
See the tutorials for tips on
how to use these two
controls.

Since the key page is designed to be displayed over some other video (a video clip, a still frame, etc.), it does not add time to
the length of a program. Rather, it is inserted over existing video that has its own duration.
\Vh.ile the popular use of the key page is for lower one-third text graphics, you can also use it for over-the-shoulder graphics
(as seen in the nightly news) , or as anywhere-else-you-can-think-of graphics to fit your production needs. Remember that you
can design such pages using a combination of ToasterPaint and ToasterCG for maximum graphic impact.

•

Note:

The key page control panel shown above is the expanded, or Fine Tune view. The Quick Tune view does not display the Fade
In or Fade Out values, which default to 00:00.
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CG Scroll Paue control panel
Ascroll page is typically used at the end of a production when the credits of the personnel \l'ho worked on the production
slowly slide up through the screen.

Lock To and Start Time
Keyed graphics start at the
same moment as tile video
crouton that precedes them
in the storyboard.

Lock To allows you to
choose one of two events
(the beginning of the prior
clip, or the adjusted in point
for the prior clip) where the
audio clip should begin
playing.
Start TiDle allows you to
delay the appearance of the
key for a period of tiDle
following the Lock To event.
See the tutorials for tips on
how to use these two
controls.

•

~

•
I

Hold Duration
Whetller you chose to set a repeat option for the scroll page when you created it in
ToasterCG, you have the option of pausing the page at the end of its scroll using Hold
Duration.

When a Hold Duration above 0 frames exists, the page will pause at its end for that length of
time, then dissolve the remaining graphics off screen. There is no option for selecting the
speed of the dissolve, or whether the grapllics dissolve or cut off screen.
Examples:
AHold Duration of 00:00:00:00 means "no pause." The page will scroll up the screen and
disappear off the top.

•

AHold Duration of 00:00:05:00 means "pause for 5 seconds." The page will scroll through
to the bottom, pause for 5 seconds, then dissolve off.

Questions About Scroll Pages
How Do I Set the Speed of the Scroll Page?
From within ToasteIi::G you can select one of five scroll speeds. This speed setting will be used when sequencing.
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•

CG Crawl Paue control panel

•

Acrawl page is typically used as a sort of bulletin or announcement. The idea is thai a message slowly crawls across the
screen informing the viewer of an event or change in programming \vithollt intenupting Ule progranl itself.

I

Lock To and Start Time •
Keyed graphics start aI the Sanle moment as the video crouton that precedes them in the
storyboard.

Lock To allows YOll to choose one of two events (the beginning of the prior clip, or the
adjusted in point for the prior clip) where the audio clip should begin playing.
Start Time allows you to deJay the appearance of the key for a period of tinle foUo\\ing the
Lock To event.
•

See the tutorials for tips on how to use these two controls.

Questions About Crawl Pages
How Do I Set the Speed of the Crawl Page?

From within ToasteK:G you can select one of four crawl speeds. ntis speed setting will be used when sequencing.

•
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Control Panel lor the Smooth Fade Crouton
The defining charactetistic of a special effect is something that the S\\~tcher performs on the current ~deo source, Examples
of special effects include the dissolve (smooth fade), a flying trajectorv, a ChromaFX color filter, and the Old Film effect.

•

Note that not all special effects are transitions---they do not necessarily have to S\\~tch ~deo sources when they occur.
Sometimes they simply add pizzazz to the ~deo, This is a good reason to ~ew and re~ew segments of your \~deo program as
you create it, so that each element is exactly as you want it.

Speed

•

This gadget lets you select the desired
speed of the smooth fade effect.
When you select Variable, you enable the
Length gadget to the right, which allows
YOll to set the speed of the dissolve
manually.
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•

Length
This gadget displays the length of time (in
seconds and frames) for the Slow, Medium,
and Fast speeds, Also, for these speeds, it
cannot be adjusted.
For the Vatiable speed, this gadget can be
adjusted to set the dissolve rate to any length
(up to 30 seconds),

•

•

Control Panel for Aninlated and Matte Effects Croutons

•

Some of the Toaster's artimated effects use matte colors created by the Toaster's background color generator,
The effect shown below, for example, shows the black silhouette of a toddler walking across the screen, You can change the
color to any of the background colors using the pop-up menu found in the control panel. Matte colors include Black, Wltite,
Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, and Snow.

~Length

This display shows the
length of time (in seconds
and frames) for the selected
speed selling.

Speed
This gadget lets you select the desired
speed of the smooth fade effect. For some
effects, as in the one shown, there may be
only a few speeds available.

•

Effect Color
This pop-up lets you select the desired
matte color for this effect.

•

•
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Control Panel lor ChromaFXCroutons
ChromaFX are color filters that you can use to enhance video clips in a variety of ways (with effects such as negative video,
sepia tone, line art, and more). By placing a ChromaFX crouton immediately after a video clip on the project sequence
storyboard, then setting an appropriate Start Time and Length, you can recolor \~deo clips.

..

•

Cycles and Speed
If thls effect is set to
Transition mode, the Cycle
Type and Speed gadgets are
active .

Cycle dtermines the type of
effect
movement. Speed
-,
: selects its speed.
,
,
I

See the ChromaFX manual

for details on how these
work.
,
,
,

•
,

,
Modes
•
Chroma means that lhe
incomi.ng video will have
thls color effect added to its
original colors.

Chroma Strip means that
the incoming video will be
treated as a black-and-whlte
signal, to which thls color
effect will be added.

Filter and Effect Position

The unlabeled pop-up
beside Effect Position
selects between lhe two
filter modes: Filter (a full
screen effect) and
Transition (a mo\wg
effect) .
Effect Position emulates the
T-bar found on the
ChromaFX panel. It allows
you to position a Filter
effect.

•

Length
The value entered here
determines how long lhe
effect occurs.

,-.. Lock To and Start Time
Keyed graphics start at the
same moment as the video
crouton that precedes them
in the storyboard .

Lock To allows you to
choose one of two events
(the beginning of the prior
clip, or lhe adjusted in point
for the prior clip) where the
audio clip should begin
playing.

•

Start Time allows you to
deJay the appearance of the
key for a period of lime
foUo\ving the Lock To event.
See the tutorials for tips on
how to use these two
controls.
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•

Control PanelforControl Croutons
•

All of the croutons found in the Control directory (a drawer found inside the EffecLc; directory) are croutons that control the
Toaster Switcher in seom fOlm. These include, but may not be limited to:
• The BKG effecLc;, which display a solid color for a period of time
• The Live effects, which display one of the Toaster's input sources for a peliod of time
• Frame Buffer effects, which display one of the Toaster's framebuffers for a period of time
You can lise these effects for special sequences, live productions, or standalone kiosk-type applications where such source
selection is convenient.
The control panel for eacll ~'Pe of control crouton looks the same, and is pictured below.

-.- Length
This display shows tlle length of time that tllis video source
will be shown.
For a BKG crouton, it indicates how long you'll view the
selected color.

•

•

For a Live Video crouton, it indicates how long you'll see
this input.
For a Frame Buffer crouton, it indicates how long you'll
see the contents of the buffer displayed .

SequencerlS\vitcher
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Control Panel for Overlay Enects Croutons
Certain types of Toaster Switcher effects display either a single still frame or a repeating graphic-in-motion that is overlaid atop
the cUITent video source. These can be found in the Overlays directory within the Effects drawer. Examples of this kind of
•
effect include falling snow, flashing marquee lights, and the old film effect.
The control panel for each type of overlay crouton looks the same, and is pictured below.
Note:

These effects, in previous Toaster releases, were "manually controlled" in that the operator had to click the right mouse
button when he wanted the effect to end. At the time of this manual, this remains the case. There are no controls on the panel
of these effects for setting a length of time during which they should run, and then switch themselves off.

,I
I

Speed .. - - - - - - - - (Not all effects \ViU have this control).
Use this gadget to select the speed for the
overlays with motion.
j
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Effect Color pop-up ..... ;
This display shows the length of time that this video source
will be shown.

•

•

This page left blank intentionally.

•

•

•
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The Video Toaster Switcher
You can access character generator pages created by ToasterCG, overlaying them on top of the video being processed by the
Switcher. You can freeze a frame of the incoming video and save it on the system, alI0\\'ing you to load it into the graphics
applications \vithin the Toaster to use in your own video productions. You can load and display ToasterPaint or LightWave 3D
frames, and if you're running on an Arniga 4000, you can even play back 256,000-co!or LightWave animations in real time .

•

•
The ProjecUs\vitcher screen. FOr live production, you can "load up" a project containing nothing but effects, framestores,
character generator pages, and more, so that everything you need is \\~thin reach from this one screen.

How the ProjecVSWitcher Window Works
You may find yourself confused by what seems to be a
change in the way things work when the ProjecUS\vitcher
\~ew is on screen. Suddenly, selecting a crouton from the
\\'indow causes something to happen.
For example, in any other editor view when you select a
framestore crouton, it highlights (and nothing else happens) .
But when you are at the ProjecUS\vitcher \~ew, it highlights
and automatically loads into one of the framebuffers on the
preview bus.
This change in tile way the system responds to your actions
may be disoncerting at first. Here's why it happens.
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TIle Toaster S\vitcher as always been geared toward live
\~deo production. A live production situation can best be
desClibed as "controlled chaos," where any number of
things can always go wrong. The crew works hard to do a
perfect job, and strives equally hard to correct any sudden
mistake or error that occurs. Being able to act and react
quickly is inlportant.
Therefore, to support the ability to work and react qUickly,
the Switcher now "auto-loads" graphics the moment that you
select them on screen. TIus includes framestores, CG
overlays, CG scroUs, and CG crawls. In earlier system
software you had to select a graphic, load it, then take it to
air. No longer. Now you can select an item and take it to air
as soon as it has loads automatically.

•

UnderstandingSwncher Terminology

•

Effect
An effect is a special effect or transition from one video
source to another. [n the Toaster S\vitcher, the effects are
buttons that display images in the [oml of the effect they will
have on the \~deo image. The effects are laid out in nine
grids, called effects banks.

(If you are not familiar with these teons, contact NewTek or
your Video Toaster dealer.) DVI and DV2 are 24-bit
6'amebuffers, eadl of which can hold a single digital still
video inlage. Together they can capture video freeze frames
as weU. BKG functions as both a soUd color background
source (you can select this color from the Setup screen)
and the buffer where LightWave 3D, 256,000-color, realtime aninlations are accessed.

Bus
The term bus comes from television. In the Toaster, a bus is
a row of buttons. Each button represents a video source.
Each bus performs a different function: one selects the
master video output for the Toaster, another selects the
next-in-line source (necessary for transitions, which go
from one source to the other) , and a third chooses a source
for inserting text (keying).

The Main Bus
(keyboard shortcuts: Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
The Main bus is the heart of the S\\~tcher. The source
selected here \viil be the Main output to the recording VCR.
The Preview and Overlay work ,,~tll the Main bus to provide
transitions and special effects. To put any source on the
Main output, click on that button on the Main bus or press
its corresponding key on the keyboard.

Key
Key is a tele\~sion term for a special effect where a \~deo
$\\~tcher cuts a hole in one video source and replaces it \vith
the video from a second source. The Toaster performs
luminance ke)mg, where the hole is defined by the
brightness levels of the original video source used. You can
adjust the intensity of this cutoff by setting the clip leveL

The Preview Bus
(keyboard shortcuts: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
The Pre\~ew bus allows you to look at any of the seven \~deo
sources \vithout affecting the program output source.
Compose camera shots "offline" without affecting the main
output, pre-load Framestore images, and select the ne)"1
chrumel to go to program. To \~ew any source on the
preview output, click on that button on the Preview bus or
press its con'esponding key on the keyboard. To send the
Preview inlage to the Program output, you must either by
selecting and triggering an effect or by clicking the Take
button.

T-bar
Another term borrowed from the television industry. The Tbar is a lever, allowing the operator to control the duration
of an effect.. Witll it, you can move effects slowly, stop them
at any time, or even reverse them in mid-stream.
•

How to Select and Disiliay Video Sources
The Main, Preview, and Superimpose Busses
The lower portion of the Switcher screen is dominated by
the two main busses and a single effects bus, Main, Preview,
and Superimpose, which route the video inputs a variety of
routes on the way to the Toaster's output.
• Main is used to select the Toaster's current video
output. This is the output that you want connected to
your recording VCR.

The Superimpose Bus
(keyboard shortcuts: q, w, e, r, t, y, u)
With the Superimpose Bus you can merge two different
inlages (live or frozen) on the Main output through a
process called luminance ke}mg. The Toaster creates an
electronic hole in the Main signal, then fills the hole ,,~th the
Superimpose signal. With it, you can superimpose live
action over another video signal such as the weatherman
over a meteorological map. The Superimpose Bus is
automatically used by the Toaster for certain transitions and
digital effects. When you use Key, ScroU, or Crawl Page from
ToasterCG, they load into me Superimpose bus.

• Preview is used to select the \~deo source that is neXlin-line, ready to go to the main output.
• Superimpose is used for special effects such as keying
one source over another, and for displaying ToasterCG
pages. It is located on the lower riglll.

•

Each bus contains seven buttons: Input 1, Input 2, Input 3,
Input 4, DV1, DV2, and BKG. Inputs 1-4 may be \~deo
cameras, laser disk players, playback VTRs, or any
combination of these as long as these sources are tinle-base
correct and synchronous.
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Selectingand Triggel'ing EHecls
Where Effects are Located

Dominating the top half of the Project/Switcher screen is the
project window. This window is a repository for effects,
graphics, animations, even video and audio clips if you have
a Flyer.
Each of these kinds of items is represented by a crouton, a
tiny tile shape that you can drag into the window from a files
window (the ProjectIFiles display is discussed on page 4) .
Croutons arrange themselves in a grid, one beSide another,
one row above the next, filling the window. The slider on the
left side of the window allows you to scroll the view up and
down in order to access other croutons.
There are several ways to select items from the Project
window. Different croutons perfonn different actions when
selected. You may want to spend some time practicing these
steps so that you are familiar with the S\\~tcher's responses
are to your actions.
To select an effect
Mouse: Click on it once.

Keyboard Use the arrow keys to move the selection
brackets to the crouton you want. Press Enter on the
numeric keypad.
To run a selected effect
Mouse: Double-click on it.

Keyboard: Press the Spacebar.
To run an unselected effect
Mouse: Double-click on it. This runs the effect as quickly as

it can be loaded.
TheT-bar

The T-bar provides manual control over the effect used to
transition between the current video source and the preview
video source.
By dragging the T-bar can you pause an effect at any point

that you choose or cause the transition to run very slowly or
very quickly depending on how long you take to move the Tbar through its range.
Drag the T-bar down to start a transition from the Main
source to the Preview source. Before you reach the end of
the T-bar's range, drag it back up to reverse the transition.
(This may not always work, as some effects do not function
in both directions when using the T-bar.)
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Release the mouse button while the T-bar is at the very
bottom of its track and it will reset itself to the top.You have
just brought the previouw source to the main bus using a
special effect as the transition. Now you may select another
preview source and tranSition in preparation for your next
action.

Stop an effect at any point by releasing the mouse button
while partway along the transition. Depending on the
selected effect, the resulting image will be some
combination of the Main and Preview signals. Note that
small flashing triangle to the right of the T-bar, indicating
that you are in mid-transition.
To control the T-bar manually
Left Mouse button: Position the pointer anywhere over the

•

T-bar \vith the mouse. Click and drag downward, pulling
the mouse toward you.
Right Mouse button: While the pointer is positioned
anywhere on the switcher control panel, click the right
mouse button and drag downward. This is a shortcut to
the left mouse button method.
Take

(keyboard shortcut Return)

The Take button perfonns a transition known as the cut.
Take instantaneously switches the preview source to the
main output. (Another way of performing a take is to select
the new source directly from the main bus.)
Auto

(keyboard shortcut Spacebar)

The Auto button provides smooth automatic control over
transitions. Click Auto to perfonn the transition at a steady
speed. The T-bar \\ilJ slide downward in time with the
transition. Auto provides for smoother-looking effects than
manual operation of the T-bar. To select a different speed
for Auto transitions, use the S, M, or F buttons.
Special note about Auto and the effects

•

Auto is also useful when you have a partially completed
n'ansition on screen and wish to complete the effect
smoothly. To complete the effect in its "forward" direction,
select Auto. To reverse the incomplete effect back off screen
in its "backward" direction, hold Shift and press Spacebar.
S, M, F

keyboard shortcut conuna [,],
period [.], forward slash [I]

The Effects Speed buttons select the Auto speed for
transitions: slow, medium, and fast. These buttons do not
represent a fixed rate of speed; rather, they are relative to
one another for different effects.
Note:

Each effect has its own preset speed. Customize the speed
settings to those you want to use by opening the control
panel for any effect and setting the speed you prefer.
Incomplete Effect Indicator

This small triangular-shaped indicator appears whenever
the T-bar is not at its starting position. This means that the
T-bar has been engaged, and an effect is somewhere in midtransition.

•

1118 freezen.lvB button:
CapIUItIg VIdeo SUII FrMws

•

The Framestore panel contains a set of eight buttons for
manipulating still images:
• The Freeze/Live buttons indicate the state of the
framebuffers themselves (showing Freeze when they
contain a still frame, showing Uve when they are
employed as the live digital source for special effects).
• The 1, 2, 3, 4 buttons are "instant grab" buttons,
grabbing the matching input at the moment you click the
button.
• The Stabilize button is actually a pop-up with two options
for stabilizing jittery framegrabs.
• The Save button allows you to save the image currently
shown on the main bus as a framestore image on your
hard disk.

Keep in mind that having the Switcher screen visible causes
single-clicks to act differently. In the other editor views, a
single-click Simply selects a crouton. But when the S\\~tcher
view is active, a single-click automatically loads the selected
item. Double-clicking on a CG page will cause it to load and
display (as quickly as it can be loaded). However, singlecliking causes the following reponses:
• Aspedal effect loads into memory on the first click, so
that the moment you press the Spacebar (or click Auto) it
can occur immediately.

About the FreezeJLive buttons

• Aframestore (or still image) loads to either DVI or DV2
on the first click, which then gets selected on the preview
row. Since the framestore image is a still frame of video, you
can treat it like any video source. Therefore, you may take it,
dissolve it, or use any special effect to bring it to the main
output.

The Freeze and Uve buttons are essentially one large toggle
button indicating the current state of the framebuffers. The
framebuffers themselves are always in one state or another
(frozen or live), either holding a frozen image or passing
live video.
Even if you have a Flyer, you should use the Switcher to
capture still frames. (It's much quicker to capture a still
frame and save it as a framestore image from the Swithcer
than it is to capture it as a video clip, go to ToasterPain~ and
then extract the still frame that you want.)
You can use either the Freeze button or the Instant Freeze
input buttons (1-4) to freeze frames of Incoming video.

•

If you are using the Toaster as a live Switcher, it's important
that you be able to display CG pages manually, since you are
not using the sequencer during live work. In order to do
tllls, these pages must have been previously created and
placed in a project. With that project loaded, you can go to
the ProjecVSwitcher display view and access those pages at
will.

The process of capturing a still frame of video has been
greatly simplified in System 4.0. For details, see the tutorial
entitled "How to Capture Freeze Frames."

keyboard shortcuts: f (to freeze the video)
I (to return to live video)
Alt + f (frame image stabilization)
Alt + d (field image stabilization)

•

Loading and Displaying CG Pages Manually

The Freeze button functions differently depending on how
you set up the Main and Preview busses, so you should
experiment with the steps listed below to get a full
understanding of its operation.
• When the Freeze button is selected, it indicates that there
is a freeze frame in either DVI or DV2, or both. This frame
may be either frozen video or a video graphic image loaded
from the Framestore (the directory where the Toaster stores
freeze frames).
• When the Freeze button is not selected, the framebuffers
are available for use. The framebuffers themselves serve two
purposes-to hold still images, or to engage the digital
channel. See the "Using the Framebuffers" for further
information.

• CG scroll or crawl pages do not pre-load when selected,
since they can be created and displayed immediately. In this
case, a single-click simply selects the crouton, nothing
more. Only the double-click causes an action; it displays the
page. Interrupt the playback of a scroll or crawl with a click
of the right mouse button. (Note: If you manually play back
a Flyer clip during a live prodUction, and you roll a scroll or
crawl page over i~ you can use the right mouse button to
interrupt the graphic without halting the playback of the
video clip. You must use the Stop button to halt the video
clip.)

• ACG key page loads into either DVI or DV2 on the
superimpose bus on the first click. The buffer on that bus
does not get selected, so you will not have any indication that
it is ready to display. Use the Spacebar or the Auto button to
display it next. Use Return or the Take button to switcher to
the selected preview source and place the key over it.
To remove the Key page from display, you have three
choices, depending on how you want the keyed graphic
to leave the screen:
• To take the key off the main outpu~ select any other
source on the Superimpose bus except the buffer that
is highlighted (it contains the key graphic).
• To dissolve it off the main source, select Auto.
• To switch the preview source to main, and remove
the key in the process, select Take.
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Loading and Displaving lightWave 3D Animations

The clip level control works in the following ways:

The ability to record and play back lightWave 3D
animations as Amiga-fOlmat HANIS animations began with
System 3.0 software. At the time this manual was written, it
was not known whether this feature would be implemented,
or how the user would operate it. See the addendum for
information.

Keying White
000:

Superimposing Graphics over Video
Luminance keying is a \~deo term that refers to the
processing of two ~deo sources so that parts of one will
appear on top of the other, Keying refers to the process of
cutting out some portion of the foreground ~deo source,
while luminance refers to the criterion for determining what
gets cut-brightness. What's left is a foreground video
image with a hole, and a background \~deo image showing
through the hole, Therefore, luminance keying means
"cutting a hole in one image (based on how blight parts of
it are) and replacing the hole \\~th another ~deo signal."
Another word for it is superimposition.
When does the Toaster use superimposition? lnternally,
where you never see it, the Toaster uses the Superimpose
bus when it performs manySwitcher effects. On the
Switcher, where you will see it, the Toaster uses the
Superimpose bus whenever you display CG key, scroll, and
crawl pages, In fact, one of the ways you can display these
pages is by selecting a source from the Supetimpose bus.
These pages superimpose their graphics over the underlying
\1deo signal.
Generally, supetimposing requires that you "try out" the
imagery that you \~sh to superimpose ahead of time, so that
you know where the correct brightness cutoff point is when
you go to key the image, This cutoff is called the clip level,
and you can control 257 levels of clipping with the clip
control on the Superimpose bus.

Nothing but the Overlay linage
(0 turns keying off)
001-256: Acombination of the Overlay and Main images
Nothing but the Main image
25 7:
Setting the clip level to 1 keys out the very lightest parts of
the Overlay image. As the number gets larger, darker and
darker portions of the Overlay linage are keyed out.
Keying Black
000:
001-256:
25 7:

•

Nothing but the Overlay image
(0 turns keying off)
Acombination of the Overlay and Main
images
Nothing but the Main image

Note that there are two forms of Toaster Keying, If you key
an analog input over a digital or analog source, the key will
be very sharp and clean. If you key a digital source over a
digital or analog source, the key may have a slight edge on
the tight side of the keypad linage. This is the nature of the
Toaster's keyer,
Notes and tips about luminance key effects
Certain digital effects work \\1th the luminance keyer to "fly"
images (or text) on and offscreen, Flying the key offscreen
leaves the keyer active, with no overlay source selected, but •
with the key source on the Pre~ew bus ready to fiy back
onscreen, Select and work with various effects to learn how
to work Witll the keyer. For example, consider a digital
trajectory effect that rues the screen away. With the
lumiJ1ance keyer active and cutting out tlle black
background, this same effect can fly a screen full of text over
the main ~deo source.

Since luminance keying uses brightness to determine the
"hole," changing levels in the btightness of the ~deo source
can alter the shape of the keyhole in an unwanted fashion.
Exercise careful lighting when using the luminancekeyer to
minimize this. Also, for more exacting control over the
keyhole, see the section entitled "Special" Effects Icons for
information on using the Art Card effect.
Adjusting the Clip Level (up and down arrow)
The luminance value (called clip level) determines how
much brightness is keyed by the keyer, Adjust this value by
dragging the mouse over the numeric clip level readout. The
numbers in the box will change as you raise or lower the
clip leveL
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•

About Digital EHects, the Dignal Channel
and Digital EHects Edning

•

When passing nonnal video from Inputs 1-4, the Toaster is
passing an analog signal, i.e., the signal that you provide to
the Toaster comes back out unprocessed and unchanged. At
times the Toaster needs to convert that singal to a cligital one
in order to carry out special effects. You can tell when a
signal has been converted to its cligital counterpart-you
will see an analog input highlighted on one of the busses,
plus both DVI and DV2 highlighted on the same bus (so that
it appears there are three buttons pressed on the same
row).
Typically, you'll notice this when you look at the Switcher
screen after engaging a cligital effect. The Toaster will have
automatically engaged the cligital channel to carry out the
effect.
However, depencling on the sources you have selected for
Main and Preview, there may be times when the Toaster
cannot use the framebuffers to perform out a cligital effect.
In these instances, the Toaster will perform a wipe that most
closely resembles the selected cligital effect.

•

•

It's important that you understand these two things about
the cligital channel: that you can activate and deactivate it
manually (which is desirable for setting up certain effects to
avoid jump eclits) , and that you only need to do so for a few
effects in particular.
The Toaster cannot know what you intend when you are
ecliting, therefore when you 'wish to engage a cligital effect,
you should set up the busses properly beforehand. When it
comes to cligital effects, (those which manipulate the
position or size of the screen,) there are really only two
kinds-those which bring the preview source over the main
source (a cligital-on effect), and those which remove the
main source to reveal the preview source (a cligital-off
effect). We refer to them this way because it explains which
source, main or preview, needs to be digital before the effect
is triggered to avoid a stutter eclit. By activating the cligital
source on the appropriate bus first, the correct source is
already cligital, therefore there \vill be no jump in the video.
This is only important in two situations-when the Main
source is cligital and you ,,~sh to use a digital-on effect, and
when the Main source is not cligital and you wish to use a
cligital-off effect. In both instances, the main video will
undergo a 1I15th of a second switch (either going cligital or
going analog) just at the moment you trigger the effect. This
can be noticeable. By setting up the bus to be cligital or not
before triggering the effect, you'll avoid the jump and
perform a perfect transition. When the jump is visible, it
seems that sometimes the video appears to "stutter" at the
momen t the effect is activated. Anormal cligital delay (I115
of a second) is what causes the appearance of the forward
or backward time jump.

Here's an example of a cligital effect on a non-cligital source.
We'll use a transition to and from the same source, in case
you do not have two separate video sources to work with.
Afterward, we'll demonstrate the solution:

1

Make sure the Freeze button is not highlighted.
Have a moving video source on Input l. Abusy
street or sports footage will do.

2

Select Input 1 on both the Preview bus and the
Main bus.

3
4

Select one of the Cube or Sphere warp effects.

Press the Auto button.

You should see a momentary jitter at the moment you
trigger the Auto button. Here's how to set up the Switcher to
avoid this jump:

1

Select Input 1 on the Main bus.

2

Select Input 1 on the Preview bus.

3

Select one of the Cube or Sphere warp effects.

4
5

If the Freeze button is highlighted, click it to free
it.
On the Main bus, click on DVI or DV2.

You have just routed the Main source through the Toaster's
cligital channel. The Main output is now a cligital signal.

6

Press the Auto button to see the effect.

Watch the transition closely. The stutter will not be apparent
this time. Note that you can only have one cligital source
active on any of the buses at anyone time - If digital 4 is
selected on Preview, for example, then Main or Overlay
cannot contain another cligital source.
On the next page, along with the keyboard shortcuts for the
Switcher, you'll find some general guidelines about the
framebuffers and their operation with regard to cligital-on
and cligitial-off effects.
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Digital-On EHects
(Preview source replaces Main source)
Analog over analog
Analog over live digital video
Analog over frozen digital video
Live digital video over analog
Frozen digital video over analog
Frozen digital video over frozen digital video

OK.
Jump cut results.
Altered effect results in v,ripe.
OK.
OK.
OK.

•

DigHaI-Dff EHects
(Main source replaces Preview source)
Analog over analog
Analog over live digital video
Analog over frozen digital video
Live digital video over analog
Frozen digital video over analog
Frozen digital video over frozen digital video

Keyboard Commands
Fl
F2

F3
F4
F5
F6

F7
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
q
w

e

y
u

Input 1 on the Preview Bus.
Input 2 on the Preview Bus.
Input 3 on the Preview Bus.
Input 4 on the Preview Bus.
DVI on the Preview Bus.
DV2 on the Preview Bus.
BKG on the Preview Bus.
Input 1 on the Superimpose bus.
Input 2 on the Superimpose bus.
Input 3 on the Superimpose bus.
Input 4 on the Superimpose bus.
DVI on the Superimpose bus.
DV2 on the Superimpose bus.
BKG on the Superimpose bus.

Esc
Tab
Del

Jump back to previous view
Play project sequence from beginning
Stop project sequence playback
(left single quote) Open New Clip panel

F8

Cycle Views:

F9
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Input 1 on the Main Bus.
Input 2 on the Main Bus.
Input 3 on the Main Bus.
Input 4 on the Main Bus.
DVI on the Main Bus.
DV2 on the Main Bus.
BKG on the Main Bus.

Project
ProjectlFiles
FilesIFiles
ProjecVSwitcher
Controls (project window)
Info (files window)
Setup Panel

Jump cut results. Uses live digital video over analog.
Jump cut results. Uses live digital video over analog.
Altered effect results in wipe.
OK.
OK.
OK.

Arrow keys
Enter
Return
Spacebar
(comma)
(period)
(fwd slash)

Navigate among croutons
Select current crouton
Take
Auto
S (Slow)
M (Medium)
F (Fast)

o

Luminance keyer off
Key on black
Key on white

A1t+d
A1t+f
Help
Left-A + m

Freeze (tum on frozen video)
Live (tum on live video)
Field Motion Removal
Frame Motion Removal
Display help & toggle 2/3 monitor setup

•

Jump to Amiga operating system
(Workbench); the same key
combination will return to the Toaster
Switcher.

Ctrl+L A1t+FIO

Exit Video Toaster (immediately)

Numeric Keypad Commands
The numeric keypad allows you to select croutons in the
current project v,rindow by row and column numbers. As
you press the number keys, you'll see the current crouton
number (shown in the upper left hand comer of the screen)
change to reflect this.
For example, to select the 5th crouton on row 235, press
the following numeric keys: 2, 3, 5, the numeric period key,
then 5. The period key acts as a separator betwen the rwo
and column numbers, since you will have any number of
rows, while there are always just 8 columns across. (The
period is optional, but a useful way to separate the two.

•

•

•

•
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Notes

•

•
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•

Noles

•

•

•
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Animated Matte Effects conLrol panel
Animation playback. LW3D
Audio Clip conLrol panel (Fine Tune)
Audio Clip conLrol panel (Quick Ttule)
Auto button
Button bar
CG Crawl page conLrol panel
CG Framestore page conLrol panel
CG Key page conLrol panel
CG pages and Switcher
CG Serol Page conLrol panel
ChromaFX crouton conLrol panel
Control Crouton control panel
Control Panel reference
ConLrols button
Crawl Page control panel
Delete button
Digital channel. the
Digital Effects. how they work
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ChromaFX
Color Video Processor
Asophisticated color processor, ChromafX empowers you with complete control over video images. Change brightness,
contrast, saturation, and mpre. Alter live video with sepia tone, line art, solarization, and negative video effects. Use any
number of color effects in a video project for flying color effects, organic cycling tranSitions, and dissolve effects.
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How ChronlaFX Works Luminance Mapping
All ChromaFX effects have one thing in common: they
apply new colors to the incoming ,~deo image based on
brightness levels. This process, called luminance
mapping, is the fundamental concept upon which
ChromaFX is built.

A composite color ,~deo signal contains two important
parts: the luminance signal, which contains all
brightness information ,~thin the picture, and the
chrominance signal, which contains all color
information within the picture.
The luminance portion of the signal is what you would
see on a black-and-white video monitor, or on a color
TV with the color turned all the way down . ChromaFX
divides this luminance information into 96 levels and lets
you modify the color on any level. You have the choice of
leaving the chrominance portion of the ,~deo signal in
place or remo~ng it before you apply the effect.
Here's a simple example. Suppose you had a camera
aimed at a card ,~th three bars across it: black, gray,
and white. There are three different luminance levels for
this card. Using the editing tools within ChromaFX, you
create a luminance map where the brightest part of the
image is left normal, the mid-brights are colored red ,
and the darkest parts are colored blue. Applied to the
video image, this filter would turn black to blue, gray to
red, and leave white alone. The resulting picture would
be red, white, and blue, instead of gray, white, and
black.

The follOWing diagram shows where the different parts of
a particular picture will fall on the ChromaFX Color
Strip. The Editor is "read" from left to right, with the
darkest values falling on the left and brightest values
falling on the right.

•

• The brightest parts of this image are the sun and
certain portions of the sunset. Therefore, the portion
of the Color Strip that will affect these bright areas is
the far right end (that represents the brightest parts
of the scene). Colors mapped into this portion of the
strip would affect the sun and sunset regions of the
picture.
• The darkest parts of the image are the shadow areas.
Therefore, the portion of the Color Strip that will
affect shadow areas is the far left end (that represents
the darkest parts of the scene). Colors mapped into
this portion of the strip would affect the dark and
shadowy parts of the picture.
• All other brightness values fall between the brightest
and the darkest values. Depending where you insert
color(s), they \\~ll be mapped into their
corresponding zones of brigh tn ess.
To change a particular part of the picture, you must
change the corresponding part of the Color Strip. If you
want to make the sun green and not affect the rest of the
picture, then you must put green on the far right end of
the map and leave the rest of the map unaffected.
Similarly, if you wanted to make the darker parts of the
picture brighter, you could replace the left end of the
map Mth a dark gray instead of black.

•

The darker portions of any image are color mapped with the colors that you insert into the left side of the Color Strip.
The lighter portions are mapped using colors from the right end of the Color Strip .

.

- -
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ChromaFX Terminology
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Effects Selection

Luminance, Brightness

The Effects Selection control panel lets you select
different effects to render and apply to the \~deo signal.
You can also name, rename, and save effects croutons.

These terms refer to the black-and-white portion of the
\~deo signal. On your tele~sion, if you turn the color aU
the way down , you are looking at the lunlinance portion
of the signal.

Color Strip

The Color Strip is the long, thin horizontal bar that
stretches across the Color Strip control panel. Here, you
edit color spreads from left to right, which creates a
palette. Edit the top and bottom palettes , then select a .
~'Pe of blend between the two lines, and you create fuUscreen filters that can be applied to the ~deo signal.

Chrominance, Chroma

These terms refer to the color portion of the ~deo
signal.

Color Table

The Color Table control panel is used to create a blend
between the top and bottom lines of the screen. Modify
the top and bottom lines using the Color Strip (above),
then use the Color Table to create a smoothly blended
filter between the two lines. Tlus filter is then applied to
the ~deo signal.

Toaster Terminology

•

Click

Drag (also Dragging)

Click means to press and then quickly release the left
mouse button. Buttons and icons may change shape or
color when clicked on in this manner. The word select
may also be used for click (as in, "select the Load Frame
button," which means for you to click it) .

Dragging is holding down the left mouse button and
mo~ng the mouse.

Double-dick

DOli ble-click means to press then qUickly release the left
mouse button mice. In the Video Toaster, you dou bleclick some buttons to activate their functions (as in,
double-click the Load Frame button to load a still
frame) .

Return and Enter

These two keys are used for two distinct functions in the
Video Toaster. Be aware that they will not perlorm the
same actions. Generally, you use Return after ~'Ping te>-1 in
order to restore the mou se pointer, while you use e to
activate a function (as in, sa\wg a trame).
Select

Asingle click on an on-screen button. This will highlight
it, thus selecting it.

Shift-click

Shift-click means to hold the Shift key on the keyboard,
then quickly press and release the left mouse button.

•
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Getting Around the Screen
ChromaFX
The ChromaFX screen consists of three main control panels and several smaller multi-button panels.

Effects Selection
Use this panel to load,
name, rename, and save
effects (as part of the builtin 100 effects, or as
standalone ~routon s).

The Color Strip Control
Panel
Use this panel to edit either
the top or bottom [jne of
the Color Table.

The Filter Control Panel
Use these buttons to select
the manner in which the
ChromaFX effect is app[jed
to the video signal.

•

The Chroma Control
Panel
Use these buttons to select
between leaving or
removing the color from
the original video signal.

•
The Color Table
Control Panel
Use the Color Table to
create blends from the top
line to the bottom line.

ChromaFX
Getting Around
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The T-Bar
Use this button to (a)
render an effect to a frame
buffer, and (b) apply a
rendered effect to the
video signal.

The ClapBoard
Use this button to
render an effect to a
frame buffer.
Video Source Buttons
Use these buttons to see
how the rendered effect
looks on any of the four
video sources.

The Color Cycling
Control Panel
Use these buttons to select
the type of color cycling to
apply to the video signal.

•

Reference Section
•

Enteri ng and Exiting ChromaFX
To enter ChromaFX: Use the Programs pop-up menu from an editor screen and select ChromaFX.
To exit ChromaFX: select the Exit button in the upper right hand comer.
To quit ChromaFX: go to the editor screen! hold tIle Shift key, and select ChromaFX from the Programs pop-up menu.
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Selecting, loading and Saving Effects
This portion of the ChromaFX screen allows you to select ChromaFX filters for loading, editing, and saving. To maintain
compatibility with earlier versions of ChromaFX, ChromaFX has two ways of loading and saving effects. To load and edit
one of the 100 built-in effects, use the numeric selector (below, left). The current effect's settings will appear on screen.
To save any changes made to that effect, simply exit ChromaFX and the current numbered filter will be updated with your
modifications (if any). These procedures are consistent with the methods used in earlier versions of the software.
With System 4.0, you can now save any effect by itself as a drag-and-drop crouton (you are no longer limited to the four
preset effects). This means that you can save any number of ChromaFX for use in editing. Also, you can load and modify
these croutons any time you wish, since each crouton contains all the information it needs to be edited .

•

For clarity and organization, we recommend that you load and save croutons individually for all your color processing
effects.

LOAD CROUTON
Selecting a built-in ChromaFX Filter
This display shows you the number and name of one of
the built-in 100 filter effects. To select a filter, either
click and drag the pointer over the numeric portion of
the window, or enter the two-digit number of the effect
you want from the numeric keypad. The effect is
automatically loaded into ChromaFX for editing.
Renaming a ChromaFX Filter
To change name of an effect, click inside the text portion
of this window, then use the Delete or Backspace keys to
erase the old name. Type in the new name and press
return. Names are limited to 12 characters.

RES T ORE ORIGI N A L

•

Restore Original
This button will restore the original ChromaFX effect
settings to the current effect whose name is shown
above. This is a fail-safe option that allows you to restore
the original ChromaFX effect in case you have modified it
unexpectedly and you \vish to return to its original state.

Selecting a ChromaFX crouton filter (Load Effect)
To load an effect that you have made (and saved as a
crouton, separate from the built-in file of 100 premade
effects), use Load Effect. ChromaFX \vill present you with
a file requester so that you may locate and load the
crouton effect.

SAVE CROUTO
There are two ways to save ChromaFX. The first method
occurs automatically. Whenever you exit ChromaFX, any
changes that you made to any of the 100 buUt-in effects
\vill be saved upon exiting ChromaFX.
The second method allows you to save a filter as a
crouton (just like any effect crouton) . To do so, select
Save Crouton. ChromaFX will present you with a file
requester so that you may choose the location and name
for this crouton. (Note: these crouton images can be
loaded into ToasterPaint. While you cannot modify them
in Toasterpaint and still use them as ChromaFX filters, it
does allow you to make eXCiting gradient blends in
ChromaFX for use as textures or background images.)

ChromaFX
Enter, Exit, Select Effects
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FlOB
HSV

Editing the Color Strip
This portion of the ChromaFX screen contains controls for editing either the top or bottom line of the full screen palette
that is used to create a color filter. The controls on this panel make changes to the Color Strip (the horizontal line) .

Soft Transitions button

This button causes the transitions between one
luminance band and the next to be blended smoothly.
Important: This button has no effect when the

Posterization slider is in its left-most position.

At either end of the Color Strip is a box representing the
brightest or darkest part of the map. Above the Color
Strip is an indicator that marks the location of the color
being edited.

-

Darkest Box

The Darkest Box is at the far left end of the color strip. It
displays the color that will be added to the darkest parts
of the picture.
Sharp Transitions button

This button makes the transitions between one
luminance band and the next to be sharp. Each
luminance band is distinct.

In a map of normal, unaffected video this box will
contain black. Click the pointer inside this box to move
the current color indicator to the left end of the Color
Strip. (The Darkest Box acts as a shortcut button to get
to the end of the Color Strip).

Important: This button has no effect when the

•

Posterization slider is in its left-most position.
Note: The name of the Darkest Box has nothing to do
\vith any color it might contain. It refers to the
darkest parts of the video image to which color is
applied.

Posterization Slider

This slider controls the amount of posterization
(quantizing) that appears in the Color Strip. From left to
right, luminance resolution ranges from 96 divisions to
just two. As the slider reaches maximum, colors in the
picture break up into bands as they are reduced. The
image takes on a more blocky, pix eli zed appearance.

-

Color Strip

-

The Color Strip is the central workplace of ChromaFX. It
displays the luminance map of the current line (either
the top or bottom) from the Color Table, which
represents the full screen tilter.

ChromaFX
The Color Strip
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The Color Strip's display is shov/Il on the Toaster's
Preview output only. On the Interface monitor the display
is black-and-white.

-

Lightest Box

The Lightest Box is at the far right end of the color strip.
It displays the color that will be added to the very lightest

parts of the picture.
In a map of normal, unaffected video this box will
contain white. Click the pointer inside this box to move
the current color indicator to the right end of the Color
Strip. (The Lightest Box acts as a shortcut button to get to
the end of the Color Strip).
Note: The name of the Lightest Box has nothing to do
\vith any color it might contain. It refers to the lightest •

parts of the video image to which color is applied.

Horizontal Spectrum

•

C,;rrent Color Indicator

The Current Color indicator serves two purposes:
• It indicates the position of the current color being
edited.
• It marks one end of the range that will be affected
when you use the Horizontal Spread, Horizontal
Spectrum, Random Color or Snow bulton. The other ·
end is set by the next point you click on in the Color
Strip.
To select a color or a location on the Color Strip, click
anywhere on it (or drag the mouse along it). The
indicator will jump to the point where you stop, and the
Current Color window ,,~u change to display the color at
that position.
To move the current color indicator to either end of the
map, click in the Lightest or Darkest Box. The marker
will jump to that end of the Color Strip, and the Current
Color box will be updated.

Use Horizontal Spectrum to make smooth, shifting color
spreads on the Color Strip.
The Horizontal Spectrum tool cycles through all of the
available hue values between the two colors at the ends
of the range. Lf the colors at the ends of the nUlge have
the same Saturation (S) and Intensity (I) , the S and I
values of the entire spectrum will remain constant.
Placing the same color at both ends of the range will
allow the Horizontal Spectrum tool to cycle through all
hue values and produce a spectrum with th e most
colors.
To create a horizontal spectrum spread, click on a color
or position in the Color Strip. Select Horizontal
Spectrum. Then click (or drag) the pointer elsewhere on
the Color Strip. Aspread of shifting colors that cycles
through the spectrum will be created.
As an example, if the Current Color window contains
yellow, and you click on blue in the Color Strip, then the
colors on the Color Strip between yellow and blue \VilJ be
replaced with all the colors of the rainbow that fall
between yellow and blue.

Nonnal Video

•

Click this button to replace the contents of the Color
Strip with a normal video luminance map-a smooth
spread [rom black to white. AColor Strip containing this
luminance map will leave the image unaffected.

Negative Video

Click this button to replace the contents of the Color
Strip \vith a negative \~deo luminance map-a smooth
spread from white to black. AColor Strip containing this
luminance map will produce a negative inlage (normal
black and white "ill be inverted) .

Random Color

Random Color inserts random bars of color into the
range you indicate. Random Color is not affected by the
colors at either end of the range (like the Horizontal
Spread and Spectrum tools), it \ViJl insert random colors
into both the endpoint locations and the range in
between.
To create a Random Color range, click on a color or
position in the Color Strip. Select Random Color. Then
click (or drag) the pointer elsewhere on the Color Strip.
Arange of colors will be created.

Horizontal Spread

Use Horizontal Spread to create a smooth color spread
between any two points on the Color Strip.
To create a horizontal spread, click on a color or
position in the Color Strip. Select the Horizontal Spread
button . Now click (or drag) the pointer elsewhere on the
Color Strip. Asmooth spread of color will be created.

•

Snow

This inserts narrow, alternating bars of black and white
noise from the Edit Marker's current location to where
you next click on the Color Strip. Like the Random Color
tool, the Snow tool is unaffected by the color at either
end of the desired range. It always inserts snow into the
map .

CilromaFX
The Color Strip (cant)
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The Copy Button
Use the Copy button to copy a color from one location
on the Color Strip to another location.
[n the Color Strip cUck on the color you want to copy (or
drag the pointer along the Color Strip until you locate it).
Click on the Copy bunon. Now click anywhere else on
the Color Strip to place a copy of the color at that
location. This ends the copy operation.

The Swap Button
Use the Swap button to cause two colors to change
places on the Color Strip.
In the Color Strip click on one of the colors you want to
swap (or drag the cursor along the Color Strip until you
locate it) . Click on the Swap button. Now click on the
other color, the one you want to change places with. This
ends the swap operation.

KGB Button
CUck the RGB button to use Red, Green, and Blue color
values to create color. Each value may range from 0-255.
As you slide a color slider for one of these colors to the
right, you are adding more of that color.

Color Sliders
Use the three color sliders to adjust the color value
displayed in the Current Color box (to the right of the
sliders). Each slider represents the full range of color
values. Click on a slider and drag it to the left or right to
set the amount, or click beside the slider, in its track, to
move it in 16-level increments in that direction.

•

Current Color Box
The Current Color box displays the color you are
currently modifying, whose position is indicated by the
Edit Marker just above the Color Strip. The Current Color
box's color display is only shown on the Toaster's
Preview output.

•

HS} Button
Click the HSI button to use Hue, Saturation, and Intensity
to create color. Hue steps through the colors of a color
wheel in a 3600 circle, returning to the same point at the
end of the slider's range. Saturation controls the amount
of color present. Saturation ranges from no color to full
color. Intensity is the lightness of a color. Intensity
ranges from none (black) to full (white).

ChromaFX
The Color Strip (cont.)
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Editing the Color Table
The Color Table is like a collection of Color Strip lines stacked one atop another. It displays a thumbnail image of the full
screen filter that will be applied to the video image. In the Color Strip editor at the top of the screen, you edited
horizontal lines representing luminance. The edited line was either the top or the bottom line from this display.
The controls here allow you to select either the top or the bottom line for Color Strip editing, change the vertical
transition between the two lines, or swap the two lines. The buttons to the left of the Color Table display allow you to
change way that color is mapped between the top and bottom lines. The buttons to the right select the Color Sttip line for
editing, and switch the position of the two lines.
Its color display is only shown on the Toaster's Preview output. On the Interface monitor the display is black-and-white.

•

Vertical Spread
Select Vertical Spread to create a smooth spread of color
directly from the top line of the Color Table to the bottom
line .

Note: When this button is depressed, the bottom line

Vertical Spectrum
Select Vertical Spectrum to create a shifting spectrum of
color from the top line of the Color Table to the bottom
line. It cycles through all of the hues available between
the two lines to create this spectrum.
Note: ChromaFX must consider all possible
variations necessary in order to cycle colors and
make the top and bottom lines match. You may not
get exactly the spread you are looking for, and may
have to experiment to achieve the results you want.

Shift Left
Shift Left takes the entire top line and duplicates it down
the screen, at the same time shifting its pOSition to the
left \\~th each step. This is useful for creating transition
effects where you want the colors in the image to cycle.

•

Shift Right
Shift Right takes the entire top line and duplicates it
down the screen, at the same time shifting its position to
the left with each step. This is useful for creating
tranSition effects where you want the colors in the image
to cycle.

Note: When this button is depressed, the bottom line
of the Color Table is not used in the resulting filter,

only the top line. Also, the Exchange Lines button and
Bottom Line button are unavailable.

of the Color Table is not used in the resulting filter,
only the top line. Also, the Exchange Lines button and
Bottom Line button are unavailable.

Rotate Left

This tool takes the entire top line and replicates it
downward while rotating its position to the left. At the
same time it inverts the colors.
The Rotate tools create a much more radical shifting of
the colors than the Shift tools. These are useful for
creating Transition effects where you want the entire
image to appear to have undergone a nuclear explosion
(the Nuke effect).
Note: When this button is depressed, the bottom line
of the Color Table is not used in the resulting filter,
only the top line. Also, the Exchange Lines button and
Bottom Line button are unavailable.

ChromaFX
The Color Table
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The Top Line button
Rotate Right

Rotate Right takes the entire top line and replicates it
downward while rotating its position to the right. At the
same time it inverts the colors.

The Swap Lines button
The Bottom Line button

Note: When this button is depressed, the bottom line

of the Color Table is not used in the resulting filter.
Also , the Exchange Lines button and Bottom Line
button are unavailable.
Rotate creates a much more radical shift of the colors
than Shift. They are useful for creating Transition effects
where you want the entire image to appear to have
undergone a nuclear explosion (like the Nuke effect).

Top Line button

•

To edit the top line of the Color Table inside the Color
Strip, select the Top Line button.
Swap Lines button

To edit the bottom line of the Color Table inside the
Color Strip, click on the Bottom Line button.
Note: When the vertical control buttons (Shift or

Rotate) are used, the Swap Lines button is not
available, since only the top line of the Color Table is
in use.
Vertical Posterize
Selecting this button adds posterization to the Color
Table. Using the Posterization Slider (located just above
the Color Strip strip), you can adjust the amount of
posterization. At the left-most position, there is no
posterization. At the right-most position, there is full
posterization. Colors in the map break up into bands as
the slider reaches the maximum amount of posterization.

This slider affects luminance resolution. Instead of the
normal 96 divisions, posterization reduces the
luminance resolution anywhere from 96 divisions to just
two. When this happens, colors in the picture are
reduced, and the image takes on a blocky, pixelized
appearance.

Bottom Line button

To switch the positions of the top and bottom lines,
select the Swap Lines button. The two lines will change
positions on the Color Table display.
Note: When the vertical control buttons (Shift or

Rotate) are used, the Bottom Line button is not
available, since only the top line of the Color Table is
in use.

•

Note: When this button is depressed, the bottom line

of the Color Table is not used in the resulting filter,
only the top line. Also, the Exchange Lines button and
Bottom Line button are unavailable.

ChromaFX
The Color Table (conl)
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Chroma Control - Color or Black-and-White?
The Chroma Control Panel governs whether the incoming video signal is processed as a signal that originated as a blackand-white image or a color image. When you select black-and-white, the ChromaFX color filter replaces the original
colors. When you select color, the ChromaFX color filter is added to the existing colors.

The Black-and-White button
Click the left button to remove all color from the original
video footage and pro\~de your own color
effects. This is lIseful for making more vibrant and
radical effects.

The Color Button
Click the right button to add your color effects to the
existing colors in the original video footage, in effect
blending the two color schemes together. This is useful
for applying a subLie tint or filter to the image.

Filter Positioning Controls
•

Use the Filter control panel to determine the manner in which the Color Table is applied to the video signal, either gradually
(line-by-line, based on the pOSition of the T-Bar) or as a full screen filter.

Transition
The Transition mode allows you to a exercise manual
positioning control over the full screen filter effect by
dragging the pointer over the T-Bar. As you drag the T-bar
down, successively lower lines of the Color Table are
applied to the image until the T-bar reaches the bottom .

•

Filter
Filter mode applies the entire color palette to the
incoming video signal in a direct 1: 1 relationship. Think of
the entire Color Table as a filter that you hold in place
over the screen. To achieve the best filter effects, the
Chroma Control panel should be set to Color.

ChromaFX
Chroma & Filter Controls
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Color Cycle off

Color Cycle Down

Color Cycle Up

-_. . .
Bounce Color Cycle

Color Cycling Control
Click the Color Cycle control to apply successive lines of the Color Table to the video signal automatically. Once activated,
the color filter cycles at the selected speed (slow, medium, fast) in the direction chosen (top to bottom repeat, bottom to
top repeat, or rebounding between top and bottom).

Cycle Direction

To select the cycle direction, click on this button until it
shows the cycle mode you desire. There are four
settings: No cycling, Down, Up, and Bounce.
Downward Cycling

Down applies the top line of the Color Table to the
incoming video image and continues downward with
successively lower palette lines. When it reaches the
bottom palette line, it starts over at the top.
Upward Cycling

Up applies the bottom palette line of the Color Table to
the incoming video image and continues upward with

ChromaFX
Color Cycling Controls
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successively higher palette lines. When it reaches the top
palette line, it starts over again at the bottom.
Bounce

Bounce Cycling applies the top palette line of the Color
Table to the incoming video image and continues with
successive palette lines. When it reaches the bottom
palette line, it reverses the process, and so on.
S, M, and F

Use the Slow, Medium, and Fast buttons to control the
speed of Color Cycling.

•

•

•
Rendering and Positioning Effects
Once you are satisfied with the appearance of the Color Table and are ready to view the effect, you must render it to one
of the framebuffers and apply it to the video image. Depending on the kind of filter showing in the Color Table, the Color
Table may not display an accurate representation of the effect itself. Use the T-bar or Clapboard controls to render effects
from filters so that you can preview their appearance.

~

I!
I

J
T-bar
The T-bar on the ChromaFX editing menu performs two
functions:
• If the effect has not been rendered: Click on it to
render the effect to a framebuffer.
If the effect has been rendered: Drag it downward to
manually apply the effect to video.

Program Sources (1-4)
There are two methods for "testing" effects on the four
incoming video sources:
• Function keys (Fl, F2, F3, F4) correspond to the four
external video inputs. Press a key to select a source.
• Click on any of the four program source buttons with
the mouse.

••

The T-bar operates in exactly the same manner from the
Switcher window.

Clapboard
The Clapboard button performs two functions:
• If the effect has not been rendered: Click on it to
render the effect to a framebuffer .
• If the effect has been rendered: Click on it to trigger
an auto transition .

•
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Keyboard Shortcuts
FI
F2
F3
F4

Select Main Input I
Select Main lnput 2
Select Main Input 3
Select Main lnput 4

ESC

Return to editor
Return to editor

FlO
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•
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ToasterPaint
24-bit Paint Program

•
Welcome to ToasterPaint.

ToasterPaint is a full-fledged 24-bit NTSC paint program for creating tele,~sion graprucs. ToasterPaint is completely mousedriven, w~th special keyboard shortcuts built-in to make maneuvering faster.
With ToasterPaint you can load graprucs in the Amiga IFF format (from 2 bits to 24 bits deep), the Toaster's Framestore
format, plus the Flyer still frame and clip formats. You can capture and import freeze frames of ~deo, even rotoscope across
the frames of a Flyer clip. Use PostScript fonts the same way as ToasterCG and LightWave Modeler do.
Avariety of drawing modes, an air brush, redefinable UndolRedo, variable transparency, and antialiased texture mapping
tools place ToasterPaint in the front line of flexible, powetful \~deo graprucs software.
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ToasterPaint Screen Controls
An impOl1ant element in ToasterPaint's main screen is the toolbar. The toolbar is present on evcIYcontrol panel, and it

pr0\1des you with access to all of ToasterPaint's control panels.
There are a number of control panels in ToasterPaint. The most commonly used are listed on the toolbar (Disk, Tools, Color,
Text, Options, and Process). Aseventh, Transparency/Warping, is available via the Tools menu, since you will likely use its
effects with the various drawing modes and tools found on the Tools menu.

•

The remaining control panels are support panels that appear when necessary, such as the file requester, a navigation tool
whjch ToasterPaint displays when you need to load or save Iiles.

Go to
Disk Menu,
page 11
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page 27
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Options Menu,
page 33

Magnify View,
page 7
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page 8
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The Tools menu. Notice that the toolbar (shown at top ofpage) appears at the bottom of the screen, right below the •
current control panel. It appears here for eve1J1control panel.

ToaslerPainl Basics
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Entering, Exiting, Mouse OperaUons, and Screen Flashes
Following are some basic concepts you should know when using ToasterPaint.

Entering and ExItingToasterPaint

Program Response

To enter ToasterPaint
Use the Program pop-up menu from any Editor screen and
select ToasterPaint.

If, when you attempt a drawing or painting operation in

To exit ToasterPaint
Select the Switcher button at the right end of the toolbar.
To quit ToasterPaint
Go to any editor screen and select the Quit ToasterPaint
option from the pop-up Programs menu.

Mouse Functions

Screen Flash (Amiga 2000/3000)
ToasterPaint, the screen flashes once in response,
ToasterPaint does not have enough RAM available at this
time to carry out the operation. Check to see if other
applications are active (such as ToasterCG or LightWave
3D), and quit them to free up more memor)'. Then try
again.
If you have a spare screen or an alpha channel screen that is

active (i.e., if you have used either the spare screen or alpha
screen at any time during this session, then they are active) ,
you should go to the Options panel and delete them. (Save
any artwork on those screens first, if you want it for later.)
Deleting them \viIl free up more memory.

Left Mouse Button
In ToasterPaint, the left mouse button has two functions:

•

•

• To select buttons or commands.
• To draw or paint on screen.
• (If you use an Amiga 2000/3000, you have a third
function: to move the screen view when you hold the Shift
key down. See Auto-Scroll, below.)
Right Mouse Button
In ToasterPaint, the right mouse button has two primary
functions:
• To cancel the operation in progress. (Note: If the pointer
is a "wait" cloud without Zzz's, the operation cannot be
cancelled with the right mouse button.)
• To redisplay the tool panel.

Alternately, you may need to try out the operation on smaller
areas of the screen at a time.
If you own an Amiga 2000, have one megabyte of chip ram

(the 1MB Agnus chip), and you use ToasterPaint a great
deal , we recommend that you consider adding the thirdparty product called the MegaChip to your system. See the
Appendix for how to contact DKB, makers of this product.

ToasterPaint
Basics
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ToasterPaint Basics
Terminology and Screen Display

ToasterPaint Terminology

Screen Display

Brush, Custom Brush

RGB Display
ToasterPaint's screen display varies depending on the Amiga
in which the Toaster is installed.

Any time you use the scissors tool and cut out a copy of a
portion of the screen image, you have cut out a custom
brush (usually referred to as just a brush).
Undo,Redo
After you draw an element on a ToasterPaint image, you can
undo it to retum to the look of the screen prior to the last
action. This is a common software feature .
An uncommon feature is ToasterPaint's Redo, which allows
you to then select a new color, or a new drawing mode,
followed by Redo. ToasterPaint will then redraw that portion
of the screen using the new color or style. It's a powerful
feanlre you'll find yourself using a lot as you massage
graphics into shape.
Transparency
ToasterPaint allows you to draw elements with variable
levels of transparency. When you draw a rectangle over
someone's face, for example, the rectangle completely
covers the face beneath. With 50% transparency, the
rectangle appears blended \\~th the face so that you can see
through it. You can control various aspects of the blend as
well. (See tile Transparency and Warping panel for details.)
Texture Mapping
ToasterPaint can draw and redraw new elements in any size,
maintaining the sharp, clean look of the original element.
You can even draw with different tools to create perspective
looks. Texture Mapping requires that you cut out a brush
before you can map. (See the Transparency and Warping
panel for details.)

•

Amiga 4000
ToasterPaint works in a 256,000-color full-screen display
(commonly calied HAM 8). The display quali~1 is so good, in
fact, that you may find yourself using the render command
very little.
Amiga 2000/3000
ToasterPaint works in a 4096-color quarter-screen display
(commonly called HAt"'- or HAM 6). TIlls is due to the
amount of display memory that is available to these
machines, and to the nature of their design. It is not
something that you can alter by adding more memory or
more storage. (Note: Although some noticeable gain in
speed is apparent by the addition of the MegaChip to an
Arniga 2000, it does not change the fundamental nature of
the Amiga's 4096-color display.)
Why is it that ToasterPaint can handle 24-bit images but
cannot display them as 24-bit images? Primarily because the
Amiga computer was not designed for this kind of display.
However, since it is a computer, it can certainly work \\~th
24-bit information. Therefore, when you paint, you'll see the
best possible display that the Amiga can show you. When you
render the image, you'll see the best possible image that the
Toaster can show you. Once you 've tried it, you 'll find it easy
to get reliable results.

•

RubThru
RubThru enables you to composite graphics from any two
images to create a seamless blend of the Iwo. You can even
blend another and another to create many-layered graphic
images. (See the Toolbox for details on drawing modes.)

4
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Screen Display and AutoScroll

Screen Display on Different Amigas

Auto-Scroll (Amiga 2000/3000)

Amiga 4000

Auto-scroll is automatic. As you move the pointer near one
edge of the screen, the image \\1ll sllift to move '11th the
pointer. If there is more of the image offscreen in that
direction, pushing the pointer against the edge of the screen
\\ill reveal it. When you reach the true edge of the inlage
itself, scrolling will stop.

The ToasterPaint screen displays the entire video image.
However, due to a limitation of the Amiga's native display, a
16-pixel sllip of pixels down the side of the image is not
accessible. You can shift the screen to get access to this area
(using the left and right arrow keys). Also, all drawing
operations that overlap this strip (even when it is not
visible) will work on it.
Amiga 2000/3000

The ToasterPaint screen can show one of two displays: the
111 screen or 1/4 screen display (these are approximate).

•

The 111 (or nearly full-screen) display shows you most of
the full screen image. In the this display, certain tools are
not available due to the amount of memory available (it is
not possible to maintain the display and allow certain tools
to function at the same tinle). These tools will either dim, or
disappear [rom the tool bar when in the 1/1 display.
The 1/4 screen display shows about 25% of the screen. It's
like looking out a small \vindow while someone holds a
large painting in front of it. You cannot see the entire
painting in the \vindow at once, but the other person can
sllift the painting up and down and left and right so that you
can see anyone part of it. ToasterPaint acts as the other
person, and it can move the painting around so that you can
\1ew any portion of it on screen. We call tltis abili~1 to shift
the view auto-scroll.

You can also use the four alTOW keys to shift the screen
image. The alTOW keys cause Ole canvas to move slowly in
the selected direction. Hold the Shift key when you press the
arrow keys to move the screen in steps of 32 pixels (instead
of 1 pixel) . If you need to move the CatlVas while you are
draWing, however, it is generally better to use Sllift+ left
mouse button (discussed below, in Moving th e Screen).
ToasterPaint's blank screen color is black, and so it the
outer border surrounding any image. Therefore, you may
not be able to see Ole screen mO\IDg unless there is
something dl"awn on it. If the canvas is all one color, tum on
coordinates to keep track of the cursor's position (press the
Gkey). The pop-up menu that nOlmally displays tile current
dfa\\IDg mode \\1ll then display the Xand Ycoordinates of
the pointer.
ToasterPaint tries to anticipate you r dra\ving far enough in
advance so that you can continue to draw in the direction of
the edge of the screen, and have enough image there to see
far enough al1ead. Sometimes this is not enough, so
ToasterPaint allows you to shift the display in the middle of a
dmving operation and allow you to continue where you left
off. Read about tltis next, in "Moving the Screen."

Disabling Auto-Scrolling (Amiga 2000/3000)
Often, when you are doing a lot of detail work in a small
area, it can be advantageous to tum off auto-scrolling so that
if you move the pointer to one of the edges of the screen, the
canvas remains locked in place. Press h to lock the canvas
down. Press tile Help key again to enable auto-scrolling.
Note:

Scrolling the screen with the arro-w keys is not affected by
Help.

•
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Moving the Screen View

Moving the Screen (Amiga 2000/3000)

Moving the Screen (Amiga 4000)

Sometimes it is convenient to shift the 114 screen display so
that you can work on a different portion of the image.

Due to the nature of the Amiga's operating system, a native
Amiga display as wide as 752 pixels goes beyond the
"active" area of the screen. For tltis reason, there is a 16pixel-\vide strip along the side of the screen that you cannot
see. To view it, you'U need to shift the screen display
occasionaUy.

To move the screen view
Hold the Shift key and drag the mouse with the left mouse
button pressed. Now move the mouse to drag the screen
around, as if it were attached to the pointer. Let go of either
the Shift key or the mouse button when you have positioned
the screen to your liking.
To move the screen view during a drawing operation
Let's assume you are cutting out a large brush, so large that
it extends off ToasterPaint's displayable screen area. As you
drag the scissors around the screen, you reach the point
where you need to move the screen view. Continue holding
the left mouse button and press the Shift key. Now drag the
mouse to shift the screen view. When the view is to your
liking, left go of the Shift key, and continue cutting from the
point where you stopped.
Note:
Ijyou shifl the screen view too far, the pointer may stray
from the last spot where you stopped drawing On this
example, cutting). You can tell because you'll see the
tiny pointer move away from the point where you
stopped moving originaUy, even while the Shifl key was
still held down. Ijso, just make sure to move the paint.er
back to the point where it should have been before you
let go ofthe Shift key. Then you'll be able to continue as

•

To shift the Amiga 4000's HAM 8 display
Use the left or right arrow key. I1lis will shift the screen
image so that you can see and work on the far edge of the
picture.
Press the arrow keys at any time, even in the middle of a
drawing or brush-cutting operation, so that your actions will
affect the entire image area.
You should also know that tltis portion of the screen is
always consider active. That is, if you perform a "whole
screen" operation, the unseen portion will also be painted.
If you stamp down a brush whose edges go off screen into
tltis area, the portion of the brush that lies on the unseen
strip will be stamped down correctly.

•

In other words, it remains active and "pain table" for aU

drawing operations.

normal.
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ToasterPaint Reference
The Control Panel and its Components
ToasterPaint's control panel consists of three sections: the toolbar, the color strip, and the current control panel. The term
"current control panel" may seem somewhat vague, but there is good reason for it.
The control panel that you see on screen always consists of three elements: the toolbar, the color strip, and the current tool
panel. Rather than constantly refer to one or another of these, we refer to this displayed group as "the control panel." Or,
more simply, we use the name of tool panel, as in "go to the Tools panel," or "go to the Options panel." Since the Tools panel
and tl1e Options panel each contain a toolbar and a color strip, we need not mention that these are present. They always are.
It's pretty straightforward.
Follov.'ing is a deSCription of the elements of the toolbar.

A sample control panel, showing the three elements that make it up: the top row ofcolor shades is the color strip; the
Tools panel is the main section in the middle; the toolbar is the row ofbuttons across the bottom.

•

Hide Panel
To hide the current control panel, click on this box. This
leaves more screen image visible for drawing. To redisplay the
menu, click the right mouse button.
-

-

--

.. ~

~

-- -

-

~-

-

r-imB~F7""~~
Disk, Tools, Color, Text, Options, Process
Select any of these buttons to go to that control panel.

Magnify

Undo
Click Undo to take back the last drawing operation. If you
draw a rectangle on screen, then decide that it was the wrong
color, select Undo to remove it and return to the screen as it
was before.
Note: You can undo only one operation, the one where
you last clicked the mouse on screen.
Tip: You can Undo the last Undo operation by selecting
Undo again. This allows you to draw something, remove it,
then replace it, remove it again, and so forth, giving you
the chance to see the image with and without the change.

Select this button to activate the magnify mode.
Anew window will open on screen. The pointer will tum into
a magnif)'ing glass. The area in the \\'indow displays a close-up
of that portion of the screen image beneath the pointer.

Important: There are three exceptions to Undo. You
cannot Undo after a load or save operation, after changing
screens, or after creating a PostScript text brush.

Move the magnifying glass over the image until you locate tl1e
portion of the screen you \vish to work on close-up. Click the
left mouse button to fix that location. ToasterPaint will zoom
in to that spot and return you to painting mode.
Note: All tools work the same whether the view is
magnified or not. While in magnify mode, you can scroll
around the image by using the arrow keys on the
keyboard .
•

To return to nonnal view
Click on the Magnify button again, or click the close box in
the upper left comer of the magnify window.

ToasterPaint
Reference: Toolbar
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Redo
Redo is a powerful command that repeats the last drawing
operation. The power of the Redo command is that if you
change various aspects of the drawing settings, then select
Redo, the new drawings settings will be used.
Note: This allows you great versatility. If you paint too
much color somewhere, cUck Undo, change the
transparency settings to a tighter value, then select Redo,
and the original area will be repainted with a fainter,
more transparent amount of color.
Tip: If you aCCidentally fill an area with soUd color when
you meant to cut out a brush in that shape, cUck Undo,
select the brush (scissors) tool, then select Redo.
ToasterPaint will cut out a brush in the exact shape of
the area you filled.

Screen Controls (1, 2)
The three screen control buttons allow you to select the
current drawing screen, screen 1 or screen 2. Click on one
or the other to jump to that screen.
ToasterPaint allows you to work \\~th two drawing screens.
This allows you to use one as a compositing tool, alpha
channel, stencil, or scratch pad.
Screen 1 is the default starting screen for ToasterPain~ a
solid black screen that is 752 pixels wide by 480 pixels high
(the dimensions of video imagery that the Toaster
manipulates). Its button will be highUghted when you first
enter ToasterPaint.

Render to Frame Buffer
When you wish to see the current image displayed on the
current Toaster frame buffer, select the Render button. This
renders the current screen to the Main output of the
Toaster. You can select which frame buffer to display (either
DVI or DV2) from the Options menu.

•

As a shortcut, you can have ToasterPaint update the

framebuffer constantly, after every drawing operation, by
pressing Help. This activates the continuous update feature.
Press Help again to tu rn this off.

Switcher
To return to the Project/s\vitcher screen, select the Switcher
button. This does not quit or shut down ToasterPaint.
Rather, it Simply deUvers you to the Project/Switcher display.
lmportant If you have an image in either the spare or
the alpha screen, returning to the Switcher will clear this
image from the screen. Also, any brushes (current or
alternate) will also be cleared. Only the contents of
screen 1 remain unchanged. Make sure you save an
image or brush that you wish to use again before going
to the S\vitcher.

•

Screen 2 is the spare, or swap screen. Normally, screen 2
acts as simply another drawing screen, the swap screen,
\vith all of functions of screen 1. In addition to this,
ToasterPaint allows you to select any of three other uses for
screen 2: as an alpha screen, as or as two forms of stencil
screen (positive or negative). These settings are useful for
operations that require two screens.
For more information on using these special screens, see
the Screen 2 pop-up menu on the Tools menu.
Note: When different images have been loaded into each
screen, they are perfectly registered, or aUgned. When
you draw in the upper left hand comer of Screen 1 using
the RubThru mode, then the upper left hand comer of
Screen 2 will show through.
ToasterPaint
The toolbar, cont.
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Tip: Using the Coordinates display from the Options
menu, you can locate exact screen pOSitions from one
screen to the other, since all coordinates match on both
screens.

•

The Color Strip

•

The color strip is a convenient color selection tool that is always visible along the top of the current menu. From left to right,
here are its primary components. Each of these is discussed in detail below.
• The color palette, displaying 24 ready-to-use colors, each in its own inkwell,
• The currenl color box, showing the current drawing color.
• D1e gray scale palette, displaying 16 shades of gray, primarily for use on an alpha channel screen, but also handy for
choosing grays in normal painting.
• The color range tool, \vith a color box at each end and the color spread between them,

Color Inkwells (24)

Grayscale Inkwells (/6)

Current Color

I

. . ......: II

•

The Color Inkwells
ntis portion of the color strip contains 24 inkwells that act
as a pre-mixed, ready-to-use colors for drawing and
painting, To draw with any of these colors, sin1ply select il
\\~th the pointer, then begin dra\\wg,

•

You can customize the color palette to contain the colors
that you prefer to have available every time you start
ToasterPainl.

To add or change a color in the color palette
Go to the Color menu, select (or mix) the color you \\~sh to
add, then click on the Add Color button. The pointer will
turn into an arrow with a question mark. Click the pointer
on the color well that you want changed. It will change to
that color. From now on, whenever you start ToasterPaint,
this color will appear here in the color palette,

Range Colors

-

Current Color
This large box in the middle of the color strip shows the
current color selected for drawing,

Grayscale Inkwells (Alpha Channel Colors)
This portion of the color strip contains 16 inkwells with
fixed shades of gray from solid black to pure white, Unlike
the color inkwells, these cannot be changed. You can use
these grays on any screen, but they are designed for use on
the swap screen (when the swap screen is used as an alpha
channel or as a stencil in1age).
Both the alpha channel screen and the stencil screen use
luminance values to create their effects. Therefore, they do
not use any color information at all. They only use the
varying blightness levels of the different shades of gray to
determine their appearance.
(The Color Strip is continues on the next page)

•
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Range Color Display
ToasterPaint can create color ranges between any two
selected colors. These two colors are shown at opposite
ends of the color range, which resides on the color strip
shown above.

There are three elements to the Range Color display: the
Center color (the color well on the left), the Edge color (the
color well on the right), and the color ramp (in the center) .
The color ramp shows the approximate range of color that
you lvill draw on screen.
The color well on the left displays the center color. This is
the center color when you draw a closed shape using the
Range mode.
To insert a color into the Center box
Go to the Color menu, mix the desired color using the color
mixing controls, then select select the Center button.

Note: You can adjust the location of the center and edge
colors from within tile Transparency/Warping menu.
The type of transparency mapping chosen (spherical,
hOrizontal, or vertical) and the location of the hotspot
indicator can be used to position where these colors IvilJ
appear and how the color range lvill be used.
Tip: On the Transparency/Warp menu, the center color
is always dmvn toward the hotspot indicator on the
transparency map.

•

lmportant: The transparency controls themselves (the
numeric sliders labeled Center and Edge) can also be
used in conjunction with Range mode. This allows you to
draw \\~til both color blends and transparency at the
same time. If you do not want transparency at the same
time, make sure to set the numeric sliders to O.

The color well on the right displays the edge color. This is
tile edge color when you draw a closed shape using the
Range mode.
To insert a color into the Edge box
Go to the Color menu, mix the desired color using the color
mixing controls, then select select the Edge button.

•

ToasterPaint
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•

Loading, Saving, and Freezing Images-Ille Disk Panel

•

All input and output operations are controlled from the buttons found on this menu, whether you are loading an Toaster
Framestore, saving a 24-bit RGB image, selecting a Flyer clip, or importing a frozen image into ToasterPaint.
Note that Load Clip is not included here, Since most of your work with Flyer clips will take place via image processing
routines, you \ViU find tile commands for loading and saving clips on the Process panel.

. =-==
Load Commands
.
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Load Framestore
This command allows you to load in1ages that have been
saved in the Toaster'S Framestore fOlmat.

Load Brush
This command allows you to load custom brushes that you
have created with any Amiga graphics program, Brushes
appear momentarily in the upper left-hand comer, then
become attached to your pointer, The bl1lsh can then be
used just as any other custom brush,

Load KGB Image

TIus command allows you to load picture files tilat have
been created \vith any Amiga graphics program,
ToasterPaint can load any Amiga IFF inlage (as well as PICf
images, using the ReadPICf and WritePICf commands in
the utilities drawer of the Toaster- see the documentation
in that drawer for details) except for the newer AGA fOlmat
images,
•

SpecificaJly, ToasterPaint does oot support the HAM8 format
when loading or saving, We recoounend that you convert
HAM8 imagery to 24-bit in order to load to ToasterPaint.

Load Alpha
This command loads an alpha image into the spare screen,
screen 2, (If screen 2 is not currently set to be an alpha
channel, ToasterPaint \ViU do so, and then it \ViU load the
image,)

ToasterPaint
Disk Panel (Load/Save)
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(continued from Load Alpha)

Note: ToasterPaint supports alpha channels of 2,4, and
8 bits. The image saved is always an 8-bit alpha channel.
However, depending which Toaster application you use
the image within , you may not use alI8-bits of data. For
example: The 2-bit alpha channel is used by the
SwitcherlEditor when running on an Amiga 2000/3000.
The 4-bit alpha channel is used by the the
SwitcherlEditor when running on an Amiga 4000. The
8-bit alpha channel is used by lightWave 3D on any
system. ToasterPaint loads any of these kinds of alpha
channels through the Load Alpha button.

Save Commands

Save Framestore
This option brings up the Save Frame requester. Here you
you can save the current ToasterPaint image in the format
known as the framestore format which is suppOlted by the
Toaster Switcher.

Save RGB Image
The Save RGB feature is used to store the work you've done
in a file on disk, so that your work may be called up again
by ToasterPaint. Type in a name for the file in the File Name
\vindow by first clicking in that \vindow with the left mouse
button, then typing the name you want. Then press r to save
the file, or click the Save RGB button. If your disk is full and
has no more room for files, ToasterPaint will warn you
about this after you've tried to save the file.

Pictures saved as RGB files can not be loaded by the
Toaster's Framestore. If you want to use the image as a
Framestore and have the Switcher display it, use the Save
frame option .

Save Brush
The Save command is used to store the custom brush you've
created on disk, so that the brush can be called up again for
use at any time. Type in a new name for the brush you want
in the file Name window by first clicking in that window
with the left mouse button, then typing the name you want.
Then click the Save Brush button.

ToasterPaint
Disk Panel (continued)
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ToasterPaint saves brushes in a 25 bit plane RGB file. 24 bit
planes are used for the color and 1 bit plane is used for the
mask.

Save Alpha (4-bit)
Select this command when you wish to save the alpha screen
(screen 2) as a 4-bit alpha channel image for use by the
•
Editor/Switcher.
On the Amiga 4000, the 4-bit alpha channel screen can be
used by the Toaster to set 16 transparency levels for keyed
graphics.
On the Amiga 2000/3000, 2 bits of the 4-bit alpha channel
screen can be used by the Toaster to set 4 transparency
levels for keyed graphics. The file is still saved as a 4-bit
alpha channel, but only 2 bits are used.

Note: ToasterPaint supports alpha channels of2, 4, and
8 bits. The 2-bit alpha channel is used by the
SwitcherlEditor when running on an Amiga 2000/3000.
The 4-bit alpha channel is used by the the
SwitcherlEditor when running on an Amiga 4000. The 8bit alpha channel is used by LightWave 3D on any
system. ToasterPaint loads any of these kinds of alpha
channels through the Load Alpha button.

Save Alpha (8-bit)
Select this command when you \vish to save the alpha screen
(screen 2) as an 8-bit alpha channel image (an image with •
256 shades of gray) for use by lightWave 3D.
Note: 'I':'hether you are using an Amiga 2000, 3000, or
4000, ToasterPaint maintains the integlity of the 8-bit
image internally. This means that no matter what model
Amiga you use, you can work on 8-bit alpha channel
images that can be used by LightWave 3D.

Save to Clip
Save to Clip will either (a) save the current image as a flyer
clip, or (b) append the CUJTent image to an existing Flyer
clip. If you enter a new name for the clip, a new clip will be
started using this image. If you select an existing clip, the
image will be added to the end of it.
Important The Flyer can only display clips in increments

of four full fields of data. This command tacks only the
current image (one field) onto the file you specify.
Therefore, if you wish to create a still image clip, you must
use this command four times in succession (specify a new
file name the first time, then reselect it the next three times).
This also applies to any clips to which you append in image
If you are appending a series of images, remember to add
them in multiples of four.

•

Frame GrabbingControls

•

Main Display controls

1,2, 3,4

DV1, DV2

These four button correspond to the four video inputs of tile
Toaster. Select the input that is connected to the video
source you want to grab an iolage from, The moment you
cUck on a source, it will be grabbed, Clicked repeatedly to
grab again and again.

These options detennine where ToasterPaint will send its
rendered output: to either DVI or DV2, the Toaster's two
framebuffers. The seleded framebuffer will be displayed on
the Toaster's Program output while you are using
ToasterPaint, and you may freely s\\~tch between the two. In
this manner it is possible to have two pictures that you have
painted accessible from the S\\~tcher when you return to it,
\\~thout ha\Wg to load them from the
framestore directory.

rt
Import Frame

Select Import Frame to load the current image from either
DVI or DV2 (whichever is currently selected for display)
into the current screen. The 4-field image is processed,
converted to a 2-field image, and loaded to the current
screen. (Be certain that the current screen has either been
saved or that you wish to over write it.)

Be wamed tllat when you instruct ToasterPaint to render to
one of the framebuffers, whatever was in it beforehand will
be erased.

Tip: Import Frame is useful when the image you are
grabbing has little or no motion jitter in it. An image with
a lot of motion jitter in it may not import into
ToasterPaint very weU. Portions of the image may have
alternating Lines of data. Hsuch is the case, try Import
Field instead,

•

Import Field

Select Import Field to load the current image from either
DVI or DV2 (whichever is currently selected for display).
The 4-field image is processed into a I-field image and
loaded to the ToasterPaint screen. (Be certain that the
cu rrent screen has either been saved or that you wish to
over wlite it.)
This option is extremely useful for grabbing a motion-free
still out of a jittery framebull'er image.
Important Asingle-6eld image has less resolution than

a full frame image, so it will appear more jaggy
(especiaUyon diagonal lines or edges). This is the
nature of the NTSC video signal.

•

ToasterPaint
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Using the File Requester in ToasterPaint
Afile requester is a tool used by the computer to enable you to "mmmage through its contents."

The file requester presents you with a number of tools that represent real-world functions. For example, selecting a hard drive •
whose contents you wish to view is just like walking over to a row of file cabinets and choosing one over another. Selecting a
directory on that dIive is similar to opening a drawer on a real file cabinet. Finally, opening a file (like a paint graphic) is a lot
like pulling a file out of the drawer to look at it and work with it.
Shown below is the Load Frame version of file requester, along \vith callouts that point out vaIious tools and their functions..

Scroll Bar
Drag here to slide the list
view up or down to view all
names on the list.

Path

This field shows the current
dIive and directoIies you
have "opened."

Hard Disks and Directories
(Drawers)
Their names appear in white.
Double-click on them to
"open" them and display the
list of their contents.

Load Frame

This button always shows
the function of the current
requester. After locating the
file you want, click here to
perform the desired action.

I
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Close Box
Click here to close the file
requester and return to the
last paneL

Volumes
Click here display the list of
disks currently available on
the system.

ToasterPaint presents you \vith the file requester whenever it
needs information from you about the action you just
selected. Actions where ToasterPaint requires more
information from you include:
• Loading an image (Framestore, RGB, Bmsh, etc.)
• Saving an image (Framestore, RGB, Bmsh, etc.)
• Choosing a Flyer Clip, and Processing a Flyer Clip
• Loading a PostScript font
The File Requester works identically in all of these instances.
In the lower left comer of the file requester is the close box.
Click it to close the file requester and return to the last
control paneL
ToasterPaint
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I

Above the Close Box is a scroll box. When the directory
listing is too long to show all of it in the main \vindow, this
slider will shorten to indicate there are more names
available. Drag it to view those additional files.

Parent

File

Click here to go back one
level to the previous
directory/drawer.

When you click on a file name,
it will appear here. If this is the
correct file, you can doubleclick to perform the action or
use the action button beside it.

•

The Volumes button displays the names of all the volumes
currently mnning on your system. This is a handy way to get
to the "top level" of all drives and begin to locate files.
In the large display area you will see the names of all dIives,
directOries, and files. Drives and directories appear in white.
Click on one to open it and display its contents. File names
appear in black. Double-click a file name to perform tile file
requester's function on it (Le., in the Load File requester it
will load the double-clicked file) automatically.
The Parent button takes you back to the previous leveL If
you have entered a drive and gone into several directoIies,
each click will take you back one directory level until you
reach tile top.

•

Painting and Drawing Tools- the Tools Panel

•

The Tools panel is considered the main panel in ToasterPaint. Most of the drawing tools and drawing styles found in
ToasterPaint are here, as well as direct access to effects such as range painting, transparency, and warping (also known as
texture mapping) .

•
Freehand
This tool creates a line using the current brush, the current
color, and whichever Drawing mode is in effect. This button
is not available when the Solid button is activated. If you
move the mouse very fast, the line won't be continuous.

Freehand Continuous
This tool creates a line using the current brush, the current
color, and whichever Drawing mode is in effect.
If you draw very swiftly, the brush may fall behind your
movements, but it catches up with 100% accuracy,
remembering exactiy where you've been. If you do not
match up the start and end points of your drawing,
ToasterPaint will connect them with a straight line.

•

When the Solid button is activated this button appears filled,
indicating that it will draw irregular shapes that are filled
with the current color.

Straight Line
This tool creates straight lines.
To draw straight lines
Click anywhere in the canvas to establish one end point. As
you move the pointer, a straight line is drawn. Move the
pointer until the line is the distance and direction you want,
then click tile right mouse button to draw the line.
The Solid button has no effect on the straight line tool.

PolygonIVector Line
This tool can create lines or polygons (many -sided shapes).
To create a polygon
Click anywhere on the screen to place the first comer of the
polygon. Drag out a straight line, in any direction and
length, then click the left mouse button to create anotiler
comer. Continue creating comers in this manner until you
have completed the ne>.1-to-Iast comer. (continued)

ToasterP,Lint
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At the last comer of the polygon shape, click the right
mouse button. 'The polygon will be completed with straight
lines connecting all comers. (U you do not match up the
start and end pOinlS of your drawing, ToasterPaint will
connect them with a straight line.)
With complex polygons, you may wish to complete the
shape before clicking the right button to make sure that the
polygon is drawn as you want.
When the Solid button is activated this button appears filled,
indicating that it will draw polygons that are filled with the
cmrent color.

pointer up or down, or elongated hOrizontally by mmwg the
mouse pointer left or light. When the Solid button is
activated, the ellipse is filled \\~th the cunent color
according to the Dfa\\wg mode.
•

Solid
Select the Solid button to make the dra\\wg tools solid-filled
dfa\ving tools. This button is a toggle; it can be turned on
and off. The dra\\~ng tools will appear filled on the menu
when you activate Solid, except for Straight Line and
Freehand (which do not use Solid) .
Note: the Freehand CUlve tool disappears when solid is
selected, since only solid outlines can be filled.

Rectangle
This tool draws rectangles of any size using the cumnt
brush and color.
To create a rectangle
Click anywhere on screen to place the first comer of the
rectangle. Drag the rectangle outline to the desired size and
release the mouse button to complete the rectangle.
When the Solid button is activated, the rectangle is filled with
the cunent color according to the Drawing Mode in effect.

Air Brush
The Air Brush is a powelful tool for drawing soft-edged
freehand forms and shapes. It is the electronic equivalent of
an artist's air brush.

Circle
This tool draws filled and un.filled circles of any size.

The diameter of the air brush is controlled by the Brush Size
selector. You can control the flow of the air brush \\~th the
Center button of the transparency mapping controls on the
Transp/\Varp menu.

To create a circle
Click anywhere on the screen and drag the circle outward to
the desired size. Release the mouse button to complete the
circle. The point where you click first is the center of the
circle.
When the Solid button is activated, the circle is filled with
the current color according to the Drawing Mode in effect.
Note: This tool makes somewhat "tall" circles when
viewed on the video output. To make more pedectly
rounded circles, use the ellipse tool and hold down the
A1t key when dragging out the circle.

Ellipse
This tool draws an ellipse of any size.

Tools Panel, cont.

To create an ellipse
Click anywhere on screen and drag the ellipse to the desired
size. The point where you cUck first is the center of the
ellipse. Release the mouse button to complete the ellipse.
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The ellipse can be elongated vertically by mo\~ng the mouse

ToasterPaint

Tip: Uyou aCCidentally draw a shape on screen that you
wanted filled, but you forgot to tum Solid on, simply
select Undo, tum the Solid button on, then select Redo.
The dfa\ving operation will be redone tile way you
wanted.

•

To use the air brush
Select Air Brush. Although the drawing tools appear active,
they are not. Air Brush is a freehand dra\ving tool only. Use
the brush tip size gadget to set the size of the air brush tip.
Move onto the screen, and hold down the le~ mouse button.
The air brush will begin painting.
Practice movement ,vith the airbrush tool. Moving too
quickly can cause the air bmsh to stutter. Move slowly for
smoother, more gradual airbrushing.
Important: The air brush tool is a freehand drawing
tool. Therefore, none of the normal dra\\wg tools is
available when you select it. You carUlOt draw a rectangle
\vith the airbrush, for example.
Note: Depending on the amount of memory your system
has, and the speed of ilS processor, the air brush may
occasionally slow dO\\~l (especially if you attempt to air
brush quickly across the screen) . You may need to use a
smaller brush size.

•

•

Flood Fill
This button fills contiguolls pixels of the same color (or
within a specified color range) with the current drawing
color. Flood Fill is an extremely powerful tool because it
works with whatever paint mode is selected and the cutTent
level of transparency.
111ere are two ways to use the Flood Fill tool
Single Color Fill. Select Flood Fill, then click
•
on the portion of the screen you want tilled with color.
This works well for large areas of solid color where you
are certain that all pixels within the region are of one
RGB value.
•
Multi-Color Fill. Select Flood Fill, then drag the
pointer over tl1e general vicinity that you want tilled.
ToasterPaint will take note of all of the pixels that the
pointer crosses over, and it will filJ an instances of
contiguous pixels that it finds of those RGB values.
Example. Let's use an example to show you the two ways to
use Flood FiU. Suppose you had a photograph of a sports
car racing towlU'd you in a dark tunnel. Its headlights glow
blight white.

•

The first use of Flood Fill might be to recolor the two
headlighl~ so that they appeared more yellow, rather than
white. Select a shade of yellow, activate Flood Fill, then click
inside one headlight. Instantly, all the connected pixels
inside the headlight that had the exact same shade of white
will fill with the shade of yellow you chose.
This is the nature of Flood Fill. It fills all of the contiguous
(or, side-by-side) pixels with the cunent drall ing color.
The second use of Flood Fill will be more complete. With
the same shade of yellow selected, and Flood Fill still turned
on, now click and drag the pointer throughout the
headlight, crOSSing over all of the connected pixels of
different shades of white. When you let go of the button,
ToasterPaint willlill the entire headlight lvith yellow. If you
missed a few pixels, just drag over them again,

Full hnage
Select Full Image when you want to apply the CutTent
draWing mode to me entire screen. The keyboard shOl1cut
for this is the II' key.

•

Tip: This is useful when you want to blur an entire
in1age. Select Blur or Blur 2, then click FuU Image.
ToasterPaint will blur the entire in1age. You can even
control how the current color or dnllving mode is
applied with the transparency map controls on the
Transp/Warp menu.

Tip: Another use of Full image is \vith the scissors tool.
When you want to resize the fuU screen in1age down to
something smaller, you need to Cllt it out as a brush and
tl1en texture map it. Select the scissors tool, then click on
Full image to cut out tl1e entire screen as a brush. Now
you can go to TXMap mode and resize it. (See TxMap for
details.)

Brush Shapes
There are seven built-in brush tips available in ToasterPaint.
Select anyone of the tips by clicking on it.
The first is the one-pixel brush. Note that lhis brush tip is
not affected by tl1e Brush Size selector. It is always one pLxel
higl1 and one pixel wide.
Beside tl1e single-pixel bmsh are tl1e round-tip bmsh, the
square-tip bmsh, the hOrizontal-tip bmsh, the vertical-tip
brush, and the two slant-tip brushes. The slant-tip bmshes
are particularly useful for calligraphy-type effects.

Brush Size Selector
The brush tips can be set to a variety of sizes convenient for
painting and drawing (except, of course, for the single-pixel
brush).
There are seven sizes available. Drag the slider slowlyleft or
right and you'll see the size gadget jump from slot to slot,
indicating tl1at you have changed to me next size. To go
directly to a new size, click in that location \\~lhin tl1e slider
and tl1e size gadget \I~ jump to your pointer. Smaller sizes
are to the left, while larger sizes are to the right.
Tip: Notice that ToasterPaint gives you a preview of the
size of tl1e selected bmsh when the pointer is over lhis
slider gadget.

Scissors
The Scissors are used to create custom brushes, which can
be anyshape, size, or number of colors. These custom
brushes can then be pasted down anywhere in tl1e canvas
using the current Dra\lwg mode.
The Scissors work in conjunction with tl1e current dral>wg
tool. Click on the tool you want to lise, ilien click the
scissors to activate the brush cutting mode. Draw around
the area you want as a custom brush and release the mOllse
button. Acopy of the area you 've defined becomes a custom
bmsh attached to the pointer.

ToasterPaint
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(continued from previous page)
The shape tools cannot be used directly with this custom
brush (i.e., you could not cut out someone's eye, and then
draw a circle of eyes using the circle tool). To return to
drawing with a regular brush tip, or to remove the brush [rom
the pOinter, simply select a brush tip from the Tools menu.

Note: When you cut out a brush, you can cut out both tile
brush itself and its background, or cut out the brush
without its background. See the NoBackground brush
option on the Options menu for details.

lmportant: \'\'hen you change the function of screen 2, its
contents will be erased in order to reset it. Therefore,
before you change the function of screen 2, make sure to
save your work. Otherl~se, it will be lost.

lmportant When cutting brushes for use \\~th LightWave
3D: Use the single dot brush and the rectangle tool, with
Coordinates turned on. Make sure that the brush image is
an even multiple of 32 pixels \~de. If you do not follow
these steps, LiglllWave 3D texture maps that use brushes
may have \~sible seams.

Screen 21Alpha
This setting tells ToasterPaint to use screen 2 as an alpha
channel screen. This screen, wtlich is used to generate
transparency maps for other uses, utilizes the gray scale
palette near the middle of the color strip rather than the
palette filled with color hues.

lmportant \Vhen cutting brushes for use with ToasterCG:
Brushes must be no more than 736 pixels wide by 400
pixels tall. (752 is ToasterCG's maximum brush \~dth.
ToasterPaint "rounds off' saved brush widths tllat are not
an exact multiple of 32 to the next tligller multiple of 32.
Therefore, a brush with a proper width (such as 32, 64,
128, 256, 512, etc.) will work fine, while a brush with a
\~dth that is not will be saved at the nex1 tligller value that
is a multiple of 32. (so a brush that is 272 pixels wide will
be saved as one that is 288 pixels wide). Any brush wider
than 736 will be saved as 768 and be too wide for CG.

Alpha channels are used to generate transparency maps.
Different shades of gray in the alpha channel image
represent different briglltness levels within the image.
These briglltness levels are used to deteffiline the amount
of transparency or blending between two images.
Depending on an application's use of the alpha channel,
brigllter values may mean more transparency and darker
values less transparency, or ~ce versa.

Transparency/Warp button
Select the TranspIWarp button to go to the Transparency and
Warp menu, wtlich contains all controls for setting
transparency levels, range color painting, texture mapping,
and tiling effects.
See the TransparencyIWarp panel for details on how to use
these controls.

---------

Screen 2
This pop-up menu allows you to decide how the spare
drawing screen will be used: as a standard swap screen, as an
alpha channel for the screen 1 image, or as a positive or
negative stencil for drawing on screen 1. In all cases, screen 2
has the exact same dimensions as screen 1, 752 pixels wide
by 480 pixels tligll, with exact registration.
ToasterPaint
Tools Panel, cont.
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To use screen 2 as a standard spare drawing screen
(like screen 1)
Click and drag the pointer over this pop-up menu. Select the
Swap option. This makes the spare screen into a standard, 24bit color drawing screen. (This is the standard setting that
ToasterPaint uses for the spare screen unless you set it
differently.)

Screen 2ISwap (Nonnal)
This tells ToasterPaint that the spare screen is a standard
screen, just like Screen I. You can jump back and forth
freely between screen 1 and 2, using all drawing modes.

•

The alpha screen ha.c; the exact same dimensions as screen
I, that is, 752 pixels \~de by 480 pLxels higll, with exact
•
registration. It's important to know what the alpha chaJUlel
is used for, since you may \~sh to create overlay graphics
for LiglltWave or the Switcher.

To use screen 2 as an alpha channel screen
Go to the Tools menu and drag the pointer over the Screen 2
pop-up menu. Select the Alpha option.
Screen 2IStencil Positive
Tllis setting tells ToasterPaint that screen 2 is to be used as
a stencil for any drawing operations that you plan to
perform on screen 1. The image, text, or graphics that you
have on screen 2 \\ill be used as a mask, protecting those
paJ1S of screen 1 from being changed. The determining
factor is the briglltness of the imagery on screen 2. Any
portion of screen 2 with a luminance value over 128, 128,
128 (RGB) or just 128 (gray scale) is considered part of
the mask.
For example, screen 2 is set to Stencil Positive. On screen
2 you create a text brush that says "ToasterPaint" and
stamp it down using the color white (255,255,255).
Back on screen 1, you select the air brush and scribble
across the screen (making sure to go over the area where
the word "ToasterPaint" appears on screen 2). The air
brush will draw on screen 1 outside of the areas of the
word ''ToasterPaint.''

•

•

The positive stencil setting tells ToasterPaint to look at
the image drawn on screen 2, and protect any pot1ions
that are brighter than 128, 128, 128 from being
changed. Since the entire word "ToasterPaint" was
drawn in 255, 255, 255 white, it became the mask. The
remainder of the image at 0, 0, 0 black, was not used.

To use screen 2 as a positive stencil screen
Go to the Tools menu and drag the pointer over the Screen
2 pop-up menu. Select the Stencil Pos option.
Screen 2IStencil Negative
This setting tells ToasterPaint tllat screen 2 is to be used
as a stencil for any drawing operations that you plan to
perforrn on screen 1. Any portion of screen 2 with a
luminance value below 128, 128, 128 will act as a mask
that will protect corresponding portions of screen 1
from being changed. Anything above this value will not
be masked. The determining factor (what part is
masked and what part is not) is the brightness of the
imagery on screen 2.

•

As an example, let's use same screen 2 design that we
used for the positive stencil setting (above). Screen 1 is
blank (or any image, it doesn't matter), and screen 2
contains the word ToasterPaint stamped in white on the
black background. In this case, with stencil set to
negative, select the air brush and scribble across screen
1 (making sure to go over the area where the word
"ToasterPaint" appears on screen 2). The air brush will
draw on screen 1 inside of the areas of the word
ToasterPaint, leaving the outside areas untouched.

The negative stencil setting tells ToasterPaint to look at
the image drawn 011 screen 2, and to protect any
portions that are darker than 128, 128, 128 from being
changed.

To use screen 2 as a negative stencil screen
Go to the Tools menu and drag the pointer over the Screen
2 pop-up menu. Select the Stencil Neg option.

name will then appear on the pop-up button as a reminder
of the mode you have chosen.

Note: If you tum on the Coordinates toggle at the
Options menu, tllen the current draw mode name will be
replaced with the X and Y coordinates of the pOinler.
This is useful for lining up graphics at exact locations.
Note: If you activate the Use Grid toggle on the Options
menu, then a # symbol will appear beside either the
draw mode name or the coordinates display, whichever
is activated, on the Draw Mode pop-up menu. This acts
as an indicator that the grid is active.

ToasterPainl Drawing Modes
ToasterPaint offers a variety of drawing modes. Each of
these painting modes offers very powerful ways to create
and alter images. The effect of the drawing mode extends to
all of ToasterPaint's tools. In other words, the in the Normal
drawing mode, all tools will draw normally. In Darken, all
tools will function to darken the background or image
underneath.

bnportant: Keep track of the mode and the sub-menu
functions you have turned on! It's fairly easy to set a
certain level of transparency for a certain draw mode,
then change drawing modes and forget that you have
transparency turned on when you go to draw. (The
Golden Rule: If you don't get the results you expect,
make sure tllat all settings are the way they should be.)
Following is a description of each of ToasterPaint's drawing
modes.

Tip: All of ToasterPaint's drawing modes can be
adjusted using the transparency mapping controls on the
Transp/Warp menu. For example, to lighten an area on
screen a small amount, select lighten mode, and set the
transparency controls to 50%. This lessens the effect of
lighten when you draw, giving you more control over
how much of an effect is applied.

The Draw Mode pop-up menu
The drawing mode is the current effect or style in which
paint will be applied.
For example, suppose the current color is bright red and
the draw mode is Normal. When you draw on screen, you
will lay down red paint over the background or image. If
you change the dra.w mode to lighten, drawing on screen
will lighten those portions of the screen where you draw.

•

ToasterPaint
The Draw Mode button is actually a pop-up menu; drag the
pointer over it to select a different style of dra\ving from the
menu that appears. When you select a new drawing style, its

Tools panel, cont.
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Normal Drawing Mode

Range Drawing Mode

This is the default painting mode.

The Range drawing mode applies paint to the screen using
the color range displayed on the color strip.

When you draw in the Nomlal mode

The paint you apply to the screen is that of the current color.

When you draw in the Range mode

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in

The current color is ignored. Paint is applied using the
ramp of colors in the color range only.

Normal mode
The b!1lsh is applied to the screen using in its normal
colors.

When you stamp dlown a copy of a custom brush in

•

Range mode
The area underneath the brush will be colored according to
the cun'ent range settings. The colors of the brush are not
lIsed by Range dra\\~ng, only the shape of the brush.
dra\\~ng , the
transparency map (on the TransparencylWarp menu) is
automatically S\~tched on in Spherical mode. The three
mapping modes allow you to determine how and where
the center color appears when you draw on screen. (See
the Transparency and Warping panel for details.)

Note: \Vhen you first select Range

Tip: This drawing mode can be used to create

An exampfe ofNormal drawing mode on a bfack
background. Nothingfaney here, simp0' afew drawing
tools used with and without the Solid button turned on.
Normal drawing mode draws shapes and outlines in
solid color.

highlighting effects, backgrounds \~th graduated shades
of multiple colors, or other lighting effects.

•

Three simple examples ofRange drawing using afilled
square. Each example shows the settingfor the mapping
control on the Transparenql/ Warping panel beside the
resulting graphic. The mapping control c(ln be used to
affect how the mnge colors are applied
ToasterPaint
Drawing Modes
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You c(ln drag the point or bar gadget within the mapping
control to give Y Oli many more possihle variations, and
milch more control over the way the mnge is applied

•

•

Lighten Drawing Mode

Darken Drawing Mode

The Lighten drawing mode lightens the area of the screen
where you apply paint.

The Darken drawing mode darkens the area of the screen
where you apply paint.

When YOll draw in the Lighten mode
The current color is ignored. Paint is not actually applied,
rather you are simply lightening the location where you
draw.

When you draw in the Darken mode
The current color is ignored. Paint is not actually applied ,
rather you are simply darkening the location where you
draw.

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in
Lighten mode
The area undemeath the brush will be lightened. The colors
of the brush are not used by Lighten, only the shape of the
blllSh.

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in
Darken mode
The area underneaOl the brush will be darkened. 'flle colors
of the blllSh are not used by Darken, only Ole shape of the
blllsh.

Tip: Lighten is very useful with the Redo conunand, so
that you can lighten an area you've just drawn.

Tip: Darken is very useful with the Redo command, so
that you can Darken an area you've just drawn.

lmportant Lighten and Darken are not mirror
operations due to the fact that when you draw you may
reach the upper or lower limits of possible pixel values.
Therefore, if you use darken on an area of the screen
five times, you wiU probably 110t be able to use Lighten
on it five times to return it to its original slate.

Important: Lighten and Darken are not min'or
operations due to the fact that when you draw you may
reach the upper or lower limits of possible pi.;l(el values.
Therefore, if you use darken on an area of the screen
five times, you wiU probably not be able to use Lighten
on it five times to return it to its original state.

•
Samples ofLighten aud Darken drawing on a corner ofthe Video Toaster 4000 logo picture. The first image is as it
normally appears. The second image shows the right halfofthe image Lightened The third image sbows the rigbt balfof
the image Darkened
Using the transparency mapping controls you can adjust how mucb lightening and dorkening occurs, as well as
whether tbe transition between tbe affected area is bard-edged (as shown) or sofiO) blended

•

ToasterPaint
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Colorize Drawing Mode

RubThru Drawing Mode

The Colorize dra\\ring mode changes the color of the area on
screen where you apply paint, not the brightness. The
colorized area takes on the shade of the cunent color while
maintaining the brightness of the original image.

The RubThru drawing mode is a useful tool for compositing
parts of different images into one. In the RubThru mode,
wherever you draw on screen, the image from the other
screen begins to show through.

For example, suppose you had an image of a red apple. If
you selected Colorize, and use the color green as your
cun'em color, you could change the red apple to a green
apple just by dra\\riog on it. The tight and dark areas of the
apple would remain as tight and as dark as before, only now
they would be colored various shades of green.

Ru bThru requires that you had two images loaded, one into
Screen 1 and one into Screen 2. The cunent dra\\ring color
is ignored, since the spare screen is prOviding the "paint"
where you draw.

Tip: Use Colorize on a black-and-white picture to give it
a sepia-toned look, or draw with pale, faded colors to
achieve a hand-tinted look. You can even try your hand
at making a black-and·white image full color.

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in
Colorize mode
The area underneath the brush will be colo Ii zed according
to the cunent color. The colors of the brush are not used by
Colorize, only the shape of the brush.

•

Note: RubThru sUppOI1S all transparency features, fill,
or any brush (including the air brush) . The
transparency controls can be used \vith RubThru to
create very misty montage effects.
When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in
RubThru mode, the area underneath the brush \viII be
rubbed through from the spare screen. The colors of the
brush are not used by RubThru, only the shape of the brush.

•
(Ab01Je) An example ofColorize, both before and aft.m;
on a portion ofthe Toaster 4000 logo picture. The
lettering was originally white On the right it has been
colorized with a dark red While the color change is not
apparent in black-and-white, you should get the idea.

ToasterPaint
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(Three images at right) An example ofthe Rub Thm
drawing mode using two full-screen images, one loaded
to screen 1 (top) and the other to screen 2 (middle). The
I'esulting image (bottom) was created using the Circle
drawing tool, with Solid turned on, and point -type
transparency mapping (with the edge set to 100%
transparency) Drawing on the logo image caused the
other image to mb through the solid drawn circle with
soft. blending at its edges.

•

•

Blur Drawing Mode

Blur 2Drawing Mode

The Blur drawing mode is used to soften or defocus an
image (or portions of Ihe image). The current color is not
used by Blur. Paint is not actually applied, ralher you are
simply blurring Ihe part of the screen where you draw.

The Blur2 drawing mode is an extension of tlle Blur mode;
it blurs over a slightly greater area Ihan Blur. Use it to soften
or defocus an image (or portions of the image). The current
color is not used by Blur2. Paint is not actually applied,
rather you are simply blurring tlle part of the screen where
you draw.

Note: Blur is a fairly subtle effect. You may need to apply

Blur several times before you see a noticeable
difference.
Tip: Use this effect repeatedly to create a very watery
effect.
Tip: You can use Ihe transparency controls to control
the amount of blurring.

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in Blur
mode, the area underneath the brush will be blurred. The
colors of the brush are not used by Blur, only the shape of
the brush .

•

•

Tip: Use this effect repeatedly to create a very watery
effect.
Tip: You can use the transparency controls to control
the amount of blurring.

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in Blur2
mode, the area underneath the brush will be blurred. The
colors of the brush are not used by Blur2, only the shape of
the brush.

~
The effects ofBlur and Blur2. The original image on the left shows a portion ofthe Toaster logo. The image at center
exhibits a single application ofBlur. The image on the right shows a single application ofBlur2.

ToasterPaint
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TxMap Drawing Mode
The TxMap drawing mode is used for drawing texture
mapped or warped imagery lIsing cut out brushes. You can
also use it to resize brushes and images.

For example, here are the steps for using TxMap draw mode
to warp an image into a spherical shape:

The TxMap mode is rrot available to you urrtil you have cut
out a brush, since TxMap requires the imagery of a custom
brush to martipulate into the rre\.1 shape you draw.

1

Load an image (we chose the Video Toaster logo).

2

Use the Rectangle tool and cut out a brush that
surrounds the part you want texture mapped. The
brush will attach itself to your pointer. (We cut out
the entire image as a brush.)

3

Go to Options, to the brush options column, and
select Copy to Swap.

4

Go to Tools and select TxMap from the pop-up draw
mode menu. The brush may disappear from your
pointer, but ToasterPaint knows to use it for the next
drawing operation (because you selected TxMap).

5

Click orr the Transp/Warp button to go to the
Transparency and Warping control panel. Click on
the point warping button (it looks Uke a tiny sphere).
Set u1e Warp Amount to 25%.

After cutting out a brush, go to the Optiorrs merru and select
Copy to Swap b'om the brush options column. This teUs
ToasterPaint to place a copy of the brush in a special buffer
used for TxMap mode. Select the TxMap drawing mode, a
drawing tool, and paint with warped imagery
The transparerrcy mapping and warp mapping controls orr
the Transparency/Warp menu will be activated wherr you
select TxMap mode. Use the warp mapping carr trois to set
the amourrt of warping, smoothing, and tiling when you
draw. Use the trarrsparency mapping controls to determine
the blend betweerr the warped shape and the background.
Note: The brush you cut out for texture mapping may be
arry size, including the entire screen. Note that if you

texture map a brush to a larger size than it was
originally, it will looked somewhat chunky.
Tip: Here's a useful shortcut for resizing the full screen
image. Load the image, select the scissors tool, then
click on full Image. The errtire image will be cut out with
the brush tool. Activate TxMap mode and you're free to
warp, resize, whatever, with the next drawing tools you
use.
Important: The first time you cut out a brush, you can
go direcuy to the TxMap mode. However, for every brush
that you cut out with the intention of texture mapping
after that, you must go to the Options menu and select
Copy to Alt before activating the TxMap draw mode. This
places a copy of u1e newly cut brush into a special buffer
that ToasterPaint reserves for the TxMap draWing mode.
(Otherwise, the previously cut out brush may be used
instead.)

6
7

CUck on the Tools button to return to U1e Tools
panel. Select the Ellipse tool. Now select the Solid
button so that the Ellipse tool will draw saUd-filled
circles.
Hold the Shjft key and press k on the keyboard.
This will clear U1e screen to the color black. Go to
the center of the screen a drag out a circle.

•

ToasterPaint lvill draw a filled circle ,vith a fish-eye
lens appearance. To alter the amount of warping,
select the Transp/Warp buttorr and try alit the
clifferen t settings.

ToasterPaint
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•

The Video Toaste-r logo before and afte-r the T.tMap example listed above.

•

•

And Drawing Mode

Or Drawing Mode

The And drawing mode is similar to painting with a colored
filter.

The Or drawing mode is similar to blending the current
color with the colors on screen. The effect of Or is usually to
add color. It works by leaving color that is in either the
bmsh OR on the screen (or both).

The effect of And is to change the affected colors to reflect
the color you're drawing with. And compares the RGB
values of each pixel on screen with those of the current
drawing color, leaving behind only the values that can be
found in both the screen and the applied color.
Tip: And is also useful to remove other colors. For
instance, if you And \vith Red 255 (Green 000 and Blue
000), the result will be the pure red separation of the
picture.

When you stamp down a copy of a custom bmsh in And
mode, both the shape of the bmsh and the current color are
used. The shape of the brush is used to apply paint to the
image, and the paint is applied using the current dra\ving
color with And mode.

\Vhen you stamp down a copy of a custom bmsh in Or
mode, both the shape of the bmsh and the cunent color are
used. The shape of the bmsh is used to apply paint to the
image, and the paint is applied using the current drawing
color with Or mode.
Note: There are no example images of the Or dra\ving

mode, since the effects are most easily seen with color
imagery. Expeliment \\~th this dra\\~ng mode using
different colors to see its effects.

Note: There are no example images of the And draw~ng

mode, since the effects are most easily seen with color
imagery. Experiment with this draWing mode using
different colors to see its effects .

•

•
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Kor Drawing Mode
Xor stands for an "exclusive-or" operrJ1ion. The Xor
(pronounced Ex-or) drawing mode reverses the colors of
the area you draw on.
Tip: Use pure white (255, 255, 255) and the Xor mode
will make the area you draw on tum negative.
Tip: Some very interesting false color effects can be
created by using Xor \~th other colors like red or blue.

•

When you stamp down a copy of a custom brush in Xor
mode, both the shape of the bmsh and the current color are
used. The shape of the brush is used to apply paint to the
image, and the paint is applied using the current dra\~g
color with Xor mode.

The effect ojthe Xor drawing nwde when you select pure white (255, 255, 255) as the drawing color. A Negative image.

ToasterPaint
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(cont)

•

•

Mixing and Selecting Coiors-Ille Color Panel

•

Television and computer color are actually an additive blend of the tllfee primary colors, red, blue, and green. When you mix
these colors in varying quantities, you can create any of the colors that you 've seen on television. ToasterPaint offers you many
ways to mix and select color:
• You can use the RGB sliders to add or subtract specific amounts of red, blue, or green.
• You can use the HSV color wheel to select a hue or adjust its saturation. Use the Value slider to adjust its intensity.
• You can create ramps of color by blending any two colors using the color range controls.
• You can select the color you want directly from the image on screen using the "pick color" function .

•
ToasterPaint's Color menu.

RGB Sliders

These three sliders control the red, green, and blue color
components of the current color. For 24-bit color, each of
the RGB sliders has a value range from 0-255 (providing
16,777,21 6 different possible combinations of color).

•

This control has two ways to adjust the current color value:
• Position the pointer over the small black slider beside
the color you want to adjus~ and drag it to the left or the
right. Go right to increase its color value, go left to
decrease it.
• Click in the gray area to either side of the small black
slider to raise or lower its value 1 unit at a time.

U you are using an Amiga 4000
Although ToasterPaint is working with 16.7 million colors
internally, there are only 256,000 distinct colors that can be
displayed on screen. You will see color possibilities
displayed on screen. Therefore, you should know that when
you change a color value by any increment less than 4, you
will not see a difference on screen, although that difference
will occur in the actual RGB image.
Uyou are using an Amiga 2000/3000
Although ToasterPaint is working with 16.7 million colors
internally, there are only 4,096 distinct colors that can be
displayed on screen. Therefore, you should know that when
you change a color value by any increment less than 16, you
will not see a difference on screen, although that difference
will occur in the actual RGB image.

ToasterPaint
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Tip: lightWave 3D users who wish to create luminosity
maps, or other specialty maps that use luminance values
between 0-100%, will find the Value slider invaluable
when creating texmre maps.

Current Color box
This box shows a large sample swatch of the current
drawing color. It will change to show the color that you are
mixing whenever you use the RGB or HSV color controls.

•• •
HSV Color Wheel and Value Slider
Together, the Color Wheel and the Value Slider comprise the
HSV color control portion of the Color menu. (HSV stands
for the three color components, Hue, Sam ration , and Value.
It is also referred to as HLS for Hue, Luminance, and
Sam ration.) This form of "color space" as it is called is
popular among artists. To use the Color Wheel, just drag the
pointer through it. The cun'ent color box and RGB sliders
will update as you drag through the Color Wheel.

•

Center button
This is one of the Range drawing mode controls, It takes the
current color and inserts it into the center weU of the color
ramp.
To copy the current drawing color into the left-most
color box of the color range
Make sure that the current color is the one you want to
insert into the range, then click on the Center button. The
color range will update itself automatically to display the
new range of colors used by the Range draw mode.
Tip: Remember that you should have the proper color
showing in ule current color box first, before selecting
Center.
Edge button (image shown above)
This is one of the Range drawing mode controls. It takes ule
CUlTent color and inserts it into the edge weU of the color
•
ramp.

The Color Wheel shows two aspects of the current color,
hue and saturation. It's best to use ule wheel to locate a
color and set its saturation at the same time, since these two
aspects of the CUtTent color cannot be adjusted separately
with this control.
To select a color from the Color Wheel
Drag arollnd ule wheel in a clockwise or counterclockwise
manner. You will see changing hues of color from red to
magenta to blue to cyan to green to yeUow (with others in
between).
To adjust color saturation using the Color Wheel
Move the pointer in a straight line, in and out from the
center of the wheel to the outer edge and you 'U adust
saturation. For example, if you moved from the outer edge
where the color red resides directly to the center where
white resides, the red would grow paler and paler until it
became white.

ToasterPaint
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The Value Slider adjusts the intensity of the color's ability to
reflect light. This is similar to the Diffuse control found
within LightWave 3D. All colors reflect light. Afully saturated
red, reflecting a lot of light, will look bright red. However, if
Ulat red reflects little light, it will appear a dark blick red,
This is controUed by the Value slider.

To copy the current drawing color into the rightmost color box of the color range
Make sure that the CUlTent color is the one you want to
inselt into the range, then click on the Edge button. The
color range will update itself automatically to display the
new range of colors used by the Range draw mode.
Tip: Remember that you should have the proper color
showing in the current color box first, before selecting
Edge.
Flip Range button (image shown above)
This is one of the Range drawing mode controls. It swaps
the two range colors, center and edge, so that they exchange
positions.
To swap the two range colors
Click the Flip Range button. The two colors will change
positions,

•

•

Add Color button
Use the Add Color button to inselt the current drawing color
into one of the 24 inkwells on tile color strip. ntis makes a
pennanent change to the palette, which means Ulat the ne"t
time you tum on ToasterPaint, any colors you changed in a
previous session will still be present.
To insert a color into the adjustable palette
First make sure that the current color is Ule one you want
(select or mix the color as necessary). Click on Add Color,
then click on the inkwell where you want the color installed.
The color box you select will change to the new color.

The color you insert into the palette is permanent, and will
remain this color (unless you add a new color over it in the
future) .
Note: ToasterPaint works with a 24-bit, or 16-million
color, palette. The 24 inkwells of the color strip
represent a selection of useful colors that you can
change to suit your taste. They do not necessarily have to
be used in the CutTent image, or be taken from it. This is
the reason why you can design your own preferred
palette that will remain consistent from session to
session. AU colors are available to you at all times.

•

•

Pick Color
Select Pick Color when you wish to choose a color directiy
from the screen image itself. This is useful when you need to
select a specific shade of color that might be dillicuJt to mix
with the color controls, such as a particular skin tone.
To pick a color from the screen image
Select Pick Color. The pointer turns into a left-pointing
arrow. Move this pointer over the screen inlage. TIle Current
Color box will change as you move around on the image,
reflecting the color that is directly beneath the pointer tip.
When you locate the color you want, click the left mouse
button to pick it and make it the current drawing color.
Note: If the menu is displayed over the portion of the
image you want to select a color from, press Esc to hide
it.
Tip: You can also hide the menu first, then press tile
comma key on the keyboard . This is the keyboard
shortcut for clicking on Pick Color.
Tip: Another method for picking color is to click on the
current color indicator on the color strip, then drag the
pointer up into the picture area.. This puts ToasterPailll
into an automatic "Pick Color" mode for as Jong as you
hold down the mouse button. When you Jet go, you will
have selected the coJor beneath the pointer.
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•

Adding Text and Titles-theText Panel

•

The Text menu is designed to let you create text brushes for use in your video graphic designs. ToasterPaint supports
PostScript Type 1 fonts only. Text brushes may be created at any shear or rotation angle, and in a wide variety of sizes and
widths. You can use text brushes with any of ToasterPaint's drawing modes, allowing you to create text with transparency,
color ranges, texture mapping, and more.
When you select the Text menu for the first time, the only operation available to you is Load Font. You must first select a font
before you can create a text brush. Once you have chosen a font, all of the controls on the Text menu are available.
To create a text brush, select a font, enter text into the text 'vindow, and click on Create Brush. If you \\~sh to alter the size of
the resulting brush, or change other aspects of its appearance, use the controls found on the lower portion of the panel before
selecting Create Brush.

•
ToasterPain/'s Text menu.

Load Font button
To select a font, click this button. ToasterPaint will display a
file requester for you to locate and select a PostScript font.
Only one font may be loaded into ToasterPaint at a time. It
will remain available from the Text menu until such time as
you load a new font or quit ToasterPaint.

•

To load a font
Click Load Font. Use the file requester to locate and load a
PostScript font. You will be returned to this panel, \\~th the
remaining controls available for use.

Enter Text field
The text that you wish to convert into a brush should be
entered here. When you press Return (or click the Create
Brush button) ToasterPaint will create the brush.
To create a text brush
After loading a PS font, enter text into this field. Press
Return. In a moment, the brush will be generated.
Note: Depending on the size and width of the font itself,
it is possible to create a brush that is too large to fit on
screen. If so, make smaller brushes, a few words at a
time so that you can work with them more easily.

ToasterPaint
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~
Create Brush button
Select this button to convert the current text string into a text
brush. Text bnlshes are always made with the color wlUte,
but you can use the appropliale drawing mode \\~th any
color of your choice to stamp the brush down as you desire.

-

--"""-

Shear

Shear changes the angle of the font relative 10 a stalionary
baseline. If you could hold down the base of the letter and
force it to lean to the left or right, you would have the rough
equivalent of shear. Shear is used to italicize lettering.

•

POSitive shear (from 1 to 60 degrees) will angle the text to
the right so that it appears in a familiar italic form. Negative
shear (-1 to -60 degrees) will angle the text to the left.
Font Options (Bold, Outline)
These two buttons allow you to change the basic look of the
fonl when you create a text brush. They are loggle conlrols
wlUch may be turned on or off in any combination.
Bold option
Tum this setting on 10 make the font thicker, as if it were
bold.

Tip: A neat trick with Shear is to create a font brush Ulat
is sheared at an extreme amount, say 60 degrees, and
stamp it down using Darken mode. Then set Shear back
to 0 degrees, create the text brush again, and stamp it
down in Normal mode so that the baselines of the two
brushes line up. The effect is that of a long angled
shadow stretch.ing back beh.ind the font.

Outline option
This setting generates only Ihe outline of Ihe characlers
in the lext brush, as if Ihe fonl itself transparent.
Rotate
Rotate will revolve the text brush so that it appears rotated at
an angle.
Height
PostScripl fonts may be sized between 10-300 lines lUgh.
Use the button slider 10 sel the fonl heighllhat you would
like to use in the text bmsh.

Width
The width of a fonl is designed al a specific ratio 10 its
height. Therefore, the Width value always defaults to I, or
the normal widlh for the font given its current height setting
(as designed by ule font's original designer). When you
enter a height value from 10-400, the correct \~dth to
maintain a I: 1 ratio will be set automatically.

Positive rotation angles from 1 to 360 degrees will rotate Ule
text brush in a counterclock\~se direction. Negative values
(from -I to -360 degrees) are allowed.
Tip: A neat trick to create text where the characters
appear upright, yet the word(s) look slanted on an
angle, is to create a brush using the same values for
Shear and Rotate. Try loading a fonl \~th a 20 degree
Shear and a 20 degree Rotate and you'll see this useful
effect.

•

To change the \~dth of the current fonl use the numeric
slider to enter a new value. For ~deo graphics it's often
useful to condense a font in order to get more characters on
the screen. In such cases, you would use a number between
oand I. To widen or expand the font, use values above I.
Note: A negative value (between 0 and -I) would do two
things: affect the width of the fonl in the same manner as
a positive value (between 0 and I) , but also flip the
brush to CWJte a mirror image of it.
ToasterPaint
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Useful Functions-the Options Panel
The Options menu contains useful tools and utility fu nctions that you're not likely to use often, but which are handy when you
need them .
•

These abilities include nl1lling on and off the screen coordinates, tlle global fill command, bmsh rotation commands, the "no
background" command for picking up bmshes, and more.

ToasterPaint's Options panel

Screen Options

Coordinates
The Coordinate button switches on me coordinate display,
which appears on me Draw Mode pop-up. The readout
shows the pointer's distance from me upper left corner of
fue screen along two axes: X (left-riglll) and Y(up-down) .
The upper left-hand corner pLxel is at Ox, Oy.

•

When you draw on screen, me coordinate display changes
relative to tlle starting point of your dra\ving. In omer words,
if you begin drawing a rectangle at124x, SOy, and you draw
a box tllat 50 pixels by 60 pLxels, me display will read SOx,
60y. If tl1e menu has disappeared as you draw, click the
riglll mouse button to bring it back so mat you can see the
coordinates.

The screen display of the television signal is made up of a
grid work of tiny squares called pixels. This grid is 752
pixels across and 480 pixels high. Each pixel has an
identifiable location, defined as me x and Ycoordinates.

Set Grid
When you need to line up graphics along specific
increments, it's useful to "lock" me pointer to an invisible
grid so fuat it can move along specific lines only. The gtid
tool allows you to do this (see Use Grid, below).

Set Grid allows you to set me grid increment. Select Set Grid,
move tlle pointer over me screen and click and hold me left
mouse button. You will see a tiny array of points appear.
Drag me mouse to change me spacing of tlle points in the
grid array. When tlle spacing is at tlle desired size, release
the button. Remember to select Use Grid to activate me grid
spacing you've just set.

ToasterPaint
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Use Grid
Select Use Grid to lock pointer movement to the CutTent grid
spacing. When the grid is activated, a number sign (#)
appears next to the current paint mode or coordinate
display on the Draw Mode pop-up menu bunan.
If you have a brush already cut out, the current brush size
and shape are unaffected by the grid. However, if the grid is
active, the drawing tools (which also act as brush-cutting
tools) are constrained to cut brushes in the same manner
that the tools are constrained to draw.
With the grid on, drawing tools are constrained in the
following ways:
Freehand tool
Since this tool draws unconnected dots, dots will appear
only at the grid points.
Freehand Continuous tool
You can draw straight lines from grid point to grid pOint,
either hOrizontally, vertically or diagonally.
Polygon tool
You can make a polygon whose comers lie at any
number of grid pOints.
Straight Line tool
You can connect any two grid points with a straight line.
Rectangle tool
You can make rectangles \-vhose comers Ue at any four
grid points.
Circle tool
You can draw circles where the center is located at any
grid pOint, and the radius extends from that point to
another grid point.
Ellipse tool
You can draw an ellipse whose center is located at any
grid pOint, with at least one point on the circumference
passing through another gJid point.

Global Fill
This option is related to the Flood Fill tool. It allows you to
change the color of all of the flood-filled areas on screen
(whether they are touching or not) that have the same RGB
color value. Global Fill will change the color in all of those
areas in one operation.

ToasterPaint
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For example, suppose you have an image of a house. You
have used Flood Fill to fill each of the windows with the
color sky blue. The result is that you have five unconnected
areas that contain the same shade of blue. Later, you decide
to make that a darker shade of blue. Select the color blue
thaI you want, select Flood Fill, tum on Global Fill, and click
in anyone of the five windows. All five will fill with the new
shade of dark blue.

Copy to Swap
This button copies the ClllTent screen to the swap screen.
Both screen 1 and screen 2 must be standard drawing
•
screens for this option to function. If screen 2 is set to be an
alpha channel screen, for example, this option \-vill not be
available.

Merge with Swap
Merge with Swap will merge screen 1 and screen 2using the
operation chosen from the Mode menu. With Merge, the
whole back picture is the "paint."

Print Screen
Select Print Screen to send the picture on screen to a
printer. ToasterPaint uses the printer settings that have been
set up from the Amiga's Workbench (printer control
programs are found in the Preferences drawer of the
Workbench), so you should make sure these settings are
correct before trying to print. Refer to the Amiga Users
Manual if you have any questions about how to set up
Preferences to work with your particular printer. Also, make
sure the printer is connected to the system and powered on.
The Print featu re uses a special feature of the Amiga's
printer driver: 12-bit print. each of the 8-bit red, green and
blue values (24 bits altogether) are dithered to 4 bits each
(I2 bits total) before being sent to the printer.

•

Clear Screen
Clear Screen blanks the entire screen with the ClllTent
drawing color. An}1hing on screen will be cleared, however,
Undo will retrieve the image if used immediately afterward.
Clear Screen \-vill not affect the spare screen.
Note: The keyboard shortcut for this command, Shift+k,
always clears the screen using the color black.

•

Brush Options

•

ToasterPaint allows you to work with two custom brushes at
a time, a current brush that is attached to the pointer and a
swap brush that is held in memory. The swap brush is used
as the texture image when you are texture mapping (see the
TxMap drawing mode).

Copy to Swap
At any time while a brush is attached to the pointer, select
Copy to Swap to make a copy of it in memory.

Swap brushes
Select Swap Brush to exchange the current brush with the
brush in memory. This is useful when you want to alternate
working with two brushes.

Flip Horizontal

When you want to reverse the cun'ent bmsh to make it a
mirror image of itself, select Flip Horizontal. This command
flips the cunent custom brush tram right to left.

Flip Vertical
When you want to tum the current bmsh upside dOWll,
select Flip Vertical. This command flips the current custom
brush from top to bottom.

Rotate +90 degrees
When you \Vantto rotate the current bmsh in a clockwise
fashion, select Rotate +90 degrees.
,'.

Restore Swap
When you have a brush in memory (i.e., you have used the
Copy to Swap command) that you wish to use without
remOving it from memory, select Restore Swap. The current
brush, if there is one, will be cleared from the pointer in
order to bling back the swap brush .

•
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•
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Rotate -90 degrees
When you want to rotate the current brush in a
counterclockwise fashion, select Rotate '90 degrees.

NoBackground

NoBackground treats the current drawing color as if it were
a stencil color during a brush cutting operation. This allows
you to cut out a brush and pick up a copy of it without
picking up the "background" on which it appears. Simply
make sure the current color is the color you wish to
consider the background, then select Nobackground and
cut out the brush. It's very useful when you have an unusual
shape to cut out trom a normal background.
Note: This command is designed specifically for cutting
out brushes from the screen cleanly. As an example,
when you u)' to cut out a white letter on a black
background, ToasterPaint nonnally assumes that you
want an exact copy of that area of the screen. Hence you
cut out a white letter and its black background.

To pick up the letter without the black background, use the
Pick Color command (Color menu) and select the black
background to make it the current color. Select
Nobackground. Nowselect the scissors tool and Cllt out the
brush. In this case you would cut out the white letter without
the black background.

•
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Delete Options
There are two delete options in this panel. Sometimes, to
make more memory available for a drawing operation, YOll
need to delete the swap brush in memory. If this is
insufficient, you may need to delete the spare screen.
This is more effective than cleating the screen, since
deleting it actually de-allocates the memory that is reserved
for the spare screen. Having a blank spare screen and
having no spare screen are two very different conditions.
With no spare screen, you have more memory available.

•

Select Delete Screen 2 to remove screen 2 from memory.
Any image!)1that was on screen 2 will be erased from the
screen, ~md the screen removed from use.
This option deletes whatever type of screen is being used as
screen 2 (noffilal, alpha, or stencil).

Select Delete Swap Brush to remove the spare brush from
memory. If you have recently cut out a large brush,
particularly for a TxMap operation, it is likely taking up
valuable memOly. Use this option to recover tllat memory.

•
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•

Image Processing-the Process Menu

•

The Process menu is designed to make image processing plug-in processes avaiable to ToasterPainl. Image processes may be
appued to the current image, to an image that has been extracted from a Flyer cup, or to an entire Flyer cup.
This panel is divided into three subsections. TIle top half is for processing Flyer clips. You have controls for selecting a clip,
choosing which frames to process, selecting an linage process, and starting tile processing operation.
The lower lett portion is for processing a frame that has been extracted from a Flyer clip. To extract a frame from a clip, first
use lie upper portion of lie panel to select the clip. Then use the Franle # control to choose which frame you want to load.
Finally, use one of lie load field buttons to load an image into ToasterPaint.
The lower right portion of the panel is for processing just lie current screen inlage, rather than a Flyer clip

•
ToasterPaint's Process panel

Clip ProcessingControls

•

Source Clip button
This button allows you to select the source Flyer cup for
inlage processing or inlage importing. To select a source
clip, click this button. Use the file requester to locate and
select the original Flyer clip. Only one clip may be active at a
tinle. Its nanle \vill be displayed on tile button once loaded.
The lengili of tile selected Flyer clip \vill be shown in lie
Length window below the Source Clip button. This \viJ1dow
is for display only; you cannot edit or change lie length of
the original cup.

Frames to Process
Use these controls to select which portion of me source clip
is going to be processed.
By default, the First Frame and Last Frame windows display
lie fulilengili of the clip. Use the jog-shuttle button beside
eilier window to skim through the clip and select up lie
pOliion to be processed, or type in time code values if you
prefer

Toaster-Paint
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Process Clip pop-up menu
This pop-up menu contains a list of the current image
processes that can be applied to the cunent clip. Drag the
pointer over it to select the process you wish to apply to the
CutTent clip.

Process Screen pop-up menu
This pop-up menu contains a list of the current image
processes available to ToasterPaint that can be applied to
the current screen. Drag the pointer over it to select the
process that you wish to apply to the current image.

This does not activate the image processing procedure. This
simply selects which one you want to apply.

Process button (shown above)
This button begins processing the screen image with the
chosen image process.

•

Process button (shown above)
Tllis button begins processing the selected clip with the
chosen image process. Once selected, it will display a file
requester asking that you specify a location and a name for
the selected output clip (you cannot save a processed clip
over itself, or over another clip; you must create a new clip
when image processing).

Loading aSingle I_ge from aClip
To load a single frame from a Flyer clip into ToasterPaint,
follow these steps. Use the Source Clip button (on the upper
portion of the panel) to select a clip. Now use the Frame #
time code gadget to locate a specific frame (you'll see it
displayed by the Flyer). Finally, select whether you wish to
load Field 1 or Field 2 into ToasterPaint.

Frame # selector
If you wish to load a specific image from a video clip into
ToasterPaint, select it using the controls on the upper
portion of this panel. 'lben use the Frame # Selector to pick
the frame that you wish to paint. Click one of the Load Field
buttons (described below) to load the image.

•

Load Field 1 button

Select this button to load field 1 of the specified frame from
the cunent clip into the current ToasterPaint screen.

Load Field 2 button

Select tllis button to load field 2 of the the specified frame
from the current clip into the current ToasterPaint screen.

ToasterPaint
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Blending and Warping Graphics-the Transparency &Warping Panel

•

•

The Transparency and Warp control panel contains controls for a variety of special effects. From this menu you can control
the transparency of any painting or drawing operation, adjust the amount of warping (warpage?, warposi~I?, whatever!) and
tiling used when texture mapping, and control the placement of the center and edge colors when using the Range drawing
mode. This menu offers tremendous power to blend grapillcs seamlessly, warp and re-size images, and create tilTee
dimensional effects .

ToasterPaint's Transparency and Warping panel. Note that when the TxMap drawing mode is not active, the WaJP
controls (on the right side oftbe paneO will be dimmed and unavailable.

TransparencylRange Mapping COIl1rOIS

The transparency mapping controls are available at all times
and for all drawing modes in ToasterPaint. For all drawing
modes, the Center and Edge sliders, in conjunction with the
locator map, function to add transparency to the areas
where you draw. In Range mode, the locator map also
determines where the center and edge colors are placed.

•

The Center and Edge buttons set the amount of transparency
that is applied when drawing. The locator map controls are
used to determine the placement of the transparent effect.

When you wish to use transparency, go to this menu and
select the type of mapping you want: constant, point,
horizontal, or vertical. Select the amount of transparency to
be applied at the center and how much is applied at the
edge of any drawing operation. As you go to draw,
ToasterPaint will blend your drawing according to these
settings.
Important: The Range mode does not make use of the
Center and Edge controls on tills panel; those are used
for setting transparency only. Range mode makes use of
the locator only. Uyou use the Center or Edge sliders,
you will be setting a transparency value to either the
center or the edge. This means that the next time you
draw you'll be using the same mapping type (either
pOint, hOrizontal, or vertical) to determine the
placement of the center and edge colors and the
placement of transparency. The center and edge colors
will be mapped according to the map. Ibe Center and
Edge sliders will add some amount of transparency
where those colors appear.

ToasterPaint
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Six examples of stamping down abrush using different transparency types and senings.

Here, transparency was set to Constant (note the
soleli block fifling the map). The Center and Edge
sliders were set to 0 (no transparency). The bntSh
was stamped down It appears fulfy solid

•

Here, transparency was set to Constant. The Center
and Edge sliders were set to 50. The brush was
stamped down. It is 50% transparent.

For this image, tran~parency was set to Point
(using the sphere button) The Center slider was at
0, and the Edge slider at 100.
When tbe bntsb was stamped down, it was solid at
its center, fading out to f ull transparency at tbe
outer edges.

For this image, transparency was set to Point, the
Center slider to 0, and the Edge slider to 100.

•

n1Jen the b!7tSh was stamped down, the Center
portion (at tbe draggable box on the map) was
solid, and the edge faded fully away toward the
lowerrigbt

Here we selected Horizontal transparency Tbe
Cente'/' was set to 0 and tbe Edge to 100.

ToasterPaint
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Here we selected Veltical transparency. Again, the
Center was set to 0 and tbe Edge to 100.

•

•

Center mini-slider
The Center numeric sUder sets the amount of transparency
applied for any drawing or painting operations (drawing,
painting, stamping down a brush, te>.'tUre mapping, etc.).
This value ranges from 0-100%.

When point transparency mapping, "center" refers to the
the hotspot indicator (that you can position freely). The
value you set determines how transparent that point is, with
a softly-blended falloff toward the outer edges.

solid gray block, and the Center and Edge controls are
locked so that when you adjust one you are adjusting both.
Any drawing operation that you carry out will be affected
evenly by the transparency settings, from center to edge. A
setting of 50% will result is drawing that is 50% transparent
across the entire drawn area.
Note: If you are in Range drawing and you set the map
to tltis mode (by toggling off one of the other three), you
have also turned off Range mode. You will need to
return to the Tools menu to reselect it.

When horizontal or vertical transparency mapping, "center"
refers to the hotspot bar (that you can position). Again, the
value set here determines the amount of transparency along
the bar, with a soft falloff toward the edges.

Edge mini-slider
The Edge numeric slider sets the amount of transparency
applied for any drawing or painting operations (drawing,
painting, stamping down a brush, texture mapping, etc.) .
This value ranges from 0-100%.

•

When point transparency mapping, "edge" refers to the the
hotspot indicator (that you can position freely). Here also ,
the value you set deternlines how transparent that bar is,
\\~th a softly-blended falloff toward the outer edges.

Point transparency
Horizton£Jl transparency
V(J11ica! transparency
TransparencylRange locator map
This map allows you to set the type and location of settings
used for applying transparency. The three buttons to the
right of the map set the type of transparency mapping: point
(the sphere) , horizontal (sideways cylinder) , and vertical
(upright cylinder). There is a fourth setting, constant (soUdfilled map) , which is available any time one of these is
toggled off.

Note: For all four types of transparency mapping, setting
both the Center and Edge sliders to a value of 0 essentially
turns off any of the effects of transparency.

Constant Transparency ("Off" for Range drawing)
Constant transparency is the default setting for transparency.
When this setting is active, the map appears filled with a

Point Transparency (Point Mode for Range drawing)
When you select point transparency, the map displays a tiny
square block at its center. You can drag this square
anywhere on the map, which sets the pOSition of the hotspot,
whose transparency is governed by the Center slider.
In this mode, the Center and Edge controls are freely and
independently adjustable.

•
••
•
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Horizontal Transparency (Horizontal Mode for
Range Drawing)
When you select horizontal transparency, the Center and
Edge controls are freely and independently adjustable. The
map appears to have a tiny bar across its center. This bar
represents the "center," which is affected by the value of the
Center slider. You can drag this bar up or down the map,
changing the area where the center transparency value is
located.

Vertical Transparency (Vertical Mode for Range
Drawing)
When you select vertical transparency, the Center and Edge
controls are freely and independently adjustable. The map
appears to have a tiny bar across its center. This bar
represents the "center," which is affected by the value of the
Center slider. You can drag this bar left or right on the map,
changing the area where the center transparency value is
located.

ToasterPaint
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Warping Controls

When activated, the warp controls allow you to texture map
or warp any brush into a new shape.
The warping controls on this menu are only available after
you have cut out a custom brush, copied it to the swap
screen, and then selected TxMap as the current draw mode.
These steps are necessary since warping, which contains the
controls for texture mapping, requires a custom brush to be
placed in a special memory area so that it can work its
magic.

Warp Amount

Think of the warp amount as the amount of "fish eye lens"
effect you want to apply when drawing. The higher the
setting, the greater the amount of bending will occur.
Warping may be set from 0-100%.

Vertical Tiles
Tiling allows you to repeat the custom brush pattern a
•
number of times, making multiple copies \\~thin tlle area
that you draw. Vertical tiling affects the number of times the
brush image is repeated from top to bottom. This value can
be from 1-15
Note: See the Note and Tip for Horizontal Tiling, above.
They also relate to Vertical Tiling.

Smoothing
The Smootl1ing button affects texture mapped, or warp
operations, only. Smootl1ing antialiases the custom texturemapped brush and helps eliminate the jaggies that often
occur when resizing graphics. The brush is automatically
antialiased (using 16x oversampling and arranging to soften
the edges) and given a much greater apparent resolution.
When smoothing is on, texture mapping takes a little longer,
but the results are generally worth the extra few seconds.
With Smoothing inactive, no antialiasing is used.
Warp Locator Map

If you only want to resize an image or map it into another
shape without using any warping, leave this value set to O.

Horizontal Tiles
Tiling allows you to repeat the custom brush pattern a
number of times, making multiple copies within the area
that you draw. Horizontal tiling affects the number of times
the brush image is repeated from left to right. This value can
be from 1-15.

This map allows you to set the type and location of settings
used for applying texture mapping. The three buttons to the
right of the map set the type of warp mapping: point (the
•
sphere), horizontal (sideways cylinder), and vertical
(upright cylinder).
Note: For all three types of warp mapping, leaving all

three sliders to their default values (Warp Amount 0,
Horizontal Tiles 1, and Vertical Tiles I) essentially turns
off any warp and tiling effects, allowing you to
remap/resize an image without these special effects.

Note: How to use tiled dravv'ing: After choosing tile
settings, go back to the Tools menu and select a drawing
tool (say, the solid filled rectangle). Draw out a
rectangle. You'll see the original brush texture mapped
and repeated within the rectangle. For a perspective
effect, use the polygon tool and draw a pyramid shape.
The result will be a repeated pattern that is squeezed
toward the top, looking as though it stretches into the
distance.

Tip: Agood use of tiling would be after you have cut out
a brush of a red bl;Ck. Using the tiling feature of texture
mapping, you could draw a large square and tile it with a
wall of repeated red brick.
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•

How Warp Affects the Drawing Tools

•

Any drawing tool can be used with the TxMap drawing
mode. In most cases, you'll want to use a tool with Ole Solid
button nlmed on. Otherwise you'll draw urrlilled areas,
which probably is not what you want.

The Point Warping button is the checkered sphere at the
upper right. Click on it to toggle Point Warping on or off.
Tbe locator map shows a tiny square when Point
Warping is active.
Point Warping

\X'hen you select point warping, the warp map displays a
small square in the center of the map. This block represents
the "center" toward which the most warping will occur. You
can drag this square around the map, changing the focal
point for warping.
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The Horizontal Warping button is the upright canister at
rigbt center. Click on it to turn Horizontal Warping on or
off. When Horizontal Warping is active, the locator map
displays an upright bar.

•

Freehand Continuous

Can be used for unusual shapes and to simulate more
complex objects. Once you've placed an image, use
other drawing modes (such as Darken or Transparency)
to blend the inlage into the rest of the picture.
Polygon

TItis is usually Ole best tool to use for perspective effects.
TIle trapezoid shape with Warping set to 0 is the most
common polygon for generating the most realistic 3D
effects.
Rectangle

This is the most commonly used shape for straight brush
re-sizing (with Warp Amount set to 0). The proportions
of the original brush can be altered to a great degree
\\~thout affecting the quality of the re-mapped brush.
Note: When using TxMap and filled rectangles, you

can constrain the filled rectangle to the same aspect
ratio as the Swap brush by holding down the Alt key
as you drag out the box.

Horizontal Warping

"'hen you select horizontal warping, the warp map displays
a white bar across the center of the warp map. This bar
represents an axis where the most warping will occur. You
can drag this square left or right on the map, changing the
focal point for warping.

Circle and Ellipse

Useful for creating spherical effects. The best settings for
the Warping controls are generally sligllt (10-25%)
Warp Amount I\~th Point Warping set in the center,

The Ve/tical Warping button is the upright canister at
right center. Click on it to turn Vertical Wmping on or
off. IVben Vertical Warping is active, the locator map
displays a level bar.
Vertical Warping

When you select vertical warping, the warp map displays a
white bar across the center of the warp map. This bar
represents an axis where the most warping will occur, You
can drag this square up or down the map, changing the
focal point for warping.

•
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ToasterPaint lips and Tricks
The following pages constrain a set of tips and tricks that you 'll find useful in working with ToasterPaint.

CuDing Out the EntireScreen

He-Sizing Full-sized Screens

Here's a quick way to cut out the entire screen image for
texture mapping.

Many graphics artists need to resize elements when creating
graphics. Here's an effective method for resizing full-screen
images e'asily.

•

Press the TAB key to reset all values.
Press the TAB key to reset all values. Tum on the
coordinates grid.
Load the image.
Load the image.
Select the scissors.

4.

Draw a .filled rectangle of any size, starting at Ox,
Oy, and (for over-the-shoulder graphics) go to
about 294x, 188y) .

Press REDO. In a moment, the entire screen will
appear, attached to your pointer.

Press 7 on the keyboard (this turns on TxMap).

Now you can copy the bnlsh to the swap buffer, select
TxMap, and begin texture mapping. Just in case you need
help ...

5'

Go to the Options panel and select Copy to Swap
from the Bnlsh options.

6·

Go to the Tools panel and select the TxMap
drawing mode.
Select any drawing shape, such as the circle tool.
Tum on the Solid option. Now draw a shape.
TxMap will use the buffered brush image and fill
the drawn shape \\~th it. Try out all the shapes to
get more ideas on how to use this powerful feature.

5'

Click Undo.

6·

Click Redo. ToasterPaint will use the loaded image
as its source material for the TxMap operation.
Now cut out the resized image, clear the screen,
and place it for your over-the-shoulder key
graphic.

•

Note:

This wiU onlj! work ifthere is 11() "~'Wap bnlSh" or current
fJrush prior to the operation. Via ARexx, sizing rrw.y be
atijusted in 1116 increments, meaningyou can sligbtly
magnify (or crop the right and bottom sides) ojlhe
image.
Note: Since ToasterPaint centers your cursor on the bnlsh
after you've cut it out, try the follOwing coordinates for a leftoriented or right-oriented over-the-shoulder graphic: left 552x, 138y; right - 200x, 138y.
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•

EHects UsingTransparency

•

Clouds and Mist

Darkening in the Distance

Making realistic clouds or mist is easy when you use Range
mode with Transparency. Set up a range of white to light
gray for sunny days or darker grays for a more overcast
setting. The proper setting of the Hotspot and Transparency
levels add the right degree of translucency to mist or fog.

With texture mapping, when you draw, say, a pyramid,
ToasterPain[ "squeezes" the brush or inlage to fit the shape.
This gives you an "extending into the distance" look.

Translucency
Objects can be made translucent with the correct
application of Transparency. Using a semi-transparent light
gray to draw an object is an excellent simulation of glass. A
Range mode set up of white at the hotspot to gray at the
edge with the correct placement of the Hotspot in the
locator can make a glass object II~th light-source reflections.
Montage

Using Edge Transparency when pasting down custom
brushes helps to more effectively blend them into the
picture. Try using various amounts of edge Transparency in
the Montage tutorial when pasting down the lips. You'll
notice that the tranSition is much smoother; another benefit
is that you don't need to be as precise when cutting out the
custom brush, because vaI]~g the Edge Transparency will
blend out any unwanted details.
False Color

•

Using Transparency with ToasterPaint's logical modes (And,
Or, and Xor) can }1eld some very interesting computerized
false color effects; make Xor'ed halos of false color by
setting Hotspot Transparency at 100% and Edge
Transparency at 0% and drawing over the desired area.
Because there are so many different combinations and
possible modes, there are usually subtle differences between
seemingly identical modes, such as painting in Normal
mode \\~th 50% transparent white and painting using
Ughten mode. To prove this to yourself, set the
Transparency controls to 50% \\1th tile Hotspot off. Select
the color white from the 16 color palette. Using Normal
mode, draw a filled rectangle over any portion of an image.
Then choose Lighten from the Mode menu and click on
Undo and then Redo. You will notice a definite difference
between the [\\"0 modes that would at first glance seem
identical.

•

Perspective Tricks

Interactive Transparency
The Transparency controls are also interactive; that is, you
can manipulate them while an object is being drawn to
create unusual effects. If the ToolBox vanishes while
dralv1ng the object, click the right mouse button to halt the
process, then click Undo and Redo. While the process is
being repeated, move the Hotspot locator or change the
Transparency sliders. This works better on a large object,
because with a small object there isn't much time.

To enhance that distant feel, right after the first operation
select Darken mode, set the transparency mapping bar
horizontally to the front of the drawn area, and click Redo
This \Iill darken the rear edge of the brush and not tlle front
edge, reinforcing the feeling of distance in the background.
Perspective Fill Screen
Use the Tiling controls set to 9 by 9, use TxMap to draw a
rectangle covering the bottom two-thirds of the screen, with
Warp Amount set to high, and the Horizontal Warping at the
bottom of the Warping locator. This gives you the effect of
the brush receding off into the distance.
Perspective Effects
Transparency and the other modes can help sinlulate
different kinds of perspective:

• Using Blur with the transparency set to around 90% and
painting over objects in the background of your picture will
give the effect of great distance; the objects will blur slightly
as if seen through a hazy atmosphere. You can increase the
amount of blur by repeatedly clicking the Redo button.
• Colorizing background objects with blue and
approxinlately 75 - 90% transparency will also give them tile
look of being at a great distance (aerial perspective) but
lv1thout actually blUrring them. Objects seen at a great
distance through a clear atmosphere take on a blue tinge
but remain sharp in detail.

ToasterPaint
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EHects Using Texture Mapping

Range Drawing Tricks

Severe Warping
More severe warping effects can be obtained by pasting
down an image using TxMap mode and warping at
maximum, then click Scissors and Redo. The image you just
created is turned into a custom brush. Now choose Copy
This Brush from the Swap sub-menu in the Brush menu.
Select a shape tool and draw a new shape on the screen.
The previously warped image is warped even further into the
new shape, since the Warping control is still set to
maximum.

Multiple Color Ranges
To create color gradations with more than two main colors
(and their intermediate shades), use Range colors in Range
mode to draw PaIt of what you want. Then set a new Range
color. For instance, if you want a range 0'001 red to yeUow to
blue in a rectangle, set a red to yellow range, draw half the
rectangle, then set a yellow to blue range and draw the other
half of the rectangle.

Interactive Texture Mapping
The Warping controls can work interactively (in real time)
for unusual effects. Activate TxMap mode (remember, you
must first cut out a custom brush and then copy it), then
draw a new shape on the screen. TIle custom brush is
texture mapped into that area \vith the Warping control
settings applied. Now click Undo, and then Redo. (ll the
ToolBox is not showing, irrunediately press -.) Grab the
Warping Point in the Warping locator and move it around
while the image is being drawn. The warping effect moves
around in the image as it is being drawn. Of course, this
works best if the image being drawn is large, so that you
have enough time to make these changes (tum on
Smoothing to give you more time). Try using the Horizontal
Warping bar and moving it up and down to create a wavy,
rippling effect.
Tiling Tip
To get more than 9 copies of a brush in a Tile, use Tiling
again on the brush. For example, if you want 12 copies of a
bl1lsh vertically and hOrizontally, cut out the custom brush,
copy i~ then activate TxMap and set the Tiling controls to 6
by 6. Then stamp down the bl1lsh, click Scissors and click
Redo, then copy this new brush and select 2 by 2 Tiling,
then stamp down the new brush.

ToasterPaint
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Reverse Color Range Text
This effect uses Range colors to bling out text against a
background of the same range. Select Range mode, then
choose the HOlizontal Hotspot and drag it to the bottom of
the Hotspot Locator in the Transparency & Warping panel of
the ToolBox. Go to the Text panel and type in the title you
want (a large display font works the best; at least 24 point).
When the text appears, select Copy This Brush from the
Swap sub-menu in the Brush menu. Go to the Transparency
& Warping and move the Horizontal Hotspot to the top of
the Hotspot locator. Now go to the Tools and select the
Filled Rectangle tool and draw a rectangle about the size of
the text you created (it can be larger or smaller, if you
prefer). Now select TxMap mode from the Mode menu and
click Redo. II you like, tum on the Smoothing in the
Transparency & WaIl'ing menu before doing this. You now
have text against a background where the same color range
goes in opposite directions.

•

•
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Miscellaneolls TIps

I.
I

Unexpected Results
If you're not getting what you expect when you draw, check
to see what Drawing mode you're in, or see if you've left the

Loading Files Faster
Files can be opened by double-clicking on the file name.

Transparency controls on. Usually, unexpected results are
caused by a control from another panel that has been "left
on."

Faster Paint, Faster!
Using the keyboard shortcuts grabs time. When you find
yourself reaching for the same button or menu item for the
hundredth time, look at the keyboard shortcut list. Painting
with two hands is faster tllan painting with one hand.

Press the Tab key to return ToasterPaint to its default
settings and try again.
Canceling an Operation in Progress
The right mouse button cancels any operation in progress.
Since ToasterPaint draws things from the top down, this
feature can be used to draw only the top half of a brush or a
shape.
Merging Pictures
Remember, with Merge Picture, the whole back picture is
the paint that can act on the front picture with any of the
Mode menu features. Try bringing a picture into the front
using Transparency controls for a "soft-focus" effect.

Freehand Drawing
Freehand drawing works rapidly, but if you release the
mouse button and draw again before the "Zzz" cursor
disappears, ToasterPaint considers that as part of the
original brush stroke. Asingle Undo will remove all such
paint from the screen. This can be used to sign your name
on the screen \\~tll Freehand drawing, and then clear your
name off the screen by clicking Undo.
UndolRedo
If you draw something on one screen, then Undo it and
swap screens, the Redo button will re-draw it in the exact

same location on the swap screen.

•
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Using Range to Create Colors
When not in use with Range mode, the Range colors can be
set up to hold a spread of colors that you'll be using often.
For example, if you want to find a nice gold hue, place
yellow in one end of the range and brown in the other. The
blend of color will give you a rich set of shades in the gold
range.
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ToasterPaint Keyboard Shortcuts
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Tools
Key
a
b
c
C
d
D
e
E

f
F
g
G
h
m
r
R
s
U
v
V
Fl

F2
F3

.F4
F5

\

Menu Commands

Function
Redo
Scissors
Unfilled Circle
Filled Circle
Unfilled Continuous Freehand
Filled Continuous Freehand
Unfilled Ellipse
Filled Ellipse
Fill Off
Fill On
CoordinatesIMode toggle
Grid On/Off Toggle
Set Grid
Magnify mode toggle
Unfilled Rectangle
Filled Rectangle
Freehand tool
Undo
Unfilled Polygon
Filled Polygon
TooVTransparency &Warping toggle
TooVText Controls toggle
TooVPalette toggle
Undo
Redo
Smaller brush size
Larger brush size
Brush shape toggle
One-pixel brush

Key
B
H

N
t
T
j

J
K

I
L
0

0
p
P

x
y
z
Z

Painting Modes

Key
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
0
<

•

Function
Restore Bl1Jsh
Copy picture to Swap screen
Copy Brush to Swap
NoBackground off
NoBackground on
Font Requester
Swap screens
Exchange custom bl1Jshes
Clear screen to black, set current color to white
Load Frame
Save Frame
Load Brush
Save Brush
Load RGB
Save RGB
Flip brush horizontally
Flip brush vertically
Rotate brush 90 degrees clockwise
Rotate brush 90 degrees counterclockwise

Function
Normal mode
Range mode
Ughten mode
Darken mode
Colorize mode
RubThru mode
Blur mode
TxMap mode
And mode
Or mode
Xor mode
Blur2 mode (not available from the menu)
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ToasterPaint Keyboard Shortcuts,continued
Transparency & Warping
Key
Function
n
center hotspot in Warping Locator and Hotspot
locator
100% Hotspot, 100% Edge
F6
F7
50% Hotspot, 50% Edge
/
Texture Map Smoothing Off
Texture Map Smoothing On
Dithering Off - affects preview screen only
@
Panern Dither - affects preview screen only
Random Dither - affects preview screen only
#
(default)
Palette
Key

Text
Key

$
%
A

&

Function
Pick Color

Function
Text Smoothing toggle
Bold toggle
Italics toggle
Underline toggle

Miscellaneous
Key
Function
Toggles memory display on menu screen
M
Return to Switcher
Q
S
Snap mode toggle for Ix mode
w
Whole screen operation
Unload ToasterPaint from memory (super-quit)
Arrow keys
ScroU picture; scroU magnify window.
Alt
Preserve aspect in TxMap mode filled rectangles
Esc
Control panel open/close toggle; close magnify
\vindow
Help
Toggle auto-scroUing v.ith mouse
Return Activate string gadgets to enter strings; OK on
requesters.
Space
Cancel operation in progress.
Tab
Default program settings (Transparency off,
hotspot centered, Normal mode)

•

Rendering
. Key
Function
F8
Render frame to DVI
F9
Render frame to DV2
FlO
Render to framebuffer toggle
Del
Auto-render toggle

•
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1 button
1,2,3,4 Grab buttons
2 button
Add Color button
Air Bl1lsh draw tool
And draw mode
Auto-Scroll (A2000, A3000)
Blur 2 draw mode
Blur draw mode
Bold font option button
Bl1lsh (Scissors) button
Bl1lsh Options
Bl1lsh Shapes buttons
Bl1lsh Size selector
Center color button
Center mini-slider (Trans/Warp panel)
Circle draw tool
Clear Screen button
Clip Processing panel
Color inkwells
Color panel
Color Strip
Color Wheel
Colorize draw mode
Constant Transparency setting
Control Panel
Control Panel components
Coordinates button
Copy to Swap (bl1lsh option) button
Copy to Swap (screen option) button
Create Bl1lsh button
Current Color box
Current color
Cutting out the whole screen as a bl1lsh
Darken draw mode
Delete Options
Delete Screen 2 button
Delete Swap Bl1lsh button
Disk menu
Draw Mode pop-up
Dramng Modes
DVI button
DV2 button
Edge color button
Edge mini-slider (Trans/Warp panel)
Effects using Texture Mapping
Effects using Transparency
Ellipse draw tool
Enter Text string
Entering ToasterPaint
Exiting ToasterPaint
File Requester, how to use the
Flip Horizontal button
Flip Range button
Flip Vertical button
Flood Fill button

8
13
8
29
16
25
5
23
23
32
17
35
17
17
28
41
17
34
37
9
27
9
28
22
41
7
7
33
35
34
32
28
9

44
21
36
36
36
11

19
19-26
13
13
28
41

46
45
16
31
3
3
14
35
28
35
17

Font options
Frame # selector
Framegrab controls'
Frames to Process controls
Freehand continuous draw tool
Freehand draw tip
Freehand draw tool
Full Image button
Global Fill button
Grayscale inkwells
Height controls
llideJUnhide button
Horizontal Tiles
Horizontal Transparency setting
Horizontal Warping
Import Field button
Import Frame button
Keyboard Shortcuts
Lighten draw mode
Load Alpha button
Load Bl1lsh button
Load Commands
Load Field 1 button
Load Field 2 button
Load Font button
Load Framestore button
Load RGB button
Magnify button
Main Display controls
Merge \\1th Swap (screen option) button
Merging Picnlres
Mouse Functions
Moving the screen
No Bkground button
Nonnal draw mode
Options panel
Or draw mode
Perspective TriCks
Pick Color button
Point Transparency setting
Point Warping
PolygonlVector draw tool
Print Screen button
Process button (clip processing)
Process button (image processing)
Process Clip pop-up
Process Panel
Process Screen pop-up
Range colors
Range draw mode
Range Dfa\ving tricks
Range Mapping controls
Rectangle draw tool
Redo button
Render button
ReSizing the screen

32
38
13
37
15
47
15
17
34
9
32
7
42
41
43
13
13
21
11
11

11
38
38
31
11

11

7
13
34
46
3
6
35
20
33
25
45
29
41
43
15
34
38
38
38
37
38
10
20
46
39
16
8
8
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Restore Swap (brush option) button
RGB sliders
Rotate +90" button
Rotate -900 button
Rotate controls
RubThru draw mode
Save Alpha (4-bit) button
Save Alpha (8-bit) button
Save Brush button
Save Clip button
Save Commands
Save Framestore button
Save RGB button
Scissors button
Screen 2 pop-up
Screen 2(Delete option) button
Screen control buttons
Screen Displays
Screen Flash (AZOOO/A3000)
Screen Options
Set Grid button
Shear controls
Shifting the screen
Smoothing button
Solid button
Source Clip button
Straight Line draw tool
Swap Brush (delete option) button
Swap Brushes button
Switcher button
Tenninology
Text Panel
Tips and Tricks
Toolbar
Tools menu
Tools menu
Transparency and Warping Panel
Transparency Mapping controls
TransparencylRange locator map
TransparenC)1Warp panel
TxMap draw mode
Underline font option button
Undo button
Use Grid button
Using Range to Create Colors
VectorlPolygon draw tool
Vertical Tiles
Vertical TransparenC)' setting
Vertical Warping
Warp Amount
Warp Locator map
Warping controls
Width controls
Xor draw mode

35
27
35
35
32
22
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
17
18
36
8
4-5
3
33
33
32
6
42
16
37
15
36
35
8
4
31
44-47
2
2
15
39
39
41
24
32
7
34
46
15
42
41
43
42
42
42
32
26
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ToasterCG
Character Generator
Welcome to ToasterCG.ToasterCG uses both the keyboard and the mouse for fast and easy character generation. How do
you use ToasterCG?There are only a few steps to leam.
• Select the page type. Each each page type is derucated to a certain kind of display. Choose the appropriate page
type for the manner you wish to display a graphic (scroll, crawl, etc.)
• Enter your text. This is the hard part, deciding what you want to say' Use ToasterFonts, Color ToasterFonts,
PostScript fonts, and Amiga Outline fonts. You can even load your own graphic brushes.
• Fine-tune the page. Change fonts, sizes, colors, and shadows at any time by selecting an item with the mouse, and
clicking on a button to make the change. Drag elements around the screen to compose the page to your liking,
• Save the screen as a generated image, ready for display by the Toaster,
That's it-you've learned ToasterCG! You'll find it surprisingly simple, friendly, and poweIful.
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The Building Blocks of Character Generation
In television, the primary device used to convey program content is the screen itself. You look at the screen to view the

program. With character generation, that device is text. You read the words on screen and understand their meaning.
Therefore, video titling tends to borrow terminology from two fields, desktop publishing and television, to describe its
functions.
With this in mind, here are the building blocks of character generation.

The page

When Should I Use aBook or Page?

Ascreen full of text is referred to as a page. Whether a
page is completely filled \vith text or only contains one
person's name at the bottom, it is considered a complete
page.

Those users who have a Flyer may prefer to save
independent pages rather than books. Using a page within
a sequence reqUires that each page be saved individually.
This allows you to locate the crouton for that page and
drag it into the project sequence where it belongs. Saving
a page as a crouton actually generates the page as a video
graphic and includes the information that was used to
create the page. Each page is therefore a self-contained
unit.

A series of pages might be displayed in a sequence, one

after another, at the beginning of a program. Page 1 might
show the title of the program. Page 2 might say
"Starring ... (your name here)". And page 3 might include
"Brought to you by ... " information. Each of these
individually-displayed graphic elements would be
considered a page.
If the page contains text that scroUs up the screen or
across the bottom of the screen, it is still a single element,
a single page. The page is the method employed to display
video graphics-whether those graphics will be static or
moving. Therefore, if you have to create one graphic for a
title, another graphic for a station ID, and another graphic
of scrolling credits, you would create each of these items
on a different page. You would have three pages of
graphic elements.

There are four page types in ToasterCG , one for each of
the methods of displaying graphics. They are discussed in
detail in the section called "Choosing a Page Type."

Ihe book
A group

of pages, say from the awards program example,
can be saved in a single file called a book. This is a
convenience of organization and a convention left over
from earlier versions of the Toaster system software. It
allows you to save related graphics and text in one place
for easy editing later on.
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When you start ToasterCG, you arrive on page 0 of a blank
book that contains 100 pages. Whether you actually use
them all or just a few, there are always 100 pages
available to work \vith in ToasterCG. When you complete
the design of one page, you can go on to another and
another all in the same session. For ease of use and
organization, you can then save the entire book. Whether
you actually entered text for all 100 pages or not, 100
pages are always saved within the book.

•

If you wish to make changes to a page, you need only load
the page itself into ToasterCG. This is much more
convenient than the older method, which required editing
books every time a single page change was reqUired.
(Note that if you choose to save data in both formats
anyway, you'll need to remember to update both formats
yourself. Since this can cause easy confuSion, we
recommend using the page format exclusively.)

It's important to make the distinction between the uses
•
and purposes of the page and the book early on. If you
are a new user of the Toaster, we recommend that you
save individual pages rather than books. Saving a page at
a time causes the Flyer to generate a crouton \vith a small
icon that represents the page image. (Croutons are easily
dragged and edited when you edit a project. Plus, you can
always load individual croutons back into ToasterCG and
make changes to them! This is a new feature of Toaster
4.0 that makes page saving a compelling idea.) If you save
your work in the book format, you are Simply saving a file
of data that describes the contents and appearance of the
page. This file must be loaded into ToasterCG in order to
edit or render any page. The page, on the other hand,
contains this information as well as the rendered image
within itself.
Previous users of the Toaster will likely have many book
files, since this aspect of the page did not exist before.
Prior owners will probably want to set aside some time to
convert their most often used books into sets of individual
pages (stored in separate folders).

•
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Keyboard Controls
FI
Drop shadow/Cast shadow/No shadow

n
Shadow direction
F3
Shadow length
F4
Thin outlineJMedium outlinelThick outline!No outline

F5
Outline position

Mouse Functions
You select text, boxes, and brushes with the mouse. There
are several different mouse functions in ToasterCG.
To interrupt the rendering of a page, or the
display of scrolling/crawling pages
Click once with the right mouse button. This is the only
right mouse button function \vithin ToasterCG. All other
operations are performed with the left mouse button.
To select a single item (font)
Click on it. It will tum gray to show that it is selected.

F6
Justification
F7

Save as buffer page
F8

To select a graphic (a brush or a box)
Click on it twice. Your first click places the text cursor for
text entry, your second click selects the graphic that is
there. It \vill turn gray to show that it is selected .

Render line to preview out

F9
Render page to pr~~ew out
FlO
Take page to program out

•

Alt + F1 through FlO (also Shift+Alt)
User-assigned macro shortcut command SeeApjX>rtdices.
Alt + Arrow (Left or Right)
Kern to the left or righL
Shift + Arrow (Left, Right, Up or Down)
Move selected item left, righ~ up, or down

Del
Delete chardCter at the cursor's location (delete entire lines with
the Delete Line button)
Backspace key
Backspace over previous character on line
Esc
In menus----Umcel operation.
On main menu------Go to Sl.vitcher.

To select all characters on a line
Double-click any unselected character in the group. The
entire group will turn gray to show that it is selected.
-orDrag across several items in the group (the entire group,
or several groups). Each item will highlight as the mouse
passes over it.
To select several items on the screen
Hold the Shift key and click on each of the items on
screen. Each item will highlight. Shift-click on any item a
second time to deselect it.
To select the entire page
Hold the Shift key and double-click on any unselected
item on the screen. All items will highlight.
To deselect any highlighted item
Click once anywhere on the screen where there are no
items.

Help
Displays tlle major ToasterCG keyboard equivalents.
Right-Ami~ (to the right of the spacebar)
Toggles between Main menu and Conlrols menu

Keyboard Shortcuts on the keyboard's numeric keypad:
7
Top of page

Alt+Help
Toggle 213 monitor display mode.

9

Shift+Help
DispJaylHide the Main menu bar.

Bottom of page

Previous page
I
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Next page
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ATour of the ToasterCG Screen
The next three pages show the main elements of the ToasterCG interface for each page type. Many notations include the
page number where you can find more information about a specific button or control.

The Toolbar

•

The toolbar appears at the top of every menu.

Page Type
Menu

•
Use the Page Type menu to select the kind of page you wish to edit.

Background Type
button, pg 28

Edit Text Face colors, pg 24
Edit Shadow settings, pg 24
I
Edit Border settings, pg 24

Current color

I

Palette Menu

ToasterCG
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The Palette menu contains all coior controls for ToasterCG (text face, shadow, outline, and background settings).

•

Page Type,
page 7

Palette,
page 4

T stereG

Shadow
Direction,
page 21

I

I

Outline Type,
page 22

Justification , Lower Third, Render Line,
page 26
page 27
page 32

~

Take to
Main,
page 33
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(Key and Framestore

Pages)

I

Go to Controls Shadow Type,
~lenu
page 21
(secondaI~'

•

I

Main Menu

ShadOl\'
Length,
page 21

Outline
Position ,
page 22

Vertical
Centering,
page 2()

Copy Page,

Render Page,

page .1:

page 55

menu , showll
below)

•
I

I

Text Cursor (text

•

entl~

\\ill begin on screen at this point),

The Main menu contains the maj ority of commonly-used tools you need for editing video text,

Bring Item to Add Font,
Front,
page 12
page 20

Add Brush,
page 14

Remove
FontlBrush,
page 16

Load/Append Load/Append Clear Line,
page or book, Text,
page 38
page 40
page 39

Clear Book,
page 38

Page &Book
Controls
Menu

•
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The Controls menu contains layer controls, load and save options,and erase controls,

Scroll Speed,
page 35

Start

Scroll,
page 34

•

Main Menu
(Scroll Page)

The Main screerr for a scroll page has a scroll bar down the left side arrd some different buttons orr the toolbar .

Crawl Speed,
page 35

Start
Crawl,
page 34

•

Main Menu
(Crawl Page)

ToasterCG
Scroll and Crawl Merrus
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The Mairr screen for a crawl page has a scroll bar beneath the toolbar and some djfferent buttons on the far right.

•

Getting Started: Entering al1d Exiting ToasterCG

•

To enter ToasterCG

Use the Programs pop-up menu from any editor screen and select ToasterCG.
To exit ToasterCG

Select the Switcher button at the right end of the toolbar. The program remains active and in memory, along with its contents.
To quit ToasterCG

Q. Whars thai doned
line box on every
page...

Go to any editor screen, hold the Shift key and select ToasterCG from the pop-up menu.

A. The Safe Tille Area.

Selectil1g the Type of Page
Choosing the Page Type
The first step in creating a CG page is to select the kind of page you wish to create. You do this by clicking on the Page Type
button (this is the first button on the main control panel) . ToasterCG will present you \\~th a menu of four buttons, one for
each page type. Choose the page type of your choice depending on the manner in which it will be displayed, and then you can
begin editing text and adding graphics to it.

I

•

L -

The very first button on the main menu is the page type button. It always shows the current type ofpage by
the appearance of its icon. This is a Frarnestore page. Click on it to change to a different page type.

TJle Page Type Bunons
Choose the kind of character generator page you wish to create \~th the Page Type button. This step is important, since a
page's type determines the manner in its text and graphics are displayed on screen, ToasterCG will display a menu with
four buttons, one for each page type. from left to right, they are Key page, framestore (Backdrop) page, Scroll page, and
Craw] page. Click on a page type button to make the current page that type. The image on the button will be transferred to
the Page Type button on the main control panel to serve as a reminder of the kind of page you created.

The Safe Title Area is a
guideline for placing text on
screen. If you keep text
witllin this area, you can be
certain that all ~ewers of
your program will be able
to read it regardless of the
kind of TV they have.
Since all tele~sion screens
are different (with varying
case designs, different
screen sizes, and unique
bezel shapes), broadcasters
invented the Safe Title Area
as a "safety zone" for
character generation .
The safe area encloses a
box that lies well inside the
total picture area of the TV
signal. While it's not a hard
and fast rule that all text
must stay \\~thin the guide,
it's a good rule of thumb.
for most titling keep the
safe area in mind when you
create your graphics.

Once you click the Page Type button, you'll see this menu. Here you can select the type ofpage you wish to work
with: Key page, Framestore page, Scroll page, or Crawl page.
ToasterCG's video page types are described in the next few pages,

Whal about changing the Page Type?
Note that you can change page types at any time, even after you have entered text on a page. ToasterCG will always try to
maintain the characters when you do so, so that the text you have on a Key page will remain if you change it to a Scroll
page. Take note, however, that a Scroll page containing many pages' worth of text will be cut off if you convert it to a
Backdrop or Key page. The \~deo screen just isn't that long!

•

ToasterCG
Selecting APage Type
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TheKey Page

The Key Page button.

•

The key page is the most commonly used character generator graphic in television. Usually it contains text arranged on a
black background. The black background portion is transparent, so when the key page is overlayed on top of another
video source, the text appears as part of the image. Today, the key page is often designed with graphics as well as text.
The process of overlaying text on video is referred to as "keying," although you may also hear of it as "superimposing."
Television slang has even shortened these to "key" and "super" for faster work when in the heat of production.
The key page is used for titling on newscasts, plices in commercials, scores for sporting events, and more.

•
A sample key page as it appears in ToasterCG.

The same keJl page as it appears when keJ1ed over live video.
ToasterCG
The Key Page
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•

TIleFramestore (Backdrop) Page

•

The Framestore Page button.
Aframestore page, also called a backdrop page, is a complete graphic that fills the screen. Unlike a key page, which has
portions where the underlying video shows through, the framestore page does not. It consists of text and graphics over a
background pattern or image.
The Toaster treats this page Like any other Framestore image: it can be saved, loaded into a framebuffer, or manipulated
with digital video effects. Framestore pages are useful when you have a series of related graphics and \vish to use a
consistent background .

•
A sample oja renderedframestore page with an image for the background.

Framestore pages are ullique in that they can have anyone of three different backgrounds. You can select the type of
background from the palette menu \\~thin ToasterCG.
• Asolid color. This can be anyone of 16.7 million colors.
• Agradient blend between any two colors.
• An image. This can be a freeze frame, a framestore, an RGB image from ToasterPaint or UghtWave 3D, even a
ChromaFX filter that has been saved as a crouton.

•

ToasterCG
The Framestore Page
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TheScroll Page

The Scroll Page button.

•

The scroll page overlays a very long, moving page of text. The text scrolls from the bottom of the screen to the top, over
the main output of the Video Toaster. This is sometimes cailed a roll. The scroll page is widely used in television and film
to roll credits at the end of a production .
The scroll page in ToasterCG extends off of the bottom of the screen. As you enter text, simply press Return to add new
lines to the bottom of the page. The display will shift so that you are always working on the screen.

•
A sample scroll page in the middle ofa scroll.

Scroll pages have the following special features:
• Scroll pages move at one of five speeds.
• To interrupt a scroll click the right mouse button.
• Scroll pages can roll once, repeat indefinitely, or roll once with a pause at the end. To return to Toaster after a
paused scroll, click the right mouse button.
• The Home key (7 on the numeric keypad) moves the cursor to the top of the page.
• The End key (1 on the numeric keypad) moves the cursor to the bottom of the page.
• You cannot use graphic (i.e., ToasterPaint) brushes on Scroll pages.
• You cannot layer or overlap text or graphic elements on Scroll pages.
• Scroll Pages are limited to fonts of 300 lines in height.
• Scroll pages are limited 1 font color for the entire page, although different fonts and font sizes are allowed"
ToasterCG
The Scroll Page
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•

The Crawl Page

•

The Crawl Page button.
The crawl page consists of a vel)' long single line of text that moves across the screen. Although you can place the line at
any height on screen, usually a crawl moves across the bottom edge of the screen.
The crawl page is used primarily in special bulletins and stock market reports, wherever information needs to be put on
screen without obscuring the video.
As you type on the crawl page, it extends off screen so that you may type a Une of any length .

•
Crawl pages have the following special features:
• Crawl pages move at one of fou r speeds.
• To intermpt a crawl click the right mouse button.
• Crawl pages can mn once or, repeat indefinitely.
• Shift-left arrow key moves the cursor five spaces to the left.
• Shift-right-Arrow moves the cursor five spaces to the right.
• The Home kev (7 on the numeric keypad) moves the cursor to the beginning of the crawl page.
• The End key (1 on the numeric keypad) moves the cursor to the end of the crawl page.
• You cannot use multiple fonts , font colors, mixed font sizes, boxes or brushes on crawl pages.

•

ToasteR:G
The Crawl Page
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Adding Fonts
If you have just started ToasterCG, there will be only a few fonts available for your use. You will probably want to add a
selection of useful fonts pop-up font menu so that you may lise them in }'Ollf work.
To add a font to the pop-up font list
Select the controls button (shown below, or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key) then select the Add
Font button. ToasterCG will display a file requester containing the names of all fonts in storage on the hard drive. If you
do not store aU of your fonts in one directory, use the file requester to navigate to the appropIiate location. Double-click
on a font name to add it to ToasterCG's pop-up font menu. If you select a PostScript font, ToasterCG will also ask you to
select a size between 10-400 lines. Enter a number and press Return.

•

There is a limit to tlle number of fonts and brushes you may add to the pop-up font menu, based on the amount of RAM
in your computer. Depending on which fonts you load, this limit will vary somewhat.

Font
The Controls menu button (main menu), and the Add
Font button (secondaryl me-nu).
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The Add Font file requester. Ifyou would like to
customize the directory buttons, see the Appendices at
the back ojthe Toaster manual.

The Add Font button allows you to add fonts into
ToasterCG. Depending on the amount of memory your
system may have, there will be a limit to the number of
Fonts you can add at one time. The limit is pretty high, so
you should have no di.fficulty using as many fonts as you
wish for a project.
When you select a PostScript font or Outline font,
ToasterCGwill ask you for the size you wish, from 10 to
400 lines h.igh. Enter the number and press the Return
key. (You do not need to clear the field of the number it
contains-just type in a new one in front of the old one.)
In a moment, you'll be able to begin typing with this new
font. (When you add a PostScript font or an Outline font,
ToasterCG takes 10-15 seconds to create the font size you
specify.)

•

When you select an old-format ToasterFont or a Color
ToasterFont, you must select the font in one of the premade sizes in which it is available. These fonts are based
on bitmapped graphic artwork, so they cannot be freely
sized. They are usabJe only in their preset sizes. Usually,
the size of a bitmap font is included in its name, such as
Typewriter.50. This indicates that the font is a bitmapped
font, and the size is 50 lines tall.

About PostScript fonts
ToasterCG supports both Type 1 and Type 3 PostScript fonts. Typically, PostScript fonts come with three files, each with a
different suffix as in Garrett.afrn, Garrett.ptb, Garrett.pfm. You need only two files: the file with the ".ptb" suffix, which is the
actual font, and the file with the ".afrn" suffix, which is a metric file containing width and kerning data (automatic kerning
pairs ",ill be used by ToasterCG, and created if the .afrn file is missing). The ".pfm" file is not needed. The file you should
choose when adding a font is the file lvith the ".pfb" suffix. (You can also rename these files and remove the suffix, if you do
not wish to see it as part of the font name.)
ToasterCG
Addi ng Fonts

About Outline fonts
The Amiga Operating System supports what it calls Outline fonts using "Fountain" from AmigaDOS 2.04, or "InteUifont" from
later releases. Aproperly installed font of this type will appear in your font list mice, each entry with its own suffix-such as
GamttJont and Garrett.otag. If one of these files is missing, you lvill not be abJe to use that font.
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Where available within the font structure, kerning pairs (for automatic kerning) I\ill be used by ToasterCG.

•

Adding Text Brushes

•

In addition to creating regular text lines of text, ToasterCG can create text brushes using Postscript fonts. The text in a
text brush can be rotated to any angle, and the letters may be sheared as weU (see the examples on this page).
To create a text brush
• Select a PostScript font from the pop-up font menu (text brushes require PostScript fonts).
• Select the Controls Menu button (or press the Right-Amiga key to toggle to the Controls menu), and select Ule Text
Bmsh bu tton,
• Enter the text you \\~sh converted into a bmsh.
• Enter the rotation angle for the brush.
• Enter the shear angle for the bmsh.
• Select Continue (or Cancel, if you change your mind).
• Go to the pop-up font menu and select the text brush you have just created (it wiE appear at the bottom of the pop-up,
with the text label that you entered) . The text brush will appear on screen, ready for use.

Loa

Text

The Add Text Brusb button.
As \',~th boxes and other graphic brushes, text bmshes may be layered in front of or behind any other graphic element,
but will always appear behind standard text.

Ir.,.lt 'ext CoItrol

•

Text

ext here. ..

Three text brushes showing the different sample combinations of rotation and sklnt (also called shear). The Rotate
brush was rotated at 30° (without shearing). The Shear brush was sklnted at 20° (with no rotation). The Dynamic
brush was both rotated and slanted at 30°.
Note that whenever you rotate and slant to the same degree, the text remains upright and very readable. Also, the
Dynamic brush is selected, (i.,e., gray), so that you can see its square outLine. Its resizing handle is in the lower
rigbt -hand corner.

•

Note:
ifyou wish to use several repetitions ofa single bmsh, each in a different size or orientation, you wiLl need to load the
same word or phrase oncefor each use. Tbe reason is that ToasterCG uses one font size description per text bmsh, so if

you use the same brush twice, then attempt to size one differentLy.from the otber, both will change size. Simply re-enter
the item.from the Add Text Bmsh button and use a separate instance for eacb "new look. n

ToasterCG
Adding Text Brushes
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Adding Brushes, Boxes, and Underlines
Before you can use graphic brushes such as ones made with ToasterPaint or LightWave 3D you must add them into
ToasterCG, Once added, they will appear on the pop-up font menu, You can then select it and use it many times over, In
this manner you can use and ie-use a brush as much as you want, using only the RAM necessary to add it into the pop-up
menu once,
See "Inserting Brushes, Boxes, and Underlines on Screen" (facing page) for information on how to use these items once
they have been added into ToasterCG,

•

To load a brush to the pop-up font list
Select the controls button (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key), then select the Add Brush button ,
ToasterCG will display a file requester containing the names of the brushes in storage on the hard drive, Double-click on
a brush name to add it.
The only limit to the number of fonts and brushes you may have on the pop-up font menu at any time is the amount of
RAM on your system,

To add a box
Boxes are built-in to the pop-up menu, so you do not need to add one before being able to use it. There is only one size
of box, but you can use a resi7jng handle in the lower right-hand comer of any box to stretch it to jllst about any
dimensions you wish,
To add an underline
ToasterCG does not directly support underlining, but you can use a box that has been stretched very thin as an underline ..
Since boxes are built-in you do not need to add them, jllst select them from the pop-up,

trls
Menu Brush

•

The Page & Book Controls menu button from the main
menu, and the Add Brush button from the secondary
menu,
The Add Brush button allows you to add brushes into the
ToasterCG pop-up font menu, This means that a brush
may be used on several pages, just like a font. Depending
on the amount of memory your system may have, there
will be a limit to the number of brushes you can load at
one tlme, since graphics and tex1 require memory for
online use ,

Three boxes, The small one on the right is the stmulard
box, The top one has been sized long and thin, as an
underline, Note the resizing handle in the lower right-and
corner ofeach box.

You may use a brush as long as it is a 24-bit IfF brush,
ToasterCG does not support other formats, Brushes may
be any height between I and 400 pixels taU, and any \\~dth
from 1 to 752 pixels across,

ToasterCG

This is now a brush appears on screen, The area between
the brush's true shape itselfand its rectangu/a.r bounding
box is transparent, which aids in lining up text and
graphics with greater precision,

Adding Boxes and Brushes
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Related Topics
To remove a brush or a box from the screen, see "Removing Fonts, Brushes and Boxes,"

•

Inserting Brushes, Boxes, and Underlines on screen
This section describes how to place boxes and brushes on screen .

•

To add a brush, see "Adding Brushes, Boxes, and Underlines" (facing page) . Note that ToasterCG does not utilize the
underline character. Instead, when you wish to underline something, use the built-in graphic device called Box, which
appears on the pop-up font menu, to create underlines (as well as boxes of most any size and dimension).

To Insert a Brush

To Insert a Box or Underline

Once a brush has been added, the name of the brush will
be added to the pop-up font menu (see "Adding Brushes,
Boxes, and Under.lines" for instructions).

First click in an open area of tlle screen to place the text
cursor. Go to the pop-up font menu and choose Box (Box
is a built-in option that always appears on the pop-up). A
small box will appear at the text cursor's location (where
you clicked on screen). You can drag the box just like any
text, and size it by grabbing and dragging the "handle" in
the lower right hand comer of the box.

Click in an open area of the screen to place the text
cursor. Go to the pop-up menu and select the brush
name. The brush will appear at the cursor's location on
screen.
Brushes may be assigned alpha channel transparency (via
the Face button), shadows (via the Shadow button), and
outlines (via the Outline button) ; but not text face colors.
Since brushes have their own colors, the RGB sliders for
the Face button have no effect on a brush.

To make an underline, simply use the handle to size the
box long and thin, then place it below the text you \vish
underlined.
In terms of color, shadow, outline, and alpha channel
capabilities, boxes may be given any of these attributes,
just like text.

Note:

•

•

ifyou have a box highlighted on screen when )IOU select

Note:

a brush from the menu, the box will be converted into
the brush.

ifyou bave a bntsh highlighted on screen when yau

Note:

To make multiple copies ofa box ar brush, afler yau
make the first one, press Enter repeatedly to add more
just below.

select Box fram the menu, the brush witl be converted
into a box. Make sure to click elsewhere on screen before
selecting Boxfrom the pop-up menu.
Note:

To make multiple copies ofa box or bntsh, afler you
make the first one, press Enter repeatedh' to add more
just below.

ToasterCG
InsertingIPlacing Items
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RemovingFonts, Brushes and Boxes from the Screen
To remove a font from the pop-up list
Select a word or phrase from the screen that uses this font (or choose it from the pop-up menu), Go to the Page & Book
controls menu and choose the Remove Fonts and Brushes button ,
•
Aquick and easy way to remove a box or brush is to select it from the screen then press the Del key to delete it. This
allows you to remove a single use of a brush or box from the screen, If you wish to remove all uses of a particular brush,
select the brush from the screen, call up the Page & Book controls menu, then select Remove Fonts and Brushes, This
action will remove all instances of the brush from the page (and book),

The Remove Fonts and Brushes button,
Important: Remember to check that the name of the
item you want to remove is displayed on the pop-up
menu before you remove it. Usually, you need to select a
box or a brush twice in order to select it correctly,
Why?
Because ToasterCG's first impression is that you may be
clicking on the screen in order to enter text that willUe
on top of the graphic, not to perform an action of the
graphic itself, Therefore, when you first click on a box or
a brush, ToasterCG thinks you want to enter text. The
second time you click confirms that you wish to edit the
graphic,

ToasterCG
Removing Items
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To be certain which item is selected, just glance at the
pop-up font menu, It will always show the name of the
currently selected item (either the font name, or the word
Box, or the brush name) , When you see the right name
sho"m on the pop-up, you can be certain that your next
action will affect that item,
When a box is the only item on screen, it cannot be
removed, You must select a font (any font), enter text
elsewhere on screen, then reselect the box and press the
Del key to delete it. This is the only way to remove a lone
box.

•

•

ChoosingFontsand Font Sizes

•

To choose a font
Move the pointer over the pop-up menu and cUck the left mouse button, lbe pop-up list appears, This list displays the
currently online fonts and brushes (use the Add Font or Add Brush buttons to add more from off)jne hard disk storage),
Move the pointer to highlight the font you desire , then cUck the button, To enter new text \\~th this font, ctick the pointer
anywhere on screen and begin typing.

If an existing text element was highlighted before you accessed the selector, it will be converted to the new font selection.
This is how you can change an element from font to font in ToasterCG.

The pop-up font menu button.

The Pop-up Font menu
The pop-up font menu enables you to select a font from
the list of online fonts. ToasterCG supports these kinds of
fonts: regular ToasterFonts, Color ToasterFonts,
PostScript fonts, and Amiga OulUne fonts, (To place
more fonts on the font menu, you must load them, See
"Adding Fonts to the Available Font Ust.")
Notes about entering/deleting text
To delete text, highlight the letters you want removed,
then press the Del key. While the cursor is on a Une, use
the Del key to delete the current letter, or the Backspace
Key to backspace over the previous character,
Related Topics

•

To add more fonts to the available list, see "Adding Fonts
to the Font Ust."

The pop-up font menu, popped-up, Notice that the
size of each font appears beside the name, and
brushes are identified by small paint brush icons.

To change text size \\~thin the same Une of text, see
"Sizing and ReSizing Text."

SiZing and Resizing Text
In order to change a font size, you must essentially replace one font \~th another. Load the replacement font (in its
replacement size) to the pop-up menu. Now select the text that should be sized differently. It should highlight in gray,
Now simply select the new font size from the pop-up menu to convert the selected text to that font and size.
Sizing PostScript Fonts and Amiga Outline Fonts
To size a PostScript font, after you select it from the popup font menu, Simply enter the two- or three-digit number
of the size you want, from 10 lines to 400 Unes tall (300
lines on Scroll pages). ToasterCG ~ll instantly create it
and make it the current fonl. You can begin entering text'
almost immediately.

•

To change the size of a text Une , you must first select it,
then select the new size from the pop-up font menu. (If
the size you want is not available, then you must load the
font you want in the size you desire. Then select the text to
change, followed by the font you wish.)

Sizing Standard and Color ToasterFonts
When you select a regular or Color ToasterFont, you
select the font from one of the pre-made sizes in which it
is available. These fonts may only be loaded in the sizes in
which they were created, and they cannot be resized.

ToasterCG
Choosing Fonts and Sizes
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Obtaining InformaUon about aFont or aBrush
To get infonnation about a font or a brush
Select the font or brush from the pop-up menu (or Erom the screen itself) and click on the Information button .

•

The Info button.
The accompanying illustration shows you a sample of the
information provided by the Info button.

•

ToasterCG

Font and Brush Info
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•

Moving Text andGraphics Aroundthe Screen

•

To reposition text, or a graphic element such as a brush

Double-click on it, then drag the item to its new location .
•
To select a letter, move the pointer to it and click on it.
•
To select several adjacent letters, drag the pointer across them.
•
To select several non-adjacent letters or brushes, hold the Shift key and click on them. Click a second time on any
items you wish to deselect.
•
To select an entire phrase typed on the same line, double-click on any letter in the line.
•
To select aJj elements on the entire page, hold the Shift key and double-click on any item.
•
To deselect any highlighted item (s), click anywhere on screen where there is no text.

Information about Letters, Wordsand Lines
In terms of positioning text, ToasterCG considers items
on screen as lines. ToasterCG defines a line as one or
more letters typed on the same line (without a Return
keypress). For example, if you enter the word
"ToasterCG" on one line, press the Return key, then type
the phrase "is a character generator" on the next line,
then each of these is considered a separate line. All of
the letters in a single line will be affected as a group
when being positioned or moved, since they were
originally created on a single line.

•

You can, however, select letters within that group
independently for palette or font changes.
When selecting text for positioning
Selecting a single letter within a word or a phrase is the
same as selecting the entire word or phrase when you go
to move it to a new pOSition. Select any letter or the
entire item, then drag it, and the entire line \\~ll move.
When selecting teA1 for attribute editing
You can select any number of items (letters, words,
brushes) freely. Each item is considered distinct.
TI1erefore, different letters within a word may have
different colors, shadows, etc.

TIps for text generation
If you wish to make the first letter of a word oversized,
select only that letter alone, then select a different font or
font size from the pop-up font menu.

If you \\ish to have an oversized first letter on a different
baseline, like a drop cap, you will need to enter the first
letter on one line, press the Return key, then enter the
remainder of the word on the next line. Then position
the two text lines as one.

•

Questions about Letters, Words andLines
What's a line?
A line is the word ToasterCG uses to descri be all text

typed on a single line, before pressing the Return key.
How do lines work when changing attributes?
You have complete freedom when changing attributes.
Any items in any combination may be selected and given
new attributes of color, shadow, etc.
How do lines work when positioning them on
screen?
Lines are repositioned as a whole only. Therefore,
selecting a single letter within a word is the same as
selecting the entire word when you go to move it to a
new position. The entire line will move.
What if I want a larger sized Jetter at the
beginning of a word or phrase?
If you already entered the text, just select the letter(s)
you \\~sh to resize, and choose a different font from the
pop-up font menu.
If not, you should first make sure that the two font sizes
already exist in the pop-up font menu. Add them if you
need to. Then use the large type size and enter the first
letter. Select the smaller type size, and enter the
remaining letters.
What if I want a larger letter with a different
baseline position?
Use a large type size and enter the first letter. Press the
Return key. On the next line, use a smaller type size and
enter the remaining letters. Then select each item and
pOSition them as you wish. Remember to always select
both when you want to move them as a unit in the future.

ToasterCG
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Layering Text and Graphics
ToasterCG automatically layers the lines that you place on screen, Text always appears in front of brushes and boxes,
However, when you overlap multiple brushes and boxes, or multiple text lines, ToasterCG is going to need to know which
items are in front of which other items,
To assign layers to different items
Select the item, then select either the Front or Back button,

The bring-item-tojront button,

The s(;nd-item-to-back button,

The Bring-to-Front button
The Bring-to-Front button brings the selected item (in
gray) to the frontmost layer, in front of all other lines,
With brushes and boxes, you will see the outline of the
item come to the foreground, You will not see this \\~th
text lines, although the button wiJJ work on them,

The Send-to-Back button
The Send-to-Back button pushes the selected item (in
gray) to the back layer, beneath all other lines, With
brushes and boxes, you will see the outline of the item go
to the background, You will not see this '.\~th text lines,
although the button wiJJ work on them ,

If you have difficulty remembering which button is which ,
remember this: a selected item is gray, The Front button
shows the gray box (the selected color) in [rant of the
white box (the unselected color),

lmportant:
Text always lies in front ofgraphics, You can create
multiple layers of text, and mix text with graphics, but
text will always lie in front ofgraphics in ToasterCG,

•

•
Two boxes We selected the upper right box, then
clicked on the Bring-to-Front button, Notice how the
box now overlaps its neighbor,

ToasterCG
Overlapping Items
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The same two boxes, Here, after selecting the upper
right box, we clicked on the Send-to-Back button. Now
the box lies behind its neighbor,

Layering Tip: To select among several overlapping items
Often, items may overlap, making it difficult to select the correct letter or graphic, If this is the case, and you cannot
select the item you want, hold the Alt key an d click on the "stacked" items, With each click of the mouse, a different
element in the stack wiJJ highlight. When the item you want is highlighted, make the editing changes you wish , Only it wiJJ
be affected ,

•

AddingShadowsto Text andGraphics
By default, shadows and outlines are automatically active in ToasterCG.

•

To change shadow settings for existing text or graphic lines
First select the item to edit. Click Shadow T)1le to choose drop or cast shadows. Click Shadow Direction to change the
direction that the shadow falls. Click Shadow Length to choose the size of the shadow. These settings will be used for all
newly entered text.

The three shadow type buttons: Cast shadow, No
shadow, and Drop Shadow.
Shadow Type (Fl)
Press trus button to select the l)1le of shadow for the
currently rughlighted text, or for newly entered text.
There are three settings for trus button: Drop shadow,
Cast shadow, and No shadow, any of which can be
assigned on a character-by-character basis. You can tell
at a glance if a character has shadow setting by glancing
at this button when the character is selected.

The five shadow length settings.
The Shadow Length button (F3)
Press this button repeatedly to change the length of the
shadow, There are five Shadow Lengths available, any of
which can be assigned on a character-by-character
basis, You can tell at a glance what length the shadow is
by glancing at this button when a character is selected,

Cast Shadow is the default setting.
The second size is the default setting.

•
The eight shadow direction settings. Note that the
shadow always falls away from the direction ofthe
tight.
Press this button repeatedly to choose the direction in
which the shadow falls. There are eight settings for
shadow direction, any of wruch can be assigned on a
character-by-character basis. You can tell the shadow
direction for a character by glancing at this button when
the character is selected.
Shadows falling to the lower right (the fi rst button
above) is the default setting.

•

ToasterCG
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Related Topics
To change shadow color or transparency, see "Selecting Colors for Text, Shadows, and Border,"
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Placing OuUines around Text and Graphics
Outlines are automatically on for all fonts and graphics.

To change the outline thickness (or to turn it off)
First select the item by clicking on it. Select Outline Size to choose an outline setting (three sizes, or off). Select the
Outline Position button to select the outline placement. These settings will also be used for new text and graphics.

The outline size button has four settings. Off, Thin,
Medium, Thick.

The two outline position settings: text face only, or text
plus shadow.

The Outline Size button (F4)
Select Outline Size to pick the size of the outline around
the cun'ently selected item. There are four settings for
ouUine size: No outline, Thin outline, Medium outline, or
Thick outline. These settings will also be used for newly
entered text. You can tell what the outline size is by
glancing at the button when a character is selected.

The Outline Position button (F5)
Select the Outline Position button to choose the placement
of the outline around the selected character or graphic.

The default setting is Medium U1ickness.

There are two settings for outline placement: text face
only, or the text and shadow. These settings will also be
used for all newly entered text. You can tell whether the
outline sun'ounds the entire character or just the face by
checking this button when a character is highligl1ted.
Outlining characters is especially useful as it sen'es to
accentuate them, making them more readable against a
background.

•

•

The default border setting outlines the text face only.

ToasterCG
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•

Setting Color and Transparency for Text, Shadows, and Outlines

•

To set the color or transparency levels for face, shadow, or outline
Select the text first, then select the Palette button. Choose one of the three attribute buttons (T for Text face, S for Shadow,
and B for Border). Adjust the color sliders to alter the color accordingly, adjust the alpha slider to set the level of
transparency. Exit the panel and your settings have been assigned.
Note:

Por Key Pages, transparency is limited to four levels. Por Pramestore Pages, it is fully adjustable. See "About
Transparency and Key Pages, " below.
Important:

Jfyou select text first, then make Palette changes, the selected text will accept your changes, CIS will all text entered
afterward Jfyou do not select anything before making Palette changes, all text entered afterward will accept the
settings you made.
Use the Palette menu to edit the following aspects of ToasterCG graphics:
• for all page types, the four attributes that describe the appearance of video text (face color, outline color, and
shadow color, and transparency).
• Additional item for framestore pages: the background color scheme (solid, ramped , or image) .

Continue

Switcher
210
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•

The palette menu as it appears for a Framestore page. (The first button in the top row is for choosing a background
color or inUige. Its presence indicates that this is a Pramestore page. The other page types do not have this button.)

Wh i t e

The palette button.
Select the palette button from the tool bar to access the color menu. Once the Palette is
displayed, select the attribute button that you wish to edit (Background, face, Shadow, or
Outline) . Use the RGB sliders to adjust the color value for the selected item, or select a
color from the Presets pop-up menu (shown at right) .
The color box on the Palette menu will display the color value as you blend colors with
the RGB sliders. Use the Aslider to adjust its alpha channel transparency. At 0, the object
is completely transparent. At 255, it is completely visible.

Grev
Black
Yell ow
Red
Green
Light Blue
Dark Blue
Purple
Orange

Once you hal'e set the Palette attributes, all new text will use these settings. To alter any
text after it has been entered and positioned on screen, simply highlight it and re-enter
the Palette. Changes lvill affect all highlighted
items.

•
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The Edit Text Face button

The Edit Outline button

The Solid Face and the Gradient Face buttons

The Solid Border and Gradient Border buttons

Face button
Select the Face button to adjust the color for text or
boxes. Also select it to adjust the transparency settings for
text, boxes, or brushes.

Outline button
Select the Outline button to adjust the color and/or
transparency setting for text or brush outlines. Outlines
help define the edges of character generated text, helping
letters to stand out against the background. Note that
outlines should also be made transparent when the face of
an line has been made transparent (see below for
details). When this button is selected, the RGB sliders
alter the color for the outline border that surrounds text,
and the Aslider adjusts transparency.

Select the Solid Face button to create solid-color text.
Select the Gradient Face button to create two-color
blended text. When you select the Gradient Face button,
two additional buttons appear: the fugh Color and Low
Color buttons. Choose each one and set the color values
for the top and bottom of the text gradient. When using
the Gradient Face button on Key Pages, you will note that
only the alpha channel slider associated with the High
Color button is active, since the entire face, whether text
or graphic, must have the same transparency level. This is
not the case for Framestore pages, which suppOtt all
levels of transparency aU the time.
Use the RGB sliders to alter the color for text or boxes
only (since brushes are small images, they have their own
colors and cannot be changed). Use the AsUder to adjust
transparency for text, boxes, or brushes.

•

Select the Solid Outline button to create text with a solidcolor outline. Select the Gradient Outline button to create
two-color outline blends. When you select the Gradient
Outline button, two additional buttons appear: the fugh
Color and Low Color buttons. Choose each one and set
the color values for the top and bottom of the outline
gradient.
When using the Gradient Outline on Key pages, you will
note that only the alpha channel slider associated with the
fugh Color button is active, since the entire outline must
have the same transparency level. This does not occur on
Framestore pages, which support all levels of
transparency all the time.

•

The Edit Shadow button
Shadow button
Select the Shadow button to adjust the color and/or
transparency setting for text or brush shadows. Note that
shadows should also be made transparent when the face
of an line has been made transparent (see below for
details). When this button is selected, the RGB sliders
alter the color for drop and cast shadows, and the Aslider
adjusts transparency (transparency can not be set
separate for top and bottom for brushes) .

ToasterCG

Related Topics
More about the Palette buttons and background types-solid color background, ramped color background (with high
color and low color buttons), and ToasterPaint image background-can be found in "Selecting Colors for the
Background. "
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For information about transparency and how to create semi-transparent characters, turn the page and read "Notes About
Transparency," on the next page.

•

Noles AbOIJl Transparency

•

To make a graphic box or brush transparent
First select the item then select the paJette button. Select the face button. Drag the Aslider to adjust transparency bel:\veen
o(fully transparent) and 255 (fully opaque). Do the same with the Aslider for the Shadow and Outline buttons.
For Key Pages
There are four levels of transparency available for Key pages: 100%,66%, 33%, and 0% (solid). The alpha channel slider
shows the four ranges as grey bars, 'When the slider is placed above any bar it is considered within that range.
For Framestore Pages
You have full control over aJpha channel levels, from 0 to 255.

If Transparency Does NOI Seem 10 Work Righi
If you do not get the results you expect with transparent characters, you may need to know more about how ToasterCG's
aJpha channel functions. Shadows and outlines are duplicates of the letters they appear behind, only slightly larger (or
slightly offset), and colored differently. Acharacter with a drop shadow and an outline is really three overlapping
characters. The face may be white, the drop shadow gray, and the outline may be black. Each can have different color
and transparency attributes that affect the overall appearance of the character.

Therefore, if you set the face of a character to be 25 % transparent, and leave its shadow and outline at 100% (solid), the
character will nol appear transparent. It will appear dark, or dim. The reason is that the character face is rendered with
25 % solidity while its shadow is rendered with 100% solidity. Asemi-transparent character over a solid shadow makes
the character appear solid, but dark, and not transparent.

•

Generally, you should set shadow and outline transparency to the same level as that of the face, if not a lower level. If
either shadow or outline transparency is set to a higher level, such as 100% solid, then the character itself will be
rendered over that solid color, and you will not have a fully transparent character. You should take the time to
experiment and decide which settings you prefer to use to get the results you want.
See aJso the note about transparency and gradient blends, below.

Aboul Gradienl Colors
ToasterCG allows you to use color blends in the follo\\~ng instances:
•
Two-color blends are allowed on Key and Framestore pages only
•
Text faces may be blended (all fonts , except Color Toasterfonts)
•
Text outlines may be blended (all fonts, including Color Toasterfonts)
•
Box faces and outlines may be blended
•
Brush outlines may be blended
For appealing graphics, you may wish to try various combinations of blends. For example, reverse the two colors you use
for the face and the outline. Or, reverse the color scheme on every other line of text, or for every other letter.
Note that on Key Pages you can adjust the High Color and Low Color RGB vaJues independently, but that you cannot adjust
the high or low aJpha channel independently (the way you can on Framestore pages) . You may wish to read the note,
"About Transparency," above, for assistance in getting the results you desire.

•
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Paue Composition Tools
Justifying and Centering Text
To justify text lines or graphics hOrizontally (left-to-right)
Ctick the Justify button to cycle through the justification settings,
To center all text and graphics on the entire page vertically (up and down)
Select the Vertical Center button, Instantly, all items will be centered vertically on the page,

The justifY center, left and right buttons,

Tbe justifY (tab) button setting.
The J ustify button (F6)
Select this button to justify the text on the current tine, If
you wish to justify the entire page of text, make sure to
select all items on the page first.

There are four justification modes: center, left, right and
none, The selected text will shift pOSition as you press the
button,
Press this button repeatedly to cycle through the different
settings, The button changes appearance as you select it,
so that you can teU at a glance how the line is justified,

•

The vertical center button.
The Vertical Center button
The Vertical Center button moves the currently selected
text on screen so that it is centered between the top and
bottom of the screen, with equal space above and below,
Any line spacing between lines will be lost, as ToasterCG
readjUSts all lines for proper vertical spacing,

If you wish to center the entire page of text, make sure to
select all items on the page first.

•

Note:

The (tab) setting is designed to allow you to line up
text on (/ line-tty-tine basis, as ifyou had set up tabs
(or a left margin). This setting is usefut when you need
to layout a series ofitems or bullet pOints, and you
want them lined up as you enter text
Simply select this settingjil'st, Then click on screen
and begin entering text. Press Return after each line,
and the next tine will line up with the tine above it,

ToasterCG
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•

Creating Lower One-'fllird Graphics

.is

To create a lower one-third (or lower-third) graphic instantly
Select the Lower-Third button. ToasterCG will immediately position all text on the page as a lower one-third graphic. This
a convenient shortcut button.

The lower third button.
The Lower Third button
Lower-third graphics are among the most commonly-used
graphics in television. Since you too will probably be
creating them, ToasterCG has this built-in function to
center and place the selected text at the appropriate
location for a lower-third graphic.
Note:
Lower Third affects all items on the page, regardless of
whether tbey are selected or unselected

•

•

ToasterCG
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Selecting Colors or Imagesfor the Background (Framest(lre Page only)
To choose the background colors for a Framestore page
Select the Palette button. From the palette menu , choose the background type, and adjust the RGB sliders as desired .

•

The palette button.

Background Type b-utton
Above right. The palette menu with the background colors button selected, and the gradient blend button chosen.
Below right. The palette menu with the background colors button selected, and the "paint" background imnge
button chosen.

The Palette button
ToasterCG's Palette menu governs ali color settings for
text and backgrounds. You can select background colors
at any time wh.i.le working in ToasterCG, either before or
after entering text on the page.
The Palette menu contains a set of buttons for three
background attributes: solid color background, ramped
color background, or image background. Select one to
s\\~tch it on and edit its settings. The color indicator on
the Palette menu displays the color value as you work.

To select a background type and set its colors
1. Select the Palette button to display the palette menu.
2. Click on the Background Type button.
3. Select one of the three background types available:
3a. Solid Color
3b. Ramped Color
3c. Painted Image

ToasterCG
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4. Select the color for the background.
4a. If you select Solid Color, adjust the RGB sliders to
the desired color.
4b. If you select Ramped Color, select either the High
Color or Low Color buttons and adjust the RGB
sliders to the two colors you desire for the blend.
4c. If you selected Painted Image, click on the Disk
Access icon that appeared and use the file
requester to select an image. Only RGB and
Framestore images are acceptable.

Solid Color button
This option uses a single color for the entire background.
Select the Solid Color button to choose this background,
then adjust the RGB sliders choose the background color. •
Select Continue to accept these settings and exit the
palette.

Ramped Color button
This option uses a top-to-bottom blend of two colors for
the entire background. Select the Ramped Color button to
choose this background. When this button is selected, two
additional buttons appear, the High Color and Low Color
buttons. Select the High Color button and adjust the RGB
sliders for the color at the top of the background screen.
Select the Low Color and adjust the RGB sliders for the
color at the bottom of the background screen. ToasterCG
will generate a color ramp between these two values when
it renders the page.

ToasterPaint (RGB buffer) button
This button offers you two choices for selecting a
background. You can select the image currently reSiding
\\~thin the ToasterPaint program (if you've previously
•
loaded an image into it), or you can use a file requester to
locate and select an image from disk.

•

1) If ToasterPaint is not active, yet you wish to use
a background image
Select the Paint bu tton, then select the Load Image button
to access a file requester and select a Framestore or RGB
image.
You will not see the image on the RGB monitor. However,
you can change the Toaster's display to see a composite
image of the background and the ToasterCG screen,
willch will aid you in lining up text. See "Uning Up Text
over Background Images," next.

2) If ToasterPaint is active, and you have
previously loaded an image into it
Select the Paint button-this chooses the ToasterPaint
image for the background. With tills option, you can
return to ToasterPaint and modify the image, then go to
CG and adjust the text, as much as you wish.
You will not see the image on the RGB monitor. However,
you can alter the Toaster's display to see a composite
image of the background and the ToasterCG screen,
willch will aid you in lining up text. See "Lining Up Text
over Background Images."

Important! If you intend to create a series of pages
where each has a different image background, you should
use tile Save Page button to save each page as its own
rendered image before going to the next page. Otherwise,
each new page will \vrite its own background image into
the buffer, clearing out the previous one .

•
More About Background Images
When you render tills page, ToasterCG will take the image, add its own text, and display the result on the preview output.
You may render the image to check positioning and spacing as many times as you wish. The background image is
unaffected by rerendering.
When you have the image you like, we recommend you save the combined image as a buffer page. You may not always
have ToasterPaint active, containing that image, when you need to display the page. In addition, you may have several
different pages in a given book that use different ToasterPaint backgrounds. Therefore, save ToasterPaint-background
framestore pages as buffer pages.
•

Related Topics: More about the Palette buttons and text attributes (Text color, Shadow color, and Border color) can be
found in "Selecting Colors for Text, Shadows, and Borders."

ToasterCG
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Lining UpText over BackgroundImages
When you select an image as the background for a Framestore Page, you can use a special display mode for seeing both
your text and the background on one screen at the same time. This makes it easier to line up text with specific lines of
text falling exactly where you want them in relationship to the background image.

To activate this display mode, press Alt+Help. The RGB
monitor screen will change colors, and the pfe\~ew
output will show the ToasterCG interface half-dissolved
over the preview buffer. At the moment, the preview
buffer is probably black, so there will be little to see.

Now you can enter text and place graphic lines as you
Wish, since you can see where to position them. Select
the Render Page button to rerender the image. If things
don 't look quite right, reposition the text and render
again until they are.

Now select the Render Page button (F9). The
ToasterPaint background image will be rendered into the
preview buffer, and you will be able to see it beneath the
CG overlay on the preview output. Adjust the monitor's
brightness or contrast if it is too dim to see.

Note about the Render Page and Take buttons
If you press the Take button after rendering the page, the
preview buffer image will be switched to the main
output. This will clear the underlying preview buffer
beneath the CG screen overlay. You will need to select
Render Page again to recreate the background image in
the buffer for you to line up text again.

•

•
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•

Display Operations

•

There are essentially three ways to display ToasterCG pages: from within ToasterCG itself, from the Switcher, or from the
Flyer sequencer. How you choose to display the pages made by ToasterCG is going to vary depending whether you are in a
production situation, of whether you use a Flyer's built-in sequencer or the Switcher. The difference is primarily one of
automated control versus manual control.
• From within CG you can render pages and view them using the F9 and flO keys, respectively. This allows you to see
your work as you design it. And, if you're '\vorking the CG" during a production, and connected to a master switching
system, you can ready pages for the master operator to take when he needs them. These rendering functions are
discussed here in the ToasterCG manual.
• From \vithin the Flyer sequencer, all display operations are handled for you. You simply arrange the croutons in the
proper order and the Flyer does the rest. This kind of operation is discussed in the Switcher/Sequencer portion of the
Toaster manual.
• From \vithin the Switcher, you must perform several steps in order to display a page. You can either access and
display pages directly from a Files display (by double-clicking on them), or you can create a project that contains
these pages and display them from the ProjectlS\vitcher view (this allows you to more direct control over when and
how pages are brought to the main output).
See the Sequencer/S\vitcher portion of the manual for details on displaying CG pages from the ProjectlS\vitcher view.

•

•
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Test-Rendering aSingle Line(Key and Framestore Pages)
To test-render a single line or text line
Select the Render Une button. ToasterCG wiu render the line where the text cursor currently resides to the Toaster's
preview output.

•

The Render line button.
The Render Line button (FS)
The Render Une button will render the current line to
the pre\1ew monitor. The message "Working .. ," will be
displayed on the Menu bar until the rendering is
complete,

The Render Une button will only render lines to the
pre\1ew output. You cannot switch them to the main
output \\1th the Take button, Also, if you do not have or
use a preview monitor, this button \vill appear to have no
effect.

To cancel the render
Press the right mouse button while "Working ... " is
displayed. This is similar to rendering an entire Key or
Framestore page, but functions on a line basis only, Use
this function to preview text color, shadows, outlines, or
background colors for the current line,

•
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Related Topics
The Test Render button converts to the Speed button on Scroll and Crawl Pages, where it selects the speed for scrolling
or crawling text, See "Changing the Speed of Scroll or Crawl Pages" for information about the Speed button.

•

Displaying Key and Framestore Pages from ToasterCG 01' Switcllel'

•

To display a Key or Framestore page from within ToasterCG
Select the Render page button. ToasterCG will render the page and display it for you on the Toaster's preview output. To
switch this screen to the main output, select the Take button. Images must be rendered to preview before they can be
taken to main.

The Render Page button.

The Take button.

The Render Page button (for Key and Framestore
pages) (F9)
Select Render Page to render the current page of text to
the preview monitor. ntis step is required before Key and
Framestore pages can be displayed on the main output,
since the image must be generated before it can be
displayed.

The Take button (flO)
This button is not visible on screen until a page has been
rendered. Once a page is ready to be displayed on the
main output, the Take button appears. Click it to send the
rendered graphic to the current main output. Key pages
will be displayed over the current video source.
Framestore pages will replace the current main source.

Rendering will take a few moments. The message
"Working ... " will be displayed on the Menu bar until the
rendering is complete. Press the right mouse button while
"Working ... " is displayed to abort the render.

•

•

Pages render one line at a time. If after seeing the
rendered image you decide to make any changes you will
need to rerender the entire page in order to take it to
main. The indicator will show the current speed selected.

Related Topics
Different page types load to different locations on the Switcher. Key and Framestore pages load into the framestores, DVI
or DV2, depending on whichever is available. Scroll and Crawl pages load into the matte generator input, BKG. Select the
appropriate button to display the page. Select it again to remove the dispJay.
For specific instructions and information on where CG pages load, and the various methods for displaying tllem, see
"Loading and Displaying CG Pages" in the Switcher portion of the manual.
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Displaying Scroll and Crawl Pages
To display a Scroll or Crawl page
Select the Take button. Scroll and Crawl pages do not need to be rendered to the preview output, so you do not need to
press F9 first. They can be rendered instantly to the main output.

•

The Take button.

The Take button (fl O)
For Scroll and Crawl pages, the Take button always
available. Select it to send the Scroll or Crawl directly to
the main output.

•
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Related Topics
To change the speed of the scroll or crawl, see "Changing the Speed of Scroll and Crawl pages,"
For specific instructions and information on where CG pages load, and the various methods for displaying them, see
"Loading and Displaying CG Pages" in the Switcher portion of the manual.

•

Changing the Speed of Scroll or Crawl Pages

•

•

•

Scroll and crawl pages move at several different speeds. These speeds are set within ToasterCG when )'OU design the page
(although you can change them via the crouton control panel \\~thin the Switcher/Sequencer). To set the speed of a scroll
or crawl page, click the Speed button. Click it repeatedly to cycle through the 5 scroll speeds and 4 crawl speeds.

The five speed selli ngs for the Scroll page, from fast to
slow.

The five speed settings for the Crawl page, from fast to
slow.

The Speed button (Scroll Page)
This button allows you to select the speed of the scroll or
crawl. Since scroll and crawl pages do not need to be
rendered to preview before going to main output, this
button takes the place of the Render Line button.

The Speed button (Crawl Page)
This button allows you to select the speed of the scroll or
crawl. Since scroll and crawl pages do not need to be
rendered to preview before going to main output, this
button takes the place of the Render Line button.

There are 5 scroll speeds.

There are 4 crawl speeds.

When the needle on the Speed button is to the left, the
speed is at its fastest setting. When the needle is to the
right, it is at its slowest setting .

When the needle on the Speed button is to the left, the
speed is at its fastest setting. When the needle is to the
right, it is at its slowest setting.

You cannot change the speed of Scroll or Crawl pages
while they are nmning.

You cannot change the speed of Scroll or Crawl pages
while they are running.

ToasterCG
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Making Scroll or Crawl Pages Roll Once or ManyTimes
To change the repeat mode of a Scroll or Crawl page
Choose the Repeat button to select the repeat mode you prefer. Your choices are Run Once, Run Once and Pause, or Run
Continuously, which are explained below,
•
The Repeat button
Click on the Repeat button repeatedly to cycle through the three repeat settings, There are three repeat modes for Scroll
pages, and only two for Crawl pages, Interrupt any scroll or crawl, from either the Switcher or ToasterCG, by clicking the
right mouse button.

The Run Once option for scroll and crawl pages.
Run Once
This setting instructs the scroll or crawl page to display
the entire screen from start to fulish, one time only.

The Run Continuously option for scroll and crawl
pages.
Run Continuously
This setting instructs the scroll or crawl page to display
the entire screen from start to finish, then repeat again
and again until interrupted (by a click of the right mouse
button) .

The Run Once and Pause option for scroll and crawl
pages.
Run Once and Pause (Scroll page only)
This setting instructs the scroll or crawl page to display
the entire screen from start to finish, then halt at the end
of the page (remaining on screen until interrupted by a
click of the right mouse button. At that point, whatever
text is still shown on screen will fade off.
This setting is useful when you want to have a telephone
number Or copyright information remain on screen for an
additional length of time, The final line of the page will
hold at the bottom of the screen.
The "holding point" is determined by the location of the
last line of the page. To make the last line of text hold in
mid-screen, you may need to enter a few empty lines by
hitting the retum key a few times after the last line of text.

•

If you enter too many empty lines, you can delete an
empty line by simply moving the cursor to the line using
the cursor keys, and hitting the Del key.

ToasterCG

Important:
The Flyer does not support the repeat modes of Scroll and Crawl Pages, If you \\~sh to have a particular page run several
times in succession, simply duplicate the crouton for the page as many times as you wish to have it repeat.

Scroll/Crawl Repeat Settings
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Related Topics
To change the speed of the Scroll or Crawl page, see "Changing the Speed of Scroll and Crawl pages."

•

Paue and Book Operations

•

Changing and Copying Pages
Page operations are simple in ToasterCG. The controls you need are most often displayed on screen on the tool bar, so
they're easy to get to.

Page

•

•

o

~

COp~

The Cu/Tent Page button and the Next/Previous Page
buttons.

The Copy Page button.

To go to an adjacent page
(either the next page or the previous page)
Click on the up or down arrow beside the Current Page
button. Up will take you to the next higher-numbered
page (from 2 to 3). Down will take you to the next lowernumbered page (from 2 to I) .

To copy the current page to any other page,
Select the Copy Page button. Awindow will pop up,
requesting "Copy page ## to which page number?" Type
in the two-digit number of the destination page (between
00 and 99) and press the Return key. The cu rrent page
will be copied to that page number.

To go to a new page that is further away than the
click of a button
Click on the Current Page button. Amenu will ask you to
enter the new page number. Type in the two-digit number
of the page to which you lvish to go, and press return. You
will jump to that page.

Note that you do not need to erase the existing numbers in
the window. Simply enter the new numbers and press the
Return Key to go to the new page.
This is useful when you are making several pages with the
same basic format (colors, text qualities, etc.) but
different messages.

Note that you do not have to clear out the numeric field of
the number that shows in the requester. Simply enter the
new number in front of the existing one and press Return.

ToasterCG
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Clearing Lines, Pages, and Books
Three buttons on the Controls menu aUow you to clear lines, clear entire pages, or clear the current book currently held
in the computer's memolY.

To clear a line of text
Click on any character in the line so that it highlights. Select the Clear Line button. The line will be cleared instantly.
To clear the current page of all text and graphics
Select the controls button (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key), then select the Clear Page button.
ToasterCGwill ask you to confirm the request. Select OK or Cancel.

•

To clear the current book of all fonts, text and graphics
Select the controls button (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key), then select the Clear Book button.
ToasterCG will ask you to confirm the request. Select OK or Cancel.

The Clear Line Button.

The Clear Book button.

The Clear Line button
To clear a line of text, click on any character in the line,
then select Clear Line. Clear Line will erase the current
line of text instantly, without asking for confirmation, so
be sure that this is what you wish to do.

The Clear Book button
Select Clear Book to erase the entire book of 100 pages.
This command does not erase the book from the hard
drive. Nor does it remove fonts and brush es from the popup font menu. It merely clears the contents of ToasterCG's
pages.
This function cannot be undone, therefore ToasterCG will
ask you to confirm the action.

The Clear Page button.

•

The Clear Page button
Select Clear Page to erase the current page of all settings
and text. This function cannot be undone, therefore
ToasterCGwill ask you to confirm the action.
This command clears only the current page of text and
graphics. It does not remove fonts and brushes from the
pop-up font menu.

ToasterCG
Cleari ng Lines/Pages/Books
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•

Loading Text Files
To load the contents of a text file to the current page

•

Select the Controls button (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-A!njga key), then select the Load Text button .
Toastert:G presents you \\~th a file requester, allol\~ng you to locate and select the text Eile to be loaded. The incom.ing text
will use the current settings for font, shadow, color, etc.

loa

Text

The Load Text button.
The Load Text button

About Fonnatting the Page

If you have a lengthy list of names or oilier information
that was provided to you in the form of an ASCII text file,
you can load that file into ToasterCG. This saves you time
since you do not have to re-enter all that data.

The line where the ToasterCG text cursor resides will be
used for formatting and font information. So, if the
current line is the font Cohesion, size 50, with yellow text,
then the text file will be formatted using this font, size, and
color. Therefore, you might want to make sure that your
font and palette information are set up before you load
the file.

When you select Load Text, ToasterCG \~Il automatically
list the contents of a directory called CGText.Files. This is
to support prior versions of Toastert:G, which looked for
this specific directory and a specific file name for each
page (page##.text, where the ## sign indicates the twodigit page number of the current page).

•

•

Toastert:Gnow allows you to locate and load text files
from anywhere on your system, using a na~gable file
requester. Simply locate the file and double-click it to
load it into the current page.
About ASCII Text Files

If the page has any font or form atting information already
set, that information \~1I be maintained. For example, if
you format a ScroU page so that every line alternates
between a 40 and an 80 point text size, then the text wiU
be formatted that way when it is loaded.

When you load text to a Framestore or Key type page,
there may be more text than will fit on the page (both
vertically and horizontally). You may have to set the font
to a smaller size, and reload the text.

Text files should be plain ASClI text, "~thout formatting or
font codes. Most word processors or database software
can create this form of file using an ASCII Save or Save
Text Only option, so that text or data can be imported jnto
Toastert:G. If your word processor cannot save in this
manner, you may see additional cha.racters among the
imported tex\.

ToasterCG
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Loading Pages and Books
To Load a Page

Select the Controls button (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key), then select the Load button (this
button loads both books and pages, whichever you select from the file requester). Locate the page you wish to load and
double-click its file name. ToasterCG will load this page to the current page.

•

La II
The Load button, whicb you also use Jor loading
individual pages.
The Load button is used to load both individual pages and
books. You can also insert a page into a blank one in
another book, and to append one book to another.
ill each of the situations noted below, any additional fonts
or graphics needed by the page or book will be loaded to
the pop-up menu as weU.

When you load a page

Othef\\~se, you may end up appending the new book to
the current one.

• The selected page will be loaded to the current
ToasterCG page number.

About Loading Time

When you load a book

• If ToasterCG is empty (i.e., no pages have been used
yet), the selected book wiU be loaded in, taking up as
many pages as it contains.
• If ToasterCG has any data (i.e., one or more pages
have been used, or a book is currently loaded), the
selected book will be appended to the end of the
current book.
When you select Load, a file requester will appear. The
requester is preset to list the directOries where ToasterCG
pages are stored, although you may load items from
anywhere they are located. Go to the directory of your
choice, find the file and double-click on its name.
The page or book, with its fonts and graphics (if any), will
be loaded into the current ToasterCG page.

ToasterCG
Loading Pages and Books
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Important Note

The Load function will always append a book if there is
any data currently in ToasterCG. If you are working in one
book, and wish to work on another, save the current
book, clear the book from memory, and then load the
new book you \vish to work on .

Books and pages that use PostScript or Outline fonts may
take a few extra moments to load, as ToasterCG needs to
create the font sizes used within the book.
If ToasterCG Cannot Locate a Font or Brush

When loading a page or a book, if ToasterCG cannot
locate a font or a brush that was used, it will present you
\vith the inquiry: "Unable to find (file name). Would you
like to replace it \\~th another fonllbrush?" If you respond
no, you \vill be able to continue \vithout that item. If you
respond yes, you may use a file requester to locate the
missing item or a replacement item.

•

Why is this so? When you save a page or a book, the
available fonllbrush list is saved also (not the actual fonts
themselves, just the list of their names and the locations
where they were when this page or book was created). If
you remove or delete these items from the hard disk,
when ToasterCG tries to load the file it will not be able to
find them.

•

Saving aPage
To Save a Page

•

Select the Controls button (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key), then select the Save Page button .
Enter a name for the page in the file requester that appears, then press Return. ToasterCG will save the page and generate
a crouton so that you may use this page in a project.

The Save Page button.
The Save Page button will save the current page as a
rendered image, with all of the font and graphic
information needed so that you can reload it any time you
wish to make changes to it. The page will also have a
crouton created for it.
In other words, a saved page is a complete entity unto
itself It can be loaded and saved independently at any
time. In addition, since it contains the rendered image
within itself, it can be loaded very quickly by the Switcher.
The image does not need to be generated before being
displayed .

When you go to save a page, a file requester will appear.
The requester is preset to list the directories where
ToasterCG pages are stored, although you may save pages
elsewhere is you prefer. Go to the directory of your
choice, enter a name for the page and press Return (or
click OK).
ToasterCG will save the page and generate a crouton so
that you may use it in a project.

•

•
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Saving aBook
Note: Although it is convenient to use Save Book as a form of archiving a set of pages that you may use for a given
project, if you normally archive entire Flyer Projects it is not necessary. The convention of loading and saving books is no

longer necessary within ToasterCG. The Save Book button is provided primarily to support earlier versions of ToasterCG
software and the work you may have created with it.

•

To Save a Book

Select the Controls butlon (or toggle to the Controls menu using the Right-Amiga key), then select the Save Book button.
ToasterCG will display a file requester containing the names of the all the books in storage on the hard drive. DoublecUck on a book name to load that book.

aue
Book
The Save Book button.
Select Save Book when you wish to save all 100 of the
current pages loaded into ToasterCG as a single file. This
option is provided mainly to support the older method of
loading and saving files in ToasterCG, before drag-anddrop page support was added to projects.
The book file is simply a data file containing the
information necessary to inform ToasterCG how each
page appears. Unlike a saved page crouton file, this file
contains no imagery. It is not capable of being dragged
into a project. It can only be loaded into ToasterCG for
editing, then resaved.

ToasterCG
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If it is convenient, you may wish to continue to use book
files as archival backups of your ToasterCG pages. Book
files arc I1luch smaller than rendered page files, so they
will take up less space on your hard disk.
After you have made a series of pages for use in a project,
save the book as a safety backup. Otherwise, make sure
you back up your project so that all pages are saved with
it.
With ToasterCG's ability to load and save pages
independently, you can rearrange the pages within a
book. This allows you to organize books more efficiently,
which yon may find beneficial if you continue using them.

•

•

Special Characters and Symbols

•

ToasterCGsupports the full realm of PostScript font characters provided they ate a part ojthe jont, and the Amiga supports
them. Not all fonts contain all of the possible characters that can be displayed, and many fonts contain only the characters that
the designer needed when he created the font. ]oerefore, if you purchase or install a font that does not contain a specific
character, ToasterCG (as well as the Amiga) will be unable to display it since it does not exist ,\~thin the font description.
How to Access Special Characters
To find out the combination of keys you should press to gain access to specific characters, go to the Workbench on your
Amiga. Locate and open the Tools drawer, and start the program KeyShow. The initial display shows the characters that
appear when a single key is pressed. To see what other characters are available, press one of the qualifier keys (etrl, Shift, or
Alt) and KeyShow will display them. Combine qualifier keys to show additional characters. The Amiga and ToasterCG also
support the Dead Keys (discussed below). Additional (or different) characters may exist in the fonts you have.
KeyShow displays the current keymap on your Amiga (which was selected when your system software was installed).
Depending on which keymap is installed on your system, you may have different characters available to you. You can select a
different keymap via the Input editor found in the Workbench Preferences drawer.
Remember that the fonts you use in ToasterCG many or may not support all of the characters that the Amiga supports, nor may
the keymap support all of the characters found in the fonts you use.
The Dead Keys
One set of special characters that is supported by the Amiga and ToasterCG with PostScript fonts is that known as the Dead
Keys. These keys are displayed \~a a particular combination of keys pressed on the keyboard: Alt+(l st key) , (2nd key). That
is, hold Alt and press the first key, then let go of Alt and press the second key. When you press this key, you will see the dead
key character appear on screen. Below is a partial list of the dead keys and characters (from the Amelican keymap).

a= Alt+f, a

•

a= ;\It+g, a
a= Alt+h, a
a= Alt+j, a

i = Alt+f, i = i
l=Alt+g,i=1
i = Alt+h, i = 1
'j = Alt+k, i = 'j

u= Alt+f, u
u = Alt+g, u

6 = Alt+f, 0
b = Alt+g, 0
6 = Alt+h, 0
6 = Alt+j, 0
0= Alt+k, 0

Y= Alt+k, y

G= Alt+h, u
ii = Alt+k, u

a = Alt+k, a

e= Alt+f, e
e= Alt+g, e
e= Alt+h, e
e= Alt+k, e

Note that the uppercase versions of the dead keys, where supported, can also be used. For example, where Alt +k, e gives you
e, you can press Alt+k, then Shift+e to get E.
About Special Symbols
Additional (or different) characters and symbols may exist in the fonts you have. Depending on your source for fonts, you may
have received a chart that display the characters in the font set. If so, use tllat as your reference. If not, the best way to find
"hidden" or otherwise-unknown characters is to sit down at the keyboard and type tlll'ough the majority of the keys on the
keyboard, holding down either the Shift, Alt, or both, keys at the same time. In tltis manner you should be able to locate all of
the characters that a particular font has to offer you. While this is admittedly a crude method, it is effective, and exhibits the
not-yet-mature nature of some of the tools in the desktop publishing field (out of which PostScript fonts grew). Below is a
partial list of some symbols you may find useful from the supplied SoftMaker font sampler (from the American keymap).
= Alt+v
= AltH
0= Alt+b
c; = AltH
©= Alt+e
• = Alt+8

a

le

•

i = Alt+i
£ = Alt+l
0= Alt+o
~ = Alt+p
a= Alt+q

® = Alt+!'
§ = Alt+Shift+s
o = Alt+w
0= Alt+y
¥= Alt+Shift+y

ToasterCG
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ToaslerCGlipsand Tricks
There are a lot of unexpected tricks in ToasterCG that you will discover as you work with the program. Here's a collection
we came up with.

Spacing Graphic Elements (i.e., Boxes &Brushes)

Stretchy Graphics

Boxes and brushes, including text brushes, can be
duplicated on screen by hitting the Return key. With anyone
of these items selected, press Return to create another copy
of it. 'This is useful for creating rows of sllipes, or a grid-like
pattern. With special symbol fonts, the possibilities are
endless.

The new text brush function is incredibly flexible. It allows
you to make resizable graphics out of most anything that you
can find in a PostScript font.

The spacing between each copy is detennined by the settings
for shadow and border. In other words, if a box has
shadows and borders turned off, then the copy will be
created immediately below the original. In fact, when you
render the image, they will appear as one box because they
are touching edge-to-edge.
If you turn on shadows, or borders, and then duplicate the
brush, each copy will be spaced a small distance away from
the original-based on that shadow or border setting. So if
you want a small space between copies, tum on the smallest
shadow or border setting. If you want slightly more, use a
higher setting. For maximum distance, use the largest
shadow setting and the largest border setting.

The benefit of this is that you can create rows of stJipes or
other shapes with perfect spacing (something that is
otherwise difficult to do in ToasterCG) . These make for nice
design elements that you can place text over.

•

Hyphens
For example, make a text brush out of the hyphen character,
rotated by 40 degrees. Now add it to the screen, stretch it
out so that it's long and thin, and make a couple of copies of
it In no time you have some diagonal stripes you can use as
a background for titling.
Bullets
Here's another one. Make a text brush out of the bullet
character (press Alt +8; most fonts should have this
character), which is often used when you need to place
three or more equally-important lines of text on a page and
you don't want to number them.

When you press Alt+8 in the PS Brush menu, you will not
see anything appear, although the text cursor will move over •
one space, (The reason for this is that the system has
accepted your input as a valid character, but since its own
internal set of displayable characters does not include that
figure, it just shows a blank space.) Go ahead and enter any
rotation or shear values, tllen click Continue.
In a second or so, you can go into the font pop-up and
select this text brush, which will place a copy of it on the
screen. Now you can position it, resize it, stretch it at will.

Dingbats
There is a group of fonts in the publishing industry known
collectively as dingbats (Zapf Dingbats is the most wellknown). A dingbat is usually a symbol of some sort, like
these (V, )(, '+<-, 0 , 0 , .). Take a moment and think
about how useful it would be to have symbols like these
(and many more) in a fOlm that you can size, stretch, and
rotate freely. AU of a sudden you begin to see a much bigger
picture, don't you?

*,

The checkrnark symbol shown above would be really useful
for a series of images where a list of items is checked off.
Plus, there are special fonts of road sign symbols, atTOWS,
clip art, universal signs, counmes, logos, and a lot more.
ToasterCG
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Contact your dealer or a font distributor/manufacturer for
details.

•

•

Acquiring More PostScript Fonts

Troubleshooting PostScript Fonts

ToasterCG accepts PostScript Type 1 and Type 3 fonts, as
well as Intellifonts (the Amiga's supported outline font
fonnat), ToasterFonts (bitmapped black and wrute fonts that
have been converted to a special fOlmat), and Color
ToasterFonts (bitmapped color fonts that have been
converted to a special fonnat).

Occasionally you will come across a font that ToasterCG will
not accept, even though it is a PostScript font. Although
there is a standard for the PostSclipt fonnat, standards are
often changed or even ignored over time. The result is that
you will come across the occasional problem.

If you purchase additional fonts from a vendor, we illghly
recommend that you purchase them the following way: on a
floppy disk fonnatted for PC clones, in the PC PostScript
fonnat. Since the Amiga's operating system (since version
2.0 has the ability to read PC fonnatted floppies, tills
method is economical and reliable. (CD-ROM font
collections in the PC fonnat are also acceptable.)

For our purposes, there are effecttvely two types of
PostScript fonts, those for the Macintosh and those for PC
clones. The PostSClipt fonnat for Macintosh computers is
different from that of the PC. ToasterCG cannot read the
Macintosh PostScript fonnat unless the font has been
converted (see below for details). However, ToasterCG and
the Amiga can read the PC PostScript fonnat.
(In case you are wondeling, there is no PostSclipt fonnat
for Amigas, it is not necessary since the Amiga can accept
the PC PostSclipt fonnat.)

•

If you have access to Macintosh PostScript fonts, you'll need
two support programs on the Amiga to get them into
ToasterCG. You'll need either CrossMac (Consultron, 313459-7271) or MaxDOS (Media4 Productions, 515-2257409), plus TypeSmith (Soft-Logik, 314-256-9595). Both
CrossMac and MaxDOS allow the Amiga to read Macintosh
fonnatted diskettes. TypeSmith can read Mac PostSclipt
fonts, and save them as PC PostSclipt fonts. Use these
programs to convert the Macintosh PS fonts for ToasterCG
use.

Note that you can also use TypeSmith to convert the
TrueType fonnat fonts (used by both the Mac and the PC) to
PC PostSclipt as well.
For further infonnation regarding PostScript and
Outline fonts, see the bottom of page 12.

•

Previous versions of ToasterCG would not accept certain
fonts that had been created by certain Macintosh programs
and saved in a PC-compatible fonnat. Tills has been
corrected by the support library that ToasterCG uses for
PostSclipt.
On your own, you might try the following troubleshooting
tips.
1) Tum off your system. Restart it, enter ToasterCG, and try
loading the font light away (as the first font you load). Tills
simple action will ensure that you did not encounter a
problem such as an out-of-memory situation instead of a
genuine bug.
2) Try loading the font into LightWave Modeler. Modeler
also accepts PS fonts. If Modeler accepts it, and ToasterCG
does not, then it may be a problem in ToasterCG. If so,
contact Technical Support to report the problem.
3) If you have the Amiga font editor called TypeSmith (SoftLogik, 314-256-9595), load the font using the option
ImportlPFB PostScript Type 1 Outline .... Select the file name
with the letters .pfb after it (tills is the outline file of the font
itselt) .
Once it has loaded, press a variety of characters on the
keyboard to see if they are there. If they are not, then the
font may be incomplete or empty. Call the font maker or
distlibutor. If they are, save the font using the option
ExportlPFB PostSclipt Type 1 Outline ... (sometimes the act
of saving a questionable font from TypeSmith will make it
acceptable to ToasterCG). Now load the font in ToasterCG to
see if it will work.
4) If you still have trouble with a font, contact NewTek
Technical Support at the number listed in the front of the
manual. You may need to send the font to NewTek so that
we can study the fonnat and locate the problem. If your
need is urgent, you may wish to use a modem and send the
font to NewTek's bulletin board system (BBS). Tills will help
speed our response.
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What is 3D? Alittle background...
The human animal is a visually alien ted creature. Three-dimensional animation (3D) has become a powerful tool for
visualization-for both entertainment and education. It is employed in a l.vide and ever-increasing variety of applications. Still
linages help us to explain the 1V0rld we live in, while illusion of animated movement helps us to understand and appreCiate it
further.

The most common 3D work created today includes:
• business graphics (company logos with animated
growth charts)
• the flying logo (where a company name flies onto tile
screen amidst foggy beams of Ught and gkaming
metalli c highlights)
• commercials, where animated products fighting mock
battles (a popular mouthwash, for example)
• high-tech film work (such as pseudopods made
entirely of water, or robot humans of liquid metal).
However, these are only the most I~sible examples of
animation work Three-dimensional animation recreates
automobile accidents in the courtroom, designs
architectural walk-throughs of yet-to-be-constructed
buildings, and visualizes complex scientific processes such
as ail- flow aerodynamics for high-speed aircraft. On a
more down-to-eatth level, 3D may plan city projects such
as new parks, design product packaging for test marketing,

•

lend added dimension to a print and graphics campaign,
or teach your children in schools. It is also used to
visualize 3D databases, study numerical data sets, and
emulate VilWal reality in research facilities.
Three-dimensional animation demands a great deal from
the inclividual, inlposing its own set of disciplines. The
elements that make up a 3D animation lilVolve
visualization, modeling, set and scene design, animation,
lighting, direction, camera movement, color and texture,
art skills, storytelling, and more. Many professional
animation facilities hire altists who specialize in one aspect
of 3D, such as lighting, modeling, or character motion. It is
a testanJent to the allure and excitement of 3D animation
that more people enter this field every day. The demand
for-and appreciation of-this type of realism is gro\lmg
ever more prevalent.

What is lightWave 3D?
LightWave 3D and the Video Toaster form the basis for a
very high quality animation workstation. With it, you can
design animated graphics like those described above. More
and more of the animation you see in telel~sion today is
created by the Video Toaster in one form or another.
Television programs such as Star Trek: Voyager, Unsolved
Mysteries, Babylon 5, and seaQuest testify to the power
and versatility of LightWave. -IDe Video Toaster offers frame
acquiSition, paint, and output of broadcast quality video
inlagery. LightWave 3D consists of LightWave Modeler and
lightWave Layout, offering tile most affordable and
complete coilection of modeling and animation tools ever
brought to the desktop. lightWave Modeler is a generalpurpose solid modeling program lvith an extensive
selection of manipulating and sculpting tools. LightWave
Layout is a rendering and animation program mth an
exhaustive coilection of effects and motion controls.
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One of the beauties of LightWave is its textbook simpUcity.
•
Even if you know little of 3D, creating 3D scenery is easier
through LightWave's straightforward implementation. Many
controls are automatic, such as lighting and focus,
resulting in realistic images right away. For the novice
animator, this smooths out the learning curve. For the
more discrirninatiIlg profeSSional, the vast majority of
LightWave's tools may be operated manually for precise
control over special effects too numerous to mention.
Few systems can match this versatility while, at the same
time, matching its affordability.

•

GeUing Started in 3D
•

There is a nIle of thumb tl1at applies to UghtWave 3D: the
more J10u know about the process, the easier it will be,
and the better your resuits. In fact, the more you know
and understand 3D graphics in general, ilie more you will
know about UghtWave 3D. UghtWave's textbook design
and easy-to-use interface have already been praised by 3D
professionals. Now tl1e power of high-quality 3D graphics is
in your hands.
If you already work in computer graphics, you know iliat
different aoplications approach 3D differently. Therefore,
you'll understand why we reconunend that you read this
section thoroughly, because it explains 3D graphics
according to LightWave. Nowhere else will you find as
complete an insight into UghtWave as in iliese pages.

Typically, tl1e creation of a 3D image or a 3D animation
follows the general progression listed below. Each of iliese
topics, as it relates to UghtWave 3D, is discussed in detail
in this chapter.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan the ;mimation (storyboarding)
Create the objects you will need (modeling)
Setting the scene (placement of objects)
Test-render surface attributes to achieve the right 100 k
Add motion (assign motion patl1s)
Render the in1ages and record them

Or, you just might sit down and whip it up spur of the
moment. That comes with time.
Whether you are creating a still fnill1e or a full anin1ation,
you will find tl1at breaking ilie process down into these
logical steps makes it much more manageable. What
follows is an introduction to 3D acconling to UghtWave,
following the five steps outlined above. Armed with this
introduction, you'll have an understanding of each oftl1e
underlying concepts of 3D graphics and how they fit within
the UghtWave 3D universe.

Storyboarding - In the beginning, there was this idea....

•

Probably the most difficult of these steps is the planning
stage that comes before you sit down to UghtWave. What
are you going to do?What story do you \\~sh to tell? You
have probably heard that one of the most commonly asked
questions of auiliors, playwrites, and directors is, Where
do J1ou getyour ideas? The answer is not difficult, it is a
combination of inspiration, iliought, and planning. And a
major contributor is trial and error! From the moment tl1e
first idea springs forili, you play with it, add to it, snldy it,
throw it into a new light, look at it from a different
direction, bring it to a conclUSion, or not. All of iliese
actions build upon one another until the idea has grown
into a scene, a sin1ple plot, or a fully developed storyline.
From there, UghtWave 3D can help bring your idea to life.
Here are some basic tips for storyboarding. Agood StOly
flows conSistently, generally in a st["Jight line and in a
compelling manner. It may have some surprise elements
as well. Many popular 3D animations consist of very simple
plots: a locomotive tries to cross a bridge with a broken
rail, primitive archetypal characters nIn and dance to a
tribal beat in a courtyard, a baby ul1\\Taps a new toy
soldier, or a unicycle has a dream late one night. The
stories are sin1ple, and can be summ~[jd in a :~ngJe

•

sentence. What makes iliem unique and compelling ;u'e
further aspects of the animation, ilie details and
ch;u'acterizations that you remember when the animation
is over. Why do you remember ilie locomotive's brave
attempt to cross ilie blidge?What is so intriguing about tlle
ritual movement of the dancers? How does the tiny tov's
fear of tl1e baby make you laugh? Do you identify wiili ilie
unicycle's dream of f;one? Elements such as these are less
tangible, but nonetheless potent. The characters are often
attempting tl1e sin1ple act of overcoming an obstacle. Their
steadfast beliefs and determined actions draw tl1e viewer
into ilie story, lingering even as ilie credits roll.
You may want to populate your stories or charactelizations
\vith elements such as humor, surprise, fear, anticipation ,
and mystely. Once you have such an idea, support it witl1
objects, motions, and lighting appropriate to the story you
have to tell. If you are a beginning animator, concentrate
on sin1pler, single-theme animations. What kinds of things
can you do \\~th a bouncing ball?What sort of story could
sun'ound a salt shaker?What might motivate a bee, or
bother a flower? From these straightforward themes you'U
lind an abundance of ideas.
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Modeling Objects
Once you have an idea or a complete story line, you'll need to
decide what items take part in the scene. You'll need to
popUlate the scene with objects.

Sidebar:
All 3D graphics take
place within a
coordinate system,
which allows for
precise movement
and positioning of all
things on screen
with height, width,
and depth. These are
referred to as axes
known as X, Y, and
Z. For clarity and
simplicity, the
coordinate locations
of all objects are
referred to in this
(X, Y, Z) form as (3,
6, 7). You read this
coordinate as X=3,

All 3D scenes and animations are composed of objects.
Modeling is the design and creation of wireframe objects,
from a simple model such as an apple to a complex one such
as a finely detailed sports car. What makes up the 3D object?
l\vo things-its physical shape and its visual appearance.
Shape consists of the points and lines tllat comprise faces,
called polygons. These make up its visible fOlID. Appearance
consists of color and texture qualities that connote realism to
the eye, called suiface attributes, or materialproperties,
When you enter a room and look at your desk, you see a
certain shape (that of a desk) and a certain surface (that of
wood grain) so you think desk. In IlghtWave 3D, you have
tlle tools to create simple or complex objects, and to define
their surface qualities \\~th precision and detail.
How would you create a mug? As a sculptor, you would mold
a lump of clay on a potter's wheel. As a designer, you would
draft it on paper. But suppose you weren't molding or
drawing a mug?Suppose you were using a computer". how
would you do it then? What tools would you use?The answer
is, pretty much tlle Sa!l1e tools you'd use if you were a
sculptor or an artist. Surprised? Well, IlghtWave recreates
those very tools so that non-sculptors and non-artists can use
tllem just as easily as sculptors and at1ists do. 10 fact,
IlghtWave's tools do more than their real-life counterparts.
And there's no mess to clean up.
Three-dimensional modeling is based on two simple
elements: points and polygons. The process of creating 3D
objects is a lot like drawing in dot-to-dot coloring books.
Remember connect-the-dots? With 3D modeling systems, you
place the dots, connect them with lines to form a
recognizable shape, use some special-pw-pose tools to mold
them further, and viola ! That collection of polygons now
forms a shape that the computer can draw, color, and shade
on screen. Once you get the hang of using the elements and
tools in UghtWave Modeler, you can begin to create objects
for 3D rendering and animation.

tllings work.
You communicate your desires to Modeler by martipulating •
the mouse, which moves a cursor directly on the screen,
choosing commands and directing graphic input by
clicking on either the left mouse button or the right
mouse button.

The X, Y, and Z axes.
You create or edit all objects on the planes of a
coordinate system. IlghtWave Modeler (the object
creation package) and Layout (the image rendering
package) use lie system for object placement in their onscreen workspace, also known as world space. To be
able to refer to the position and orientation of all objects,
we must have a known reference location. We call this the
origin, atld it resides at the very center of space at the
coordinates (0, 0, 0). This the central location where three
imaginary planes, arbitrarily named X, Y, and Z, cross.
Knowing that lie origin is at (0, 0, 0) , the position of all
things in space can be determined. For example, a 3D
object may be placed 5 meters to the left of the origin, 2
meters above the origin, and 4 meters away from the
origin. Therefore, you could say that this 3D object is
located at (5, 2, 4). Objects on the opposite ends of the
axes are designated \\~th negative numbers, such as (-5 , -2,
-4) . Using these figures, called coordinates, you can
describe lie location of any object. Positioning can be
controUed loosely or with critical preCision. Both Layout
and Modeler use the same coordinate system, with the (0,
0, 0) origin at center.

•

If you were a woodworker building a desk, you would work
from a sketch, a photograph, plans, or a small model of the
desk you intended to build. In modeling objects for 3D work,
this approach is also best. Having the actual shape or a
representation of it in front of you while you design is
invaluable, and will aid in you detelmining size, shape, angle,
color, and more. Whenever possible, work from pictW"es or
small-scale models.
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As in any project, you either begin from scratch or modify an
existing object. If you're new to 3D, doing it from scratch will
appear tedious at first. The Modeler tutorials start off by
modifying e.xisting objecl~, so you can get the hang of how

•

•

The origin also plays another important role in
LightWave-it acts as the "handle" for objects. When an
object is created in Modeler, its location in relation to the
origin is known and saved as part of tile object desCription .
This known point acts as the pivot point for the object. For
example, when you model an object so that the origin is at
its center, then save tile object and load it into Layout, it
will move and rotate arolmd tllat point as its center of
gravity. However, if you model the same object so that the
origin is 5 meters away, tllen save the object and load it
into Layout, it will move and rotate erratically as if it were
lopsided. Its pivot point is off-center, so the object moves
in an off-center fashion. You can resave the object in a new
position to alter the pivot point, or change it in Layout. The
tutorials ,viII provide you witil a graphic example of this
concept if it seems a bit fuzzy to you now.

•
While working in Modeler, you can adjust the screen to see
as much or as little detail as you desire by turning various
options on or off to suit your preference, and by
rearranging the edit screens. For certain operations, this
can be handy. Use the fourth editing and viewing window,
called the preview window, to display objects either as
see-through \vire or solid \vire forms. Further, you can
specify whether you prefer a static and unmoving view, or a
slightly rotating view to give you a clearer feel for the 3D
structure of an object.

•

The Modeler screen contains multiple edit windows that
allow for tllree simultaneous views of tile object. Astatic or
moving preview window is also available. As you grow
familiar and gain experience with Modeler, you will find
yourself switching back and forth among these \vindows to
obtain the most advantageous view from which to use a
particular tool.

One of the most important 3D concepts to understand is
that of the model, also called an object Objects consists of
polygons. Polygons are fanned when you place points in
space and join them together. Together, they form the
shape of 3D models. It's as if the outer surface on an
object, say a television, consisted of a collection of
different-colored panels that you had to assemble. You
might think of polygons in this way.

Polygons are then formed into recognizable shapes. All
objects appear on screen in a wire frame foml in
Modeler, as if they were made up of wire skeletons. This
makes display and computation manageable. These
\viretrame polygons are usually three-sided triangles or
four-sided quadrangles (although they can consist of more
sides) because these simple shapes are most efficiently
calculated. All polygons can be given color and texture
characteristics, which is how the objects they form take on
color and temlre, when the 3D camera renders an inlage.
Therefore, to build a 3D model, you create, combine, and
modify simple shapes into more complex shapes. This is
known as editing. The basic building blocks include cubes,
spheres, cylinders and other shapes. Using tools not unlike
those found in a wood or metal shop, you form a realistic
\vireframe representation of the envisioned object.
The process of editing involves manipulating points and
polygons. It will include selecting some portion of an
existing object, chOOSing the operation to perform,
adjusting any parameters for that operation, then carrying
out the operation. The concept of "select and do" is very
important to Modeler. Selection is the act of specifying
either the object itself or a portion of it that you intend to
edit next. The most basic elements you can modify include
points ;md polygons, the dots and lines that make up all
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objects. Any number of pOints, polygons, or objects, in any
combination, may be selected for a specific operation.
Additional selection tools are available to select specific
portions of objects for ecUting operations.

an object will actually be seen from both sides. Why is this
important? Because it takes LightWave longer to calculate
both sides of tile polygon. If LightWave knows, from the
presence of one or two surface normals, tilat a polygon is
only one-sided, tilen it can render inlages more quickly.

•

Here's a desCription of tile basics as llsed bv Modeler.
How can you detemline whetiler to use a one-sided or twosided polygon? Easy. Suppose you're making an apple. Will
the scene require tilat tile viewer see tile inside of tile
apple? If not, tilen you only need to model tile outside of
tile apple. There's a sinlple rule of tilumb for modeling:
build only what your animation requires. The autilor of
LightWave once created a model of the Golden Gate Bridge
in San Francisco for an animation. However, since tile
back side of tile bridge was not seen in tile animation, he
cUd not model it. It wasn't needed. This concept can save
you a great deal of time and work.

Nole:
The majority of Modeler's
ecUting tools can operate on
points or polygons
incUvidually, in groups, or
tile points and polygons
within a specified volume of
space. Therefore, rather
than continually repeat the
phrase "points, polygons,
or volume" when referring
to the entities tilat a tool
mayaffect, we'll call tilem
items as an all-inclusive
term. When you see tile
word items, you'll know
what tilat we mean
some tiling tilat may include
pOints, polygons, or a
volume.

Selected and unselected points.

There are several types of polygons you can create.

Apoint is a location in space, jllst as a point in a dot-to-dot
coloring book represented a location on tile page. Apoint
will appear in two ways on screen, selected and
unselected. Points are used as anchors to create polygons.
Since points alone do not have height, \vidth, or deptil, tIley
cannot be "seen" or rendered. However, you can load
tilem into Layout and use points as invisible influences on
otiler objects: as a center of rotation, or to play an invisible
role of influence in an object llierarchy, for example.

A triangular polygon.
A lriangulal'polygon is a tilree-point polygon. No matter
how it is oriented or manipulated, it is always perfectly flat.
In Modeler, this kind of polygon is most useful for complex
modeling involving smootlUy-curved or highly-rounded
object shapes, or objects tilat require greater flexibility
when tileyare character-aninlated witil Bones (a feature of
Layout tilat you \villieam about later).

•

Picture ofselected and unselected polygons.
Apolygon is some number of points joined by lines to
form a solid face. A polygon also appears in two ways on
the Modeler screen, selected and unselected. Notice tilat
tile selected polygon has a dotted line extencUng from it.
This is a surface normal, an unusual-sounding name tilat
has great inlporlance in 3D. Here's why. Afeanlre of
polygons is tilat tiley can be one-sided or two-sided. They
have tile unique ability to be invisible from one side while
visible from the otiler, or tiley can be visible from botil
sides. The surface normal , which appears whenever a
polygon is selected, projects away from tile visible side of a
polygon.
LightWave 3D
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Since LightWave needs to calculate tile appearance of all
polygons tilat make up an object, it helps for you to
detemline beforehand whether tile polygons you need for

A quadrangular polygon.

A quadrangular polygon is a four-point polygon. Four-

point polygons are useful for objects tilat will not be bent •
or t\visted very much (objects such as flying logos, for
example). Bending or t\visting polygons tilat consist of four
or more points may cUstor! tileir planarity (flatness),

~

•

causing rendering errors. It is best to model \\~th a
combination of polygons when you model, using threeand four-sided polygons where necessary. Use Ole type of
polygon that best fits Ole needs of tile animation.

appear as a pinpOints or streaks of lights in images or
animations. This is highly lIseful for emulating rain, stars,
fireworks effects, and more.

Picture oftwo-point polygons, or lines.
Polygon attributes (triangular, quadrangular, and
many-sided)
Amulti-sided p00gon is a complex polygon, one ~til
many points. As long as tile points tilat make up this

•

polygon remain in one plane, tile polygon will render
properly. If Bones or Displacement Maps (features of the
L.ayout screen) are not used on a multi-sided polygon,
rendering problems will likely result. These forms of
mapping cause physical changes in tile flatness of objects,
and wOllld not work on sllch large polygons. Polygons tilat
consist of more than three points can be bent out of
planarity, causing rendering errors. Modeler has tile ability
to subdivide large polygons into smaller ones, which would
help in such a case.

1\vo-point polygons, or lines (special range of uses)
Apair of points tila! has been selected, tilen made into a
polygon, fonns what is best described as a line. Such
polygon segments are useful for strings, such as on
stringed insUlIments. Technically, tile line has no
measurable tltickness, and \\ill always render as a thin line
no matter how near or how far from the can1era.

Special-Use Polygons
Afew types of polygons are useful for very specific

purposes. Because of Otis, YOll needn't worry about
learning them at tilis time. In the interests of completeness,
tiley are included here.

Picture ofa group ofpoints as single point polygons.

•

Single point polygons (special range of special uses)
This group of points has been selected, tilen made into
individual polygons, each complised of a single point. They
appear to be nonnal pOint, except that you can select tilem
and assign them surface qualities like any polygon. Unless
single point polygons are assigned luntinous or motion
blur attlibutes, like tile Random Stars or Actual Stars
objects included ~til lightWave, tiley\vill not be "seen" or
rendered. Witilluminosity and/or motion blur, they wiU
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Tools for Modeling
If you were limited to points and polygons for creating

objects, you would soon go mad. Even simple object
shapes like a salt shaker, a football, or a tire would be
tedious beyond belief to create. You would need to place
points in several locations, and you would need some way
to specify depth, as in this point lies aJew inches behind
this other pOint. And, how manyof us can draw smooth
curves naturally?
LightWave changes all that. Designing objects in 3D
becomes more fun as you become familiar with the tools
of LightWave Modeler.

The first tool for modelmaking is the screen. The modeling
screen feanlres three views of the object-in-progress: from
the back, left, and bottom. With these \~ews, you can place
a point (or orient a polygon) behind other portions of the
object, at a certain depth, simply by positioning a crosshair
at tile right location in the back \~ew , and moving it to the
right depth in the left view. For added clarity in designing it
more accurately, use the preview \vindow to view the
object in a solid wireframe format to accent its 3D shape.
The screen also features layers that allowyou to work on
portions of an object separately, before combining them
into one piece.
The next two tools you've been int mduced to-points and
polygons. You know them already.
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The remaining tools within Modeler are the power tools,
used for special purposes. They take their names and
functions from tools in real life-like drill, lathe, and
beve\-{)nly they're much easier to use. Some of them you
will use often-like Move to move a point to another
position; some you will seldom use-like Skin to place
outer surface polygons over a framework. The important
thing for you to know is that tileY are there in case you
need them. At first it will seem as though LightWave has a
thousand buttons, and you'll never learn them all.
However, from experience we can tell you that you'll use
1I4th of those buttons most of the time, and the remaining
buttons only occasionally. You don't need to learn them
~tll. And the manual's nearby when you need to leam a new
operation.
The tinal tools for modeling are a keen eye and your
imagination. Look amund you at the shapes in the room

you are in. Many of them are sinlple, based on square or
round shapes combined to make furrtiture or other items.
How would you model these? Ideally, with the simplest
shapes you can. Much of 3D modeling is a kind of game, a
test between "howgood can it look" and "how little can I
do to make it look like that?" If you design an animation of
a hot air balloon flying overhead, and the entire back side
of the balloon is not seen during the animation, guess what
work you won't need to do? Once you begin working in
3D, you 'll develop the "eye" for determining what elements
you need in a model, and you'll gain speed.

Wireframe and rendered apples
Making Models that look good
If you've vennlred into the Modeler, or looked at several

objects in LightWave, you may be wondering how to make
models that are smooth and realistic. Take a moment and
load the Apple object (in the Food directory) into Modeler
(use the Load button found under the Disk menu) . Notice
how the apple is composed of straight lines, still it looks
round. Yet, if you load this into LightWave and render the
image, these straight edges appear around the outline of
the apple. Although the face of the apple is smooth (due to
a special smoothing function), the edges look straight.
Apples don't have straight edges. Is there a way to correct
this? Yes'
Earlier, we spoke of the trade-off between modeling a great
anlOunt of detail into an object and modeling just enough
so tilat it looks realistic. The apple is a fairlysimple object
without much detail. If this object were to play an
important part of an ani.nlation where it appears close-up
on screen, its edges wouldn't look that good. However, if it
were in the background of an animation, where it never
appeared very large, it probably would be tine. Therefore,
tile question is, how do you model an object so that it
looks good for close-ups?The answer is, add more detail
when modeling it. In mode/LlJg, you approximate a smooth
curve by breaking the curve up into smaller straight-line
segments. The more segments, the smoother the
appearance of the curve.

•

•

•

•

Take a close look at the image of the two apples. The first
apple was made with only a few sections. The front looks
fine, but the edges appear segmented. Now study the
second apple. More sections make for smaller segments.
The result is a smoother apple. Of course, the more points
and polygons there are in an object, the more complex it
is, and the longer it can take for lightWave to render the
image. This is a trade-off in 3D, and one of the areas where
you will develop a sense of "how much detail" versus "how
important is an object's smoothness." It filters down to the
issue of how much time you want to spend modeling,
which is an answer only you can provide.
There is an essential approach to modeling, whether you
use surface modeling or solid modeling: build only
what you need. In surface modeling, you create only the
outside of an object, the portion that will be seen in the
animation. Unless you plan on the camera zooming inside
a model of a teapot, for example, there is no point to
creating an inside surface \vith its own color
characteristics. It would be a waste of time. Altematively, if
your animation calls for zooming into the teapot and
shooting out of the spout, you will need to solid model the
object, since tlle inside will be seen as well as the outside.
You'll need to give thickness to its walls, and bore a nmnel
inside the spout. Most often, solid modeling is critical for
scientific applications only, but not necessarily so. The
basic nIle of thumb is, build the model to suit the
animation. Build only what you need.

•

In Modeler, when you select the object to edit and then
select a command button, the cursor changes to a new
shape to indicate this new stale. You can move the pointer
to an edit window and modify the selected items using the
mouse. With the pointer in place, you drag with the left
mouse button (sometimes \vith the right, depending on the
tool function) to manipulate the selected item. If you select
the numeric button, a numeric submenu (available \\~th
some command buttons) enables you to modify the
command button's parameters. Some command buttons
call up an automatic submenu. These commands require
specific information before they can operate. Once you
enter the required information, click on OK to exit the
submenu and perform the operation.

combination of them may be visible or invisible for
reference purposes, and active or inactive so that multipleobject operations may be canied out in a single step.
Objects may be manipulated in 3D space (move, rotate,
etc.), modified to alter their shape (bend, twist, etc.),
multiplied to create cross-sections (extrude, 1£lthe, etc.),
drilled (2D and 3Ddlilling), and combined to form new
shapes (Boolean operations). Asingle-step undo function
allows each tool to be tried and retried \vitll new settings
\vithout ha\wg to rebuild entire objects. Modeler's
inclusion of Catmu1l-Rom splines lends itself to incredibly
easy free-form modeling and polygon meshing, making
otherwise complex curves and smooth forms a snap. If you
don't understand these concepts now, don't worry. They'll
be explained and demonstrated further on.

The result ofa Boolean subtraction operation: a perfect
tunnel (with an interior surface) cut into a sphere.
If modeling is beginning to sound difficult, take heart. Stop
reading for a moment and look-really look-at the basic
shapes that make up the objects around you. What shapes
comprise the chair, the desk, the door? Now think about
more complex shapes, such as a bicycle, or a cement
tnIck, or a 747. You'd be surprised to find tllat most of
man's creations are built upon triangles, squares and
circles, pyramids cubes and spheres. What is a building but
a tall cube? What is an airplane but a cylinder \\~th rounded
ends and flat angular \\wgs?What is a bicycle but a
collection of short cylinders, rounded wheels, thin spokes
and flat-cube pedals? If you can successfully reduce the 3D
world to its simplest shapes, you've taken a signlficant step
toward mastering 3D graphics. For starters, keep it
simple. When you get more skilled, you'll develop an eye
for detail, and ilie knowledge of how recreate that detail
wiiliout a great deal of tedious work. This comes with
experience, and experience comes with time and practice.
Setting the Scene

A numeric submenu and an operations submenu.

•

You carry out operations dynamically in the 3D space
shown on screen. This allows you to see just what an object
looks like as you make changes. Modeler maintains eight
different work screens in which you may edit. These are
called foyers. The screens may be arranged so that any

Once you have developed the story and modeled the
necessary objects, the final step before rendering is to
position them on the set. You load ilie objects into the
Layout world space. As in Modeler, you communicate your
desires to lightWave by manipulating a mouse, which
moves a cursor directly on the screen, choosing
commands and directing graphic input by clicking either
the left lI'lOliSe button or the right mouse button All
objects are positioned on the planes of a Cartesian
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•
The Layout screen showing camera, lights, and an object.
coordinate system, the same used in Modeler. Multiple
views allow you to see Ule scene orthographically from
top, side, and rear, labeled by their axes, as well as from
third-person perspective, camera, or any light source.
This enables you to place objects graphically, as you see
them , via the mouse, \vith great precision and ease.
The elements you manipulate most commonly in Layout
include the camera, objects, and light sources. You'll be
able to do quite a lot \vifu fuose alone! Layout considers
these furee items to be objects \vithin Ule scene, just as if
they were props on a movie set. Your job as the
animator/director is to place them in their proper
locations, aim and camera and lighl5 appropriately, and
direct them where to move during the course of the
animation. More advanced animation tools include bones,
which allow for inverse kinematics, movement that is
bofu realistic and natural. Using both bones and spline
controls, aspiring and professional animators will be able
to recreate motion paths of delicacy and grace. Of course,
you can animate raw power and bl1!te slTengili too!
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After placing an object in a specific position, you instl1!ct
LightWave to record a key frame for it at a particular
frame number. You then move fue object to a new
position, inStl1!cting LightWave to record a new key frame
at this location, \\~th a different frame number. An object
that is far away in frame I, and close up in frame 30, \vill
take 30 frames to move from far to near. This is a simple
two key frame animation, lasting one second. (All NTSC
video animations move at 30 franles per second, so a 30frame animation willl1!n for one second.) In this manner
lightWave records the known position and orientation of
all objects, from one frame to the next, furoughout the

animation, fuen creates the necessary frames in between.
This is known as in-betweening, or just tweening, and in
fue early days of atlimation it was done entirely by hand.
LightWave automates this process so that you can
concentrate on telling fue story rather fuan redrawing
images.
To see whether the motions you have designed are correct,
LightWave generates a real-time wirefrarne preview. This
may be created and watched from any of the different \~ews
noted previously. You may also do some low resolution
test renderings to check the surface te>..1ures of each
object. This is to ensure that evel)'thing looks exactly as it
should. Surface menus allow you to set color, diffuseness,
luminositY,glossiness, rf!/lection, transparency,
bumpiness, texture maps, and more for all objects. Use
mUltiple light sources of varying types-directional, spot
lights, or pOint light sources- each \vitll adjustable
brightness, color, and lens flare. Create sharp-edged
shadows by activating the camera's ray tracing mode, or
soft edged shadows by causing spot lights to cast shadow
maps.

•

•

Test Rendering and Final Rendering
Rendering is similar to developing photograph.

•

•

Consider a professional photographer preparing a
"product shot" for a magazine article. In the studio he
positions the product on the set, places a few additional
items beside the product, aims the light sources, checks
exposure levels, and takes the photograph. Aftelward, he
develops the negatives. In the process of developing,
images appear on the film. From these negatives, the
photographer then creates positive prints. Fortunately, in
computer animation, you never need to deal with
chemicals, developing, or negatives. Instead, you render a
scene, which has the same result-a fully developed image
on the computer screen. This image may be used within a
video production, included as one scene of a larger
animation, or incorporated into Plint graphics.
After you have modeled the objects required by your
animation, you load them into a special screen called
wyout, the equivalent of the photographer's set. In Layout
you move objects here and there, tilt them, tum them, and
orient them until they look exactly right from one specific
point of view. This point of view, the camera, is your
equivalent of the photographer's camera. Like a genuine
camera, your 3D camera can be positioned, aimed, and
focused. LightWave's camera is the equivalent of a 35mm
film camera, and it functions in the same manner as its
real-life cOllllterpart. When the scene i:; pelfec~ you tell
[jghtWave to render the scene: Le., take a photograph,
develop the image, and display it on screen. LightWave
calculates the appearance of the scene by taking into
account the intensity of the lighting, the color of the
objects, where and how shadows fall from objects, te}"wres
and highlights, special filters, the focal length of the lens,
and more. No negatives, chemicals, or dark room
necessary! Your result is the rendered image.
Your use of color will add depth and meaning to your
animation. Volumes have been written about color theory,
and since the concepts within such textbooks apply equally
well to computer graphics as they do art, they will not be
discussed here. Color is known to affect viewers, causing
them to interpret what they see in a different manner.
Watch the animation work of profeSSionals, and consult
color textbooks, for furtller information on using color
effectively.

•

Making them move
First, let's establish the foundation for animation.
Animation is similar to film and video in that it consists of a
series of &'ozen images, each slightly different from the
next, that create the illusion of movement. Have you ever
seen a strip of film, say 8mm or 16mm? If you look
carefully, you'll notice that each frame is sightly different
from the frame before it. There's a natural progression of
movement from one frame to the next.

Afilm of a bouncing ball is a simple example. In each
frame, the ball changes position slightly. When this film is

displayed through a projector, your eye cannot pick out tile
individual frames, and you see the movement of a smoothly
bouncing ball. This is very similar to the manner in which.
television displays the individual &-ames of video, one frame
at a time, at a speed that the human eye cannot keep up
with. Hence, there is apparent smooth motion. In this
respect, the manner in which film and video are displayed
is similar.
To create a film animation, you draw a series of film cels
\vith a slightly different amount of movement from one to
the next. For ball to move from one side of tile picture to
the other, you would draw the ball a little further over from
its last position in the previous frame. These cels are
photographed onto a film strip. When you view the film
through the projector, you see a ball rolling across the
screen.
To duplicate this same animation on video, you create a
series of video frames \vith a slight amount of movement
from one to the nex.1. In each frame, draw tile ball a little
further over (rom its last position in the previous frame.
Now, record those frames one at a time onto video tape.
\Then you place this video tape in a VCR and play it, you see
a ball rolling across th.e screen.
Once you h.ave choreographed the scene, the final step is to
render it using medium, high or print resolution,
depending on your preference or the requirements of your
client. Of course, high-quality 3D animation of tllis type
must ultimately be rendered to video tape, video disk, or
film, for real-time playback. The process of displaying
individual frames from the Toaster and recording them to
video tape is called single frame recording. To perform
slngle frame recording, you need a VCR capable of
recording consecutive individual frames of video onto tape.
While the Toaster displays the image, the VCR runs
backward a bit, stops, then runs forward to reach. a stable
recordlng speed. This is called preroll. At precisely the
right moment, the VCR switches to record-mode and
records the video image for a duration of one frame
(1I30th of a second). Obviously, a very IUgh-quality VCR is
required for this process, since it must hold up to high
video quality standards and a heavy workload.
You also need a single frame controller, a device that
allows LightWave to communicate with the VCR, instructing
it just when to record the frame. To do this, the controller
requires that the tape be formaued so th.at every individual
frame on the tape can be accessed independently. This
process, called striping tile video tape, utilizes a standard
coele called SMPTE time code which places a coded
number on every frame on the tape (either on audio
channel 2 or in the vertical interval between frames). Once
ready, you have the ability to record your animations in full
24-bit color to video tape. Many service bureaus and
studios exist that accept Toaster files and will pelform the
rendering/recording process for a fee, if you do not have
immediate access to such equipment yourself.

3DAnimation
Made Easy...
Witil the advent of the Video
Toaster FLyer, the traditional
method of single-frame
recording can now be
directed right to the Flyer!
You can generate LightWave
animations, save them to
the Flyer, and play them
back directly from hard
disk in full broadcast
quality.
See the addendum to
lightWave for information
on using the Flyer with
LightWave.
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How you command lightWave 3D
The physical tools with which you communicate with lightWave 3D include the mouse and keyboard. You should know about
the conventions of these controls, how they are utilized by lightWave 3D, and how they are pointed out in the manual before
you go any further.
The Mouse

The Keyboard

lightWave 3D takes advantage of both buttons on the twobutton monse. If you have not used a two-button mouse in
this platform before, you may wish to spend some time just
getting familiar with its operation.

lightWave 3Dmakes use of the keyboard for special
command shortcuts. These are keys on the keyboard tllat
function just like an on-screen button. Such shortcuts
make modeling and aninJating sinlpler and faster by
allowing access controls that may not be visible on screen
at the moment.

All commands and tools are chosen with the left mouse
button. Once you have chosen a command, you may use
the left button to manipulate it one way, and the right
button to manipulate it another way. As you read the
manual, make certain you knowwhich mouse button you
should press to engage a particular function.
To make mouse button usage clear, tlle lightWave 3D
manual uses the following conventions when referring to
mouse actions:
Mouse Directions

Click
shift+click
Drag
shift Hlrag

means to press and release tl1e mouse
button once
means to hold down the shift key and
click the mouse button
means to hold down the mouse button
and move the mouse
means to hold down the shift key and
drag the mouse

The lightWave 3D manual will direct you to use the left or
right mouse button with the following directions:
Left Mouse button directions

Click
Right-click
shift+click
shift+right-click
Right Mouse button directions

Drag
Right-drag
shift+drag
shift +right -drag
The majority of mouse usage involves the left mouse
button . Therefore, instmctions that direct you to click or
drag mean for you to use the left mouse button. Alternately,
whenever you see right- as part of an instmction, you'll
know you need to use the right mouse button. As a general
guideline, use tlle left mouse button unless the manual says
otherwise. You will quickly catch on to right and left mouse
button operations.
LightWave 3D
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For example, suppose you are working on a detailed
silicon chip, as part of a printed circuit board model. Once
the detail work is done, you want to zoom all the way out to
see the entire board. Using the mouse, you would select the
Display menu, tllem click several times on tlle Out zoom
button. Finally, you might use the Pan button to drag the
board around until it is centered on screen. This requires
several steps, a number of mouse clicks, and some amount
of moving about the screen. Using the keyboard you can
reduce this to one step. Press a to auto-scale the entire
object to fit the windows on screen. You can see the
difference this makes in terms of ease of use, and
efficiency. Keyboard equivalents make you more
productive.
Keyboard shortcuts appear as keycap symbols in the
lightWave 3D manual. When you see the instmction "Press
x, or click on the Cut button," you have the option pressing
the keywith the letter x on the keyboard or clicking tlle
button that says Cut on the screen. If you are required to
use another key in conjunction \\1th a command key, you
will see shift+b. This means you should hold down the shift
key, and while holding it press the b key. (Make sure you
don't just press the shift key, then press the b key
separately. When key symbols are grouped together in this
manner, you should hold the first one while you press the
second one.)
Note: Since it is sometimes difficult to detemline the

difference between lower case and upper case letters, the
lightWave 3D Manual uses b for lowercase, and shift+b for
uppercase, to avoid confusion.
Throughout the lightWave manual, commands for both
keyboard shortcuts and on-screen buttons are provided.
You can choose whichever method of control you prefer,
alternating at \vill. We think you'll find the keyboard
commands llIValuable over time, so try them out as you go
along. You'll quickly find tllat the most commonly used
commands become second nature, and easy to remember.
If at any time you can't remember a key command, press
the h key for a pop-up display panel containing all
lightWave's keyboard commands. lightWave will display a
pop-up help screen that relates to the menu you are
currently working on.

•

•

Executing Commands and Using the Menus in
LightWave 3D
UghtWave 3D contains several kinds of on screen controls
that you manipulate with the mouse.
• Menu buttons. Located across the top of both the
Layout and Modeler screens, these allow access to
groups of related commands. The Layout commands
appear in pop-up panels. The Modeler commands
change the left-hand column of command buttons.
• Command buttons. The Layout commands appear in
pop-up panels, while the Modeler commands appear
on the upper left half of the Modeler screen. Theyare
grouped by function, and perform a variety of actions.
• Submenus. These small pop-up panels appear in front
of other panels on screen. They allowyou to fine-tune
the functions of various commands, or set certain
parameters that regulate an operation, using the mouse
and/or keyboard.
• Pop-up menus. Where a list of object names, surface
names, or other items is displayed, click on the current
name of any item and a pop-up menu will appear.
Scroll the highlight to the name you want and it will be
selected.

•

Loading and Saving Files in LightWave
Whenever you go to retrieve or save a scene, an object, or
an image, LightWave displays a standard file access panel
called a file requester. Essentially, its function is that of a
file selector, or perhaps a file chooser. In the case of
loading a file, it allows you to specjfy which hard drive you
wish to look on, which folder (or folders) you \vish to look
inside, and ultimatelywhich file you wish to access. In the
case of saving a file, it allows you to specify which hard
dl1ve to use, which folder (or folders) to enter, and finally
what new filename you Vi~sh to provide for the current item.
If you unfamiliar with using computers or computer systems,
it may seem foreign to you at first to use this system. However, once you understand the workings of a file requester,
you'll point-and-click \vith the best of them. Theire simple
devices, actually, and designed for ease of use.

• Sliders. Various menus allow you to click and drag arl
indicator along a groove to set the value between 0-100
for an effect. These same pop-up panels may also allow
for numeric entry via the keyboard. When this is
available, you may enter values above 100, or below 0,
for greater control over an effect.
Numeric Entry. Aspecial feature of all pop-up menus and
menus that involve numeric values is this: when you first
call up one of these submenus, the text cursor appears in
the first available box, in front of any previously set
numeric value. Simply enter the new value. When you press
Return (or click OK) it will be accepted. You do not need
to clear the previous values, nor press Return to officially
"enter" the new number.
In numeric menus and other submenus, the return key on

the keyboard will enter the new number and advance the
text entry cursor to the ne\.1 number field, if any. If there is
no other field below the current one, pressing return will
enter the new number and exit the submenu at the same
time.

•

surface). If there is already a name present and you Vi~sh to
change it, hold down the rightA key on the keyboard and
press x. This automatically clears the entire field, allowing
you to enter the new name. TItis tip also works in file
requesters and numeric fields as well.

• Keyboard commands. These allow for text and
numeric entry. Plus, keyboard commands allow for
shortcuts (direct access to commands even when their
command buttons ar'e not displayed at the moment)
while you work.
Here's a tip when entering te\.1 into a text field (such as
when you are changing the name of an object or a

A load Object file requester.
lightWave'S file requester looks like the one pictured.
'iI:'hether you are loading or saving a scene or an object, the
file requester looks the same. The only difference, and an
important reminder, is that its title ar'ea will show you
which function it will perform. 'Iills particular file
requester will allow you to load a scene file. If you ever get
interrupted in the middle of accessing a file, and forget
what you were about to do when you return, the title area
offers some assistance.
LightWave has built-in locations for all of the lites that it
deals with (Scenes, Objects, Images, Envelopes, Motion
Paths). %en you select an operation that involves a file
requester, you have told LightWave that you want to access
a file. LightWave displays the file requester for the
appropriate folder right away. TItis means that you actually
don't need to go hunting t[lfough the har'd drive and its
folders just to get to the files you want. %en you select
Save Scene, LightWave presents you with a file requester for
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the scenes directory. You'll see the word scenes displayed
in a text field near the top of the requester panel, and you'll
see the list of scenes displayed in a larger area below it.
LightWave defaults to these locations automatically,
making file operations simple and straightforward.

Sidebar
Important tip
If you ever go astray
while navigating in
the file requester,
here's a shortcut for
getting back to the
original directories
that lightWave
knows about. The
name of the folders
that LightWave
defaults to are Usted
below. If you type
one of these names
into the text field
near the top of the
file requester, then
press IReturn I,
LightWave will
instantly go to that
folder and display its
contents. This \vill
get you back to the
original files that
LightWave works
with, should you
ever get lost within
the filing system.

On the other hand, sometimes you want to go elsewhere
on the hard drive to locate a different sets of files, perhaps
a set of inlages or objects purcllased for a special project.
In such cases, you need to use some of the controls on the
file requester to access these other locations. Here's a
quick rundown of the buttons on the file requester, and the
function for each button.
Lightwave knows of the following folders. To get back to
them after going elsewhere, sinlply click in the text field,
and delete or backspace as necessary to clear out any
existing names, then enter one of the follOWing names
(\\~th no additional punctuation or characters):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scenes
Objects
Surfaces
Images
Envelopes
Motions

Press r and LightWave will take you directly to that location.
The controls on a file requester are simple and
straightforward. The top of the file requester is the title
area, where the function of this particular requester shows.
Just below it are five buttons: Parent, which we'll explain in
a moment, and four device buttons, which are sllortcuts to
go directly to a specific drive. LightWave assumes you have
two floppy drives, DFO: andDFl:, a Ilard drive, DHO:, and a
ram disk, RAM:. (You can cllange tllese built-in
asSignments if you wish. See "CustomiJing LightWave.")
Click one of these buttons to display the contents of one of
these drives. TIle main display area \vill sllow you a list of
the files and folders on that drive.
Files are often stored in folders, and there may be folders
\vithin folders. For example, you may have a set of tel\1ure
inlages in a folder called Marble, \vith a group of subfolders inside called IVhiteJV/arble, PinkMarble,
RedMarble, etc., so you can keep the inlages filed
effiCiently by color. LightWave sllows folders with a prefix,
(dir) , so the Marble folder would be sllown in the Usting
as (dir) Marble.
If the file listing is lengthy, so much so that it extends
longer than the file display area, you can use the pointer
and drag the scroll box on the left side of the requester.
This will scroll the display up and down so that you can see
the entire contents of a folder.
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To get inside a folder, you move the pointer over that Usting
and double-click the mouse. LightWave will "enter" that
folder and update the file display \\~th tile name of the files
inside that folder. Again, tllere may be files and folders
listed in th.is location. And again, you double-click to go
•
deeper into yet another folder. The text field above the file
display box will show a list of the folders you have entered
as you move among them. This is useful for letting you
know where you are on the drive.
To go back to a previous folder, you click on the Parent
button. This retums you, one level at a time, to tile previous
file listing. You can see how many folders you have entered
by looking at the text field above the file display box, where
LightWave maintains a Ust of the folders you have entered.
If you entered a dozen different folders in the course of
locating one file, it would take a dozen cUcks of me Parent
button to retum to your starting point. Of course, if your
starting point was DHO:, you could just cUck that button to
retum to the top level.
To load a file, sinlply locate its name and double-cUck it.
lightWave will accept your command and load the file. The
file requester will go away afterward. Alternately, you could
single-cUck on the filename, then click the OK button at the
bottom of the panel.
To save a file, use the file requester and its functions to go
to tile proper folder, tllen cUck in tile text field at the
bottom of the panel, and enter a name for th.is new item.
•
Press Enter and LightWave \vill save t\tis new file. LightWave
\vill save tile file and put away the file t-equester.
To save an item that you have modified, with the same
name tllat it had originally, navigate to the proper location,
and as a shortcut, double-click on the existing filename.
LiglltWave \vill save tile newly changed file over the old one
stored on the drive. Be certain you want to do this,
Ilowever, because if you double-cUck the wrong file, you
\vill replace it with the current file. The old one \vill not be
retrievable.
Tills information should give you an understanding of
loading and saving files while you work within LightWave
3D. Of course, if you have any questions, contact Technical
Support for clarification.

•

•

•
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The Layout Screen

•

From the Layout screen you control all aspects of building a 3D animation: the movements of all objects, their color and
texture properties, lighting, rendering resolutions, and which frames to render. On this main screen you can manipulate all of
tile items necessary to portray business graphics, animate fl)~ng logos, visualize scientific phenomena, or create entire
galaxies.
If you are new to LightWave, or 3D animation in general, time are a number of important aspects of the Layout screen that
you should be aware of. These are clarified below. Following them is a button-by-button tour of tile controls you will find on
tile Layout Screen. lightWave's buttons are organized in small groups located around tile main edit window. Therefore, each
panel and its function is discussed first, followed by tile buttons themselves.
• The different ways you can view tile scene (see Viewing
tile Scene, below)
• How to move objects in the scene (see Selecting and
Manipulating Objects, below)
• How to animate objects (see Creating Keyframes, below)
• Previewing animations in real time (see Previewing an
Aninnation , below)

• How to create and save surfaces (see tile Objects and/or
Surfaces Panels)
• Working effectively wi til light sources (see the Lights
Panel)
• Camera rendeling modes (see Rendering the Scene,
below, and tile Camera menu)
• How to load and save scenes (see The Scene Panel)

•
Exiting lightWave 3D

•

Exiting to Switcher
Click the Switcher button to go to tile Toaster Flyer's main
startup screen (the ProjectlS\vitcher view).

Exiting to Modeler
Select tile button marked Modeler in tile upper right
comer of the screen. You will be taken into Modeler.

Shutting down LightWave
Exit to tile Switcher, hold tile Shift key down, and select
lightWave from tile Programs pop-up menu again. This
will remove tile program from memory.

Shutting Down Modeler
To remove Modeler from memory and lose any data
currently loaded into Modeler, hold down tile Shift key and
click on tile Modeler button.
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Viewing aScene
There are a number of ways you can \~ew trre current scene in progress. You should be familiar \\~th these various points of
view and how to move among them to increase your design efficiency. The small panel labeled "View" on the upper left side
of the Layout screen contains six buttons, one for each of LightWave's \~ew modes. This is the View section of the screen.
The View Section

The View mode controls the point of view shown in Layout's main window. Try each view out as you work. You \WI find
yourself changing views frequently as you put together a scene. Note that some points of view iimit the axes of movement,
which is useful for lining up items in the scene.

•

All color images are rendered from the camera \~ew. Before you render a scene or aninlation, make certain that you view the
scene from the camera \~ew mode to ensure that the camera is aimed properly. You'll use the camera view a great deal, so
consider this a reminder. Finally, you can create a real-time \\ue frame preview from any of these points of view. UghtWave's
pre\~ews animate all aspects of the scene, including lights, spotlight cones, objects, and more. You 'll learn a great deal about
aninlating as you work ,vitrr lightWave.
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The hon! view ofa sample scene.

Tbe Top view ofa sample sc~ne.

View section/Front button F1

View section/fop button F2

Front is the front \~ew of the scene (the same as the Face
view in Modeler). While in this view, you may move objects
on the Xand Yaxes only. You can also zoom in or out on
the scene mth the period (.) and comma (,) key-s.

Top is the lOp (or overhead) view of the scene. While in
this view, you may move objects on the Xand Z axes only.
You can also zoom in or out on the scene \\~th the period
(.) and comma (,) keys.

•

•

•
The Side view of a sample scene.

The Perspective view ofa sample scene.

View sectionlSide button F3
Side is the left view of the scene (looking to the left from
the right side) . While in this view, you may move objects on
the Z and Yaxes only. You can also zoom in or out on the
scene with ule period () and comma (,) keys.

View section/Perspective button F4
The perspective view offers lvith a forced-perspective view
of the scene. It's like the camera view (you view the scene
in perspective) but it allows you to move about the set
freely without affecting any items in the scene. In this
mode, manipulation in all three dimensions is possible.
While in this view, you can manipulate objects heely on all
axes. You can also zoom in 01' out on the scene with the
period 0 and comma (,) keys.

•
The Light view ofa sample scene.

The Camera view ofa sample scene.

View section/Ught button F5
ught View selects the point of view from the active light
source. You can view a scene from any type of light source.
This is extremely useful for setting the light's direction so
that its illumination falL~ exactly where you desire.

View section/Camera button F6
This button selects the Camera' s point of view, the point of
view used for ail rendered inlages. While in tltis \~ew, you
may manipulate items in all three dinlensions.

While in this view, you can manipulate items in all three
dimensions.

•

Note that if the selected light source is a spot light, its view
will include a circle that shows the location and size of the
spot of light being cast by this source.

YOl calU10t zoom this view in or out unless you actually
"change lenses" by adjusting the Zoom Fador control on
the Camera menu. Remember that this will alter the zoom
setting of the rendered inlage since the camera view is the
same as the rendered view.

Lightwave Layout

Selecting Itemsto Edb
Once you have entered Layout and loaded the objects you need in the scene, it's time to set the stage.
To edit in Layout, use the buttons in the Edit control panel to select the type of item you wish to work with: objects, bones,
tights, the camera, or the view. Select an editing function from the Mouse control panel to position or angle the selected edit
item. You may also use the axis control panel to activate or deactivate specific axes from the current operation. For example,
this would enable you to move an item along the Xaxis \vithout shifting it in Yor Z. When the object is placed correctly, create
a keyframe for it.

•

Remember that once you have an item in its proper position and/or orientation, you must lock it in place by creating a
keyframe (see Creating Keyframes, below). Otherwise, LightWave will return all objects to their original positions and render
a mess at the center of the screen when you click the Render button. Forgetting to create a keyframe after positioning items is
a common and frustrating mistake for newcomers to LightWave. Note: If you have Auto Key Adjust selected in the Options
panel, any changes to an object at one of its keyframes will be automatically recorded.

Edit sectionlView button Shift+v
When you select View, you will be able to edit the view
position, angle, or zoom factor. Choose one of these
functions from the Mouse control panel to change it.
Edit section/Object button Shift+o
When you select Object, you will be able to edit any of the
objects in the scene. After you select Object, use the
Selected Item pop-up menu (located below the main
Layout window) to choose which object you want to edit.
You can also use the up-arrow and the dO\\~l-arrOW on the
keyboard to run up or do\\~ througil the list of objects.
Edit sectionlBone button Shift+b
When you select Bone you \vill be able to edit any of the
bones in the scene. After you select Bone, use the Selected
Item pop-up menu (located below the main Layout
window) to choose which bone you want to edit. You can
also use the up-arrow and the do\\~-arrow on the
keyboard to run up or down througil the list of bones.

Edit section/Camera button Shift+c
When you select Camera you will be able to manipulate the
LightWave camera. The camera may be moved and rotated,
depending which function is chosen from the Mouse
control panel. For greater control over specific camera
settings, such as rendering mode, focal length, and motion
blur, see to the Camera menu.

•

Edit section/Light button Shift+1
When you select Ligilt you will be able to edit any of the
ligilt sources in the scene. After you select Ligilt, use the
Selected Item pop-up menu (located below the main
Layout window) to choose which light source you want to
edit. You can also use the up-arrow and the down-arrow
on the keyboard to run up or do\\~ through the list of
ligilts.
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Ligilt sources may be moved and rotated, depending which
function is chosen from the Mouse control panel. For
greater control over specific ligilt settings, such as color,
intensity, or spotUgilt size, see the Lights Panel.
Until you select a ligilt source to edit, no lights \vill appear
up on the screen. This is intended primarily to keep the
Layout workspace uncluttered. You can toggle the visibility
of allligilts in the Layout windowso that they are visible at
ali times, if you prefer. GD to the Options Panel and select
Show Ligilts. When you exit the panel, allligilts will be
visible on screen.

•

Manipulating Objects
Moving objects around in a three-dimensional world is easy in UghtWave 3D.

•

Once you have selected the type of item from the Edit panel (and the specific item from the Selected Item pop-up), you can
choose the kind of operation you need to perfonn. Select the operation from the Mouse control panel, move the mouse into
the layout \vindow, and drag with either the left or right mouse button held down. The functions on the Mouse panel allow you
to change the location and/or orientation of any item on screen.
The left and light mOllse bunons function differently, depending on which operation you select. Be sure to read about these
differences below.
For editing ease, all editing is perfonned with respect to your current point of view. For example, with the Move command,
when you drag to the left, the current Edit Item moves to the left. If you change to another view, or to another edit item,
dragging to the left will still move that item to the left as you look at the screen. Movement on the Layout screen occurs in
direct relation to the movement you produce on your desktop. Move the mouse left and the item moves left. This is natural,
friendly approach takes little time to master.
Mouse Functions may differ for each item (view, object, bone, light, camera), since each of these items may be manipulated
in a different manner. Use the Spacebar to toggle through each Mouse function.
Mouse sectionIMove button

•

Spacebar

With Move you can modify the position of the selected item
on the X, Y, or Z axes. Use the Axis buttons to activate or
deactivate movement for that particular axis.
• To move on the Xaxis: drag the left mouse button left or
right.
• To move on the Yaxis: drag the right mouse button up
or down.
• To move on the Z axis: drag the left mouse button up or
down.

Mouse section/Stretch button
Mouse sectionIRotate button

Spacebar

With Rotate you can alter the facing orientation of the
selected item on the H, P, or Baxis. Use the Axis buttons to
activate or deactivate movement for that particular axis.
• To rotate around the Heading axis: drag the left mouse
button left or right.
• To rotate around the Pitch axis: drag the left mouse
button up or down.
• To rotate around the Bank axis: drag the right mouse
button left or right.
Mouse sectionfloom Factor button

Spacebar

With Zoom Factor you can zoom the view in or out. Zoom
Factor is available only for the View edit item. The X, Yand
Zbuttons in the Axis control panel do not affect the Zoom
button.
• To zoom out (to move further away from the scene):
drag either mouse button to the left.
• To zoom in (to move closer to the scene): drag either
mouse button to the right.

•

Mouse section/Size button

Spacebar

With Size you can scale objects larger or smaller. Size
alters the size of the object equally in all three dimensions.
Use Stretch to change an object's scale on one or two
specific axes.
• To increase the size of the object: drag either mouse
button to the right.
• To decrease the size of the object: drag either mOllse
button to the left.
Spacebar

With Stretch you can stretch objects independently on any
axis. Use the Axis buttons to activate or deactivate a specific
axis for stretching.
• To stretch the object on the Xaxis: drag the left mouse
bunon left or right.
• To stretch the object on the Yaxis: drag the right mouse
button up or down.
• To stretch the object on the Z axis: drag the left mouse
button up or down.
Mouse sectionIMove Pivot Point button
Spacebar

The pivot point appears whenever you select an object. It
represents its center of rotation. With Move Pivot Point, YOll
can change the center of rotation for the current object.
This is useful when you wish to alter the manner in which
an object rotates, how it follows a motion path, or how it
moves in a hierarchy.
Move the point to the desired location (the Reset, Center,
and Numeric controls function on the pivot point as well).
If the object is resting in its originally-loaded location, the
object \vill remain in place while you move the pivot point.
It's best to move pivot points before repositioning the
object. Otherwise, previous motions and pOSitions \vill be
affected.
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You do not need to create a keyframe after moving a pivot
pOint-the change is immediate, and remains for the
duration of the scene. Pivot points may be changed at any
time, but they cannot be changed during the course of a
scene. They remain consistent for an object once set.
How is an object's pivot point determined? When an object
is modeled and saved, the location of the origin (where X,
Y, and Z coordinates are 0, 0, 0) at the time of saving
becomes its pivot point, the point around which all object
rotations take place.

•

In Layout, when an object is selected, you will see the tiny
white keyframe symbol (it looks like a plus sign) and a tiny
white pivot point symbol (it looks like a small x) near or
inside the object. If these symbols overlap, they may look
like a single asterisk symbol.

Mouse sectionlRest Length button

Spacebar

This button appears when you select a bone as the Edit
item. Use Rest Length to change the size of bones \vithout
affecting the object they are attached to.
Since bones always load into Layout \\~th a length of 1
meter, this is useful if you \vish to resize a bone to better
match the object it affects (which may be a great deal
larger or smaller). Remember also that the size of a bone
determines how much influence it has over the object it
affects, so you may \vish to size bones and objects
appropriately. Alarger bone exerts greater influence than a
smaller bone.
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•

•

Choosing Axes of Movement

•

This portion of the Function control panel governs which of the X, Y, Z (or H, P, B) axes is manipulated by the selected Mouse
function, By default, all three axes are active when you first select an edit item and an edit function, Deactivate any axis by
clicking on it. When a button is highlighted, the axis it represents is active,
X, Y, and Z axis movement is expressed in a base 10 unit of measure, The LightWave manual refers to axis movement in

metric terms, Adistance of 1.300 means 1 meter, 3 centimeters. Rotations arou nd the H, P, and Baxes are expressed in
degrees, with 3600 describing a full circle.

Mouse sectionIX button
When you are in the front view (XY) , Xmovement OCCUI'S
hOlizontally, to the left or right. Positive movement occurs
to the right, negative to the left.

•

Mouse section/Y button
When you are in the front view (XY) , Ymovement occurs
vertically, either up or down. Positive movement occurs up,
negative occurs down.
Mouse section!l button
When you are in the front view (XY), Z movement occurs
horizontally, in a "coming at you" or "going away from
you" fashion, Positive movement occurs as objects move
further away, negative as they move toward you.
Note tllat in while you are in the XY view, you cannot move
an item along the Z axis. This axis is always constrained in
the XY orthographic views. The example given is intended
to demonstrate the direction of movement along the Z axis
only, not to give you the inlpression that this axis is active
in the XY view.

Mouse sectionIH button (Heading)
This is a rotation around the Yaxis. If you sat in a S\vivel
chair and spun around, you would be rotating about the Y
axis. A change in heading is a change in the direction you
face.
Positive change is clocl,'wise when looking straight down,
along the positive Yaxis toward the origin. egative values
produce a counter-c1ock\vise movement.
Mouse sectionIP button (Pitch)
This is a rotation around the Xaxis. When you bend
fOlward, as if looking over the edge of a balcony, you are
rotating about the Xaxis. Achange in pitch is a change of
angle either forward or back\vard,
Positive values produce c1ock\vise rotation around (he
positive Xaxis when looking toward the origin. Negative
values travel counter-clock\vise.
Mouse sectionIB button (Bank)
This is a rotation around the Zaxis. When you tilt to the left
or the right, as if reaching down to one side, you are
rotating about tlle Zaxis. Achange in bank is a change of
angle either left or right.
Positive values produce clockwise rotation around the
positive Zaxis when looking toward the origin. Negative
values produce counter-clockwise movement.

•
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Further Object Movement Controls
Additional controls that govern object movement appear on a slightly smaller panel to the left of the main layout screen. They
allow you to reset items to their original position or orientation settings, center the cUlTently selected item in the layout view,
and enter specific X, Y, Z or H, P, Bvalues via the keyboard for exact item placement.

Reset button
With Reset you can retum an item to anyone (or all three)
of its original X, Y, Z locations or H, P, B orientations. This
is useful if you've positioned and re-positioned an item in
Layout so much that you've lost track of its orientation with
the rest of the scene and you wish to reOlient it to one or
more of its original values. You can reset any combination
of the current axes at a time. Whichever axes are active at
the time you select Reset will be returned to their original
settings. Any editable item may be Reset: the View, an
Object, a Bone, a [jght source, or the Camera.
To use Reset
Select the item you wish to reset, activate the appropriate
axes, then click Reset. Reset does not reset any values for
specific keyframes. Reset returns the selected (X, Y, Z) or
(H, P, B) values to their original location or orientation
when the object was loaded into Layout.
Center button
With Center you can center the currently selected item in
the Layout window. This does not physically move the item
\vitltin the scene, rather it shifts your point of view so that
the object is in the center of the screen. This is useful in
case you lose track of an object while editing a scene.

Numeric button n
With the Numeric button you have the ability to pOSition,
orient, size, or scale an item by a specific amount. For
minute changes or very exacting changes, this method is
often easier to use than manipulating an item using the
mouse.

•

To use numeric entry for any function
After selecting an item (such as the Camera) and an edit
function (such as Rotate), select Numeric. In the menu that
appears, enter the rotation values you wish, and press
Retum.
Motion Graph
To edit an item's motion path using motion graph controls,
select Motion Graph (after selecting the item to be edited).
The controls for Motion Graph are explained in the section
titled "Fine-Tuning Motion Paths ",~th the Motion Control
Editor."

•

To use Center
Select an item, then click Center to shift the view to that
object. The Center button works in the ),,1', XZ, ZY, and
Perspective views.
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•

PreviewingAnimations

•

UghtWave generates real-time wire frame previews in the Layout window for the purpose of previewing yOllr animation work.
These previews require far less time to generate than full color animations, and they always play at full speed-the NTSC
video rate of 30 frames per second. Of course, you can adjust them for other playback rates.
The five

pre\~ew options

that appear on the Preview pop-up menu are discussed below.

Make Preview button
Use PreviewlMake Preview to generate a wire frame
preview of the current scene. The preview that UghtWave
creates is based on the following settings:

•

- The current point of view. UghtWave creates previews
from any of its six points of view. You may want to watch
from a Perspective view, like a director on the set of a
mOvie, or from one of the side views to make certain that
objects travel the proper paths.
- The current \~sibility settings (as set up on the Options
Panel).
-The frame numbers entered for First Frame (this defaults
to frame 1), Last Frame (this defaults to frame 30) , and
the Frame Step (thi s defaults to 1). These can be
changed here.
-The number of frames available for preview. This number
is limited to chip RAM in your machine. If you need to
create a longer preview, you can render every second (or
every third) frame and play the preview back at 15 (or
10) frames per second. See Frame Step in the Scene
Panel for further information.
To create a preview animation
When you select the Make Preview option, UghtWave
displays the following information: First Frame (the first
frame to be rendered) , Last Frame (the final frame to be
rendered), Frame Step (the frame step to be lIsed for
rendering), Preview Type (either bounding box or wire
frame, explained below). If these are incorrect, update
them as you desire. When they are correct, click OK to
generate the preview. LightWave will step through the
animation, one frame at a time, as it builds the preview.
When UghtWave has completed creating a preview
animation, it will display the Play Preview control panel
(see PreviewlPlay Preview, below) .

•

To interrupt the creation of the preview animation
Press Esc. The frames that have been processed up to that
point remain available for preview, if you \vish to view them
anyway.

Note:
Changing the valuesfor these controls does not change
their values on the Scene Panel. The Scene Panel
contains the values that are usedfor color image
rendering. The Make Preview button only controls the
frame values for the wireframe preview animation.
Bounding Box option
When Bounding Box is active, the preview that LightWave
creates represents each object as a simple lvire frame box.
Each box fully encloses an object's dimensions. This is
useful for animations that take too long to create in wire
frame form and where seeing the exact lvire frame is not
critical.
Wireframe option
When Wire frame is active, the preview that LightWave
creates represents each object as a fully-defined wire frame
shape. This is useful when accuracy is important and you
need to see exactly where objects are in relation to one
another. Understandably, this preview takes longer to
create than the Bounding Box preview.

----=---- --~--

--

=--~

-.::II

Preview pop-up menu/PIay Preview button
With Play Previewyou can view a wire frame preview
animation. This may be either a lvire frame preview you
just generated (see PreviewlMake Preview, above) , or one
that you just loaded from hard disk (see PreviewlLoad
Preview, below) .

The Play Preview controls appear immediately after
LightWave generates a wire frame preview. If you select this
option but have not yet made a preview, LightWave will ask
if you wish to generate one first
Lightwave Layout
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Note:

When )IOtl view a preview animation ) IOU may think
that the animation moves to quickly or too slowly. To
slow it down, you may wish to increase the number of
frames between keyframes. To speed it up, decrease the
number offrames between ke)1rames. The simplest way
to make these changes is to go to the Scene Pane! and
use the Scale All Keys button.
Play Preview paneVReverse Once
Click this button to play the animation backward once.
Play PreviewlReverse Play
Click this button to play the animation back\vard in a
repeating manner.
Play PreviewlReverse Step
Click this button to step back\vard through the aninlation
one franle at a time.
Play PreviewlPause
Click this button to pause the animation.
Play Preview/Forward Step
Click this button to step fo rward through the animation one
franle at a time.
Play Preview/Forward Once
Click this button to play the animation fonvard once.
Play Preview/Forward Play
Click this button to play the animation forward in a
repeating manner.
Play Preview/Manual Speed Slider
The small slider below the playback buttons is a manual
speed control button. Drag it left or right to move through
the wire frame preview at your own pace. This is extremely
useful for studying object motion.
Play PreviewlEnd Playback
Select End Playback to exit Playback mode and retum to
the Layout screen. LightWave \viII not allow you to use any
other controls until you select tltis option to exit the Play
Preview control panel. All other controls \viII be dinlmed.
Play Preview/3 fps (lIlOth speed)
Click this button to play back the animation at 3 frames per
second. See Franle Step in the Scene Panel for uses of this
play back rate.
Play Preview/6 fps (1I5th speed)
Click this button to play back the animation at 6 frames per
second. See Franle Step in the Scene Panel for uses of tltis
play back rate.
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Play Preview/lO fps (1I3rd speed)
Click this button to play back the aninlation at 10 frames
per second. See Frame Step in the Scene Panel for uses of
this play back rate.
Play Previewl15 fps (In speed)
Click this button to play back the animation at 15 frames
per second. See Franle Step in the Scene Panel for uses of
this play back rate.

•

Play Preview124 fps (motion picture film speed)
Click tltis button to play back the animation at 24 franles
per second. ntis is the same rate at which motion picture
film runs.
Play Preview/30 fps (fuU speed)
Click tltis button to play back the aninlation at 30 frames
per second.
Preview pop-up menuiFree Preview
Free Preview will free , from memory, any previews that are
currently loaded. If you render a frame or enter Modeler,
any preview in memory \vill be automatically cleared.
Preview pop-up menu/Load Preview
Select Load Preview to load preview animation from disk.
Layout presents you \vitll a file requester, allo\ving you to
select which preview animation you wish to load. Once the
rutimation is loaded, you may use tlle playback controls to
view tlle preview.
Note:

You do not need to load a preview animation that is
related to the current scene in Layout, since the preview
and the scene data are separate items in memory. Once
you exit the playback you will be returned to the scene
and elements that were present beforeyou loaded the
preview.

•

Preview pop-up menu/Save Preview
Once you have generated a wire frame preview in Layout,
you may save it to disk for later playback. Layout presents
you \vith a file requester, prompting you to provide a name
for the preview animation. Previews saved to disk require
large anlOunts of memory. If lightWave carmot save the
preview (for exa.mple, because the disk is out of space)
you may see the message "Cruft save \vire frrune preview."

•

Rendering Scenes

•

When you are ready to see a fully developed image of the scene you have created, or when you are ready to record an
animation to hard disk or tape, use the Render button. Based on the frame(s) you have chosen to render, and the settings you
have selected for rendering, lightWave will generate a 24-bit full color image. Nonnaliy, this image is displayed by the Toaster
as it is created. Depending on the equipment you use and your need for faster rendering, you may wish to tum this feature off
(see tlle Render to DVl button).
There are two keyboard ShOl1cut commands for rendering: F9 (render current frame), and FlO (render defined frames),
Render Current Frame will automatically render the current frame using the current render settings. Render Defined Frame
displays the Render Scene status and control panel to provide you \vitll an overall summary of important settings so that you
can verify them before acnlal rendering.
Note:

When using F9 to renderframes,frames will not be saved, even ifyou have selected record optionsfrom the Record
panel.

•

Render button F9

Render buttonlRender Scene paneVManual button

Select Render to generate a rendered image to the Display
Device selected in the Record panel..

Select manual to render a single frame (the frame whose
number is shown in the First Frame field). The First Fr:une
number can be set on the Scene Panel as weU.

The Render Scene panel displays the following
infolmation: First Frame (the first frame to be rendered),
Last Frame (tlle final frame to be rendered), Frame Step
(the frame step to be used for rendering), Frame Advance
(select m:mual or automatic, see below) , Resolution (the
pixel resolution of the image), Antialiasing (whetller off,
low, medium, or ltigh) , Save RGB (whether on or ofi),
Save Alpha (whetller on or off), Save Frame (whether on
or off), Display De\~ce , Serial Recording (whetller on or
off) , and Data Overlay (whether on or off).
Note:

•

About rendering and low memory. Ifyou click Render
and in. response the screen flashes and no rendering
occurs, lightWave does not have enough RAM avaifab!e
with which to generate the image. You will need to
recover more memory'. We suggest you make sure there
are no unnecessary objects 01' images loaded into
LightWave. IfModeler is active, but you are not using it,
unload it from memory'. You may need to reduce the
number of colors or the resolution ofyour Amiga's
Workbench display. Ultimately, you may need to add
memory' toyour system.

Render buttonlRender Scene paneVAutomatic
button

Select Automatic 10 instruct lightWave to render a
sequence of inlages, such as when you are rendering an
animation. This instructs lightWave to render ali of tbe
frames defined by the First Frame and Last Frame fields,
one after another.
Note:

AboutAutomatic Rendering. Ifyou are rendering
images to a single frame con troller (to video tape or
recordable laser disc), you must have Serial Recording
turned on.
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Creating Keyframes
EveI)' time you change an object's position or rotation in LightWave, and you deCide you want to keep Ulat change, you need to
record it so that LightWave keeps this information stored in memoI)'. This is known as creating a keyframe. Akeyframe is a
specially marked frame within an aninlation that contains recorded information about an object's position and orientation at a
specific moment in time. There can be any number of keyframes in an aninlation. The succession of keyfranles allows
•
LightWave to create lie illusion of movement known as animation. As an object moves from keyframe to keyfranle, ughtWave
generates lie in-between images necessary for smooli movement.

Selected Item the up-arrow and the down-arrow
This pop-up menu button displays the current item being
edited whelier it is an object, a bone, or a light source
(based on lie type of item selected on the Edit panel). If
more lian one of liese of items is present in the scene,
drag the pointer over lie Selected Item pop-up button to
choose which item you wish to manipulate. You can also
use lie lie up-arrow and Ule down-arrow keys on the
keyboard to shift through lie list one item at a time.

Note:

To advance orfa!! back a Single frame at a time, press
the lefl-an·ow or the right-a170w, or click the lefl- or
right facing an·ows beside the current frame number.
Create Key
Return or Enter
Select Create Key to create a keyframe for the currenUy
selected item item at its current position and orientation.
This is how to create a keyframe:

Here's how to select an item:
1. From lie Edit panel on the Layout screen, select lie type
of item you \\~sh to edit (View, Object, Bone, ught,
Camera). The selected item pop-up button now displays
lie name of lie first item of liat type.
2. Drag lie pointer over lie Selected Item button to display
a list of all lie items of this type that have been loaded into
Layout. Highlight lie item you desire and let go of the
mouse button to select it.

Grid and Status Windows
The Grid window and the Status window, both in the lower
right comer of lie main Layout screen, display information
about lie size of lie LightWave reference glid and lie stats
of IDe current operation.

For example, as you rotate an object lie amount of rotation
H, P, and B angles shown in lie status \\~dow. The
information displayed is based on the Function selected.
Move displays lie position for objects, bones, lights, and
lie camera, or ainlpoint for lie view.
Rotate displays lie direction for lie view, objects, bones,
lights, and lie camera.
Size and Stretch display lie scale for objects and bones.
Move Pivot Point displays lie pivot point for pivot points.
Rest Length displays lie rest lengili for bones.
Zoom Factor displays lie zoom factor for lie \~ew.
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Current Frame f (place cursor in Current Frame
field)
The Current Frame field displays lie frame number of the
current &<lIT1e shown in Layout. To advance to a partiCldar
frame, click to lie left of lie current number in this field,
enter a new frame number and press Return.

1. Wili an item selected, click on Create Key. The Create
Key dialog box appears.
2. LightWave displays lie current frame automatically in the
Franle field. If this number is incorrect, enter the frame
number liat you want.
3. Select which item a keyfranle should be created for:
Selected Item creates a keyfranle for lie current item only. •
Allltems creates a keyfranle for all items in Layout.
Selected Item and Descendants creates a keyframe for lie
cun·ent item plus all of its descendant items.
4. Click Ok to create the keyfranle and exit lie dialog box,
or click Cancel to cancel the operation.
Note:

The Return key is a shortcut jar this dialog box. IjyOtt
press Return afler entering (or confirming) the frame
number, YOtI will both exit the dialog box and confirm
the creation ofa keyframe in one step. Make sure the
Create Key For option is correct before doing so, or yOtt
may create a keyframe for the wrong items.
Delete Key
Return or Enter
Select Delete Key to delete a keyfran1e for lie currenUy
selected item item at its current pOSition and orientation.
This is how to delete a ke)frame:
1. Wili an item selected, click on Delete Key. The Delete
Key dialog box appears.
2. LightWave displays lie cllnent frame automatically in the
FramE field. If this number is inconect, enter lie &'ame
number liat you want.
3. Select which item a keyframe should be deleted for:
•
Selected Item deletes a keyframe for the current item only.
All Items deletes a keyfranle for all items in Layout.
Selected Item and Descendants deletes a keyfranle for lie

current item plus all of its descendant items.
4. Click Ok to delete the keyframe and exit the dialog box,
or click Cancel to cancel the operation.

•

Note:

The Retut71 key is a shortcut for this dialog box. Ifyou
press Retut71 afler entering (or confirming) the frame
number, you will both exit the dialog box and confirm
the deletion ofa keyframe in one step. Make sure the
Delete Key For option is correct before doing so, or you
m.ay delete a keyframe for the wrong items.

bringing it to a sudden, gentle stop as it touched the
puncrung bag. These are the kind of subtle-yet-powerful
touches that spline control can add to your animation.
Without them, the cocking and s,,1nging motions would be
less exaggerated and more constant. They would appear
less I~sually interesting.
For further background and details about spline control,
see Fine-Tuning Motion Paths with the Motion Control
Editor.
Parent

Current Frame f (place cursor in Current Frame
field)

The Current Frame field displays the frame number of the
current frame shown in Layout. To advance to a particular
frame, click to the left of the current number in this field,
enter a new frame number and press r.

With Parent you can attach the current item to any other
item in the scene (including a bone, the CaJ1lera or any
light source). This attachment is unique: if the parent
object moves through the scene, the attached child object
lvilJ mimic its movements. In addition, the child object can
be rotated and moved independently while remaining
consistent to its parent object's movements and rotations.

Note:

To advance or fall back a Single frame at a time, press
the lefl-al,OW or the right-arrow, or click the lefl- or
rightjacing arrows beside the current frame numbm:
Prev Key

jet fighter planes peel off to one side. You rrtight parent
each of the jets foUowing the lead jet so that when the lead
jet veers left each of the child jets will veer left as weU.

Shift+left arrow

The Prey Key button jumps you from the current franle to
the previous keyfraJ1le. Click Prev Key to go to the previous
keyframe.
Note:
•

An eXaJ1lple of this feature might be having a squadron of

There is another keyboard shortcut for changing
frames. Ifyou just want to go to the previous ji¥ll1/e, just
press lefl-arrow on the keyboard.

Here's how to parent one object to another:
1. Load some number of objects into Layout.

2. Select an object that will be a child object (an object that
you intend to attach to another object).
3. Click Parent. Drag through the pop-up selector to select
the naJ1le of the parent object. Click OK,
4. Now position the child object in relation to the parent
object. When it is in pOSition, create a keyframe at tills

me.
Next Key

Shift+Right arrow

The Next Key button jumps you from the current frame to
the next keyframe. Click Next Key to go to the previous
keyframe.
Note:
There is another keyboard shortcut for changing
frames. Ifyou just want to go to the tlext/rattle,just
press right-an'ow on the keyboard.

From this point, you can manipulate the parent object as
you wish, and the child object will mimic each of the
operations that the parent undergoes. At the same time,
you can cause the child object to undergo its own changes
while mimicking those of the parent.
An example of this might be a moon object rotating on its

own axis as it circles its parent planet object.
Note:

•

Spline Controls

If the parent object has been repositioned in LayO'ut

Spline Controls are lIsed to fine-tune motion paths for the
canlera, light sources, objects, or bones. While bones can
make inanimate objects move with useful squash-andstretch effects, spline controls affect more subtle aspects of
movement.

before the Set Parent button is used on a child object,
the child object may jump to a new position rel.ative to
the parent obfect in the Layout window. If so, use
Layout movement and rotation controls to place the
child object where it should be in rel.atiO'n to the parent
object. Then create its starting keyframe.

For example, if you animated a corrtic cartoon character
preparing to punch a punching bag gently, you rrtight cock
ills arm back and S\ving it lvith perhaps just a few
keyfraJ1les. However, using spline control, you could
manipulate ills ann ,,1th greater finesse. You character
rrtight pull ills arm back, slowing to a stop as it reached the
cocked pOSition, then he rrtight shoot forward S\viftly,

Note:

The offspring object will mimic the parent's movement
exactly. Any mouse functions that have been (or will
be) fJelformed on the parent object (11701)e, rotate, size,
stretch) will affect the child object as well as its parent.
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Target

With Target you can instruct the camera (or any number of
light sources) to point to another object at all times dUling
a scene. This is useful when you want the rendered point of
view to follow a certain object through an elaborate scene,
or when you want a spot light to to remain fixed on a
moving object so that it is always illuminated, especially
when the target object moves along a complex motion
path.
Tip:

A useJul trick in 3D animation is to use a null object
as the target object. A null object can moue through
the sceneJreely without danger oj being seen, since
sing!.e points do not render (un!.ess they are designed
to be seen using certain settings). For a spot light to
track back andJonh across a scene, a null object
target is highO' beneficial
Here's how to use Target:
1. Load some number of objecL' into Layout.

2. Select Camera from the main panel, under Edit.
3. Select Target.
4. Drag the pointer through the pop-up menu to locate
the target item.
5. Click OK.
Note:

No motter which frame you are on when you use
Target, the selected item will look at the target item
Jar the dumtion ojthe entire scene. You cannot set a
target Jar an item in the midd!.e oja scene un!.ess
you we-re to break the scene up into two sepamte
scenes, one with Target active and one without.
Using Goals

Here's how a goal works.
1. In Modeler, create a rectangt~ar box that has the

approximate dimensions of an arm and make sure
that the center of rotation, or origin is located at the
end of the ann. lnrport this into Layout as "arm".
•
2. Clone this object 3 times so you have a total of four
copies.
3 Parent arm (2) to arm 0), arm (3) to arm (2), and
ann (4) to ann (3).
4. Select ann (1) and then Create Key. Create a key for
Selected Item and Descendants.
5 Add a Null object (+ )and select Save Object to give it
a new name of "GoalNulJ".
6. Select ann (4) and then select Goal.Null as the Goal.
7. Select the GoalNuU object and move it around the
screen to see how the others follow.
8. This may not give us exactly what we want as the
pivot point of ann (4) is actually what is trying to
catch the GoalNull. In order to get the "end" of ann
(4) to reach for the goal, you will need to add
another null object and parent it to the end of ann
(4). Remove the Goal from ann (4) and instead,
make it the Goal of the null object that is parented to
the end of arm (4).
Tip:

Turn offunwanted mouement and rotation axes Jar
individual objects to make the chain ojobjects
easier to work with.
In order to use goals with bones, you must create a
similar set up where a chain ojbones are pmented
and the end bone bas a Goal object selected. Using
the Add Child Bone button in the Bones panel
quickly creates a bone that is parented to, and "slid
down from" the previous bone.

•

Whenever you have an object or a bone selected in the Edit
section, the Target button reads "Goal."
By selecting a goal object in this pop-up menu, you can tell
an object (or a bone) to always "reach" for the goal. Any
objectslbones that are parented in a chain will react as the
last item in the chain reaches for iL, goal. In other words,
you could pull on a robot's finger and the arm would
follow (as far as it can, of course).
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•

The Scene Panel

•

From the Scene panel you perform the basic operations for scene files: clear the scene from the screen, load a scene
from disk, or save a scene to disk. You can determine the length of the scene and the frame step to be used for wire
frame previews and full color image rendering. You can also scale or shift the animation in time. Finally, you can get an
overview of the items in the scene and their keyframes.
What is a scene?All of the information that goes into the creation of a LightWave image or animation is stored in a file
that LightWave calls a scene. A scene is the name fo r the type of file LightWave uses to store all of the information that
goes into the creation of a LightWave image or animation-including the objects, texnlres, lights, camera, motions, and
images.
Note:
The surface descriptions for objects are an important item not stored within the scene file. They are part of the
object file itself. This is why.you should always save your objects after modifYing their surfaces in Layout. Only the
new()1written object file knows what the object's surface texture looks like; not the scene file.
You should know that scene files keep track of the original location (device and drawer name) from where the objects
and images were loaded. If any of this information changes after you have saved the scene file (for example, if you had
changed an object's name, or moved it to another location on the hard drive), LightWave may be unable to locate an
element that it needs. If LightWave cannot find something, it will ask if you \vish to select an alternate item (OK), or if you
wish to skip this item and continue loading the remainder of the scene (Cancel). If you select OK, LightWave will present
you \vith a file requester so that you may direct it to the proper file. If you select cancel, the remaining contents of the
scene will be loaded.
For tips on rendering scenes quickly, such as when test-rendering, see the introductory text for the Camera menu.

1-- - - - - -

•
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• Addendum •
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• Addendum •
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About LightWave 3D

Note:

Click About LightWave 3D to learn which version of the
LightWave software you have.

When saving scenes with the Data Overlay option
(from the Record Panel) turned on, LightWave will
ask ifyou want the Data Overlay Label jilled in with
the current scene name. Since the Data Over/ay Label •
is included in the resulting animation Fames, this is
useful should you wish to identify the resulting
animation with the same name as the scene file used
to generate it.

Free Memory status window

This window shows the amount of memory available on
your computer. This amount is read in megabytes.
Clear Scene

With Clear Scene you can reset the Layout screen to its
original state (a solitary camera and light source, and
nothing else in the scene). Clear Scene clears everything
from the Layout screen (objects, sutiaces, textures,
additional light sources, images, motions, and
envelopes) then returns the program to its default
settings. Arequester will ask you to confirm that you
wish to clear the scene.
Note:

Clear Scene will not affect an)1 ofthe files on your
hard drive. It does not delete them from disk. Rather,
it removes them from the screen.
Load Scene
Use Load Scene to (a) clear the current scene, and (b)
load a new scene file into Layout. The previous scene will
be cleared, and all the elements of the selected scene
will be loaded (objects with their sutiaces, images,
ke)'frames, envelopes, light sources, etc.). Be sure you
have saved the current scene before selecting Load
Scene.
Note:

Ifyou would like to load the contents of one scene file

Current Scene status window

The display beside this button shows the name of the
current scene, and information about items and
elements within the scene.
First Frame, Last Frame

The Fi rst Frame and Last Frame buttons are place
markers. Use them to instruct LightWave which frames to
use when rendering images, animations and wire frame
previews; or when you want to display a series of
pre\~ously rendered framestores.
Here are the situations where the First Frame and
Last Frame buttons are important.

•

•

•

into another scene file withaut replacing the original
scene, use the Load from Scene button on the Objects
Panel.
Save Scene

Use Save Scene to save the current scene. This includes
all information necessary to recreate the scene (objects,
images, keyframe data, etc.) when you load it at a later
date.
To protect you, the status of the Recording buttons
themselves will not be saved when they are active.
Note:
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Save Scene does not save the actual objects used in
the scene, it only saves the knowledge of which objects
were involved and where they came from. To save an
object with its current sUiface settings, use the Save
Object button on the Object menu. (To save all the
objects in the scene with their current suiface
settings, use the Save All Objects button on the Object
menu.) To save an object's suiface settings as a
separate file from an object, use the Save Suiface
button on the Suiface menu.

•

The Render button. 'X'hen you render a single
image, the number entered under First Frame is the
frame that will be rendered. In such cases, the
Frame Advance selling is on Manual and the Last
Frame number is ignored.
The Render button. When you render an animation,
the numbers entered for First Franle and Last
Frame determine which frames will be rendered.
The Make Preview pop-up menu. When you render
a \vire frame preview animation, the numbers
entered for First Frame and Last Frame determine
which frames will be used to generate the preview.
(You may change these numbers on the pop-up
menu that appears when you select Make Preview,
but this change affects only the frame numbers
used to generate the preview. They will not change
the values on the Scene Panel itself.)
The Play Framestores button. When you select Play
Framestores, the numbers entered for First Frame
and Last Frame are used to determine which frames
will be displayed in sequence. (This option assumes
that you have pre\~ously rendered a sequence of
frames tore images which you would like to display
or record to tape and that you are running
LightWave from the Video Toaster S\vitcher.)

•

Note:

Ifyou wish to reverse the animation (in fact, U is
easier sometimes to set up the scene backwards, so
that all items begin ofJscreen at a higherframe
number then come to a resting pOint atframe J) ,
enter a frame number for Last Frame that is lower
than the frame numberfor First Frame. Set a Frame
Step value that is negative. When you generate wil'e

•

frame previews, or the rendered animation, it will be
created in reverse.

•

Frame Step
Frame Step allows you to skip frames when you render
an animation or preview. This is most useful when you
need to make a lengthy preview or test-render an
animation, and you don't wish to take as much time
waiting to see the results.
Another benefit of Frame Step is that UghtWave can only
allocate so many frames to the preview function ,
meaning that although you can set up an animation of
any length in Layout you may not have enough memory
to generate a wire frame preview of the same length.
For example, say LightWave is able to allocate only 150
frames for preview (it will notify you whenever you have
exceed your system's preview limit) but you have created
a 300-frame animation, you can still preview the
animation in its entirety. Set First Frame to 1, Last Frame
to 300, and Frame Step to 2. Make the preview. When
the preview is ready to play back, use the 15 FPS rate to
approximate a true 30 frame-per-second playback.

•

In this way Frame Step allows you to generate the entire
preview length, skipping every other frame in the
process, while fitting \vithin the memory limits of your
system. Similarly, a Frame Step of 3 works in
conjunction with the 10 FPS speed to approximate a 30
frames-per-second playback rate.
Note:

LightWave renders frames based on the number
entered here. A value of 1 (the default value) will
render every single frame, 2 will render every second
frame, 3 will render every third frame, and so on.
Note:

The Frame Step may be changed by a pop-up menu
that appears when you select Make Preview, but such
a change affects only the Franze Step used to generate
the preview. It will not change the value shown on the
Scene Panel.
Shift All Keys
With Shift All Keys you can shift keyframes \vithin the
scene forward or backward in time. You can specify this
shift either for all keyframes in the scene or for a
specified range of keyframes. This allows you to finetune the animation without having to make individual
changes for each item in the scene, a potentially tedious
task.

•

Note:
Some operations can affect frames outside the
specified range. For example, shifting a range of
frames in the middle ofa motion path will cause
keyframes after the range to be shifted so they are not
overlapped by the newly shifted keyframes.
Scale All Keys
With Scale All Keys you can extend or shorten either the
duration of the entire scene or the duration of a portion
of the scene that falls \vithin the range of two userspecified keyframes. This results in the entire scene, or
events \vithin the scene, occurring either more slowly or
more quickly, as they have been scaled to take place
over a longer or shorter period of time. Scale All Keys
enables you to fine-tune the animation, allowing certain
events or the entire animation to take place within a
specified time frame so that you do not need to alter
specific keyframes manually. Either all keyframes or a
specified range of keyframes may be scaled.
Here's how to use Scale All Keys.
1. After you have set up a scene and generated a preview,
you decide that the entire animation is too fast. Select
Scale All Keys.
2. Suppose that you wish to double the length of the
animation so that it takes I\vice as long for all objects to
move into position. Enter the number 2 in the Scale
Frames By: field . Click OK
3. lightWave will effectively stretch the animation by a
factor of 2. Notice that the number in the Last Frame
field on the Scene Panel has been doubled. Your
animation has been scaled by 2.

Note:
Time-related elements of the scene other than
motions and envelopes will not change. Therefore,
image sequence loop lengths and texture velocities
will not be affected by Scale All Keys.
Frame End Beep
Frame End Beep causes lightWave to beep after each
frame has been rendered, whether Frame Advance is set
to Automatic or Manual. The beep is output via the audio
output jacks of the computer.
Scene Overview
This portion of the Scene Panel displays information
about the objects and elements used by the current
scene. Use the slider at the left to scroll through the list
of items in the scene, and the solids at the upper right to
scroll through time (the keyframes that have been
assigned for each item).

Note:

Time-related elements of the scene other than
motions and envelopes will not change. Therefore,
image sequence loop lengths and texture velocities
will not be affected by Shift All Keys.
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A close-up of the Scene panel This scene
containsftve objects, two bones, one light,
and the camera. The first column
indicates the type of item (object, bone,
light, or camera). The second column
•
shows visibili(y settings (wireframe,
invisible, bounding box, points-only, and
alternate polygons for objects; on or off
for bones, lights, and camera).

(scene overview, cont.)
All items \\1thin the scene are denoted by a single icon in
the first column. For example, objects are deooted by a
sphere, light sources by a light, the camera by a camera,
and bones by a small bone. Any items that are parented
appear indented just below their parent item.
The second column tells the l~sibiliW state of an item
when not selected. Lights, bones and the camera can
either be 11sible or not. Acheckmark denotes ~sibility.
An object can be in~sib le, or represented by a bounding
box, pOints only, every other polygon, or fuUy ~si ble.
You can also ctick on an item 's symbol or name to
highlight it and make it the currently selected item in
Layout.

:: The visibili~y setting/or normal wireframe view.

•

The visibility settingfor bounding box view.

•
The l/isibiliry settingfor every-otber-polygon view.
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•

The Objects Panel

•

With the Objects panel you perform the basic operations for Object files: clear an object, load an object, save an object.
These buttons have extended versions as well, such as Clear Ail Objects or Save Ail Objects, which allow for more
complete control. Through the use of Displacement Mapping and Bones, you can also edit some physical characteristics
of objects.
What is an object?An object is a fil e that contains both the physical information (points, their location, polygons, etc.)
and surface information (coJor, texture maps, specularity, etc.) that defines an object's shape and appearance.
• Physical characteristics refer to an object's physical form, or shape. These may be modified by the influence of
Bones, or by special object maps such as Clip or Displacement Maps. An additional feature of such physical
transformations is that an object may be deformed freely and saved in this transformed state, thus defining a new
object.
While the physical characteristics of an object are created in lightWave Modeler, they can be modified with Displacement
Mapping or Bones.
• Surface characteristics refer to an object's visual appearance, conSisting of both color and texture. These may be
modified by color, reflective qualities, environment maps, bump maps, and more. Of course, these surface settings
may be saved, thus completing the process of modeling and defining a 3D object.
Surface names are created and assigned in Modeler, but the appearance of each of these surfaces is defined via the
Layout Surfaces panel.

•
..

•

• Addendum •
Unaffected By Fog
Unseen By Rays
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Buttons on the Objects Panel

Load From Scene

Following is a button-by-button description of the controls
on the Objects panel.

Select Load From Scene to load objects and their
associated data (motion paths, surface deSCription saved in
object files, object hierarchies, etc.) trom a previously
saved scene file into the CUiTent scene. TIIese items will
load to their normal coordinates as specified by their
original scene file .

Clear All Objects

Clear All Objects removes all objects [rom the current
scene in memory. It does not remove images, or alter the
camera or light sources. Arequester will ask for
confinnation. Note: Clear All Objects will not delete any
object files trom your hard drive.
Load Object

Select Load Object to load an object into the Layout screen.
Afile requester will appear. By default, it displays the
contents of the Objects directory on your hard dlive. Locate
the filename and double-click on it to load it.To direct
UghtWave to list the objects from another location, click a
device button at the top of the file requester, and move
through the directOries until you locate the object file .
When you find it, double-click on it to load it.
Objects and images take up memory as they are loaded
into UghtWave. The more objects and images you plan to
use, the more memory you take up. Uyou have loaded
many complex objects, and/or perhaps many images, you
may have to be selective about the next item you load. (One
tJick for getting around this is to load those objects that
may be part of the background and render an image. Then,
clear the scene, load the remaining objects, and load the
rendered picture to be used as a background image.)
Currently, UghtWave loads the object file formats listed
here. Others may have been added after this manual went
to press. UghtWave will load these files. However, if it
cannot identify a file \vith certainty, it \\fill display a panel
where you may select the type of file you are loading.
UghtWave will then load the object. See the Appendix on
TIO for furtlIer information about this and file conversion.
Videoscape 3D
Sculpt 3D/4D
AutoCADOXF
3D Studio .30s
S\\~vel 30 Pro
Wavefront .obj

The Load from Scene option has its own default directory,
making it easier for users to separate regular scenes from
scene files created specifically to store hierarchical objects.
The name of this default directory is saved in UghtWave's
configuration file, Iw-config.

•

After you select Load From Scene, UghtWave will present
you mth the list of previously saved scenes on the hard
drive. Select the proper scene either by double-clicking on
its nanIe, or by clicking on it once and then selecting OK.
All objects \vithin the scene will be loaded into the current
scene.
UghtWave will then ask "Load lights trom scene as weU as
objects'" Select Yes or No according to your preference. As
an exanIple of this feature, if you have a police car object
that had parented red and blue rotating lights in its original
scene, use Load From Scene \\~th the add lights option to
load the car plus its attached light sources.
Note:

If the scene you select had its oum light sources, and
you select OK to loading lights as well as objects, you
will end up with multiple light sO'urces in the scene.
Make sure they c!.o not exist at the same coordinate
location, oryou may not know there are several lights
present.

•

Save All Objects

Select Save All Objects to pedorm an automatic save of all
objects in the current scene (,vith their current surface
names and settings). Uyou confum this operation, the
objects \\~I be saved in the sanle location (and \vith the
sanle name) as the Originally loaded objects.
Note:

Ifmultiple coPies ofthe smne object appeal' in a scene,
Note:

When you load one object several times, or perhaps
several different objects that share the same sUiface
names, the sUlface settings from the last-loaded object
will 0/;enU/e all previously loaded suifaces of the same
name. To avoid this, use the Rename Suiface button
(on the Suifaces panet) to rename sUlfaces that should
remain distinct after loading each object.
The maximum number of objects you may have in a scene
is 1000.
Lightwave Layout
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and they have the same name, only we is saved when
you use Save AU. Objects, since each will be overwritten
by the next. Ifyou want to save them as separate
objects, use Save Object first to save each we
individually. Latel; you can use Save AU. Objects, since
then they will have distinct names. This is also !me if
these objects share the smne suiface names. Ifyou want
their suifaces to remain separate, be sure to use
Rename Suiface to create distinct suiface names before
yO'll save them.

•

•

Add NuU Object
Selecting this option will create a special object called a
"null" in your scene. Nulls are used for many things, such
as targelS, goals and parenlS of other objeclS. Sometimes
they are just used as a marker to \~sually locate a space
(like an "x" on the floor).
Object Infonnation Display
TIle Object Infonnation Display pro~des collected
information on all objeclS loaded into the scene.
Current Object
The Cumnt Object is the object whose name is displayed
on the panel, the one that is affected by the other controls
on the Objects paneL Use the pop-up list beside Current
Object to choose an object for editing (you can also use
tile up and down arrow keys on the keyboard to cycle
through current object names). As you load objeclS into a
scene, their names will be added to this pop-up list.

Null objeclS do not have to be called just "NullObject. " Null
objeclS can be renamed (using the Save Object button)
which allows you to pro~de a new name for the null when
you save it from Layout. After adding a null object, if you
\~sh to name it, select it, then go to the ObjeclS panel and
click on Save Object. LightWave will instead ask you to
pro~de a new nanle for the null object. The null object \~
be renamed. Note that null objeclS generated by the Add
Null Object button are saved automatically when you save
the scene. You do cannot save them separately (since you
do not need to).
Note:
Saving an ol1ect using the same name as a previous
ol1ect will write the new ol1ect over the old one. The
previous ol1ect will no longer exist. Recommendation.'
Save ol1ects with different swfaces under slightly
different names. For example, Ball might be changed
and saved as Blue_Ball, or BalL2, or Rough_Ball.
Note:

For example, to assign a clip map to an object drag the
pointer over the pop-up list beside Cun'ent Object to select
an object. Then select the Clip Map button, choose the type
of clip map, and enter the proper settings. Exit by selecting
Use Textu re. The clip map will be assigned to the Cumnt
Object.

•

Clear Object
Select Clear Object to remove the object listed in the
Current Object pop-up panel. The object is removed from
the scene only. It is not deleted from the hard drive.

When clearing an object that has other objeclS or lighlS
parented to it, LightWave will ask if you want tile offspring
items to be cleared also.
If you select yes, the current object and ilS d~ :: ~endant
items wlil be cleared.

If YOLI select no, then the cLlnent object is removed and
replaced \~th a null object (to maintain the object's place
in the hierarchy) .
Replace Object
Replace Object allows you to replace the Current Object
\~th any other object. This is useful when you have a
complex object that requires a great deal of time to redraw
on screen. Rather than wait for the screen to redraw the
complex object, create a simpler version of the object in
Modeler and design the scene \~th that. Replace it ~th the
actual object prior to rendering.

•

Save Object
Select Save Object to save the current object ~th ilS
surface settings. (Surface settings for indi~dual objeclS are
not saved when you use the Save Scene button. Surface
settings belong to the object, and are saved \~th the
object.)

Save Ol1ect does not save changes made in Layout when
these changes were made with either the Size or Stretch
buttons. The Size and Stretch commands in Layout do
not permanently change an ol1ect, they are just part of
the scene description of "what happens to this ol1ect
during this animation or scene, " ofwhich sizing or
stretching may be a part. To permanently alter an
object's size, load it into Modeler, resize it, then save it
and return to Layout.
Save Transfonned
Use Save Transformed to save an object ~th any changes
of location, rotation, scale, morph, skeletal defonnation,
or displacement map created in Layout. Save Transformed
\~ save the current object from the current frame in
Layout.

For example, if you load an objec~ rotate it, move it off to
one side, displacement map it into a new shape, then add a
few bones and pose it into a new shape, you can save the
object exactly as it appears as if you had modeled it that
way, using Save Transfonned. This allows LightWave to be
used as a kind of free-form modeler - for example, a flat
mesh of triangles could be loaded, displacement mapped
\~th an image into a mountain range, and then saved ~th
the displacement "frozen" in place, thus creating a
mountain object. Bones could be used as modeling tools
mth this option also.
Note:

You should be aware that Save Transformed saves the
new object rei£ltive to the origin, just as Modeler saves
ol?Jects. So, ifYOlt move the ol1ect 100 units away from
(0, 0, 0), use Save Tran~lormed, then kJad it into
Modeler, it wiU load exactly 100 units away from
Modeler's origin as weU.
Lightwave Layout
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(continuedfrom Note on previous page)
Note:
An object that is being displacement mapped with a
projected image (planar, cylindrical, or spherical) as
well as surface color mapped with a prqjected image
has a unique quality. With the displacement map
altering the object's shape, the color map is also "bent"
to follow tbe contours oftbe transfOlmed object.

However, ifyou save this object with Save Transformed,
it will now be permanent(y reshaped Prqjecting (J color
image 1nap onto this new object tna)' cause
i17'egu/arifies to appear on some faces, similar to the
results )'ou see when you planar map (J cube: the front
looks normal, while the sides appear odd

Clone Object
Select Clone Object to make copies of an object. Apanel
will ask you for the number of clones you would like to
create. Enter a value, and press Return or click OK. All
settings for the current object are also copied, including
motions, parent and target info, morphing settings, shadow
options, etc.

•

Current Object Information Display
'I11e Current Object Information Display prO\~des
information about the current object.
There is no limit to the number of vertices a polygon may
have. However, we recommend that single polygons be
limited to no more than 16,000 vertices.

• Addendum.
Minimum Range
Maximum Range

The Edit Skeleton panel
Edit Skeleton...
With the Edit Skeleton control panel you perfornl basic
operations for the parts of an object that LiglllWave calls
bones. Bones are unique to LiglllWave 3D, allowing you to
aninlate objects with incredible ease. If you are skilled with
other aninlation packages, bones are an advanced form of
free-form deformation that allowthe animator to create
reaJjstic character aninlation. From this panel, you can add
bones, clear bones, and set their rest attributes. You can
also edit bone motion paths.
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The general procedure for using bones foUows:
• Load the object which requires character animation.
Select it as the Edit item.
• Press p to display the Objects panel for the selected
object, or select the Objects panel.
• Select Add Bones once for each bone you wish to add to
the object.
• Close the Objects panel.
• In Layout, select Bone as the Edit Item.
• One at a time, place each bone in relation to the object,
rotating or sizing it if necessary, then press r. Pressing r
does two things: it tells LiglllWave that the bone is now
in its rest position (the position in which the object
appears normal) , and that it is now active, exerting
influence on the object.

• Create a keyframe for each bone individually. If you
forget to do this, the first time you go to another frame
the bones \\ill jump back to their as-loaded pOSition,
stretching the object out as they do so.
• At this point you can manipulate the bones as you wish,
creating keyframes as necessary, and they will cause the
object to deform appropriately.

•

What is a bone?
Abone is a small object pointer that you can use to exert
influence over the shape of an object. Think of bones as
puppet strings affecting the movement of the puppet
(object) . When you move the bone so that it rotates, the
object \villl'.vist around and rotate as well. Just as an
experienced puppeteer can imitate smooth, natural flO\ving
motion, so can you. Using bones, objects turn and I'.vist in
natural curves.

Bones have an unlimited influence on their related object,
unless you limit that influence \\~th the limited Range
setting on the bones panel. For example, if you load one
bone (with a default unlimited influence) onto an object,
place it at its rest pOSition, then move it, the entire object
will move \vith it since it is being affected wholly. if you
•
move the bone, or turn it around, the object \vill also move
or turn around in full. However, if you limit the influence of

tltis bone to a distance that is one-half of the object's height,
then moving the bone will affect a smaller portion of the
object.

•

(Below.)
Three images showing how bones can be used to
irifluence of!jects in an organic manner.

Another method for doing tltis would be to place another allinfluencing bone elsewhere within the object so that the two
bones "playoff or ' one another. This causes twisting,
squaslting or stretching, and ..vith spline interpolation it
appears naturally smooth. The object doesn't just stretch in a
straight line, it bends.
Two factors dictate how much influence a bone has over an
object: its rest length and, if used, a limited Range (of
influence). Abone with a longer rest length exerts more
influence than bone with a smaller length right beside it. The
influence of a bone extends outward from it in all directions
in the form of an aspirin caplet or cold capsule. Also,
although the appearance of the bone seems to indicate that it
has a front end and a back end, or perhaps more influence
on one end than the other, tltis is not the case. Its shape is
designed to give you better feedback on its orientation, i.e.,
wltich way it faces. Tltis does not affect its influence. This is a
\~sual aid to help you work \~th bones.

Sidebar:
About the "Rest"
Commaluis

Two bones have been loaded into Layout.

Bones are saved witltin scene files. They are not saved as
part of the object file. When you use bones in an animation ,
be sure to save the scene before you exit UghtWave.

•

Clear All Bones
Select Oear All Bones when you want to remove all bones
that have been assigned to the current object. There is no
undo function, so you should be certain that tltis is what you
\~sh to do.
Add Bone
Select Add Bone to add a bone to the current object. Bones
are automaticallyplaced at the origin (0, 0,0) as it was
located when the object was saved from Modeler.
(Therefore, if you move an object, then add bones to i~ the
bones will appear on screen in relation to the object's origin
as it was in Modeler.) You will need to return to Layout to
place the bones in relation to the object.

The bones have been rotated and positioned inside the
letter N. Once in position, the Rest Position (r on the
keyboard) was activated Now, any change to the bones
will affect the of!ject.

The three "Rest"
commands are
important in that
they determine the
position,
Olientation, and size
of a bone when the
bone is at rest,
exerting no
influence of change
upon an object.
When you first add
bones to an object,
they are all inactive.
Once you position a
bone, press r to
enter its rest values
and activate its
influence upon the
object. From tltis
moment onward,
mo~g that bone
will have an effect
on the object's
shape
If you place a bone
in its rest pOSition,
and later decide that
you need to shift its
rest pOSition, go
ahead and move the
bone, then press r
again. This \\~ reset
its rest position ,~th
the new data.

Add Child Bone
Selecting this bunon will add a bone that is equal in rest
length, parented to, and placed at the end of the currently
selected bone.
Bones Infonnation Display
Tltis display window shows the number of bones present
for the current object.

Current Bone
Use the Current Bone pop-up panel to select a bone for
editing.

The bones have been rotated, one forward and one back.
This movement (J."(erts irifluence over the legs ofthe N,
which bend to form a natura! curve.
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Clear Bone
Select Clear Bone when you want to remove the current
bone from tlle current object. There is no undo function,
so you should be certain this is what you wish to do.
Rename Bone

Select Rename Bone when you wish to give a bone a new
name. LightWave numbers bones automatically as bone
(I), bone (2), bone (3), etc. We suggest you rename them
so that it will be easier to remember each bone's function.
Bone Active
When you add bones to Layout, they are inactive, meaning
they have no influence on the object to which they have
been added. To indicate this, newly added bones are drawn
by lightWave with dotted lines.
If you wish to make a bone active, select Bone Active. When

this button appears unpressed, the CutTent bone is not
active.
Rest Position, Rest Direction, Rest Length r
When a bone is at rest, it does not defoml the object. ll1ese
three elements, position (coordinate location), direction
(orientation), and length (size), are "at rest" when the
bone and the object are both in their unchanged state. In
this case, the object's shape appears unaffected by its
bones. All mree elements are set to meir rest pOSition when
you press r on the keyboard.

Rest POSition refers to the coordinate location of tlle bone
when it is exerting no effect on the object. Any changes to
the X, Y, or Z coordinate of this bone will affect me object
sin1ilarly.
Rest Direction refers to the olientation of the bone when it
is exerting no effect on the object. Any changes in the
heading, pitch or angle of this bone will affect me object
slmilariy.
Rest Length refers to the size of the bone when it is exerting
no eff'ect on the object. Any changes in me size of this bone,
whether larger or smaller, will affect me object similarly.
Limited Range
Abone's range, by default, is infinite, affecting me entire
object to which it is assigned. Lin1it tl1is region of influence
by activating Lin1ited Range and entering a value for me
surrounding area which the bone affects. The value you
enter is calculated in meters, extending outward in all
directions from the bone. Note mat me range of a bone will
"fall off' gradually until it is equal to 0 at me end of the
Influence Range.
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Generallnformation:About Using Bones
Some animators have requested assistance with a situation
that can occur in 3D graphics progranls Uke LightWave. It's
called gimbal lock, since it resembles a situation that
occurs in the gimbal mechanism that supports a
gyroscope. The phenomenon of gimbal lock happens when
an object has been rotated in such a manner that it~ pitch
approaches 90 and it loses the freedom of rotation along
another axis. The heading ;md bank rotations become one
and tlle same. Most animators have noticed it when
working with bones, which load in Layout in a specific
orientation, although it can occur with other objects as
welL
0

•

Rotations are appUed to an object in a precise order.
Subsequent rotations can have the effect of rotating the
axes themselves about which preceding rotations have
been appUed. Suddenly two rotational axes share me same
orientation and have me same effect. This is the naMe of
the mathematics behind object rotation, and it is common
to many 3D systems.
To better understand this, consider the order in wh.ich
heading, pitch, and bank rotations are appUed when an
object is oriented. inlagine an airpl;U1e centered on the
origin in standard orientation (nose pointing in +Z
direction). Its heading rotation is appUed first, around the
object's Yaxis (this is sometimes called yaw) . Pitch
rotation around the plane's Xaxis (wingtip to wingtip) is
ne~:t, followed by Bank, which is a rotation around the
object's Z axis (down the length of the fuselage). You'll
find that as the pitch angle approaches +90 or -90 the
heading and bank rotation axes become the same, and you
lose a degree of freedom.
0

•

0

,

There are two ways to work around this situation. First,
design object~ in Modeler with the order of rotations in
mind. For example, the main rotor blades for a helicopter
spin around an shaft that leans forward by six degrees (to
give choppers more forward thrust). When modeling the
rotor blades, make them in the XY plane (upright, like a
propeller). Load the blades into Layout, pitch the assembly
down by 96 degrees, and use bank to spin the blades. If
instead you had modeled the blades "as they should be in
the first place" in the XZ plane, then you would have
pitched them down by6 degrees to orient them properly.
But if you had tried to rotate them using a heading rotation,
they would have wobbled like crazy, because of the order
of rotations.
Another solution is to use a null objects as a parent to
separate out the rotations and change their order of
appUcation. For example, you could have achieved the
correct results with the XZ-modeled helicopter blades by
setting up the spinning motion using their heading angle
first, then parenting the assembly to a null object that was
pitched down by 6 degrees. This effectively swaps the
heading-pitch order that caused the wobbling mentioned
above.

•

•

Metamorph Level
Metamorph causes a 3D metamorphosis from one object
into the shape of another object. (This is a different
process from 2D metamorphosis, a transformation
between two specified images.)
When you enter a Metamorph Level, the object wiU be
transfonned by that percentage into the Metamorph Target
object.
If you select Envelope (the E button), you will be able to
animate the change over a series of frames. At 0%, there is
no metamorphosis whatsoever, and the original object
appears normal. At 100%, the original object is fully
morphed into the target object's shape. See "Animating
with Envelopes" for further information.

Note:

ifYOlt enter the Envelope Editor, this value enteredfor
Metamorph Level wi1l have no effict on the result. A1l
Metmnorph Level values are taken .from the envelope
itself.
To metamorph object shape only
Use the Metamorph button. The Metamorph envelope
controls can be used to animate the change in object
shape. See belowfor details.

•

To metamorph both object shape and surface color
Use the Metamorph button, and select the Morph Surfaces
button as well. The Metamorph envelope controls can be
used to animate both object shape and object surface at the
same time. See below for details.
To morph surface color only
Use the Metamorph button to set up an object
metamorphosis between two copies of the same object (so
there is no apparent change in object shape), and select
the Morph Surfaces button as well. The Metamorph
envelope controls can be used to animate the change in
surface colors. The surface color and texture settings wiU
change while the object shape wiU not. See below for
details, see also the Morph Surlaces button.
About Metamorphosing
Metamorph requires a minimum of 2 objects-a
beginning object and a target object. There may be up to
16 target objects for anyone beginning object, and any
number of objects may be morphing within a scene. For
best results, every target object should have been created
out of the original object, so that the number of points in
each object is equal. You cannot morph successfully
between objects that are totally different, or have a different
number of points.

•

To set up a morph
First load the objects involved. Locate the beginning
object's name in the Current Object pop-up panel, then
locate the target object's name in the Metamorph Target
pop-up panel. ntis sets up the relationship between the
two objects. It wiU remain if you save the scene at this
point. Select the E button beside Metamorph Level to
access the standard envelope editor where you may set the
attributes for the 3D metamorphosis. When you are
finished and return to Layout, you should move all target
objects out of the camera's point of view (or make them
100% dissolved) so that only the beginning object is visible
during the animation.
To remove a morph relationship
First locate the beginning object's name in the Current
Object pop-up panel, then locate the word (none) in the
Metamorph Target pop-up panel. Objects default to having
(none) as their target. This is the normal setting for nonmorphing objects.
To render a single image (rather than an
animation) with an object partially-morphed
Load the beginning and target objects. Select one to be the
Current Object, and the other to be the Metamorph Target.
Select Metamorph Level, and enter the desired level.
Render the image. As an example, a value of 50% would be
half a transformation between the two objects.
E (Envelope)

Select E beside Metamorph Level to use an Envelope to
control the metamorphosing of an object during an
animation. For details on using envelopes, see "Animating
Effects with the Envelope Editor."

Morph Surfaces
With Morph Surfaces you can cause the surlace attributes
(color, texture, etc.) of one object to convert to the surface
attributes of another object. Using the controls for the
Metamorph button, you can animate this change with an
envelope.
See the Morph button, above, for details on how to
morph objects and surfaces.

Metamorph Target
The Metamorph Target is the destination object for the
Metamorph button. Use this scroll box to select the target
object (that object which the Current Object will morph
into). See the Metamorph button for details on its use in
morphing objects and surfaces. There may be up to 40
morph targets for any morphing objects.
Displacement Map
Select Displacement Map to use either an image map or a
procedural pattern map to alter the physical shape of the
current object. This altered object may be saved in its
transformed state with the Save Transformed button on the
Objects panel.
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Anew feature of these object mapping subpanels is a
"thumbnail"display window showing the currently selected
image. Image resolution information is also displayed.
When you select Displacement Map you will go directly to
the texture mapping panel choices available for
displacement maps. There are two types of texture maps
available via the Displacement Map button:
• Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, and Spherical are projected image
texture maps. For a Displacement Map the image
provides brightness information that affects the shape
of the object.
• 8umpMaps
Ripples and Fractal Bumps are bump maps. A
Displacement Mapped bump map can cause an entire
object to ripple, or appear truly bumpy (both on the
surface and in profile). Displacement bump maps are
extremely useful in this manner.

After assigning a displacement map to an object, return to
the Layout screen to see the effects of the map on the wire
frame object.

surface, yet it works on an entire object. In a still frame,
this would cause an object to appear partially transparent.
In an animation, this could be animated to cause an object
to fade in ancVor out of the scene.
Note:
Objects with a Dissolve setting of100% will not be seen
in Layout, and their bounding boxes will be drawn with
dashed lines.

•

To use Object Dissolve on an object in a single
frame
Enter a dissolve value and render the image. Dissolve
values may be positive or negative.
To dissolve an object within an animation
See the E button (below) for Object Dissolve.
Note:

Ifyou enter the Envelope Editor, the value enteredfor
Object Dissolve will have no effect on the result. All
Object Dissolve values are taken from the envelope
itself.
E (Envelope)

Note:

For Displacement Mapping to succeed, the object being
mapped must consist ofa great many polygons. You
may wish to load su.ch an object into Modeler, then use
Triple (to convert all polygons into triangles) followed
by several iterations ofSubdivide (to further su.bdivide
the object into smaller triangles). Otherwise, too few
polygons will cause the displacement effect to appear
broken up.
Start out using low values for amplitude. Ifyou go too
high the object will begin to break up, with polygons
bent out ofshape. Amplitude will vary, depending on
the size ofthe ol1ect itself, so the same setting may not
work on a ping pong ball as it willfor a blimp. Try
values like .1 or.2 to begin with if the default value is
too high.
Uses for displacement mapping
• Use a displacement map on a flat plain of uiangles to
create a mountainscape or other landscape forms.
• Use a displacement map with ripples to create blowing
curtains, or waving flags.
• Use a displacement map with ripples to create waves on
an ocean or lake. The ripples will actually appear wavy
against boat hulls, piers, or dams that contact the water'S
surface.
• lse a displacement map of someone's face to have
their face morph out from walls and floors.
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Object Dissolve
Object Dissolve determines the percentage of visibility (or
solidity) of an object. This is similar to transparency for a

Select E beside Object Dissolve to use an Envelope to
control an object's transparency during an animation. For
details on using envelopes, see "Animating Effects \I~th the
Envelope Editor."
To dissolve an object within an animation
Use an Envelope. Choose the E button beside Object
Dissolve to access the Envelope Editor where you may set
the atUibutes for the dissolve. At 0%, there is no dissolve
whatsoever, and the object appears normal. At 100%, the
object is fully dissolved and invisible.

Clip Map
Select Clip Map to use either an image map or procedural
texture map to remove portions of the current object that
correspond to certain brightness levels of the mapped
image or mapped texture. This is useful for remOving
unwanted polygons (and portions of polygons) from being
seen, such as when using shadow mapped light sources.
Shadow mapping "sees" polygons, even if they are given
100% tf"Mlsparency. Aclip map that corresponds to the
transparent portions of the mapped surface will remove
those polygons from the shadow map's "Sight" rendering
them truly invisible.
If you are familiar with the television production term clip

level, which refers to the cutoff point for a keyed video
signal where some portion of the video signal is seen and
some portion is unseen, you will better understand a clip
map. Using a clip map, you can use an image or texture to
cut away part of an object that should not be seen .

•

Distance Dissolve
This specialized version of Object Dissolve controls an
object's dissolve rate based on its distance from the
camera. As an object moves nearer the camera, it will
automatically grow more solid. As it moves further away, it
will grow more transparent. An object that is anywhere
between the camera and the Maximum Distance will be
partially visible, based on that distance. You can set the
point at which the object is 100% transparent with the
Maximum Distance setting, below.

•

•

An example ofclip mapping Tbe accompal1yingfigure
shows one use for clip mapping. In this example, tbe
light source is using a sbadow map. Shadow mapped
light sources render shadowsfaster than ray tracing,
and with more realistic, soft edges.
• The first polygon is image mapped with an image of
the letter A. You can see the entire polygon shape: the
white letter, tbe blackness surrounding it. The shadow is
that oftbe entire polygon
• The second polygon is both image mapped and
transparency mapped witb the same image, tbe letter B.
Unfortunately, transparency mapping is not 100%
successful when using a shadow-mapped light source
such as the one in this scene. Shadow mapping "sees"
the whole polygon when computing tbe shadow. You
should be aware ofthis when using transparency lnaps
in scenes with shadow mapped light sources.
• The third polygon is image mapped and clip mapped
with tbe same image, tbe letter C. Tbe first map applies
color wbile tbe second map removes tbe outer black
portion jirJm the polygon. The result is tbat shadow
1napping can successfully cast an accurate shadow.
• Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, Spherical, Cubic, and Front
Projection are projected image texture maps. This
means that an image is projected directly onto the
chosen object. For a clip map the image provides the
cutoff level that affects how much of the object you will
see.
• Procedural Maps
Checkerboard, Grid, Dots, Marble, Wood, and
Underwater are procedural maps. These kinds of maps
have varying attributes that determine their appearance.
You control each of these attributes by changing the
settings to you r lil<ing. eli p mapped textures need only a
texture value to create their patterns. This is chosen
with a texture value slider found in the procedural
texture's control panel.

•

When you select Clip Map you will go directly to the texture
mapping panel choices available for clip maps. There are
two types of texture maps available via the Clip Map button:

This feature is primarily useful for simulating underwater
particles, as solid objects may look strange when partially
faded.
Maximum Distance
With Maximum Distance and Distance Dissolve you can set
the point at which the selected object is 100% transparent.
For ~'\ample, if you choose 10 meters as the maximum
distance, then animate a ball rolling toward the camera
from 20 meters away, the ball will be unseen until it
crosses the lO-meter mark. As it rolls f!'om 10 meters up
to the camera itself (0 meters), it will grow less transparent
until it is finally 100% solid.
Polygon Size
This button determines the size of the polygons in the
object. Polygon size affects the rendered image only. You
will not see Polygon Size affect the wire frame appearance
or preview animations on the Layout screen. Animated, it is
useful for exploding objects or dissolving them into dust
particles. Uyou decrease the polygon size, the object will
break apart as the polygons shrink toward their centers.
To use Polygon Size on an object in a single frame
Enter a size value and render the image. Size values may be
pOSitive or negative.
To change the size of an object's polygons within an
animation
Use an Envelope. Choose the E button beside Polygon Size
to access the Envelope Editor where you may set the
attributes for the size of the polygons.
Note:

Ifyou enter the Envelope Editor, the value enteredfor
Polygon Size will have no effect on the result. All
Polygon Size values are taken jinm the envelope itself.
E (Envelope)
Select E beside Polygon Size to use an Envelope to control
the change in size of an object's polygons during an
animation. At 0%, polygons are at their smallest size. For
details on using envelopes, see "Animating Effects with the
Envelope Editor."
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Unaffected by Fog

Edge Color

Selecting this option for an object will cause it to be
unaffected by any fog effects. This is useful when using
Front Projection mapped objects that you do not want to
fade in the fog.

Use Edge Color to set the color of polygon edges.

ParticIelLine Size
Tllis pop-up panel allows YOll to select different sizes for
particles (single point/polygon objects) and lines (twopoint polygons). Automatic will calculate particle size of 1
pixel for Super Low and Low Res output; a 3x3 pixel array
for Medium Res output and a 5x5 pixel array for High and
Print Res output. Uke~\~se, line sizes will be one, three or
five pl'(els thick (no matter how far away from the
canlera) .

You can also choose Small, Medium or Large which \~ll
always use the sizes listed above no matter what Basic
Resolution is selected for the output images.
Polygon Edges

Polygon Edges causes all polygons in the scene to be
outlined with the Edge Color (set below) . The polygons
themselves will still be rendered with all su rface
characteristics, only outlines will be added. Use this to
give a hidden line appearance to objects in the scene.
(To see the full outline, use the Outline Only button on
the Surfaces panel.) Objects created of triangles only
may appear overly busy mth this option.

Self Shadow

Click this option to allow an object to cast a shadow on
itself. This is useful if an object is the center of attention
in a scene. Some objects, because of the nature of their
shape, need not have this option active. Asphere, for
example.

•

Cast Shadow

Click this option to allow an object to cast a shadow onto
other objects in the scene. If an object is in the
background of a scene or animation, and its shadow
would not be important, tum this option off to save
rendering time.
Receive Shadow

Click this option to allow an object to receive a shadow
being cast upon it by another object. This is useful for
objects such as floors that receive shadows from objects
in the room.

•

Three Urns showing several different efficts. The urn on
the left displays a simple texture map. The urn in the
center is the same, except that it had Polygon Edges
turned on and set to the color black. The urn on the
right is also the same, except that its P00'8on size has
been set to 50%.
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•

•

The Surfaces Panel
With the Surfaces Panel you can assign objects different material properties that determine their appearance when
rendered. In essence, you are creating a collection of surfaces that reflect light differently. Surface characteristics consist
of both color and texture, which may be modified by diffuseness, reflectivity, environment mapping, bump mapping, and
more. Some of the properties that LightWave uses to define a surface include those listed below. There are many more
attributes available to the 3D artist that are covered further on.
What is a surface? A surface can be from one to many polygons that share similar qualities-called attributes-of color
and texture. All of these surface settings may be saved within the object file, thus completing the process of modeling and
defin.ing a 3D object. Furthermore, they may be saved separately, so that they can be applied to any object quickly and
easily.
Below you 'll find a description of some of the major surface attributes an object may have.

•

..

• Addendum •

..

• Addendum •

Reflection Options

Shadow Alpha
Plug-In Textures

Surface color
All objects absorb light and reflect light, and some even transmit light. Surface color is determined by a combination of
these qualities. It is the color we see when we look at an object.

•

Diffuse
The amount of light that is scattered by a surface, based on the amount of light it receives. A ball mal' be a bright red
color, but its su rface mayor may not reflect this intense red color very well. Two such balls, side by side, may appear to
be different shades of red due to differing amounts of diffuse reflection. In the real world, this reflected light is a
combination of some amount of both diffuse and specular reflection .

Lightwave Layout
Luminosity
Luminosity refers to how much a surface appears to glow of its own light. This does not tum an object or surface into a
light-projecting source. Rather, it serves to make the object or surface glow of its own accord.
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Specular
Akind of reflection or highlight that occurs on the surface of smooth or shiny objects. It may be hard and bright or broad
and dull. How this highlight is reflected tells us if the surface is dull, smooth, shiny, or metallic, for example. Its location
on a surface indicates the direction of the light source that illuminates it.
Reflectivity
•
An object's surface may be such that it reflects some amount of its surroundings on its own surface. It may reflect a little
or a lot. The surface of a car shows some amount of reflection , while its rearview mirror is an example of a perfect
reflector: it reflects its surroundings 100%.
Transparency
Of the light that strikes an object, some is reflected, some is absorbed, and some may be transmitted. Transparency
indicates the amount of light that passes through an object's surface, how much we see of that surface and how much we
see of that which is behind that surface.
Bumpiness
Up close, many surfaces have a texture or bumpiness. Consider an orange peel, for example. Such bumps are apparent
due to the way lights fall across the surface of an object. Which portion is lit? Which is in shadow? Changes in the surface
color indicate this bumpiness to us.
Buttons on the Surfaces Panel
Following is a button-by-button description of the
controls on the Surfaces Panel.
Current Surface
When you load an object into Layout, all surfaces
associated with that object are loaded to a list here,
grouped by object in the order objects were loaded. The
Current Surface button maintains this list of all surfaces
in the scene. To view or edit surface settings, drag the
mouse over it. Ascroll box will pop up. Drag the
highlight to any su rface name, then let go of the mouse
button, The surfaces control panel will update itself to
display the setting~ for the sUlface name you selected.
You can also use the up-arrow and down-arrow keys on
the keyboard to cycle through surface names,
Load Surface
Surface settings may be saved in a surfaces file. Use Load
Surface to load a previously saved surface defirtition onto
the Current Surface. See Save Sulface for a tip about
using Load Surface as well.
Save Surface
Sulface settings may be saved in a sulfaces file. Use Save
Sulface to save the current sulface settings. Afile
requester \VilJ pop up, asking you to provide a name for
the surface file.
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Notes and tips for Load Surface and Save Surface
Load Sulface and Save Surface are especially useful when
you have several different sulface names that need the
same settings. Define the settings for one of these
sulfaces. Then save them as a sulface file. Now select the
remairting sulface names, one at a time, and use Load
Surface to load the settings to them as well, Be sure to
save the object(s) afterward so that the surface settings
remain intact.

Rename Surface
Use Rename Surface to change the name of the current
sulface. For example, you might rename a surface from
"chair legs" to "light mahogany legs" as a better
reminder of their appearance.
Notes and tips for Rename Surface:
If you load multiple copies of the same object with the
idea of coloring them differently, you 'll find that the
objects' names remain distinct, as "couch (1) ," "couch
(2) ," etc., but that their sUlface names become shared,
so that the surface called "cushions" describes the
cushions of both couches. To avoid this, load the first
couch, use Rename Surface to rename the pertinent
sulfaces, then load the second couch. You 'll be able to
define their sulfaces separately.

•

Remember to save the objects if you want the new
sulface names to remain permanent. Also, from the
example above, be sure to save the two couch objects
under clifferent names if you intend to keep them
distinct. See the Save All Objects button for further
information.

Alphabetize List
The Sulfaces pop-up list can grow quite large. Toggle
this button on to alphabetize the list of names whenever
you display it.
Polygon Usage Display
This window displays the number of polygons used by
the current sulface name,
Surface Color
Select Sulface Color to assign color values to the Current
Sulface. You can adjust color values in two ways:
through the color sliders on the right, or through the
•
numeric enll)' fields on the left.

•

•

•

The color indicator at the bottom of the screen shows
the current color as you adjust the sliders. The color
sliders adjust the amounts of red, green, and blue of the
surface color. Each slider varies from 0-255. To adjust a
color, drag its corresponding slider left or right. To the
right raises a color value, to the left lowers it. Only 4096
color variations can be displayed on the RGB monitor,
although LightWave will calculate a true 16.8 million
color image based on the actual color values that you
set.

More about Surface Color Texture Mapping
When you select Texture Map beside the Surface Color
button, you have a choice appl~~ng one of Dve projected
image maps or seven procedural maps: Image maps
apply the selected image to the surface so that the entire
surface takes on the colors of the image itself;
Procedural maps use two color values- the first color
taken from the RGB sliders that appeared wilen you
selected Surface Color, and the second color from the
RGB slider that appear when you select Texture Color on
that map's control panel.

If you prefer, you can type in the new color values
directly. Enter any new values directly in front of the old
ones. They will be accepted, although the color indicator
will not change until you press r. Press Return to go to
the next color value, or click OK if you are done.

With an image map, the colors within the image will
completely replace any color values entered beside
Surface Color.

Consult the RGB color values chart at the end of the
lightWave reference for assistance in choosing RGB
colors.

When you use a procedural texture as a map, the
procedural texture consists of two sets of RGB color
values: those you enter in the numeric field beside
Surface Color, and those you enter via the Texture Color
button on the texture map's control panel.

T (Texture Map)
Select T beside Surface Color to access the texture
mapping control panel to apply color to the current
surface using either an image map or a procedural map.
Any object that is texture mapped via an image will take
on the colors of the image map itself. An image of
woodgrain, for example, mapped onto a table, will make
the table appear genuinely wooden. Any object that is
texture mapped via a procedural texture will take on the
colors of the texture that you set up. With tlle
Checkerboard pattern, for example, you can assign black
and red to the check colors.

Luminosity
Enter a luminosity value to affect a specific percentage of
glow to an object or surface. LuminOSity refers to how
much an object or sUiface appears to glow of its own
accord. This glow affects the item itself, and will not cast
shadows or light upon other objects nearby. Think of
this effect as the glow of a clock radio dial or an old TV
channel selector. Luminosity may be set at any level from
0-100%, or it may be texture mapped onto object
surfaces. )

For details on texture map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism lvith Texture Mapping."

The value entered here is also valid when you use a
procedural texture map, but ignored when you apply an
image as a textu re map. See "More About Luminosity
Mapping" for further details.

The accompanying image shows four kinds of
projected image mapping: a cylindrical map applied
to the pop can, a pumar image applied to the ace
card, a cubic map applied to the wooden block, and a
spherical map applied to the apple.

The accompanying image shows four items: the image
map used for texture mapping, the image applied as a
cylindrical luminosity map to a short cylinder
(brighter areas appeal' to glow more), a cone that has
been made 50%luminous so tbat it appears to glow,
and the grid pattern mapped via the luminosity
texture button.
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More About Lwninosity Mapping
ALuminosity map affects how much portions of an object
surlace will appear to glow of their own accord based
upon the luminance vmiations in the projected image map
or procedural map you select. Luminance, or the range of
blightness, is used to map variations in the intensity of the
sUlface color of an object. Color information is ignored.
Luminosity image maps are often used to map lighted
windows on buildings or space ships, glowing cracks of
hot lava, and more.
T (Texture Map)

Diffuse Level
Diffuse refers to the ability of a surlace to scatter received
light and reflect color. Ablue object \\~th low diffusion will
appear shiny yet dim, an almost unlit dark blue. Ablue
object with high diffuSion \\ill appear dull and fully lit, an
almost bright blue. To achieve more realistic appearances,
especially \\~th reflective smfaces, do not set Diffuse high.

•

The vallie entered here is also valid when you use a
procedural texture map, but ignored when you apply an
image as a texture map. See "About Diffuse Mapping" for
further details.

Select T beside Luminosity to access the texture mapping
control panel and apply luminosity to the cun'ent sUlface
using either an image map or procedural map. Luminosity
refers to how much a surlace appears to glow of its own
accord. Therefore, a Luminosity map affects how much the
portions of the smface will appear to glow on their own
based upon the luminance variations in the projected
image map or the texture values for the procedural map
you select.
For details on texture map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism with Texture Mapping. "
\V'hen you lise an image as a Luminosity Texture Map, the
range of brightness within the image will be used as a basis
for determining the amount of "glow" added to the
mapped object or surlace. Any vallie entered for
Luminosity alone will be ignored.
\'Vhen you use a procedural texture as a Luminosity Texture
Map, you determine the high and low "glow" values using
two fields: the percentage showillg beside Luminosity, and
the percentage showing beside the Texture Value button
(in the procedural texture's control panel) .
You can use either of two types of texture maps for
LlUTlinosity:

Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, Spherical, Cubic, and Front
Projection Image Map are projected image texture
maps. This means that an image is projected directly
onto the chosen sUlface. For luminosity image
mapping, the image provides a glow or intensity value
that alters the object's surlace color brightness.
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Procedural Maps
Checkerboard, Grid, Dots, Marble, Wood, Underwater,
and Fractal Noise are procedural texture maps. These
kinds of maps have vm)'ing attributes that determine
their appearance. You control each of these attributes
by changing the settings to your liking. LlUTlinosity
procedural textures provide two luminosity values to
create their patterns: the first value is entered beside the
Luminosity button, and the second value is chosen with
a texture value slider found in the procedural texture's
control panel

The accompanying irn£lge shows jour items: the image
map usedjar texture mapping, the image applied as a •
cylindrical dijfuse map to a shott cylinder (the object
retains its anginal color, bu.t it is brighter or darker
according to the map), a cone that has been made 50%
dijJilse so that it appears dim or dark, and the grid
pattern mapped via the dijfuse texture button.
More about Diffuse Mapping
ADiffuse map affects the shading of the surlace to which it
is applied. Aimage of white and black streaks, for
example, diffuse mapped onto a brown tube, would result
in the brown tube appearing weather-beaten, with lighter
and darker brown streaks on its surlace.
Diffuse image maps are often used to map streak marks,
burn marks, or atmospheric wear and tear on aged
surlaces, since they serve to darken the existing colors of
the surface.

T (Texture Map)
Select T beside Diffuse Level to access the texture mapping
control panel and apply surface color variations to the
CUlTent surlace using either an image map or procedural
map. Diffuse Level affects how the selected sudace scatters
the light that it receives. Therefore, a Diffuse tex1Ure map
affects the apparent brightness of the surlace, varying the
diffuse reflection of light from that surlace based upon the
luminance variations in the projected unage map or the
texture values for the procedural map you select.

•

For details on texture map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism \\~th Texture Mapping."

•

When you use an image as a Diffuse Texture Map, the range
of brightness mthin the image will be used as a basis for
determining the amoWlt of "shading" added to the mapped
object or surface. Any value entered for Diffuse alone will
be ignored.
When you use a procedural texture as a Diffuse Texture
Map, you determine the high and low "vatiation" values
using two fields: the percentage showing beSide Diffuse,
and the percentage showing beside the Texture Value
button (in the procedural texture's control panel) .

Specular Level
Enter a Specular value to set the amount of specular
highlighting for a surface. Abright, small highlight indicates
a hard or plastic sudace. Abroad, dull highlight indicates a
fiat, matte or metal surface (metallic surfaces generally
have low specuJarity and low glossiness) . The highlight wilJ
be the color of the tigllt source illu minating it, unless Color
Highlights is tumed on.

The value entered here is also valid when you use a
procedural texture map, but ignored when you apply M
image as a teKture map. See "More About Speculatity
Mapping" for fut1her details.

There are two types of texture maps available via the Diffuse
button:
Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, Sphetical, Cubic, and Front
Projection lmage Map at'e projected image texture
maps. This means ulat an linage is projected directly
onto the chosen surface. For diffuse image mapping, the
image prO\~des brightness infonnation that alters the
object's surface color.

•

Procedural Maps
Checkerboard, Grid, Dots, Marble, Wood, Underwater,
and Fractal Noise are procedural texture maps. These
kinds of maps have varying attributes that detennine
their appearance. You control each of these attributes
by changing the settings to your tiking. Diffused
procedural textures provide two luminance values to
create their patterns: the first value is entered beside the
Diffuse button, and the second value is chosen with a
texture value slider found in the procedural texture's
control paneL
Outline Only

Outline Only renders the outlines of polygons rather than
their surfaces. The outlines will render in the surface color,
Md if the su rface is image or textu re mapped the outlines
will show portions of this mapping.
Additive
With Additive, the color of an object is added to the colors
of the objects visible behind it. The result is that this area
will be brighter in color and intensity as if it were
overexposed. TIle brighter color will tend toward white,
ultimately, as this is the brightest it can become. This
control is best used to enhance the glow of rocket flames,
jet exhausts, and the like.

•

Sharp Tenninator
Sharp Terminator is used to cause a more severe shadow
edge on objects rather than a gradual falloff of tight. Sharp
Terminator is usually used for planet objects specifically.

The accompan)ling image shows f01lr items: the image
map u.sedfor texture mapping, the image applied as a
cylindrical specular map to a short cylinder (the object
shows specular highlights in the pattem of the map), a
cone that has been made 50% specular so that it has a
small ho/!'pot, and the grid pattem mapped via the
specular texture button (the grid appears where the
specular hotspot would be).
More About Specular Mapping
\'('hen you use a procedural texture as a SpecuJar TeXTure
Map, you determine the high and low "shint values using
two numeric fields: the percentage shO\ving beside SpecuJat·
(on the surfaces control panel), and the percentage
showing beSide the Texture Value bunon (in the procedural
texture's control panel).
T (Texture Map)
Select T beside SpecuJar Level to access the texture
mapping control pMel and apply specuJarity to the Cl1!Tent
suti'ace using either M image map or procedural map.
Speculari~l, or raUler, specuJar reflections, occur all
around you. These highlights on smooth or shinysurfaces
indicate just how smooth or ShUly that surface acnlally is, or
how dull. Aspecular map causes highlights to appear on a
surface based upon the luminance variations in the
projected image map or the texture values for the
procedural map you select.
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For details on tex1Ure map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism "'~th Texture Mapping."
There are two types of texture maps available via the
Specular button:

Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, Spherical, Cubic, and Front Projection
Image Map are projected image texture maps. Tlus means
that an image is projected directly onto the chosen sudace.
For specular image mapping, the image provides
brightness information that affects the highlights on a
sudace.
Procedural Maps
Checkerboard, Grid, Dots, Marble, Wood, Underwater,
and Fractal Noise are procedural texture maps. These
kinds of maps have varying attributes that determine
their appearance. You control each of these attributes
by changing the settings to your liking. Specular
procedural textures provide two luminance values to
create their patterns: the first value is entered by the
Specular button, and the second value is chosen \\~th a
texture value slider found in the procedural texture's
control panel.

Image Seam Angle
lmage Seam Angle detennines where the sean1 of the
reflected image lvill be placed. 'fbe 3D universe is
considered to be a mathematical sphere, \vith all rendering
OCCUlTing inside this sphere, and the Reflected Image is
used to wallpaper its inside sudace. In this manner, the
Reflected Image can be reflected off the different sudaces
on the objects \I~thin the scene, no matter which angle they
face.
Unless the in1age has matching edges, there will be a seam
where its edges meet. You mayor may not see tllis seam,
depending on the setup of the scene. In case it is visible,
you can adjust where the seam falls in UgluWave by
changing the Image Seam Angle. lmage Sean1 Angle
corresponds I\~th heading in L1YOUt. If you were standing
at the center of the Layout grid (0, 0, 0) , and looking
straight al1ead into the +Z axis (the camera's default
position) ... use these settings to give you an idea of how you
can shift the seam.
0° places the seam straight al1ead of you, at the end of the
+Z axis. 90° rotates it to your right, at the end of the +X
axis. 180° rotates it behind you, so that it is at the end of

the -Z axis. 2700 rotates it to your left, at the end of the -x
axis.

Color Highlights
Color Highlights cause the object's sUlface color to "show
through" the specular highlight. 1-iormally, a specular
highlight shows in the color of the light striking the object.
White light causes a white highlight. Acolor highlight
blends the objects color \\~th the light source's color,
causing a more metallic appearance. When a reflection
map is being lIsed, reflection maps are also tinted by the
sulface color.
Glossiness
Glossiness affects how spread out the highlight is on a
sulface (the specular reflection). Glossiness may be set
Low, which creates a broad soft hotspot, Medium , which
creates a medium hotspo~ High, which creates a bright
and intense hotspot, or Maximum, which creates a very
bright, very intense hotspot.
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Reflectivity
Reflectivity determines ti1e an10unt of reflection on an
object's sudace. The controls for Reflectivity and Reflected
Image, found here, in conjunction with the Trace
Reflections button on the Can1era menu, also detennine
what is reflected by the selected sUlface. There are a
number of ways to make reflective sudaces. They are listed
below. In addition, a Reflectivity map may be used as
another fOlm of texture mapping. Areflection level of
100% will cause the object's sudace to be completely
reflective (none of its own color will be \~sible), unless you
tum on color highlights or select some percentage of
diffuse or specularity.

•

•
The accompanying image shows four items: the image
map usedfor reflection mapping, the image applied as
a cylindlical reflection map to a short cylinder (lighter
areas appear reflective), a cone tbat bas been made
50%reflective (this would be enhanced by seeing
something reflected offofit), and the grid pattern
mapped via the reflection texture button.
More about Reflection Mapping
When you use an in1age as a reflectivity Texture Map, the
range of brightness lvithin the in1age will be used as a basis
for determining the an10unt of reflection added to the
mapped object or sudace. Any value entered for Reflection
Map will be ignored.
When you use a procedural texture as a reflectivity Texture
Map, you determine the higl1 and low "reflection" values
•
using two fields: the percentage showing beside Reflectil~ty,
and the percentage showing beside the Texture Value
button (in the procedural texture's control panel).

•

To reflect only the colors of the sky and ground
(colors which are chosen on the Effects Panel)
Enter a value for the amount of reflection you desire. When
you render the scene, the color gradations of the
background will reflect off this surface.
To reflect the true environment surrounding the
current object (including surrounding objects)
Enter a value for the amount of reflection you desire. Go to
the Camera menu and select Trace Reflections. When you
render the scene, the items around this object will be
reflected in its surface.
To reflect a specific image (often as an effect for
metallic highlights)
Enter a value for the amount of reflection you desire. Load
the desired image from the Images Panel, and use the popup button to select its name as the Reflected Image.
Depending on the reflected image, the angle of reflection,
and how it refleclS off the object's surfaces, you can create
very realistic reflections.

•

The Toaster on the left reflects the background colars
only (it has 90% reflectivity and was rendered with
Trace Reflections tumed ~fJ). The toaster in the middle
reflects everything around itself, both the background
and objects (it has 90%reflectivity and was rendered
with Trace Reflections turned on). The toaster on the
right is reflecting an image map ofblack and white
marble at 90%reflectilJity and was rendered without
any rendering options tumed on.
T (Texture Map)
Select T beside Reflectivity to access the texture mapping
control panel and apply luminosity to the current surface
using either an image map or procedural map. Most
surfaces reflect some amount of ligllt. Mirrors, metals, and
glass surlaces reflect a great deal, while paper and cloth
reflect very little. Areflection map applies varying amounts
of this reflectivity to a surface based upon the luminance
variations in the projected image map or the te)..1ure values
for the procedural. map you select.

•

For details on texture map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism with Texture Mapping."
There are two types of texture maps available via the
Reflectivity button:

Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, Spherical, Cubic, and Front Projection
Image Map are projected image texture maps. This means
that an image is projected directly onto the chosen surface.
For reflection image mapping, the image provides
blightness information that affects the reflectivi~1 of a
surface.
Procedural Maps
Checkerboard, Glid, Dots, Marble, Wood, Underwater,
and Fractal Noise are procedural texture maps. These
kinds of maps have varying attributes that detennine
their appearance. You control each of these attributes
by changing the settings to your liking. Reflection
procedural textures provide two reflection values to
create their patterns: the first value is entered beside
the Reflectivity button, and the second value is chosen
\vith a texture value slider found in the procedural
texture's control panel.

Reflected Image
Reflected Image allows you to reflect an image off the
surface of the currently selected object. Reflected
images are reversed on the surface, as if they were
truly reflected. To select an image, drag the pointer
over the pop-up list. (Note that, in order to be available
on this pop-up button, images must be loaded via the
Images Panel.)
If you select an image file to be used as a Reflected
Image, the Reflection Map slider will set the amount of
reflection for that image on the selected surface. The
higher the Reflection Map percentage, the more that
reflected image will be calculated for the surface as
opposed to the Oliginal surface color.

Transparency
Transparency determines the amount of light passing
through the surface. Enter a transparency value to set the
amount of transparency for the current object or surface.
At 0% the object is opaque. Ahigh percentage of
Transparency, combined \\lith a Refractive Index, \VilJ
produce a glass-like appearance.
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mapping, the image provides brightness infOlmation
that affects the transparency of a surface.

Procedural Maps
Checkerboard, Grid, Dots, Marble, Wood, Underwater,
and Fractal Noise are procedural texture maps. These
kinds of maps have varying attributes that determine
their appearance. You control each of these attributes
by changing the settings to your liking. Transparency
procedural te),,"tures provide two luminance values to
create their patterns: the first value is entered beside
the Transparency button, and the second value is
chosen \vith a texhJre value slider found in the
procedural texture's control panel.

The image above shoUJsJour items: the image map llsed
Jar texture mapping, the image applied as a cylindrical
transparency map to a short cylinder (darker areas
appear see-through), a cone that has been made 50%
transparent so that it appears to disappear somewhat
(this would be enhanced by seeing something behind
it), and the gnd pattern mapped via the transparency
texture button.
T (Texture Map)
Select T beside Transparency to access ule texture mapping
control panel and apply transparency to the current
surface using either an image map or procedural map.
Some surfaces transmit, or pass, varying amounts of light.
Glass transmits a lot of light, plastic a bit less, and wood
not at all. Atransparency map applies varying amounts of
transparency to a surface based upon the luminance
variations in the projected image map or the texture values
for the procedural map you select.
For details on texture map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism with Texture Mapping."
When you use an image as a Transparency Te),,"ture Map,
the range of brightness \vithin the image will be used as a
basis for determining the amount of "transparency" added
to the mapped object or surface. Any value entered for
Transparency \I'ill be ignored.
When you use a procedural texture as a Transparency
Texture Map, you determine the high and low
"transparency" values using two fields: the percentage
showing beside Luminosity, and the percentage shO\ving
beside the Texture Value button (in the procedural
textu re' s co ntro I pan el) .

•

More about Transparency Mapping
Transparency texhJre maps, whether image maps or
procedural maps, do not use color information. Instead,
they use luminance, or changes in brightness, to map
variations in the surface color of an object. Brighter areas
will map more transparently, and darker areas are more
soUdly.
Color Filter (available only with some % of
Transparency)
Selecting color filter allows the surface color of an object
to tint all objects seen through it. Agood example would be
a stained glass window. Light shining through the colored
glass tiles would cast colored shadows on the objects
below.
Refractive Index (available only with some % of
Transparency)
Refraction simulates the bending of light as it passes
through glass or glass-like objects (obviously, objects with
a fairly high amount of transparency). Most useful values
here range from 1.0 (which bends light not at all) to 2.4
(heavy crystal such as diamond, which refracts light a great
deal) .

•

To render refraction
On the Surfaces Panel, set Transparency to a value above
0%, and enter a Refraction value above 1.0. On the Camera
Menu , make certain you are rendering in the Realistic
mode, and that Trace Refraction is selected.
Consult the refraction index at the top of the next page for
accurate refraction values.

There are two types of texture maps available via the
Transparency button:
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Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindrical, Spherical, CubiC, and Front
Projection Image Map are projected image te),,"ture
maps. This means that an image is projected directly
onto the chosen surface. For transparency image

•

•

•

Index of Refraction Chart
Air (no refraction)
[jquid Carbon Dioxide
Water
Flourite
Calspar2
Zinc Crown Glass
Hi-dispersion Crown Glass
Sodium Chloride (salt)
Quartz
Emerald
[jght Flint Glass
Lapis Lazuli
Topaz
Heary Flint Glass
Calsparl
Ruby & Sapphire
Heaviest Flint Glass
Crystal
Diamond
Chromium Oxide
Copper Oxide
Amorphous Selenium
Iodine Crystal

1.000
1200
1.330
1.434
1.486
1.517
1.520
1.544
1.553
1.570
1.575
1.610
1.610
1.650
1.660
1.770
1.890
2.000
2.420
2.500
2.705
2.920
3.340

Edge Transparency
Edge Transparency affects the degree of cl.a.iity and
definition for the polygon edges belonging to an object.
Opaque Edge creates an adjustable edge. Normal Edge
creates a solid edge. Transparent Edge causes the edges of
the object to blend into its surroundings.

l·

~ :

•

.•--•'

The sphere at left was rendered with opaque edges (edge
threshold 0.55). The sphere in the middle was rendered
with normal edges (no value). The sphere at center was
rendered with transparent edges (edge threshold 0.55).
AU three spheres shared the same diffuse!evel (50%),
specular !eve! (90%) , glossiness (high), transparency
setting (100%) , and colorfilter (on).

•

Edge Threshold (available for Opaque or
Transparent Edge Transparency only)
Edge Threshold determines the amount of blending
between the surface color and the transparent edge of the
object surface. This transition zone may be wide, softly
blended over the face of the surface; or it may be sharp,
apparent as a thinner line.

Edge Threshold is normally set at 1.0. Use lower values for
a sharper transition. Use higher values for a softer
transition.

Note
lWJen fine- tuning Edge Transparency and Edge
Threshold for glass-like objects, we recommend you use
Limited Region and fender a small portion ofthe image
at Medium Resolution. If/ben rendering at lower
resolutions, these controls can appear to create jaggy
edges that actually disappear at higher resolutions. This
is the nature ofglass-like materials.

Two identical spheres. Tbe sphere at left has smoothing
turned on, while the sphere at right is shO'wn without
smoothing.
Smoothing
Smoothing causes objects to appear to have smoothly
rounded surfaces even though the object is composed of
flat-faced polygons. To do this, [jghtWave utilizes a
technique known as "Phong Shading." If two smoothshaded polygons share a side and have some vertices
(points) in common, they will appear as one continuous,
curved surface. The shared edge between them will no
longer be visible.
Normally, [jghtWave will not smooth across two polygons if
the angle between them is 90 degrees or sharper, unless
you adjust the Max Smooth Angle (below). Also, if two
polygons appear to share a common edge, but do not
share points in common along that edge, [jghtWave will
not be able to smooth the edge between them. Smoothing
requires conunon vertices and a common edge to function
properly.
Max Smoothing Angle
The Maximum Smoothing Angle adjusts the range of the
Smoothing function. It determines the angle beyond which
lightWave Carulot smooth over the seam between adjoining
polygons. Sometimes, due to the manner in which an
object is modeled, there may be unexplained rendering
errors. Try adjusting the Max Smooth Angle to correct for
these. We recommend using lower values first, although for
extreme Displacement Mapped objects you may try fairly
high values if rendering produces a mixture of jagged and
smoothed results.
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Normally, two or more polygons that share vertices along a
common edge can be shaded in such a manner that the
seam between them is not seen. However, if the polygons
lie at an angle to one another, beyond 89.5 degrees, the
Phong shading technique has no effect. Select Max Smooth
Angle and enter a greater degree to allow LightWave
greater latittIde in shading such edges.
Double Sided
If you are importing objects from other 3D modeling
programs, either directly or through a conversion utility,
some polygons may face the wrong direction, causing the
object to render improperly. Click Double Sided to cause
LiginWave to treat all polygons on the selected surface as
two sided, thus correcting for any rendering errors.

Note that this will increase rendering time, as there are
more polygons to calculate. Note also that if you select
Double Sided, then save the object, the Double Sided
setting will remain intact as a part of the surface
descliption for this surface, although when loaded into
Modeler the polygons will show as true (single-sided)
polygons.
Bump Map

Click the T button beside Bump Map to access the tel..ture
mapping control panel and apply the appearance of
"bumpiness" to the current surface using either an inlage
map or procedural map.
An orange peel and a golf ball have a bumpy, pitted
sUlface. Many elements of the world around us have some
amount of bumps, ridges, or other irregulalities. You can
create the appearance of raised and lowered portions to
any surface in the form of image maps, Iipples, and
bumps. A bump map applies varying amounts of this
bumpiness to a surface based upon the luminance
valiations in the projected image map or the tel..Wre values
for the bump map you select.
For details on tel..Wre map controls and options, see
"Achieving Realism with Texture Mapping."
If the T button beside Bump Map appears highlighted when
you display the Surfaces Panel, tllen a bump map has been
applied to this surface and is in effect.

•
An example ofbump mapping. The accompanying
image shows four items: the image map usedfor bump
mapping. the image applied as a cylindrical bump map
to a shOit cylinder (brighter areas appear indented), a
cone that has a ripple map applied to it, and a sphere
mapped with fractal bumps.
Bump Mapping is a visual ttick. Notice the cone in the
image. While it appears to be rippled where it faces you,
notice that its profile edges are not equally rippled They
are straight. This is the nature ofbump mapping, which
affects the appearance ofa sutface but not its physical
shape. You wO'u/d use a Displacement Ripple Map to
physically alter this cone.
There are two types of temIre maps available \~a the Bump
Map button:

•

Projection Maps
Planar, Cylindlical, Spherical, Cubic, and Front
Projection Image Map are projected image tel..1ure
maps. This means that an image is projected directly
onto the chosen sUlface. For Bump Map image
mapping, the image p ro\~des blightness information
that affects the apparent bumpiness on a surface.
Procedural Maps
Ripples and Fractal Bumps are procedural bump maps.
These kinds of maps have varying atllibutes that
determine tIleir appearance. You control each of these
attributes by changing the settings to your liking. Bump
Mapped texttIres need only an amplitude value to
create their pattems---the amount of bumpiness. This
is chosen witll an amplitude slider found in the
procedural texture's control panel.
More about Bump Maps
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Bump Mapped texture maps, whether unage maps or
procedural maps, do not use color information. Instead,
they use luminance, or changes in blightness, to map
surface valiations onto the smface of an object. \I;~len you
select fue T button beside Bump Map you will go directly to
the texture mapping submenu for bump mapping.

•

Shadow Alpha
See addendum.

Plug-In Textures
•

See addendum.

•

•
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The Images Panel
With the Images Panel you load single images and sequences of images to be used for backgrounds, foregrounds, alpha
images, or LightWave's vast offeling of texture maps. From this menu you can perform all image file management lvithin
IlghtWave, including loading, removing, and replacing images lvithin a scene. IlghtWave lvill support up to 1000 images
in any scene, assuming you have enough RAM to contain them.

•

What is an image or an image sequence? An image may be a brush or a full-sized picture saved from a paint program. An
image sequence is a series of bl1lshes or full screen pictures that are consecutively named and numbered.

• Addendum.
Load Flyer Clip

• Addendum.
First Frame
Last Frame
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Buttons on the Images Panel

Clear AJI Images

Clear All Images will remove all images and image
sequences from the current scene. This includes any
images that you may have loaded manually, as well as
images that were loaded automatically with. the objects to
wllich they belonged.
Note:

Clear All/mages will not delete any image files from
your hard drive.
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Following is a button-by-button description of the
controls on the Images Panel.
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•

IlghtWave 4.0 accepts
• Framestore files saved by the System 2.0 and System
3.0 Toaster applications (including Slvitcher,
ToasterPaint, IlghtWave).
• Framestore files saved by the System 4.0Toaster
applications (including Switcher, ChromaFX,
ToasterPaint, ToasterCG, LightWave).
• RGB files and bl1lshes saved by ToasterPaint (all
releases) .
• ToasterIlnk-translated Macintosh PICT files that have
been converted to Frarnestores or RGB files .
• IFF format images and bl1lshes of any size or depth,
from 2-24 bitplanes.
• 6-bit Amiga HAM images (also called HAM or HAM

6)
Load Image

Use Load Image to load images into the scene. See the
description of the Images Panel at the beginning of this
section for information on acceptable file formats.
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To be used in IlglllWave, images must be loaded and
then assigned. For example, to load an image for use as
a background: first, use Load Image to load the image.
Next, go to the Effects Panel and select the name of tllis
image using the Background Image pop-up menu.

• 8-bit Anliga HAM images (HAM8)
• 24-bit Targa images
Note:

LightWave will not accept any Toaster Version 1.0
Framestores. Use either the current Switcher or
current ToasterPaint program to load and I'esave
them as System 2.0 Framestores)

•

Note:

•

LightWave will only support Framestores loading and
saving ifyou run LightWave from tbe Video Toaster.
The stand-alone version of Light Wave does not
support the Framestore format.
Load Sequence

With Load Sequence you can insert the individual frames
of animations or externally captured video segments into
the current animation. Image sequences are also useful
for animating image, bump, displacement, or clip maps.
To load a sequence, select Load Sequence. The Load IFF
Sequence Prefix requester will pop up. Locate and select
any image from the image sequence you wish to utilize in
the scene. When selected, its name will appear in the File
box at the bottom of the popup requester. Click the
pointer in this box and delete the three-digit number
from the file name. This is important, because LightWave
only needs to know the base name of the image
sequence (you will use other buttons to specify starting
and repeating frames)-not the name plus its sequence
number. After deleting the uuee-digit suffix, press r or
click OK to accept it. II you are using Framestore images
as your sequence, make sure to delete the three-digit
number as weU as the ".FS." in the name.

•

The images must exist as individual files. See Load Image
(above) for valid file formats. Each separate file must
have the same name, foUowed by a three-digit number.
The three-digit number sequence may be staggered, but
the name must be consistent. See the examples that
foUow.
For example, this is a valid image sequence:
FlyByOOl
FlyBy002
FlyBy003
FlyBy-004
FlyBy005
This is not a valid image sequence, since none of the
prefix names are the same:
FlyByOOI
Fly002
ZoomIn003
FiyOver004
Flyln005

•

II there are breaks in the numbering sequence, then
LightWave \-vill continue to use the last valid image
number in the new animation until the next valid image
number is reached. This can be useful if you want an
image sequence to pause, or if you want a series of
images to be displayed for several seconds each.

As an example, consider the foUowing valid image
sequence:
FlyByOOl
FlyBy005
FlyBy006
FlyBy009
FlyByOlO
In the resulting newly rendered animation:

Image 001 \vill be used in frame 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Image 005 will be used in frame 5.
Image 006 will be used in frame 6, 7 and 8.
Image 009 will be used in frame 9.
Image 010 will be used in frame 10.
General:How incomplete Image Sequences work
(Images Panel)

When you specify an image sequence, LightWave uses
those images, one at a time, for each frame that it
renders.

II the image for a particular frame can't be found,
LightWave will then search backward in the sequence
until an image is found, and use that image until the
correct number in the sequence is encountered. The
result is that the sequence will appear to stop for a
period of time until it can continue.
If, in searching backward, zero is reached and no

images have been found , black will be used in place of
the image. Thus sequences with numbering gaps will
work even when randomly accessing frames (as
networked rendering systems do).
Image Information Display

This window displays the total number of images in the
scene and the amount of memory (in megabytes) they
use.
Current Image the up-arrow and the down-arrow

Use the Current Image pop-up menu to select an image
or image sequence (you can also use the the UP-3J.TOW
and the down-arrow keys on the keyboard to cycle
through image names). Select an image so that you may
clear it, replace it, or enter color cycling information for
it. Select an image sequence to clear it, enter looping
information for it, or enter color cycling information for
it.
Image sequences are listed in the pop-up menu \\~th the
suffix (sequence) to indicate that they are sequences.
Clear Image

This removes the image or image sequence listed in the
Current Image pop-up menu from memory.
Note:

Clear Image will /lot delete any image files from your
hard drive.
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Replace (pop-up menu)

(Replace with Image, Replace with Sequence)
To replace an image or an image sequence with another
image or image sequence, drag the mouse over this popup bunon and select the appropriate option. Any surface
assignments (image maps , bump maps, backdrops, etc.)
that use the original image wiU be reassigned with the
new image name automatically.
Current Image Infonnation Display

The Current Image Information Display displays
information about the current image.
Frame Offset

This determines which frame in an image sequence is
the starting frame for the animation. The number
entered in First Frame and the number entered here,
when added together, equal the suffix number of the first
image to be used.
For example, a ten-frame image sequence called
ZoomOut (with frames 001 through 010) is being image
mapped in to a ten-frame animation:
• Set First Frame to I and Frame Offset to 0, and
image ZoomOutOOI will appear in the first
rendered (rame.
• Set First Frame to I and Frame Offset to 5, alld
image ZoomOut006 will appear in the first
rendered (rame.
• Set First Frame to I and Frame Offset to -99 and
image ZoomOutOO I will appear at frame 100 of the
rendered animation.

allows you to cycle any range of colors \vithin the total
palette, including the entire palette itself.
Images intended for color cycling must contain 256
colors or fewer, and must be saved in the IFF format.
The paint or image processing program that created the
image must save the image's color information in a color
table within the image file, and the colors you want to
cycle must be contiguous within the palette (i.e., if you
cycle colors that are jumbled in the palette, then the
resulting cycle will appear garbled). Also, while in the
program that created the image, you should note the
location of the colors you intend to cycle, as you will
need to enter these fo r Low and High Cycle Index values.

•

Here are some examples of color ranges fo r IFF image
palettes. This list is not exhaustive, it is only an example.
16 colors
low 0
high 15
32 colors
low 0
high 31
128 colors
low 0
high 127
256 colors
low 0
high 255
Color Cycling may cycle forward from the low color to
the high color, or in reverse from the high color to the
low color.
Off
Select Off to turn off color cycling.
Forward

Select Forward to activate color cycling in a forward
progression, from the lower values to the higher values.

Loop Sequence

Reverse

Click this button to toggle looping. The image sequence
will repeat itself upon reaching the frame number
entered in Sequence Loop Length (below).

Select Reverse to activate color cycling in a backward
progression, from the higher values to the lower values.

Sequence Loop Length

This is the low color position within the palette color
table that belongs to the current image.

•

Low Cycle Index

Use Sequence Loop Length to enter the number of
frames after which LightWave should repeat an image
sequence.
For example, conSider the following scenario:
• A300-frame animation.
• A30-frame image sequence.
• Loop Length is set to 10.

High Cycle Index

This is the high color position within the palette color
table that belongs to the current image.

The result is that images 001-0 lO of the sequence will
repeat continuously throughout the animation. Images
oI 1-030 of the sequence will be ignored, since the
repeat point instructs LightWave to go back to image 00 I
after reaching image OlO.
Color Cycling
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With Color Cycling you can create color and motion
effects \vithin still images or image sequences. Color
cycling is the progressive shifting of each color to the
next color position in the image palette. lightWave

•

The Lights Panel

e

With the Lights panel you can control all aspects of the lighting model that LightWave uses to render a scene. Computer
artists have much greater control over lighting than film and television gaffers. In LightWave, your lights can be adjusted
to cast light only or light and shadows. The type of shadow-casting light you choose may cast hard-edged shadows or softedged shadows. Furthermore, the objects in the scene may be adjusted so that they cast no shadows as well! You have as
much control as you like.
lightWave sports three methods for projecting light in a scene: directional light, like that cast by the sun; omnidirectional
light, li ke that cast by a bare bulb; and focused light, like that cast by a spotlight. These cast direct light, over which you
exert specific control. Afourth light source is ambient light, a more indirect form of lighting, which you can also control.
Direct lighting illuminates objects harshly, with strong contrasts of bright colors and dark shadows, while ambient light
contributes a low level of general illumination to the scene (bringing out detail even in shadowed areas). For softly-lit
scenes, lise low-level light sources. You may even wish to use a low-level shadow-mapped light source with a very broad
beam, for soft-edged diffuse shadows. Soft light, such as that from a flood light, enhances mood and tends to reveal
character. Hard light, such as that from a bright lamp, heightens drama, and provides hard-edged, dark shadows. The
type of lighting you use will add such qualities to the scene.

..

• Addendum •
Global Flare Lnstensity

e

Some Tips for Effective Lighting
Try these simple tips and you'll be able to "rig the lights" for your scenes with ease.

•
•

e.

Whether you use a single source of light or several, in general, one source should dominate the scene .
Typically, this source is placed above the scene, at a 45° angle, much like the sun. However, for other effects
(or times of day) you may \vish to place it elsewhere.
Use one or two shadow-mapped spot lights as the primary sources of light in a scene. Ln fact, one may be all
you need. Shadow-mapped lights generate soft edged shadows, which look more realistic, and they render
much more quickly than ray traced shadows.
Experiment with lens flares for additional touches of realism. Lens Flares can be used to emulate or enhance
glows, flames, or reflections off of the lens elements of the camera. They are simple and very effective.
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Buttons on the Lights Panel
Follo\\ing is a button-by-button description of the
controls on the Lights panel.

flare effect on or off for all light sources in the scene that
use it. Tltis toggle does not turn off the light source itseU,
it only activates or deactivates any lens flare settings.

Clear All Lights
Select Clear All Ughts to reset the default light source to
its original type, location, and intensity, and to remove
all additional light sources from the scene.

Enable Shadow Maps
With Enable Shadow Maps you can quickly toggle
shadow mapping on or off for all light sources in the
scene that use it. This toggle does not tum off the light
source itseU, it only activates or deactivates the use of
shadow mapping.

Add Light
Select Add Light to add an additional light source to the
scene. Each added light source, by default, is a Distant
type light source, at 50% intensity, of the color white.
UghtWave allows as many as 1000 light sources per
scene. Note that the more lights in the scene, the longer
the rendering time for the image.
Ambient Color
Select Ambient Color to modify the R, G, and B color
values for the ambient light source.
Ambient Color Sliders
You can adjust ambient color values in two ways,
through the color sliders on the right, or through the
numeric entry fields on the left. The color indicator at
the bottom of the screen shows the current color as
you adjust the sliders. Only 4096 color variations can
be displayed on the RGB monitor, although UghtWave
will calculate a true 16.8 million color image based
on the actual color values that you set.

The color sliders adjust the amounts of red, green,
and blue of the ambient light color. Each slider varies
from 0-255. To adjust a color, type in new color
values directly, or drag its corresponding slider left
or right. To the right raises a color value, to the left
lowers it.
Consult the RGB color values chart at the end of the
UghtWave reference for assistance in choosing RGB
colors.
Ambient Intensity
Ambient light shines equally in all directions and on all
surfaces, adding a small amount of light to the overall
scene. The default setting (25%) approximates natural
lighting. Without ambient light, unlit or shadowed
surfaces are devoid of detail, completely black rather
than a darker shade of the object's color. Use settings
lower than 25% to create these darker, more dramatic
shadows. With too much ambient light, the scene may be
washed out and devoid of shadow. An intensity value
much greater than 25% (the default amount) may tend
to wash out images. Use such settings carefully, or for
special effects.
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Global Flare Intensity Envelope
This envelope allows you to globally increase or
decrease all of the flares in a given scene. The default
value of 100% will leave all flares as they are. Enveloping
it to 50%will halve the intensity of all flares. making it
200% will, likewise, double the intenSity. 'This envelope
acts as a "multiplier" to any values in the Flare Intensity
field (or envelope)
Tip:
Ifyou have any lights with flares that also have light
intensity, the intenSity ofthe lights will ramp up or
down accordingly.
Current Light
UghtWave keeps track of all light sources. When you add
a light source to the scene, the Current Ught updates its
list of all lights in the scene. To view or edit settings for a
specific light source, drag the mouse over this button. A
list \vill pop up. Highlight any light source, then let go of
the mouse button (you can also use the t and -J keys on
the keyboard to cycle through lights). The lights control
panel will update itseU to display the settings for the light
Source you selected.

Enable Lens Flare
With Enable Lens Flare you can quickly toggle the lens

•

Clear Light
Select Clear Light to remove the current light source
from the scene.
Rename Light
Select Rename Ught to provide a new name for the
current light source. It's useful to be able to name a light
by the type of light it casts (Blue Spot, for example), or
the purpose it serves in a scene (Yellow Profile Ught, for
example).
Clone Light
Select Clone Light to make copies of a light source. A
menu will ask you for the number of clones you would
like to create. Enter a value, and press r or click OK. All
settings for the current light are also copied, including
motions, parent and target info, lens flare options, all
envelopes, shadow options, etc.
Light Color

Lightwave Layout
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Select Ught Color to modify the R, G, and B color values
for the current light source.

•

•

Light Color Sliders
You can adjust light color values in two ways: through
the color sliders on the right, or through the numeric
entry fields on the left. The color indicator at the
bottom of the screen shows the current color as you
adjust the sliders. Only 4096 color variations can be
displayed on the RGB monitor, although LightWave
wiU calculate a true 16.8 million color image based
on the actual color values that you set.

The color sliders adjust the amounts of red, green,
and blue of the light color. Each slider varies from 0255. To adjust a color, drag its corresponding slider
left or right. To the right raises a color value, to the
left lowers it.
If you prefer, you can ~'Pe in the new color values
directly. Enter any new values directly in front of the
old ones. They will be accepted, although the color
indicator will not change until you press r. Press r to
go to the next color value, or click OK if you are
done.
Consult the RGB color values chaIt at the end of the
tightWave reference for assistance in choosing RGB
colors.
Note:

•

Light Color wi!1 also affect the central color ofany
light source tbat has Lens Flare options. The central
glow ofa !ens flare light source is white, wbile the
glow around it is tinted &y the light's color.
Light Intensity

tight Intensity allows you to set the brightness for the
Current tight. You do not need to erase existing values in
order to enter new ones in the numeric field-just start
typing. When the cursor appears in front of the current
value, enter a new value directly and press. The new
value will be accepted.

E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate the intensity of the light level changing over
a series of frames. Think of this as a dimmer control. At
0%, there is no Light Intensity. At 100%, Light Intensity is
fully on.
Lens Flare

With Lens Flare you can add the effect of lens reflections
to the scene, as if the camera were actually shooting
through a lens assembly. Toggle Lens Flare to activate or
deactivate the lens flare effect for the current light
source.
Alight source that has Lens Flare activated continues to
cast light in the direction that it faces. When this light
source is within the camera's field of view, it will also
cast a lens flare within the scene.
Note:
lightWave's easy-to-use lensjlore effects are a
powelfulfeature found in few 3D packages, but that
doesn 't necessarily mean you should use them in all
ofyour animations. Pro[essionallighting artists and
filmmakers spend hours carifuU.y trying to avoid
unwanted lens flares in their work. Ifyou watch film
and television closely, you'll see !ens jlores typically
appear when it was otherwise impOSSible to avoid
them. Use these effects sparingly to add little touches
ofrealism to your work.

Flare Options ...

Select Flare Options ... to access the settings menu for
lens flare light sources. One option may be animated
using an envelope, while other options are toggles which
may be turned on or off.
Flare Intensity
Enter a value for Flare Intensi~1 to adjust the
brightness of lens flare for the current light source.
You do not need to erase existing values in order to

...

•

• Addendum •
Anamorphic Distort
Distoltion Factor
Streak Intensi~1
Streak Density
Streak Sharpness
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enter new ones in the numeric field-just click in
the space in front of the existing value and start
typing.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here
you can animate the intensity of the lens flare
changing over a series of frames. At 0%, Lens Flare
Intensity is not \~sible. At 100%, Lens Flare Intensity
is fully on. You can go higher than 100% if you desire
more intensity.

Nominal Distance

This field, only active \\~th Fade With Distance
selected, is the distance from the camera where the
flare is at its input intensity. For instance, if your
Flare Intensity is 50%, and your Nominal Distance
10, a flare 5 units from the camera would appear
mth 100% Intensity. Whereas a flare 20 units from
the camera would appear as 25% or 112 the
Intensity.

•

Flare Dissolve

Fade Off Screen

Enter a Flare Dissolve value to adjust the
transparency of the lens flare effect.

Select Fade Off Screen when you want a Lens Flare
light source to reduce its flare intensity automatically
as the light source enters or exits at the edge of the
screen. This is to simulate the properties of actual
lens flare within a fi.lm camera. If this option is not
selected, the lens flare will remain constant as it
moves off screen.

Flare Dissolve is handy when you \\~sh to see large
streaks of light coming from the lens flare but do not
want a bright hot spot at the center of the flare . The
higher the Flare Intensity, the larger the streaks (if
selected), and the brighter the flare.
Flare Dissolve Envelope

Note:

Fade OffScreen must be active ifyou wish to use
OffScreen Streaks.

There is now an envelope for Lens Flare Dissolve,
allo\\~ng you to dissolve a lens flare light source in
and out of the scene. The controls are the same as
those found in other envelope menus in LightWave.

Fade Behind Objects

Select Fade Behind Objects when you want a Lens
Flare light source to reduce its flare intensity
automatically as the light source moves behind other
objects in the scene. This is to simulate the
properties of actual lens flare \\~thin a fi.lm camera.
Flares even change color when passing behind
stained glass windows with the Fade Behind Objects
option, which uses ray tracing to determine when
lights are obscu red by objects.
If this option is not selected, flares will appear
through objects.

Central Glow

Toggle Central Glow to tum on a glow of light at the
center of the light source flare. This \\~ be the color
of the light source.
Red Outer Glow
Toggle Red Outer Glow to tum on a luminous, softedged red glow around the light source. Red Outer
Glow is only available when Central Glow is active.
This is an option, because red flares would not
always appear mth every light source-deep
undersea, for example, the color red is not visible.

•

Glow Behind Objects
Fade In Fog

Activate Fade In Fog when you want a Lens Flare light
source to automatically reduce its flare intensity as it
is affected by the minimum and maximum distances
set for Fog. The further into the fog the lens flare is,
the less bright it mil be. Once past the maximum fog
distance, the lens flare will be completely dissolved
by the fog.

Glow Behind Objects simulates a glow that surrounds
a light source. This effect is different from that of a
true lens flare, and should not be confused with that
effect.
See also the notes and tips about Glow Behind
Objects (below) for more information.
About Glow Behind Objects

If Fade in Fog is not selected, the lens flare will
remain bright no maner how far away it is.
Fade With Distance
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Selecting Fade With Distance will automatically fade a
lens flare as its distance from the camera increases.
If you bring a flare closer to the camera, it will
grown brighter.

Lens flare is a phenomenon that occurs mthin the
camera lens, thus it appears to be in front of all
objects in a scene. When the light source that is
causing the flare is obscured by objects between it
and the camera lens, the flare will fade or
disappear depending on whether the light is
•
partially or completely obscured (an effect that is
handled by the Fade Behind Objects option).

Glow Behind Objects is designed to simulate glows
physically located at the light source rather than
within the lens, These glows are caused by the
illumination of a medium surrounding the light,
such as murky water or foggy atmosphere, as
opposed to true lens flares which are caused by
diffraction and reflections among the glass
elements inside a lens assembly, Unlike lens flares,
glows at a distance can be partially visi ble even if
the light source itself is obscured,

•

For example, on a foggy night you can see the glow
from the headlights of an oncoming car even if the
car itself is still hidden behind a rise in the road,
Also, even if the headlights themselves are directly
viSible, parts of the glow can be hidden by objects
between the lights and the camera, which will
appear silhouetted against the glow, Glow Behind
Objects approximates these effects,
Tips for Using Glow Behind Objects

When using Glow Behind Objects, you should use
only Central Glow (and possibly Fade in Fog is
some cases), All other options apply only to true
lens flares, and should not be used at the same
time,
Conversely, for true lens flares, the Fade Off Screen,
Fade Behind Objects, and Fade in Fog options
should usually be on, along with any combination
of the remaining effects, except for Glow Behind
Objects, For true lens flares Glow Behind Objects
should always be off,

•

Finally, note that a full simulation of both
phenomena requires a pair of co-located light
sources.--one for the glow at a distance and one
for the true lens flare,
Central Ring
Toggle Central Ring to turn on a small ring of light, like
a halo, surrounding the light source,
Star Filter
Toggle Star Filter to turn on streaks of light that appear
to form an eight-pointed star.

•

Afew ofthe 'various "looks" oflens Flare, and their
settings, (In the jiMI image, the light source was placed
in the upper left ofthe scene to better display lens
reflections) a, central glow omy b, central glow, red outer
glow, central ring c, central glow, red outer glow, central
ring, star jilteJ; random streaks d, central glow, red outer
glow, central ring, star jilter, random streaks, anamorphic
squeeze, anamorphic streaks e, central glow, red outer
glow, central ring, starjilter, random streaks, anamorphic
squeeze, anamorphic streaks, lens reflections

Random Streaks
Toggle Random Streaks to turn on dozens of tiny
random streaks of light emanating from the light
source,
Off Screen Streaks
Toggle Off Screen Streaks to allow lens flare light
sources that move off the visible screen area to
continue to cast occasional streaks across the
IlghtWave camera and into the scene,
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Note:

Fade OjfScreen must be active ifyou wish to activate
OjfScreen Streaks.

•

Anamorphic Distort
Anamorphic Distort causes lens flare to be elongated
hOrizontally. This Simulates the effect of the wider lens
flares you see in motion pictures filmed in Panavision.
Anamorphic Streaks
Anamorphic Streaks toggles the appearance of an
elliptical horizontal blue streak emanating from the lens
flare light source. This simulates the effect of similar
streaks seen in motion pictures filmed in Panavision.

Three types ofligbt sources. Distant, Point, and Spot.

Lens Reflections
Toggle Lens Reflections to turn on reflections of light in
the lightWave camera as if it were shooting the scene
Ulrough a standard 35mm lens assembly. This effect
emulates the multiple lens elements that make up a
typical 35mm lens. Such flares commonly occur
whenever you ain1 a camera at an intense light source,
and they always occur over the contents of the scene.
If either the light source or the camera is moving, then
the Lens Reflections will move across the screen also.

Note:

To get the most lens reflections, p!£J.ce the light
source in one corner of the camera's view.

•

Light Types
There are three different types of light sources in
LightWave: Distant, POint, and Spot lights (shown above).

Distant (sometimes called Directional or Infinite)
This type of light shines in the same direction equally
across the scene. The actual location of the light source
icon and its nearness to any objects in Layout has no
effect; only the direction that it faces matters. Sunlight is
usually modeled this way. On the Layout screen, the
directional light symbol looks like a classic movie light
with barn doors.
Point (sometimes called Omnidirectional)
This type of light radiates in all directions from a single
point, such as the light of a campfire, a bare light bulb, or
a candle flame . You can adjust Falloff for a point light so
that its light fades with distance. On the Layout screen, the
point light symbol looks like a small star. It does not face
a particular direction , and therefore it does not matter
which way it faces.
Spot
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This type of source sends a cone of light in one direction,
Similar to a car headlight. You can adjust Falloff, Cone
Angle, or Edge Angle for spot lights. Cone Angle and Edge
Angle can also be animated using an Envelope. On the

The same scene rendered with each type of light source:

f distant, g. point, h. spot. The light source was in the
center of the scene in all instances.

Layout screen, the spot light symbol looks like classic
movie light with barn doors, \vith light beams that indicate
its direction and cone angle. The cone angle of these light
beams will change if you change the angle value with the
Cone Angle value.
•
Intensity Falloff (0- 100%, and higher)
With Intensity Falloff you can control how the intensity of

•

Point or Spotlight sources fades with distance. The
falloff value is considered to be a percentage of 100,
rather than a percentage of the light source's own
intensity.

E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate a change in the width of the soft edge of the
light cone over a series of frames.

Two shadow types: ray-traced and soft-edged.
If the light source is at 100, with a 10% falloff, then it
will be gone after 10 units (meters, whatever) have
passed. It will lose 10% intensity v.~th every unit of
distance.
If the light source is at 40, with a 10% falloff, then it will

be gone after 4 units of distance have passed. It will Jose
10% intensity with every unit of distance. This same light
source, with a 20% falloff, will lose 20% intensity lvith
every unit of distance, and be gone in 2 units of distance.
Note:
In the XY, XZ, and zy Layout vie-ws, any light source
with an Intensity Falloff setting will display a circle
that indicates the extent ofthe falloff value.
Spotlight Cone Angle (0-180°)
With Spotlight Cone Angle you can control the spread of
light from a Spotlight source.

•

The Spotlight Cone Angle is the angle between the center
point of the light's direction and t11e edge of the cone of
illumination. in Layout, when this light source is active
(or light visibility is on), t11e Spotlight Cone Angle will be
shown by beams in all view modes. From the light's
point of view, the Spotlight Cone Angle lvill appear as a
circle that indicates the coverage of t11e cone of light.
The angle of the beams can be seen, animated, in the
lvire frame preview mode for greater feedback.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate a change in the angle (width) of the light
cone over a seIies of frames.

Shadow Type
With Shadow Type, you can control the kind of shadows
(if any) cast by the Current Light. You can have many
types of light sources casting many types of shadows
within a scene. There are three shadow senings.

Off
Off allows the light source to cast light but no
shadow. Objects illuminated by this light source will
cast no shadows.
Ray Trace

Spot Soft Edge Angle (0-180°)
With Spot Soft Edge Angle you can control the size of the
soft edge around the SpOt light's circle of visible light.
The soft edge is determined from the outer cone of the
light source inward, toward the center of the lit area.
The Spot Soft Edge Angle value represents the angle
between the beginning and end of the soft edge around
the circle of light.

Avalue of 0% results in a hard edge, while 10% results
in a thin soft edge, 30% results in a medium soft edge,
and anything over 50% results in lvide spreads of soft
light.

•

Although the Envelope Editor allows the Spot Soft Edge
Angle to go beyond the 0-180° limits, Spot Soft Edge
Angle is only lIseful between these two values.

Ray Trace allows the light source to cast both light
and shadows. Shadows v.ill be calculated by ray
traCing, which produces hard-edged shadows.
Remember to select Trace Shadows on the Camera
menu in order to ray trace shadows.
Shadow Map (only available for Spot Ligllt
sources)

The Shadow Map option allows a spot light to cast
light with soft-edged shadows falling off of objects in
the scene, as opposed to the hard-edges caused by
ray-traced shadows.
Ashadow map is a special kind of map lIsed to
compute shadows. The benefit of shadow mapping is
that it results in much faster rendering of shadows
than those calculated by ray tracing. The drawback is
that shadow maps require large amounts of memory,
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and you may be able to utilize only a few shadow
mapped light sources per scene. See the shadow map
buttons below for further information.

Shadow Map Size
With Shadow Map Size you can set the amount of
memory LightWave uses to compute a shadow map. This
is important if you find that the default value (512) is not
sufficient to render smooth-edged shadows. Higher
values generate smoother shadows, at the expense of
requiring more memory. Lower values use less memory,
yet may cause unwanted aliasing. You will need to
experiment to find the proper settings.
We recommend you begin using the default value, and
adjust accordingly based on the rendered image. You
will probably find the most useful shadow map size
values fall between 512 and 1024.
Use Cone Angle
With Use Cone Angle selected LightWave will use the
value of the Cone Angle of the spot light (in degrees) as
the value for the spread of the shadow mapped spot light
source.

Shadow Map Angle (0-180°)
With Shadow Map Angle you can limit the application of
shadow mapping to an area that is smaller than the area
of light cast by the spot light itself. To do so, you must
turn off Use Cone Angle, and then enter a value for the
Shadow Map Angle. The Shadow Map Angle is the angle
between the center point of the light's direction and the
edge of the application of shadow mapping.
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•
A spot light's view when casting a shadow map with a
limited shadow map angle. The black circle denotes
the area illuminated by the beam ofthe spot light. The
dotted lines of the inner black square denote the area
ofthe scene which will be shadow mapped.
This feature is extremely useful when you wish to
illuminate a large area with light, yet do not have the
RAM memory available to shadow map the entire scene.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate a change in the angle (width) of the shadow
mapped light cone over a series of frames.

Shadow Fuzziness
With Shadow Fuzziness you can control the edge softness
of shadows cast by objects that are illuminated by a
shadow mapped light source. Avalue of 0 creates a very
sharp shadow edge, and may show pixelization (i.e.,
jagged edges) unless you have a large Shadow Map Size.
The default value of 1 creates a standard edge with the
default. Values above 1 will create progressively fuZzier
edges.

•

•

The Camera Panel

•

•

From the Camera menu you determine the Bnal quality of the developed image or animation. The Bve main sections on
the Camera menu allow you to select rendering options and resolutions, adjust camera zoom, antiaUasing levels, film
stocks and special camera effects.

..

• Addendum •

...

• Addendum •

Aspect

NTSC Widescreen

Keyboard Shortcuts

Tips for Rendering Scenes
You should experiment I\~th each of the different rendering modes in LightWave. Depending on what you need to see
when preview-rendering, certain modes and settings can render qwcker results. See the guideUnes below, arranged from
fastest to slowest, for settings on the Camera menu.
To check lighting, object placement, and solid surface colors quickly
Use Low Res and QuickShade for a rough check of these items.
To check surface settings and texture maps quickly
Use Low Res and Realistic for a good look at these items.
To cbeck surface settings and texture maps accurately
Use Medium Res and Realistic for fuUy accurate textures and surfaces.

•

Options that will decrease rendering times for most all resolutions and modes:
• On the Camera menu, use Limited Region to render only the portion of the screen you need to see. This renders a
small portion only, and not the entire screen. This will decrease rendering by Umiting the area of the scene to be
rendered.
• If you select Trace Shadows, in the Objects Panel, nlm off all shadow options for every object that does not need to
cast or receive shadows.
• On the Camera menu , tum off AntiAliasing and Adaptive SampUng. This disables LightWave's image filtering
techniques.
Which rendering settings create the best images?
Depending on your final output (video, Blm, or print), tills question has a different answer. Here are some general
guideUnes as a starting point. You may find that one setting hjgher or lower may be more to your preference.
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Output to video

Medium Resolution, Realistic rendering, AntiAliasing Low, Adaptive Sampwlg 8. Raise the AntiAliasing level if desired.
Output to

film

High Resolution, Realistic rendering, AntiAliasing Medium, Adaptive Sampling 8. Save images as RGB files for later output
to film.
Output to print

Print Resolution, Realistic rendering, AntiAliasing High, Adaptive Sampling 8. Save images as RGB files for later output to
print.

Buttons on the Camera Menu

Note:

FoUo\l~ng

Certain items cannot be hit by a ray tracer's rays.
Therefore, they will not be seen on surfaces that are
reflecting or refracting (although they will be seen
directly within the scene). For example, a starry sky
made up ofparticles (single-point polygons) will
show up in the sky, but would not be seen reflecting
off the smooth surface ofa lake below. This includes
particles (single point polygons), lines (pairs of
Single-point polygons made into polygons), and
outlines (objects set to Outline). The AntiAliasing
function ofimage mapping will also not be seen on
reflected or refracted surfaces.

is a button-by-button deSCription of the
controls on the Camera menu.
Rendering Type

LightWave can render an image in one of three selectable
modes: Mre frame, quickshade, and realistic.
Wire frame

Select Wire frame to render a Mre frame representation
of the scene.
Quickshade

Select Quickshade to render a scene with no shading
(smoothing), texture mapping, or transparency. It will
give you a better idea than wire frame as to what is
actually visible from the camera's point of view. The
benefit of using this less realistic mode is that lightWave
can render it very fast, providing you Mth extremely fast
previews of the scene.

•

Trace Refraction

Select Trace Rebction to instruct LightWave to render
genuine refraction for surfaces that have some amount of
transparency and a refractive index value above 1.0.
Refraction is the bending of light as it passes through a
semi-transparent surface. Useful values here range from
1.0-2.42 (normal to extreme refraction).

•

Realistic

Select Realistic to render a scene \\~th fuU shading,
texture mapping, and any ray tracing options that were
selected.

See the Ray Tracing note under Trace Reflections
above.

Trace Shadows

Basic Resolution (pop-up menu)

Activate Trace Shadows to render shadows. The
foUo\\~ng conditions must be set for shadows to render:
(a) Under Camera, Trace Shadows is active.
(b) Under Lights, the Ray Trace option is active for one
or more tight sources.
(c) Under Objects, one of the Self, Cast, or Receive
Shadows options is active for one or more objects.

Select the resolution level that you desire for the
rendered image(s). This setting may be modified by
other settings, such as Antialiasing and Adaptive
Sampling.

Note:

About Trace Shadows and Background Colors. Ifyou
have set Background colors for a sky and ground, the
ground will not receive shadows, as the "sky and
ground" are illusory and not a genuine object. To cast
shadows onto the ground, you must create an object
out ofpolygons and use it as a ground object.
Trace Reflections
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Select Trace Reflections to instruct LightWave to render
true reflections for sudaces for wlUch you have set a
reflection value. Trace Reflections requires the Realistic
Render mode, selected under the Camera menu.

Note:

Super Low Res

Super Low Resolution renders the fastest images,
yet Mth very chunky or blocky quality. TlUs is useful
for test rendering images to check the appearance
of textures, or even to test render rough animations
where fine detail is not critical.
Low Resolution

Low Resolution renders the second fastest images,
yet with the second lowest image qUality. This is
usehll for fairly quick test renderings where you
need to see a bit more detail.
Medium Resolution

Medium Resolution is intended for all video work,
and renders sharp image quality. For even sharper

•

•

images, use AntiAliasing and Adaptive Sampling.
This allows LightWave to render the entire scene at
Medium Resolution, and antialias the scene at a
higher resolution, providing you \vith highly
efficient, clean rendering.
High Resolution

High Resolution is LightWave's second highest
image quality, intended for output to film or print
mediums. RGB Images rendered and saved at High
Resolution cannot be loaded into ToasterPaint due
to their size. They may, however, be loaded into
LightWave provided you have enough RAM to keep
them in memory. For one High Res image, you
would need approximately 5 megs of RAM.
Print Resolution

Print Resolution is LightWave's highest image
quality, intended for output to film or prin t
mediums. RGB Images rendered and saved at Print
Resolution cannot be loaded into ToasterPaint due
to their size. They may be loaded into LightWave
provided you have enough RAM. One Print Res
image requires approximately 23 megs of extra
RAM to load into LightWave.
Custom Size button

•

This button allows you to select the rendered image size
of your choice. When you select this button, you must
enter the proper height and \vidth dimensions that you
wish to use for the rendered image size. Image sizes
from I 6x I6 pixels to 8000x8000 pixels are acceptable.
Note:

Wben you use a Custom Size setting, tbe Overscan
and Letterbox buttons will be gbosted from tbe menu,
since they are not required wben you render custom
image sizes.

to render, instead of waiting for the entire screen.
There are two ways to turn on limited region rendering:
from the Camera menu, or from the Layout screen.
The easiest way to activate limited region rendeling is to
do it directly from the Layout screen, while you view the
scene from the Camera view. Hold the letter I on the
keyboard. Adotted-line box appears. Use the mouse and
drag the box by its invisible handles (on any side or
corner) to set the conect size. Drag in the center of the
box to move it around the screen entirely. Let go of the I
key to return to regular editing. This action automatically
activates the Limited Region button on the Camera Menu.
To turn off limited region rendering, you will need to go
to the Camera menu and deselect its button.
Segment Memory

When LightWave renders an image, it works on a portion
of the screen at a time. The number of segments that
LightWave will use are listed in the camera panel
information field. By adjusting the amount of memory
that LightWave will use for rendeling, you can cause
fewer segments to be used, thus speeding up rendering
time. This is especially useful when using motion blur.
Once the frame is rendered, LightWave will send it to the
selected display device (see Record panel)
Pixel Aspect Ratio (pop-up menu)

The Pixel Aspect Ratio button allows you to select the
shape of the pixel in the rendered or saved image based
on the output format. To select an aspect ratio , drag the
mouse over this button.

02
Select D2 (NTSC) for standard Video Toaster use.
01

Oyerscan

Select Overscan to render the image out past the edges of
the television screen display area (with no visible
borders). When in the Camera view, you can see the
overscan area.

Select 0 I (NTSC) for images that you intend to
transfer to an Abekas digital disk recorder, or
another DI format device. This option creates an
image that will appear incorrect when displayed by
the Video Toaster, although it will be correct for the
intended format.

Letterbox

Select Letterbox to render the image in Letterbox format ,
leaving the top and bottom areas of the screen black.
This decreases rendering time by about 30% and will
produce a letterboxed movie appearance to your
animations. Dotted lines will appear to show you the
letterboxed area. (Note that letterbox on with overscan
off will display a smaller central screen area that will be
rendered by LightWave.)

•

Square Pixels

Select Square Pixels when you want to save the
image for output via a desktop publishing system,
such as the MaCintosh, which uses square pixels
(rather than the wider pixels used by NTSC video).
You also have the options of 02 (PAL) and Dl
(PAL) .
Antialiasing (pop-up menu)

Limited Region

Select LiJnjted Region to instruct LightWave to render a
specific portion of the screen rather than the entire
screen itself. This saves a great deal of time by allo\ving
you to render only that portion of the scene that you \vish

Antialiasing is the process of filtering out jagged edges
on diagonal lines. Each level of antialiasing causes
LightWave to fe-filter the rendered segment an additional
number of times, reducing any jaggedness it finds.
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Off
Select Off to turn antialiasing off.

Film Size (pop-up menu)

Select Low for low-level antialiasing. LghtWave will
filter each rendered segment ,vith 5 antialiasing
passes.

Changing the Film Size is useful when you are rendering
LghtWave imagery to incorporate into (or match) still
frames or footage shot using a specific film format. This
option changes the optics of the LghtWave camera so
that Depth of Field emulates that of the chosen format.
The default Film Size is 35mm Motion Picture.

Medium

The foUowing formats are available:

Low

Select Low for medium-level antialiasing. LghtWave
will filter each rendered segment ,vith 9 antialiasing
passes.
High
Select High for high-level antialiasing. LightWave
will filter each rendered segment with 17
antialiasing passes.
Soft Filter

This setting invokes a special kind of filtering effect that
simulates softer, more film-like edges in the rendered
image. You may,vish to use this instead of motion blur
to soften the clean look on the edges of computergenerated imagery.
Adaptive Sampling

Adaptive Sampling is a particular method for antialiasing
sometimes called "edge detection." When Adaptive
Sampling is selected, LightWave studies the color values
of each rendered segment of the image and compares
neighboring pixels.
If any two pLxels are below the Threshold level, they are
ignored. Pixels above the Threshold level will be
antialiased.
If you want greater control over LghtWave's antialiasing
controls, select Adaptive Sampling. Use the Threshold
value (below) for determining how UghtWave should
antialias the image.
Sampling Threshold

The Sampling Threshold value is the cutoff level which
UghtWave uses to determine whether an area needs to
be antialiased. It functions by comparing the green
content of a pixel with its neighbors. If the content of the
neighboring pixel is higher than the threshold, then it is
antialiased. Values may range from 0 (fulJ antialiasing)
to 256 (no antialiasing).lf the green component is
below the threshold level, the red and blue are checked
next.

•

Super 8 motion picture
16mm motion picture
35mm motion picture
65mm Super Panavision motion picture
65mm lmax motion picture
Size 110 (pocket camera)
Size 135 (35mm SLR)
Size 120 (60 x 45mm rollllim camera)
Size 120 (90 x 60mm roUfilm camera)
113" CCD video camera
1/2" CCD video camera
Zoom Factor

Zoom Factor sets the camera lens magnification. Zoom
Factor works just as a camera zoom does, showing wide
angle or narrow angle views. Zoom can be changed for
the entire animation at any keyframe, or animated
smoothly using an Envelope. Zooming in or out differs
greatly from physically moving the camera into or out of
a scene (which is known as doUying).
Rule of thumb for Zoom Factor

• The lower the zoom value, the wider the angle.
• The higher the zoom value, the narrower (more
telephoto) the angle.

•

Although the Envelope Editor allows the Zoom Factor to
go below the Camera's 0.0001 lower limit, Zoom Factor
is only useful at or above this value.
E (Envelope)

Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate changes in the camera's zoom setting over a
series of frames.
NTSC Widescreen

Field Rendering
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When rendering an animation, Field Rendering instructs
LghtWave to render (and display) two distinct fields of
information rather than one. The result is a smoother
appearance to mo'~ng objects. This is most noticeable
,vith objects that move hOrizontally across the screen
(from left to right, or right to left), and ,vith moving
objects that dominate the screen.

•

•

For example, compare two frames taken from an
animation. In this simple example, an object moves from
Point Ain frame 1 to Point B in frame 2. Looking at the
two frames, you can see that the object has moved. Let's
break the images down a step further. Since a frame
consists of two fields, there are four fields of picture
information. The first two fields, frame 1, look alike, and
the next two fields , frame 2, also look alike. But what if
you could render those four fields individually, so that
the object is moving a little bit in each one? The result
would be four distinct fields. If you could llip through
them quickly, the object would move a little bit in each
image. Of course, looking at the two fields as one frame,
you'll see a jinery image, since there is movement \vithin
the frame itseU. But, watching an entire animation play
back, the effect is that of a smoother motion path than
one that was frame-rendered, because there is twice as
much motion information for the eye to register. It is a
subtle difference, yet noticeable (more so with objects
close to the camera).
Reverse Fields
This option which is only available while field rendering
will reverse the field dominance (order) of the rendered
images. This is useful if recording you r imagery to a
device that reverses the field dominance. Selecting this
will cause the final output to appear correct.

•

objects. ABlur Length of 50% is the equivalent to the
natural blur of a film camera. This option , however, can
greatly increase rendering time. To speed rendering
when using MOlion Blur, select a larger Segment
Memory (see above)
When should you use motion blur?
When an object moves rapidly while near the camera, its
motion can appear stepped or jumpy. This aspect of
animation is called strobing, and it is more noticeable
with larger objects. To reduce or eliminate strobing, use
motion blur.
Blur Length
Blur Length alters the amount of motion blur applied to
particles or objects that move during the course of the
scene. The default Blur Length, 50%, is the equivalent to
the natural blur of a film camera. Note that this option
can greatly increase rendering lime.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate the amount of blurring over a series of
frames.

An example ofDepth ofField.

Particle Blur
Use Particle Blur to cause single point polygon objects to
blur, smoothing out their motion. Particles \\~thout some
amount of blur may not render clearly in images. This is
especially useful when simulating star fields, exploding
sparks, or rainfall.

A bowling pin with 50% motion blur.

•

Motion Blur
Your eyes naturally blur fast motion. The motion picture
camera, filming at 24 frames per second, also records
this blur since fast-mmwg objects may move faster than
the camera's shutter. Computer generated animation
sometimes appears unnaturally sharp and clean because
it lacks this natural motion blur. Select Motion Blur to
reproduce the natural motion blur for fast-mm~ng

Depth of Field
Depth of field is the term used to describe a range that
encompasses objects that are "in focus ." Normally,
lightWave renders all objects within a scene in
universally perfect focus, no maner how near or how far
they are from the camera. In reality, cameras do not
typically have so great a depth of field. When you focus a
camera, you are ensuring that the important items in the
frame are in focus. Usually there is a little play in the
focus range so that objects near the focal point are also
in focus. This is what is known as depth of field. Objects
outside of the depth of field are blurred, more so \vith
distance. Depth of field is affected by Zoom Factor, Focal
Distance, and Lens F-Stop.
When you select Depth of Field, you enable two further
options: Focal Distance and Lens F-Stop, which allow you
to adjust lightWave's focus . The Focal Distance defines a
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speci.fic distance from the camera which is considered
the focal point. Any objects that reside this distance from
the camera will be in sharp focus .
The Lens F-Stop specifies how mllch light reaches
lightWave's "virtual film ." The more light that reaches
the camera, the smaller the range of focus. The less light,
the greater the range is. Any objects outside of this range
will be rendered somewhat blurry, depending on how far
from the focal range they are. If you are familiar with
photography, objects tend to grow out of focus more
quickly with distance, and less so in the foreground .
Depth of field also requires that Antialiasing be set to
Medium (preferably High).
Focal Distance
Focal distance is the term used to describe the distance
between the camera and the object(s) you lVant to be in
perfect focus. Ideally, you should set this for the specific
distance necessary for exact fOCllS, unless you desire an
out of focus look intentionally.

Lens F-Stop
Lens F-stop, technically, represents the amount of Ught
allowed into the camera. This in turn affects the focus
range of tlle depth of field. Typical F-Stops are 1, 1.4,2,
2.8,4,5.6, 11, 16,22,32,45,64. Smaller numbers
represent larger apertures and therefore more light
reaching the film. Each successively larger number
halves the amount of light admitted to the camera.

•

Rules of thumb for Lens F-Stop
• When the you lower the Lens F-Stop, you narrow the
depth of field, and fewer elements in the scene will be
in focus.
• When the you raise the Lens F-Stop, you widen depth
of field, and more elements in the scene will be in
focus.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate changes in the camera's lens F-stop over a
series of frames.

Rule of thumb for Focal Distance
Use the reference grid in Layout to determine the
distance from the Camera to the element (or group of
elements) that you want to be in focus. Use this distance
as your focal distance.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate changes in the camera's focal distance over
a series of frames.
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•

•

The EffectsPanel

•

With the Effects Panel you can set up ramped background colors, select background or foreground images, even key
foreground images. For backgrounds, you can choose between a bitmapped image or a ramp among four different
colors. Among the special effects you can perform with the Effects Panel: fades to and from black (or any image) in an
animation, foreground or background bitmapped images, keyholes within foreground images, color cycling for images
\\~th palettes of 256 colors or less, fog effects, black+white effects, and film grain looks with dithering routines.
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• Addendum.
Image Compositing
Gradient Backdrop
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Buttons on the Effects Panel
Following is a bunon-by-bunon description of the
controls on the Effects Panel.

Background Image

Editor to set up a 30-frame envelope (from frame 270 to
frame 300) that dissolves the Foreground Image from
nothing to 100%. When you render the animation, the
scene will fade to black at the end.

.

To place an image or image sequence in the background
of the scene that LightWave renders, load it from the
Images Panel and then select its name here. The image
or sequence you select will be used as a backdrop
behind all objects in the scene.
Wherever possible, you should use full resolution images
(752 x 480 pixels). Such images fill the entire video
image. lightWave will adjust the selected images as
follows:
• If the image is 752 x 480 pixels, it will fill the picture
entirely.
• If the image is less than 752 x 480 pixels, it will be
centered on the screen but will not Jill the picture
out to the edges. You may see borders of the
background color(s) around its edges.

Note:
The Backg1'Ound Image image is registered to the
LightWave camera. This means that no matter where
the camera turns, the image will remain pmfectly
lined up in the background at all times, almost as if it
were ''Parented'' to the camera.

FG Alpha Image
The FG Alpha Image bunon allows you to perform alpha
channel image compositing. This enables you to
composite an image over a scene (the rendered image of
the scene as set up in Layout, and the loaded image
selected as Foreground Image), or just two images
together (the Foreground Image with a selected
Background Image).

•

The FG Alpha Image will control the transparency of the
foreground image by its luminance information. In the
alpha channel image:
• White areas indicate total coverage by the
Foreground Image (no background or objects
shows through).
• Lighter shades of gray indicate a blend of more
Foreground Image and less background.
• Darker shades of gray indicate a blend of more
background and less Foreground Image.
• Black areas indicate undiminished background
added to the foreground image.
In general, in order to add a foreground image of an
airplane onto a background image of the sky using the
alpha channel, you would:
•
Load the sky image as the Background Image
•
Load the airplane image as the Foreground Image
•
Load the alpha image of the plane (black
background, 100% white plane) as the FG Alpha
Image.

•

Foreground Fader Alpha

If the foreground and background images were
physically in the 3D universe, this is how they might
appear. The foreground and background panels Jill
the entire screen. All objects in the scene appear in
front of the background image, while the foreground
image covers all items in the scene.
Foreground Image
The image (or image sequence) you select here will be
used as a foreground in front of all objects in the scene.
This means that the Foreground Image will cover up
everything in the scene.
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An example of using the foreground image would be if
you wish to animate a fade to black at the end of an
animation. Assume the animation is 300 frames in
length, and you want a 30-frame fade to black at the end.
Set up the animation as you desire. Load a full screen
black image from the Images Panel. Select it as the
Foreground image. Now select E and use the Envelope

LightWave normally uses an "additive" process to render
the Foreground image on top of the background. 10 the
example above, the airplane would appear correctly on
top of the sky image assuming that the airplane image
had a black background. If the airplane image had a
blue background, the blue of the foreground image
would be added on top of the background colors
resulting in a much brighter image than expected. If you
are compositing foreground images that contain nonblack backgrounds, use Foreground Fader Alpha to
correctly composite the foreground image with the
background.

Foreground Dissolve
Use Foreground Dissolve to set the transparency of the
Foreground Image or sequence.

E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate a dissolve between the Foreground Image
and whatever is behind i.t (objects in the scene, the
background image, or both).

•

At 0%, the Foreground Image is fully solid and visible. At
100%, it is fuUy dissolved and invisible.
Foreground Key

•

Activate Foreground Key when you want to "key out" a
color (or range of colors) from the Foreground Image.
Use the same color value for both Low and High if you
wish to key out one color only. Use different values to
key out the Low and High color values, and all those in
between.

To blendfrom the top ofthe inUlge to the bottom, set tbe
Sky and Ground colors to the same RGB values. This will
cause LightWave to blend smoothly through tbe two
center colors, since they are the same.
Zenith Color

zenith is the color of the sky directly above the camera.
Consider the Layout workspace as a giant sphere.
Imagine that wherever your camera and objects are, they
are always the center of this giant sphere. The zenith is
directly overhead.

Low Clip Color

The color value you set here will be the darkest color
value that \vill be "keyed out" (not rendered or seen)
when using a Foreground Key with a selected
Foreground Image.

Ground Color

High Clip Color

This button sets the color of the ground below the
horizon.

The color value you set here \\~ll be the brightest color
value that will be "keyed out" (not rendered or seen)
when using a Foreground Key \vith a selected
Foreground Image.

Gradient Squeeze

Select Gradient Squeeze to alter the location of the blend
between the Zenith and Sky colors, or between the
Ground and Nadir colors.

•

For the Sky Squeeze, the higher the value, the closer to
the horizon the blend will occur. The result of a very
high gradient squeeze for the sky will appear to be the
Zenith Color for most of the sky, \vith a very short blend
region into the Sky color very near the horizon.
For the Ground Squeeze, the higher the value, the closer
to the horizon the blend will occur. The result of a very
high gradient squeeze for the sky will appear to be the
Nadir Color for most of the ground, with a very short
blend region into the Ground color very near the
horizon.
Negative values are not valid.

Sky Color

This button sets the color of the sky above the horizon.

Nadir Color

Nadir is the color of the ground directly beneath the
camera. Think of the Layout workspace as lying inside a
giant hollow sphere. Imagine that wherever your camera
and objects are, they are always the center of this giant
sphere. The nadir is that part of the sphere directly
underneath you, at the bottom of the sphere.
Fog Type pop-up

These three bu ttons govern the three fog settings: Off,
tinear, Nonlinear. Just as objects seem to blend into real
fog with distance, tightWave's Fog fades the objects away
into tile fog color you set. Fog surrounds the camera in
all directions, as though the camera were in the middle
of a huge spherical fog bank extending in all directions.
Off
This button turns off the fog effect. AU fog buttons will
be dimmed, and their settings ignored.
Linear

This button turns on linear fog. AU fog buttons will be
available to set the distance and color characteristics
for fog.

Backdrop Color

Use Backdrop Color to set a solid color background for
the rendered scene when Solid Backdrop is selected.
This is useful to speed up rendering when you are testing
lighting, color, and position of objects, since the solid
backdrop renders more qUickly.

Nonlinear 1

This button turns on nonlinear fog, which is
somewhat more realistic in appearance than linear
fog, since it appears to grow thicker \vith distance. All
fog buttons will be available to set the distance and
color characteristics for fog.

Note:

lightWave blends the color values from the Zenith to the
Sky, andfrom the Ground to the Nadir. This creates the
appearance ofa bleruied upper and lower sky, a
distillCt horlz(Fn, and a bleruied distant and nearby

.ground

Nonlinear 2

This button turns on nonlinear fog with a steeper
falloff curve than Nonlinear 1.
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Fog Min Distance
Use Fog Minimum Distance to set the proximity of fog to
the camera. At this distance, fog will just begin to be
visible in the scene. You do not need to erase existing
values in order to enter new ones in the numeric fieldjust start typing. When the cu rsor appears in front of the
current value, enter a new value directl)' and press
Return. The new value will be accepted.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate fog mo\~ng either toward or away (rom the
camera.

At 0, the fog begins right at the camera's location.
Fog Max Distance
Use Fog Maximum Distance to set the maximum
thickness for fog, the point beyond whidt no objects can
be seen. From this distance on, nothing but the fog color
will be visible in the scene. You do not need to erase
existing values in order to enter new ones in the numeric
field-just start typing. When the cursor appears in [ront
of the current value, enter a new value directly and press
r. The new value will be accepted.
E (Envelope)
Select Envelope to go to the Envelope Editor. Here you
can animate the maximum fog setting, moving solid fog
closer to or further {rom the camera.
Backdrop Fog
Use Backdrop Fog when you want the backdrop colors
to be used as the fog color. Objects in the scene will
blend into the background colors, rather than blend into
a solid fog color.

experience some color banding. Normal, the default
setting, reduces banding to the point where it nearly
disappears. 2x Normal increases the dithering even
further, which may be useful for high-end systems that
still retain some appearance of banding in the final
image. 4x Normal boosts dithering so that the resulting
image looks more grainy, like film, which may be a
desirable effect (especially when used \0th Animated
Dither, below).

•

Animated Dither
Select Animated Dither to change the dithering pattern
used {rom one frame to the next. This ensures that
dithering is randomly placed, so there is no apparent
pattern to the dither blend. With a 2x Normal or 4x
Normal Dither Intensity, this can be used to approximate
the randomness of film grain moving through an image.
Color Saturation
Saturation allows you to control the amount of color in a
scene (or in an animation, if using an Envelope).
Saturation at 100% is a normal, full-color setting, while
Saturation at 0% is a black and white setting. You do not
need to erase existing values in order to enter new ones
in the numeric field-just start typing. When the cursor
appears in [ront of the current value, enter a new value
directly and press r. The new value will be accepted.

•

Backdrop Fog is a toggle. Click on it once to activate it
(and deactivate Fog Color), click on it again to deactivate
it.

Fog Color
Use Fog Color to set the color for fog. Agood fog color
would be (150, 150, 160). For the most realistic fog
effects, use Backdrop fog since fog will never hide the
background (only the objects). This way, Backdrop Fog
will blend the objects into the background colors,
enhanCing the feeling of fog.
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Dither Intensity
Dithering is the blending of two colors to simulate a
third color between them, forming a more realistic
blend. Dither Intensity allows you to set the amount of
color blending used by UghtWave when rendering an
image. Even with 24-bits of color data, it is possible to
perceive color banding where distinct changes in color
or brightness occur within otherwise smoothly ramped
colors. Off removes all dithering, and you will probably

•

The Record Panel

•

Use the Record panel to control various aspects of recording: saving images, alpha channels, and Framestores to a
storage device, or sending the "record" command out to a single-frame controller .

..

•

• Addendum •
Output Filename Format

Keyboard Shortcuts

Buttons on the Record Panel

Render Display (pop-up menu)

Following is a button-by-button description of the
controls on the Record Panel.

The Render Display pp-up allows you to pick from a list
of supported output devices. You can choose None, in
wltich case the rendered frame wiJJ not be displayed
when rendered (useful if you are rendering and saving a
series of &-ames) or any number of supported output
devices or screen modes.

Data Overlay and Data Overlay Label

The Data Overlay option allows you to place a descriptive
title (of up to 20 characters) along \\~th the current
frame number in the lower portion of the rendered
image. This is useful when you generate large numbers
of animations for others to review and approve before
final rendering. It can serve to identify the scene being
rendered, and the specific frames you may \\~sh to
change.

Note:

In order to take advantage of cet1ain Display Devices,
such as Toaster or Picasso II, the display device must
be installed Gthe/wise, you win be unable to select
these options.
Save Anim File

•

Note that LItis option onJyworks in low or medium res,
whether you render 24-bit images or preview Al%\1 fiJes.
Also, it may be turned on or off by default \\~th a
configuration file option in the lw-config fiJe.

Select Save Anim fiJe when you wish to generate and save
an animation that can be played back later. As \vith
display devices, certain hardware is required to generate
and use certain animations.

if you do not input a Data Overlay Label, LightWave ~II
only show you the frame number in the lower right hand
corner.

VT4000 ANThis are 262,000-color animations that can be
played back via the Video Toaster Switcher in an Amiga
4000 at either 30 frames per second or an even
smoother 60 fields per second (depending on the
method used to render the animation).
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When you select one of these, LightWave will present you
with a file requester, preset to the Toaster's Framestore
directory (where Framestore images and lightWave
animations are stored so that the Switcher can display
them) . lightWave will default to a name such as
lOO.FS.ANIM. Enter a different number (if required) and
a text name that is 12 characters or less in length, and
press r. Make sure to keep the ANlM name in the
###.FS.name format so the Toaster's Switcher will be
able to find the completed animation. \'Vhen you render
the animation, LightWave will generate the animation and
save it as directed.
LightWave offers you four kinds of animation that may be
played on an Amiga 4000, based on the Anim Type you
choose. See the chart below for specific jnformation.
Anim Type

Anim SizeIPlayback speed

Super Low Res Preview

114 screen (centered)
30 frames per second
Full screen
30 frames per second
Full screen
30 frames or 60 fields/sec*
Full screen (limited size)
30 frames or 60 fields/sec'"
Full screen
Dependent upon CPU speed
Full screen
Dependent upon CPU speed

Low Res Preview
Medium Res Preview
Medium Res Overlay
6-bit HAM Anim
8-bit HAM An.im

*The Medium Resolution Anim Types may be rendered
Field Rendering turned on for smoother-looking
movement. Field Rendering \\~ll have no effect on the
Super Low Res Preview or Low Resolution Preview types.
\\~th

Super Low Res Preview
You will be able to play back an animation that is 114 of
the screen in size at 30 frames per second. The image
\vill be centered on your screen. TItis option generates
the animation the fastest, and is recommended for quick
previews of your work.
Low Resolution Preview
You will be able to play back an animation that fills the
screen and plays at 30 frames per second. TItis option is
useful when you need to see more of the screen image than
the Super Low Res Preview allows.
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Mediwn Resolution Preview
You \\~ be able to play back an animation that fills the
screen and plays at either 30 frames per second or 60
fields per second (\\~th field rendering) as long as only
about 1/4 of the visible screen area js undergoing changes.
Tltis frame-by-frame change of the screen display is known
as delta infOimation. Uthe delta changes in the animation
are too great (for example, a bouncing basketball that fills
the entire screen) , you \ViU be unable to play this
animation back via the S\vitcher.

This kind of rendered animation is rendered at a higher
resolution than the previous two. Therefore, the pixel sil.e
is smaller, and details appear sharper. The tradeoff is that
you are limited in the amount of movement you can have
within the scene. For example, if a flying logo moves on
screen, then holds position while another elements llies
on, the animation \\~ work. Uthree separate logos move
at once, the animation will likely fail. (LightWave will not
generate any frames where movement is too great. Be
aware that this may occur at any frame \vithin the
animation.)

•

As a reminder, to create smoother animations, activate

Field Rendering before rendering.
Mediwn Resolution Overlay
This format is the same as Medium Resolution (above) ,
but you will be able to play this animation back overlaid
atop a video source. You \ViU not be able to utilize true
reflections, alpha channel shadows, or varying levels of
transparency. The overlay is not antialiased beyond the
resolution of the image itself.

When you select Medium Resolution Overlay, the entire
background \\~ be rendered invisible. This allows you to
create a spinning globe effect or fl}wg logo that llies over
another video source. Nor can you have too much
movement on screen at one time (just as for Medium
Resolution). An example of this kind of animation effect is
the over-the-shoulder spinning globe (one of the Switcher
effects) . You may also find that certain flying logo effects
are also possible. You \\~ have to do some
experimentation. Note that mOving light sources and
mo\wg the camera often cause a great deal of delta
change-you may \vish to avoid such maneuvers.

•

For example, if a flying logo moves on screen, then holds
pOSition while another elements llies on, the animation will
work. If t1u'ee separate logos move at once, the animation
\viUlikely fail. (lightWave will not generate any frames
where movement is too great. Be aware that this may occur
at any frame \\1thin the animation.)
As a reminder, to create smoother animations, activate

Field Rendering before rendering.
6-bitl8-bit HAM Anim
Select either of these options to generate an Amiga-fonuat
IFF-compatible HAM animation. There are two fonus of
HAM, 6-bit (4096 colors) and 8-bit (256,000 colors).
Select the format that your Amiga is capable of playing.
Note that the Toaster cannot play back these two animation
fonus, you will need to do so thrOUgll other software.
There are many popular animation players, and many paint
programs that can display HAM animations.
Lock Palette (and Lock Palette Frame number)
•
Select Lock Palette to lock the 256,000-color palette that
LightWave uses when it generates an animation so that each

frame uses the same color map. Short animations and
animations that do not have broad palette changes benefit
when this option is turned on.

•

Enter a frame number to use for the master palette. This
should be a frame \I~th the most widely representative
color infoouation, so that you have as broad a spectnlm of
colors as possible for the entire animation. As an example,
if you have an animation of a steel blue logo flying over
black space, then settling above the planet Earth, you
would want to lock the palette on a later frame that
included the logo, space, and the Earth. If you locked the
palette on the first frame, when there is nothing but black
space, you will not have an ideal palette [or the logo or
Earth. There will not be as many color possibilities for the
other objects in the scene, and the resulting animation may
look less vibrant.
If your animation utilizes broad changes of color
infomlation (say it includes both a desert scene dominated
by orange-yellow colors, and a cave scene dominated by
deep blue colors), it may be preferable to leave Lock
Palette off so that you have as broad a color sampling as
possible.

Save Alpha Images

Select Save Alpha Images to save an Alpha Channel image
of the acnlal rendered image. Afile requester will allow
you to select the location where the images \lill be saved,
and to provide an image name.
An alpha channel image is a grayscale image (usually 8-

bit) whose luminance information is used to determine
transparency levels and antialiasing for the corresponding
color image. Selecting Save Alpha Images \Iill save images
in the selected Alpha Image Format. For additional
infOlmation on the Alpha channel's use, see the
introductolY material at the beginning of the Effects panel.
Note:

ifalpha saving is on when you save a scene, the alpha
image path (the location and name for the alpha
images to be saved) is retained within the scene file.
The next time you load the scene, the output directory
and alpha image name will all be there. For safety
reasons, to protect you from unintentionally writing
overfinished alpha images, the Recording button will
not be activated
Fader Alpha Mode

Loop AlliIn (and Begin Loop at Frame nwnber)
If you want the animation to repeat, select Loop Anim and

enter a loop frame number. The resulting animation will
play through, tllen repeat from this frame forward, when
displayed from the Switcher .

Fader Alpha Mode is used to create images that can be
used as a fade control for certain switchers that can use
an alpha image as a fade control. These are different
[rom normal Alpha Images.
Save Framestores

•

Note Lock Palette and Loop ANIM are only available when
rendering V14000 style ANIMs.
Save RGB Images

Select Save RGB Images to save the rendered image(s) in
the 24-bit file format chosen with the RGB Image Format
pop-up menu. Afile requester will allow you to select the
location where the images will be saved, and to provide an
image name. lightWave will automatically add a three-digit
sufilx to this name.
For example, images saved for an aninlation called
"LogoSpin" \lill be saved as follows:
LogoSpinOOl
LogoSpin002
LogoSpin003 , etc.

•

Select Save Franlestores to save rendered frames in the
Video Toaster Framestore format. Images saved with this
button can be loaded directly by the Toaster Switcher (or
ToasterPaint). Afile requester will allow you to select the
location where the images will be saved, and to provide a
Framestore name suffix.
For example, frames saved for animation called
"LogoTumble" will be saved as follows:
00 l. FS. LogoTumble
002.FS.LogoTumble
003.FS.LogoTumble, etc.
The numbeling used is based on the frame numbers set in
the First frame and Last Frame buttons.

The numbering used is based on the frame number values
set in the First Frame and Last Frame bu ttons.

By rendering frames to a storage de~ce, and using Play
Frames to display them in sequence, less wear and tear is
placed on the VCR when recording to a single-frame
controller.

If image sa\wg is on when you save a scene, the image
path (the location and nanle for the images to be saved) is
retained \\~thln the scene file. The next time you load the
scene, the output directory and inlage name \Iill all be
there. For safety reasons, to protect you from
unintentionally writing over finished images, the Recording
button will not be activated.

If framestore sa\wg is on when you save a scene, the
framestore path (the location and name for tlle images to
be saved) is retained mthin the scene file. The next time
you load the scene, the output directories and framestore
names will all be there. For safety reasons, to protect you
from unintentionally writing over finished framestore, the
Recording bunon will not be activated.
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Play Framestores
Use this button in conjunction with a single frame
controller, to allow quick recall of rendered frames to
be recorded to tape. Play Framestores only needs the
prefix of the frame name. After you select a frame, click
in the filename window and delete the three-digit

number along with the .Fs. extension preceding the
name, then click OK.
The First Frame and Last Frame buttons (under the
Scene button) will determine which frames are used,
and the order in which they wiU be displayed,
Note:

You lna)l need to use a dela)l value (set with Record
Deu1)!) to allow the singlejrame controller and VCR to
keep up, as the frames can come up very quicklJi· If
)Iou do so, remember to toggle the Recording button
on, so that LightWave knows to use the value set in
Record De0y
Serial Recording
Serial Recording instructs the Toaster to send the
"record" signal (via the serial port) to a Single-frame
controller for recording to tape.
Starting Position
Starting Position, which sets the starting frame position
on the video tape, is only required if your single frame
controller needs to receive a frame number from the
computer. The value entered here would be the
equivalent of a number inserted in the record command
string. This number is equal to a number of frames into
the tape. The frame number that you are currently
rendering is added to this number to become the current
frame number.
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Record Setup 1
This sends a one-time command out of the serial port to
the single frame controller. If your controller requires a
single setup command, enter it here.
Record Setup 2
•
This sends a one-time command out of the serial port to
the single frame controller. If your controller requires
two separate setup commands, enter the second one
here.
Record Command
This specifies the command string that gets sent out the
serial port every time a frame is completed.
Frame Record Delay
This determines how many seconds ughtWave will wait
after sending the record command before starting on the
next frame (to aUow for preroll time on VTRs). For laser
disc recorders, this could probably be zero. Atypical
VTR setting might be five seconds.
Extra First Delay
This extends the Record Delay for the first frame to aUow
for VTRs that need more time for the first preroll.
Note:

Single frame controllers should have documentation
describing the record com1nands needed in order to
function correctlJi with LightWave.

•

•

The Options Panel

•

With the Options panel you can tailor the appearance of the Layout screen to your liking. Turn on or off the display of
objects, lights, motion paths and more. Any option button that appears lit is considered active .

Keyboard Shortcuts

•

Buttons on the Options panel.
Following is a button-by-button description of the controls
on the Options panel.

the Grid Square Size is large, objects move in equally large
steps. Occasionally you may need to adjust the Grid Square
Size to pOSition objects of widely varying sizes properly.

Layout Interface (pop-up menu)
Using this pop-up, you can choose between the different
screen resolutions and colors that UghtWave and
Modeler support.

For example, if you load a very large object (the DC-lO,
for example) and a very small object (the apple) into the
same scene, the Grid Square size will adjust itself for the
larger object. If you then \\~sh to place the apple just
beillnd the cockpit \\~ndow, you will find that the apple
moves in steps that are too large for you to accurately
place it just light. Ln such cases, go to the Options Panel
and adjust the Grid Square Size to a smaller value.
Afterward, you'll be able to position the apple with
greater accuracy.

Note:
Only certain monitors and graphiCS cards can handle
certain resolutions. For instance, the standard
672x432 in 4 or 8 colors will work on a standard
Amiga monitor. 800x600 will only work offofa
graphics card and a Multisync monitor.
Layout Grid (pop-up menu)
The Layout Grid is the black wire frame reference grid
that fills the Layout screen when you first enter UghtWave
3D. Tills grid is a reference tool only, and it will not
render as a part of any scene you create. It is extremely
handy for indicating the horizon line, and for gauging
distance as you manipulate objects in the scene.
Using tills pop-up, you can choose from a 2x2 grid up to
a 16x 16 grid. Another option is to turn the grid off
completely.

•

Grid Square Size
Grid Square Size adjusts the size of the squares for the
Layout reference grid. It also affects the movement and
rotation of objects in Layout. When the Grid Square Size is
small, objects move in comparably small amounts. When

Layout Background
LightWave gives you the option of choosing how you want
the Layout interface background to appear.
Blank
Tills is the default choice and will show nothing but
the normal blank gray background.
BG Image
Select this button to toggle a 2-bit (dithered black
and gray) representation of the image that was
selected as the Background Image [rom the Effects
Panel. This image is visible from the Camera view
ana!. It can be used to help you align objects that
need to be positioned properly \vith respect to the
background image. It \\ill also show when you
render previews from the Camera's point of view.
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Preview

Selecting this allows you to make the loaded
preview the backdrop. As you move the Current
frame slider, the background preview will update
sho\ving you a frame by frame match.

•
•
•

This can be incredibly useful when combining
video footage with LightWave elements. You can
load a video sequence into the Background Image
(Effects panel) and generate a preview while the BG
Image button is selected. you can then save tllis
preview and later load it into a scene where you
wish to combine LightWave elements \vith the
footage.
Show Motion Path

Select tllis button to toggle the visibility of the motion
path and keyframesJol' the current active item in
Layout.
Amotion path looks like a sequence of small wllite (+)
symbols connected by light gray line segments.
LightWave uses the + symbol to indicate a keyframe. A
series of keyframes is connected by a line that displays
the full motion path for the current object. Motion paths
are subdi\~ded into smaller segments corresponding to
the number of frames between keyframes. Light-colored
dots and medium-colored segments show the specific
location of the object at each frame of the motion path,
so that you can see the object's every position
throughout its motion path.
When at a given keyframe for any item, hold down the t,
c, or b key, and drag the mouse to alter the tenSion,
continuity, or bias on screen for the current keyframe.
The motion path \ViJl change on screen as you drag. This
is extremely useful for editing motion paths without ever
leaving Layout.
With Show Motion Path active for an object that is
stationary during an animation, the graph will display a
single keyframe symbol only, indicating that this is its
only keyframe pOSition. It has a stationary motion path.

Make certain that fog is turned on (either Linear,
Nonlinear 1 or Nonlinear2 must be selected).
Make certain you are looking for the indicator in
the XY, Xl, or zy view only. It is not visible in any
other view.
•
Make certain that the scale is correct between the
Grid Size and tbe fog size. Your settings should
allow the indicator to be visible somewhere
between the camera and the objects in the scene.
(As an example, if your scene is designed around a
small grid size, say .1 (one-tenth) meter, and the
Maximum fog Distance is set to 10 meters, then the
indicator will be huge, outside of the Layout scene
display. Conversely, if the grid size is exceptionally
large, and the Maximum Fog Distance is
particularly small, the indicator may be too small to
see.

Show Safe Areas

Select tllis button to toggle outlines on the Layout screen
that indicate the Safe Text Area (the inner border) and
the Safe Action Area (the outer border) for television . To
allow for the differences in the display of different
brands and designs of television sets, you should use this
gUide to ensure that text and action elements of your
animations remain on screen when it is important that
they be seen.
Show Redraw

LightWave has the ability to compute an object's
appearance before displaying it in \vire frame, or to
show the object as it is being computed. Select this
bunon to toggle the visibility of objects being redrawn in
Layout.

•

Auto Key Adjust

With this option selected, changing an item's position,
rotation or scale at any of its key frames will
automatically rewrite the key with the updated
information when you are finished.
This can be a nice timesaver when composing still
images or initial keyframes, but can be a detriment when
changing a pOSition, etc. as a "test" too see if you like it.

Show Fog Radius

When you want to see the extent of the Maximum fog
Distance sening, tum this option on and go to one of the
three orthographic views: XY, Xl, or 7X You will see a
circle that envelopes the LightWave camera. This Circle
indicates the radius beyond which all objects in the
scene will be lost in fog (assuming your Max fog
Amount is set to 100%).
Note:

ifyou activate Jog and the Show Fog Radius option,
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but do not see the indicato1', check Jar the Jollowing
conditions:

•

The SN (ScreamerNel) panel

••

The ScreamerNet control panel is used when you have purchased ScreamerNet rendering software. ScreamerNet software
allows you to remotely control up to 8 CPU's (MlPS, Intel, Alpha, etc) to render out LightWave images.
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Buttons on the SN panel
FoUowing is a button-by-button reference to the
ScreamerNet control paneL
Screamer Init
The Screamer rnit button is used to initialize the
rendering engine (in this case, the Raptor). You should
use this button when you first start LightWave.
Screamer Update
The Update Screamer LWbutton is used to update the
version of LightWave installed on the rendeling engine.
You should only use this button when you are installing
an updated version of LightWave 3D.
CPU Status window
This window shows the status of the CPUs that LightWave
can communicate with via ScreamerNet. The display
shows data for one to eight CPUs, the type of each CPU,
and the activity status for each CPU.

•

..
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Status messages include:
Initializing (appears when you select Screamer
Init)
Ready (appears when CPUis idle)
Rendering Frame # (appears when rendering)
Clearing (appears when you select Clear All Files)
Offline (appears when you select Screamer
Shutdown)

Clear All Files
Use Clear All Files to remove the current scene from the
rendering engine's hard disk. It's a good idea to select
Clear All Files before sending a new scene (and its
related files) to the renderer, so that you don't fiJJ up its
hard disk unnecessarily.
Send All Files
Use Send All Files to send the current scene, its objects,
image maps, etc., to the rendering engine hard disk. This
button transfers the scene and its supporting files to the
remote system.
Send Scene File
Use Send Scene File to send only updated scene
information to the remote system.
When would you use Send Scene File?
For example, suppose you have already used Send All
Files to transfer data to the remote system; also, you
selected Screamer Load to load the scene into the
remote LightWave. After rendeling a test frame , you
decide to move the opening keyframe position of one
object. Before rendering again, you would use Send
Scene File to update the scene file for the remote system.
(This saves a great deal of time. The alternative is to use
Send All FUes for every change, no matter how minor,
which wastes time.)
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After sending the updated scene file, select Screamer
Load to update the remote version of LightWave before
you render again.
Send Object Files
Use Send Object Files to send only updated object
information to the remote system.
When would you use Send Object Files?
For example, suppose you have already used Send Ail
Files to transfer data to the remote system; also, you
selected Screamer Load to load the scene into tlle
remote LightWave. After rendering a test frame, you
decide to re-model one object and change one of its
texture map images. Before rendering again, you would
use Send Object Files to update the scene file for the
remote system. (This saves a great deal of time. The
alternative is to use Send Ail Files for every change, no
matter how minor, which wastes time.)
After sending me updated object file(s), select Screamer
Load to update the remote version of LightWave before
you render again.
Send Image Files
Use Send Images Files to send only updated scene
information to the remote system.
When would you use Send Image File?
For example, suppose you have already used Send All
Files to transfer data to the remote system; also, you
selected Screamer Load to load the scene into the
remote LightWave. After rendering a test frame, you
decide to change the background image map. Before
rendering again, you would use Send Image Files to
update me scene file for the remote system. (This saves a
great deal of time. The altemative is to use Send Ail Files
for every change, no matter how minor, which wastes
time.)
After sending the updated image file(s) , select Screamer
Load to update the remote version of LightWave before
you render again .
Note

Screamer Load
After you have sent a scene and its files to the renderer's
hard disk, use Screamer Load to load it into me remote
system's version of LightWave.
Any time you use one of the individual Send ... Files
buttons to update the remote system files, you must then
select Screamer Load to update the remote version of
LightWave before you can render with me changes intact.

•

Screamer Render
Select Screamer Render to instruct the remote version of
LightWave to begin rendering me current scene.
Screamer Shutdown
Select Screamer Shutdown to shut down the remote
rendering engine. You must always select this option
before powering down tlle remote system . The remote
hard disk must be prepared for power off. Failure to do
so may result in damage to the files on the disk, which
might proh.ibit it from staJ1ing up the next time you turn
it on.
Frame Advance pop-up menu
Use the Frame Advance setting to determine how me
remote CPUs are used for rendering. There are three
options.
Manual
Ail processors work on a portion of tlle same frame
at one time. If one processor finishes early, it
simply returns to its Ready state and waits. It does
not "pick up me slack" of any other processor that
is still working. The other processors must finish
meir rendering before you can continue working
(unless you cancel rendering).

•

Automatic
Ail processors work on a portion of the same frame
at one time. If one processor finishes early, it
simply returns to its Ready state and waits until tlle
other processors have completed the entire frame.
Then all processors go to work on the next frame
until all frames are finished or you cancel
rendering.

Ifyou update an image map that pertains to texture
mapping for an object, you must use Send Object
Files. Otberwise, images tbat are updated elsewbere in
LightWave (such asfor the background) only need the
Send Image Files button.
Note:

Independent
Each processor works on an individual frame, one
at a time, until all frames have been rendered or
you cancel rendering. This method generally
produces faster rendering times since each
processor has fewer waiting periods.

Ifyou do not bave enough memory on your host
machine to send all files at once, ) IOU would also
choose to send files one group at a time.
Lightwave Layout
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•

Achieving Realism with Texture Mapping
•

Texture mapping is the overall term used to describe the application of an image or a textured appearance to a surface. There
are several methods for tex1ure mapping. Indi\~dually, they are not difficult to understand or master.
WithughtWave, there are really only two considerations you need to think about-what effect you wish to achieve, and which
kind of mapping to use. The effects lightWave can apply consist of the following:
Displacement -changing an object's shape to fit an image or a pattern.
Clipping
-changing an object's shape by cutting away portions of it.
Surface Color -wrapping a surface with color, using either an image or a pattern.
Lwninosity
-making portions of a surface glow with their own intensity, using either an image or a pattern.
Diffuseness
-vaJ)ing the brightness of portions of a surface, using either an image or a pattern.
Specularity
-affecting the highlights on a sUiface, using either an image or a pattern.
Reflectivity
-causing a surface to reflect its surroundings or a specified image or pattern.
Transparency -making portions of a surface partially or fully see-through, using either an image or a pattern.
Bumpiness
-causing a surface to appear bumpy or rippled, using either an image or a pattern.

Once you've chosen the effect, then you must choose the
method for applying it;
An Image Map-This is a lot like wrapping a birthday

•

present: you have a surface or shape to wrap (the object) ,
and a roU of wrapping paper to cover it with (an image or
a pattern) . All you need to do is determine which method
(out of the five available) you want to use to wrap the
presenl
A Procedural Map-This refers to the use of a pattern

that is applied to the surface or object. More than this, it
actually pelmeates the object surface, so that if you cut the
object in two, the two inner halves would show the correct
patterning also. There are nine procedural patterns within
lightWave.
After selecting the type of map from the texture mapping
control panel, other options will appear, allowing you to
fine-tune the way the map is applied. This includes options
such as the size of the texture, the location of its center,
and more.

•

The most realistic-looking surfaces are typically the result
of a combination of image maps applied to a sUiface. For
example, if you map the wood paneling image onto a flat
plane, it will look like wood paneling. However, if you also
mapped the same wood paneling image using a Bump
map, there would appear to be pits and depressionsirregularities-in the surface. This adds to the believability
that it is a wood panel. Additionally, a Specular map would
accent the apparent edges of those irregularities by adding
specula.r highlights of light. YOll can see how, \\~th a
combination of maps, object surfaces can be made to
appear more real.

The resulting "look" of a texture map is detelmined by the
button you selected in order to access the map. For
example, a Spherical Transparency Map is different from a
Spherical Reflection Map. Both maps are spherical, yet
they look very different because they were applied via a
different surlace quality bunon (Transparency versus
Reflection) .
How to apply a texture map to an object or surface
The way a texture map is applied to an object (or to a
surface) is simple. Once you have loaded the object and
selected the surface to modify, decide the net result of the
effect you would like to apply to the surface. The
descriptions within the manual should help give you an
idea of the results you 'll see, as well as the pictures in the
manual. Let's assume you want to give an object the
checkerboard pattern, with half the squares being
transparent. You would select the T (texture) button
beside Transparency, since this is the desired effect, tilen
choose the Checkerboard pattern from the texture
mapping control panel. Select and set up tile options as
you want, making sure to set the texture value at 100% (for
total transparenc:y of the pattern's squares). Then exit the
menu and render tile image to see your results.
As an example, load the scene named TextureExamples.
Take a moment and step through tile different surfaces tilat
have been created. Note which ones have texture maps
assigned (the T button will be highlighted to indicate this).
Now render the image and see if you can connect the
texture mapping settings witil tile cubes on screen.

Locate the surface CloudCube. Note the folloMng settings:
tile cube's color is set to gray, witilluminous on (so it
appears self-lit), and Diffuse at 100%. These settings make
Lightwave Layout
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the object fuUy visible. Transparency is set to 0%. The
highlighted T button beside Transparency indicates that
ulere is a Transparency map active. Select Transparency,
then select the Texture button. The texture type is Fractal
Noise. Its Texture Value is set to 100%. Since this texture
type was selected through thr Transparency button, then
the Fractal Noise texture will be mapped in such a way that
the pattem it creates will be 100% transparent. (A lower
selling for Tel.111fe Value would make the Fractal NOise
pattern less transparent. For example, 0% would render a
completely soUd white cube, i.e., there would be no
transparency) .

The texture map button beside each attribute will
determine the effect of the texture on the selected surface.
Multiple texture maps may be combined onto a single
suriace so that each has some added effect. Using
Checkerboard from Transparency will map the checkered •
pattern in a transparent manner, while using Checkerboard
from Reflection will map the checkered pattern in a
reflective manner. The amount of luminosity, transparency,
reflection, speculmity, or diffuseness is set using values
from the numeric field beside the Texture mapping button
itself, and from the Texture Value button within the control
panel of the te.xture map you select

Procedural texture pattems such as Fractal Noise use the
texture value for its pattern, while the non-textured par1 of
the surface uses the normal value for its surface. Therefore,
for Fractal Noise, if Transparency is set at 50%, while its
the Fractal Noise Texture Value button is set to 100%, then
roughly half the surface will be 50% inviSible, and half
100% invisible.

•
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•

Texture Mapping Types in lightWave 3D

•

This section contains descriptions of LightWave 3D's texture maps: Projected Image Map and Procedural Pattern Maps.
Afterward, you'll find the listing of all the texture mapping controls found on the texture control panels.

Projected Image Type Texture Maps
Foilowing is a short description of each kind of projected
image texture mapping featured in LightWave 3D.
Remember that the T (texture) bunon that you use to get to
the texture mapping control panels will detennine the
effect tilat the selected map will cause. In other words,
select T beside Transparency to map transparency onto an
item, select T beside luminosity to map luminous qualities
to an item, select T beside Reflectivity to map reflection to
an item, and so fOlth. Mapping types are applied in tile
same manner. It is the attribute that is being mapped that
gives the different result..
Numeric values for these settings are all expressed in tile
measurement unit of YOUf preference. Since LightWave
uses a base- J0 numerical system, we recommend using
meters.

A cylindrical map applied to a soda can.
Cylindrical Image Map
(as a Displacement map, Clip map, SUlface Attribllle map,
or Bump map)
Cylindrical lmage Map projects the image outward, 360°,
in a tube-like manner. In a Cylindrical Image Map the
image is wrapped around the selected axis, like tile label
on a pop can.
IWlen to use Cylindrical Image Mapping
This is best for tubular surfaces such as soda cans, barrels,
pipes, rocket missiles, etc. (Again, iliis is not a hard and fast
mle. Texture mapping types can overlap in their application.
But this should give you an idea for a starting point)

•
Aplanar image mapped onto tbree flat planes, one for
each axis - X, y, Z
Planar Image Map
(as a Displacement map, Clip map, Surface Attribute map,
or Bump map)
Planar lnlage Map projects the inlage straight onto the object's
swface, like a film projector projecting a slide onto a canvas
screen. The image can be anything from a digitized picture of
wood grain to an inlage created in ToasterPaint

•

When to use Planar Image Mapping
This is best for flat surfaces such as billboards, dollar bills,
sides of buildings, movie screens, etc. If the surface is
completely flat, or very nearly flat, use a planar image map.
(This is not a hard and fast IUle, however. The result of a
planar image map on rOWlded or oddly-shaped surfuces may
be desirable.)

A spherical image ofearth mapped onto three spheres,
one for each axis, X, Y, Z As you can see, it's important
to select the C011'ect axis in order to get the right look
Spherical bnage Map
(as a Displacement map, Clip map, Surface Attribute map ,
or Bump map)
Spllerical Image Map projects the inlage outward in all
directions from a single point In a Spherical lmage Map, the
inlage is wrapped aroWld the selected axis, like lie label 011 a
pop can, but ilie two ends are tucked in so ilia! tilere is no
excess.
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IWJen to use Spherical Image Mapping
This is best for rounded surfaces such as beach balls,
planets, round knobs, etc. You might also use it on fairly
curved surfaces that might not be perfect spheres, slIch as
hemispheres or domes. (This is not a hard and fast rule.
Texture mapping types can overlap in their application. But
this should give you an idea for a starting point.) Also, it is
a good idea to have a map that matches up so that it is
seamless where the left and right edges meet.

Cubic Image Map
(as a Clip Map, Surface Attribute map, or Bump map)
Cubic Image Map projects the selected image onto the object's
SUlface on all three major axes. The image can be anything
from a digitized picture of wood grain to a picture created in
Toaster Paint

. ':".

11
\

A cube with a cubic image map.
IWJen to use Cubic Image Mapping
This is best for cubes of any dimension such as bricks,
blocks, walls, buildings, etc. (Again, thls is not a hard and
fast rule. Planar mapping may be preferred, depending on
your needs. Texture mapping types can overlap in their
application. But this should give you an idea for a starting
point.). Also, it is a good idea to use an image map with
edges U1at match (toplbottom, left/right) so that the edges
of the mapped object look correct.

Front projection is a production tool used often in
HoUywood film work. Technically, it's a meulOd of
photographing live actors in the studio \vith a moving or
still background shot elsewhere and projected onto a
screen behind them. The name "front projection" comes
from the fact that the background imagery is actually projected
in from the front

When to use Front Pr0ection Image Map
Use Front Projection when you need to have an object
appear "within" a scene when it might be otherwise
difficult or time-consuming to model the remaining objects
that make up the scene.
Here are a couple of examples:
Assume you need to have an object move behind a tree in a
forest. You could grab a still frame of the forest, use it as a
BGImage in Modeler, and trace around one of the trees to
create a Hat polygon in the form of the tree. Go to Layout
and assign fue forest image to the background, then load
the tree and Front Projection map with the same forest
image (you may need to position the tree to align it
properly). Now, any objects U1at move between fue tree
and the background will be obscured by the tree.
Another use is when you need to have an object "interact"
wifu the background. As in most cases, the image you use
for the background is the same as the image you use for
front projection. In this way, an object within the scene can
slip "behind" the front projection mapped polygons as if
you had cut slots in fue image.

•

•

Front Projection Image Map

(as a Clip Map, Surface Attribute Map, or Bump Map)
Front Projection Image Map projects an image straight into
the scene from the camera's point of view onto the selected
surface. This projected image is in essence pin-registered
to the background, so that if you select the same image for
fue Background Image as you do for Front Projection
Image Map, then the mapping on both the object and fue
background will line up perfectly. Note that it does not
matter how fue object is tilted, the image will always map
evenly as if it was being projected from a slide projector.
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•

Procedural-TypeTexture Maps

•

Procedural Texture Maps include those that must have their appearance calculated by LightWave, based on the specific
parameters you select (texture size, frequencies, amplitude, etc.), rather than simply drawn onto a surface (as in image
mapping). LightWave has nine procedural texture map types, desClibed below. Note tilat not all procedural maps are available
on every texture mapping panel; some are for specific uses only, and these are noted.
Numeric values for these settings are all expressed in the measurement unit of your preference. Since LightWave uses a base10 numerical system, we recommend using meters.
Color (or Diffuse), Fractal Noise can produce a weathered
look to surfaces, such as grass or dirt ground You'll find
numerous possibilities for Fractal Noise.

Checkerboard cube
Checkerboard

Checkerboard generates a tiled appearance on an object's
surface, like that of a checker or chess board.

Grid cube
Grid
Grid generates a grid across an object's surface.

•

The grid is a three-dimensional grid. Ynerefore, there are
lines projecting into all three dimensions. Often, users
\\~sh to have a 2D gJid superimposed on an object's
surface, such as the appearance of graph paper. In such
instances where you use grid and see unwanted portions of
fue grid showing up, try expanding fue size of the texture
along fuat axis (this expands it off the surface of the
object).

Dotted cube
Dots
Dots generates a pattern of dots on an object's surface.

For example, if you load a I-meter sphere in Layout, then
map grid onto it, the texture size of fue Z axis can cause the
appearance of ripples that break up the nice graph paper
look of the Xand Ytexture size. Use a texture size of .25,
.25, 1.0 with all other values at their default and
you will get the proper look You may need to
eA']JtrimenL

Fractal Noise cube

•

Fractal Noise

Fractal Noise is one of fue most versatile and useful forms
of mapping. Under Transparency, Fractal Noise can be
used to generate realistic-looking clouds. Under Surface
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Wood

Wood generates a wood appearance on an object's sutface.
Arule of thumb for using Wood: StaI1 by selecting Vein
Spacing and Tell.ture Axis values that look good first, then
set Frequencies, Turbulence, and Texture Size values
afterward. You may also wish to load the included Wood
surface texture and simply resize its texture values to match
your object.

•

Marble cube
Marble

Marble generates a marble pattern on an object's surface.
The pattern is calculated in veins that wrap around a
selected axis, much like rings wrap around the center of a
tree.
Arule of thumb for using Marble: Start by selecting a Vein
Spacing and Texture Axis that you Uke first, then set
Frequencies, Turbulence, and Texture Size afterward. You
may also wish to load the included Marble surface texture
and simply resize its texture values to match your object.

Ripples

The ripples map applies the appearance of Uuid waves or
lipples to a surface. Use it to simulate water, or to put a
\\,we in a flag. Note that using a single Wave Source
generates a single ripple, such as that of a water droplet
falling onto the surface of a pond.

•
Underwater cube
Underwater

Underwater generates a tippling pattern similar to the play
of sUnlight on the sides of a pool. You may tltink of
Underwater as only useful for water effects. This is not so.
It can simulate nighttime sky effects such as the Aurora
Borealis, changes in cloud patterns, even electrical shocks.
You'll find its patterns useful elsewhere as well.
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Fractal Bwnps

Fractal Bumps maps an irregular bumpy pattern that may
appear either raised or indented from the surface of objects.

Note about Using Fractal Bumps
Using a texture size that has one axis stretched (such as .1,
.1, 10) will result in stretch or streak marks on the
selected surface. This can be a way to "rough up" a clean
looking surface, or provide the appearance of brushed
metal.

•

Texture Mapping Parameters lor All Texture Types

•

The texture mapping options available to you are roughly the same from texture to texture, with a few valiations. Whether you
choose a Checkerboard Transparency Map or a Ripples Displacement Map, the Texture Size option functions in the same
manner. You use it to set the size of the map pattern.
Therefore, all of the texture mapping options are listed in the following section, \\~th notes on specific teAtures where useful.
When you enter a texttlre mapping control panel, if you need to refer to a specific function, tum to this portion of the manual
for clarification.
Furthermore, the teAture mapping buttons access the same basic control panel for all textures, \\~th only a fewvariations. The
important options on the panel are grouped into three main sections which may be described as follows: Texture Selection,
Axis and Size Options, and Texture Parameters. For ease of use, the texture mapping options explained below are grouped in
this manner.

Buttons on Te;\ture Mapping Panels
is a description of the texture mapping options
for all texture mapping panels.

Follo\\~ng

Texture Type
Drag the pointer over the selector to choose your desired
type of mapping. If you select a texture that reqillres an
image as its mapped pattern, use the Texture Image pop-up
button to choose the image.

•

Texture Image
Drag the pointer over the pop-up button to select the image
or image sequence to use as the planar map. To be listed
here, images must first be loaded from the Images button.
Te;\ture Axis (and Size Options)
If the Texture you select requi.res a selected axis for
mapping, use the Temlre Axis buttons to select that axis.
Depeniling on the texture type you select, some of these
functions may not be available, since that temlre type may
not need them.
P/anarMap
Select which axis to project the planar map along.
Assuming the camera faces forward (the default camera
direction), tllink of yourself staniling in a room. To
project onto the floor (or ceiling), select the Yaxis; to
project in ilirectly front of you (or behind you), select
the Z axis; to project to the left wall (or the right wall),
select the Xaxis.
Cylindricalll'fap
Select which axis to wrap the cylindlical map around.
Spherical Map
Select which axis to wrap tlle spherical map arolU1d.

•

Marble
Select the axis which the lings of marble should wrap
around. For instance, if the object is a Roman colUllU1
staniling upright, select the Y(up/down) axis so the

rings \\ill wrap around it properly.
Wood
This detennines which axis the concentric ring pattern
of wood ,\ill be wrapped around.
Automatic Sizing
Use Automatic Sizing to automatically calculate the proper
fit between an image map and the surface size. Automatic
Sizing \\ill also place the Texture Center at the center of the
surface. (Automatic Sizing will automatically set Texture
Falloff and Texture Velocity values to 0. You may alter these
afterward, but any values entered prior to selecting
Automatic Siling \\ill be lost. World Coords ,wi be turned
off as well.)
Hint about Automatic Sizing
Automatic Sizing enters the values that it calculates into the
X, Y, Z fields in the Texture Size button. Even if you intend
to use a procedural map, you may \\~sh to click on
Automatic Sizing (on any of the image map panels) before
selecting tile procedural map textu re. This often pro~des
you ,~th a good starting point for your texture size.
Texture Size
Use the X, Y, Z values to determine the size of the texture
map on the selected surface. To ensure that the pattern is
seen on the surface of the object, you may wish to use
Automatic Sizing first. If the texture is too large (or too
smaU), select TeAture Size and enter smaUer (or larger)
values. You can also make any value negative "flip" the
image (on any axis) and reverse the image map.
Checkerboard
Use Texttlre Size to set the size of each square in the
pattern. For example, to see 10 checkerboard squares
on the surface of an object, di~de its length by 10. A
50-meter cube would yield a texture sil..e of 5 to achieve
10 squares .
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Unes in the Grid pattelll. The size is in relation to the
Grid pattelll. For instance, a .3 tex1Ure size on a 1
meter surface would yield 3 gtid Unes across the
surface, whereas a .1 texture size would yield 1 grid
Unes.

°

Ripples
When Ripple mapping with one Wave Source, you may
wish to offset the lip pIe using a different Texture Center
coordinate. This would allow you to place a single
ripple anywhere on a surface, rather than just in the
center.

Dots

Use Texture Size to determine the spacing between dots
for each axis. For instance, a .3 texture size on a 1
meter surface would yield 3 dots across the surface,
whereas a .1 texture size would yield 10 dots.

Marble
Use Tex1Ure Size to determine the size of the marble
pattern. The smaller the texture size, the more variance
in the marble pattelll. Agood rule of thumb when first
expelimenting \\~th marble would be to set this value to
112 the size of the Vein Spacing value.

Front Projection Image Map
If you're using this image for the Background Image as
weU (the most often-used setting), Texture Center
should be 0, 0, in order to Une up properly.

•

°

Texture Falloff
Texture Falloff determines the rate at which a texture map
blends into the surface color value. The number you enter
here is a percentage, specifying how much falloff should be
apparent for every unit of distance mo\~ng away from the
Texture Center. The falloff can occur along anyone axis,
along any two axes, or along all three axes.

Wood

Use Texture Size to detennine the size of the wood
pattelll. The smaller the texture size, the more variance
in the marble pattelll. Agood rule of thumb when flfSt
experimenting with wood would be to set this value to
one-half the size of the Ring Spacing value.

Underwater
Use Texture Size to determine the size of the pattern
that creates the indi~dual ripples. Nonnally, Texture
Size for Undenvater should start at the size of the
surface itself, and you can experiment from there.
Fractal Noise
Use Texture Size to determine the feature size of the
Fractal Noise pattern (in meters) that is applied to the
object's surface. Think of the Texture Size as an
in~sible 3-dimensional grid that is applied to the
object's surface. The smaller the size, the more
variance in the Fractal Noise pattern. The Texture Size
can vary greatly depending on what type of effect you
are trying to achieve. In most cases, you'll want texture
size to be some fraction of the surface size.
Ripples
For example, a I-meter cube \~th a .25-meter ripple
size would show four ripples across its surface. A1meter cube with a lO-meter ripple size oUght show one
ripple, depending on whether the object's placement
coincided with one of the ripples as it emanated \~thin
the 3D workspace.
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Texture Center
This determines the central X, Y, Z coordinate of the
pattern or image map. Nonnally, you want this to be the
center of the surface being mapped (where Automatic
Sizing places it). Some procedural patterns, such as
Checkerboard, Grid, and Dots, are automatically offset so
that the 0, 0, center of the LightWave space falls inside
the pattelll.

°

Texture Velocity
Texture Velocity is used to move a texture across a surface.
The default setting, 0, 0, 0, indicates no movement of the
tex1ure. Enter new values to shift the tex1Ure in an
animation. You \W1 not see this movement in a still
image-only in an animation. It causes the texture to shift,
by the distance entered here, for every successive frame in
an animation. The shift can occur on any combination of
the three major axes.
World Coordinates
Select World Coords to anchor a texture map to the 3D
world space so that it \W1 not move through space.
Nonnally, \~th World Coords off, an object and its texture
map will move together, as one unil With World Coords
on, the object \W1 appear to move through the texture
map. The tex1ure will not move in an animation. If the
texture-mapped object moves, the texture map will appear
to move across its surface (rather than remaining in place
on its surface).

•

Texture Parameters
Texture Parameters include various settings that affect the
resulting texture's appearance, such as the color of the
pattern, the size of the bump map, etc. Depending on the
texture type you select, some of these functions may not be
available, since that texture type may not need them.
Texture Parameters are listed alphabetically.
Amplitude
Ripples
Amplitude affects the amount of the apparent height (or
depth) of a bump map, how much lighting contrast
there is between the highlighted surface and the darker
areas of the image. Values for amplitude may be
negative (for inverted bumps) or positive .

Fractal Bumps
Amplitude determines the height of the bump, how

•
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much contrast there is betvveen the highlighted surface
and the darker areas of the image. The higher the
amplitude percentage, the more visible your bumps will
be.
AntiaJiasing
Select Antialiasing to help eliminate the unwanted
appearance of flicker that can occur within a texture map
when its pattern grows too fine for the screen to display
accurately. Generally, this is useful when the pattern is
somewhat distant in the scene, such as a receding
checkerboard pattern, although it can help with other busy
texture patterns and images as well.
Band Sharpness
Underwater
This value determines the amOlmt of blending betw'een
the band color and the surface color. The lower the
value, the more blending that will occur between bands.
lligher values \vill produce very sharp, distinct bands.

Bump Strength
Crust and Veins
New parameter. Undocumented.
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Contrast
Practal Noise
This determines the contrast between the surface color
and the noise color. The higher the level (above I) the
more pronounced the noise pattern is (like dark spots
on a wall), whereas a lower value (between 0 and I)
produces a less visible pattern (like faint dust spots on
a wall).

Wood
Frequencies determines the level of detail produced in
the vein. It is not useful to set a value above 6 here, as
the variance would be microscopic in size. Hence, it
would be unseen. The higher the value, the better
looking the pattern becomes, but the longer the
rendering time as well.

Fractal Noise
Within the Fractal Noise Control Panel, Frequencies
determines the level of detail produced in the noise
pattern. Increasing this level \vill increase the variation
in the fractal noise pattern . Values above 6 are not
useful, may not be noticeable, and increase rendering
time.
Height Tiling
Spherical Map
Aspherical image map can have many repetitions of the
image around its poLar circumference. Use Width Tiling
to set the number of repeated images.
Ledge Level
Crnst and Veins
New parameter. Undocumented.
Ledge Width

Crust and Veins
New parameter. Undocumented.
Line Thickness

Grid
This value determines the thickness of the tines in the
grid.

Coverage

Crust and Ve-ins
New parameter. Undocumented.
Dot Diameter
Dots
This determines the size of the dots in the pattern.
Frequencies
Fractal Bumps
The frequencies value determines the complexity of the
pattern. Alow value \vill have a simple fractal pattern,
whereas a higher value \vill increase the variation in the
fractal pattern. With Bump Mapping it is not useful to
use a value higher than 6.

•

Marble
Frequencies determines the level of detail produced in
the vein. It is not useful to set a value above 6 here, as
the variance would be microscopic in size. Hence, it
would be unseen. The higher the value, the better
looking the pattern becomes, but the longer the
rendeling time as well.

Negative Image

Select Negative Image to invert the color and luminance
values of the linage map. This is especially useful ,,11en
bump mapping if the resulting bumps are raised the wrong
way.

Pixel Blending
Select Pixel Blending for image maps that come near the
camera. This helps reduce the effect of a tiny pixel looming
large when a mapped surface comes near the lightWave
camera. Pixel Blending softens the pixel's edges \vith til0se
around it.
Ring Spacing
Wood
This determines the distance between between lingS. A
good rule of thumb here would be to make the Ring
Spacing about twice tile Texture Size.
Ring Sharpness
Wood
This value determines the amount of blending between
the ring color and the surface color. The lower the
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value, the more blending that will occur between the
rings and the surface color. Higher values will produce
velY sharp, distinct rings,
Texture Color
(For Procedural Maps accessed I~a the T button beside
Surface Color)
Checkerboard
The color chosen here will be the color of the squares
produced by the Checkerboard pattem The odd
squares will be the color specified in the main color
field,

Turbulence
Marble
The value specified here should be a fraction of the
Vein Spacing value, 11 detemtines how close a vein may
come to a neighboring vein, Agood rule of thumb here
would be to have the Turbulence set to 112 of the Vein
Spacing value,

Grid
The color chosen here will be the color of the Glid
lines themselves, The base color of the pattern (the
squares between grid lines) is set in the Surface Color
menu,

The value specified here is a percentage of the Ring
Spacing, It detemtines how close a ring may come to a
neighboring ring, Agood nile of thumb here 1V0uld be
to have the Turbulence set to 112 of the Ring Spacing,

Dots
The color chosen here will be the color of the dot
pattern, TIle base color of the pattern (the space
between the dots) is set in the Surface Color menu,
Marble
The color chosen here will be the color of the veins in
the marble pattem The base color of tile pattern is set
in the Surfaces menu,
Wood

The color selected here will be the color of the rings in
the Wood pattem The base color (the wood color
between rings) is set in aelds beside the the Surface
Color button,

Underwater
Select Te)..1Ure Color to set the color for the Underwater
ripple pattem The base color of the pattern is set in the
Surface Color menu,
Fractal Noise
Fractal Noise, like the olller procedural textures, is
based on two colors, the Surface Color and the Texture
Color, The actual color will be some color value range
between the two, depending on the Contrast you set.
The lower the Contrast, the softer the noise, as there
will be a smoother range of color. The higher the
Contrast, the sharper the nOise, as there will be a
sharper delineation between the colors used,
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Transparency is 50%, and the Texture Value for
Transparency is 100%, For the selected procedural
pattem, the surface would be 50% transparent, and the
texhlre would be 100% transparent.

Texture Value
(For Procedural Maps accessed I~a the T button beside
Luminosity, Diffuse Level, Specular Level, Reflectivity, or
Transparency)
The value you enter here, along lvith the value specified in
the main Surfaces field, form the low and high values for
the texture map, For exanlple, using Transparency as the
fotm of mapping: assume the numeric field beside

•

Wood

Vein Spacing
Marble
This detemtines the space between the veins,
Vein Sharpness
11Iarble
This value detennines the contrast level between the
vein color and the surface color, The lower the value,
the more blending that will occur between the veins
and the surface color. Higher values will produce very
sharp, distinct veins,
Wave Sources

Underwater
Wave sources detemtines the number of tipple sources
to utilize, The higher the value, the greater the number
of areas rippling with waves, Avalue of one wowd have
one ripple pattem Values higher than 16 are not
usefuL

•

Ripples
Wave sources detemtines the number of ripple sources
to utilize, The higher the value, the greater the number
of areas rippling with waves, Avalue of one will create a
single ripple pattem, like that of a water droplet falling
into a pond, Values higher than 16 are not
recommended; they require longer rendering tinle and
may not add to the appearance of the texture,
Wavelength

UrulBrwater
Wavelength controls the distance between the tipples,
The lower the value, the closer the waves I\ill appear to
each other.
Ripples
Wavelength controls the distance between the ripples,
The lower the value, the closer the waves will appear to
each other,

•
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Wave Speed
Underwater and Ripples
Wave Speed determines the rate at which waves spread
outward in an animation. The value should be smaller
than the Wavelength value. (If they were equal, you
would not see movement, as the waves will move into
each other's position at every frame) . Agood value to
work with would be about one tenth of the Wavelength.
In order to loop the movement of ripples throughout
the course of the animation, use this formula to
determine the proper Wave Speed: Wavelength divided
by the number of frames over which the pattern should
loop equals the Wave Speed, or:
Wavelength
- - - - - - :: Wave Speed
# of frames to loop

Width Tiling
Cylindrical Map
Although a cylindrical image map has one height (since
it is projected in a tube, the height from one end to the
other does not alter) , it can have many repetitions of
the image around its circumference. Use Width Tiling to
set the number of repeated images.

SplJericaI Map
A spherical image map can have many repetitions of the

•
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image around its equatorial circumference. Use Width

Tiling to set the number of repeated images.
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Animating Special Effects with the Envelope Editor
There are more than a dozen effects in lightWave that can be animated using an envelope. An envelope is a function of
LightWave that allows you to alter the settings for an attribute over a series of frames. Like a scene, an envelope has its own
keyframes that designate the status of the effect at a given moment. These keyframes affect their particular special effect only,
not the motion or rotation of objects within the scene. Also like a scene, an envelope uses spline controls to make these
changes either abrupt or gradual.

•

For example, one effect that may be controlled with an envelope is Light Intensity. These are just two examples of the versatility
and usefulness of envelopes:
• If you wanted to simulate the effect of a scene gradually brightening as though the sun were rising in the morning, you
could use an envelope for the primary light source. You might have only t\vo keyfranles for this envelope, one set at 0%
(no light) and the other at 100% (fully lit), \\~th spline curve representing tile smooth increase in brightness.
• Alternately, if you wanted to simulate a railroad crossing light flashing at 3 times per second, you might have an envelope
containing 30 keyframes, ~th the brightness changing suddenly, in a linear fashion, from 0% to 100% every 10 frames .
The following effects may be animated in LightWave 3D Theyare each controlled by envelopes. They are listed by menu, to
help you locate them. When you have used an envelope for a specific attribute or effect, the E button appears lit beside the
effect name you have chosen.

•
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The Objects Panel

•

Objects can change shape - MetamOJph Level
Objects can change color -MetamOJph Level with MOJph SUlfaces
Objects can dissolve in or out - Oldect Dissolve
An Object's polygons can change size, simulating explosions - Po6gon Size
The Lights Panel

Lens Flares can globally ramp up and down - GlobalFkJre Intensity
Ambient Ught can change brightness -Ambient Light Intensity
Light Sources can change brightness - Light Intensity
Lens Flares can change brightness - Lens Flare Intensity
Lens Flares can dissolve - Plare Dissolve
Spot Lights can change the width of their spot - Spotlight Cone Angle
Spot ughts can change the gradual softness of the edges of the spot - Spot Soft Edge Angle
Shadow-mapped spot Ughts can alter the spread of their shadow map - Shadow Map Angle
The Camera Panel

The Camera can zoom in or out on a scene - Camera Zoom Factor
The Camera can adjust its amount of blur - Blur Length
The Camera can change its focal distance - Focal Distance
The Camera can change its depth of field - Lens F-Stop
The Effects Panel

The foreground image can dissolve in or out - Foreground Dissolve
The front edge of Fog can move nearer or further from the camera - Fog Min Distance
The soUd depth of Fog can move nearer or further from the camera - Fog Max Distance
The amount of fog at the minimum setting can be changed - Minimum Fog Amount
The amount of fog at the maxinmm setting can be changed - Maximum Fog Amount
Images can go from color to black-and-white - Color Saturation

•

Envelope editor

TIle basic functions of the Envelope Editor are these: to
create keyfranles, to determine the amount of change at
each keyframe, to set up linear or spline changes, to scale
keyframes, and to shift the effects of the envelope forward
or backward in tin1e.
All of your work is displayed on the large window called
the Envelope Graph. There are both keyboard and mouse
functions for the envelope editing. As you create keyframes,
you will see small symbols that represent these designated
frames appear on the graph. Each keyframe will be
connected to those next to it by a line, indicating the
gradual transition of the special effect from one keyframe
to the ne>.'!.
For example, here are two sample Envelope Graphs,
showing the envelopes that were described at the beginning
of this chapter: the rising sun envelope, and the flashing
railroad light envelope. These envelopes also provide an
example of the difference between the gradual changes
formed by a natural spline curve (the rising sun) , and the

•

dired changes formed by a linear path (the flashing Ught).
Just as you created keyframes in Layou~ you create them in
the Envelope Editor. However, the keyfranles utili7.ed by Ule
Envelope Editor are independent of the keyframes utilized
by Layout. These keyframes are not motion-related frames.
This means that while the items in Layout may be involved
in any number of keyframes governing their movement,
you can create keyframes here that govern Ulese special
effects separately. In other words, object movement can
occur at different times and at different keyframes from,
say, object metamorphosis. The two elements in this case,
movement and metamorphosis, both affect the same
object. They Simply affect it on their own schedule, so to
speak. You can see immediately how powerful ughtWave
is, with its ability to layer effects one atop another, and
control each one independently.
The general procedure for creating an Envelope is sin1ple
and straightforward. You create a keyframe, then specify its
value. Repeat this for as many frames as you desire.
ughtWave builds the display as you create new keyframes,
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showing you graphically the results of your work. That's
about it, really.
Here's an example, using the steps we used to create the
fiashing light envelope. This is a racehorse example, so
there won't be any in-depth explanation of each step.
Setting up the scene and lighl source
• Load the railroad light (this object was created in
LightWave Modeler previously).
• Go to the Lights Panel. Add a second light source to
Layout.
• DeSignate this second light source as a Point Light
Source (this is not necessary, but it will make it easier
to place the light source symbol in the proper position
on screen).
• Tum on Lens Flare for this light source. We turned off
all options except for Central Glow, since we just wanted
the lamp to glow nicely.
• Go to Layout and place the Point Light source within the
railroad lamp housing.
Editing the Envelope
• Return to the Lights Panel, go to Lens Flare Options,
select Flare lntensity, and select Envelope.
• The Current Keyframe is O. Select Current Value, and
change it from 50 to O. Return.
• Select Create Key. Enter 7. Return. Do the same and
create keyframes at 12, 19, and 24. Notice that every
new keyframe created has the same value as the current
keyframe.
• Select Create Key. Enter 1. Return.
• Select Cumnt Value. Enter 100. Return. TIus sets
keyframe 1 to 100% brightness.
• Select Create Key. Enter 6. Do the same for 13, 18,25,
30. Again, notice that every new keyframe created has
the same value as the CUlTent keyframe.
• The last step is to go from keyframe to keyframe, select
Spline Conu'ols, and activate the Linear button. This
ensures that all light changes occur in straightforward,
abrupt steps. On, off, on, off.
Buttons on the Envelope Panel
Following is a button-by-button description of the controls
in the Envelope Editor.
Clear Envelope
Click Clear Envelope to clear any envelope values for the
current object. This removes all values from the current
envelope. Note: Clear Envelope will not delete any envelope
files from your hard drive.
Load Envelope
Click Load Envelope to load a previously saved envelope to
the current object.
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into a 90jrame scene, will need its keyframes a4Justed
(or a Frame Offset value) so that its effects occur at the
proper times, since its timing is based on thirty ji'ames
overall.
Save Envelope
Click Save Envelope to save the current envelope for future
use on other objects or effects.

•

Frame Offsel
Frame Offset is a temporary shift in time for the CUlTent
envelope. As with image sequences, if you enter a Frame
Offset of 10, frame 10 of the envelope will appear at frame
oof the animation. If you would like frame 0 of the
envelope to appear at frame 10 of the animation, you
would enter a Frame Offset of -10. The simple rule to
foUow here is to add the Frame Offset value to your First
Frame (Scene Panel) value to determine where the first
frame of your envelope will occur. If you have Repeat
selected for your End Behavior, the Frame Offset will only
occur once at the beginning of the animation. After the
initial run through the envelope, it will repeat again starting
at the 0 frame value.
End Behavior
End Beha\~or determines how an item will be treated when
it reaches the end of its motion path. There are three end
behaviors:
Resel
Reset will reset all object values in the frame
immediately after the final Keyframe. X, Y, Z (position)
and H, P, B (direction) reset to zero. Object size resets
to a factor of one.
SLOp
Stop will cause the object to stop, leaving it where it is
upon reaching its final Keyframe.
Repeal
Repeat will have the object loop back to the beginning
of the envelope and repeat until the end of the
animation (if it is shorter than the animation itself).

•

Create Key
Return or Enler
To create a Keyframe, click this bu tton, enter the frame
number, and click OK. Like scene files, there is always a
keyframe at frame 0 for envelopes as well.
Delete Key
Delete
To delete a Keyframe, click this button, enter the frame
number, and click OK. Note that you cannot delete the
Keyframe at frame O.
Shift Keys
With Shift Keys you can shift the keyframes either fomard
or backward in time. You have a choice of performing this
shift on either the entire envelope (all frames after frame
0) or on a range of user-specified keyframes.
Low Frame
Enter a munber for the first keyframe to be shifted.

•
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High Frame
Enter a number for the last keyframe to be shifted,
Shift Frames By
Enter the number of frames to be used for the shift,
Shift Values By
Enter a number to be either added to or subtracted
from the value for each keyframe,
Scale Keys
Scale keys allows you to multiply the keyframes within the
envelope, stretch.ing or compressing it over time, For
example, suppose you wanted a 30-frame (1 second)
envelope to occur over 90 frames (3 seconds) instead,
Select Scale keys, and enter 3 to expand the envelope from
30 frames to 90 frames, The envelope still occurs only
once, except that now it will take 3 seconds to occur.
Low Frame
Enter a number for the beginning keyframe to be
scaled,
High Frame
Enter a number for the ending keyframe to be scaled,
Scale Frames By
Enter a multiple to scale frames by, For example, a
value of 10 will multiply the length of the animation by
10 times, Avalue of ,1 will reduce it to one-tenth its
current length.
Scale Values By
Enter a number to be multiplied by the value for each
keyframe.
Mouse Functions
The Envelope Graph can be operated with the mouse in
much the same way that you manipulate objects on the
Layout screen. There are four mouse functions available
here for interactive editing of the graph, Furthermore, if
you hold down tlle t, c, or b keys on the keyboard, you can
drag the mouse to adjust tension, continuity, and bias
interactively.
Create (keyframe)
Left-click to create a keyframe in the envelope graph,
Keyframes are created at the nearest frame to the
pointer.
Delete (keyframe)
Left-click to delete a keyframe in the envelope graph,
You must click on the keyframe you wish to delete,
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Drag (keyframe)
Left-drag (up/down) on a keyframe symbol to adjust
the value of the keyframe in the envelope graph,
Right-drag (rightJIeft) on a keyframe symbol to adjust
the time-location of the keyframe. In essence, you are
moving the keyframe through time in the envelope
graph, Akeyframe may be moved to an earlier or later
time location, It may not be dragged beyond its
neighboring keyframes,
Left- and right-drag (with both buttons held down) to
affect both values at the same time,

Scroll (keyframe)
Left-drag (left/right) scrolls the entire motion graph
display.
The Envelope Graph
The Envelope Graph shows the current envelope in a
graphic form. The left side displays the value at the
keyframe, in increasing or decreasing percentages.
Increments of time are shown across the bottom of the
graph.
Current Keyframe
Click tlle left/right arrows beside this \vindow to advance to
the next keyframe or step back to the previous keyframe.
Current Value
n
Press n to activate the Current Value numeric field, or click
Current Value to set the percentage amount of effect that
should be present for the current keyframe, Generally, 0
means that there is no visible effect at this keyframe, while
100 means the effect is fully apparent. Different envelopes
use 0% and 100% differently, however, so be sure to see
the comments for each envelope in the manual to be
certain.
Plot Frame Limits
Plot frame limits sets the first-frame and last-frame shown
in the envelope graph, This allows you to view an entire
time line within the \vindow, or zoom in and view only a
limited portion of it.

For example, if you have a 180-frame envelope, and you
want to see it all displayed in the window, set the frame
limits to 0 and 180, If instead you wish to see a small
portion of it, set the limits to 30 and 50, for example, The
graph wiJl then show frames 30 through 50 only,
Automatic Limits
a
Automatic Limits will automatically fit the entire envelope to
the graph, no matter how many keyframes have been
designated.
Spline Controls
s
Spline Controls are advanced animation tools use to finetune envelope changes, For specific details about the use of
spline controls, and their function, see "Advanced
Animation \vith Spline Controls,"

You can adjust tension, continuity, and bias independently
by holding down the appropriate key on the keyboard and
dragging \vith the mouse while watching the Envelope
Graph.
Tension
(Values: -1 = low tension, 0 = normal tension, 1 =
high tension)
Tension causes an object in motion to slow down
(move a little bit less in each frame) as it nears the
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keyframe, and to accelerate (resume speed) as it
passed. Without tension the object would pass through
the keyframe position at a constant speed.

Exiting the Envelope Editor Panel
Use Envelope

Continuity
c
(Values: -1 = sharp, 0 = normal, 1 = smooth )

Exit the panel and use the current settings. (This is the
same as cticking on another panel. Any changed settings
are accepted and used. )

Continuity is use to accentuate a break or change in an
object's motion path.

Remove Envelope

There are hardly any cases where you would want to
use a positive continu.ity-this will cause an object to
overcompensate as it passes through the keyframe and
appear to stutter or "roller coaster" at the frame.

•

Exit the panel and tum off the envelope settings (as if they
were never set).
Cancel Changes

Exit the panel, and ignore any changes that were made
while it was open. The previous settings remain in effect.

Bias
b
(Values: -1 = more slack incoming, 0 = equal slack, 1
= more slack outgoing)
Bias controls the slack at keyframes that is the nature of
spline paths. This serves to accentuate motion: the
incoming motion by undershooting the keyframe
(creating a feeling of anticipation) or the outgoing
motion by overshooting the keyframe.
Linear

Select Linear to remove the gradual, smooth nature of
spline curve changes and replace it with more direct,
sudden change. Linear affects the changes between
current keyframe to the previous keyframe only. By
turning Linear on or off at different keyframes,
envelopes may contain both gradual and sudden
changes.
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Fine-Tuning Motion Paths with the Motion Control Editor

•

In Layout, when you place objects and designate Keyframes, you are creating a motion path for those objects. Amotion path

is a set of ke)1rames containing object position and orientation information. When you save the Scene, UghtWave stores this
information within the saved file so that it can recreate the motion the next time the scene is loaded.
You can go to the Motion Control Editor for any object, bone, light source, or the camera at any time within Layout by
pressing m on the keyboard when the proper item is active, or by selecting the Motion button from Ule Layout screen or that
item's main menu .

•

•

The Motion Control Editor allows you to alter the settings
governing an object's motion and position in the course of
an animation. You can fine-tune the motion path's
characteristics visually, looking at a single channel of
information as a line drawn across a graph.

This is useful for applying that motion pam to omer objects
at anoUler time, or other objects within me scene mat need
to mimic a certain motion (such as a squadron of space
fighters following the lead fighter) . Only objects, lights, and
the camera can have motion files .
Lightwave Layout
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You can display the Motion Control Editor from the Motion
Graph button on the Layout screen, or by pressing the
letter m on the keyboard. (Note that the cumntly selected
item must be of the type that has a motion associated with
it. You cannot be editing the View and select m, for
example.)
The basic functions of tlle Motion Control Editor are these:
to create keyframes, to determine the amount of change at
each keyframe, to change keyframe values or OCCUITences
in time, to set up linear or spline changes, and to move the
motion path forward or backward in time.
All of your work is displayed on the large window caJJed
the Motion Control Graph. There are both keyboard and
mouse functions for the motion path editing. As you create
keyframes, you will see smaJJ symbols that represent these
designated frames appear on the graph. Each keyframe will
be connected to those ne.1 to it by a line, indicating the
gradual transition of the motion path from one keyframe to
the next.
The Motion Control Editor provides a method of looking at
the motion of an item displayed on a graph in two
dimensions. You have the same capabilities of creating,
modifying, and deleting keyframes in the Motion Control
Editor as you do from Layout. The changes you make are
reflected by the appearance of the graph, as you adjust the
marmer in which the item behaves. The advantage of the
Editor is that you can study and fine-tune individual aspects
of an object's motion \\~th greater clarity and detail. The
reason for this is that the Motion Control Graph displays a
single element at a time (X, Y, Z position, H, P, Bangle,
and for some items, X, Y, Zscale).
Here's an example of one use for the Motion Control
Editor. How would you move an object from one keyframe
to the next, and have it slow down as it re-ached its resting
position? TraditionaJJy, you would need to move the object
a bit, make a keyframe, move it a little less, make a
keyframe, move it a little less, etc., until it had reached its
final position. Not only is this tedious, but difficult! Using
the Motion Control Editor, you can make slight or sudden
changes in an object's behavior more easily. Once you
grow familiar with these aspects of animation, you'U be
able to make such changes directly in the Layout screen,
since the same controls also work there.
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How do you read the Motion Control Graph? Actually, it's
very simple. It displays the changes of a single setting,
remember (X, Y, Z pOSition, H, P, B angle, or X, Y, Z
scale), and the range of that change. Let's assume the
simplest of motion paths a bouncing baJJ originaJJy set up
on the Layout screen. It bounces straight up and down in
one place, so that the only motion change it undergoes is
its Yposition (up and down). It does not move on X (left
or light) or Z (toward or away). At frame 1 the baJJ is at 10
meters, and at frame 15 it is at 0 meters, and at frame 30 it

is at 10 meters again. It sl.aI1s in the air, drops downward,
then bounces back up.
Ln the Motion Control Editor for this motion path, the X
and Z charmels would show th.ree keyframe symbols, at
•
frames 0, 15, and 30. The value for each. keyframe is zero.
Therefore, the motion path connecting these symbols is a
straight line, indicating no change from keyframe to
keyframe. Since there is no change for the Xand Z pOSition
of the baJJ, the graph shows those charmels as a straigh.t
line. However, the Ycharmel would show a different
picture. The Ycharmel would also show three keyframe
symboL~ at frames 0, 15, and 30. Ln this case, however, the
value at keyframe 0 is ten, the value at keyframe 15 is zero,
and the value at keyframe 30 is ten. LightWave draws a
smooth curve from tlle high value in frame 0 to the lower
value in frame 15 and back up to the higher value in frame
30, a broad U-shaped curve sho\\wg the changes in the Y
charmel. This is a graphic representation of the Y
movement of the motion path.

The smoother the curve of the graph, the more gradual the
mange for a given charmel. '!be less smooth the curve, th.e
more sudden the change. This can be fine-tuned using
Spline Controls.
It's important to know that a motion path contains the
object's X, Y, Z pOSition at various keyframes. Applying the
motion path. from Object Ato Object Bmeans that both
objects will occupy the exact same coordinates in 3D
space. AlthOUgll this sounds like a mistake, it is not. If you
had created an animation using one object, then decided
to recreate it with another, you could load the new object,
load the old motion path to it, and have the object foUow
the exact path instantly.

•

But if instead you desired to have one object mimic
another \\~th.out occupying the same location, you would
have to change that motion path in the Motion Control
Graph to move the object some distance away. For this
kind of replicated motion, you have two options: use
hierarchical motion (wh.ere one object duplicates
another's motion exactly) via th.e parent button, or use the
motion path from the first object loaded onto the second
object (\\~th some amollnt of X-Y-Z position offset so th.at
th.ey do not overlap). To achieve the latter, load the motion
path from the original object to any oth.er objects in th.e
scene. Use the Shift button to shift the values of a few
charmels to move each object a certain distance away from
the main object. The result will be a group of objects
following the same path, but remaining a certain distance
from one another.
Parenting and motion paths result in similar effects,
although there are subtle differences depending on the
motion of the objects. Two jet fighters perform two perfect
barrel roUs, side by side, when using the same motion path
\\~th a slight positional offset in every keyframe. But the

•

•

same two planes parented don't act the same way. The
parent will barrel roll in a peifect circle while the child
swings around it, fixed beside the outside wingtip. The
parent plane will rotate on its center axis, or center of
gra\~ty. '!1le child plane now shares the same axis, which is
off to one side of it (centered on the parent plane), so it
peifonTIs its barrel roll in a wide sweeping arc.
Following is a button-by-button descliption of the controls in
the Motion Control Editor.
Clear Motion
Click Clear Motion to clear any Motion values for the
curreI1l object. This removes all values from the current
Motion .
Note:
Clear Motion will n.ot delete an.y Motion files from your
hard drive.
Load Motion

Click Load Motion to load a previously saved Motion to the
curreI1l object.

•

Note:
You should be aware that a 30jrame Motion, loaded
into a 90jrame scene, will need its keyfral'nes adjusted
(or a Frame Offset value) so that its effects occur at the
proper times, since its timing is based on thirty frames
overall
Save Motion
Click Save Motion to save a Motion file for future use with other
objects.
Frame Offset
Frame Offset is a temporary shift in time for the current
Motion. If you had set up a Motion, and wanted it to begin
150 frames into the animation, you would enter 150 here.
The Urst keyframe will remain as-is for frame 0, but all
other keyframes will have been shifted by 150 frames. The
remainder of the motion path will last for the designated
number of frames, using tile proper repeal value set in End
Behavior afterward

•

End Behavior
End Behavior determines how an item \vill be treated when it
reaches the end of its motion path. There are tllree end
behaviors:
Reset
Reset \ViJl reset all object values in the frame inlmediate~'
after tile final keyframe. X, Y, Z (position) and H, P, B
(direction) reset to zero. Object size resets to a factor of
one.
Stop
Stop will cause the object to stop, leaving it where it is upon
reaching its final keyframe.

Repeat
Repeal will have the object loop back to the beginning of
tile Motion and repeat until the end of the aninlation (if it is
shorter tl1an the aninlation itself).
Align to Path
Align to Path will cause the selected object to align itself to
the motion path that it is travelling. For example, if you
create a motion path for an airplane, you want to jet to
"face forward" as it banks into a tum. Nonnally, you would
need to position/rotate tile plane at every keyframe. Witil Align
to Path, the jet will always face il~ motion path. To detennine
how far allead the object faces it path, use tile Look Ahead
button.

Look-Allead (frames)
Look Ahead detennines how far allead of itself an object
"looks" as it travels a path, when Align to Path is activated.
An object looking 3 frames allead \\~ smoothly round a
comer as it travels through the tum, whereas as object
looking 15 u-ames allead may appear to "tum out" of tile
comer before it has actually travelled tlrrough tile tum itself
Create Key
Return or Enter
To create a Keyframe, click tllis button, enter the frame
number, and click OK Like scene files, tilere is always a
keyframe at me 0 for motion paths as well.
Delete Key
Delete
To delete a Keyframe, click this button, enter the u-ame
number, and dick OK Note tilat you cannot delete the
Keyframe at frame O.
Shift Keys
With Shift Keys you can shift tile keyframe values for the
current channel. You have a choice of peifomling this shift
on either the entire motion path or a range of userspecified keyframes.
Low Frame
Enter a number for the beginning keyframe to be
shifted.
High Frame
Enter a number for the ending keyframe to be shifted.
Shift Frames By
Enter the number of frames to be used for the shift.
Shift Values By
Enter a number to be either added to or subtracted
from the value for each keyframe of this channel. For
exanlple, if you are editing the YpOSition channel, and
you enter 1 here, the Yposition of tile selected item \ViJl
be raised by 1 meter throughout tile animation.
Scale Keys
Scale keys allows you to multiply the keyfi-am~s within the
motion patil, stretching or compressing it over time. For
example, suppose you wanted a 30-frame ( l second)
motion patll to occur over 90 frames (3 seconds) instead.
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Select Scale keys, and enter 3 to expand the motion path
from 30 frames to 90 franles. The motion path still occurs
only once, except that now it will take 3 seconds to occur.
Low Frame
Enter a number for the beginning keyframe to be
scaled.
High Frame
Enter a number for the ending keyfranle to be scaled.
Scale Frames By
Enter a multiple to scale frames by. For example, a
value of 10 will multiply the length of the animation by
10 times. A value of .1 will reduce it to one-tenth its
current length.
Scale VaJues By
Enter a number to be multiplied by the value for each
keyframe of this channel. For example, if you are
editing the Yposition channel, and you enter 5 here,
the Yposition of the selected item will be multiplied by
5 meters throughout the animation so that it is 5 times
higher.
Mouse Functions
The Motion Graph can be operated with the mouse in
much the same way that you manipulate objects on the
Layout screen. There are four mouse functions available
here for interactive editing of the graph. Furthermore, if
you hold down the t, c,or b keys on the keyboard, you can
drag the mouse to adjust tenSion, continuity, and bias
interactively.
Create (keyframe)
Left-click to create a keyframe in tile Motion Graph.
Keyframes are created at the nearest me to the pointer.

Current Channel
TIle Current Channel pop-up menu allows you to select a
specific attribute of the current object's motion path for
viewing and editing. There may be up to ten entries in this
menu , as explained below.
Velocity
Velocity allows you to adjust the speed of an object's
movement by shifting individual keyframes left or right
along the timeline. Dragging a keyframe in the velocity
channel shifts the keyframe's occurrence in tinle (so
that tile keyfranle is reached either sooner or later by
the object traveling the path) . This serves to speed up
or slow down an object as it passes through the
location defined by the keyframe, depending wh.ich
direction you adjust it.

Tinle appears horizontally across the bottom of the
graph (in frames) . Velocity appears vertically along the
left edge (in meters-per-frame). Adjust velocity by
dragging a keyframe to the left or the right \\~th the
right mouse button. As you drag, the graph will adjust
its appearance to display the new velocity setting.
Shortening the distance between keyfranles increases
the velocity of the object for that interval. This is
indicated by a rise (or hill) on the graph to show the
higher speed between keyfranles. Lengthening the
distance between keyframes levels out the object's rate
of travel, as indicated by a stra.ight (or nearly stra.ight)
line between keyframes to show a rate of speed that is
more steady.
Note:

Delete (keyframe)
Left-click to delete a keyframe in the Motion Graph. You
must click on tile keyframe you wjsh to delete.

if there is no movement between two keyframes,

Drag (keyframe)
Left-drag (up/down) on a keyframe symbol to adjust
the value of the keyfranle in the Motion Graph.
Right-drag (rightJIeft) on a keyframe symbol to adjust
the time-location of the keyfranle. In essence, you are
moving the keyframe through tinle in the Motion
Graph. A keyframe may be moved to an earlier or later
time location. It may not be dragged beyond its
neighboting keyfranles.
Left- and right-drag (,,~til both buttons held down) to
affect both values at tile same time.

Tip:

Scroll (keyframe)
Left-drag (left/right) seroUs the entire Motion Graph
display.
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The Motion Graph
'The Motion Graph shows the current motion path in a graphic
form. TIle left side displays tile amount of motion, in increasing
or decreasing percentages. Increments of time are shown
across the bottom of the graph,

•

•

adjusting the velocity will not create a rise since
there is no movement to affect)

Use the Tension control to adjust the velocity up or
down at any keyframe. a Tension oj1.0 will slow tbe
velocity down to O.

x, Y, or Z Position
Select one of the position channels to edit an object's
current pOSition. Adjust the value for the cun'ent
keyfranle by dragging \\~th the left mouse button in the
motion graph editor. This is equ.ivalent to working \vith
a single channel at a time in Layout-selecting the
Move button, selecting one of the three axes, and
dragging with the left mouse button to pOSition an
object.
H, P, or BAngle
Select one of the angle channels to edit an object's
cun'ent rotation on that ax.is. Adjust the value for the
CUtTent keyframe by dragging \\~th the left mouse
button in the motion graph editor. This is equivalent to
working \\~th a single channel at a time in Layout-

•

selecting the Rotate button, selecting one of the three
axes, and dragging with the left mouse button to
position an object.

•

x, Y, or Z Scale
Select one of the scale channels to edit an object's
current size on that axis. Adjust the value for the cunent
keyframe by dragging with the left mouse button in the
motion graph editor. This is equivalent to working with
a single channel at a time in Layout-selecting the
Stretch button, selecting one of the three axes, and
dragging with the left mouse button to pOSition an
object.
Current Keyframe

Press the left or light arrows keys, or click the left/right
arrows beside this window to advance to the next
keyframe, or step back to the previous keyframe.
Current Value

Click Current Value to set the percentage amOlll1t of effect tllat
should be present for the current keyframe. AI'alue of 0 means
tl1at there is no change at this keyframe, while any other value
means there has been an change in this channeL
Plot Frame Limits

•

Plot frame limits sets the first-frame and last-frame shown
in the Motion Graph. 11us allows you to view an entire time
line within the window, or zoom in and view only a limited
portion of it.
For example, if you have a 180-frame motion, and you
want to see it all displayed in the Window, set the frame
limits to 0 and 180. If instead you wish to see a small
portion of it, set the limits to 30 and 50, for example. The
graph will then show frames 30 through 50 only.

passed. Without tension the object would pass through
the keyframe pOSition at a constant speed.
Continuity
c
(Values: - L = sharp , 0 = normal, 1 = smooth )
Continuity is used to accentuate a break or change in

an object's motion path.
11lere are hardly any cases where you would want to
use a positive continuity-this \-vill cause an object to
overcompensate as it passes through the keyframe and
appear to snltter or "roUer coaster" at the frame.
Bias
b
(Values: -1 = more slack incoming, 0 = equal slack, 1
= more slack outgoing)
Bias controls the slack at keyframes that is the nature of
spline paths. This serves to accentuate motion: the
incoming motion by undershooting the keyframe
(creating a feeling of anticipation) or the outgoing
motion by overshooting the keyfranle.

linear
Select Linear to remove the gradual, smooth nature of
spline curve changes and replace it \\~th more direct,
sudden change. Linear affects the changes between
current keyfran1e to the previous keyframe only. By
turning Unear on or off at different keyframes,
envelopes may contain both gradual and sudden
changes.

Exiting the MoHon Graph
Use Motion
Click Use Motion when you have completed working with this
motion and are ready to return to the main screen.

Automatic Limits

Remove Motion

Automatic limits will automatically fit the entire motion to tlle
graph, no matter how many keyframes have been designated.

Click Remove Motion \\~len you want to clear this motion and
return to the main screen.

Spline Controls

Spline Controls are advanced animation tools used to finetune envelope changes. For specific details about the use of
spline controls, and their function, see "Advance Animation
with Spline Controls."
You can adjust tension, continuity, and bias independently
by holding down the appropriate key on the keyboard and
dragging with the mouse while watching the Envelope
Graph.
Tension

•

(Values: 1 = low tension, 0 = nomlaJ tension, 1 = high
tension)
Tension causes an object in motion to slow down
(move a UttJe bit less in each frame) as it nears the
keyframe, and to accelerate (resume speed) as it
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Advanced Animation with Spline Controls
Spline Controls s,
Spline Controls are advanced animation tools used to finetune changes in envelopes and motion paths, If you
animate a great deal, you will find these controls highly
useful. Recorrunended values for each characteristic are
given, and smaller value increments between these may be
used as well,

You will find the spline controls on the Layout screen, in
the Envelope Editor, and in the Motion Control Editor.
Access the Spline Controls menu from one of these screens
by pressing s on the keyboard, or selecting the Spline Con
button from the screen. Alternately, you can adjust tension,
continuity, and bias independently if you hold down the
COtTesponding key (~ c, b) on the keyboard and drag with
the mouse while watching a window display the changing
value,

spaceri :ar apart, or close together, the logo must pass 30
of them every second,

•

Now assume you have the ability to grasp this rubber band
anywhere along ib length and stretch it. In what ways
would you be able to affect the rubber band, and the logo's
behavior as it travels the knots? You could affect its tenSion,
continuity, and bias, as discussed below,
Tension t
(Values; -1 = low tension, 0 = normal tension, 1 = high
tension)
TenSion alfects the apparent speed of an object as it passes
through each keyframe, Tension causes an object in
motion to slow down (move a little bit less in each frame)
as it nears the keyframe, and to accelerate (resume speed)
as it passed. Without tension the object would pass thrOUgll
the keyframe position at a constant speed.

As is the case with many aspects of computer graphics, the

term spline is borrowed from another professiondrafting, To a draftsman, a spline is a flexible strip of wood
shaped into a curve that passes through a number of
control points, As the spline moves from point to point, it
bends this way and that way at certain ;mgles. By adjusting
the control paints, you adjust the curvature of the spline,
In a sense, there is a similar process in keyframe
animation, Think of an object's motion path as the spline
strip mentioned above, Each control point represents a
keyframe, where an object has a known pOSition and
orientation (just as the draftsman's curve had), By
adjusting certain parameters at each keyframe, you can
adjust the nature of the curve and affect the object's
motion,
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To increase the tension on the rubber band motion path,
you could pull it taught at both ends, The knots at either
end will start to space themselves further apart, while the
knots in the middle remain closer together, Jess affected by
tile outward tugging, The result is that there are more
knots concentrated toward the center of the tland than
there are toward either end,
Now the flying logo enters the scene, traveling along this
rubber band motion path, Remember, it travels at 30 knots
per second, However, the logo will appear to slow down as
it passes over the center section where there are more
knots, Why' Because as it nears the keyframe, the logo is
travelling a little less distance as it goes from knot to knot.
It still has the same number of knots to travel through in
the same period of tinJe, but there are more knots there,
slowing it down, It's going to have to slow down a bit to
cover that stretch of rubber band in the same length of
tinJe, And, it will appear to speed up again as it passes the
center section,

There are three element, of spline controls that the
animator can control: tension, continuity, and bias, Each
exerts a slightly different influence over object motion, In
order to properly explain spline controls, we're going to
use a little imagination, However, your best bet for seeing
the difference in spline controls is to try them out, one at a
time. As you adjust the spline controls in LightWave, you 'll
actually see the motion path adjust itself, giving you an idea
of the change you are causing, Once you have a grasp of
how splines function, you'll find UghtWave's spline
controls a breeze.

This is the result of increased tension, The middle knot on
the rubber band represents a keyframe, Increased tension
of the motion path on both sides of the keyframe tends to
bunch frames together, closer to the keyframe. This allows
objects that move in an animation the ability to "ease in" to
or "ease out" of the keyframe position,

Let's start with a hypothetical animation-a flying logo for
a local business, This is a 100-frame animation, Inlagine
the logo's motion path as a rubber band forming a
sweeping arc in space. Imagine 100 tiny knots in the
rubber band, one for each frame of the animation, The
logo must travel this knotted motion path at a speed of 30
knots-per-second, since 30 frames-per-second is the
standard rate of video playback. Whether those knots are

The opposite is also true if you decrease tension, Travelling
on tltis path of decreased tension, the logo \vill appear to
speed up as it passes over the center knots because, as it
nears the keyframe, it is travelling a little more distance as
it goes from knot to knot. It still has the same number of
knots to travel through, and it still has to travel through
them in the same period of time, But it's going to have to
speed up a bit to cover that stretch of rubber band in the

•

•

same length of time.

•

Tension affects the apparent speed of an object. The
greater the tension (between 0 and J) , the more an object
will decelerate while passing through the keyframe. The
less the tension (between 0 and -1), the more an object
will accelerate while passing through the keyframe.
You'll see the effect of tension especially when combined
with Continuity and Bias.

Bias affects where the rubber band's knots "bunch up"
when you increase tension on the rubber band itself
In the example of the rubber band motion path used

above, increased tension on both ends of the rubber band
caused equal distribution of the knots. The bunching was
equally spread out on both sides of the keyframe at in the
middJe. With the bias control, you can move those bunched
up knots to the left or right of the keyframe itself. This
means you can shift the slo\\wg down/speeding up
beha\~ or so that it happens a little before the object
reaches the keyframe position, or a little after.
Bias means that you are bunching up knots, or frames, to
one side. The slacked is biased, or leaning a little more
toward one side than the oUler. You can set the bias to
either side of the keyframe, or balance it equally.

Motion paths with varying tension settings

•

For the above image, imagine these three paths to be sideviews of the path of a bouncing ball. There are three
keyframes for the path, at 0, 10, and 20. \'\'hite crosses
indicate the indi\~dual frames of the motion path. Notice
the effects of tension, which has been modified at keyframe
10, for each of the paths. This is the effect it wouJd have on
any object using such a spline setting.
When the tension is -1 , the ball slows as it reaches the top
of its bounce, then moves away, slightly increasing speed.
Since tension pulls frames closer together near the center
keyframe (notice how the crosses are slightly bunched
toward the center), the ball will appear to slow somewhat
as it nears frame 10, and speed up somewhat as it leaves
frame 10. Tension at -1 is often used to accentuate motion.
When the tension is 0, the ball moves smoothly through the
top of its bounce. This is the default setting.
When the tension is + 1, the ball "rounds off" its
movement, no longer moving through the keyframe at a
tighter angle.

•

Bias b
(Values: -1 = more slack incoming, 0 = equal slack, 1 =
more slack outgoing)
Bias controls the slack at keyframes that is the nature of
spline paths. Atypical spline path would "round off" angles
in a motion path. Bias allows you to move this rounding off
toward one side of the keyframe or the other. This serves to
accentuate motion: the incoming motion by undershooting
the keyframe (creating a feeling of anticipation) or the
outgoing motion by overshooting the keyframe.

Motion paths with vmying bias settings
For the above image, imagine these three paths to be sideviews of the path of a bouncing ball. There are three
keyframes for the path, at 0, 10, and 20. White crosses
indicate the individual frames of the motion path. Notice
the effects of continuity, which has been modified at
keyframe 10, for each of the paths. This is the effect it
would have on any object using such a spline setting.
When the continuity is -1, the ball reaches the top of its
bounce and rebounds at what appears to be a hard angle.
Although this appears similar to tension -1, it is not. There
is no "bunching together" of frame near frame 10, so the
ball never slows down as it passes that point. It maintains a
constant speed, with the appearance of a hard bounce at
that frame.
When the continuity is 0, the ball moves smoothly through
the top of its bounce. This is the default setting.
When the continuity is + 1, the ball seems to "bounce" in
the air for a moment as it moves through the top of its
bounce. This effect of continuity seems to have no purpose.
However, when combined with the effects of tension and
bias, it can create the appearance of a slight pause at frame
10 before continuing .
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Continuity c

(Values: -1 = sharp, 0 = normal , 1 = smooth)
Continuity is use to accentuate a break or change in an
object's motion path. It has no effect on the incoming or
outgoing speed of the object, which is the function of
tension. Abouncing ball provides a good example of both
tension and continuity. At the top of its bounce, use tension
to slow the rising motion and speed the falling motion of
the ball. At the bottom of the bounce, a negative continuity
value will accentuate the sharp change in the ball's sudden
change of direction as it bounces off the ground.

When the bias is -I , the ball will overshoot the keyframe,
bouncing a littJe higher than expected after reaching the
frame 10.
\Vhen the bias is 0, the ball moves smoothly through the
top of its bounce. This is the default setting.
When the bias is + 1, the ball will undershoot the keyframe,
bouncing a little higher than expeded before reaching the
frame 10.

•

Linear

Continuity is based on the word continuous, and it affects
the appearance of continuous motion.
When you want an object's motion to appear more sudden,
even jerky, change its continuity setting. Here's a good
example. Abouncing ball typically slows down as it
bounces up into the air, then speeds up a bit as it falls. It
strikes the ground hard and bounces up again.
• The continuity of the ball slowing and falling again
should be smooth and uninterrupted. Continuity would be
set to 0 for the keyframe at the top of the ball's motion
path.
• The continuity of the ball striking the ground is sharp
and sudden. Continuity would be set to -1 for the keyframe
at the bottom of the ball's motion path.
Note:

There are hardly any cases where you would want to
use a positive continuity-this win cause an object to
overcompensate as it passes through the keyframe and
appear to stutter or "roller coaster" with an erratic
bounce at the frame. You will not use a positive
continuity value very often, ifat all.

(no keyboard command; appears on the Spline Controls
menu only)
Linear determines the type of change-straight or curved.
Normally, envelopes in LightWave change along a spline
path, i.e., in a non-linear fashion. Click Linear to set
envelope changes to straight lines at a constant rate of
change.
Note that by turning Linear on or off at different keyframes,
envelopes may contain both smooth, curving arcs and
straight-line segments. The Linear button only affects the
path between the current keyframe and the previous one.
LightWave automatically "rounds off" all envelope and
motion path changes using a curve or spline. if you do not
want an object to experience gradual changes (Le., in an
envelope you might want a flashing light to switch on and
off instantly rather than grow brighter and dimmer
gradually), you will need to tum on the Linear button on
the Spline Controls panel. This removes the spline
curvature of ule motion path from the current keyframe to
the previous one, causing the motion to be linear and
direct.

•

Motion paths with varying continuity settings
For the above image, imagine these three paths to be sideof the path of a bouncing ball. There are three
keyframes for the path, at 0, 10, and 20. White crosses
indicate the individual frames of the motion path. Notice
the effects of bias, which has been modified at keyframe
10, for each of the paths. This is the effect it would have on
any object using such a spline setting.

\~ews
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ASplineControl Tip -Anticipation

•

One of the most common tricks in 5lmmaking and animation is anticipation. When a cartoon character draws his hand
back to punch the bad guy, his hand pulls back, slows to a stop, pauses a moment, then rockets forward to deUver the
punch. The slowing and pausing serve to accentuate the action , because the viewer begins to anticipate the punch before
it actually occurs.
Anticipation can be duplicated by increasing the tension (setting tension to 1) for the keyframe where the arm pulls
back, bunching up more frames in front of that same keyframe (setting bias to -1), and allowing the arm to shoot
forward (setting continuity to 1). In this way the frames are closer together before the leading edge of the keyframe, and
farther apart after the keyframe has been passed. The continuity setting serves to accentuate the forward motion by
breaking the smoothness of the pullback motion. An object travelling thls path will appear to slow, then accelerate
quickly as it passes through the keyframe. The higher tension value will serve to involve greater numbers of frames ,
making the motion more pronounced.

•

•
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Questions and Answers About Keyframe Animation
Keyframe animation is one of the simplest and most powerful methods of 3D animation. It is based on the same principles of
classic cartoon animation in that certain import2.nt, or key, frames, are drawn by the lead character artist. There may be any
number of keyframes, serving as a kind of storyboard or outline describing the animation.

In one shol1 sequence, for example, in the first keyframe

the character looks to the left, in the next he looks to the
right, and in the next he smiles to himself. Once these
keyframes are drawn and approved, in-betweeners begin
to draw the necessal)' frames that fall in between the look
to the left, the look to the right, and the smile, fleshing out
the actual motion. All the while they refer to the original
keyframes to ensure that the character appears correct at
all limes.
When you consider the number of keyframes for each
character in an animated film, and consider the vast
number of in-between frames, you 'll begin to see that it is a
massive job to carry out by hand. A90-minute film may
contain 129.699 frames, each drawn by hand!
This is where a computer graphics system steps in.
[jghtWave performs the job of the in-betweeners, that of
tweening, allowing you to exercise your utmost creativity
\vithout having to bother with the tedium of dra\ving every
frame. After you have completed laying out the scene, and
positioning the elements at each keyframe, [jghtWave takes
over and generates the intermediate frames. The result is a
smooth, flowing animation.

Q+A: Keyframing
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UghtWave uses spline curves to round off motion. \Vhat's
happening is that [jghtWave's default spline controls are
causing the object to move between the two keyframes.
Based on the object's position plior to the first keyframe,
or after the second keyframe, [jghtWave is approximating a
natural curve of movement for the object that moves
through the keyframe, causing movement even though you
might want to object to hold still during that time.
In this case, you want no spline interpolation to occur
motion between the two keyframes. The solution is to go to
the second keyframe where the object should be holding
still, select Spline Controls, and activate the Linear button.
ntis will cause the object to move along a straight line
between this keyframe and the keyframe before it. Since, in
this case, the two keyframes are in the same exact location,
the object will not move involuntarily.

There are a few things you should know about keyframe
animation and Layout. These can confuse new animators,
and even catch seasoned anlnlators by surprise. We'll
present them in the form of these commonly-asked
questions.

By the way, you might notice tllat when an object has a
single keyframe, it does not move at all during the
animation. The reason is that it has been assigned a single
location, so it remains. If you assign another keyframe,
LightWave will automatically calculate a smooth spline,
since smooth motion looks more realistic that way. Use the
Linear bunon as necessary to tum off this feature between
keyframes.

Why tWes lightWave move objects back to their
original positions when I render images? I can't
get objects to stay where I put them.

Why tWes LightWave default to creating the first
keyframe at frame 0, but default to rendering
f rom frame I?

You need to create a keyframe for those objects before you
render the scene. Creating a keyframe instructs LightWave
to memorize the current positions of these objects at the
frame number you select. Then you can render the scene,
knowing that you'll see what you expect to see.

When you load objects into Layout, frame 0 records the
location of all objects. Since frame 0 is the frame that
contains object positions before the animation begins, the
first keyframe you create should be at frame 0, since the
animation actually begins in frame 1.

If you forget to create a keyframe, then the moment you
click Render. LightWave will return all objects to their
"originally loaded" pOSitions, and render that image
instead.

Generally there is no need to make any Keyframes at frame
1 itself. In a two-keyframe, looping animation of 1 second
in length, your keyframes will be 0 and 30. You begin
rendering at frame 1, and the objects are on their way to
the next Keyframe, which is just like the beginning of any
other tween in the animation (a tween refers to the frames
in between one keyframe and the next).
For example, let's say you're doing a 30 frame animation,
\vith keyframes at 0, 10,20, and 30. The tweens (the space
from one Keyframe to the next) will then be 1-10, 11-20,

You can create a keyframe for the currently selected
object, or for all objects in the scene. The option for this
appears after you select the Create Keyframe button.
Lightwave Layout

Sometimes my objects seem to be TlWVing, even
when I have successive keyframes in the same
position. Why?

•

•

•

and 21-30, which are all of equal length. If you were to
make a Keyframe at frame 1, then all the movement in the
first tween would take place in frames 2-10 (instead of
frames 1-10) , making that tween different than the other
two. Movement in it would be faster.
On the other hand, if you began rendering at frame 0, then
the scene would be 31 frames long, probably not what you
want when your last Keyframe is at 30. So the numbers
work out better when your first Keyframe is at 0 and you
begin rendering at 1.

Another advantage of this system is that it allows for easy
. sequential scenes and looping scenes. Think of frame 0 as
the last frame of a previous scene. Let's say you wanted to
split a single "shot" into two or more LightWave scenes, for
whatever reason. Let's use a 60-rrame scene, divided into
two 30-frame scenes.
Make the final Keyframe of the first scene (frame 30) the
same as the beginning frame of the second scene. (In
other words frame 30 of scene Ais exactly the same as
frame 0 of scene B.) This way, things will continue where
they left off. Notice however that if you did render frame 0
of scene B, then there would be two frames in the final
rendered movie where everything is in the same place (the
end of the first scene and the start of the second), causing
a stutter in motion. The same situation would occur if you
aCCidentally set up frame 1 of scene B to be the duplicate
of frame 30 from scene A, and rendered it as part of the
entire combined scene.
•
Like\vise, if you wanted to loop a scene, say of a spinning
object, you could give it a heading of 00 at frame 0 and
3600 at frame 30. You would then repeat frames 1-30 on
the tape and the object would spin seamlessly. However if
you were to start rendering at frame 0, then there would be
a jerk in the otherwise seamless looping motion because
the object would appear \vith 00 heading (the same as
3600) for two frames in a row. The same situation would
occur if you aCcidentally set up frame 1 at 00 heading,
frame 30 at 3600 heading, and rendered frames 1-30.

•
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The Modeler Screen, continued

•

Modeler feanlres numerous screen displays and controls to facilitate 3D object creation. Not all of these tools look like
buttons, hence they may seem hidden to you. A complete understanding of Modeler requires that you at least be familiar
with these controls. Jjke the keyboard shortcuts, they can dramatically increase your efficiency, and make Modeler
easier to use. You may wish to start JjghtWave and go to the Modeler screen as you read about its features below.

The Modeler Screen layout

This outline of the Modeler screen begins in the upper
left hand corner and continues clockwise around the
screen.

you to maintain up to ten different versions of an objectin-progress at one time, ten variations of an object, ten
different pieces of a whole object, or ten whoUy different
objects!
A layer can contain any number of points, polygons, or

The menu buttons across the top of the screen
Menu buttons

The menu buttons always appear across the top of the
Modeler screen. They aUow you to access different
command button groups that appear on the upper left
side of the screen. Select a Menu button by clicking on
it.

IlIrrr--rrrrrr:'!"
r-r"r-~~,....~,....r-

•

The layer buttons. Upper buttons are the foreground
buttons. Lower ones are background buttons. A dot
indicates that the layer contains an object.
Layer buttons

The layer buttons aUow you to work on multiple screens
as you edit objects. Modeler uses the powerful concept
of layers to provide eight independent workspaces in
which to design, modify, and compose 3D models. Think
of these layers as see-through transparencies, with each
one stacked atop the other. You can choose to work in
one layer or several, \vith or \vithout the transparency of
the others active. This provides great control and
.l1exibility.
There are two rows of layer buttons in the upper right
corner of Modeler's screen. The upper row contains the
Front layer buttons, and the lower row contains the Back
layer buttons. The layers tJlemselves are unlabeled, but
considered 1 through 10 (from left to right) . When a
layer button displays a black dot, it indicates to you tJlat
it contains items. Select a (rontlayer button to activate a
layer and its contents for editing. Select any background
layer button, and the front layer will be overlaid on top
of it. Hold Shift and select any combination of front and
back layers to edit and view multiple layers at once.

•

Everything that you can do in Modeler, you do in one
layer or another, or in a combination of layers. You can
load objects, edit objects, and save objects. When you
need to work on another object, Modeler aUows you to
go to another layer rather than forcing you to clear the
current object out of the workspace. Ten layers allow

complete objects, and may be set to one of these three
states: Foreground (visible and active, its contents can
be seen and will be affected by editing operations);
Background (visible but inactive, its contents can be
seen yet \vill not be affected by editing operations); Off
(invisible and inactive, its contents cannot be seen and
will not be affected by editing operations).
Consider how you might design a bicycle using layers to
aid.in its construction. We built its parts independently,
like so:
Layer 1 contains the front tire.
Layer 2 contains the frame.
Layer 3 contains the rear tire.
Layer 4 contains the handlebars.
Layer 5 contains the seat.
Layer 6 contains the pedals.
Layer 7 contains the bicycle chain.
Layer 8 contains the horn.
Layer 9 contains the fenders.
To widen the tires only, which are in layers 1 and 3, you
would hold Shift and select the front layer buttons for
layers 1 and 3. This makes them active for editing.
Objects in these active layers appear white, or light gray .
All other layers are "off," and not visible, at least as far
as we're concerned.
Now, if you wanted to be able to see how much you
wanted to widen ilie tires in relation to the other parts of
the bicycle, you'd need to activate those other layers as
"backlground layers." Hold Shift and click on ilie back
layer buttons (the ones in the lower row) for all other
layers. The objects in these layers will appear in the
window, drawn in black to indicate that they are not
available for editing. Now you can see the objects \\~th.in
aU layers, yet edit only iliose layers you want, without
changing the other layers.

The Layout button
The Layout button Shift+q

The Layout button is always visible in the upper right
hand corner of the screen. Click it to go to the Layout

LightWave Modeler
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screen. It does not quit the Modeler, so that when you
rerum , evelJ'lhing in Modeler will remain exactly as it
was when you left.

To exit Modeler
CUck Layout, or press Shift+q on the keyboard. Modeler
remains active and available (note that its bullon on the
Layout screen remains saUd). If you have objects in any
layers, they will still be there when you reenter Modeler.
To shut down Modeler
CUck Layout, or press Shift+q on the keyboard. At the
Layout screen, hold Shift and cUck on the Modeler
bUllon. LightWave will ask you to confirm this action.
CUck Yes to shut down Modeler. Any objects left in any
layers will be lost, unless you saved them to the hard
drive prior to exiting.

To change the grid size
CUck the In and Out buttons on the Display menu , or
press > to zoom in, < to zoom out (these keys are
unshifted, the shifted versions zoom you in larger steps).
Every two or three cUcks of the grid size bullon will
zoom far enough that the grid will reset itself to the next
increment.
Note that every grid size has two or three "working sizes"
of screen grids, so that (for example) at the 1 meter grid
size, there are two differently sized screen grids that can
appear. This is to provide you with additional control
over the glid, when you may need to get just a Uttle
closer, but still use the same grid selling. (If necessary,
use Size to expand or contract the object if it has grown
unmanageable at that screen size. This, too, is a method
for scaing objects correctly that were built at the wrong
size originally.)

•

The edit buttons.
Edit buttons
TIle four edit buttons (Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo) represent
common and useful editing commands. Therefore they
are always on screen, on the lower right edge. See page
15 for a full description of these commands.

Tbe selection buttons. There are many ways to select
and deselect objects and portions ofobjects.
Selection buttons
The three selection buttons are key to Modeler's "select
and do" style of operation. These bullons allow you to
specify what portion of an object you wish to edit. As
useful as they are, they are always on screen, roughly
centered on the lower edge of the screen. Choose a
selection mode by cUcking on one of these bUllons or
pressing the Spacebar.

The coords window
Coordinates Window
The coordinates window in the lower corner displays the
X, Y, Z, position of the pointer and the status of the
operation in progress. Since each of the view \vindows
shows a two-dimensional view, only two coordinate
values are "active" at any time, depending on which
window the pointer is witllin. For example, when the
•
pointer is in the Face view, the Xand Yaxes will display
coordinates, willie the Z axis wiJJ remain blank. When
you engage a Modeler tool such as Rotate, this window
displays the amount of rotation (in degrees). For other
tools it may display the angle of bending or t\visting, the
distance the pointer has moved, or the size/stretch
factor. This enables you to manipulate an item on screen
and know just how much you have affected it.

The grid size box

LightWave Modeler
Modeler Main Screen
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Grid Size
The grid changes its display automatically so that you
always have a usable reference size on screen. Don't be
confused by its operation, this makes modeUng easier!
For example, with the grid sized at 1 meter increments,
suppose you wish to make a pencil object. First select
the Zoom In function several times. As you zoom in
closer to the grid, the scale of your view changes,
reorienting itself to a smaller value. After a few cUcks, it
will indicate that the grid is now is displayed in 10
millimeter increments. At this paint, you can create the
pencil, knowing that you will build it to proper scale.

A group ofcommand buttons
Command buttons
The Command bullons are always placed on the left·
hand side of the screen. They appear and disappear,
changing to rellectthe current menu selection. A
different set of command bullons will appear for each
menu bUllon selected. Choose a command tool by
clicking on it.

•

When the window is active, it can be used either as a
fourth edit window for item selection, or as a moving
wireframe preview window to give you a better idea of
the object's shape. Also, when activated, the preview
lvindow displays a black circle surrounding the 3D
lvireframe object. This is Modeler's "virtual trackball,"
which enables you to rotate the object lvithout affecting it
in the true edit windows. Drag from top to bottom, from
left to right, or around the perimeter of the trackball to
rotate the object around each of the three axes.

•

Window Resizing Tool

Face view.

The jour edit windows, or views.
Edit Windows

There are three edit windows, each displaying a different
view of the Modeler workspace. The Face view is like a
frontal view, looking directly at the object. The Top view
is like an overhead point of view, looking down on the
object. The Left view is as if you were standing to the left
of the object, looking at its left side. To aid in your
modeling work, you can tum on and off many of the
object and grid attributes displayed in the edit windows.
Preview Window

•

•

The fourth window is a preview window that displays a
3D perspective representation of the object being edited.
It can be turned on and off from the Options bunon in
the Display menu. When the window is off, it acts as an
extension of the Window Resize bunon-meaning you
can drag the workspace around by dragging in it.

The four windows are divided by a light gray crosshair
that spans the workspace. This crosshair is a button that
you can use to reposition the screen display. Position the
pointer anywhere on the crosshair and drag lvith the
mouse. Move the lvindows as needed so you can
concentrate your editing in anyone large \I~ndow, or any
configuration of the fou r windows.
You can reorient the position of these windows using the
View Options command in the Display menu.

Blank Area
The blank area is that portion of the screen that borders
the command and menu buttons. This unused portion of
the screen serves a function as a "deselect" button,
toggling off the selected status of points, polygons, or
volumes that have been selected. You can also use the /
key to deselect any selected items.

LightWave Modeler
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Selection andthe Selection Tools
In order to modify objects, you need to have some method for choosing that portion of the object that you wish to modify .
Only then can you modify it. This concept of "select and do" is a common function in 3D. You select an item, whether it
is a point, polygon, or an entire object, then you perform an action upon it. FoUowing this, you typically deselect the item
and move on to another. Therefore, we begin with a discussion of selection, and the myriad of tools that support it.

Uyou already understand this concept, feel free to skip the next few paragraphs and begin learning the selection tools
themselves. If you're a little unclear, read through the following material before you go on.
Why Selection?
Well, in order to stretch the hood of a 3D automobile,
you need to be able to tell Modeler that you want to
stretch only the hood so that the stretch operation does
not stretch the entire car. You have to select the hood by
selecting the elements that make up the hood. Since all
3D objects, like the automobile, are comprised of points
and polygons, you first choose the Point or Polygon
selection button to specify the type of item you want to
edit. Then you select the points or polygons involved, i.e.,
the ones that make up the hood. Then you choose the
tool, in this case Stretch. finally you operate that tool on
the selected item.
In certain instances, you may need specialized methods
for selecting specific pOints or polygons. Therefore,
Modeler features a variety of selection operations using
s, the Lasso tool , the Select Connected keyboard
function, the Volume selection button, and the Statistics
Menu.

Points and polygons can be collected in various ways to
form groups within Modeler, groups that can be selected
more easily by virtue of this shared aspect. Generally, this
is referred to as selection level. The selection level, or
selection mode, you are using allows you to choose
specific items for editing. To choose another kind of
item, you must first pick another method of selection.
For example, you can select points or polygons
individually, by shared surface names, by virtue of the
number of points or polygons present, by physical
connection to one another, by dragging a lasso or
volume box around them, and by other criteria. You may
not learn (or need) all these methods of selection, but
they are present and available should you require them.
They allow you to select items by physical attributes or by
visual ones. It's an extra measure of versatility, to give
you the option of using the methods you like most. After
selecting the necessary items, you can use the editing
tools on them.

LightWave Modeler
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•

For the sake of SimpliCity, often all of the portions of an
object that will have the same surface qualities are given
the same surface name. For example, consider a sports
car as a 3D object. So while the hood, side panels, and
roof might be modeled as distinct objects, they might be
assigned the same shared surface name of "Exterior."
Suppose you decide to taper the front end of the sports
car so that it appears more sleek and arrow-like. You
can select the three objects individually, and resize each
individualJy, which involves at least six separate steps; or
you can just select them using the surface name Exterior
and resize all three at once, which involves only two
steps. Either way, you will have selected and altered the
hood, side panels, and exterior. This example is intended
to show that there are different methods for grouping
and selecting items, and that learning these methods can
save you time and effort.
Here are the building blocks of objects, points and
polygons, and how they appear on screen. Afterward,
you 'll find a discussion of the individual tools for
selection.

•

A group o/selected points (small boxes), unselected
points (gray dots) , and the point creation crosshair
(in light gray). Notice how selected points are
highlighted.

•

•
Points and a polygon. Several points have been
selected and converted into a polygon resembling the
letter S. Additional points lie in the same plane to the
right, some ofwhich are selected

How
appear in
is a single-sided polygon with its normalfacing
backward The letter B is a single-sided polygon weith
its nomzalf acingforward The letter C is a doublesided polygon; its suiface normals f ace botlJ
directions,

ifyou ever click on a polygon and see no suiface
nomzal, you should probably replace it, It will
probably cause rendering errors,

•

•
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Selecting Points, Polygons, and Volumes
Selection and deselection are arguably among the most important skills you will learn in modeling 3D objects. These

two states toggle, meaning that the items you work with in Modeler may be switched between the two states of being
selected or being deselected. When you click on an unselected item, you select it (it is now active). When you click on a
selected item, you deselect it (it is now inactive). Active items will be affected by Modeler's editing tools, while the
inactive items beside them remain unaffected.

•

The ability to deselect an item is as important as the ability to select it. Once you have selected an item and performed
some action upon it, you may need to deselect it in order to move on to the next item. The simplest method for
deselecting an item is simply to move the pointer over it and click the left mouse button. This toggles the item to its
opposite state. When there are so many items on screen that clicking them all to toggle them off is not an easy task, there
is a shortcut-press / to deselect all selected items.
The next 8 pages contain a breakdown of the individual selection methods and the tools by which they operate .

•

LightWave Modeler
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•

Point selection

•

Click the Point selection button to be able to select one or more points for editing. You can select points either individually,
in groups, by virtue of their being connected, or by using the Lasso.
Quite often, editing an object requires that you first select more points than you need, then deselecting the unnecessary ones
until only the pertinent items are 1& The same tools for selecting points also allow you to deselect them. You can toggle
points from a selected state to a deselected state. So, if a group of points is selected and you need to deselect a few before
performing an edit function, you can deselect those points from among them by choosing them again.

When no points are selected
.
Use any of the selection methods described below to select
some.

You can also use the Lasso method (described below) to
encircle portions of a group of selected points that you
wi sh to deselect.

Once some points are selected, selecting them
again will toggle them to a deselected state.
Use any selection method to deselect points from among
the currently selected group.

To add more points to a group of selected points
After selecting a group of points (and letting go of the left
mouse bu tton), hold Shift as you click on points
individually, or drag the mouse over multiple points. They
will become highlighted, thus selected.

To select more points in addition to the currently
selected ones
Hold Shift and use any selection method to add more to
the currently selected group.

•

Note about Point selection
When the Point selection button is active, and no
points have been selected, then all paints are
considered selected This is a convenient shortcut that
saves you from haV/:ng to select everything. in this case,
any tool you lise will affect all points in the current
layer.
To select one or more points
Click the Point selection button, move the pointer into any
\~ew window and over the desired pOint, then click the left
mouse button. The point will highlight to indicate that it
has been selected. At this stage, you can choose a tool
(such as Move) and manipulate the selected point.
Select multiple points by holding down the mouse button
and dragging over the points you want to activate.
Note about selecting points and creating
polygons
ifyou are selecting a group ofpoints with the inention
of creating a polygon, make certain that you select
them in a counterclockwise order. This is a specific
requirement for Modeler and Layout to "know" which
direction this polygon faces (which way its sUlface
normalpoint~). Whichever edit window you are in, try
to get in the habit ofalways selecting points in this
manner.

•

To select all points that are connected to the
currently selected point( s)
Press the I key.

To deselect points from a group of selected points
After selecting a group of points (and letting go of the left
mouse button), simply go back and click on specific
points individualJy, or drag the mouse over a number of
pOints. They will become un-highlighted, thus deselected.

The appearance of the lasso tool as you drag with the
right mouse button.
To select points using the Lasso
Click the Point selection button , and move the pointer to
any window. Hold down the light mouse button and drag
the mouse around the items you wish to select. Be careful
that you do not just click the right mouse button-hold it
down. Continue to hold it as you drag the mouse, as this
engages the Lasso mode.
The Lasso method of selection uses Shift in the same
manner as regular selection. Hold Shift while you drag to
select more pOints. Also, after ha\~ng selected a number of
points, you can deselect some from the selected group by
lassoing them.
To select or deselect certain Points from within a
Volume
See the Statistics Menu (later in this section).

LightWave Modeler
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Polygon selection
Click the Polygon selection button to select one or more polygons for editing. You can select polygons individually, in
groups, by virtue of their being connected, by virtue of their surface names, or by using the lasso. Selected polygons have
perpendicular dotted lines appearing from them. These are called surface normals, and are discussed below.

About Surface

Normals

Polygons have the
unique ability to be
one-sided (visible
trom one side only) or
two-sided (visible
trom both sides) as a
memory-saving feature.
Asurface nonnal is
an indicator that looks
like a dotted line
sticking out trom the
face of a selected
polygon. It indicates
which side of the
polygon is its visible
side. Aone-sided
polygon, when selected,
displays one surface
nonnal, while a twosided polygon displays
two.

Quite often, editing an object requires that you first
select more polygons than you need, then deselecting the
unnecessary ones until only the pertinent items are left.
The same tools for selecting polygons also allow you to
deselect them. You can toggle polygons trom a selected
state to a deselected state. So, if a group of polygons is
selected and you need to deselect a few before
performing an edit function , you can deselect those
polygons trom among them by choosing them again.
There are only a few rules about polygon selection that
you should know.
When no polygons are selected
Use any of the selection methods described below to
select some.
Once some polygons are selected, selecting them
again will toggle them to a deselected state.
Use any selection method to deselect polygons from
among the currently selected group.
To select more polygons in addition to the
currently selected ones
Hold Shill and use any selection method to add more to
the currently selected group.

Note:
When tbe Polygon selection button is active, and no
polygons bave been selected, then aU polygons are
considered selected Any tool you use will affect all
polygons in the current lay(J1·.

Often you will end up selecting two or more adjacent
polygons, since they may share the edge you selected. To
deselect the unwanted polygon (s), click them again on a
different edge. This is often easier from another angle in
a different edit window. (Using the static display in the
preview window can help a great deal when working on
a complex object.) At this stage, you can choose a tool
(such as Move) and manipulate the selected polygon.

•

Select multiple polygons by holding down the mouse
button and dragging over the edges of the polygons you
want.
To deselect polygons from a group of selected
polygons
After selecting a group of polygons (and letting go of the
left mouse button), simply go back and click on the
polygons you wish to deselect.
To add more polygons to a group of selected
polygons
Hold down Shill and select by clicking on the desired
polygons, or by dragging the mouse over them.
To select all polygons that are connected to the
currently selected polygon(s)
Press the] key.

•

To select polygons using the Lasso
Click the Polygon selection button, and move the pointer
to any window. Hold down the right mouse button and
drag the mouse around the items you wish to select. Be
careful that you do not just click the right mouse
button-hold it down. Continue to hold it as you drag
the mouse, as this engages the Lasso mode.
The Lasso method of selection uses Shift in the same
manner as regular selection. Hold Shift while you drag to
select more polygons. Also, after having selected a
number of polygons, you can deselect some from the
selected group by lassoing them.
To select or deselect certain Polygons from within
a Volume
See the Statistics Menu (below).

Selected and unselected polygons.
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To select one or more polygons
Click the Polygon selection button move the ,winter into
an edit window and over one edge of the desired
polygon, then click the left mouse button. The polygon
will highlight to indicate that it has been selected.

One-sided polygons save memory, which makes the
rendering process faster. However, a one-sided polygon
can end up facing the wrong way. Asingle wrong-way
polygon in the surface of a baseball would look like a
black hole, as if there were no polygon there at all. Tills is
generally called a rendering error. Check the surface

•

nonnals to see which way polygons are facing. In litis
manner you can ensure that your models will not suffer
from rendering errors that you will need to correct.

•

When should you use one-sided or two-sided polygons?
Consider whether the objects you are creating will be seen
from both sides, or from one side only. This is dictated by
the needs of the animation. An apple nlight be built of
single-sided polygons only, with the polygons facing
outward, whereas a dollar bill that will be seen from both
front and back should be built of two-sided polygons.

Layout keeps track of every single polygon in an object.
Double-sided polygons count as two polygons. Complex
objects, and double-sided objects, make more demands
on Layout. The more complex objects you use, the more
things can slow down. When rendering an image, Layout
has to take into account the appearance of all sides of all
polygons that make up an object, even those that face away
from the camera. Ii a polygon \"ill not be seen from both
sides, then it makes sense to build it out of single-sided
polygons. The computer has fewer polygons to calculate,
hence it will require less time to render.

•

•
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Volume selection
The Volume selection button allows you to manipulate a specific portion of an object defined by a draggable box. You
define the volume by dragging out the boundaries of an adjustable box to enclose some part of the object.
There are two states of the Volume selection button: Exclude and Include, discussed below. Click the Volume button
repeatedly to switch between them. Volumes can also be used to select and manipulate points or polygons that fall either
inside or outside its boundaries, by selecting the Statistics command after dragging out the Volume.
Note:

When the Volume selection button is active, and no
volume has been defined, then everything is
considered selected Any tool you use will affect
everything in the current layer.
Exclude (boundary box is a dotted line): any polvgons
lying partially inside and partially outside the dotted line
volume will not be affected by any operation. Think of
the Exclude mode as the mode that excludes certain
polygons, the ones not totalJy inside the volume.
Include (boundary box is a solid line): all polygons
within the solid line volume, and all polygons partially
within the solid line volume, will be affected by any
operation. Think of the Include mode as the mode that
includes everything that it touches in an operation.
To select a Volume for manipulation
Click the Volume selection button, move the pointer into
an edit window, and drag out a box surrounding the
items you wish to select. In another view window, drag
out depth to the box, forming a cubic space. Make sure

•

the boundary correctly encloses what you want in all
three views. To resize the boundary, move to any view
and drag the mouse to adjust its size. At this stage, you
can choose a tool (such as Move) and manipulate
everything within the defined area.
To define a Volume using the Lasso
Click the Volume selection button, move the pointer to
any window, and drag \vith the right mouse button
around the items you wish to select. Be careful that you
do not just click the right mouse button. Continue to
hold it down as you drag the mouse, as this engages the
Lasso mode of selection. Note that although the Lasso
Volume is drawn in onJy one edit window, it extends
along that axis into the 3D workspace of that \vindow.
Note:

Ifyou have dragged out a Volume, then realized you
aCCidentally selected the wrong Volume mode, simply
click the Volume selection button again. The mode
will change witbout affecting the Volume you defined.

•

The Volume tool in both Includemode (solid box) and Exclude mode (dotted box).
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•

Additional Tools lor Selection and Deselection

•

There are additional methods for selecting points and polygons that you will find useful. These include the Deselect All
command, for deselecting items; Statistics, an extremely useful tool for selecting items using a variety of criteria; and the
Select Connected button (described under the Display menu) , for selecting connected items.

Blank Screen Area (Deselect All) I
What Deselect All does

Notes and tips about Deselect All

This function allows you to deselect pOints, polygons, or
the volume operator, so that you may select other items.

You can also move the pointer into any border area of
the screen and click with the left mouse button. The
blank outer area on screen is the portion of the interface
that falls "between the buttons."

How to use Deselect All

To deselect an item, press / on the keyboard or click in
the margin area on screen. make sure that you have no
tools selected in order for Deselect All to function.

Sel Conn (Select Connected) ]
(on the Display menu)

•

What Sel Conn does

How to use Sel Conn

Select Connected automatically selects all points or
polygons that are connected to the currently h.ighlighted
points or polygons.

Using point or polygon selection, select one or more
points or polygons. Press 1on the keyboard (or click on
the Sel Conn button in the Display menu).

Statistics w
What Statistics does

Statistics allows you to select and deselect items based
on point count, polygon count, surface name grouping,
and volume inclusion or exclusion. Also, you can use it
to find non-planar polygons.
How to use Statistics

First, choose a selection mode: point, polygon, volume
include or volume exclude. This will determine the type
of statistics screen Modeler will display. Then, press w or
click the Slats command in the Display menu.
All tlHee types of statistics menus are categorized. Click
on the plus button (+) beside the item you wish to
select, or the minus button (-) beside the item you wish
to deselect (if it is selected) Modeler will accept your
selection and return you to the screen . If you wish to
make further selections, press w again and continue.
Below is a LightWave object, followed by the three types
of statistics panels you would see displayed for it.

•

Tbe paint stats panelfor tbe above object.
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Point Statistics allows you to select points based on the
number of polygons they share. For example, an object
may consist of 48 polygons: 36 polygons consist of three
pOints, while 12 polygons consist of four points each.
Using Point Statistics, you could easily select either group
since they are listed in separate categories.
To select/deselect points with Statistics
Click the Point selection button, select points if desired,
then press w. Each entry in the panel will display the
number of points that are shared by some number of
polygons. Click on the plus button (+) beside the item
you wish to select, or the minus button (-) beside the
item you wish to deselect.

any non-planar polygons, click the plus (+) sign. The
menu will disappear, and any non-planar polygons will
be highlighted. By default, Modeler conSiders any
polygons more than 0.5 % out of alignment to be nonplanar. You can change this value using the Flatness
Limit value, which is in the Options command under the
Objects menu.

•

Click the plus (or minus) button to select or deselect any
polygons that are not planar. Non-planar polygons are
those that are not completely flat, or in one plane. The
result is a polygon that will probably not render
properly, especially [rom frame to frame in an
animation. These should be removed and replaced with
proper pol)lgons.

The volume stats panelJor the light bulb.

The polygon stats panelJor the light bulb.
Polygon Statistics allows you to select polygons based on
a number of attributes. You may select Polygons; Faces;
Curves; Polygons consisting of 1-4, or more, vertices;
Polygons belonging to a given surface name; Non-planar
polygons (based on tlle Flatness Limit, found in Options,
under Objects).
To select/deselect polygons with Statistics
Click the polygon selection button, then press w. The
panel will display the total number of polygons, and how
many points (vertices) they contain. Click on the plus
button (+) beside the item you wish to select, or the
minus button (-) beside the item you wish to deselect.
To select/deselect polygons by surface name
Click the Polygon selection button, then press w. Near
the bottom of the panel, there is a surface name selector.
Drag the mouse while the pointer is directly on top of the
selector. Apop-up menu will appear, containing a full
list of all available surface names. Drag the pointer to the
name you want and let go of the mouse button. Click the
plus (+) sign beside the entry with Surface:" (just above
the pop up menu) to select the polygons using that
surface name.

If you need to select more polygons, )lou can use
Statistics repeatedly to add to the selected group.
LightWave Modeler
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To locate/select/deselect non-planar polygons
Click the Polygon selection button, then press w. The
non-planar listing is at the bottom of the panel. To locate

Volume Statistics allows you to select either points or
polygons using these options:
(a) the number of points inside the volume
(b) the number of points outside the volume
(c) the number of polygons inside the volume
(d) the number of polygons outside the volume

•

To select points or polygons by volume inclusion
or exclusion:
Click the Volume selection button (make sure you are in
Include or Exclude mode, whichever you prefer), define
the volume, then press w. Click on the plus button (+)
beside the item you wish to select, or the minus button () beside the item you wish to deselect.

Note:
The Volume Statistics display changes depending
whether you use the inclusion or exclusion mode
when you invoke statistics.

•

Common Edit Functions

•

The Edit bunons at the bonom of the Modeler screen represent basic functions that are available at all times. These are standard
editing functions, such as those found in most household and business applications, like word processors and spreadsheets.

Cld

x

What Cut does
Cut will remove the selected point(s), polygon(s), or
objed(s) from the workspace. Acopy of the object will
remain in memory until it is replaced by the next cut or copy
operation.

Notes and lips about Cut
If you have ever used Cut and Paste in a word-processor
program, you have an idea how this works: the item is
stored temporarily in memory in case you want to relocate it
to another layer, or make a duplicate of it, using Paste.

How to use Cut
Select the item to be cuL Press x on the keyboard, or click
Cut.

Cut holds only the most recently cut item in memory. If you
cut one object, then cut another, only the second object will
be able to be restored, since it replaced the first item in
memory.

Copy

c

What Copy does
Copy will copy the selected point(s), polygon(s), or
object (s) into memory. The copy of the objed will remain in
memory until it is replaced by the next cut or copy
operation.

•

How to use Copy
Seled the item to be copied. Press c on the keyboard, or
click Copy.

Paste

v

What Paste does
Paste \\ill restore to the current layer whatever item was last
cut or copied.
How to use Paste
After cuning or cOPlmg an item, press v on the keyboard, or
click Paste. The item that was last cut or copied will be
pasted back into me workspace in the same location from
which it was cut or copied.

Dildo

Notes and tips about Paste
The item will be restored to the same coordinate location
from which it was cut or copied. If you paste an item into the
same layer from which it was cut or copied \~tllout first
mO\mg the original, you won't see it because it will occupy
the same position as the original. Generally, after a cut or
copy operation, you either go to a new layer and Paste the
item, or you move the original item and paste the copy back
in beside it.

u

What UnOO does
The Undo function allows you to take back the last
command peJformed. This allows you to try different
nUflleric senings for all Modeler's tools, since each step may
be undone.

•

Notes and tips about Copy
The section of memory used by Copy is the same that Cut
uses, so be careful not to Cut an item you wish to Paste, then
Copy another right away. The copied item would replace the
cut item. Unlike Cu~ Copy does not remove tile selected
item(s) from tile \~ew window. It will only make a duplicate
of it in memory.

How to use UnOO
After performing an action, press u on the keyboard, or click
Undo.

Notes and tips about Undo
Undo undoes the last command performed, therefore Undo
will also undo itself. If you Undo a command, tllen decide
you would prefer it the way it was, click Undo again. ntis
allows you to toggle back and forth, comparing the changes
of the last edit.
Undo will also undo the Delete command. Undo will not
undo the New command. Remember to save any objects
before quining Modeler or using the New command.
An interesting feature of Undo is that you can modify an

[j~ltWave
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object with a conunand, then save it to disk, then select
Undo to return to the original stale of the object. The saved
object will be unaffected by the Undo, since it was saved in a
changed stale, This is a useful tip for morphing an object
through several unique shapes, ("tch shape built upon the
same original object

•

Redo
What Redo does
Redo works in conjunction with Undo, Whereas Undo takes
back the last modeling opeI"Jlion, Redo restores it.

HoUJ to use Redo
Click Redo to restore the last step that was undone (by the
Undo button), You can restore up to three operations this
way, if you have not changed the model in between steps,

As an example, if you make a sphere, then stretch it, then flip

its polygons, you could click Undo three times to take back
each operation (to the point where you had nothing on
scren, in this case), You could then use Redo to restore each
step, in case you decided to continue with this modeL

Delete

z(keyboard command only)

What Delete does
Delete \vill remove an item from the workspace without
holding a copy of it in memory,
HOll! to use Delete
Select the item to delete, press z on the keyboard, If no items
are selected, then all items \viii be deleted,
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Notes and tips about Redo
When there are no steps to restore, the Redo button will
appear dinuned,

Notes and tips about Delete
Undo \viii recover an aCCidentally deleted item, if you use
Undo irrunediately afterward, Paste \vill not restore a deleted
item,
Since u1e deleted item is not copied to memory, delete is
useful if you have one item in the memory buffer already and
wish to remove another wiU10Ut losing the item just copied,
First, Copy the item you wish to use, Then, select the item
you wish to remove, Press z to delete il Now Paste the first
item back on screen,

•

•

The Objects menu
•

The Objects menu contains two sets of basic commands: those relating to file access (between Modeler and the hard
disk, and between Modeler and Layout), and those relating to object creation (object primitives, text, options). If you've
ever been exposed to a computer before, you probably already understand the file access commands. But you may be
wondering why Modeler utilizes such simple objects as boxes and balls v,ith which to model.
The reason is that these are the basic building blocks of 3D modeling-built-in shapes for you to use as starting points
as you assemble more complex objects. Each of these objects is created by first selecting a shape, then dragging out a
bounding box with the left mouse button. Once the shape is to your liking, click the Make button to generate the 3D
object. As a shortcut, use the right mouse button as you drag in the last window-the shape will be generated
automatically the moment you let go of the button. You may wish to use th.is feature later, after growing more familiar
with the tools of Modeler. Alternately, you can select a primitive shape tool, then select Numeric and enter size and/or
coordinate values from the keyboard. After you exit the menu , as above, select Make to generate the geometry.
If you use the mouse to drag out these shapes, you should know that Modeler's four built-in primitive tools have handles
along their edges for sizing, and all (except Box) have a center handle for positioning. There is a handle at each comer
(drag any comer to size and stretch from there), a handle near the center of each edge (drag any edge to stretch the
object), and a handle at the center (drag this handle to move the primitive to another location before creating it).

For users who prefer to draw freehand on the screen, Sketch allows you to draw any shape by hand, which Modeler wiU
then convert to a polygon or cu rve for further modeling. Sketch is also extremely useful for drawing over a background
image on screen (see the BG Image button, in the Display menu).

About
What About does

•

Displays information about this version of Modeler
(re\~sion , memory available, and the programmer's
name) .

New

ShiH+n

What New does

With New you can reset Modeler functions and layers to
their initial default state. 111e New command will clear
the paste buffer, all layers of all objects, re-center all
windows, set the grid to 500mm spacing, and activate the
Point selection mode. (It does not remove any loaded
PostScript fonts, clear the Macro list, nor clear the
Background Image, if any.)
How to use New

Click New, or press Shift+n on the keyboard. Click OK to
reset Modeler, or Cancel to cancel the operation.

•

Notes and tips about New

The contents of aJllayers will be erased when you select
this command. If you have not saved any objects to the
hard drive, and you wish to, use the Save or Save As
command first.
New does not reset the values found within the numeric
menus. To do this, go to the specific numeric menu in
question and click its Reset button. This is only
necessary if you wish to reset the values of a particular
numeric menu .
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Load
What Load does

With Load you can load an object into the first active
foreground layer.
How to use Load

Click Load, or press I on the keyboard. Afile requester
will pop up, preset to either the "Objects" directory on
the hard dlive or the last-accessed objects directory via
the Layout screen. Select the proper object file, then
click OK. The object will load into the current layer.
Notes and tips about Load

If you have multiple foreground layers active, the object
will load into the first layer only. The remaining layers
wiU be unaffected.

Save

Save will save the current foreground layer(s) as one
object. The name of the last-loaded object, if any, wiU be
used by this new object, when you choose Save. (To
choose a new name, use the Save As button. )
How to use Save

Select one or more layers as foreground layers. Click
Save, or press s on the keyboard. A menu will pop-up,
asking you "OK to save foreground layers(s) as
file: (name)." The name Modeler supplies will be the
same as the last object name either loaded or saved. This
is a shortcut to save you from having to retype the name
of an object every time you wish to save a change. To
confirm that you want to save this object right over the
old object, click OK. Click Cancel if you do not.
Notes and tips about Save

To save objects under different names, use the Save As
command.
If you have created the individual parts of an object in
several different layers, you can save them as one object.
Hold Shift and select the layers that contain the object
parts. With all layers selected as foreground layers, click
Save As. Enter a name, click OK, and all layers will be
saved as the one object.

The Objects Menu
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•

You can modify the default location of ughtWave's file
requesters, if you wish. See "Customizing ughtWave."
You cannot load foreign object file formats (such as
AutoCAD DXF files) directly into Modeler. Instead, load
them into Layout using the Load Object button in the
Objects menu. At this point, you can enter Modeler and
Import the object, or save it [rom Layout and load it into
Modeler.

s

What Save does

LightWave Modeler

The Objects directory defaults to an internally-set
location on the hard drive, unless you loaded or saved
an object from the Layout screen prior to entering
Modeler. In that case, the file requester will set itself to
that directory. Use the buttons on the file requester
dialog to locate other objects on other devices.

If you wish to save an object and have Modeler
remember which p011ions of it are in different layers,
you can hold the s key and click on the foreground layer
button for each layer that you \vish to save. Now hold the
a key on the keyboard and click on the Save As button.
You \\~U see the standard file requester for saving an
object. Enter a name and save the file. The object \ViU be
saved in its "layered" state. In the future, when you reload this object into Modeler, each layer will receive the •
correct pOl1ion of the whole object.
Important:

A layered object file cannot be loaded into Light Wave
Layout. It must be saved as a Single object in order to
load into Layout jor rendering and animation.
\Vhen you save an object, its location in relation to the
origin plays an important role in ughtWave Layout-it
acts as the "handle" for objects. This handle is the
movement and rotation point for the object in Layout.
When an object is created in Modeler, its location in
relation to the origin (0,0, 0) is known and saved as
part of the object description. This known point acts as
the "pivot point" for the object. For example, when you
model an object so that the origin is at its center, then
save the object and load it into Layout, it will move and
rotate around that point as its center of gravity. However,
if you model the same object so that the origin is 5
meters away, then save the object and load it into Layout,
it \ViU move and rotate erratically as if it were lopsided.
Its pivot point is off-center, so the object moves in an offcenter fashion.

•

Save As

•

What Save As does
Save As will save the current object using a different file
name.
How to use Save As
Select one or more layers as foreground layers. Click
Save As, Or press Shift+s on the keyboard. Afile
requester will pop up, preset to either the "Objects"
directory on the hard drive or the last-accessed objects
directory \~ a the Layout screen. Select the proper
directory, click in the box labelled "file" near the bottom
of the file requester, type the name of the object you
wish to save, then click OK to save the object.
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Notes and tips about Save As
If you have created the indh~dual parts of an object in
several different layers, you can save them as one object.
Hold Shift and select the layers that contain the object
parts. With all layers selected as foreground layers, click
Save As. Enter a name, click OK, and aU layers will be
saved as the one object.

Import (pop-up menu)
What Import does
Import will transfer objects that have been loaded into
Layout to the current Modeler layer. It's a shortcut,
allowing you to fine-tune objects quickly and easUy as
you work on scenes in Layout.

•

How to use Import
Move the pointer to the Import button and hold down
the left mouse button. Apop-up menu will appear,
containing the list of all loaded objects in Layout. Drag to
the object you wish to import, then let go of the button.
The object will be loaded into the first currently active
layer.

If you import a model , edit it, then export it to Layout so
that it replaces its original version, be sure to save the
new version of that object when you return to the Layout
screen. On the Objects menu , either select Save All
Objects, or select the object's name and use Save Object
to save the newly edited model.

Export (pop-up menu)
What Export does
Export sends the contents of the current layer(s) to the
Layout screen.
Export has two options: you may export the current
object into Layout so that it replaces an exisitng object
there, or you may export it as a new object if it did not
previously exist in that scene.
How to use Export
When the object on the current layer has been modeled
to your liking, move the pointer to the Export button and
hold down the left mouse button. The top item reads
«NEW».

•

Notes and tips about Import
Imported models are added to the current layer. Any
existing objects th at were in the layer first will remain
after another model has been imported.

If you are sending a new object to Layout
Highlight «NEW» and let go of the mouse button .
The Save Object file requester appears, asking you for a
name for this new object. Na\~gate to the appropriate
directory for this new object and enter a name. Press r
or click OK to save the object and load it to the Layout
screen.
If you are replacing an existing object in Layou t
Highlight that object's name and let go of th e mouse
button. Modeler will ask you for confirmation before
replacing the object.
Notes and tips about Export
If you import a model, edit it, then export it to Layout so
that it replaces its original version, be su re to save the
llew version of that object when you return to the Layout
screen. On the Objects menu , either select Save All
Objects, or select the object's name and use Save Object
to save the newly edited model.
lightWave Modeler
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Macro (pop-upmenu)
What Macro does
The Macro command allows you to create or execute
macros. Amacro is a text file that contains a sequence of
commands which allow you to perform a series of steps
from one initial action. Modeler uses macros that have
been wlitten in the ARexx command language. Often,
they peliorm very speCialized functions that would be
otherwise difficult to carry out by hand.
How to use Macro (to select a pre-loaded macro
script)
When you drag the pointer over the Macro button, a
pop-up menu appears. Three sub-menus appear at the
top of this menu, and below them a list of the current
active macros. Move the pointer to the submenu you
wish to access (or the macro sCript you wish to execute)
and let go of the mouse button to select it.
See each entry below for a description of each submenu
and its function .
How to use Macro/«Configure List»
With Macro « Configure List» , you can add macro
scripts to the pop-up Macro menu. Select this option to
display the Macro Script List control panel. This panel
allows you to create and maintain separate lists of macro
command scripts on the hard drive. Each list can contain
a group of related macro files, or perhaps your
preferred favorite macro Wes. When the list is active, the
files whose names it contains will appear on the main
Macro pop-up menu for easy accessibility. The controls
on the Macro Script List panel are explained below.
Macro List field
The window beside this label displays the name of the
current macro list. The script whose name appears here
indicates the default startup list for Modeler. The macro
names it contains will appear on the Macro pop-up
menu each time you enter Modeler, ready for use.
With the three buttons beside this field you can Load,
Save, or Clear lists. For example, you might create a list
named "Boxes" that contains four different macro
scripts for generating different kinds of cube shapesBox I, Box2, Box3, and Box4. Use the Load and Save
buttons to load and save your own lists. Use the Clear
button to clear the window of any script names so that
no sCripts start up when you activate Modeler.
List Entry
This pop-up menu button contains a list of all the macro
scripts that have been loaded into Modeler It allows you
to select anyone of the scripts contained in Ule current
Macro List.
LightWave Modeler
Name
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This text field contains the name of the script shown on

the pop-up menu button (above) . To change this name,
enter a new one in this field and click the Change button.
To create a new name, enter a new name and click the
Create button. To delete this name, click the Delete
button.
Command
This text field contains the specific ARexx command
script that is invoked when you select the macro shown
on the List Entry button. To change this script, enter a
new one and click the Change button. To create a new
script, enter a script and click the Create button. To
delete this script, click the Delete button. Use the »
button beside this field to invoke a file requester to aid in
locating any commands you wish to change or create.

•

Startup Macro
If you enter the name of one of your macros here (not a
macro list, but a macro script itself), then every time you
start up Modeler this macro will be executed
automatically. For example, you may wish to have a
specific object loaded automatically, like your company
logo, every time you load Modeler. Use the » button
beSide this field to invoke a file requester to aid in
locating the script you wish to run at startup.
How to use Macro/«Configure Keys»
Select this option to display a menu that allows you to
assign one macro to each of the ten function keys at the
top of Ule keyboard . This is useful for making your 10
favorite or most-used commands instantly available at
Ule press of a button.
Note that Ule entry field beside each function key must
contain the entire ARexx command as it appears in the
Command field on the Configure List panel. For example,
to assign the Bounding Box command to function key Fl ,
you must enter the following text (this is exactly as it
appears in the Command field on the Configure List
panel) :
/ ARexx_Examples/lwmIB80x.lwm.
An error in typing, a missing script, or another kind of
error, will result in Modeler displaying an error
message when a function key is pressed.

•

To assist you in locating the ARexx commands on your
system, select the> > button to the right of the macro
fields. This will present you with a file requester for you
to locate ule correct macro script. Selecting a script will
enter the entire correct pathname as Modeler expects it.
The macro will be available immediately.
MacrolDirect command
With Macro « Direct Command » , you can enter
Macro commands directly using the Direct Macro
Command pop-up menu. Enter the name of the macro
script you wish to execute, then press r.The sCript will
execute.

•

•

How to use Macro (Direct option) Shift+x

Notes and tips about Macro:
It is best to identify LightWave Modeler sCripts and store

With Macro> > >Direct, you can enter macro commands
directly using a pop-up selection menu. Drag the pointer
over the Macro button and select the Direct option. Enter
the name of the macro script you wish to execute, or
cUck on the Browse button to locate it with a 6le
requester. Press Return or cUck OK to engage it.

them in a consistent location on your hard drive.
NewTek recommends the following naming convention:
filename.lwm , as in MakeBox.lwm. Also, we recommend
you store all Modeler scripts together in the default
drawer NewTek provides.

Box

,
,
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What Box does

Box creates 20 squares and rectangles, or 3D cubes and
solids.
How to use Box

Move the mouse to any view and drag out a bounding
box. Move to another view to drag out the third
dimension, depth. Click Make to generate the box.
Modifiers for Box

The Ctrl key constrains the initial 2D box to an evensided square.
Numeric parameters for Box

•

Use the Numeric menu to create boxes with specific X, Y,
Z coordinates of your choice, and to determine whether
the sides of the box will be subdivided.

Low parameter
Enter the X-Y-Z coordinates for the front lower left
comer of the cube.

Segments parameter
Enter the number of segments for the X-Y-Z axes (to
create a cube with subdivided faces).

High parameter

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Enter the X-Y-Z coordinates for the back upper right
comer of the cube.

Reset button
Reset all men u values to their original settings.

Ball
What Ball does

Ball creates 2D Circles and ellipses, or 3D spheres, and
ovoids.
How to use Ball

Move the ~e to any view and drag out a bounding
box. The box defines the boundaries of the ball. Move to
another view to drag out the third dimension, depth.
Click Make to create the sphere.

The Ctrl key constrains the initial 20 circle to a perfectly
round disk.

To create smooth globe spheres, there should be half as
many Segments as there are Sides in the ball. For
example, if you enter 24 for Sides, try 12 for Segments.

Notes and tips about BaIl

Otherwise, use a tesselated sphere.

Modeler can create two types of spheres: globe and
tesselated. Select which type from the numeric menu
(globe is the default).

Numeric parameters for BaIl

Modifiers for BaIl

•

Use the Numeric menu to create spheres with user-
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specified parameters such as the number of sides and
segments the sphere should contain.

Batt 7)pe parameter

•

Select the type of sphere to generate: a globe or
tesselation. Use tesselation for spheres with smoother
profiles. If the edges of the sphere do not need to be
smooth, use globe.

Sides (Globe) parameter
Enter the number of sides (radial wedges, like sections
in a pie) for the globe.

Segments (Globe) parameter
Enter the number of segments (horizontal slices) for the
globe.

Level (Tesselation) parameter
Enter the level of complexity for the Tesselated sphere.
Values of 0-1 produce rough spheres, while values from
2-4 are best. Values higher than 4 result in very complex
spheres that will require a very long time to create and
manipulate.

Radii parameter
Enter the radius of the sphere for each axis. For
example, a smaller Yradius would create a Oatter, more
squashed sphere.

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Reset button
Reset all menu values to their original settings.

Center parameter
Enter the X, Y, Z coordinates for the center of the sphere.

. -,' : ~:I; ; ~:.. ,.

Disc
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What Disc does
Disc creates 2D discs or 3D cylinders.
How to use Disc
Move the mouse to any view and drag out a bounding
box. This defines the boundaries of the disc . Click Make
to generate the disc. If you wish to create a cylinder,
move to another ,~ew and drag out depth to the box.

Modifiers for Disc
The Ctrl key constrains the initial 2D circle to a perfectly
round disk.
Numeric parameters for Disc
Use the Numeric menu to create shapes with userspecified parameters such as the number of sides and
segments the disk or cylinder should contain, as well as
its location.

Sides parameter
Enter the number of sides (radial wedges, like sections
in a pie) for the disc.

Segments parameter
Enter the number of segments (horizontal slices) for the
disc.

Top parameter

LightWave Modeler

Bottom parameter

Enter the coordinate for the top end of the cylinder.
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Enter the coordinate for the bonom end of the disc or
cylinder.

Axis parameter
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Select the major axis along which the disc will lie.

•

•

Center parameter
Enter the center coordinates for the disc or cylinder.

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation,

Radii parameter
Enter the radii for the disc or cylinder. Differing values
here will create a stretched or squashed shape.

Reset button
Reset all menu values to their original settings.

Cone
What Cone does

Cone creates 20 discs or 3D cones.
How to use Cone

Move the mouse to any view and drag out a bounding
box (this defines the boundaries of the cone). Move to
another view to drag out the third dimension. Click Make
to generate the cone.
Modifiers for Cone

The Ctrl key constrains the irtitial 2D circle to a perfectly
round disk.
Numeric parameters for Cone

Use the Numeric menu to create cones with userspecified parameters sllch as the number of sides and
segments the cone should contain, as well as its location.

•

Sides parameter
Enter the number of sides (radial wedges, like sections
in a pie) for the cone.
Segments parameter
Enter the number of segments (horizontal slices) for the
cone.
Bottom parameter
Enter the coordinate for the bottom end of the cone.
Top parameter
Enter the coordinate for the top end of the cone.

Radii: parameter
Enter the radii for the cone. Diffeling values here will
create a stretched or squashed cone shape.

Axis parameter
Select the major axis along which the cone will lie.

Units pClrctmeter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Center parameter
Enter the center coordinates for the cone .

Reset button
Reset aU menu values to their original settings.

•
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Sketch
What Sketch does
Sketch allows you to draw freehand shapes on the
Modeler screen, which it then converts into curves or
polygons. After selecting Sketch, you can choose curve
or polygon creation using the Numeric menu before or
after drawing a shape, as long as you do so prior to
generating the shape into an object.
How to use Sketch
Move the mouse to any view and drag with either mouse
button to draw a freehand shape (see below for the
difference between the left and right button). Select
Numeric and choose curve or polygon as the object to
generate. Click OK to close the menu. Select Make to
generate the shape.

Ifyou drag wUh the left mouse button

Plane parameter
Think of Plane as a depth control. If you sketch a shape
in the Face (XY) window, then Plane will set the Z depth
of the location of the shape you generate. As an example,
Sketch a heart in the Face window, select numeric,
choose Polygon, enter -10 for Plane, click OK, then
select Make. The heaI1 shaped polygon will lie -10 units
back along the Z axis.

Adotted line will follow the pointer. Press r or click
Make to generate the shape, curve or polygon,
depending on the setting in the Numeric menu.

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Ifyou drag with the right mouse button

Reset button
Reset all menu values to their original settings.

Asolid line will follow the pointer. As soon as you let go
of the mouse button, Modeler will automatically generate
the shape, curve or polygon, depending on the setting in
the Numeric menu. (Note: You should go to the Numeric
menu and select curve or polygon creation before
drawing with the right mouse button.)
Numeric parameters for Sketch
Use the Numeric menu to select whether Sketch creates
a curve or a polygon out of your freehand drawn shape,
and to set the plane value for curves.

CurvelPo/ygon
Choose Curve to generate an open curve out of the
sketched shape. Choose Polygon to generate a polygon.

Notes and tips about Sketch
The shape you sketch is affected by bow fast you move
the mouse while drawing. The slower you draw, the
better Sketch approximates the curvature of the shape.

Sketch leaves the original hand-drawn line on screen, in •
case you v.~sh to generate another shape, or if you
generated the incorrect form (a polygon when you
wanted a curve, for example). In such cases, click Undo.
Then select the numeric menu and choose the other
form. Click OK and select Make to generate the new
form. Every time you make a curve from Sketch the
result is slightly different. There is a randomness to the
curve fitting process so the results will always vary.

Numeric n
What Numeric does
Activates the Numeric menu for the command pre\~ously
selected. This enables you to change the way in which
the tool functions, or to engage it using specllc numeric
values.

How to use Numeric
After selecting an operation or a tool, click Numeric or
press n on the keyboard. Enter or change the values as
needed. Click OK to accept the new values.

Make Return or Enter

lightWave Modeler
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What Make does
The Make button in the Objects menu completes the
creation of basic building block objects that you have
dragged out or numerically set.

How to use Make
For example, after defining the boundaries for a sphere,
either \~th the mouse or numerically, press l' or click •
Make to generate the sphere.

Text

•

Shin+w

What Text does
With the Text command you can access Adobe Type I
fonts directly from Modeler, converting letters, numbers,
symbols, and words into fiat (unextruded) 3D objects.
How to use Text
There are two steps. The first step is to load one or more
Adobe fonts: select the Load button, locate the directory
where you store Adobe fonts, and select the correct font.
The second step is to select the correct font in the font
pop-up selector, enter the text, and press r.
Font

The pop-up menu button beside this label allows you to
scroll through the list of loaded fonts and select one for
text generation.

Text
The text field beside this label allows you to enter the
text to be generated into a 3D object. The characters that
may be available within the selected font may be limited,
depending on the the design of that font's creator.
Therefore, you mayor may not have all possible
characters allowed by the PostScript format.

•

Corners
Some PostScript fonts, when converted into 3D objects,
have additional points near their comer vertices. When
these polygons are bevelled, they can cause bevelling

Options

inaccuracies. Use the default setting, Sharp, for the
majority of your text generation, as this will avoid the
creation of such points. The Buffered setting allows them
to be created, should you decide that you wish it.

Load Font and Remove Font
Use Load Font to locate and select a PostScript font to be
loaded into Modeler for text generation . Afile requester
will appear. Use Remove Font to unload the current font
from memory.
Notes and tips about Text
Modeler looks for PostScript fonts in a standard
directory. If you know how to edit text files, you can
customize this directory by editing the Modeler
configuration file. See "Customizing ughtWave" for
details.

\Vhen you load Abode Type 1 PostScript fonts into
Modeler, more RAr\1 is consumed. If you load too many
fonts , or no longer need fonts you loaded earlier, use the
Remove bunon to unload a font-one at a time-- from
memory.

o

What Options does
The Options menu under Objects allows you to set up
new object creation parameters such as the surface
name for new polygons, whether they are one- or twoSided, and more.
How to use Options
Click Options. All objects created aftenvard will take on
the qualities you select here. Any objects created prior to
changing these settings will be unaffected.
Current Surface
The four controls found beside the heading Current
Surface allow you to enter, create, and rename surface
names. This is an important step in modeling, one that
allows you to identify portions of the object that will
receive different color and texture qualities in Layout.
These are the names that ughtWave uses to assign color
and texture to objects when rendering.

•

To assign a surface name to newly created
polygons
Use the Surface Name selector. The name shown here
will be assigned to all newly created polygons.

To create a new surface name
Enter the name in the New Surface Name field and click
Create.
To rename an existing surface name
First select the surface name using the Surface Name
selector, then enter the name in the New Surface Name
field, and click Rename.
Note about Surface
The Surface controls here are used to create surface
names, rename surface names, and direct Modeler what
surface name to use for newly created polygons. To
select a name and assign to existing or previously
created polygons, use the Surfaces command found in
the Polygon menu.

ughtWave Modeler
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The SUlface Name selector is a pop-up menu that
displays a list of all available surface names, including
any that you create using the other surface name
controls found here. This is convenient for creating and
assigning surface names as you build an object, since all
new polygons created after you exit this menu will have
this name as their surface nanle. The alternative, which
is optional, is to design the object 6rst, then select
sections of it and assign surface names at that time. This
approach can be more tedious, depending on the
complexity of the object.
Polygons
Choose the appropriate settings for the creation of new
polygons. There are two selections to make here:
Triangles/Quadrangles/Automatic, and One Side/Two
Sides.

Polygons that you create "by hand," by creating points
and making them into polygons, will not be affected by
this option. Polygons created by Modeler, such as those
for the built-in objects, and those created during
extrusion or lathing, will be affected by this command.
Triangles
Triangles causes all of Modeler's polygon creation to use
3-sided triangles rather than multi-sided polygons. Note:
To nlrn existing polygons into triangles, refer to the
Triple command from the Polygon menu.

Two Sides
When selected, Two Sides causes all new polygons
created by Modeler to be double-sided.

To make a double-sided polygon into a single-sided
polygon: use the Unify command. Its purpose is to
convert a two-sided polygon into a single-sided polygon.
This option affects Modeler's built-in primitive objects
(Box, BaU, Disc, Cone), and as weU as aU commands
that create new polygons (Extrude, Lathe, Skin, Morph,
Bevel)
Thls option does not affect polygons whose pOints have
been created/placed by hand. All polygons whose points
are created by hand wiU be single-sided.
Flatness Limit
Flatness Limit speci6es how bent or illstorted a polygon
may be before Modeler will consider it non-planar. This
value is used by Modeler for the Automatic polygon
creation option, and for the polygon statistics pop-up
panel. Apolygon that is not perfectly or very nearly flat is
not likely to render correctly in LigiltWave. This is of
most concern if the object will be animated, where a
non -planar polygon may scintillate into and out of
visibility as its host object moves througll the scene.

The Default Flatness Lintit for polygons in Modeler is
0.5%

Quadrangles
Quadrangles causes all of Modeler's polygon creation to
use 4-sided polygon quadrangles rather than 3-sided
polygon triangles.
Automatic
The automatic setting causes Modeler to determine
whether tLiangies or quadrangles are preferred when
creating new data polygons. Thjs is based on the Flatness
Limit. If Modeler cannot create a quadrangular polygon
that falls within the Flatness Untit, it will subillvide the
quadrangle and create a set of triangular polygons.
One Side
When selected, One Side causes all new polygons created
by Modeler to be single-sided.

To make a Single-sided polygon into a double-sided
polygon: select the single-sided polygon. Copy it to
memory. Flip the surface normal of the highlighted
polygon. Paste the copy back into the eillt \vindow. Select
both the origjnal and the copy. Merge pOints. The result
is a double-sided polygon.
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This option affects Modeler's built-in printitive objects
(Box, Ball, Disc, Cone), and weU as all commands that
create new polygons (Extrude, Lathe, Skin, Morph,
Bevel). All polygons whose points are created by hand
will be single-sided.

•

Note:
To find any questionable polygons in an object,
choose the polygon selection mode, press w to access
the polygon statistics menu, then click the + key
beside the non -planar heading. Any polygons that are
outside of the FI£Itness Limit will become highlighted.

•

Curve Division
With Curve Division, you can set how smoothly curves
should be calculated when curves are involved (all
Multiply operations that use curves, Postscript text, etc.).
Before generating objects from curves, choose how
smoothly the curve should be interpolated: Coarse,
Meillum, or Fine. The greater the smoothness, the more
polygons are used, and the smoother the resulting curve
division.

When creating points (prior to converting them into a
curve), you can force more accurate curve illvision
anywhere along the curve by placing several points very
close together. Thls results in more strajgilt-line
segments along that section of the curve, creating a
smoother profile to that portion of the curve.
Note:
Many ofthese options are saved by Modeler when you
exit. if, in l£lter seSSions, you find that you are
inadvertantly creating unwanted polygons, check
your Options settings.

•

The Modify Menu

•

The Modify menu contains various tools for modifying items on screen, from simple rotation and movement to advanced
I\\~sting and bending. Tools are grouped into three sections. Each section contains commands that are somewhat more
specific than their same-position counterparts within the group above. For example, the Move command (first button,
first group) is for general movement, while the Shear command (first button, second group) is a more specific form of
movement where only one portion of the item moves, and Magnet (first button, third group) is even more specific, where
you define a specific area affected by movement.

Move
Wbat Move does
Move will move the selected item to a different location.
How to use Move
Select the item to manipulate. Click Move. Move the
pointer to an edit \\~ndow, and drag the mouse to move
the selected item. As you drag the mouse, the distance
you move is displayed in the Coordinates window.
Modifiers for Move
If you hold down Ctr! as you drag the mouse, you will
limit the movement of the selected item to up/down,
left/right, or diagonal movement. This is useful for
mo~ng the selected item in one direction only, without
shifting it on other axes at the same time.

•

Notes and tips about Mo\'e
You can drag ~th the cursor positioned anywhere \\~thin
any of the three ~ew \\~ndows . The pointer does not
need to be located on top of the item you are mO\~ng.
The ~ew you choose for the operation you are working
in determines on which two axes the selected objects
may be moved.
When moving pOints, there are two other useful point
movement tools which may be more useful, depending
on what you need to do. They are Jump and Drag.
• Jump j moves the selected point to the current
location of the cursor instantly. The move is
immediate, and tne point appears to jump to the
cursor. (If you select multiple pOints, all points wiu
jump to the new position while maintaining their
relationship to one another, \\~th the last-selected
point jumping to the location of the pointer.)
• Drag (Modify menu) allows you to move points
individually. With nothing selected, Drag allows you
to drag any point to a new location. With one or
more points selected, only those may be dragged.
With a polygon selected, only those points attached to
the polygon may be dragged .

•

Numeric parameters for Move
The numeric menu allows you to enter exact values for
the Move command, and the unit of measurement.
Values are stated in terms of distance along the X, Y, and
Z axes in relation to the object's current position.

xparameter
Enter a value to move the object along the Xaxis. Values
may be either positive or negative. Avalue of 0 indicates
no movement along tills axis.

Yparametel'
Enter a value to move the object along the Yaxis. Values
may be either positive or negative. Avalue of 0 indicates
no movement along this axis.

zparameter
Enter a value to move the object along the Z axis. Values
may be either positive or negative. Avalue of 0 indicates
no movement along this axis.

Units parameter
Use tJle plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement. For example, an Xvalue of 5 ~th Units set
to mm \\~U move the object 5 millimeters toward the
positive end of tJle Xaxis.

Reset button
Click Reset to clear aU fields to 0 and reset the Units
setting.

LightWave Modeler
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Rotate

y

What Rotate does

Rotate will rotate the selected item around a single axis.

•

How to use Rotate

Select the item to manipulate. Click Rotate. Move the
cursor to an edit window, and drag the mouse to rotate
the selected item. As you drag the mouse, the degree of
rotation is displayed in the Coordinates Window.
Modifiers for Rotate

The Ctrl key constrains rotation to increments of 15°.

Axis parameter

Notes and Tips about Rotate

The axis of rotation is centered on the pointer's location.
For the selected item to rotate evenly around a central
axis, center the pointer on this axis before rotating. To
"twist" objects or offset the rotation, select the item and
perform a rotation with the pointer off to one side.
There are two useful sh0l1cut rotate commands which
may be invoked from the keyboard, no matter what
Modeler menu may be active. These commands are e
(rotate 90° counter-clockwise) and r (rotate 90°
clockwise). No matter which edit window you are in
these commands rotate the selected item(~) around 'the
current location of the pointer.
Numeric parameters for Rotate

The numeric menu allows you to operate the Rotate
command with greater precision. Here you can select an
axis for the rotation, the amount of rotation, the

Size

coordinate location on which the rotation is centered
and the unit of measurement.
'

This is the axis around which the rotate operation will
occur.

Angle parameter
This is the angle to which the selected items should be
rotated. This value can be positive or negative. An angle
value of 0 would be no rotation.

Center parameter
This is the coordinate location through which the axis of
rotation runs.

Units parameter
Use the plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.

Reset button
CUck Reset to clear aU fields to 0 and reset the Units
setting.

•

Shift+ h

What Size does

Size changes the dimensions of the selected item equally
on all three axes.
How to use Size

Select the item to manipulate. Click Size. Move the
cursor to an edit 'Nindow, and drag the mouse to resize
the selected item. The size factor is displayed in the
Coordinates window as you drag the mouse.
Notes and tips about Size

The selected item resizes equally in all dimensions,
regardless of the pointer's location. Uthe pointer and/or
object are off-center of the origin, the object will tend to
move somewhat in the direction you drag (while
resizing). Using the numeric menu, you can specify a
coordinate location that is centered on the object, for
exact sizing without movement.
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The location of the pointer in relation to the object
affects how the object will shrink or enlarge. Drag to the
left to shrink the item, drag to the right to enlarge it.

comman . ' Layout's
Size button. The Size command in Modeler affects the
object's actual size. An object resized within Layout, then
saved over its old file name, will load back into both
Layout and Modeler in its original size. The size
command in Layout is used primarily to change an
object's size within an animation. Size information within
Layout is a part of the Scene file deSCription , not the
Object itself.

•

•

Numeric parameters for Size
The numeric menu allows you to operate the Size
command with strict precision. Here you can enter the
multiplication factor, the coordinate location around which
tile resizing is centered, and the unit of measurement.

Center parameter
This is the coordinate location from which resizing occurs.

Unitsparameter
Use the plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.

Factor parameter
This is the multiple that is applied to the selected item.
Values can be positive or negative (negative values simply
fup the object upside down) . A factor of 0 causes no
change.

Stretch

Reset button
Click Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset the Units setting.

h

What Stretch does
Stretch will stretch a polygon or an object.
How to use Stretch
Select the item to manipulate. Click Stretch. Move the
cursor to an edit window, and drag the mouse to stretch
the selected item. The factor of stretching--for each
axis-is displayed in the Coordinates window.

•

Modifiers for Stretch
Ctrl influences Stretch in two ways. First, if you move tile
mouse along one axis, stretching occurs along that axis
only, \\~th the otiler axis constrained. Second, if you move
the mouse along the constrained axis to "force" it into
acti~ty, then both axes will be stretched equally. Watch the
Coordinates windowwhile you do this to see the effect
numerically.
Notes and tips about Stretch
The View window determines the two axes used for
stretching. Unlike size, Stretch does not affect all three axes
equally. The location of the pointer in relation to the object
determines how the object \mJ stretch. As you drag, objects
will stretch smaller toward the pointer, or stretch larger
away from the pointer.

Numeric parameters for Stretch
The numeric menu allows you to operate tile Stretch
command with strict precision. Here you can enter the
multiplication factor for each axis, the coordinate location
on which the resizing is centered, and the unit of
measurement.

Factor parameter
This is the multiple that is applied to the selected item.
Values can be positive or negative. Afactor of 0 causes no
change.

Center parameter
This is the coordinate location from which stretching takes
place.

Units parameter
The selected item stretches equally in all dimensions,
regardless of the pointer's location. If the pointer and/or
object are off-center o[ the origin, the object will tend to
move somewhat in the direction you drag (while
stretching) . Using the numeric menu, you can specify a
coordinate location that is centered on the object, for exact
stretching without movement.

Use the plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.

Reset button
Glick Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset the Units
setting.

The location of the pointer in relation to the object affects
how the object will shrink or enlarge. Drag to the left to
sluink the item, drag to the right to enlarge it

•
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Drag
What Drag does

•

Drag allows you to move individual points around the
screen without having to select them first
How to use Drag

Click Drag. Move the cursor to an edit window and over
any point. Click and hold the left mouse button, then drag
the mouse to move the point. The cursor will disappear
when you click so that you can see the pOint's location
exactly, while you manipulate it. The distance of movement
is displayed in the Coordinates window.
Modifiers for Drag

Ctrl influences Drag to adhere more closely to one of three
axes: the two identified in the edit window you choose, and
diagonally within that window. The constrained axis is that
axis in which direction youarst move the mouse.

distance along the X, Y, and Z axes in relation to the
object's current position.

Xparameter
Enter a value to move the object along the X axis. Values
may be either positive or negative. A value of 0 indicates no
movement along this axis.

Notes and tips about Drag
If no polygons are selected, then Drag will operate on the
point(s) directly beneath the cursor. If any polygons are

Yparameter
Enter a value to move the object along the Yaxis. Values
may be either positive or negative. A value of 0 indicates no
movement along trus axis.

selected, then Drag may be used on any point of the
selected polygons only. This is useful if you need to drag
one point that lines up with another point. Select a polygon
belonging only to the point you wish to edit, then select
Drag and move that point to the desired location.

z parameter
Enter a value to move the object along the Z axis. Values
may be either positive or negative. A value of 0 indicates no
movement along this axis.

Numeric parameters for Drag

Units parameter
Use the plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement. For example, an Xvalue of 5 with Units set
to mm will move the object 5 millimeters toward the
positive end of the Xaxis.

Numerically, Drag is the same fu nction as Move. It simply
repositions points, one at a time. 111e numeric menu allows
you to enter exact values for the Drag command, and the
unit of measurement .. Values are stated in terms of

Reset button
Click Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset the Units
setting.

Remember that if any points are lined up along an axis, you
may end up dragging more points than you expect. In such
cases, you may need to select the specific point first.

•

Shear
What Shear does

Use Shear to tilt or angle polygons and objects. An example
of sheaJing is to convert standard Roman style text into
italic text.
How to use Shear
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Select the item to manipulate. Click Shear. Move the cursor
to an edit window, then drag with the left mouse button.
The object can be sheared on either of the two axes
identified on the edges of the edit window you use. If you
select the edit window that shows the Xand Yaxes, then
shearing can occur on both of these two axes, depending
upon how you move the mouse. The distance you move the
cursor on each axis is displayed in the Coordinates
Window.

Modifiers for Shear

Ctrl influences Shear to adhere more closely to one of three
axes: the two identified in the edit window you choose, and
diagonally within that window. The constrained axis is that
axis in which direction you first move the mouse.
Numeric parameters for Shear

The numeric menu allows you to alter the characteristics of
the Shear tool, whether you choose to operate it manually
or numerically. \X11en you enter values for X, Y, or Z axis,

•

•

exiting this menu will perform an automatic Shear
operation with the settings you entered. If you wish to alter
Shear's settings yet perform the shear manually, ignore the
X, Y, and Z fields. Leave them set to 0. Change only the
other settings, exit the menu, and manipulate the object
with the mouse. The new parameters will be in effect.

Axis parameter
This is the axis which Shear will use as the basis for the
shearing operation. It is equivalent to the edit window you
would select for a manual shear.

the object that faces into the negative selected axis \vill be
sheared. The positive end of tile object remains fixed.

Ease-in, Ease-out parameter
Normally, Shear \VilJ affect the entire object in a linear
fashion. The ease controls alter the shearing of the
segments to form a curve rather than a straight line. Easein curves h'om the fixed end of the object toward the
sheared end. Ease-out curves h'om the sheared end of the
object toward the fixed end.

Shear Amount (X, Y, ZJwlds) parameter
Range parameter
Range selects how much of the object will be affected.
Automatic affects the entire length of the object along the
selected axis. Fixed affects the object between two
coordinate points along the selected axis. When Fixed is
selected, enter the Low and High points for the range.

Shear Amount is the distance that the object is sheared in
any given direction. The default value, 0, causes no
shearing to occur. Avalue of X 1m would cause the object
to be sheared 1m on the Xaxis. Negative Shear values are
acceptable.

Units parameter
Sense parameter
Sense selects which end of the object will be affected.
Positive (+) means the end of the object that faces into the
positive selected axis will be sheared. The negative end of
the object remains fixed. Negative (-) means that the end of

Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Reset button
Reset all menu values to their original settings.

Twist

•

What Twist does
1\vist allows you to twist an object as if you could grab it
and wrench it at one end.
How to use Twist
Select the item to manipulate. Click 1\vist Drag !be mouse
and the object will twist around the pointer's location as its
center of rotation. As you drag the mouse, the degree of
t\visting shows in the Coordinates \\~ndow.
Modifiers for Twist
The Ctrl key constrains the rotation of 1\vist to increments
of 15°.
Notes and tips about Twist
The object will be twisted on the unidentified axis in tile
edit \vindow you choose. If you select the edit \\wdow that
shows the Xand Yaxes, then I\\~sting will occur around the
Z axis.

Numeric parameters for Twist
The numeric menu allows you to alter the characteristics of
the 1\vist tool, whether you choose to operate it manually
or numerically. When you enter values for Angle and
Center, exiting this menu will perform an automatic t\vist
operation \vith the settings you selected. If you \vish to alter
1\vist's settings yet perform the twist manually, ignore the
Angle and Center values. Change only the others. Exit the
menu and manipulate !be object \\~th the mouse. The new
settings will be in effect.

Axis parameter
If you do not \vish to twist manually, enter Factor and
Center values in the numeric menu. \Vhen you exit the
menu, the I\\~st operation will be performed according to
the settings you entered.

•

Objects consisting of 4-sided polygons should probably be
converted to 3-sided triangles before twisting. Too much
twisting can tum 4-sided polygons into non-planar
polygons, which can cause rendering errors. This is
especially true if the surface is to be smoothed. Use tile
Triple command in the Polygon menu to turn polygons in
tile object into triangles before twisting.

This is the axis around which the twist operation \VilJ
occur.

Range parameter
Range selects how much of the object \VilJ be affected.
Automatic affects the entire length of the object along the
selected axis. Fixed affects the object bet\Veen t\vo
coordinate points along the selected axis. When Fixed is
selected, enter the Low and High points for the range.

Sense parameter
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Positive ( +) means the end of the object that faces into the
positive selected axis will be t\\~sted. The negative end of
the object remains fixed. Negative (-) means that the end of
the object that faces into the negative selected axis will be
t\visted. The positive end of tile object remains fixed.

Ease-in, Ease-out parameter
Nonnally, Twist will affect all polygons in the object
equally, in a linear or straight-line fashion. The ease
controls alter the t\visting of the segments to form a curve
rather than a straight line. Ease-in curves from the lixed
end of the object toward the t\visted end. Ease-out curves
from the I\visted end of the object toward the fixed end.
Angle parameter
Angle is a rotation value that detennines how much twisting
takes place. The default value, 0, causes no I\visting to

occur. Avalue of 1800 would cause the object to be t\\~sted
1800 \\~th regard to the Center value (below). Negative
Twist values are acceptable.

Center parameter
Center works in conjW1ction \vith Angle. This is the
coordinate location ulrough which the I\vist axis luns, and
around which the selected item \\~l be I\visted. Use a
Factor and Center value when you \vish Modeler to
perfonn the t\vist operation automatically.

•

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.
Reset button
Reset all menu values to their original settings.

Taper 1(uniform taper)
What Taper 1 does
Taper 1 will taper an object or polygon equally on two
axes. Tapered objects include such shapes as a pyramid, a
candle, a pedestal, and the nose of a jet airliner.
How to use Taper 1
Select the item to manipulate. Click Taper 1. Move the
cursor to an edit window, then drag \vith the left mouse
button. If the cursor starts at the object's center, then the
object will taper symmetrically. If the cursor is off to one
side of the object, it will taper in a skewed manner, tending
to shear in the direction you drag at the SaIJ1e time. As you
drag the mouse, the aIJ10unt of tapering shows as the
Factor amount in the Coordinates Window.
Notes and tips about Taper 1
The item will taper on the two axes identified at the sides of
the edit window you choose for the operation. i.e., in the
Face view (Z axis), the Xand Yaxes can be tapered. In the
Left view (XaxiS), the Yand Z axes can be tapered. In the
Top view (Y axis) , the Xand Z axes can be tapered.
If you do not wish to taper manually (by dragging \vith the
mouse), enter Factor and Center values in the numeric
menu. When you exit the menu , the taper operation will be
perfonned according to those settings.
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Numeric parameters for Taper 1
The numeric menu allows you to alter the characteristics of
the Taper 1 tool, whether you choose to operate it
manually or numerically. When you enter values for Factor
and Center, exiting this menu will perfonn an automatic
taper operation \vith the settings you selected. If you \\~sh
to alter Taper l 's settings yet perfonn the taper manually,
ignore the Factor and Center values. Change only the
others. Exit the menu and manipulate the object \vith the
mouse. The new settings \\ill be in effect.

Axis parameter
This is the axis along which the taper operation will occur.
Range parameter
Range selects how much of the object will be affected.

•

Automatic affects the entire length of the object along the
selected axis. Fixed affects the object between two
coordinate points along the selected axis. When Fixed is
selected, enter the Low and High points for the range.

Sense parameter
Sense selects which end of the object will be affected.
Positive (+ ) means the end of the object that faces into the
positive selected axis will be tapered. The negative end of
the object remains lixed. Negative (-) means that the end of
the object that faces into the negative selected axis will be
tapered. The positive end of the object remains fixed. Sense
is not active \vith Fixed Range values.
Ease-in, Ease-out parameter
Nonnally, Taper will affect all polygons in Straigllt-line
fashion. The ease controls alter the tapering of the
segments to fonn a curve rather than a straight line. Easein curves from the fixed end of the object toward the
tapered end. Ease-out curves from the tapered end toward
the fixed end. The Sense setting affects ease-in and easeout, since it detennines which end of the object is fixed .
Factor parameter
Factor is a multiplication value that detennines how much
tapeting takes place. The default value, I, causes no

•

•

tapering to occur. Avalue of 10 would cause one end of
the object to be multiplied 10 times its current size, with
the remainder of the object being tapered to meet it.
Negative Taper values are acceptable .

value is greater or lesser Ihan 1. Use a Factor and a Center
value when you \\~sh Modeler to perform the Taper 1
operation automatically upon exiting this menu.

Center parameter

Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Center is the coordinate location through wruch the Taper
1 axis runs, and around wruch tapering takes place. It
works in conjunction \\~th Factor (above) when the Factor

Reset button

Units parameter

Reset all menu values to their original settings.

Taper 2(general taper)

~
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-----What Taper 2 does

Taper 2 will taper an object or polygon on any two axes
independently.
How to use Taper 2

•

Select the item to manipulate. Click Taper 2. Move the
cursor to an edit window, then drag mth the left mouse
button. The two axes may be tapered symmetrically or
asymmetrically, depending whether you drag the mouse up
and down, or left and right. The location of the cursor in
relation to the object also determines how it may be
tapered. If the cursor is off to one side of the object, it will
taper in a skewed manner, tending to shear while tapering
in the direction you drag at the same time. As you drag the
mouse, the amount of tapering (the factor value) shows in
the Coordinates Window

Axis parameter
Tills is the axis along wruch the taper operation will occur.

Range parameter
Range selects how much of the object will be affected.
Automatic affects the entire length of the object along the
selected axis. Fixed affects the object between two
coordinate points along the selected axis. When Fixed is
selected, enter the Low and High points for the range .

Modifiers for Taper 2

Sense parameter

Ctrl influences Taper 2 in two ways. First, if you move the
mouse along one axis, tapering occurs on that axis only,
mth the other a.xis constrained. Second, if you move the
mouse along the constrained axis to "force" it into activity,
then both axes will be tapered equally.

Sense selects wruch end of the object will be affected.
Positive (+) means the end of the object that faces into the
positive selected axis will be tapered. The negative end of
the object remains fixed . Negative (-) means that the end of
the object that faces into th.e negative selected axis will be
tapered. The positive end of the object remains fixed.

Watch the Coordinates window while you do this to see the
effect numerically.
Notes and tips about Taper 2

The object will be tapered on the axes identified at the
edges of the edit window. If you select the Z axis window
(the Bottom \~ew) that shows the X and Y axes, then Taper
2 will affect only the X and Y a.xes.

Ease-in, Ease-out parameter
Nonnally, Taper will affect all polygons in straight-line
fasruon . The ease controls alter the tapering of the
segments to form a curve rather than a straight line. Easein curves from the fixed end of the object toward the
tapered end. Ease-out curves from the tapered end toward
the fixed end. For the selected Axis, Ease-in and Ease-Out
also affect how the item is tapered lengthMse.

Numeric parametersjor Taper 2

•

The numeric menu allows you to alter the characteristics of
the Taper 2 tool, whether you choose to operate it either
manually or numerically. When you enter values for
Factors and Center, exiting this menu will perfonn an
automatic taper operation \~th the settings you selected. If
you \~sh to alter Taper 2's settings yet perfonn the taper
manually, ignore the Factors and Center values. Change
only the others. Exit the menu and manipulate the object
\\~th the mouse. The new settings will be in effect.

Factor parameter
Factors are multiplication values that determine how much
tapering takes place on each axis. The default value, 1,
causes no tapering to occur. Avalue of 10 would cause one
end of the object to be multiplied 10 times its current size
for that a.xis, with the remainder of the object being
adjusted to taper toward it. A unique feature of Taper 2's
numeric menu is tllal you can taper the selected item on all
three axes. In such a case, the object's length along that
axis will also be tapered. Negative Taper values are
acceptable.
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Center parameter
Center is the coordinate location through which the Taper
2 ~xis runs, and around which tapering takes place. It
works in conjunction with Factors (above) when any
Factors value is greater or lesser than 1. Use Factors and a
Center value when you wish Modeler to perfonn the Taper
2 operation automatically upon exiting this menu.

Bend

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.
Reset button
Reset all menu values to their otiginal settings.

I
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How to use Bend
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Notes and tips about Bend

Angle parameter
Angle is used to determine the facing angle of one end of
the bent item. For example, if you chose to bend a 10segment pole an angle of 90° from one end, then the
stal1ing end would remain in place while the other end
would have angled by 90°. The segments in between these
ends would be shifted to make a smooth transition
between the two. The default value, 0, causes no bending to
occur. Negative Bend values are acceptable.

the object that faces into the negative selected axis ",ill be
bent, while the positive end of the object remains fixed.

Axis parameter
TIlis is the ~xis around which the rotate operation will
occur.

Direction parameter
Direction serves to detemline the direction in which the
item should bend. Direction may be any value, and is
detennined on a heading-basis where 360° is a full circle.
The rule for Bend direction is complex to explain when
using numetic menu command, since it is based on the
XYZ axes and the light-hand rule. As an example, if the
bend is along the Z axis, with the +Z end bending, then
direction 0 will bend toward the + Xdirection, 90 in the + Y
direction, 180 is -X and 270 is -Yo Direction reverses if the
sense of the bend is inverted. Unless you have an in-depth
knowledge of 3D space, it is often easiest to expetiment,
since the Undo button is always handy!

Range parameter
Range selects how much of the object \\ill be affected.
Automatic affects the entire length of the object along the
selected axis. Fixed affects the object between two
coordinate points along the selected axis. When Fixed is
selected, enter the Low and High points for the range.

Center parameter
Center works in conjunction with Angle. 'llis is the
coordinate location through which ti1e Bend axis runs, and
along which bending takes place. Use a Factor and Center
value when you wish Modeler to perfonl1 the Bend
operation automatically.

Sense parameter
Sense selects which end of the object will be affected.
Positive (+) means the end of the object that faces into the
positive selected ~xis will be bent, while the negative end of
the object remains fixed. Negative (-) means that the end of

Units parameter
Select a Ulut of measurement for the operation .

Modifiers for Bend

Numeric parameters for Bend
Click Numeric after selecting Bend to alter the
characterstics of the Bend tool, or to enter specific values
for the Bend operation.
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The Ctrl key constrains the rotation of Bend to increments
of 15°.
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Select the item to manipulate. Click Bend. Move the cursor
to an edit window, then drag with the left mouse button.
The degree of bending is displayed in the Coordinates
window.

The axis that you are "looking into" in the edit window is
the axis on which the selected item will bend. Objects
consisting of 4-sided polygons should probably be
converted to 3-sided tliangles before bending. Too much
bending \\ill tu m 4-sided polygons into non-planar
polygons, which can cause rendering errors. TIus is
especially true if the sUlface is to be smoothed. Use the
Triple command in the Polygon menu to tum polygons in
the object into triangles before bending.

LightWave Modeler
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What Bend does

Bend ",ill bend an object, as if you took it into your hands
and bent it. It ",ill work on polygons, but may create nonplanar polygons that will not render properly without
tripling.

•

Reset button
Reset all menu values to their otiginal settings.

•

•

Magnet

•

What Magnet does
Magnet can push or pull points or polygons inward or
outward from an object, as if attracting or repelling them.
How to use Magnet
Select the item to manipluate. Click Magnet. Move the
cursor to an edit window, drag out a bounding box with
the left mouse button. This defines a magnetic column that
extends into the selected window. If you wish to limit
magnetism to a defined box, move the pointer to another
window and drag out specific limits to the bounding box.
Drag the handle in the center of tlle box to position it
further. Once the box is in place, drag with the right mouse
button to push or pull points or polygons. The aJl10unt of
movement is displayed in the Coordinates window.
Modifiers for Magnet
Ctrl influences Magnet to adhere more closely to one of
three axes: the two identified in the edit window you
choose, and diagonally within that window. The
constrained axis is that axis in which direction you first
move the mouse.

•

Notes and tips about Magnet
Points are pulled in the direction that you drag. The
bounding box represents the sphere of influence for the
Magnet tool's "pull." The aJl10unt of pull exerted by fue
magnet is stronger for those points that are closer to its
center. A point near fue center of the box will follow the
mouse pointer exactly, while nearby points will move less
under the lesser field of influence. Use fue Numeric menu
for Magnet to change the size of fue bounding box and
tllerefore Magnet's field of influence.
To pull a specific portion of an object, select the specific
points/polygons/volume you wish to affect, then use the
Magnet tool. Alfuough the Magnet's radius may extend
beyond fue selected items, only the selected items will feel
the Magnet's pull.
Nwneric parameters for Magnet
The numeJic menu allows you to define fue extent of fue
Magnet tool's "pull," as well as its central location.

•

NOM, X, Y, Z Axis parameter
This option selects the "magnetic box" mode, or one of
tilree "magnetic columns" along tile major axes. None
selects a defined bounding box. X, Y, or Z selects a box that
extends along that axis and affects everything that falls
wiiliin it.

Radius parameter
The value entered here is tile radius for the Magnet tool's
sphere of influence.
Center parameter
This is the coordinate location where Magnet's influence is
centered.
Offset parameter
Enter a value here to engage tile Magnet tool automatically
upon exiting the numeric menu. This coordinate value
indicates tile distance you would have dragged tile Magnet
tool, had you operated it manuallyvia the mouse. Use this
when you need to engage the Magnet tool in a very specific
direction and location.
Units parameter
Use tile pIus/minus buttons to seled a unit of
measurement. For eXaJl1ple, a radius value of 1 \vitil Units
set to 1 will create a magnetic sphere of influence that
extends I meter outward from tile crosshair in all
direction) .
Reset button
Click Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset tile Units
setting.
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Vortex
What Vortex does

•

Vortex is a special kind of rotation tool. It spins the
contents of a bounded area, more in the center than on the
outer edges, resulting in an effect much like that of a spiral.
An example of an object made by Vortex would be lines of
points in the shape of wheel spokes, formed by Vortex into
a spiral galaxy.
How to use Vortex

Vortex utilizes both the left and right mouse button. With
the left button, you define the bounding area. Then, with
the right button, you manipulate the rotation. The steps
follow.
Select Vortex. Move the pointer to an edit window and drag
out a square. At this pOint, you are defining a bOlmding
column, with the column extending infinitely along the inand-out axis of this window. (In the other edit windows,
you will see the bounding edges e;"1ending off screen.) You
may use this, or define a bounding box if you prefer. To do
so, move to another edit window and drag. The column
ends will jump to the pointer, allowing you to specify a
bounding box shape.
Once you have defined the bounding area, position the
pointer and drag with the right mouse button. The
pointer's location is the center of rotation, and the pointer
may be positioned in any edit window for this second half
of the Vortex operation. As you drag the mouse, you will
see the contents of the bounded area rotate or spin in a
spiral manner.

None, X, Y, ZAxis parameter
This option selects the "vortex bounding box" mode, or
one of three "vortex bounding columns" along the major
axes. None selects a bounding box. X, Y, or Z select a
square column that extends infinitely along that axis and
affects everything that falls within it.
Radius parameter
The value entered here is the radius for the Vortex tool's
sphere of influence.
Center parameter
This is the coordinate location where Vortex's bounding
influence is centered.
Axis parameter

'nus is the axis around which an automatic rotation takes
place. This setting, along with the Angle parameter, is the
equivalent of dragging with the right mouse button while
the pointer is centered on the axis chosen here.

Modifiers for Vortex

Angle paramel&r

The Ctrl key constrains the rotation of Vortex to increments
of15°.

This is the anlOunt of rotation applied on the selected Axis
parameter. If a value other than 0 is entered here, then
exiting the menu with the OK button will cause an
automatic operation of the Vortex tool on the bounded
area. If 0 is entered here, then the Vortex settings will be in
effect, and you may operate the tool manually after exiting
the menu.

Notes and tips about Vortex

Once you define the bounding area, you can move from
one edit window to the next, to affect the object with
multiple rotations.
If after defining a bounding column, you unintentionally
click the left mouse button in another edit window, causing
the Vortex tool to define a bounding box, you must enter
the numeric menu for Vortex and change the None button
to the axis corresponding to the column you desire. Exit
the menu by choosing OK, and the bounding column will
return.

•

Units parameter
Use the plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.

Res&t button
Click Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset the Units
setting.

Numeric parameters for Vortex

Enter the numeric menu for Vortex to manipulate the tool
with specific values rather than manually.
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Pole 1
What Pole 1 does

•

Pole 1 is a special kind of size tool that affects a bounded
area. Where Taper 1 acts on two axes of an object equally,
so, too, does Pole 1. It pushes or pulls the contents of a
bounded area like a repulsing magnet in lillusual ways.
Pole 1 is useful for fonning more natural, organic shapes.
How to use Pole 1

Pole 1 utilizes both the left and right mouse button. With
the left button, you define the bOlUlding area Then, witl1
the right button, you manipulate the tool. The steps follow.
Select Pole 1. Move the pointer to an edit window and drag
out a square. At this pOint, you are defining a bOlillding
column, \\~th the column extending infinitely along the inand-out axis of this window. (In the other edit windows,
you l\ill see the bounding edges extending off screen.) You
may lise this, or define a bounding box if you prefer. To do
so, move to another edit \Iwdow and drag. The column
ends will jump to the pointer, aIl0\\wg you to specify a
bounding box shape.

If you position the pointer to one side of the objec~ and
right-drag away from it, the opposite side of the object will
be affected. If you right-drag toward the object, the near
side will be affected. With an off-center bOlillding box, you
may experience different results, since the bOlillding area
affects the tool's influence.

Numeric parametersJar Pate 1
Enter the numelic menu for Pole 1 to manipulate the tool
specific values and settings.

\\~th

None, X, Y, ZAxis parameter

•

Once you have defined the bounding area, position the
pointer and drag with the right mouse button. The
pointer's location is the center of the effect, and the pointer
may be positioned in any edit \Iwdow for the second half
of the Pole 1 operation. As you drag the mouse, you will
see the object deform .

This option selects the "box" mode, or one of three
"column" modes along the major axes. None selects a
bOlillding box. X, Y, or Z selects a square column that
extends along that axis and affects everything that falls
\\~thin it.

Radius parameter
Notes and tips about Pole 1

If you create a bOlillding area exactly centered on the
object, and position the mouse exactly at the object's
center when you manipulate Pole 1, you will resize the
object in perfect scale (as if you had sin1ply Sized it). Once
the mouse is slightly off-center, the Pole 1 tool acts as
expected.

The value entered here is the radius for the Pole 1 tool's
sphere o[ influence.

Center parameter
This is the coordinate location where Pole 1's influence is
centered.

Factol'parameter
Two factors \\ill affect the operation of Pole 1: the pOSition
of the pointer when you drag with the right mouse button,
and the size of the bounding area_Pointer position alters
the effect of the tool, as it does [or many of Modeler's tools.
And if the bOlillding area is off-center, so that there is
greater surrounding space to one side o[ the object, tl1en
that side of the object will be affected more. With this
knowledge you can cause the tool to influence different
portions of an object in different amounts.

This parameter is applied to the object equally on two axes
(or portion of the object) within the bounded area

Units parameter
Use the pius/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.

Reset /J-utton
Click Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset Units
~ro

Pole 2
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How to use Pole 2
What Pole 2 does

•

Pole 2 is a special kind of stretch tool that affects a
bounded area. Where Taper 2 acts on two axes of an object
independently, so too does Pole 2. It pushes or pulls the
contents of a bounded area like a repulsing magnet in
lillusual ways. like Pole 1, Pole 2 is useful for forming
more natural, organic shapes.

Pole 2 utilizes both the left and right mouse button. With
the left button, you define the bounding area Then, \~th
the right button, you manipulate the tool. The steps foUow.
Select Pole 2. Move the pointer to an edit window and drag
out a square. At this pOint, you are defining a bounding
column, \~th the column eA1ending infinite~1 along the in-
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and-out axis of this window. (In the other edit windows,
you will see the bounding edges extending off screen.) You
may use this, or define a bounding box if you prefer. To do
so, move to another edit window and drag. The column
ends will jump to the pointer, allowing you to specify a
bounding box shape.

•

Once you have defined the bounding area, position the
pointer and drag with the right mouse button. The
pointer'S location is the center of the effect, and the pointer
may be positioned in any edit window for the second haJI
of the Pole 2 operation. A5 you drag the mouse, you will
see the object deform.
Notes and tips about Pole 2

If you create a bounding area exactly centered on the

object, and position the mouse exactly at the object's
center when you manipUlate Pole 2, you will tend to resize
(and somewhat reshape) the object (as if you had simply
stretched it). Once the mouse is sUghtly off-center, the Pole
2 tool acts as expected.
Two factors will affect the operation of Pole 2: the position
of the pointer when you drag with the light mouse button,
and the size of the bounding area. Pointer position alters
the effect of the tool, as it does for many of Modeler's tools.
And if the bounding area is off-center, so that there is
greater surrounding space to one side of the object, tilen
that side of the object will be affected more. Witll this
knowledge you can cause the tool to influence different
portions of an object in different amounts.

None, X, Y, ZAxis parameter
This option selects the "box" mode, or one of tIlree
"column" modes along the major axes. None selects a
bounding box. X, Y, or Z selects a square column that
e>.1ends along that axis and affects everything that falls
\\1lhin it.
Radius parameter
The value entered here is the radius for tile Pole 2 tool's
sphere of influence.

Center parameter
This is the coordinate location where Pole 2's influence is
centered.
Pactorparameter (X, Y, Z)
This parameter is applied to the object (or portion of the
object) \\1thin the bounded area. You may enter any
combination of factor values for the three axes.

•

If you position tile pointer to one side of the object, and

righI-drag away from it, the opposite side of the object will
be affected. If you right-drag toward tile object, the near
side will be affected. With an off-center bounding box, you
may experience different results, since the bounding area
affects the tool's influence.

Units parameter
Use the plus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.
Reset button
Click Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset the Units setting.

Numeric parameters for Pole 2

Enter the numeric menu for Pole 2 to manipulate the tool
with specific values and settings.

Numeric n
What Numeric does

How to use Numeric

Activates the Numelic Menu for the command previously
selected. This enables you to change the way in which the
tool functions, or to engage it using specific numeric
values.

After selecting an operation or a tool, click Numeric or
press n on the keyboard. Enter or change the values as
needed.
Click OK or Apply to accept the values and perform the
operation.
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Click on Keep to accept the values, but not perform the
operation, allowing you to interactively perform tile
operation.

•

The Multiply menu

•

•

The Multiply menu contains commands for working with 3D shapes. Each of the commands on the Multiply menu works with
multiple copies of the original shape, hence the title Multiply.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extrude creates a copy of the original shape some distance away and connects the two as one.
Lathe sweeps some number of copies of the original around an axis and connects them.
Mirror creates an exact mirror-image copy of the selected item.
Bevel creates beveled polygons out of any selected polygons.
Smooth Shift shifts polygons out along their surface normals.
Path Extrude extrudes items along motion paths saved from Layout.
Rail Extrude extrudes items along a curve in the background layer.
Patch creates surface patches, meshes of polygons that form complex curved shapes.
Skin connects the outlines of the selected of polygons) forming an outer surface over them.
Morph generates any number of intetmediate steps between two starting polygon shapes.
Clone creates any number of copies, offsets them in space and/or rotation.
Array creates 20 and 3D grids made up of the selected item.
Path Clone duplicates items along motion paths saved from Layout.
Rail Clone duplicates items along a curve in the background layer.

Special note about Extrude) Lathe and Mirror

To use the edit axis with the mouse

Certain Multiply tools make use of a movable edit axis that
indicates the selected axis on which a given operation will
take place. After you select the item to be multiplied, and
after you choose a command) you have the option of
performing the operation manually (via the mouse) or
numetically (via the numeric menu). If you choose the
mouse) left-Select in the edit window to display the edit axis
and drag it to the location you desire. (As a shortcut to the
Make button, you can simply Select the right mouse button
when the axis is in proper pOSition. This) too, completes
the operation.)

Create a simple polygon (place three or four points in an
edit window and press p) . Go to the Multiply menu, and
select Lathe. Move the mouse into the view window and
select the left button. Alight gray plus sign will appear
under the pOinter-this indicates the axis around which
this operation will take place. In the other two edit
windows, a light gray bar will appear) extending across the
window. These show tile axis from its side view, while tile
plus sign shows it along its length. Drag with the left mouse
button to move the edit axis about. Or, select in another
window to change axes. When the edit axis is positioned
COtTectly) select Make to confirm the operation.

If you're equally comfortable working "by the numbers" in
3D) you can also use the numeric menu to enter exact axis
coordinates to use. Just select the Numetic button after
selecting a command tool. Enter the parameters you
desire, and select the axis for the operation. Upon exiting
the numetic menu, you will see the screen axis in the edit
windows) at the coordinate location entered in the numeric
menu. Select Make to complete tile operation with the
parameters you set.

Following are a few examples, assuming you are using the
Lathe tool on a square polygon.

•

To use the edit axis via the Nwneric menu

Create a simple polygon (place tl1fee or four points in an
edit window and press p). Go to the Multiply menu, select
Lathe) and then select Numetic. With Numetic you can
select the axis on which the operation will occur, and the
location of that axis (which 3D coordinates it passes
through along that axiS). You can also set certain
parameters of how the lat.hing operation will be performed.
Select OK when everything is con·ecl. You'U see the edit
axis appear on screen)showing you it's current position. If
this is correct, select Make to confirm the operation. If not,
you can reposition it by using the mouse as described
above, or by reentering the Numeric menu and changing
the data there. select Make when ready.
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Extrude

-----What Extrude does
Extrude will e>.1end the selected polygon(s) along any axis,
providing depth or thickness. Common uses include the
conversion of 2D text polygons into 3D text objects.
How to use Extrude (with the mOllse)
Select the item to manipulate. Select Extmde. Move the
pointer to an edit window and left-click. Alight gray plus
sign appears under the pointer, and a dotted-line bounding
box surrounds the object. In the other two windows, the
bounding box indicates the current extent of the extmsion.
You'll also see a I-shaped bar in those windows. Select
directly on the "T" and drag it to increase or decrease the
extrusion distance. When the distance is correct, select
Make (or the right mouse button) to complete the
operation. (Make sure you select the right mouse button
while the pointer is in the correct edit window-the one
where you first selected.)
How to use Extrude (with the numeric menu)
Select the item to manipulate. Select Extrude. Select
Numeric. Enter the number of segments, the extent of the
extmsion, then select the axis to extmde along. Select OK.
When the menu disappears, you'U see a dotted-line
bounding box surrounding the object. If its indications of
the e>.1msion look correct, select Make to complete the
operation.

•
Numeric parameters for Extrude
The numeric menu allows you to enter exact values for the
Extrude command, the number of segments, extent of the
extrusion, and the unit of measurement.

Segments
This is the number of sections that should be created.
Negative values are not accepted.
Extent

This indicates how far to extrude the selected item. This
value can be positive or negative.
Axis

This is the axis along which the extrude operation will
occur.

Units
Notes and tips about Extrude
If you extmde polygon curves, the curve will be deleted
after the extmde operation (since it is no longer needed).
If you wish to continue to use the original curve, save it as
a separate object before engaging the e>.1msion.
.
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Use the pIus/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.

Reset
Select Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset Units

•

Lathe
What Lathe does
Lathe will spin an item around an axis, creating duplicate
cross-sections as it spins, then connecting them to foml an
outer surface. The term lathe comes from wood and metal
working, where a beam of metal or wood is spun as a
blade cuts into it to give it a pleasingly smooth, rounded
shape. Commonly-made lathed objects include bottles,
wine glasses, vases, rocket ships, and more.
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How to use Lathe (with the mouse)
Select the item to manipulate (typically this is a polygon
that fOlms a partial cross-section of the object). Select
Lathe. Move the pointer to an edit \\1ndow and left-click. A
light gray plus sign appears under the pointer, indicating
the axis around which the lathe operation \\ill occur. In the
other two edit windows, a light gray bar will appear,
extending across the window. These show the axis from its
side view, while the plus sign shows it along its length.
When the edit axis is positioned correctly, select Make to
confirm the operation.

How to use Lathe (with the numeric menu)
Select the item to manipulate. Typically tllis is a polygon
•
that forms a partial cross-section of the object. Select
Lathe. Select Numelic. finter the appropriate infonnation
(described below), and select OK. Select Make to complete
the operation.

Notes and tips about Lathe
If you lathe polygon CUITes, the CUITe will be deleted after
the Lathe operation (since it is no longer needed). If you

•

•

\\~sh

to continue to use the OI;ginai CUlve, save it as a
separate object before engaging the Lathe function

The order of the points in a polygon used for a lathe
operation is maintained by Modeler. This means that the
objects created by lathing, if created ou t of the same
original polygon, can be successfully morphed in Layout.
It's possible to make multiple morph targets by lathing a
polygon, saving the resulting object, undoing the lathe,
dragging its points into new locations, lathing it again,
saving this new object... etc. For example, if you use a
round polygon as a template to create a donut, then move
some of its points to create a different shaped template,
and create another ~'Pe of donut, you can morph from one
donut shape to the other since the pOint-creation order
remains constant.

you may not want to lathe it in a full circle from 0-360"Enter an end angle here to indicate a different ending
position. Use values between 0-360° (greater or lesser
values can be defined \~thin this range).

Sides
This is tlIe number of sides to create for the completed
object. Think of them as sections in a pie to help you
determine the number you need.
Offset
Enter an Offset value to shift the original shape by this
amount as it is lathed. Offsets always occur along the axis
selected for the Lathe operation. For example, lathing a
disc 360° will form a donut. Lathing the same disc 3600
~tll an offset of 1 meter will cause it to be a spring. The
OlIset value allows you to latl1e in spirals.

Numeric parameters tor Lathe

Axis
This is the axis around which tl1e Lathe operation will
occur.

The numeric menu allows you to enter exact values for the
Lathe command, the start and end angles for lathing, the
number of sides, the axis to use, and the unit of
measurement.

Center
This is tl1e coordinate location tllrOlIgi1 which tl1e Lathe
a.xis runs.

StartAngle
AlthOUgil you are lathing the selected item around an axis,
you may not want to lathe it in a full circle from 0-360°.
Enter a start angle here to indicate a different starting
position. Use values between 0-360° (greater or lesser
values can be defined \\~thin this range).

Units
Use the pluS/minlls buttons to select a lmit of
measurement.
Reset
Select Reset to clear all fields to 0 and reset Uni L~.

Ent/Angle
Although you are lathing the selected item around an axis,
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What Mirror does
Mirror will make a mirror-image of the selected item.
Mirror is e).1remely useful for complex objects that are
symmetrical, such as the left and ligi1t halves of an
automobUe or airplane.
How to use Mirror (with the mouse)

•

Select the item to manipulate. Select Mirror. Move the
pointer to an edit \vindow and left-cUck to activate the edit
axis. You will see a di\~ding line that follows the pointer
and extends througi1 two edit \~ndows. This indicates the
axis for the mirror function. It moves to a horizontal or
vertical position as you near the origin of the edit window.
Position this axis in relation to the object. On the opposite
side of this axis a mirror copy of the object will be made.
Select Make (or click the riglJl mouse button) when the
axis is positioned correctly.

How to use Mirror (with the numeric menu)

Select the item to manipulate. Select Mirror. Select
NUmel;c. Enter the appropriate information, and select OK.
When you exit, you will see tl1e mirror axis displayed in the
edit \vlndows. If its position is correct, select Make to
complete tl1e operation.
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Notes and tips about Mirror
We recoIllillend when mirrOling a shape with points
against the axis that you always petform a Merge Points
operation after using Mirror. Those points will be
duplicated on that axis, which will lead to unnecessary
points in your objects. The only time you may not wish to
do lhis is when you do not want the edges of tilOse adjacent
polygons to be Smoothed by LightWave Layout.
Numeric parameters for Mirror
The numeric menu allows you to enter exact values for the
Mirror cOIllilland.

Plane
Use this to select the plane to mirror the object around.
For example, the selected item is at X0, Y5, Z 0. II you
choose tile Yaxis, \\~th a pOSition of 0, the selected item

Numeric

•

Units
Use the pius/minus buttons to select a unit of
measurement.
Reset
Select Reset to clear all fields to and reset the Units
setting.

°

How to use Numeric
After selecting an operation or a tool, Select Numeric or
press n on the keyboard. See the cOIllilland button entry
for the numeric options of a specific button.

Return or Enter

What Make does
The Make button completes the functions set up by the
fu1rude, Lathe, and Mirror cOIllilland buttons on this
menu. It will not affect cOIllilland buttons from other
menus.

Bevel

Position
This is the coordinate location of the mirror axis. The
distance bel\veen this axis and the selected item will also
be mirrored so that the copy is the same distance away in
the opposite direction.

n

What Numeric does
Numeric allows you to change the parameters of operation
for the previously selected tool.

Make

will be milTored to another point opposite the original (on
the other side of the Yaxis). In this case, tile mirrored
copy will be placed at X0, Y-5, Z 0.

How to use Make
For example, when extruding an object, use the numelic
menu to set exact ex1rusion values, then press r or select
Make to complete the operation.

•

b

What Bevel does
Bevel will add a beveled edge to selected polygons. Bevel
will shift the selected polygon by the Shift value, move it
inward by the Inset value, and connect the new edges ~th
polygons. The shift is in the direction of the polygon's
surface normal. (A Bevel ~th any Shift value and an Inset
of is just like an extrusion.)

°

How to use Bevel
Select one or more polygons, or an entire object. Press b
on the keyboard, or click Bevel. After you select Bevel,
enter values for the amount of Shift and Inset you desire.
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Shift
Shift is the distance that the selected polygon \-"ill move
along its sutface normal. This value may be positive or
negative.

Inset
Inset is the distance that the edges of the polygon will move
inward. This value may be positive or negative.
Notes and tips about Bevel
Positive Inset and Shift values bevel fonts weU, but letters
~th narrow edges may not bevel correctly. Try positive
values of 10, 20 and 30mm on a few random fonts and
you 'U see. The beveled edges often end up cutLing into one
another along narrow parts of characters, making for
clumsy objects.

•

Here's a great way to bevel fonts reliably:
• After generating a text object, copy it to another layer.

•

Here, use a negative Inset value and a negative Shift value,
and bevel it. This will cause the beveled edges to extl11de
outv,ard and backward from the letter faces, avoiding the
possible edge overlap problem. However, the OIiginalletter
faces themselves will have been pushed back also, and are
now faCing you from the inside back of the letter.
• Then, copy the first layer into the second, which will
replace the original face on the front of the beveled font. If
you wish to smooth across the beveled edge in Layout for
rounded character edges, do a Merge Points. Otherwise,
that's it! (If you're really picky, you may also wish to
remove that wrong-facing polygon from tlle inside back
face , or flip it to face outv,ard in case you'll be showing the
back side of the lettering.)

If the Inset value is too large, the beveled edges will Stalt to
cross each other in front of the template polygon. If your
beveled objects have inconSistencies, try using smaller
bevel amounts. Polygons \\~th crossed edges may not
render properly. Use tlle tip above.

Bevel works on both single- and double-sided polygons. If
you bevel a double-sided polygon it ~JJ be beveled on both
sides, in the facing direction of each polygon. However, if
the double-sided polygons form a closed 3D solid (such as
a sphere) the interior polygons \\ill not be beveled.
Bevel can also create additional detail and surfaces you
never tllOUglll easily possible-try using bevel on a
standard sphere, or some other shape in the IlglltWave
collection of objects, the PhoneBook, for some creative
and useful surprise.~.

Smooth Shin Shin+f
What Smooth Shift does

•

Smooth Shift adds a specific type of detail to a polygon
object or mesh. It will create duplicates of the selected
polygon (s) a certain distance from the original (s). The
copies will replace the originals. The duplicate(s) will be
shifted along an axis that corresponds to the oliginal
polygon's surface normal. Therefore, the shift will remain
accurate for Phong shaded objects.

smoothed over. Any two polygons with adjoining edges at
angles greater than this value will be smoothed across .

How to use Smooth Shift

Notes and tips about Smooth Shift

Select some number of polygons. Select Smooth Shift or
press Shlft+f on the keyboard. Enter a shift value (positive
to move forward along the polygon SUlface normals,
negative to move backward). Change the MaxinJum
Smoothing Value, if you desire. Press OK.
Maximwn Smoothing Angle

Max Smoothing Angle is like the parameter of the same
name on the Sudaces menu in Layout. The smootlling
method in Smooth Shift requires a cutoff angle. The Max
Smoothing Angle determines whether polygons will be

Due to tlle nature of Smooth Shift's operation on polygons,
if you apply Smooth Shift to an entire letter object from a

sinlple font such as the Common font, the front and back
faces of the letter \\ill be beveled.
An example of Smooth Shift: suppose you had a pipeline
object in an animation. You could simulate alternating thin
and thick sections of pipeline by selecting every other
section, then using Smooth Shift. The result would be a
solid pipeline, \\~th every other section ha\wg a sliglltly
wider diameter.

Path Extrude Shin+p
What Path EAtrude does

Path Extrude will extrude and skin a polygon or curve
along a motion path that was created and then saved from
Layout. (This is different from Path Clone, described
below.)
How to use Path Rxtrude

•

Select the item, then press Shift+p to access the file
selector and the Motions directory (where Layout stores its
motion path files). Select a motion path and select OK. A
second menu will appear. Enter the first and last frames
from the motion path to use, the frame step, and select OK.

The polygon(s) will be extl11ded along the path as
specified.
Notes and tips about Path Extrude
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polygons in order to be extruded along the path. If the
polygon or object is double-sided, only the poinlS that
comprise it will be used to create the extruded motion
path.
Modeler will use the path as it was created in Layout
exactly. Therefore, if the motion path traveled 300 meters
on the Z axis, and rotated 3600 while doing so, then the
path extruded object will be 300 meters long with a 3600
I\\~St.

Here's a useful idea for Path Extrude: suppose you needed
the Layout camera to follow a car through a twisting,
rurning runnel. You could create the motion path for the
camera (or the car) first, then save the motion path. In
Modeler, design one section of the runnel, then use Path
Exuude and extnlde the runnel section into a long runnel
that matches the motion path of the car exactly.

First
The first frame of the motion path (where to begin the
extrusion). This does not need to be the very first frame of
the motion path. Modeler is requesting the first frame you
\vish for it to use.
last
The last frame of the motion path (where to end the
extrusion). This does not need to be the very last frame of
the motion path. Modeler is requesting the last frame you
\vish for it to use.

•

Step
The step is used to detemline the number of steps (or
segmenlS) Modeler should utilize for the entire length of
the extrusion. The number you enter here \vill be di\~ded
into the total number of frames used for the path extrusion,
and tbe result is the number of segments.

Nwneric Parameters for Motion Path Extrude

Motion path requires that you select a motion path from
the Motions directory, and that you enter the following

data.

For example, a 30-frame motion path with a Step value of 1
resullS in 30 segmenlS to the extrusion, a Step value of 2
would result in 15 segmenlS to the extruSion, and a Step
value of 3 resullS in 10 segmenlS to the extrusion.

Rail Ext (Rail Extrude) Ctrl + r
WbatRruI Exttudedo~

•

Rail Extrude will extnlde polygons or curves along a curve
path (single rail extrude), or along multiple paths
(multiple rail extrude).
How to use Rail Extrude
Arrange the object(s) in a foreground layer, and the curve
path(s) in a background layer. Click Rail Extrude. Select
tlle proper options and enter the necessary values (as
described below) . Click OK.
Requirements and parameters for Single Rail
Extrude

• Object to be extruded is in the foreground layer.
• The extrusion path must be a polygon curve located in
the background layer.
• The object should be placed and oriented so that it is at
the starting point of the extrusion path.

Segments
SegmenlS is the number of connected slices that will be in
the resulting extnlded object.
Select Automatic to distribute a number of segmenlS
(based on the Curve Subdivision value in the
Objects/Options menu) along the rail curve according to
the knot spacing along the curve.
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Select Unifoml Lengths to distribute some number of
segmenlS (which you specify) evenly along the length of tbe
entire curve. No matter what the knolS spacing, the
segmenlS will remain evenly spaced.

Select Uniform KoOIS to distribute some number of
segmenlS (which you specify) evenly between the knots
that make up the curve. Whether knots are close together
or far apart, there \vill be the same number of segments
between each.

Oriented
Oriented detemlines the orientation of the polygon
template as it follows the curved path. Orientation on
causes all segmenlS to angle themselves automatically so
tbat they are aligned with the rail curve as it rums.
Orientation off causes all segmenlS to remain in the same
orientation as the template so that they face exactly the
same way.
Requirements and parameters for Multiple Rail
Extrude

• Object to be extruded is in the foreground layer.
• The exirusion path may be 2 or more curves in the
background layer. If the rails diverge or meet, the resulting
cloned objeClS will similarly stretch or shrink.
• The object should be placed and oriented so that it is at

•

the beginning of the extrusion path.

•

Segments
Segments is the number of connected stices that will be in
the resulting extruded object. You can select segments to
be calculated by lengths or by knots.
Select Automatic to disttibute a number of segments
(based on the Curve Subdivision value in the
Objects/Options menu) along the rail curve according to
the knot spacing or the length of the curve.
Select Unifolm Lengths to distribute some number of
segments (which you specify) evenly along the length of the
entire curve. No matter what the knots spacing, the
segments will remain evenlyspaced.
Select Uniform Knots to distribute some number of
(which you specify) evenly between the knots
that make up the curve. Whether knot are close together or
far apart, there will be the same number of segments
between each.

segmenL~

•

Strength
Strength determines how strongly the rails vie for control
of the point locations. You will not notice much of a
difference unless you have Scaling (below) deselected. The
higller the strength value, the closer the extrusion will
"hug" the rails.
Oriented
Oliented determines the olientation of the polygon
template as it foUows the curved path. Orientation on

Patch

causes aU segments to angle themselves automaticallyso
that they are aligned with the rail curve as it turns.
Orientation off causes aU segments to remain in tile same
orientation as the template so that they face exactiy the
same way.

Scaling
If the rails in the background layer spread apart along any
axis or axes, then the clones will automatically stretch
along those axes as weU. If you wish to have the clones
scale equaUy, rather than along those specific axes only,
tum Scaling on. For example, with Scaling off, if you Rail
Clone a polygon along the Za:<is using two rails that spread
further apart in the X axis, the clone copies will be
stretched on the X axis to maintain their relationship to the
guiderails. Scaling on causes this expansion to occur
equally on both X and Yaxes.
Notes and tips about Rail Extrude
When you first use Rail Extrude to extrude curves, be
aware of these imPOliant pieces of information:

• The direction that the cUive faces (which end is
considered the beginning) will have bearing on both the
shape and direction of the resulting extrusion. The
direction affects in which direction the extrusion may go. If
you do not receive the results you expect, you may wish to
try flipping the curve's starting point with the Polygon
menu's Flip command.
• The direction that the curve faces (which end is
considered the beginning) will also affect the direction of
the surface normals for the polygon mesh you create. You
may need to use Flip after completing the extrusion.

Ctrl+f
' 8

What Patch does
Patch will create a smooth mesh surface connecting either
3 or 4 curves.

Requirements for Patch
• You must have either 3 or 4 curves selected.
• The cUives must fOim a closed area. (They do not have
to be joined end to end, however tiley do need to be joined
somewhere along their length. At the points where the
curves overlap, those points must be merged.)
• The curves must be selected. (Unlike
PointIPolygon!Volume selection, where all items are
considered selected when no specific item is selected,
Patch requires that the curves actuaUy be selected. Use the
select Po~'gon mode to select curves.)

•

How to use Patch
First, you must create a curve by placing 2 or more points
in an edit window. Select them in any order, and press
+f. This creates a curve. Now create 2-3 more.
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Move the starting and/or ending points of each curve so
that each culve's endpoint sits atop the next curve's
startpoint. Merge Points. (You now have what appears to
be a closed curve, although it is made up of individual
open curves with overlapping points.) Press +f on the
keyboard. Enter values for the number of segments (the
number of perpendicular and parallel divisions along each
side) and select OK.

n

Notes and tips about Patch
This is a powerful command. With it you can create an
endless supply of free-form mesh shapes. The curves that
you use to create the mesh object can be manipulated in
3D--the points do not have to be planar! For example, two
S-shaped CllIVes at the top and bottom of an edit window,
joined at the ends by two straigl1t curves, will create a
billowy \vindow cll11ain when meshed.
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Curves are not required to have their starting and ending
points merged. A5 long as 3 or 4 curves are involved in
creating a closed area, they may overlap at any of their
pOints.

Numeric parameters for Patch
After creating and selecting the required number of curves,
Make Patch needs the follo\\~ng data before it will create a
sudace polygon patch.

Perpendicul£lr Segments
Enter a value for the number of segments (or divisions).
This is the number of segments that will be perpendicular
to the last-selected cur,le.
Paratk! Segments
Enter a value for the number of segments (or di\~sions).
This is the number of segments that will be parallel to the
last-selected curve.

mesh. The default value of 10 indicates that the mesh will
consist of ten polygons along both the parallel and
perpendicular sides of the mesh.

Knots
Select knots to direct Modeler to create an interpretive
polygon mesh based on the proximity of the knots along
the outline curves. Where knots are closer together, there
will be more, smaller polygons; where knots are further
apart, there will be fewer, larger polygons.

•

Length

Select Length to direct Modeler to create a more evenlyspaced polygon mesh, mth each polygon within the mesh
roughly the same size as its neighbor. This option generates
a more orderly looking mesh, but may not give you the
amount of smoothness you need near tightly rounded
corners.

The numeric value for both the Knots and Length options
indicates the number of polygons used to generate the

Skin
What Skin does
Skin aUows you to cover a series of \vireframe shapes \vith
polygons. The shapes do not need to have the same
number of points in common. This is also called lofting, or
loafing (as if coveling the slices of a loaf of bread) .
How to use Skin (automatic function only)
Create or select a series of polygons or curves in the order
that you want them connected. Select Skin to creale an
outer surface covering for them.
Requirements for Skin
Skin works best when you use single-sided polygons for the
framework. Double-sided polygons can result in strangely
skinned objects.
Notes and tips about Skin
If you Skin using polygon CUlves, the curves will remain in
the Modeler workspace foUowing the operation. You may
save them separately, continue to use them, or delete them.
They are no longer pat1 of the skinned object that you
created.

Skinning is different from Patching when curves are
involved. Patching tends to foUow smooth contours,
maintaining a rounded surface. Skinning tends to connect
curves \\~th straight-line segments, making for less smooth
profiles.
Here's an example. First, create an outline shape, such as a
circle, and make it a polygon. You could use the Disc tool
to do this step. Then copy it. Use Move to move it back a bit
from its original location. Paste the original back in place.
LsC' Size to enlarge it a bit. Use Move to move these two
back a bit. Continue to Paste the original hoop into the
workspace, reshape it, and move the group backward
along one axis. After you have a series of hoops all in a line
(so that you could see down them as you would a tunnel),
select each polygon, in order. Important: Select them in the
order you want them connected. TIlen select Skin.

•

Skin does not require that the segments it connects have
the same number of points.
There is no Numeric option for Skin, since skinning occurs
the moment you select the Skin command.

Morph
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What Morph does
Morph will create a number of connected intelmediate
polygons between two polygons that have the same number
of points. They will have an outer sudace, as if you also
used the Skin command on them.

•

How to use Morph (automatic numeric menu only)
Select two polygons, Select Morph, Enter the number of
segments to create, then click OK.

•

Requirements for Morph
• Morph works best when you Morph between singlesided polygons,
• TIle segments to be morphed must have the same
number of points,
Notes and tips about Morph
If you Morph using polygon curves, there are two things
you should be aware of:
• Morphing with curves does not utilize splines, What this
means is that the curves will be treated as straight-edged
polygons, and Modeler l),Till morph in a linear fashion,
• The curves will remain in the Modeler workspace
following the operation, You may save them separately,
continue to use them, or delete them, They are no longer
part of the morphed object that you created,

An example: Create a polygon, Select Copy (the copy will

be held in a memory buffer). Now move tile remaining
polygon some distance away from its original location,
Modify it into the shape you want to Morph to, Paste the
copied polygon back into the window. Select on the
Polygon selection tool, and select both polygons, Select
Morph, and a menu appears, Set the number of
intermediate steps, or segments to morph, and select OK.

Numeric parameters for Morph
Morph requires numeric data in order to operate,
Therefore, when you select Morph, an automatic numeric
menu will appear, Exiting the menu enters the new data
and Morphs between the selected items,

Number a/Segments
Enter the number of segments, or morphed steps, you
desire between the two selected polygons.

Clone

•

What Clone does
Clone duplicates an item one or more times using specific
increments of distance, rotation, and scaling, This allows
you to create a spiral staircase out of a single step, or a
wood screw out of triangular polygon outline, for example,
How to use Clone (automatic numeric menu only)
Select the item to manipulate, Typically this is a polygon
that fornls a partial cross-section of the object, althougl1 it
may be a solid object as well, Select Clone, Enter the
appropriate infonnation, and Select OK to exit the menu
and clone the selected item,

Clone
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Notes and tips about Clone
As an exanlple, select New to reset the screen, Select the
Box tool and create a stair step, It should be oriented so
that you are looking down on it in the Top view, In that

window, move it until it sits about two grid squares off the
center CY) axis, yet is still centered on the +X axis (the
Face view wiU show a profile I~ew that is similar to this),
Select Clone, enter 36 for Number of Clones,,5 for YOffset,
and 36 for YRotation, Select OK to create a quick 36-step
spiral staircase, Press a to fit this new object to the screen,

•

Here's how this works. There were 36 clones of the step to
be made, We deCided that there would be 10 steps per
360° spiral (this was an arbitralY choice), Since 360°
divided by 10 equals 36, 36° was the value used for
rotation, Each clone would be rotated by 36° from the
prior clone, Now, for every 10 clones, the steps would go
full circle, But spiral staircases need to go upward in
addition to going around. Therefore, the offset value of 0.5
caused each clone to be shifted upward on the Yaxis,
causing each of the 36 clones to be rotated by 36° and
raised by 0.5 meters from the clone before it.

lnlmediately after a clone operation involving a template
polygon, you can use the Lasso to encircle (j,e., select) tile
entire group of newly cloned polygons, They wiU be
selected in the order they were created, This means you
can perform a Skin operation if you desire to place an
outer surface around the framework just created, After the
Skin operation, the framework polygons are no longer
needed (since they are inside the skin and lvill not render
anyway) . They \vill still be selected, so you can delete them ,
lealwg only the skinned object remaining, This technique
is useful when you create objects like a wood screw, where
you no longer need the internal (unseen) polygons after
you have completed the outer surface,

Numeric parameters for Clone
Clone requires numeric data in order to operate,
Therefore, when you select Clone, an automatic numeric
menu \\ill appear, Exiting the menu enters the new data
and clones the selected item,
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Number ofClones
Enter the number of copies of the original object to create.

the Yaxis would cause each copy to be sized I. 5 times
larger than the previous copy.

Offset
Enter the distance between one clone and the next along
the X, Y, or Z axes. Example: 1m in the Yaxis would cause
each copy to be created 1 meter away from the last copy.

Center

Rotation
Enter the rotation between one clone and the next.
Example: 20 in the Y axis would cause each copy to be
rotated 20 degrees around the Y axis from the last copy.

Enter the coordinates to use as the center point, around
which the clone operation takes place.
Reset
Resets all values to default settings.

•

Units
Selects the unit to use for the operation.

Scale
Enter the amount of scaling for each copy. Example: 1.5 in

Array
What Array does

Array duplicates the selected item anynumber of times
using specific increments of distance. This allows you to
create a grid out of this object, a matrix.
How to use Array (automatic numeric menu only)
Select the item to manipulate. Select Array. Enter the
number of repetitions you desire for each axis, and select
OK to complete the operation.
Notes and tips for Array

If you Array a flat polygon using Automatic Offset, the "flat
dimension" of that polygon will not appear to have been
anayed. If a square flat polygon lay in the XY plane, having
no Z depth, an Automatic Offset of 10 will create an array
of 10 copies in X, 10 copies in Y, and 10 copies in Z.
However, the Zcopies will not e>.1end into space, since flat
polygons have no tme depth per se. The result is that the
polygons will have been stacked one atop another in the Z
axis.
Numeric parameters for Array

Array requires numeric data in order to operate.
Therefore, when you select Array, an automatic numeric
menu will appear. Exiting the menu enters the new data
and arrays the selected item.
Dimensions
Enter the number of repetitions of the OIiginal object. For
example, an arrayed sphere with dimensions of 5, 6, 7

Path Clone

would result in a collection 5 spheres wide on the Xaxis, 6
spheres high on the Y axis, and 7 spheres deep on the Z
axis. These values may be positive or negative.

•

Offset
There are two offset settings. Automatic will offset each
copy of the original item so that all copies are side by side.
The object's own dimensions are used as the spacing value.
Manual enables you to determine your own user-specified
spacing by entering your desired X, Y, and Z values.
Reset
Resets all values to default settings.
Units
Selecl~

the unit to use for the operation.

motion path, while the extrude operation connects those
copies as one extended object.)

What Path Clone does
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Path Clone will clone a point, polygon, or object along a
motion path that was created and then saved from Layout.
(The difference between Path Extmde and Path Clone is
that the clone operation simply creates a certain number of
copies of the original polygon evenly spaced along the

How to use Path Clone

Select tlle item, then select Path Clone to access the file
selector and the Motions directory (where Layout stores its
motion path files). Select a motion path and select OK. A
second menu will appear. Enter the first and last frames

•

from the motion path to use, the frame step, and select OK.
The object(s) will be cloned along the path as specified.

•

Notes and tips about Path Clone

Modeler will use the path as it was created in Layout
exactly. Therefore, if the motion path traveled 300 meters
on the Z axis, and rotated 3600 while doing so, then the
Path Cloned object may be up to 300 meters long \\~th a
3600 rn~st.
Numeric Parameters for Motion Path Clone

Motion path requires that you select a motion path from
the Motions directory, and that you enter the following
data.

Last

The last frame of the motion path (where to end the
cloning). This does not need to be the very last frame of
the motion path. Modeler is requesting the last frame you
wish for it to use.

Step
The Step is used to determine the number of steps (or
segments) Modeler should utilize for the entire length of
the clone. The number you enter here will be divided into
the total number of [ranles used for the path cloning, and
the result is the number of segments.
for example, a 30-franle motion path with a Step value of 1
results in 30 clones, a Step value of 2 would result in 15
clones, and a Step value of 3 results in 10 clones.

First

The first frame of the motion path (where to begin the
cloning). This does not need to be the very first frame of
the motion path. Modeler is requesting tlle first frame you
wish for it to use.

Rail Clone
What Rail Clone does

•

Rail Clone will clone a pOint, polygon, or object along a
curved path (single rail clone) or multiple paths (multiple
rail clone). (The difference between Rail Extrude and Rail
Clone is that clone creates a certain number of copies of
the original object evenly spaced along the curve(s), while
extrude connects those copies as one extended object.)
How to use Rail Clone

Arrange the object(s) in a foreground layer, and the curve
path(s) in a background layer. Click Rail Clone. Select the
proper options and enter the necessary values. Click OK.
Requirements and parameters for Single Rail Clone

• Object to be cloned is in the foreground layer.
• The curve path must be a polygon curve located in the
background layer.
• The object should be placed and oriented so that it is at
the beginning of the clone path. Unexpected results may
occur if not.

Select Uniform Knots to distribute some number of clones
(wh.ich you specify) evenly between the knots that make up
the curve. \'\'hether knot are close together or far apart,
there will be the same number of clones between each.

Seg11U!'nts

Oriented

Segments is the number of clones in the resulting object.
Choose the clone distribution method below.

Oriented detennines the olientation of the polygon
template as it follows the curved path. Orientation on
cau ses all segments to angle themselves automatically so
that they are aligned \\~th the rail clll've as it turns.
Orientation off causes all segments to remain in the Sanle
orientation as the template so that they face exactly the
sanleway.

Select Automatic to create a number of clones (based on
the Curve Subd.i\~sion value in the Objects/Options menu)
distributed along the rail curve according to the knot
spacing along the curve.

•

Select Uniform Lengths to distribute some number of
clones (which you specify) evenly along the length of the
entire curve. No matter what the knots spacing, the clones
will remain evenly spaced,

Requirements and paranJeters for Multiple Rail Clone
• Object to be cloned is in the foreground layer.
• The curve path may consist of 2 or more curves in the
background layer. If the rails diverge or meet, the resulting
cloned objects \vill similarly stretch or shrink.
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• The object should be placed and oriented so that it is at
the beginning of the clone path. Unexpected results may
occur if not.

Segments
Segments is the number of clones in the resulting object.
Choose the clone distribution method below.
Select Automatic to create a number of clones (based on
the Curve Su bdivision value in the Objects/Options menu)
distributed along the rail curve according to the knot
spacing along the curve.
Select Uniform Lengths to distribute some number of
clones (which you specify) evenly along the length of the
entire curve. No matter what the knot spacing, the clones
will remain evenly spaced.
Select Uniform Knots to dislIibute some number of clones
(which you specify) evenly between the knots lhal make up
the curve. Whether knots are close together or far apart,
there will be the same number of clones between each.

Strength
Strength detennines how strongly the rails vie for control
of the point locations. You will not notice much of a
difference unless you have Scaling (below) deselected. The
higher the strength value, the closer the extrusion will
"hug" the rails.
Oriented
Oriented determines the orientation of the polygon
template as it foUows the curved path. Orientation on
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causes all segments to angle themselves automatically so
that they are aligned \vith the rail curve as it turns.
Orientation off causes all segments to remain in the same
orientation as the template so that they face exactly tile
same way.

Scaling
If the rails in the background layer spread apart along any
axis or axes, then the clones will automatically stretch
along those axes as well. If you \vish to have the clones
scale equally, rather than along those specific axes only,
tum Scaling on. For example, \vith Scaling off, if you Rail
Clone a polygon along the Z axis using two rails that spread
further apart in the Xaxis, the clone copies will be
stretched on the Xaxis to maintain their relationship to the
guiderails. Scaling on causes this expansion to occur
equally on both Xand Yaxes.

•

Notes and tips about Rail Clone

When you have a complex, curving path along which you
need to create some number of objects, use Rail Clone. An
excellent example of Rail Clone consists of making the
stitches going around a baseball. Once you have created
the two halves of the baseball, make a curve that follows
the entire seam. Orient a single pair of stitches on the
seam, then use Rail Clone to make duplicate stitches along
the entire length of the seam. With Orientation on, click
OK. The stitches will curve \vith the path to follow the
outline of the sphere. If you need greater control over the
curve, create a pair of rails for the stitch object to follow so
that its orientation is constant.

•

•

The Polygon Menu

•

The Polygon Menu contains a selection of tools that allows you to modify polygons in the following ways:
• The creation of points (Points)
• Inserting or deleting points from polygons (Add Point, Remove Point)
• Assigning surface names to polygons (Surface)
• Attaching or separating polygons (Attach, Detach)
• Working with surface normals (Align, Unify, Flip)
• Splitting and merging polygons (Split, Merge, Subdivide, Triple)
• Removing polygons \vithout removing points (Remove)
There are two kinds of polygons employed by Modeler, face polygons and curve polygons. For simplicity's sake, face
polygons are referred to as polygons and curve polygons as curves. Polygons are important for rendering, while curves
are a modeling aid only. Acurve alone wiIl not render within Layout. Curves aid in modeling smooth-profile shapes, yet
do not contain faces per se. When a curve is used to create an object, an operation is performed that creates a group of
polygons that approximate the shape of the curve. The resulting shape is referred to as a polygon mesh, or simply a mesh
object.
Technically, any object in Modeler is a mesh object since all objects consist of a mesh of polygons; however, where
appropriate, it is easier to identify objects created from curves in this manner \vith this term. You should know that you
can tailor how finely subdivided the patch will be by changing the Curve Subdivision setting (this option is found under
the Options command in the Objects menu). Also, Curve Subdivision is adaptive. The nearness of points and the tightness
of a curve may cause the creation of more segments at that portion of the curve, whereas curve points that are further
apart require fewer points. In other words, where necessary, Modeler will place a few extra points to maintain
smoothness.

•

Curves may be selected in the same manner as polygons, with the Polygon selection too\. Curves have a beginning point
and an ending point. When a curve is selected, the starting point displays a white circle to indicate its status. The starting
point may be S\vitched with the ending point using the Flip command, just as you would flip a polygon surface normal
\\~th this command. In fact, the orientation of the starting point (at one end or the other) affects the direction of the
surface normals in the resulting polygon mesh created by a curve operation.

POints
What Points does
This button creates points within the Modeler
workspace. (The Points command button does not
perform the same function as the Point selection button,
found on the [ower edge of the screen, whose only
function is to activate Point selection mode.)
Immediately after creating a series of pOints, you may
make them into a polygon.

•

How to use Points
Click the Points button. Move the cursor to an edit
\\~dow to the location where you want to create a point.
Press the left mouse button to display the point creation
crosshair. Drag it to the location where you \vish to
create a pOint, and click the right mouse button. Move
the crosshair elsewhere to create additional points.
(Note: You can also select the Make button on screen, or
press r on the keyboard, to place a point when the
crosshair is in position.)

To create a polygon after placing points
Shortcut: Press p. This instantly converts selected points
into a polygon. OtherWise, click the Points button to
deselect it and escape the point-making mode) , then
click on the Make button in the Polygon menu.
To create a polygon out of pre-made or existing pOints
Click the Point selection button, move the cursor to an
edit \vindow, hold down the left mouse button and drag
the cursor over the pOints you want. (See the Selection
modes for more information on how to select points.)
When done, click the Make button on the Polygon menU.
Make sure you drag counterclock\vise for the resulting
polygon to face "forward" in LightWave Layout, as
clockwise will result in a backward-facing polygon) .

Notes and tips about Points
The Make buttons from other menus will not work to
create a polygon. If you're on another menu and you
select some points with which to make a polygon, press
p to do so.
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Polygons created from hand-placed points will always be
single-sided, regardless of the setting of the One Side and
Two Sides buttons in the Options menu.

Numeric parameters for Points
Press n after selecting Points to enter specific X, Y, Z
coordinates for a pOint. Afterward, press r to create a
point at that location.

Make Rehlrnor Enter
What Make does
Use the Make button on tl1e Polygon menu for two
functions: to create new pOints, or to create polygons out
of existing pOints.
When the Points creation button is selected, Make
will create points
Click Make to create a point at the crosshair location on
screen.
When there are selected points on screen, and no
other tool is selected
The Make button will form the selected points into a
polygon.

Note that in order to use the keyboard equivalent for
Make, r, to create polygons, you must first exit Points
creation mode. Do this by selecting the Points button
again. Then you can safely select Make. Otherwise, Make
is still tied to point creation and will simply add another
point to the screen.

•

Notes and tips about Make
Points must be selected (highlighted) in order to be
made into a polygon. Points you just created are
automatically selected in the order they were created.
This is a good reason for getting into the habit of always
creating points in a clockwise manner.
As a shortcut, you can use the right mouse button to

How to use Make (to create points)
Click the Points creation command. Move the cursor into
a window. Click the left mouse button and position the
crosshairs. When the crosshairs are correctly positioned,
select Make to make a point at that coordinate. (You can
also press r to create a pOint, or use the right mouse
button.)

place and create points in one operation. Hold the right
mouse button down and drag the crosshairs to where
you want them, then let go. A point will be created where
you let go of the mouse button .

•

How to use Make (to create polygons)
Go to Point selection mode and select some number of
points in clock\\~se order (as if going around a clock
face in ascending order-this ensures that the polygon
will face correctly). Press p. If you have just created a
series of points using the Points creation tool, while still
in this mode you can press p to make the polygon. The
points that you just created will be connected in ilie
order in which they were made. For this reason, it's
always good to create and select points in clock\\~se
order.
•
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Remove k
What Remove does
Remove allows you to delete a polygon(s) [rom the
Modeler workspace without removing the points that
make it up.
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How to use Remove
Select one or more polygons. Select Remove or press k
on the keyboard, and they will be removed. The points
that comprised them will remain.

•

Add Pnt (Add Point)

•

What Add Point does
Add Pnt will add points to one or more selected
polygons.
How to use Add Point
Use the Points creation command to add one or more
points to the workspace. Add Point has two methods of
operation: proximity and distant. If you wish to add
points in the immediate vicinity of a polygon, simply
select the polygon and add a point to any edge with each
mouse ctick. If you wish to add points that may tie a
distance away from the original polygon, you'll need to
create them first, then add them to the selected polygon.
The first method is fastest for adding to the polygon
itself, while the second allows you to add extended
points in one step.

To add a point that will lie some distance away from
a polygon
First, select the polygon that needs a new point. Next, go
to the Polygon menu and select the POints creation tool.
Create the new point(s) in the desired location. Click
Add Pnt. The pointer becomes an arrow with the word
"TO" beside it. Click the tip of the arrow on the edge of
the polygon that needs an additional point (or points) .
The polygon edge wiU expand to include the selected
point(s).
Notes and tips about Add Point
If you intend to add several free-standing points to a
polygon, you may select them (in counter-clockvrise
order) and then add them, in one step, without having to
select and add each one at a time. You can add points to
curves \\~th both of the above methods as well.

To add a point anywhere along a polygon edge
First, select the polygon that needs one or more added
points. You can select several polygons, if you wish. Next,
select Add Pnt. The pointer becomes an arrow with the
word "TO" beside it. Move the pOinter to the edge of a
polygon and click the left mouse button. Anew point will
be added to that edge. Continue adding points in the
same manner.

•

Rem Pnt (Remove Point)
What Remove Point does
Rem Pnt will separate points from the polygons to which
they belong. It will not remove the point from the
Modeler screen (use the Cut or Delete command for this
instead) .

Notes and tips about Remove Point
The two points on either side of the removed point will
remained joined, as if the point between them never
existed. Therefore, the original polygon will remain,
minus a point.

How to use Remove Point
In the Polygon selection mode, select a polygon . Change
to Point selection mode, and select one or more points
on that polygon.

You can remove points from curves as well.

Ctick Rem Pnt to separate the selected point(s).

Attach
What Attach does
Attach will add a polygon to the suJface of another. Such
polygons are known as detail polygons. (Unless you
absolutely need to attach polygons, you may find it more
useful to use the 2D or 3D drill operations to slice the
shape of the smaller detail polygon into the larger one.)

Modeler is requesting you to inform it which polygon is
to be the "attache." Click on this polygon and the two
will now be attached.
Notes and tips about Attach
An example of this would be attaching the polygons that

•

How to use Attach
To attach a polygon: select the two polygons that are
involved so that they are highlighted. Click Attach. The
pointer will tum into the word "TO" with an arrow.

form the word "Stop" to a six-sided polygon to form a
stop sign .
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Detach
What Detach does
Detach is used to remove polygons that were attached
with the Attach function.

How to use Detach
Select the polygons that you wish to separate, then click
Detach. They will become individual polygons again.

•

SplU
What Split does
Split will divide a polygon into two smaller polygons.
How to use Split
In the Polygon selection mode, select a polygon. Change
to Point selection mode, and select two points Ulat do
not share any edges. Click Split to subdivide the polygon
along a line between those two points.

Notes and tips about Split
Split also works on curves. The procedure is similar to
splitting a standard face polygon: select the curve, select
a point on the curve, then select Split. The curve will be
split into two distinct curves.

Merge Shih+Z
What Merge does
Polygon Merge will join two polygons that share at least
one common edge. (A common edge is one where two
or more points belong to two or more polygons.)
How to use Merge
Select one or more polygons. Press Shift +z on the
keyboard, or click Merge.
Notes and tips about Merge
After merging polygons, it's a good idea to check that the
resulting polygon remains planar (Oat, so there will not
be rendering problems). Select the polygon and press i
for information (better yet, press w and use Statistics to
search for and highlight any non-planar polygons).

Merge also works on curves. The procedure is similar to
merging a standard face polygon: select two adjacent
curves that share a common endpoint (the points must
be endpoints-you cannot use polygon merge on curves
using their inner points), then select Merge. They will be
merged into one continuous curve.
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If you attempt to merge polygons but Modeler Ivill not
carry out the instruction, check that the polygons
actually share one or more sides in common. The
polygons may be overlapping in appearance only; they
must share two points (comprising an edge, or a side) in
common in order to merge properly.
If Modeler does not cany out the merge instruction, and •
you feel certain that the selected polygons share points,
check that there are not duplicate points there. Perform
a point merge operation. Sometimes the points of two
polygons can overlap, making them appear to be a single
shared point. In such cases, Modeler cannot merge the
polygons until the points are merged first.

Merge will function on coplanar and non-coplanar
polygons as well. However, the resulting sUlface normal
may not render correctly at certain angles , and it is not
likely to aninlate well since it will appear and disappear
as the viewing angle changes. There may be other
unwanted side effects as well.

•

Surface q

•

What Surface does
With the controls on the Change Surface Name pop-up
menu you perform two important functions: you can
create names and apply them to the currently selected
item(s), and you can rename any previously created
surfaces whose names you choose to alter.
Naming surfaces is an important step in modeling, one
that allows you to identify portions of the object that will
receive different color and texture qualities in Layout.
These are the names that Layout uses to assign color and
texture to objects when rendering.
How to use Surface
The Surface button is used to create and assign surface
names in one step, or to change surface names. Each of
these two functions will affect the selected polygon(s) or
object(s) in the current layer, so you should spend some
time getting familiar with this menu's operation.

•

To create a surface name and assign it to the
currently selected polygons
Select Surface. Enter a name in the surface name field.
Select the Apply button. This name will be created, added
to the available surface names list, and applied to the
currently selected item(s). (Note: To create a list of
names without applying them to any objects, use the
Options button found in the Objects menu.)
To rename an existing surface name
Select Surface. Drag the mouse over the pop-up surface
name menu to select the name you desire to change.
Click in the surface name field and enter a new name.
Select Rename. This applies the new name to the
polygons that were labeled with the previous name, and
closes the menu.
To assign an existing surface name to the currently
selected polygons
Select a number of polygons. (Remember, if you select
no polygons, all are considered selected.) Select Surface.
Drag the mouse over the pop-up surface name menu to
select the name you desire. Click the Apply button. This
applies the name to the selected items and closes the
menu.

ace

To assign a surface name to use for all newly
created polygons
Go to the Objects Menu and select Options. Beside the
Su rface label, enter the name for Modeler to give to all
newly made polygons. Select the Create button. From this
point onward, all new polygons (created by the Object
tools, the Modify tools, the Tools functions, and the
Polygon tools) will be given the surface name you
entered automatically as they are created.
Apply
Use the Apply button to (a) exit the menu, and (b) apply
the current name on the pop-up surface button to the
selected polygons in the current layer.
Rename
Use the Rename button to (a) exit the menu, and (b)
change the name of the surface sho\ving on the pop-up
menu to the name sho\ving in the text field.
Cancel
Use the Cancel button to (a) exit the menu, and (b)
ignore any changes or text that you entered here.
Notes and tips about Surface
The surface controls may seem to be partially duplicated
by the Options command found in the Objects menu.
However, through the Surface pop-up menu you can also
assign surface names to existing or previously created
polygons. This feature is not available from Object
Options. From Surface, you may also create surface
names, rename surface names, and direct Modeler
which surface name to use for newly created polygons.
The pop-up menu displays a list of all available surface
names, including any that you create using the other
surface controls found here. This is convenient for
creating and assigning surface names as you build an
object, since all new polygons created after you exit this
menu will have this name as their surface name. The
alternative, which is optional, is to design the object first,
then select sections of it and assign surface names at that
time. This approach can be more tediOUS, depending on
the complexity of the object.
If you do not select a specific polygon (or group of

•

polygons) prior to using this function, all polygons in the
active layer(s) \vill be considered selected and the name
will be assigned to them.
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Triple

Shin+t

What Triple does
Triple converts the selected polygon (s) into triangular
polygons. For example, a square polygon becomes two
triangular polygons. This is useful for objects you wish to
animate using Bones, or objects that have Displacement
Maps.
How to use Triple
Select one or more polygons or objects. Press Sllift+t on
the keyboard, or click Triple.

Notes and tips about Triple
Triple can be crucial for character animation. If you plan
to use Bones to animate text or other objects typically
made of quadrangles, you should load them into
Modeler and use Triple on them. The deformations that
Bones can cause will likely push quadrangle polygons
out of planarity so that they are no longer flat. Use Triple
to triangulate those polygons for consistently correct
rendering.

•

Subdiv (Subdivide) Shin+d
What Subdivide does
Subdivide divides any 3 or 4 sided polygon into a smaller
set of triangles. It can do so in a few different manners
Requirements for Subdivide
The polygon(s) to be subdivided must be 3 or 4 sided
before they can be affected.

When you select Subdiv (Subdivide), you have the option of
a Faceted, Smooth or Metaform subdivision.
Faceted setting
Faceted subdivides polygons leaving the newly created
polygons in the same plane as the original polygons.
Smooth setting
Choose Smooth to subdivide an object with smoothed or
rounded edges when you wish to add detail and maintain
the object's rounded appearance. Smooth has a further

control, Ma,x Smoothing Angle. Adjoining polygons at
angles greater than the Max Smoothing Angle will not be
subdivided in a 'smoothed' manner.
Metaform setting
Using Metaform subdivision is akin to using Smooth.
With Metaform, however, the newly created polygons are
smoothly curved with the original polygons acting as sort
of a "bounding box" for the shape of the new polygons.
There is no need to worry about smoothing angles.
Metaform automatically tries to smooth out all selected
polygons forming them into more curved, rounded
shapes.
Fractal option
All subdivide options allow you to enter a Fractal value
that will randomly jitter newly created pOints. Avalue of
owill not jitter points and higher values will jitter points
greater.
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'The jitter radius is a fraction of the edge length times the
fractal factor. Afactor of 1 jitters the new points by at
most 50% of the length of the edge that they wjJJ
su bdivide. Afactor of.l is 5% jitter and a factor of 2 \viil
move points 100% of the edge length. Points added to
the center of 4-point polygons are jittered a comperable
amount, although the formula for them is more
complicated.
How to use Subdivide
Select one or more 3 or 4 sided polygons. Press Shift +d,
or select Subdiv. After you select Subdivide, choose
whether you prefer Faceted, Smooth or Metaform
subdivision.

•

Notes and tips about Subdivide
Subdivide is useful for adding detail to objects (also see
the Jitter command). Any polygons that are not
triangular need to be converted first, using the Triple
command from the Polygon menu.

Subdivide can be used repeatedly, to make smaller and
smalJer polygons. This is highly useful for objects that are
Displacement Mapped or animated with Bones.

•

For example, let's subdivide an object \vith two different
Max Smoothing Angles to see the difference.

•

Step 1: Prepare the object
Load the Apple object (in the Food directory). Press a to
change the view to fit the object. Choose the Polygon
selection mode, and press w to display the statistics
menu for it. Select the AppleSkin surface from the popup menu, and click on the + button next to the label with
Surface:. The skin polygons will higlilight. Go to the
Polygon menu and select Triple to convert the polygons
into triangles (SubDiv requires triangles to fu nction).

Step 4: Subdivide the second object
Go to the second layer ..\lith the copied object. Press w
and once again locate and select the polygons making up
the AppleSkin. Choose Smooth, enter 20 in the field
beside Max Smoothing Angle, and click on OK. Only
those polygons that were at angles less than 20° to one
another received smoothed vertices. Since none were at
that angle, new vertices were added, but the straightedged appearance remai ned. (See below right. )

Step 2: Make a copy of the object
For comparison's sake, let's copy this object before we
subdivide it. Click on Copy at the bottom of the screen,
then select the next layer from the layer buttons at the
top of the screen. Click Paste to place this copy in the
new layer.

Step 5: Compare the two objects up close
To see this properly, drag out the Face window till it fl Us
the screen. Select the original layer as a background
layer, so that the second apple overlaps the first. Press
Ctrl+ a so that it fills the view. Notice how the apple that
was smoothed with a greater angle has edges that appear
around the other apple? Using the Max Smoothing Angle,
Modeler was able to determine where new points should
be placed to maintain and apple's rounded shape.

Step 3: Subdivide the first object
Return to the original layer. Press w and once again
locate and select the polygons making up the AppleSkin.
Select Subdiv. Choose Smooth, and click on OK. Since all
of the selected polygons were at angles less than 90° to
one another, the new vertices were added so that they
continued the rounded appearance of the apple. (See
below left) .

•

Two apples subdivided with different smoothing angles (from the exercise above). Notice how tbe apple on the left bas
a much more naturaUy rounded profile, while the apple on the left appears to be made up a longer straight segments.
The higher the Maximum Smoothing Angle va/ue, the more Modeler can maintain and even enhance the apparent
roundedness ofthe of?ject, as this example shows.

•
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Align
What Align does

~otes

Align will attempt to turn all suIiace normals to face in
one direction.

The Align operation is complex and not foolproof. You
may \\~sh to attempt to select varying combinations of
right-facing and wrong-facing polygons, to see if the
resulL~ are what you deSire. Sometimes there may be
groups of polygons that will not align properly. You may
need to Merge Point and Unify in that case, as the status
of polygons is dependent upon the points they consist of.

How to use Align

Select the entire object, or the general area where there
are polygons that face in the wrong direction. Click
Align. Align may actually align the polygons in the wrong
direction, but they \\~ll all face that way together-if so,
use the Flip command to tum them to the correct
orientation.

Unify

and tips about Align

•

Shin+u

What Unify does

Notes and tips about Unify

Unify will convert multiple polygons sharing the same
points (such as double sided polygons) into a single
polygon.

Unify creates single-sided polygons with regard for the
direction of their suIiace normals. However, unusual
object shapes can occasionally fool its complex
algorithms, resulting in single-sided polygons facing the
incorrect direction. If so, you may need to use Align or
Flip to correct the resulting direction of the normals.

How to use Unify

Select some number of mUltiple polygons (if you select
none, all will be considered active). Press Shift+u on the
keyboard , or click Unify.

Flip
What Flip does

Notes and tips about Flip

Flip changes direction of the surface normal on one or
more single-sided polygons (it [/ips the direction from
which the polygon can be seen when rendered). Flip can
also swap the starting point on curves from one end to

SuIiace normals are small dotted lines that indicate in
which direction a polygon is ~sible. They appear
whenever a polygon is selected.

•

the other.

How to use Flip

Select one or more polygons or objects. Press f on the
keyboard, or click Flip. The screen will redraw and the
selected polygons will now face the opposite direction.
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Tools menu

•

The Tools menu contains operations that function on objects, points, and curves .
Object functions include all 20, 3D, and Boolean drill operations. Each of the drilling operations requires a combination of
two layers--one foreground and one background. The foreground layer contains the object to be drilled, and the
background layer contains the object to do the drilling. Point functions include operations that merge pOints, align tilem, and
manipulate them in a variety of ways. Curve functions include the creation and manipulation of curves and surface paths.
Note: To speed up all drilling operations
You can speed up any drill operation (including Boolean functions) by selecting the polygons in the front layer that will be
affected by tile operation just before you engage the drill operation. This instructs Modeler to ignore the remaining un selected
polygons in the foreground layer since they are not a part of the intended operation. With this infonnation, Modeler can work
more quickly.

Drill (Template Drill) ShiH+r
What Template Drill does
Template Dlill takes a 20 polygon (or set of polygons) in
the background layer and slices tile contents of the active
layer with it. There are four types of Template Drill,
described below. Template Drill will not create an inside
surface along the cut edges.

•

Requirements for Template Drill
• Drilling object is a single-sided 20 polygon (it can be
more than one polygon, as long as all are single-sided
polygons.)
• Background layer contains the drilling object.
• Foreground layer contains the object to be drilled.
• \'Vhen viewed along the drilling axis, objects overlap
either partially or fully.
How to use Template Drill
Arrange objects and layers as desclibed above. Press
Shift+r on the keyboard . Select tile axis along which to
drill, and the type of operation (listed and pictured below).
Click OK.
Core option
\'Vhen you remove a core from an apple, you are left with
the shape of the core itself. Core leaves behind only
polygons that are within the shape of the template polygons
that did the drilling.
TUllllel option
When you cut a tunnel into a shape, you make a hole inside
it. Tunnel leaves behind the polygons that were outside the
shape of the template polygons that did the drilling.

\'Vhen you select Stencil, additional controls appear that
allow you determine the name for the newly created
polygons: select one from the Surface Name pop-up menu,
create one by typing it in the Text field and selecting Create,
or Rename one by typing a new name into the Text field
and selecting Rename. (As a shortcut for the Create option,
you can simply press rafter enteling the name-this will
accept tile new name and start the procedure
automatically.)
Slice option
When you cut into an object, but do not remove any piece
of it, you leave behind new edges where the two objects
intersected. AU polygons remain, but new polygons and
edges have been created where they overlapped. Slice
leaves both the polygons tllat are \vithin the template
polygons and the polygons that are outside the template
polygons All polygons retain their original surface names.
Notes and lips about Template Drill
Speed up any dlill operation by selecting the polygons in
the front layer that will be affected by the operation just
before you engage drill. This instructs Modeler to ignore
the remaining unselected polygons in the foreground layer
since they are not a part of the intended operation. With
this infonnation, Modeler can work more quickly
If you attempt to u1Voke Template Drillllsing a 3D object as

the drilling object, Template Drill will not function.

•

Stencil option
Stencil is a specialized fonn of the Slice option (below).
Whereas Slice creates new polygons within the oliginal
object's polygons that still have their original surface name,
Stencil gives the newly created polygons a new surface
name, one that you may select (or create) directly within
the Template Dlill pop-up menu.

If you attempt to invoke Template Dlill using a

combination of single-sided and double-sided objects, or
20 and 3D objects, Template Dlill will only drill the singlesided 20 polygons.
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SDrill (Solid Drill) Shin+c
What Solid Drill does
Solid Drill takes a 3D solid object in the background layer
and slices the contents of the active layer \\~th it. This is the
same as Template Drill, except that the cutting edges
belong to part of a 3D soUd, not a 20 template projected
into 3D. There are three types of Solid Drill, described
below. Solid Drill will not create an inside surface along
the cut edges.
Requirements for Solid Drill
• Background layer contains the dlilling object.
• Foreground layer contains the object to be drilled.
• When viewed along the drilling axis, objects overlap
either partially or fully. (They do not need to physically
overlap, but they must appear to line up along the drilling
axis.)
• Drilling object is a closed 3D solid (i.e., a sphere is a
closed solid, but a sphere with a hole in it is not, and
would not work).
How to use Solid Drill
Arrange objects and layers as described above in
Requirements. Press Shift+c on the keyboard. Select the
type of operation (listed and pictured below). Glick OK.
Core option
When you remove a core from an apple, you are left with
the shape of the core itself. Core leaves behind only
polygons that are ~thin the shape of the object that did the
drilling.
Tunnel option
When you cut a tunnel into a shape, you make a hole
inside it. Tunnel leaves behind the polygons that were
outside the shape of the object that did the drilling.
Stencil option
Stencil is a specialized foml of the Slice option (below).
Whereas SUce creates new polygons within the original
object's polygons that still have their original surface name,
Stencil gives the newly created polygons a new surface
name, one that you may select (or create) directly \\~thin
the SoUd Drill pop-up menu.

When you select Stencil, additional controls appear that
allow you detemtine the name for the newly created
polygons: select one from the Surface Name pop-up menu,
create one by typing it in tile Text field and selecting Create,
or Rename one by typing a new name into the Text field
and selecting Rename. (As a ShOl1cut for the Create option,
you can sin1ply press r after entering the name-this will
accept the new name and start the procedure
automatically.)

•

Slice option
When you cut into an object, but do not remove any piece
of it, you leave behind newedges where the two objects
intersected. All polygons remain, but new polygons and
edges have been created where they overlapped. It's like
tracing the outlines of the cutting polygons into the
polygons of the foreground layer object.
Notes and tips about Solid Drill
Speed up any drill operation by selecting the polygons in
the front layer that will be affected by the operation just
before you engage drill. This instructs Modeler to ignore
the remaining un selected polygons in the foreground layer •
since they are not a part of the intended operation. With
this information, Modeler can work more quickly
The amount of overlap between the drilling object and the
drilled object is Significant. If the overlap extends
completely through the drilled object, then all polygons are
involved. If only the "front" of the drilled object has any
overlap, then only those "front" polygons will be affected.
If you attempt to invoke SoUd Drill using a 20 object as the
drilling object, SoUd Drill will not function properly.
Instead of getting connected polygons as a result, you will
get only the points that made up the object. Glick Undo and
double check that your objects meet the requirements for
SoUd Drill.

Boolean Shm+b
What Boolean operations do
Boolean operations will merge objects, spUt objects, carve
objects, and join objects in a variety of ways. You can
model difficult shapes easily with these sin1ple operations.
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•

Requirements for Boolean operations

•

• For the Add operation: Drilling object may be a 2D
po~'gon or 3D object.
• For the UnionllntersectiSubtract operations: Drilling
object must be a 3D solid.
• Background layer contains the dlilling object.
• Foreground layer contains the object to he drilled.
• When viewed along the drilling axis, objects must
physcially overlap either partially or fully. Unlike Template
Drill, they cannot merely line up along one axis; tiley must
overlap the same space, at least partially.
How to use Boolean

You will use two layers for this operation. Place the object
to be cut in one layer. Place the object to do the cutting in
one layer. Arrange the layers so that the cutting object is in
the background layer. When the objects and layers are
properly set, press Shift + b (or select Boolean from the
Tools menu). Choose the type of operation (listed and
shown below) . CUck OK.
Union

Union joins the background layer with the foreground
layer, taking tile solid objects and combining them into a
single objecllnterior faces are removed. No new polygons
or surfaces are created; therefore all surfaces will retain
their original names.

•

Intersect

Intersect takes tile solid objects and leaves behind
whatever portion was corrunon between them. It leaves
behind only those portions of the background layer and
foreground layer that were overlapping. (This corresponds
to the portion that the Union operation discards.) No new
polygons or surfaces are created; therefore all surlaces will
retain their original names.
Subtract

Subtract removes the background drilling template object
from the foreground object, leaving a copy of itself
embedded there. Essentially, it carves the background
layer out of the foreground layer, leaving new inside
surfaces in its wake. New surfaces will take on the names
of surfaces tilat carved them. For example, you have a 3D
letter Alvith three surfaces: Front, Back, and Sides; and an
Apple with two surfaces: Skin, and Stem. If you subtract the
letter Athrough the Apple, the inside surfaces created lvilJ
have the name Sides, taken from the surface that carved
the tunneLThe Apple lvill now have three surfaces
associated lvith it: Skin, Stem, and Sides.

•

Add
Add joins the background layer with the foregroun d layer
so that the overlapping shapes are fully combined as one.
This is different from sinlply saving tlVO overlapping objects
from two diJlerent layers, since the polygons that physically

overlap are merged in a form of mutual drill operation. No
new surfaces are created, although some polygons may be
subdivided; therefore all surfaces will retain their original
names .
Notes and tips about Boolean operations

Speed up any drill operation byselecting the polygons in
the front layer that will be affected by the operation just
before you engage dlill. This instructs Modeler to ignore
the remaining unselected polygons in the foreground layer
since they are not a part of the intended operation. With
this information, Modeler can work more quickly
The results of the Boolean Subtract operation lvill vary
depending whether the polygons being drilled consist of
single-sided or double-sided polygons. Afurther
explanation of this follows the description of the Boolean
operations.
For the Union, Intersect, and Subtract operations, the
amount of overlap between the drilling object and the
drilled object is significant. If the overlap extends
completely through the drilled object, then all polygons are
involved. If the overlap is only on the "front" of the drilled
object, then only those "front" polygons will be affected. If
there is no overlap, then these operations will not function.
For the Union, Intersect, and Subtract operations to
function properly, both objects must be closed 3D soUds.
These Boolean CSG functions will not operate on 2D
polygons, only 3D soUd objects. For the Add operation, any
set of 2D and 3D objects is acceptable.

UsingBooleanFunctions-ADissertation
Single-Sided and double-sided polygons playa unique role
in the Boolean Subtract operation. Depending on the
design of the objects involved in the operation, and the
specific Boolean function you choose, you may get results
that are different from those you expect. This essay will
help you understand how the Boolean functions think so
that you can design objects accordingly.
You should understand the difference between one- and
two-sided polygons before you read this short essay. If you
are uncertain ahout them , see the Introduction to 3Dfor
further discussions of polygon types before going further.
Imagine tllat you are a knife blade, sliCing through a 3D
sphere. Every tinle you cut through a polygon layer, you
pass from the outside of the sphere to the inside. If this
were an apple instead of a 3Dobject, you would have
passed from outside the apple into its core-from air to
soUd Therefore, if you passed through only one polygon,
you are now inside the 3D sphere. A Boolean knife blade
being subtracted-i.e., sUcing throug/1-a one-sided
sphere would leave two solid halves remaining.
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The figure at left shows
one of those halves.

Now suppose this sphere
acmally consisted of two
spheres, one inside the
other. You pass through the first polygon-from air to
solid-then through a second polygon-from solid back
to air. You Ilave entered a hole inside the sphere. if a wonD
had eaten a marble-sized pocket out of the center of an
apple, this pocket is the hole you have now entered. You
are within the inner sphere. ABoolean knife sliCing
through this sphere would leave two halves remaining,
each with its own hollow core.
The figure at left shows
one of these two halves.
The single-sided
polygons of the outer
sphere faced outward,
while the single-sided
polygon of the inner
sphere faced inward. ntis enhances the appearance of a
solid interior \\~th a hollow core.
Let's take this discussion to another level. Suppose you
have four tiered spheres, each one slightly smaller than the
next, each one inside the next. Each sphere consists of
single-sided polygons. Slice into this group of objects \\~th
your Boolean knife.

~~

The results will appear just
like those pictured in
!l!'rt
Boolean.3. Again, alternate
~)spheres had polygons facing
inward or outward. For
each polygon wall passed
through, Modeler believes it has passed either from outside
to inside, or inside to outside. From one state to the other.

•

if all four spheres consisted of double-sided polygons, then
Modeler would have believed that each sphere was made
of a paper-fuin wall (since double-sided polygons are
back-to-back polygons). Upon encounteting a doublesided polygon, Modeler will think that it has passed
through two polygons. In the paper-tllin space between fue
front-facing and back-facing polygon, fue Boolean knife
blade sUced through air, then solid, fuen air again.

The results are shown in
Boolean.4, four hollow
spheres, each encased
\\~thin fue other, with no
solid core.
Therefore, be aware that the results of Boolean CSG
functions \~ll vary depending on the polygons that are
being cut. To Modeler, it does not actually matter wltich
way the polygons face. However, to achieve the results you
desire with Boolean functions, there may be times when
you need to modelll~th this in mind. if fue results you
achieve are not what you expect or deSire, check for the
possibili~l that the polygons are not facing the way they
should. You may need to try again using the other ~'Pe of
polygon.

•

Merge m
What Merge does

Merge will merge points tllat overlap into a single point.
The point fuat remains will belong to fue same polygons as
the original pOints.
How to use Merge

Move fue necessary points/polygons so fuat points overlap,
as closely as possible in all furee windows. Make sure the
necessary items are selected for fue operation. Press m on
the keyboard, or click Merge. Select a merging procedure,
and enter any required values. Click OK when done.
Automatic option
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Automatic will merge points that are shating the sanle
space. These points need to be overlapping in all three
windows, to a close degree. For objects or portions of
objects fuat you have cut from the main object \\~th the
intention of merging later (back into their original
positions) use Automatic.

Fractional option

This setting takes the size of the object, then takes a
fraction of that size as the merge distance. This value is a
power of lO. The higher the value, fue less points are
merged.
Absolute option

Absolute requests an absolute distance to calculate
overlapping pOints. Any points witllin this distance of one

•

•

another will be merged, When merging overlapping or
nearby pairs of points, Merge will choose one point as the
base point. The other point will be moved to the location of
the base point and merged there, The polygon to which it
belongs may be stretched as necessary, Merge will not
average the distance between points to create a new point
midway between them,
If you need to force two points to merge, and you are
unsure of Uleir distance, select them, then use tJle Absolute
parameter with a value of 0, This \vill cause tJle two points
to merge, Be careful of selecting more than two paints,
because all selected points will be merged by this option,

Notes and tips about Merge
Merge will not merge points between layers, Objects or
polygons for which you wish to merge points must be in
the same layer.
Merge will merge the points of the selected items only, This
is useful if you have many overlapping points, yet wish to
merge certain specific ones, If you attempt to merge points
with Ule "''fang points or polygons selected, merging may
not occur unless Ule other points are overlapping, Make
certain that the proper items are selected before you click
Merge,

Weld
What Weld does
Weld will take a group of selected points and merge them
into a single point. The point that is used as the "joining
point" is the last point you select before choosing Weld,
This is useful when you have a group of points in a small
area, and you wish to have only one point there, All
polygons will become tied to the remaining point that is
welded,

How to use Weld
Select some number of points (at least two), Select Weld,

QuanUz

•

What Quantiz does
Quantize will snap points to the nearest X, Y, Z coordinate
spacing you choose,
How to use Quantiz
Select some number of points, Select Qu antiz , Enter the
gIid coordinates spacing to use, Example: X1, Y2, Z 3,
melers, would cause every selected point to move to the
nearest l-meter X axis, 2-meter Y axis, and 3-meter Z axis
point intersection,
Notes and tips about Quantiz
Quantizing is generally used to move points a small
increment so thal they form planar polygons, or to

Jmer

manipulate them in very small increments where precise
placement is required, You may also find it useful for
objecL~ you intend lO morph ,

ShiH+j

What Jitter does
Jitter randomly moves points within a specified radius,
randomizing or roughing up the object,

•

How to use Jitter
Select a group of paints, polygons, or an entire object.
Press Shift+j on the keyboard, Select the type of Jitter to
peiform, Enter jitter parameters for any combination of X,
Y, or Z axes, Select OK.
Notes and tips aboutJitter
A jitter value of is "no jitter," meaning no change will

°

°
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Unifonn option
If you've used earlier versions of LightWave, this is the
original jitter function. It perfonns a unifonn jitter on every
point within a rectangular region. Apoint may be shifted by
as much as the value speciliced for the Radius parameter.
Radius parameter
TIus value is used to determine just how far a point may be
moved from its current location.
Gaussian option
TIlls option results in a slightly less ragged jitter than tlle
Uniform option, perfomling a nonnal distribution around
the starting pOint's location in an elipsoid of the given radii.
Nonnal option
TIlls option uses the local surface nomlal and randomly
moves points plus or minus witllin a range along that
surface nonnal.

Range parameter
TIlls value is used to set the range within which a point may
be moved from its current location.

Radial option
This option randomlydistributes points inward or outward
along a radial vector from a single point (the Center point
parameter) .
Range parameter
This value is used to set the range within which a point may
move from its current location.

•

Center parameter
This parameter sets tlle center pOint, from which the radial
effect of jitter is calculated.
Notes and tips about Jitter
Jitter is effective for "shaking up" a surface, adding a
genUinely rough texture to it. For example, you could give a
sheet of paper a crinkled appearance by applying a small
jitter value to it (on the axis that represented the paper
thickness only). You could also rough up alandsca.pe,
mountain range, or asterOid, using small amounts of)itter,
perhaps with Subdivide to add more detail.

Smooth Shm+m
What Smooth does
Smooth will move the points in an object to reduce its
jaggedness.
How to use Smooth
Select pOints, polygons, volume, or object. Press Shift+m
on the keyboard. Enter the number of smoothing
operations you desire, and the strength of each operation.
Select OK.
Strength parameter
The power of the smoothing force. High values affect the
object more noticeably, while low values are more subtle.

Notes and tips about Smooth
It is best to apply the Smooth function to a whole form, but
it can be applied selectively to parts of objects by selecting
a group of points, polygons, or a volume. Smoothing a
rock repeatedly will ultimately round it off into a sphere,
since that is the smoothest it can become. Smooth
functions on 2D polygons as well as 3D objects.

•

Iterations parameter
Iterations are the number of Smooth operations you want
to occur. Applying Smooth once with three iterations is the
same as applying it three times with one iteration.

Set Val (Set Value)
What Set Value does
Set Value will move selected points to the coordinate value
you specify for a specific axis only.
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How to use Set Value
Select one or more pOints. Select Set Value. Enter a
number on the axis to where you want these points moved.
Select OK.

Axis parameter
TIlls is the axis for the movement value.

•

•

Value Parameter

Notes and tips about Set Value

The value entered here will place all selected points at that
value along the chosen axis.

Set Value is a modeling tool that is useful when you require
the points of an object to be at an exact location or
alignment. For example, after penorming editing
operations on half an object, you may wish to mirror it to
form a perfect whole. Those points which form the axis
basis for the mirror operation must be perfectly aligned so
that the halves form a perfect match. You would select
those pOints, select Set Value, then select the correct axis
and enter the numeric value that would in effect snap those
points into line. This would ensure clean rendering in
Layout.

Units parameter
Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Reset parameter
Reset all menu values to their Oiiginal settings.

About Curves, Splines, and Surface Patches
Aspline is a mathematical formula for calculating a smooth curve among a collection of pOints. Generally, the points within a
spline curve are called knots, just as the points in a polygon are called vertices. Designate any group of points as a curve,
connect several curves into a loose framework, and you can create smooth-surfaced patches of polygons to form free-flOwing
meshes of anyshape and form. The creation of shapes such as sails, curtains, automobile panels, and much more is sin1ple
using Modeler's spline curves and surface patches.
Curves are considered polygons to Modeler. They are a specialized form of polygon. Curves may be selected in the same
marmer as polygons, with the Polygon selection tool, and acted upon in the same marmer as polygons. Therefore, most of the
tools in the Modify, Multiply, Tools, and Polygon menus will affect curves just as easily as they affect standard face polygons.
Curves have a starting point and an ending point (corresponding to the first and last points selected prior to creating the
curve) . When a curve is selected, the starting point displays a small white circle to indicate this. The starting point may be
switched to the other the end using the Flip command, just as you would flip a polygon surface normal with this command.

•

In fact, the orientation of the starting point (at one end or the other) affects the direction of the surface normals in the
resulting polygon mesh created by a curve operation. Therefore, the ablity to flip a curve's direction is valuable. It affects the

direction that resulting surface normals face when the curve is used to create an object.
Curves are not objects themselves; rather, they are modeling tools that will enable you to create realistic objects much more
easily. However, curves may be saved as objects. They will not render in lightWave Layout (the way 2-point polygons will), But
you may wish to save particularly useful curve shapes for other objects you wish to create later on.
Modeler curves are Catmull-Rom interpolating splines. The curve passes through its own control points, rather than being
affected by distant, unconnected control pOints.

: ,-,.

Make (Make Curve) Ctrl+p
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Notes and tips about Make Curve
What Make Curve does

Make Curve will create a spline curve, useful in the
Multiply and Tools menus for object creation commands.
Curves are treated much like polygons, and create smooth
surface meshes.
How to use Make Curve

Create or select a number of points (two or more) . Select
Make or press 0 +p on the keyboard.

•

Make CI (Make Closed Curve)

The first point you create is the starting pomt for the curve.
The final pomt is the ending point. You can flip the starting
and ending points using the Flip command.
The more points you use in creating a curve, the more
segments it will ultimately contain after a Multiply
operation. Multiply operations are also affected by the
curve division setting that is active under the Options
command in the Objects menu.

Ctrl+o

What Make Closed Curve does
Make Closed Curve will create a closed curve shape (the

beginning and ending points will be connected) .

How to use Make Closed Curve

Create a number of points (two or more) . Select Make Cl
or press 0 +0 on the keyboard.
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Start CP (Starting Control Point) Ctrl+b
What Start CP does

Start CP enables you to use the beginning point of a curve
to control the continui~1 of the curve at the next point.

Notes and tips about Start CP

When you change endpoints into continui~1 control pOints,
th.e endpoints are no longer part of the curve itself, they
become curvature-adjustment controls only. For any
Multiply or Tools commands that you use on the curve, the
continuity segment will not create polygons.

How to use Start CP

Select a curve, Press Ctrl+b on the keyboard. The leading
segment of the curve, between the first point and the
second, changes to a dotted line. This indicates that the
end point is now a continuity control point. Go to the Move
menu and select the Drag command, Drag ule endpoint
around to adjust the curvature of the polygon curve at the
next point.

Continuity controls are useful when you intend to Clone or
Lathe a polygon curve in such a marmer that you need a
pedectly smooth and uninterrupted joint around the
central axis, For example, if you use a curve to define the
pro6Je of a wine glass, you would use Start CP for th.e
beginning of the curve, inside the bottom of the glass bowl.
When lathed, this curve would create a pedectly smooth
interior sudace, without a visible dimple at the base of the
bowl.

•

End CP (Ending Control Point) Ctrl+n
What End CP does

Notes and tips about End CP

End CP enables you to use the final point in a curve to
control the continuity of the curve at the nex1 point.

When you change endpoints into continui~' control pOints,
tlle endpoints are no longer part of the curve itself, they
become curvature-adjustment controls only, For any
Multiply or Tools commands that you use on the curve, the
continui~1 segment will not create polygons,

How to use End CP

Select a curve, Press Ctr/ +n on the keyboa.rd, The ending
segment of the curve, between the last point and th.e nextto-last point, ch.anges to a dotted line. This indicates that
the end point is now a continui~i control point. Go to the
Move menu and select the Drag command, Drag the
endpoint around to adjust the curvature of the polygon
curve at the next point.

•

Freeze Ctrl+d
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What Freeze does

How to use Freeze

Selecting Freeze will instantly converlthe currently selected
curve(s) into polygons,

Select one or more curves, click Freeze or press Ctr! +d, AU
selected curves (whether open or closed) will become new
polygons.

Smooth (Smooth Curve) Ctrl+s
What Smooth Cun'e does

How to use Smooth Curve

When you move the points of two curves so that they
overlap, then merge those points, there is not a natural
curve passing through the resulting joined section, In fact,
the two curves may iOlm an angle. To smooth the angle out
as if the two CUives were originally one, use Smooth Curve,

Move the points of the pel1inent curves so that they
overlap, Merge tlle points using the Merge points
command (Modify menu). Select Smooth or press Ctri+s
on the keyboard, Ii the operation is successful, you will see
the beginning and ending continuity control points appear,
along with their dotted-line indicators,

•

The Display Menu
•

The Display menu contains controls that allow you to adjust the screen display in a variety of ways, and to get specific
infolmation and statistics about the current object.
• Screen adjustments include the ability to zoom in or out from objects, slide the entire display left or right (without shifting
the object's position), or auto-scale the display so that the object fits the edit windows at its best size.
• Information allows you to study points or polygons more closely, while Statistics enables you to select and deselect paints,
polygons and surfaces.
• Display options gives you the ability to customize the Modeler screen display. Show any background image loaded into
Layout as a dithered picture on the Modeler screen (great for making corporate logos from images you have framegrabbed).
Toggle the \~sibility of paints, polygons, surface normals, curves, even the grid itself, on and off. You can adjust Modeler's grid
snap and grid incremenL~ also.

Magnify
What Magnjfy does
With MagnifY you can zoom in closer to the current objec~
or zoom out further. Magnify does not resize the object,
rather it alters your point of \1ew so that you are either
closer or further away.
How to use Magnjfy

Notes and tips about Magnjfy

TIle Magnify tool will zoom in toward that portion of the
object directly under the cursor when you initiate the
zoom. This is different from the In and Out buttons, which
zoom inward to or outward from the center of the view
\\wdows only. Unlike them, Magnify can zoom to any
portion of the view windows.

Click MagnifY. Move the cursor to any window. Place the
cursor over the portion of the object you \\~sh to zoom.
•

Drag the mouse left to zoom out, or right to zoom in.

Pan An + Mouse Drag
What Pan does

Notes and tips about Pan

Slides the edit window and its contents left, right, up or
down.

As a shortcut to selecting Pan from the Display menu , at
any time you can hold a on the keyboard and drag the
mouse i.n any \\wdow. Holding a
overrides any
current tool, allowing you to pan the view.

How to use Pan

Click Pan. Move the cursor to any \\wdow. Drag the
mouse. The entire edit window and its contents will slide in
the direction you drag.

Measure

•
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What Measure does

Notes and tips about Measure

Measure allows you to measure the distance between any
two points on screen.

Measure does not function in the Preview \vindow. Only in
the edit \\wdows.

How to use Measure

It may help you to measure more easily if you first select

Select Measure. Move the painter into an edit \\wdow.
Press and hold either mouse button, then drag the mouse
to the destination point. Alight gray crosshair will appear
where you clicked, \vitll a line extending from i.t as you
drag the mOllse away. The Coordinates \\~ndow display
shows the exact distance that you have moved as long as
you hold down the button.

the two points that are the endpoints of the segment you
\vish to measure. Highlighting them makes them a little
easier to see.

II'.
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In

zoomin lX
Shift +.

zoom in 2X

What In does
Use In to magnify the object on screen in single-grid-

square steps.

Notes and tips about In

Press Shift+. (also called » to zoom in at twice the
amount.

How to use In
Press. on the keyboard, or click In.

•

Out , zoom out 1X
Shift +, zoom out 2X
What Out does
Use Out to zoom out from the object on screen in single-

Notes and tips about Out
Press Shift+, (also called <) to zoom out at twice the

grid-square steps.

amount.

How to use Out

Press, on the keyboard, or click Out.

FH All

a

What Fit does

Notes and tips about Fit

Fit will cause the windows on screen to be zoomed to the
maximum display size that will fit the objects on screen in
all three views. If there are no foreground or background
objects presen~ Fit will center the X, Y, and Z axes is all
three edit \vindows.

There is an "extended" or additional keyboard command
for fit-Fit Window, Ctrl+a, which will fit the selected item
to only the edit \vindow where the pointer is cUlTently
located.

How to use Fit All

Press a on the keyboard, or click Fit All. The \vindows will
zoom in or out to fit the item in all three \~ews

•

FnSel (FnSelected)
Shift +a Fit Select-fit selected item to all edit \\wdows
(cunent layer only)
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What Fit Selected does

How to use Fit Selected

Fit Selected will cause the \\wdows on screen to be
zoomed to the maximum display size that will fit the
selected items on screen in all three \~ews .

Press Shift +a on the keyboard, or select Fit Sel. The
\\wdows will zoom in or out to fit the selected items in all
three views.

•

Options d

•

What Options does
Select Options to adjust the display features of the Modeler
screen.
How to use Options
Press d on the keyboard, or click Options to bring up the
menu.

Orientation parameters
Orientation governs how the three edit windows are
displayed on screen. You will always have a four-window
display, but sometimes the location and orientation of the
four windows can help you visualize an object as you
design it. To get a better idea of this, load various objects
and try out the different view orientations on them.
Logo (XJ'J
Provides Top, Face, and Left views that correspond to
Layout's XZ, XY, and zy views.

Preview Window parameters
The preview appears \vithin a circular outline that is a
virtual trackball. Click outside this circle and drag the
mouse arolmd its circumference to rotate the object
around the screen's Z axis, in the same marmer that a
clock's hands move around a clock face. Click and drag
the mouse across the circle to rotate the object on the
screen's Yaxis. Click and drag the mouse up or down the
circle to rotate the object on the screen's Xaxis.
None

None turns off the display in the Preview Window.

Map (XZ)
Provides Map, Left, and Back views. For designing a map,
the main view displays the object best.

•

Static
Static displays an urunoving wiretrame view of the object.
In Select Point or Select Polygon mode:

Side (lY)
Provides Top, Left, and Front views. The main view is a side
view rather than the top.

Vehicle
Provides Top, Front, and Right views. The Front view has
you looking into the negative Z axis. Main is the Top view,
so if the object were a plane it would Oy to the right off
screen.

• To select points or polygons, click on them in the
preview window.
• To rotate the objec~ hold Alt on the keyboard and drag
the mouse in the preview window.
In Select Volume mode:

• You carmot select points or polygons \vith a volume in
the preview \-vindow.
• To rotate the object, drag the mouse in the preview
window.

Moving
Moving displays a rotating \viretrame view of the object.
Click Wire for a rotating wireframe view of the object. Click
Solid for a rotating solid (or hidden line removal) view of
the object. To rotate the object to another orientation, drag
the mouse in the preview '""indow.
Note:
Not all resolutions and screen modes can SUppOlt a
tnO/Jing pretJiew. If the buttons do not appear on the
interface, it is not available in the currently selected
resolution.

•
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Visibility Parameters

Grid Units Parameters

Visibility tums on and off the visibility of various aspects of
the Modeler intelface. This option is fairly self-explanatory.
Acheck in any box indicates that this option is active and
visible.

Glid Units affects several things: the Grid Size display, the
graticule on screen (the dividing grid sections) , and the
zoom step amount. These settings have no effect on the
actual size of the object, only the grid placement display.
You will likely find that 1 2.5 5 and I 2 5 are your most
commonly used grid unit settings.

Points
Toggles visibility of pOints.
Faces
Toggles visibility of faces (polygon outlines).
Curl/es
Toggles \~sibility of curves,
Normals
Toggles visibili~1 of sulface normals.
Grid
Toggles visibility of the grid and axis labels.

Backdrop
Toggles the visibility of the backdrop image (if any).
Unit System parameter

15

The Unit System determines what units of measurement are
utilized and displayed by the Modeler screen.

Each grid square represents II2-unit. For example, when
grid size is set at 1 meter, grid lines fall at every half-meter
and at every meter, The Grid resizes in values that begin
with I or 5, as in 1m, 500mm, 100mm, 50mm, IOmm,
etc.

llIetric
Select Metric to use the Metric System. It is the same as SI
with the addition of centimeters.
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1

Each grid square represents I unit. For example, when
grid size is set at I meter, grid lines fall at every meter. The
Glid resizes in values that begin with I, as in
10m,lm,IOOmm,IOrrun, etc.

SI
Select SI to use the Intemational System of Units (SI is the
abbreviation of the French "Le Systeme Intemational
d'Unites." Unit measurements in Modeler will now use a
base system of meters. Grid sizes and distances can be
measured in gigameters, 01 egameters , kilometers, meters,
millimeters, micrometers and nanometers.

LightWave Mooeler

To see the difference in display, create a I meter box in the
center of the edit window. Press a to fit the display. Notice
how many subdivisions of the grid display there are \\~thin
the box. You might also zoom in or out several steps,
watching the Grid Size change. Now press d and select a
new grid unit setting. Click OK and zoom again. Notice how
the grid is a different size, and the zoom step rate has
changed. This will give you an idea of how each grid unit is
subdivided, and how this affects zooming in and out.

12.55

Each grid square represents 1I4-unit. For example, when
gtid size is set at I meter, grid lines fall at every quartermeter, half-meter, and meter. The Grid resizes in values
that begin \vith 1,25 or 5, as in 1m, 500mm, 250mm,
1000101, 50mm, etc.
125

English
Select English to use the English System of Miles, feet and
inches,

Each gIid square represents 1I5-unit. For example, when
grid Size is set at I meter, grid lines fall at every fifth-meter
and meter. The Grid resizes in values that begin with I, 2
or 5, as in 1m, 500mm, 200mm, 100mm, 50mm, etc.

Note:

12

We recommend you use the SI or Metric systems to
model objects, since a system based on 10 is much
easier to use in Layout (for purposes ofapplying
textures and adjusting object movement)

Each glid square represents 1I5-unit. For example, when
grid size is set at 1 meter, grid lines fall at every fifth-meter
and meter. The Grid resizes in values that begin with I or
2, as in 1m, 200mm, 100mm, 20mm, IOmm, etc.

•

•

Grid Snap Parameters

Notes and tips about Options

Glid Snap forces point creation and item movement to be
limited to a specific increment. Setting a Fixed Grid Snap
also fixes the grid's graticule on screen to be displayed at
that increment.

The settings you change on this panel will not be saved
when you exit or quit Modeler with the exception of Unit
System. TIle next time you start Modeler, you will default to
using Ole last used units.

None
No grid snap unlocks the grid snap so that it moves freely
and is not constrained by any grid intersections.

Standard
Standard grid snap is set to 1/10 of the current grid size.
For example, if the grid size is 1 meter, all movement
occurs in increments of.! meters orlOcm (IOOmm) .
Fixed

Fixed allows you to enter a value of your choice for
increments of movement. The grid will resize itself to use
the value you specify.

BG Image (Background Image)

•

What BG Image does

Size para/neter

BG Image allows you to display a background inlage (that
has been loaded into Layout) on the Modeler grid.
Probably the most common use of this feature is to use it to
display a framegrabbed company logo so that you can
build a 3D object right over it on screen. You could also
use it to give you an idea of how an image map might be
sized by the Automatic Sizing function of Layout's texture
mapping controls.

Use Size if you \\1sh to resize or stretch the BG Image. If the
image is a captured freeze frame of video (b)' Ole
S\vitcher), or was created in a video resolution (by
ToasterPaint, ToasterCG, or LightWave) , to approximate the
correct aspect ratio you should stretch the image
horizontally by 1.3. For example, if you are in the default
Logo display setting, and projecting the image along the Z
axis so that it faces you in Ole Face window, you will want
to enter l.3 for the XSize parameter. (The reason for this
is that telC\1sion is displayed at a 4: 3 aspect ratio-for
every four units of width, the screen is three units high.
This ratio can be reduced to l.3: I-for every l.3 units of
\vidth, there is 1 unit of height.)

How to use BG Image

First, you must load one or more images from the Images
menu in LightWave Layout. (Modeler takes its Cunent
Image List from the list of those images loaded into
Layout.) Go to the Display menu and select BG Image to
bring up the pop-up menu. Make your selections of image
and pOSition, and exit the menu. TIle image will appear on
screen.
Options and Controls for BG Image

Image Selector
Use this pop-up menu to select an image. Select a nanle on
this menu to activate the BG Image display. (Backdrop
Visibility must also be turned on.)

Automatic Size button

Center parameter

Click Automatic Size to automatically size the image to fit to
the selected items in the current layer. It measures the
maximum size created by the selected items (points,
polygons or volumes) and sets the image at exactly that size
and position. This is analogous to the Automatic Sizing
button in Layout's texture mapping controls, and can be
used to give you an idea of how the image fits on the object
when planar mapping.

If you \vish to place Ole image at any specific coordinate
location, enter the X, Y, Z values of that location here. The
image will be centered on that point.

Select a unit of measurement for the operation.

Axis ofprojection

Select an axis on which to display the image. If you are
using Modeler's default Logo Display setting, Xplaces the
image in the Left view, Yplaces the image in the Top \1ew,
and Z places the image in the Face view.

•

If the image has been scanned or transferred from another
system that utilizes square pixels (the MaCintosh, for
instance), you should change the size parameters to reflect
the size of the image. For instance, if the image was
scanned at 500 pixels wide by 100 pixels tall, the proper
aspect ratio would be 5: l. Asize of 5.0 meters wide (X) by
1 meter tall (Y)

Units parameter
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Reset button
Reset all menu values to their original settings.
Exposure Slider
Drag the slider gadget to brighten or darken the contrast of
the BG Image,

Notes and tips about BG Image
Uafter you exit the menu you do not see the BG Image
appear, check that Backdrop Visibility has been turned on
in the Display Options menu. Also check the grid sizeimages default to a specific size, and if you are zoomed too
far out you may not be able to see the BG Image.

Invert
Select Invert to invert the brightness values of the BG Image
(make it negative). This may make it easier to see some
details while modeling.

•

Stats (StatistiCS) w
What Statistics does
Slats is used to provide data about points, polygons, or the
contents of a volume. It also provides a means for selecting
and deselecting these items based upon different
groupings. There are three Slats menus-for pOints,
polygons, and volumes.

Notes and tips about Statistics
To get the Slats on points, polygons, or a volume, you must
select that mode followed by the Stats function. To change
display modes, you must exit the menu, chance selection
modes, and reselect Slats.

How to use Statistics
Click the appropriate selection button (point, polygon,
volume) , then press w on the keyboard (or click Slats).
Since Statistics is highly useful as a fonn of selection, it is
discussed in an earlier chapter. See "Selection and the
Selection Tools" for more details on Statistics.

Info (Information) i
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What Infonnation does
Info provides infonnation about points and polygons. Also,
it allows you to place points in specific locations, provides
a method for checking polygon integrity, and provides a
way to reduce double-sided polygons to single-sided
polygons.

How to use Infonnation (polygons)
Select one or more polygons. Press i on the keyboard, or
click Info, The menu displays the polygon number, number
of pOints, type, flatness, and surface name for one polygon
at a time. Click Next or Previous to change to the next or
previously viewed point.

How to use Infonnation (points)
Select one or more pOints. Press i on the keyboard, or
click Info. The menu displays infonnation for one point at
a time. To change the location of this point, enter new
values for X, Y, and Z, and click OK (if you are done) or
Next or PreviOUS (to go to another point). You do not need
to click OK or press r after enteting new data in any field in
order for it to be accepted. Changing a value, then going to
a new pOint, is the equivalent of pressing r, and has the
added feature of not closing the menu before you are ready
to do so,

Notes and tips about Infonnation
Polygons should be as flat as possible to ensure proper
rendeting. If you find a polygon that does not render
correctly, load the object into Modeler and check its
flatness with Info. The closer to 0% flat a polygon is, the
better. If the polygon flatness reads "Degenerate," you may
need to rebuild that polygon, or subdivide it.

•

•

Sel Conn (Select Connected)

•

]

What Select Connected does
Select Connected automatically selects all points or
polygons that are connected to the currently highlighted
points or polygons.

How to use Select Connected
Using point or polygon selection, select one or more points
or polygons. Press J on the keyboard, or click the Sel Conn
button.

Notes and tips about Select Connected
This function is useful for the same reason that selecting
items by surface name is useful. An object that is
surrounded by others may not be easily selected using a
volume, and may have several surface names (making
name selection unwieldy). Select one point, or one
polygon, then press J on the keyboard, to select all
connected items.
Select Connected will select everything that is connected
only, so overlapping points that have not been Merged will
not be affected.

Invert Shih + '
What Invert does
Invert will reverse the status of selected and unselected
items in the current layer. All previously selected items will
be deselected, while all previously unselected items will
become selected.

How to use Invert
Select one or more items. Select Invert.

Hide lei (Hide Selected) -

•

•

What Hide Sel does
Hide Selected will "hide" the currently selected polygons,
polygons with the current volume, or unconnected points,
from view. The hidden portion remains a part of the object,
and it remains within the current layer, but it is temporarily
removed from view. This makes object editing much
Simpler, since you can hide portions of the object that
make it difficult to see the part you wish to work on. Also,
no editing operation will affect the hidden portion of the
object, only the visible portion will be modified.

How to use Hide Sel
Select one or more polygons (use either the Polygon or the
Volume selection modes) . Select Hide Sel. When selecting
pOints, only points not connected to polygons will be
hidden from view (unless the polygon is hidden as well)
Notes about Hide Sel
All of the Hide/Unhide functions work independently
among different layers. Therefore, when you use the hide
and unhide commands, you are affecting only the currently
active foreground layer(s). IT several layers contain hidden
portions of different objects, only the current front layer(s)
will redisplay hidden contents .
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Hide Unsel (Hide Unselected) =

.-, I '
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What Hide Unsel does

How to use Hide Unsel

Hide Unselected will "hide" the cunenlly non-selected
items from view. The hidden portion remains a part of the
object, and it remains within the cumnt layer, but it is
temporarily removed from viev{ .

Select one or more polygons (use either the Polygon or the
Volume selection modes). Select Hide Sel.

•

Unhide\
What Unhide does

Notes about Hidden items

Unhide will redisplay all previously hidden items in the
cuncnt layer.

Sometimes it is possible, by etTor, to hide everything in a
layer. Remember that a small dot in a layer button indicates
that there is something (hidden or not) in that layer.

How to use Unhide

Select Unhide to see all the hidden portions of the cunent
layer, if any.

•
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Functions without an on-screen button

•

There are several functions within Modeler that do not have a specific button on screen to engage their operation. These are
discussed below.

(mouse movement modifier)

Ctrl
What ettl does

Notes and tips about ettl

With Clrl you can influence mouse movement to adhere to
specific axes, or to move in specific increments. This is
sometimes called constraint. Clrl acts as a modifier,
modifying the function of a given corrunand. This makes
moving along one axis (for example, Move) or in 1S° units
(such as Rotate) easy.

With certain commands, such as Move, the Clrl modifier
does not force 100% compliance to one axis. If you first
move the selected item along the Xa'\is, all movement
along the Xa'\is is natural. If you then attempt to move in
the Yaxis, you will have to move the mouse some distance
before the item "jumps" along the Yaxis. The increment of
movement on Ywill be awkward in this case, since it was
not the favored axis of first movement.

How to use etrl

Before you use any of the Modify tools, press and hold
down Ctr!' This will constrain that tool's movement. Look
up a tool's description in the manual for specific
information on how constraint affects its operation.

(keyboard equivalent of OK)

Enter

•

What Enter does

Notes and tips about Enter

With e you can automatically OK out of message dialog
boxes.

You may use r as well as e for this command when a menu
or requester is present.

How to use Enter

When you wish to accept the values in a menu or message
dialog, and close the menu, press e. This technique will not
work when a text cursor is showing in a text entry field on
the menu. In such cases, it will advance the cursor to the
next text field. If there is only one text field on the menu, or
you have reached the last text field on the menu, then
pressing e will close the pop-up.

Esc

(keyboard equivalent of Cancel)

What Escape does
With Esc you can automatically Cancel out of message
dialog boxes. Modeler will perform no action other than to
return to the editing environment.

•

How to use Escape

When you wish to escape from a menu that has just
popped up, or close a message dialog, press Esc. This
technique will not work when a text cursor is showing in a
text entry field on the menu. In such cases, click the mouse
anywhere else on the pop-up menu to disable the text
cursor, then press Esc .
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Fit One View

CII'I+a (keyboard only)

What Fit One View does
Fit One View will cause only the current view window to be
resized to contain the items in that window. (The current
view is the edit window where the pointer is. Obivously,
this may be any window at any time, so make sure the
pointer is over the correct window when you press the
command.

Go To Center

•

g(keyboard only)

What Go to Center does
Go to Center instantly centers the part of the screen that is
currently beneath the pointer.
How to use Go to Center
Move the cursor to the location you wish to center. Press g
on the keyboard. The portion of the edit window beneath
the pointer will be centered in that \vi.rJdow.

Jump

How to use Fit One View
Select an item (or items). Press Ctrl+a on the keyboard.
The screen will be redraw'll zoomed to the items in the
current window.

Notes and tips about Go to Center
Another useful function of g is to move to a part of the
object that is of[ screen. Move the pointer to one edge of
the view \vi.rJdow, then press g. The window will center
itself, with the mouse remaining of[ on one side. Press g
again, and the process will repeat. In this way, you can
move across the surfaces of objects quickly and easily,
\\~thout a great deal of resizing and repositioning.

j (keyboard only)
Notes and tips aboutJump

What Jump does
Jwnp causes the currently selected point(s) to "jwnp" to
the coordinates of the mouse pointer.
How to use Jump
Select one or more points. Move the cursor to the desired
location. Press j on the keyboard. The point(s) will jwnp
to that location.

Rotate Len 90°
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screen. Instead of dragging them with the mouse, select
them, then move the mouse to the new location and press
j. Instantly the selected point(s) will jump to the mouse
position.
If you select a solitary point, it will jump to the cursor. If
you select multiple points, all points will jump equally. The
last-selected point will go to the cursor while the others
will move the same amount in relation to it. Any polygons
connected to these points, or connected by these points,
will move as well.

•

e(keyboard only)

What Rotate Left 90° does
Rotate Left 90° causes the active items on screen to rotate
90° (counterclock\~se, around to the left) with respect to
the current position of the cursor.

LightWave Modeler

It is best used as a ShOl1cut when moving points around the

How to use Rotate Left 90°
Move the cursor to the desired coordinate for the center of
rotation, then press e on the keyboard.

•

Rotate Right 90°

•

r (keyboard only)

What Rotate Right 90° does
Rotate Right 90° causes the active items on screen to rotate
90° (clockwise, around to the right) with respect to the
current position of the cursor.

How to use Rotate Right 90°
Move the cursor to the desired coordinate for the center of
rotation, then press r on the keyboard.

Swap Front and Back Layers '(keyboard only)
What Swap Layers does
Swap Layers will switch the current foreground and
backgound layers. Foreground layers become background
layers, while background layers become foreground layers.
How to use Swap Layers
Press'. The layers \vill swap status.

Notes and tips about Swap Layers
Note that layers do not change position-i.e., if layer 1 is
foreground and layers 2 and 3 are background, they will
not shift location. The contents of the layers remain the
same. Instead, layer 1 will be background and layers 2 and
3 will be foreground.

Swap Layers will swap the current status of the layers no
matter how many are selected .

•

•
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Modeler Keyboard Shortcuts

(the Help key)

Once you become familiar with the Modeler's object creation tools, you may find that moving around the screen via the mouse
is slower than you'd like. For this reason, keyboard shortcuts have been added to Modeler. To \~ew the keyboard shortcut list
while in Modeler, press Help. These single and combination key commands will help you get around the workspace more
quickly.
111e list below is organized alphabetically, by the command description in the second column, since it's easier to look up a
command by its description.
Shift+x
Ctrl+b
b
Shift+b
Esc

g

Ctrl while dragging
c
x
d
/

a
Shift+a
Ctrl+a
f
Ctrl+d
i

Shift+j
j

Help
Alt+ (I thru 0)
Shift+Alt (I thru 0)
I thru 0
Shift+ (I thnlO)
I
Return or Enter
Ctrl+
Ctrl+o
Ctrl+f
p
m
Shift+z
Shift+p
Shift+n
n

Return or Enter
Alt+mouse drag
v

Shift+q
Ctrl+r
k

y
e
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ARexx Macro menu (direct entry)
Begin CCP (create Continuity Control Point at beginning of curve)
Bevel polygons
Boolean CSG (Union, Intersect, Subtract, Add)
Cancel
Center item beneath pointer
Constrain movement for current tool
Copy selected item(s) to memory buffer
Cut (remove current item, place copy in memory buffer)
Delete current item (do not copy to memory buffer)
Display Options
Drop all selected items
Fit all item(s) to edit windows
Fit selected item(s) to edit windows
Fit selected item(s) to pointer's active edit window
Flip polygon surface normals
Freeze Curve into Polygon
Information (display based on selection mode)
Jitter points
Jump point(s) to pointer location
Keyboard shottcut list
Layer to Back
Add Layer to Back Layer(s)
l..:'lyer to Front
Add Layer to Front Layer(s)
Load object into ClllTent and frontmost layer
Make
Make (Open-ended) Curve (Ollt of selected points)
Make Oosed Curve (out of selected points)
Make Patch out of selected curves
Make Polygon out of selected points
Merge Points
Merge Polygons
Motion Path Extrude (requires a motion path saved from Layout)
Move
New (clear all layers, reset units and grid display)
Numeric menu
OK (and close) pop-up requester
Pan screen view (in direction of mouse when dragged)
Paste
Quit (exit Modeler to Layout)
Rail Extrude
Remove polygon(s) (leave points behind)
Rotate
Rotate left 90° (counterclockwise) around pointer pOSition
Rotate right 90° (clock\vise) around pointer position
Save As (save object under a new name)

•

•

•

s
h
Arrow keys

•

1
Spacebar
Shift+h
Shift+m
Ctrl+s
Shift +f
Shift+c
w
Shift+d
q
, (apostrophe)
ShiftH
Shift+w
Ctrl+n
Shift +t
u

Shift+u
Fl thm FlO
. (period)
> (Shift+period)
, (comma)
< (Shift +Comma)

Save front layer(s) (using object name most recently accessed)
Scale
Scroll screen view by one grid square in direction pressed
Select aU connected items (points or polygons)
Selection mode (cycle)
Size
Smooth.
Smooth Curves (smooth overlapping continuity control points)
Smooth Shift
Solid Drill (Core, Tunnel, Slice)
Statistics (based on selection mode: pOints, polygon, volume)
Subdivide
Su rface command
Swap Layers (switch aU foreground and background layers)
Template Drill (Core, Ttmnel, Slice)
Text
Toggle CP (Control Point) at end of curve
Triple (subdivide non-triangular polygons into triangular ones)
Undo (up to three steps)
Unify (make single-sided polygons out of double-sided ones)
User defined Macros
Zoom In
Zoom In 2X
Zoom Out
Zoom Out 2X

•

•
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About button
About Curves, Splines, and Surface Patches
Add Point button
Align button
Array button
Attach (polygon) button
BaJ]
Bend button
Bevel button
BG Image button
Blank Area
Boolean (dIilling functions)
Box
Clone button
Command buttons
Cone button
Coordinates
Ctrl key (modifier)
Deselect All
Detach (polygon) button
Disc button
Display Menu
Drag button
Drill, Solid
Drill, Template
Edit buttons
Edit Windows
End Continuity Point (End CP)
Enter key
Escape key (Esc)
Export pop-up
Extrude button
Fit Current View
Fit Selected button (Fit Se!)
Flip (polygon) bunon
Freeze
Functions \vithout an onscreen button
Go to Center
Grid Size
Hide Selected (Hide Sel)
Hide Unselected (Hide Uns)
Hotkeys
Import pop-up
In button
Infonnation (Info)
Invert
Jitter button
Jump
Keyboard Shortcuts
Lathe button
Layer buttons
Layout button
Load button
Macro pop-up
Magnet button

17
65
53
58
48
53
21
34
42
71
5
60
21
47
4
23
4
75
15
54
22
67
30
60
59
4
5
66
75
75
19
40
76
68
58
66
75
76
4
73
74
78
19
68
72
73
63
76
78
40
3
3
18
20
35

Magrtify button
Make button (Multiply menu)
Make button (Objects menu)
Make button (Polygon menu)
Make Closed Curve (Make CO
Make Curve (Make)
Measure button
Menu buttons
Merge (polygons) button
Merge button
Metafonn (part of Subdivide)
Mirror button
Modify menu
Morph button
Move button
Multiply menu
New button
Numeric button (Modify menu)
Numeric button (Multiply menu)
Numeric button (Objects menu)
Objects Menu
Options (Object menu)
Options button (Display menu)
Out button
Pan button
Patch button
Path Clone button
Path Extrude button
Point Selection
Points button
Pole 1 button
Pole 2 button
Polygon menu
PO~'gon Selection
Preview Window
Quantize button (Quantiz)
Rail Clone button
Rail Extrude button
Redo
Remove button
Remove Point button
Resizing Windows
Rotate button
Rotate Left 90°
Rotate Right 90°
Save As button
Save button
Sel Conn (Select Connected)
Select Connected (Sel Conn)
Selecting PointsIPolygonsIVolumes
Selection buttons
Selection, Selection Tools
Set Value (Set Val)
Shear button
Size button

67
42
24
52
65
65
67
3
54
62
56
41
27
46
27
39
17
38
42
24
17
25
69
68
67
45
48
43
9
51
37
37
51
10

5
63
49
44
15
52
53
5
28
76
77

19
18
15
73
8
4
6
64
30
26
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Sketch button
Skin button
Smooth
Smooth CUlve (Smooth)
Smooth Shift button
Solid Drill
Split (polygon) button
Start Continuity Point (Start CP)
Statistics (Stats)
Statistics
Stretch button
Subdivide button
Sunace button
Swap Layers
Taper 1 button
Taper 2 button
Template Drill
Text button
Tools menu
Triple button
Twist button
Unhide
Unify button
Volume Selection
Vortex button
Weld button

24

46
64
66
43
60
54
66
72
15
29
56
55
77
32
33
59
25
59
56
31
74
58
12
36
63
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Appendices
This section contains additional and extraneous material that is not required for Flyer operation, but that you may find useful.
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Appendix 1
TroulbleShooting lips .
Startup Problems
Symptom: Amiga will not start Check the following possibilities".
_ Is it plugged in?
Are all peripherals, drives, and external equipment plugged in and turned on? If not, tum them on and restart.
_ Are aU circuit cards inserted fully?
If the Toaster, the Flyer, or another card is not fully pushed into its slot, the system may be unable to start. Press gently
but firmly on all cards to make sure, then restart.
_ Are aU cables properly connected?
Check that any cables you have handled are fully inserted into their proper connections, and that none are backward.
Restart.
_ Have you removed or changed any Flyer drives?
If you have removed a Flyer drive, or changed its SCSI ID number, then your Amiga is having trouble starting because it
is looking for a now-missing Flyer drive. The icon for this drive, in the Sys:devsIDOSDrivers drawer, is causing the
problem. You will need to restart your Amiga with a boatable floppy disk, such as your Workbench disk, and remove the
unnecessruy icon. If you have added a new dlive, or changed a drive's SCSI ID number, you will need to drag the correct
device driver icon from the Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers drawer into the the Sys:devsIDOSDrivers drawer in order to be able
to use the new drive with its new number.
Symptom: ToasterlFlyer software will not run. Check Ihe following possibilities ...
_ Are aU cables properly connected?
Check that any cables you have handled are fully inserted into their proper connections, and that none are backward.
Is the Toaster over-terminated?
The Toaster's main output is designed to be connected directly to one device only (either a VCR, or a TV monitor, for
example). If you have placed a T connector on the main output in order to run the video to two places (say, a VCR and a
TV), you are weighting down the video signal. The Toaster will appear will "hang" while starting up, as if the Toaster
software cannot run. Disconnect one of the two devices and use a video distribution amplifier to run the Toaster's one
video out to a number of different devices.

•

Symptom: Video stutters on playback. Check the following possibilities".
There are no "extra" device driver icons in the DOSDrivers drawer.
If you have device driver icons in the main system DOSDrivers drawer, then the Amiga is spending time looking for these
drives repeatedly after its has started up. This polling process is interrupting the Flyer's ability to play smooth video. It is
especially noticeable when a CD-ROM device dIiver is present, but there is (a) no disc in your CD-ROM drive, or (b)
your CD-ROM drive is not turned on, or (c) you do not have the CD-ROM drive hooked up at the moment. The problem
may be related to more than just the CD-ROM de\~ce driver. Make sure there are no other unnecessary device drivers
present.
_ Unexpected additional split edits.
It is possible to cause a split edit that you did not intend. If you adjust the video for a clip when in the Fine Tune control
panel, and you do not adjust the audio, and audio is turned on for playback for that clip, you will have created a split
edit. Assuming you wanted a split edit, this is ok. If not, the error may cause playback trouble elsewhere in the sequence
because it makes for 100 many splits at one time (Flyer can only handle four spUt edits simultaneously) . Make sure that
you adjust video and audio correctly and that audio playback is set on (or off) , for each clip in your project, if you
experience stuttering playback.
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Symptom: An error message says something about an audio device problem. Check the following possibilities ...
_ Do you have the DataFlyer SCSI+ hard drive cootroUer (from Expansion Systems) in your Amiga?
See Appendix 16 for the solution.

•

AmigaStartup lips
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Symptom: What to do when the Amiga will not start.
Try these tips ...
_

Tum off the power and try again.

Sometimes the Amiga can be stubborn about starting up if it has just locked up. Turn the power off, wait at least 15
seconds, then start up again. If this does not work after two or three attempts, go to the next step.

_

If you have a Workbench floppy disk handy, insert the Workbench disk and restart the machine.
This should allow you to start the Amiga successfully. At th.is point, you should look at the most recent software that you
installed, or the most recent file(s) that were changed, in order to find the thing that is preventing the hard drive from
booting up on its own. After making the changes, restart without the disk and see if Ole Amiga comes up on its own. If it
does not, you may have to try again and spend more time looking for the problem.

_

If you do not have a Workbench disk handy, restart the machine and hold down both mouse buttons while
it reboots.
The Amiga is designed to display a special screen when both mouse buttons are held down while it powers up. This
screen, Early Startup Control, allows you to choose anlOng several options for startup. It's handy because it usually
enables you to start the machine and fix the problem when you do not have a Workbench disk handy.
If you can get to Ole early startup screen, you can be reasonably sure that the problem is not the Amiga hardware, but
some software command that occurs during the startup· sequence. Choose the option that allows the system to reboot
without using the startup~sequence. After the machine resets, it will display a screen that looks like a Shell (there is a
prompt, waiting for you to enter a command) . Enter the command loadwb and press Return. The Workbench interface
will load. It may appear in front of the Shell display, or it may open up behind the Shell window, in which case you will
need to resize the window in order to get to the Workbench. Once you are at the Workbench, you can go about locating
the problem that keeps the machine from starting.

•

_

Worst case scenario: The Amiga will boot from the Workbench disk, but you can't find or fix the problem.
Are you certain that you checked for errant device drivers in the correct DOSDrivers drawer? There are two DOSDrivers
drawers, one in the sys:devs directory (containing active drivers) and one in the sys:storage directory (containing drivers
that are in cold storage).
If you are certain you've done everything you can, our first recommendation is that you contact your dealer for
assistance. If you do not have a local dealer, you might wish to try contacting an Amiga or Toaster user group in your
area. There are always local experts around who will be willing to lend a hand. Also, you can give Ne\\/fek Technical
Support a call.

However, if you need to get your machine nlruting right away, and no expert is available, try the follOwing. Start the
machine with the Workbench floppy disk inserted. Once the system is up, locate and run the Shell program (it's in the
System drawer) , In the Shell type copy dft):slstartup-sequence (drivename ):slstartup-sequence and press
Return. In place of the (drivename):, you should use the name of your hard drive. For example, if your drive were
named DHO:, you would have typed copy dfO:slstartup-sequence dhO:slstartup-sequence. This copies the most
important startup file to your hard drive,
Afterward, remove the disk and restart the Amiga. It mayor may not start successfully. If it does not, you may need to
replace more files. Follow these steps only if you feel confident that you know what you are doing. The simplest method
is to start from the floppy disk, open a Shell, and type copy dID: all dhO: and press Return, This copies a]J of the
needed startup files to your hard drive. In the process, it will also overwrite your user-startup file, which may contain
commands for other programs you use. You should now be able to restart your Amiga from its own hard drive. You may
also need to re-install certain software in order to have it rewrite your old user-startup file .

•
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Appendix 2
Non-Standard Configurations •
This appendix is for Flyer users who wish to use a different configuration than the basic configuration installed by the
installation program.
The Basic Configuration
The basic Flyer configuration consists of three dlives connected to the Flyer card: two video drives and one audio drive. The
installation program installs the necessary control software for these drives only. After you 've completed the installation, follow
the steps below to set your system up correctly.
Using a Different Configuration
To utilize a different configuration, you will need to make some changes to your system via the Workbench software. The
installer placed three device drivel'S in your Sys:devsIDOSDrivers drawer (the active de\~ces drawer), called FAO, FBO, and
FCO. These represent the drive with ID on Flyer SCSI chain A, the drive \vith ID on Flyer SCSI chain B, and the drive \vith ID
on Flyer SCSI chain C. If these drives are not actually present on your system, the next time you start your Amiga, it will
probably not be able to come up. Therefore, you need to remove these device drivers from the Sys:devsIDOSDrivers and
replace them with the the correct device drivers for the drives and ID numbers you are using.

°

°

°

All device drivers are stored in a drawer called Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers. This is a storage area, and it is ignored when the
Amiga starts up. All of the device drivers here are effectively "in cold storage." Immediately upon completing the installation,
you should go to the Workbench, then locate and open two drawers: Sys:devsIDOSDrivers and Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers. Place
them on screen so that you can see the contents of each. Now drag the device drivers that you are not using from the active
drawer Sys:devsIDOSDrivers to the storage drawer Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers. Then, drag the device drivers that you are using
from the storage drawer Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers to the active drawer Sys:devsIDOSDrivers.

This sets up the proper notification for the Amiga to "look for" the actual hard drives that you have connected to the Flyer and
to make them available whenever you start your Amiga.

•

Remember that if you change your drive configuration, you'll need to make the same changes to the device drivers in order to
keep things straight. If you forget, you may find yourself unable to start the computer (if so, see below for tips on correcting
the mistake).
About Device Drivers
Adevice driver is a piece of software that represents a hardware device such as a Flyer drive, a removable SyQuest or
Bernoulli drive, CD-ROM drive, and others. It notifies the Amiga of the actual presence of such a drive. Without this
notification, the Amiga would not know that anything else had been hooked up.

When the Amiga starts up, it checks the drawer Sys:devsIDOSDrivers for the presence of device drivers. If any are present,
then the Amiga confirms their presence and displays the appropriate icon on the Workbench. You'll be able to access that
device during that work session as well.
NewTek's install automatically program places three device drivers in the Sys:devsIDOSDrivers drawer, and then places 18
more in storage within your main hard drive's Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers drawer. (Seven device drivers, for each of seven
possible drive ID numbers, 0-6, times the three drive chains A, B, C, equals 21 total device drivel'S.) If you were to hook up a
new hard drive in the future, all you would need to do to notify the Amiga that it had been added is to move the appropriate
device driver into the active device drawer and reboot. From that point onward, the drive would be available.
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Device Driver Tricks and Tips
Anifty tip about device drivers is that, with AmigaDOS 2.1 and higher, you can activate a device driver and gain access to a
newly added device even if it has not been dragged into the active de\~ce drawer first. Device drivers do not have to be inside
the active device drawer in order to be activated (only to be activated automatically when the computer starts up). If you

•

•

double-click on a device driver, you tell the Amiga to "look for tills drive and, if it's present, make it available" right away.
After a moment, if the con'ect drive is in fact connected to the system, its icon will appear on the Workbench, and you can
access it [rom within any program .
Therefore, if you forget to drag a device driver into the active devices drawer for DOSDlivers, you can simply double-click on
the device driver to mount the drive and continue working, Just don't forget to drag the dliver into the correct drawer so you
won't have to do trus evelY time!

Trouble Occurs-and How to Fix It
Trouble occurs when there are device drivers in the Sys:devs/DOSDrivers drawer for drives tilat are not actually hooked up to
the Amiga. With hard drives, usually the Amiga will not be able to boot up when th.is is the case. With a CD-ROM drive, the
system will usually boot, but the Flyer's video playback will stutter due to continued SCSI polling while the Amiga repeatedly
searches for a CD-ROM drive that isn't there! For these reasons, it's best to keep aware of your active device drivers.
There are two solutions, based on your familiarity \vith the Amiga.
The easiest method is to insert the Workbench floppy disk in the computer and restart it. The system will use tile floppy disk
as its startup disk rather than your hard disk. Once the Workbench appears, go into the hard drive and drag the offending
device driver(s) from the active device drawer (devslDOSDrivers ) back to cold storage (storageIDOSDrivers). Reboot and
everything should work fine again.
The otiler method is to restart the Amiga and hold down both mouse buttons right away. In a moment, you will see the Amiga
Early Startup Screen. This diagnostic screen gives you control over the macrune's startup. Select the Boot With No StartupSequence option. (Note that th.is screen looks and functions differently on different releases of the Workbench software, so
you may have to look around a bit in order to find the the comct option.) The Amiga will reboot and display a Shell window
with a prompt. Enter loadwb and press Return. Resize the Shell \vindow so that it is out of the way; beh.ind it you \vill find the
Workbench Go into the hard drive and drag the offending device driver(s) from the active device drawer (devsIDOSDrivers)
back to cold storage (storageIDOSDrivers). Reboot and everyth.ing should work fine again .

•
SCSI ID 0

SCSI Chain A

SCSI Chain B

SCSI Chain C

FAD

FBO

FCD

TabIeA. The device drivers installed in Sys:devslDOSDrivers by the installer. These are automatically installed for the
basic system configuration. Other corifigurations may require changes.

SCSI ID 0
SCSI ID 1
SCSI ID 2
SCSI ID 3
SCSI ID 4
SCSI ID 5
SCSI ID 6

SCSI Chain A

SCSI Chain B

SCSI Chain C

FAD
FAl
FA2
FA3
FA4
FAS
FA6

FBO
FBI
FB2
FB3

FCO
FCI
FC2
FC3
FC4
FC5
Fc6

FB4

FB5
FB6

Table B. The device driver names for all ofthe possible hard drives that can be connected to the Flyer. These are placed
in Sys:StoragelDOSDrivers by the installer.

S_cS_I~C_h6_ai_n_C ~

_ _______________________________________________________
SCSI ID 6
1

__

•

Table C. The device driver name for the CD-ROM driverplaced in the Sys:StoragelDOSDrivers drawer by the installer.
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Appendix 3
11Ie Basic Flyer Configuration •
Whars This About?
The following dissertation is lengthy and technical and probably quite dull to most Flyer users. However, it contains important
information about the installation of your system, SCSI hookups, and naming conventions used within the Flyer software.
Although you do not have to read and understand this data, it will definitely prove beneficial to you as you grow comfortable
with the system and add to it in the future.
Basic Flyer Configuration and Installation
The basic Flyer configuration consists of three drives connected to the Flyer card: two video drives and one audio drive. The
installation program is preprogrammed to install the necessary control software for these drives only. If you wish to a different
configuration, we have supplied all of the necessary device drivers in the Sys:StorageJDOSDrivers drawer on your Amiga. The
install program sets up the three-drive configuration automatically; so you \ViU have to go back after the installation, remove
the incorrect drivers (for those drives you do not have), and insert the correct drivers (for those drives you do have).
Although the three SCSI ports on the Flyer are labeled SCSI 0, SCSI I, and SCSI 2 on the card itself, NewTek has adopted the
following conventions when configuring and referring to these ports. This is so drive installation and usage is as easy and
consistent as possible from one system to the next. Although it sounds trite to employ the colloquialism, it's as simple as "A-B-

c."
SCSI 0, SCSI I , and SCSI 2 are referred to as A, B, and C. These three connections are often called "ports" or "chains" in hard
drive terminology. As long as you refer to the correct letter, it does not matter whether you say you have "Adrive on port A" or
"Adrive on SCSI chain A." The important concept here is that you understand why we use A, B, and C.
We felt like it.
Actually, it serves the purpose of allowing you to identify each SCSI chain and each drive on that chain individually. Each SCSI
chain can support seven devices (numbered from 0-6). Therefore, the first drive connected to SCSI port Awill receive the
device name of FAO:. Pretty exciting, huh? The first dlive on SCSI port B is called FBO:, while the first drive on Cis called FCO:.
Following is a chart to show you the device names possible with the Flyer. Note that these names are for Flyer video drives or
audio drives only. (Other devices, such as a CO-ROM drive on SCSI chain C\'lith ID 6, \ViU have another name, such as

•

C06:.)

First Flyer drive device name
Second Flyer drive device name
Third Flyer drive device name
Fourth Flyer drive device name
Fifth Flyer drive device name
Sixth Flyer drive device name
Seventh Flyer drive device name

SCSI Port A
FAO:
FA1 :

FAZ:
FA3:
FA4:
FA5:
FA6:

SCSI Port B
FBO:
FBI:
FB2:
FB3:

FB4:
FB5:
FB6:

SCSI Port C
FCO:
FC I:
FC2:
FC3:
FC4:
FC5:
Fc6:

The Amiga uses two different names for referring to a disk: a device name and a volume name. Whether you tell the system to
look for device DHO: or volume "Workbench," the computer \ViU consult its list and take you to the right place.
The FlyerFormat utility automatically takes care of prOviding device names. You may, from the Workbench, select a Flyer drive
and provide any volume name you wish.

•

•

•

•

Importantl
Do not rename volumes without being careful!You should know that whenever you save a video project from within the Flyer,
the volume name where each of the parts of the project came from is recorded within the saved file. Video clips, audio clips,
graphics and more may come from a number of different drives when you create a project. If you have saved a project, then
renamed one of your drives from "Pete" to "Malcolm," then the next time you attempt to load the project, the Flyer will be
unable to find some portions of the program since it will be looking for a drive named Pete. Once you've named a drive, it's
best to keep it that way.

Appendix 4
Aboutlhe Software Installation •
When you perform a complete install of the Toaster Flyer software to an Arniga 4000 system, the foUowing files are placed.
(Note: These pathoames assume that you have two hard drives for the Arniga, and the basic three-drive setup for your Flyer. In
this example, the boot drive was named DHO: and the Toaster drive was named VIi:.)

•
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•

•
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Appendix 5
CD-ROM Access .
About Asimware's CD-ROMsoftware
The Flyer includes the necessary CD-ROM drivers to read a CD-ROM drive. This capability has been provided as a courtesy
from Asimware Innovations of Canadll

If you are interested in obtaining the full release of Asimware's CD software, ~1th additional capabilities for using CD's and CDROM discs, contact them at the address and phone number below.
Asimware Innovations
101 Country Club Drive
Hamilton, Ontario
Canada L8K 5W4

905/578-4916
905/578-3966

•
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Appendix &
MegaChip 2000

•

Getting Extra MemoryIPerformance on an Amiga 2000
Jfyou are mnning the Video Toaster (either the original card or the 4000 card) in an Amlga 2000, you may find your system
has difficulty running some of the Toaster's video graphics applications due to lack of chip RAM. This is related to the original
Agnus chip on the Amlga 2000 motherboard, which utilizes 1 MB of memory. You can install an adapter card called the
MegaChip to double this to 2 MB of chip RAM. This will both improve the performance of your Amlga and alleviate the lack of
chip memory for Toaster operations.
For more information about the MegaChip, contact its manufacturer at the address and phone number below.
OKB
50240 W. Pontiac Trail
Wixom, MI 48393

Tech Support 810-960-8750
Sales
810-960-8751
FAX
810-960-8752

•

•
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Appendix 7
YIC Plus Card.
Compatibility with the Video Toaster Flyer
The Flyer is compatible with the Y/C Plus card in all Amiga configurations. However, if you have the original Video Toaster
card installed in an Amiga 2000 (or in a modified A3000 or A3000T), you will need a new cable from the makers of the Y/C
Plus card in order to continue to use it with the Flyer.
Contact Y/C Plus regarding a replacement cable for the Y/C Plus card configuration at the address and phone number below.
Y/C Plus, Inc.
310 SW 6th Avenue
Topeka, KS 66603-3109

Voice
FAX

9131235-5014
913/235-3485

Troubleshooting tip from Y/C Plus when using the Video Toaster 4000 card, Flyer, and the Y/C Plus card:
"If your system seems to have difficulty booting up, try removing the following jumpers from your Y/CPlus card-JP3 and
JP4. This solves the problem, since the Flyer utilizes inputs 3 and 4 internally direct from the Toaster 4000 card."

•
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Appendix B
Installing aNew Drive

•

If you want to use a different configuration than the basic three-drive configuration, or install additional drives, you must
(a) install and format those drives, then
(b) place the appropriate device driver in the Sys:devsIDOSDrivers

1

lnstall ule drives per the manufacturer's instructions. Make sure that:
• Each drive on any single SCSI chain has a different ID number (anywhere from 0-6)
• Only the last drive on any SCSI chain is terminated (has its tennination set to on).
• Each drive has power

2

Install the device dl'iver whose nanle matches the SCSI port and the SCSI ID of the
drive (s) you have just installed. Do this by dragging the device driver with the correct
ID/name from the following directory-Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers-into the directory
named Sys:DevsIDOSDrivers. Then restart the system.

Tills is how the system knows that a new drive is present when it starts up. 'I11e device driver notifies the Arrtiga of the
presence of a drive on a specific SCSI chain and with a specific ID number. .

Example

•

Suppose you have installed a second drive to SCSI chain A, daisy-chained after the first drive . The new drive has a SCSI ID
number of 4. When you install the new drive, make sure that termination is switched off for the first drive and that termination
is on for the second drive. (The last drive in any chain is the one that is terminated.) Then, after installing the hardware,
here's all you do:

1

Drag the device drivel' named FA4 from the following directorySys:StorageIDOSDrivers---into the directory named Sys:DevsIDOSDrivers.

2

Double-click on the device driver to alert the Arrtiga to the new drive's presence
immediately.

3

Turn to the appropriate Appendix for the kind of hard drive you installed, either
Fonnatting a Drive for Video Recording or Fonnatting a Drive for Audio
Recording and format the drive.

4

•

Start the Flyer and begin using your new drive.

Troublesllooling Tip
Whenever you add or remove device driver icons from the Sys:DevsIDOSDtivers drawer, make sure that there are no "false"
icons there (icons for which you do not actually have a drive). These can cause trouble for the Arrtiga's startup, or problems
\viUl the video playback of Flyer drives (Le., stuttering playback). Drag these icons back into the Sys:StorageIDOSDrivers
drawer for safekeeping until you need them.
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Appendix 9
FormaWng aDrive lor Video •
Three built-in SCSI II ports allow you to connect up to 21 SCSI drives to the Flyer. In practical terms, this means that you can
connect a maximum of 14 dedicated video drives and 7 dedicated audio dlives to the Flyer card.
You will need to install the new Flyer hard drive as you would any normal hard drive (insert it into a case, provide it with
power, hook it up to one of the Flyer's SCSI chainS) . The drive may be mounted inside the Amiga or in an external case with
its own power supply. Make sure that you connect to the proper Flyer SCSI channel (channels A and B are fOf\~deo , channel
Cis for audio) , then set the drive's jumper(s) or switch (es) to a proper SCSI ill number (ill numbers for each SCSI chain
range from 0-6) . Once the drive is installed correctly, power on the system.
Locate the icon labeled FlyerFonnat and double-click it to start the formatting procedure. When the format program
appears, it will look something like tlus.

All of the drives connected to the Flyer will appear in the list window. (If a drive does not appear, double check that it has in
fact powered up and that the SCSI cable is properly connected. You may need to restart the system and try again.) Follow the
steps below to format a new drive.

1

From the list of available drives you should see your newly added drive with the
comment "Not Flyer-PS" on its status line. Select this drive by clicking on it. The entire
line will highligh t.

2

Click on the button labeled Fonnat Drive. You should see the following message:

•

Click Cancel if for any reason you do not want to format this drive. Otherwise, click OK to proceed to the next step .

•
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3

You should see the following message:

•
Here you must select which type of data you will put on this drive: audio only, or video clips (along with their accompanying
audio). In this case, you want a drive that can record video \\~th audio.

4

Click on the AudiolVideo button.

After a few moments the process will be completed. The drive will have been formatted, and the cache settings updated.
The list window will also be cleared and updated. (As an example, formatting a 2 gigabyte drive takes about 20 seconds.)
You can be certain the process was successful by looking at the status line for the newly-formatted drive. It should say
"AudiolVideo" now.

5
•

Click the close box in the upper heft-hand comer of the FlyerFormat window to exit the
program.

Your new drive is ready to use the next time you start the Toaster Flyer .

•
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Appendix 10
Formatting aDrive lor Audio •
Three built-in SCSI D ports allow you to connect up to 21 SCSI drives to the Flyer. In practical tenns, this means that you can
connect a maximum of 14 dedicated video drives and 7 dedicated audio drives to the Flyer card.
You will need to install the new Flyer hard drive as you would any nonnal hard drive (insert it into a case, provide it \vith
power, hook it up to one of the Flyer's SCSI chains). The drive may be mounted inside the Amiga or in an external case \vith
its own power supply. Make sure that you connect to the proper Flyer SCSI channel (channels Aand Bare for video, channel
Cis for audio), then set the drive's jumper(s) or switch(es) to a proper SCSI ill number (ill numbers for each SCSI chain
range from 0-6). Once the drive is installed correctly, power on the system.
Locate the icon labeled FlyerFonnat and double-click it to start the fonnatting procedure. When the fonnat program
appears, it will look something like this.

All of the drives connected to the Flyer will appear in the list window. (If a drive does not appear, double check that it has in
fact powered up and that the SCSI cable is properly connected. You may need to restart the system and try again.) Follow the
steps below to fonnat a new drive.

1

From the list of available drives you should see your newly added drive with the
comment "Not Flyer-FS" on its status line. Select this drive by clicking on it. The entire
line will highlight.

2

Click on the button labeled Fonnat Drive. You should see the following message:

•

•
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•

3

Click Cancel if for any reason you do not want to format this drive. Otherwise, click OK
to proceed to the next step. You should see the foUowing message:

Here you must select the use you plan for tIlis drive: as an audio-only drive, or as a dtive that handles video clips (along with
their accompanying audio). In this case, you want tIlis drive to be an audio drive.

4

Click on the Audio Only button.

After a few moments the process will be completed and the list window \\~ll be updated. (As an example, formatting a 52
megabyte drive takes about 15 seconds.) You can be certain the process was successful by looking at the status line for
the newly-formatted drive. It should say "Audio Only" now.

5
•

Click the close box in the upper heft-hand corner of the FlyerFormat window to exit the
program.

Your new drive is ready to use the next time you start the Toaster Flyer.

•
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Appendix 11
Drive Cacbe Sanings •
Updating/Reselling aDrive's Cache Sellings
If you find a drive is no longer reliable (i.e., it plays back with numerous errors, or refuses to accept new footage), you may
need to (a) reset the drive cache, or (b) reformat the drive. Resetting the cache will not alter any audio or video currently on
the drive, whereas reformatting will erase all data. We reconunend resetting the drive's cache settings first, before attempting
to recover a damaged drive, since this approach is nondestructive.

Locate the icon labeled FlyerFonnat and double-click it to start the formatting procedure. When the format program
appears, it will look something like this ...

All of the drives cormected to the Flyer will appear in the list window.

1

From the list of available drives select the drive to be updated by clicking on it. The entire
line will highlight.

2

Click on the button labeled Set Drive Cache. The cache will be updated
instantaneously.

3

Click the close box in the upper left-hand comer of the FlyerFormat ,'"indow to exit the
program.

•

Your drive is ready to use.

•
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Appendix 12
Re-FormaUing aDrive
Hard drives occasionally have problems. Today's hard drives are of very high quality and reliability, yet even they may
succwnb to rough treatment, power outages, or other improprieties. If you find a drive is no longer reliable (i.e., it plays back
with nwnerous en'ors, or refuses to accept new footage), you may need to (a) reset the drive cache, or (b) refonnat the
drive. Resetting the cache will not alter any audio or video cumntly on the drive, whereas reformatting will erase all data. We
recommend resetting the drive's cache settings first, before attempting to recover a damaged drive.
The procedure for re-fonnattmg a Flyer drive is the same as the one you followed for fonnatting the drive originally. Simply
start the FlyerFormat program, select the drive, choose the type of fonnatting, and start the process. If you are unsure of your
steps, turn to the appropriate Appendix for help, either Fonnatting a Drive for Video or Fonnatting a Drive for
Audio, depending on the type of usage you want for the drive .

•

•
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Appendix 13
Using SMPTE lime Code •
The Flyer supports the use of SMPTE time code. SMPTE time code is not a requirement for using the Flyer. However, for
greater versatility and compatibility with video editing systems and operators, SMPTE time code support has been
included. The Flyer accepts SMPTE time code while recording, and will output time code during playback. These input
and output functions are accessed via the serial connections on the Flyer itself. (U you use NewTek's SCSI accessory
cable, you will have these serial connections, labeled Aand B, available on the back of your Amiga. Othenvise, you may
need to obtain the necessary cabling from your dealer.)
Note that there are two forms of time code, longitudinal and vertical interval, known in the industry as LTC and YlTC.
The Flyer utilizes only longitudinal time code input via a serial cable. Uyour equipment is not capable of sending this
form of signal to the FI)ler, you will need to obtain an LTC-to-YlTC translator than can make the necessary conversion to
the format that the Flyer wiJl accept. See your computer/video dealer, or consult the appendix on Horita Company, for a
time code translator. (Other manufacturers may be added to the appendices as we learn of them.)

•

•
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Appendix 14
lime Code Products

•

At the time of printing, the Flyer supported the SMPTE time code fonnat generated by the Horita Company's time code
equipment. Ne"lfek thanks Horita for providing their TRG-50 time code generator and VLT -50 \'lTC-to-LTC translator [or
compatibili~1 and testing purposes during the development of the Flyer.
Horita Company manufactures a variety of time code and computer/video-related products. Contact them at the address below
for further information.
Horita Company

P.O. Box 393
Mission Viejo, CA 92690
Voice

714-489-0240

•

•
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Appendix 15
Audio Peripherals •
Brookline Tecllnologies' Volunle Stabilizer
If your camcorder or audio-recording equipment is unable to record consistent, good quality sound, and you wish to be able
to maintain a more constant sound level, you may want to contact Brookline Technologies about their Volume Stabilizer line
of products.

The Volume Stabilizers serve to bring up low-level audio while reducing sudden, high-level peaks, without sacrificing the
dynamics of the overall soundtrack. The result is that you can hear more of the soundtrack without being assaulted by a wall
of sound. This may be particularly helpful for footage recorded from a camcorder, or home footage.
Brookline Technologies
2035 Carriage Hill Road
Allison Park, PA 15101
Orders
Voice
FAX

1-800-366-9290
412-366-9290
412-366-0875

•
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~pendix 18

SCSI Controller Compatibility
Expansion Systems' DataFlyer SCSI+ Controller
EJ.:pansion Systems markets a SCSI hard drive controller for the Amiga 4000 that does not require the use of a standard Amiga
expansion slo~ thus allowing you to add SCSI hard drives to your system without taking up valuable expansion card space.
However, ifyou use the DataFlyer SCSI+ and your ToasterlFlyer system is set to autoboot (automatically start the Toaster upon
the computer's StaJ.1up) a contlict can occur. You may see an error message referring to an "audio" problem. If so, follow the
steps below to remedy the situation.
Summary of Remedy
You need to edit your staJ.1up-sequence file to change the DFMount command line so that it specifically names drives that are
not present in your system.

•

Example
1. Suppose your main drive is named DHO:. Start your Amiga, then open a Shell (or CD) window and type:
ed s:startup-sequence and press Return. This will open a text editor with the staJ.1up file ready to be edited.
2. Locate the line that reads DFMount >NIL: 2 34 56. You should find it near the bottom of the file if the SCSI+ software
was recently installed.
3. Edit the list of drive numbers to specify only those drives that actually exist. For example, if you have three SCSI drives
connected to the SCSI +, numbered 2,5, and 6, change this line to read DFMount >NIL: 256
4. Select the Save option from the pull down menu at the top of the screen, then quit the editor.
5. Restart your system. It should start \\~thout giving you the error message and everything should work normally.
If you need further assistance, please contact Expansion Systems at the address or phone number listed below.

Expansion Systems
44862 Osgood Road
Fremont, CA 94539
Voice
510-656-2890
8:00am-l 1:30, 12:30-5:00pm
Monday through Thursday

•
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Appendix 17

ToasterCG ARexx Macros •
Following is a short deSCription of the ARexx macro shortcut sCripts included with ToasterCG 4,0, (Due to the nature of
printing schedules, there may actually be additional scripts not documented here,)
Some of these sCripts are meant to be run by themselves, while others actually create additional self-running scripts, The
SaveAttrib macro is one such "script generator," You use it to save the attribute settings of the currently selected item,
SaveAttrib will ask you for a file nanle, and it will save these attributes as a script with that file name, I.ater, when you want to
apply those attributes to other text, you simply run the script that the SaveAttlib macro created for you to do so,
TIle "child" sCript created by SaveAttrib is an example of a self-running script. When you run it, it performs an action. Other
examples of this kind of script include SpeliChecker, which checks the current page for typographical errors, and ChartFont,
wh.ich outputs a Ust of all of the alternate characters within a font.
Most sClipts are self-running in th.is manner. OnJy a few (most of the attribute-saving scripts and the box making script) are
the "script generating" kind.
To run one of these self-running ARexx scripts:
Method 1: In ToasterCG, press Alt+Fl. This calls up the RexxLauncher file requester. Locate the sCript you wish to run and
double-click it to run it.
Method 2: If the script has been assigned to one of the function keys (either an Alt+Fkey combination or a Shift+Alt+Fkey
combination) just press the appropriate keyboard shortcut.
AsciiIn.rexx
'X'hen you run this script, it asks you to enter an ASCll number, The number relates to the ASCll number of a character in the
current font. Enter the number and press Return, and ToasterCG will place that character on screen,

•

AsciiOutrexx
This script is the reverse of Asciiln,rexx, Select a character on screen and then nm this script, and ToasterCG will inform you
of the ASCll value for that character,
BatchFonts. rexx
This sClipt allows you to load a single font in a variety of sizes all in one operation (rather than having to reload the font each
time), Run the script. The requester will ask you to enter a series of numbers that indicate font sizes, You can leave spaces
between sizes, or commas, or just about any other character. The script will strip off urlllecessary characters and Simply use
the numbers to load the selected font in all of the sizes entered,
Boxmaker.rexx
This is a script generator, It will study aU of the boxes currently on screen, including their sizes, attributes, and locations, then
create a file that can be used to recreate these boxes at any other time, This is useful for designing lower-third boxes or
graph.ics that you use often. To reload a box that was saved by this script, simply run the ARexx Launcher (Alt+Fi), enter the
BoxM:akerScripts directory, and double-click on a box file,
Bumplines.rexx
This script is most usefuj on scroU pages, where you will have many, many lines of information, This script will evenJy space
every line on the page. This spacing function is pretty useful, especially if you have been editing the file for a while, even more
so if you use multiple font sizes on the page. BumpLines will ask you for a number, and will use that line value to evenly space
all lines on the page,
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•

CGHaiku.rexx
This is a valiation on the Haiku macro originally created for LightWave Modeler. It's simply a fun example of using ARexx.

•

ChartFontrexx
ChartFont will provide you with an on screen printout of all of the alternate characters in the font you select. These are the
characters you get when you hold down the Alt key and type a letter. Chal1Font will go to the next page, and if it is blank,
convert it to a scroll page, then print out a lengthy list of the alternate characters (Witll keys to show which is which) . If the
next page is not blank, ChartFont asks if you wish to clear it, or cancel. It's best just to jump to a sequence of blank pages
before running ChartFont.
CopyAttrib.rexx
"Copy" and "Paste" are two shortcut functions that ToasterCG lacks. The CopyAttrib and PasteAttrib scripts serve to fulfill these
commands. CopyAttrib is a shortcut sClipt that will save all attributes of the current font directly to the sCript named
PasteAttlib. PasteAttrib will apply these saved attributes to the selected item. (Unlike the Save Attrib sClipt, this saves you from
having to specify a file name for the current attributes. They are immediately saved to the preset script.)

To apply these saved attlibutes, just select and run the PasteAttrib script.

Tip: The easiest andfastest way to use the copy and paste scripts is to use them via their keyboard Sh011cuts.
DeleteWord.rexx.
Tlus is a special sCript related to the speliChecker. It allows you to remove words from the dictionary file that the speUchecker
uses.
DOS_Commanclrexx.
This sCript is primarily of use to programmers. It allows you to run an AmigaDOS command from \\~thin ToasterCG. However,
unless you redirect the output of the command to a file, you will not have any indication within ToasterCG that the command
has been implemented.

•

EPSLoaclress

This late-addition script allows you to convert an EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) file to an IFF 24-bit brush and load it into
ToasterCG. YOll must foUow the steps in the proper order. First, create a box on screen (select Box from the pop-up menu,
place it where you \\~sh, and make it about the size that you want the brush to be). Second, run the EPSLoad script and select
the EPS file you \\~sh to load. After a moment, the box \\ill be redrawn with the EPS artwork inside. Also, upon creation, the
brush \\ill be saved automatically as an IFF 24-bit brush in the brushes su bdirectory with your Toaster software installation, so
you can use it again and again, even in ToasterPaint or ughtWave 3D.
Note: The converted EPS artwork will change the size of the box you draw somewhat. Because the EPS art has its own aspect
ratio (height-to-widtll ratio), it will load into the box as tall as it can and as wide as it can until either the height or the width
hits the border of the box you made. At that point, the other size is calculated the the box redrawn. So, if the box changes a
tittle too much for you, create another that is slightly larger (or smaller, as needed) and load the EPS art again.
PasteAttrib.rexx.
See the CopyAttrib script.
Random<\ttrib.rexx
This sCript began as a joke. However, we quickly discovered that it came up with some useful results. RandomAttrib \\ill create
a set of random attributes for the selected item. (You have the option of randonuzing the alpha channel as weU. Usually, it's
best not to randomize the alpha channel, since it tends to make the results look bad that might otherwise be good.)

.

RexxLauncher.rexx
TI1is is a script that caUs up a file requester that allows you to select an ARexx sCript to run. Since there are more scripts than
there are shortcut keys, the RexxLauncher is handy. You'U probably use tllis most often to apply attribute settings or recall
boxmaker sCripts .

-
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SaveAllPages.rexx
Tltis sCript is invaluable for Toaster owners who have created many CG books over the years. The Sequencer/Switcher no
longer uses loaded books in the CG to render the image you need when you select it. Rather, each page must be saved as a
separate page file, and when double-clicked it will display. Use the SaveAlJPages script to save all of the pages of the current
book as individual page files. Tltis saves you the work of doing it yourself manually. Pages will be saved with the name Page01 , •
Page02, Page03, etc., so you will want to go back and name them appropriately.
SaveAttrib.rexx
Tltis is a script generator. It will copy all of the attributes of the current selected item (text color, border size, border color,
shadow size, shadow color, and shadow direction, along \\~th all alpha channel values for these items) to a file. To reload an
attribute file that was saved by this script, simply run the ARexx Launcher (Alt+ Fl), enter the AttribScripts directory, and
double-click on the file you want.
SavePage.rexx
This is a shortcut to the Save Page button. Since you'll probably spend most of your time working on the main menu of
ToasterCG, it can be a minor slowdown to have to go to the secondary controls menu just to save the current page. Tltis script
shortcuts the extra steps of going to that menu and choosing the Save Page button.
SaveState.rexx
This SC1;pt is related directly to ToasterCG's startup. SaveState \\ill save the current font list to a file called Startup.rexx
(desCribed below). Every time you start ToasterCG, the system looks at the startup script and sets up the fonts and attributes
you saved. Tltis saves you the time o[ loading your most-used fonts.

Note: Brushes and PS text brushes are not saved as part of the startup sCript.
SaveTextFile.rexx
SaveTextFile will save the current text on the page to a file (whose name you can specify).
SizeDown.rexx
Here's a great shortcut. After loading a font, you may find that the text you have entered is too large for the location on screen
where you want to place it. Select the SizeDown command to (a) automatically load the same font in a size that is 5 lines
shorter, and (b) automatically resize the selected item. Keep pressing this shortcut to keep sizing down.

•

To size up, use the SizeUp shortcut.
SizeUp.rexx
Here's a great shortcut. After loading a font, you may find that the text you have entered is too small for the location on screen
where you want to place it. Select the SizeD own command to (a) automatically load the same font in a size that is 5 lines
tailer, and (b) automatically resize the selected item. Keep pressing this shortcut to keep sizing up.

To size down , use the SizeDown shortcut.
SpeUCheck.rexx
Tltis calls up the spell checking program. SpeliChecker will run through the entire page, asking you about each possible error
that it encounters. You have the option o[ accepting the word or entering the correct word. At the end of the check,
spell checker asks if you would like to add any of the unknownlcon-ected words to the dictionary.
Startup.rexx
Tltis script is created by the SaveState macro. It contains a list of all of the fonts loaded in the system at the time it was saved,
and it loads these fonts every time you start ToasterCG.
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